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PREFACE.

SINCE much space is occupied with the Introduction, the

reader shall not be detained with a long Preface. The object

of this work is to ascertain and shew clearly, if possible, the

Lord’s OWN judgment as to the true condition of Christen

dom, and to note still His OWN indications as to how that

condition became so wretched as we shall hear Him declaring

that it is. Should any one be incredulous, or, it may be,

inclined to oppose the notion of obtaining a certain sound as

to these matters from the page of prophecy, he is entreated

to weigh candidly the evidence adduced ere he rejects it.

After all the bookswhich have been written upon Rev. ii.

and iii, there is an impression deepening upon the minds of

Christian men that that portion of the Word of God is still to

a large extent unexplored. More is felt to be in it than meets

the careless eye. Even Trench admits that there is much in

it which is very peculiar. And the uncommon, the startling

urgency of the Spirit, in beckoning, seven times over, our close

attention to these two chapters, itself seems to augur that

there are truths contained herein not only of the deepest,

highest import unto us, but also such as are scarcely to be
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met with elsewhere in all the inspired volume. But now, if

in the following pages it is fairly proved that those seven

Epistles form one single prophecy of the professing Church’s

career throughout this dispensation, and that EVERY SINGLE

TOUCH in this Divine panorama occupies exactly that place

which history demands that it should have, and that each

and all go to fill up fully one complete prophetic chart; then

light, as if from the very judgment-throne, upon so many

controversies which have rent the Church, will be seen to be

afforded, as shall manifestly and adequately account for the

earnestness of the Lord’s call to heed what is here uttered.

And if another additional prophecy shall be marked to

tally in a great variety of particulars with the testimony of

the former, and not to clash in any one point ; then, in God’s

account, this twofold witnessing ought to be considered ample

and conclusive, (Deut. xix. 15.)

Indeed, the constancy of this twofoldedness of the testi—

mony, by the inspired servants of God, against the professing

Church’s apostasy, is most noteworthy. In gracious conde

scension to our misgivings, He has by TWO New Testament

writers, (Paul and John,) revealed the full lineaments of that

great ecclesiastical sin when at its height: by TWO others,

(Peter and Jude,) He has directed our eye to the clerical

agents of that wickedness : then, again, by TWO distinct pro

phetic tracings, (Rev. ii. and iii., and Matt. xiii.,) He has

mapped out the entire course of the professing Church, so

that the evil within, in its germ, in its full development, and

in its final phases, ere He judges it, are all displayed: and,

lastly, by TWO of His servants, (James and John,) He has

solemnly warned us, as if in anticipation of the mischief,
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that friendship with the world is enmity with Him. The fact

that God, in dehorting us from all this veiled ungodliness,

has produced not one but two witnesses to portray each part,

should never be lost sight of. But if the warnings of these

be regarded, it will be found that as the Heathen worship the

Devil, (1 Cor. x. 20 ;) and as the Mohammedan religion is one

that panders to the flesh ; so the nominal Church has been

overcome by—-the World ! And this concurrence of the pro

phetic tracing, (in Matt. xiii. and Rev. and iii.,) if it can be

satisfactorily made out, that is, to him that hath the hearing

ear, as each of these scriptures reminds is needed—ought

then to be thankfully accepted as of inestimable value in our

endeavours to apprehend how the Church’s action in between

the two Advents is beheld under His OWN awful gaze. “In

thy light shall we see light.”

Some points of great importance are brought out, it is

conceived, with great distinctness in these two sketches.

As, for instance, that Popery was only an advanced stage in

ecclesiastical sin, and only the legitimate consequence, when

unchecked, of the Union of Church and world. Or again:

that the world, having first vainly sought, time after time,

utterly to extirpate the early Church, did subsequently

change its entire bearing towards her; and which mild

method proved so amazingly successful, that its overtures

of friendship were embraced with greediness. A junction

.or Union of the two parties speedily followed ; which Union,

leading even to amalgamation, though by men tenderly

designated as the Union of Church and State, is by the

-Most High, who ever speaks of things as they are, branded

as the Union of Church and World. Herein, too, this same
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Being is heard also to advert, in tones of sore displeasure,

to the interested parties by whom, on the Church’s side, this

Union was consummated, and to lay bare the predisposing

causes by which that Union had become possible. Or, once

more: by means of these two prophetic pictures, the full

significance of the term Babylon becomes very plainly mani

fest, and the portraiture of her in Rev. xvii. 5 is seen to be

strictly correct: viz., that she is, as it were, a mother having

daughters, who also are harlots like herself; and this fearful

epithet is hence observed to be one far wider and more com

prehensive in its range than some outside the Papal system

may be willing to admit. In other words, again, what men

fondly call Christendom, God pronounces to be Babylon.

Not one revealed truth of God is there which has not a

correlative or contrasted truth to be placed side by side

therewith. But now, from the scriptures which will pass

under review, the duty of separation, as well from ecclesi

astical as from fieshly sin, will, we trow, become very plain.

Now, what is the correlative to this call to separation?

Even that we should mix freely with sinners, and go in and

out amongst them in every lawful way. So acted the Lord

Jesus Christ ! On the one hand, it was hurled at Him, as a

reproach, that He received publicans and sinners and ate

with them ; and, on the other, so did He ever demean Him

self, so did He stand aloof from all complicity with their sin,

as that He was, and He kept Himself, holy, harmless, unde

filed, and separate from sinners.

But what with the exhibiting the ruinous condition of

Christendom, and what with the duty incumbent on the

Lord’s people to be separate therefrom shewn clearly to
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follow; the subject of this work, it is to be expected, will by

some be turned away from. The author expects little thanks

from many for what he has written. Indeed it would have

been far more pleasant for him to have written upon some

other more agreeable topic ;—for men love “smooth things.”

But yet the CHRISTIAN reader is reminded that if the truths

here unfolded may be painful, their acceptance will be found

to be highly profitable, (Rev. 2;. 10.) It is well for such to

look above the false glare which the world and the world

church put upon things, and to see them as far as possible in

God’s own light ; for not unfrequently that which is highly

esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of God.

And however the conclusions herein arrived at may be widely

different from the sanguine expectations of some; still, it can

be solemnly averred that the following pages are the result

of a protracted and careful investigation of the scriptures

which are passed under review.

One request is made of the reader. It is, that he would

kindly read the book QUITE THROUGH, or even TWICE, ere the

arguments advanced he rejects as inconclusive; for some

times corroboratory evidence in proof of some position

we have refrained from adducing, as having to quote the

same elsewhere. Perhaps, therefore, the link which may be

deemed to be wanting in one place, will be found a few pages

further on.

CAMBERWELL GROVE, LONDON,

December 12, 1862.
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PART I.

INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

THE CONTROVERSY STATED—THE QUESTIONS TO BE DISCUSSED

OPENED.

FOR “ a little while” the Great High Priest of our profession

has departed into you inner shrine. The heavenly Bride

groom has gone to His Father’s house above, to prepare a

place for the spouse of His choice, and costly purchase.

Wonderful is the manner of love which He has shewn that

He entertained towards her. And though now there, yet is

His love unchanged. For, in pleading her cause, which none

else could or would have taken in hand, He is engaged at

this very moment. That cause He has, in fact, made His

own. Daily does He represent her in the presence of God.

Of all that was His originally, He has emptied Himself, in

order that presently she may share all with Him. Faithfully

has He persevered in His love. This the constant operation

of His Spirit on the hearts of His chosen demonstrates.

But then He expects that this love of His, in its choice, in

its fixity, in its singleness, in its devotion, in its persevering

z “ '
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faithfulness, shall be, in large measure, reciprocated by those

who are its unworthy objects. Specially, He charges us to

wait patiently for His return, and assures us, that they in

deed are blessed who, “when He cometh, shall be found so

doing,”—-watching, looking for Him, and loving His appear

ing. Yet He tarries. Time speeds on, and yet He has not

returned. But at midnight‘ a cry is heard—“ Behold the

bridegroom cometh l” That cry is now, thank God, heard

on every side. It is passed on right joyoust by quickened

souls, whose hearing ears have caught that welcome sound.

It is taken up constantly from one signal spot to another,

and beacon-fires glow there, where, but a little previously, all

was silence and gloom. Notwithstanding the torpidity of

many who ought gladly to re-echo this cry ; notwithstanding

the ridicule of others, because the intended time of that great

arrival is unrevealed ; notwithstanding, too, the unwise at

tempts of some to discover and disclose that time purposely

hidden from all ; notwithstanding all these things, the belief

that the Master is at hand is gaining ground, and becoming

more fixed on the minds of very many Christians !

But in what state will He find, when He cometh, the out

lying world? And, what is a far more important and solemn

question—In what state will He find the professing Church?

Has her heart been true, and her love been single for Him

her Lord? And has she borne a loving, hearty witness for

Him whilst absent? Has that witness of hers been con

* Midnight, not in the material world, for the sun is of course ever shining

on some part or other of the earth’s surface; but midnight in the great reli

gious world, albeit GOD will be, to the very last moment, completing His pre

parations for the marriage supper ; a midnight of coldness in love, on the part

of many, through abounding iniquity, (Matt. xxiv. 12;) midnight of "gross

darkness," in which the mere professing world are enshrouded, and whereby

they are beguiled as to the true state of Christendom ; midnight in the

ungodly world, notwithstanding its glare from many lamps of intellectual

and scientific light. Oh, when at last Heaven’s judgment-light flashes upon

men, how will they see that they have called evil good, and good evil; put

darkness for light, and light for darkness! Man has been sufiered to go on

for so long in his dreams of improvement, that earth itself groans for the in~

terposition' of the Prince of Peace.
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stant and steadfast, unmoved alike by the haughty world’s

persecuting frown, and siren seductive smile? All and each

of the preceding dispensations, we are aware, have ended in

man’s utter failure,"E and in the display of God’s righteous

and sore displeasure. Then, how is this present one to end?

If we look around us at all, we behold the professing Church

and the world fraternising with, and, if the truth may be

spoken, in the very arms of each other. How has this

come to pass? Has the Church converted the world? or,

has the world converted, that is, seduced the Church? If

the latter be the fearful condition of matters, and if the pre

sent dispensation shall 1‘ end in manner like unto, though

more fearful than those which preceded it, what are the

causes to which we should attribute this?

Throughout Christendom, the Church so called we behold

in connexion and alliance with the world. To such an ex

tent is this the case, that each nation thereof has something

that outwardly looks like Christianity; and, on the other

hand, each “national church ” has very much that is plainly

derived from, and belonging to the world. It cannot be

doubted but that such an entire, and withal strange union

must be exercising vast influence, either for good or for

evil. It has been, and clearly could not but be, prolific in

grave consequences to both parties. If, then, the effects of

this confederacy be necessarily vast, and if Christendom be

so doomed for its sins, as Scripture everywhere warns that it

is; is it possible that the latter, the corrupt state of things,

can be owing, even in any degree, to that confederacy?

Here, on the one hand, we behold, not indeed a distinct,

well-defined, and well-preserved line of demarcation between

the Church and the world; but, on the contrary, more than

an understanding, even an amalgamation, in many ways, of

“ Seeithe end of Chap. III.. Part If. 1‘ See Luke xvii. 2636.

1' Dan. ii. 45; 2 Thess. i. 8.
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these two parties. Here, on the other hand, we are reminded

by the Lord, that one marked characteristic of these last

days consists in men “having the form of godliness,” but

yet “ denying its power.” Is it possible, even barely, that this

amalgamation shall have seriously or slightly contributed to

bring about this state of things? Is the proper testimony

that the Church should bear for her absent Master, enfeebled

or neutralised by this strange union of hers with the world?

What is that testimony? In effect, it amounts to this:

“ Ye are guilty of the unrepented murder of our Lord. Yet

know, that that blood which ye have shed is so precious that

whosoever acknowledges the sin, and trusts in Him who

suffered, is forgiven. For that holy Sufferer has been raised

from the dead, and exalted unto God’s right hand, to give

remission of sin to those who sincerely seek it at His hands.”

Now the question is : Do the accused so vividly apprehend

and realise the charge, when the protesting accuser, being

herself the professedly loving spouse of the murdered One,

yet readily enters, for earthly considerations, into alliance

with them who still, and on to the very end, continue in the

mass unrepentant of the awful deed? That is to say, has

the world at large at all doubted the sincerity of her protes

tations, and truly apprehended its terrible guilt and danger,

when yet she so gladly embraced the proffered hand, still

reeking with the blood of her murdered, though quickened

and unseen Husband? or has she herself, in her members,

suffered by removing that broad line of separation that God

himself had drawn, so that all have, in consequence, become

more or less attached to that world which they profess, even

by their corporate name itself,"E to have renounced? And

* The term for church in the original Greek, e'KthO'w, denotes “a body

called OUT ;” from éKKllM'w, to call out. This if, or “out,” surely implies a

distinct line of separation. See Part IL, Chap. VI. But that part of the

word “out,” or 5K, is of little value now-a-days. Would not some word, as

“ into,” or “ unto,” be more appropriate?
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hence has she lost in purity what she has gained in ease and

pleasure ?

And is this behaviour of hers faithfulness to her heavenly

Betrothed? Surely an appeal to His cross, for all plain and

unsophisticated minds, ought to be an ample answer i The

moment that that rich blood was shed by earth’s guilty sons,

His people, that went forth to Him without the camp, ceased

to be an earthly people ; that moment it was manifested, in

ensanguined characters, that their “calling” was entirely “a

heavenly ” one. His cross has for ever sundered the union

between him who truly and rightly looks thereunto, and the

Christ-rejecting world. The Christian is only continued here

that he may represent the Lord Jesus Christ before men, as

that beloved One appears for us in His Father’s presence.

His people are to plead for Him here, whilst He pleads for

them there. By their warnings and persistent testimony of

the world’s great sin, others they are to seek to induce to

flee from it as the city doomed to destruction, and to betake

themselves to the Saviour, and find like infinite mercy as

they, His witnesses, can vouch that they have received. Then

those who come to Christ for rest and acceptance there in

Him, are also, each and all, called to take His easy yoke

upon them, and Himself to follow in His rejection down

here. But how comes it to pass, that, in some marvellous

manner or other, His professed followers fare not only better

here than He did, but many of them wholly deferently? It

were explainable that the ungodly world should pursue the

Holy One with its unrelenting and bitter hate more deter

minedly than it should His feeble and imperfect disciples.

But the question is not one of mere degree, but of exact and

glaring contrast. For it amounts to this: How is it that

the profession of the Cross has now ITSELF positively become

the stepping-stone to worldly place and power? Has the

dispensation changed? N0 one imagines that it has. But
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when the Saviour was here, His language respecting the

world’s attitude to His Church was: “If ye were of the

world, the world would love its own ; but because ye are not

of the world, but I have chosen you out of the world, there

fore the world hateth you.” And after He had been taken

from them, His people soon had cause to look up to Him,

and say, “For thy sake we are killed all the day long, we

are accounted as sheep for the slaughter ;" and THUS over

come the enmity of some opposed to us, as Thyself, Holy

Lamb, erst overcame ours. But how is it, then, that the

professing Church now-a-days fares quite otherwise? Is it

really true that the world has become less unrelenting in its

hate? Or is it rather that that large professing body has

forsaken its high standing as a distinct, separate, and so wit

nessing people for Christ? Is it that Satan has made use

for a longer period, because with far greater success, of the

sunshine of the world’s patronage than he did of the storm

of its wrath ? Having been foiled in his insane attempt to

curse God’s professed Israel, has he now more skilfully at

tempted to seduce at least some of them into alliance and

dalliance with the children of Midian? And have false

teachers had anything to do in bringing about this state of

things in the Church,”6 so that now matters have come to

that pass, that many have finally been again inveigled and

overcome by those identical temptations of the world, pre

sented with a covering of religion, which, when without that

covering, they had resisted ?

Is it objected th.at persecution and shame only properly

belong to Christians individually, and not to the Church at

large? Supposing this were the fact, even then a very

broad space would remain between the mere ease from suf

fering, or the ceasing to encounter avowed hostility, and her

embrace of those still, in heart, at enmity with God Even

"’ See Part 11., Chap. VI., Sect. 2
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then the question might be fairly asked: Can it possibly

be right that the Church, in her corporate capacity, should

have that friendship with the world, as even to enter into

union with it, which yet is so peremptorily forbidden to

each and all of her individual members? By two inspired

witnesses“ the Holy Ghost has designated this practice in

similarly most awful terms, (James iv. &; 1 John ii. 15, 16.)

It should seem, by this concurrence of testimony, that God

would, as explicitly as possible, condemn the slightest ap

proach to friendship and fraternisation of this kind. Then

how comes it to pass that that is lawful to a number of

Christians collectively, yea, is so seemly and highly desir

able, which yet, to each one of them individually, is hein

ously sinful? How can that be so righteous for the many

which is so great a wickedness for each one of that many?

Is the world at all less the world that crucified and hates

Christ, simply because now it condescends and is pleased to

patronise the cause of Christ? Is such patronage, as apart

from sympathy, and as a poor substitute for the homage of

the heart,—which latter is deliberately scorned to be given,

—is such patronage, as with the kiss of Judas, acceptable or

ofi'ensivc to Christ? We are quite aware how we should

feel such patronage: in what light does He view it?

The question hence arising is evidently one of the very

gravest character: Has the Lord Jesus himself given no

sign in all His word of prophecy,-|'——the light that shineth in

* In the mouth of two witnesses shall every word be established. Mindful

of this, it is observable that friendship with the world is branded in such

similar terms by two inspired writers; even as, as we shall presently see, two

testimonies exist in Matthew and John as to the manner of the decline of the

professing Church; and, again, two others will be shewn to point to the guilty

agents in the corruption of the Church. Is this twofold witnessing accidental

and undesigned?

'1' The reader will do well to remember here the great use made of pro

phecy in the 16th century, and how materially the marks of Antichrist to be

ound therein assisted the Protestant cause. And now, in these last days,

much fuller is the light that has been poured on the grophetic page. It

had 9biaen promised that at the time of the end it should e unsealed, (Dan.

xn. .
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a dark place,—-of His pleasure or displeasure therewith? As

to His disciples, it is strenuously defended by some, it is

shuddered at by others. But now, on a question of such

paramount importance, all contests for mere victory and all

party passions ought to be put quite on one side. Personal

predilection and bias should be watched and prayed against.

The desire to avoid sufi'ering on the one hand, and the un

required courting of it on the other, should be equally

suspected. To know the Lord’s own mind and will is every

thing here. Surely He who must have foreseen this Union

and its permanency; surely He whom it most immediately

concerns and tenderly touches, and whom, therefore, it cannot

but either highly please, or be most abhorrent unto; surely

His impending judgment thereon can be ascertained some

where? Seeing that all Scripture is pronounced profitable,

being given that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly

furnished who all good works, is it credible that on a

point so overwhelmingly important, as this Union cannot but

be, the Scripture, and specially that of the new covenant,

is everywhere so obscure, or even so silent, that the Chris

tian need remain in the dark as to his imperative duty,

either of identification with, or entire separation from such a

state of things?

Yet here, if it be desired candidly and conscientiously to

weigh the evidence adduced in the following pages, it should

be distinctly understood, that whilst for the true Christians,

wishful to ascertain what the Lord has pronounced in refer

ence to this Union in a world-church or church-world of

the nations of so-called Christendom, the page of prophecy

will be examined; yet, for all mere professors the plain

teachings of the Cross will alone be appealed unto. For the

former class, we shall endeavour to prove, that the Lord, in

great mercy, has furnished us with not one only, but two

perfectly distinct prophetic tracings of the downward career
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of the professing Church during His absence; each marking

her first incipient decline, and proceeding on to her alliance

with the world, and afterwards to the times of Popery, and

reaching on beyond our own day, even to her yet future

final judgment and rejection. Rejection, indeed, notwith

standing the also indicated genuine repentance of many in

dividuals in proportion to the light vouchsafed unto them;

notwithstanding, also, the very partial“ boastful return of

very many, even of whole nations from Babylon. Then,

the testimony of each prophecy having been separately

weighed, they will be compared together. Their compari

son will evidence, unless we are much mistaken, how strik

ingly concurrent is their testimony. When two pregnant

scriptures that have been oft suspected each to carry

weightier instruction than is at first perceived, are found

not only to be prophetic, but also to refer to much the same

matters, and to judge them in precisely the same way; yea,

and further, when the interpretation carried on and through

out either passage without any violence so remarkably dove

tails with that of the other, that they each illustrate and more

fully explain divers thoughts in the other; then the proof

that the view suggested of those prophetic sketches is in

deed the correct one, amounts, we should think, almost to

certainty-f- The two combined are felt to be still much

more valuable, in this respect, than the same considered

separately. And this confirmation of the mind as to the

teaching of either one, by placing it in juxtaposition with

that of the other, is all the more abundant, when the diver

* We say, “ very partial," because we trust conclusivel to shew in Part II.,

Chap. III.-VI , that much more meaning does the oly Ghost attach to

the term Babylon than is implied in the word P0 cry.

1' The argument from the general consent an correspondence of the two

prophecies will be more fully educed in suhse uent chapters ; where, the par

tial diversity of object of the two prophecies eing ascertained, then, as the

lines of thought in each approach each other, the correspondence in their

teaching and judgment will e found exact.
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sity of symbol in each, covering over the underlying thought,

is duly allowed for. Yea, sometimes even the very symbols

themselves in the two become identical? And ever, as

the Lord’s own tracings of the growth of the evil, rife within

His professing Church, become increasingly distinct and

ominous, as we proceed down the stream of time with the

prophetic charts placed in our hands by Him, ample reason

we behold for His own emphatic earnestness in each pro

phecy, by which He would call our careful and rapt atten

tion to His pencillings: in the one by the words, “ He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear ;” and in the other, “ He that

hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the

churches,”-—a warning so very vehement in its tone, as to

be uttered seven times over. The change of place, too, in

this latter warning from before the promise, as it stands in

the first three epistles, to a new place after the promise in

the last four epistles ;——this change, which has puzzled so

many commentators, will be accounted for in its proper

place, and seen to be absolutely necessary.

But, on the other hand, for the large class of mere pro

fessors, we shall content ourselves with pointing to the

lessons bearing upon the subject in hand which are deriv

able from the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ. These will

be found interspersed in each chapter, and more largely in

sisted upon in the sixth chapter of the Second Part. For

the blood of Jesus both discloses God’s love and evidences

man’s natural hate. 'I' The spear that went into the side

of Christ was the expression of this one, and the crim

son stream which fiowed in consequence, is the manifes

tation of that other. Both met at the point of that spear.

And the blood staining that spear has a voice which says

* As, for instance, see Part IL, Chap. V., Sect. 4.

1' Of the four Gospels, that of Matthew, more particularly, exhibits man’s

impotent hate persevered in to the very cross, and sepulchre, and stone,

and seal, and guard.
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that the enmity Of man’s heart must never be ignored, but

fully encountered, and thus, and thus only, finally, fully

overcome.

All the toil of Christ was expressly for this object,

amongst others, of delivering us from this present evil

world. (Gal. i. 4.) For this He laboured, and groaned,

and bled, and died. Then presently goeth His professing

Church and joins herself to, and becomes the creature of the

world. Let us not be deceived by appearances. Is the

world less the world because, for its own comfort, it chooses

to have a religion, not, as anciently, of its own inventing, but

now Of its own corrupting? What if the intensity of its

worldliness is merely thereby varnished over, and its utter

antagonism towards God and His Son only thus dissenibled?

Then the consequent duty of him who would bow to the

word is plain. If it be still the same world of which God

warns, albeit it has assumed the form of godliness, then

the Holy Ghost’s own injunction with reference thereto is,

“Be not conformed to this world.” How strangely near to

the word nonconformist we arrive! The nations of Chris

tendom, the ten toes of Nebuchadnezzar’s image, are doomed.

That doom is very awful, even though in mercy it be yet de

layed. Is it possible to be consistently an atom of that very

image that is to be destroyed, and, at the same time, to be a

member Of that stone cut out without hands that shall de

stroy the image? Is separation in spirit sufficient? When

we are enjoined to come out from among them, and to be

separate, and not to touch the unclean thing, if spirituality

of mind be all that is regarded, why have we the following

inspired commentary of that injunction? “Let us cleanse

ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit.” Whe

ther this command, as thus expounded by God himself, can

be fully obeyed whilst yet we remain in bodily commun

ion with the strange and incongruous mixture of a world
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church, we leave others, according as they are ingenious

or ingenuous, to determine. ,

But this shutting one’s eyes to the prevalency of sin—

ay, of ecclesiastical sin all around us—will not do. For the

Bridegroom is at hand. Not only is this cry being taken

up by very many, not only is the conviction deepening on

the hearts of His disciples that the Lord’s advent is immi

nent, but also many things concur to indicate the same.

Here is one. What means the fuller light from heaven

upon the pages of the Sacred Word afforded to us in these

last days, as to the true, the terrible state of Christendom

before God, and as to the sin of connexion with it, seen

more vividly now-a-days than aforetime, but as a divine

commentary upon the thrilling announcement that, as the

Bridegroom is coming, it is well for us to “GO OUT to meet

Him?” Here, again, we suppose we shall be informed that

this is nothing but a call to spirituality of mind. What if

we can shew that something more, and in some sort differ

ent, is the true idea contained in this peremptory urgent

mandate? Of this the following proofs are offered :—

1. Motion TO one place or person cannot be made with

out motion FROM another place at the same time. Thus if,

resident in the metropolis, we would go to Birmingham, we

must go out of London. And in spiritual things there is a

coming up from the wilderness-world, as well as, and by

means of our leaning upon the Beloved. The advance out

of the wilderness is constant, in proportion to our descrying

sin, where once we beheld it not, and to our faithfulness to

the Lord. As in the beautiful and well-known type of

Gen. xxiv., Rebekah was not only led further and further

on towards an Isaac she had never seen, whose father had,

unknown to her, cOVenanted for his son’s union with her, but

also Eliezer then, as the Spirit by His ministers now, led her

further and further from the home of her nativity, spoiling
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her for the one, and inciting her to attempt a rugged and

painful and long journey to another, even the home of her

calling, by revelation of the riches of the son, and of the love

the father bare him.

2. The words of the Lord are pure words. They are as

silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times,

(Ps. xii. 6.) That is to say, no redundancy of expression of

His is to be found. He intends exactly all He says. Then

what is the force of the word “out,” in this cry, “ Go out,"

or rather, “ Come out?” In fact, this word “ out ” seems to

be the emphatic word in the passage. As thus, “The

Bridegroom cometh, [and so] come ye, come ye out to

meet Him.” It cannot be viewed as nothing but a call to

life in Jesus. For this is expressed in Scripture by the one

word “ come,” (Matt. xii. 28, John vi. 37.) And in Chap. VI.

of the Second Part, we hope to shew that the Lord points

to Lot as the type of those who linger in the Babylonish

Sodom. But Lot was already a righteous man ere he left

the place he loved. Nor can this call be fully obeyed by the

desire and effort to be spiritually-minded. For spirituality

without holiness, without conformity to Jesus and non

conformity to the worldf" is sentimentalism and something

worse, (Hos. ix. 7).

3. Then this word “out” has a definite meaning here,

and respects the point FROM which, and not the point to

which, the progress is made. And the cry is therefore simi

lar to that in Jeremiah and Revelation, and may, when con

joined with the grave announcement on which its force

greatly depends, be thus paraphrased : “ Mark this well : ‘ The

Lord approaches to reward His faithful servants, and to

* Compare the remarks and the note on the passage, “The Lord knoweth

them that are his. And, Let every one that nameth the name of Christ

depart from iniquity,” which will he found towards the end of Chap. VI. of

Part IL, and where it is shewn from the context that iniquity of an ecclesi

astical character is mainly referred to therein.
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save so as by fire those of His people who are mixed up

promiscuously with the wicked tares, who have the form of

godliness. Therefore, hasten out of the entire Babylonish

apostasy; be unconnected with the Christendom that is to

perish ; know the fellowship of His sufi'erings; and be made

comfortable to His death here. Thus will you be made to

long to welcome Him ; and thus will you, through grace and

mercy, be welcomed by Him.’ ” *

But, alas l- the unquiet conscience, that shrinks from plain

duty because it is unpleasant, loves subterfuges, however

miserable they may be. Hence, it strives to forget that

holiness is separation from all contact with sin, and that all

such separation is holiness. Hence, too, the very refined

distinction between the Union of Church and state and the

Union of Church and world. Hence, again, because Christ

will painfully sever those of His who yet linger on the

borders of Babylon, and because He enjoins His separated

ones to leave the cases of those like Lot to Him, as being too

difficult and involved for them to unravel, and makes their

part to be to pray like Abraham for them; hence, because

some will not separate, and yet the separate may not

separate others, therefore does conscience seek to sooth

itself, as if, after all, such an admixture were not hetero

geneous, abnormal, and unholy. Evasions of conscience

such as these, it is endeavoured in the following pages to

cut from beneath the feet of all honest, true-hearted, up

right Christians, who desire fully to know and fully to act

out their Lord’s own will in this matter.

* One way of going out from nominal Christendom is by attention to the

Lord's own commands with reference to His gospel ordinances, and which

men have sought to nullify that they might keep their own traditions. In the

world-church almost every one is admissible even to the table of the Lord,

in diametrical opposition to the Holy Spirit’s instruction for ministers in 1 Cor.

iii 12—15. See the comment on this passage in Part IL, Chap, V1,, Sect 3. But

all this wresting of His ordinances, He will reckon with us for, (Isa. xxiv. 5.)
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CHAPTER II.

THE UNION OF THE PROFESSING CHURCH WITH THE WORLD

WILL CONTINUE CLOSE UP TO THE END OF THE PRESENT

DISPENSATION.

ERE we advance to our main subject, it may be worth while

to tarry briefly on one or two preliminary matters. The

survey of the positions taken at the head of this and the

other introductory chapter (111.) may be useful in serving to

clear our way a little.

That some such force as that contended for at the end of

the first chapter is to be necessarily attached to the word

“out,” in the command, “Go ye out,” &c., would seem

probable On the ground that not only the imminency of the

second advent, but also nearly every great New Testament

doctrine is connected by the Holy Spirit with an exhortation

to come out from sin. As the first coming to Jesus involves

SOME coming out from sin, so greater nearness to Jesus

there cannot be without also a further coming out from sin ;

whilst the gain in the greater degree of proximity to the

one is proportioned to, and corresponds with the progress

made from the other. But the way in which the Lord

allures our souls to Jesus is by sealing home upon our

hearts the truths of His sacred Word. Why is it, then,

that whenever we would enjoy any one of those blessed

truths there enunciated, we invariably find that the cor

relative duty enjoining separation from the world follows

immediately afterwards, either there or in some other place

where the same subject is brought before us? Did the

Lord foresee that there would be in His people a proneness

to insincerity in this particular, and that therefore in very

mercy He would “cut off occasion from those that desire
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occasion 2’” Certainly the heart is deceitful above all things,

and desperately wicked. There must be some reason or

other for this undeviating and constant reiteration by the

Lord of His one great precept as to separation from all con

nexion and complicity with sin, after every fresh revelation of

His grace. But let us here take a single specimen of what

is meant. Twelve of these will be found to be cited at the

close of the sixth chapter of our Second Part.

In Heb. xiii. 11—13, we find that union with Christ in

the coming glory involves our present association of our

selves with Him in His rejection, and in His shame, and in

His sufferings. Says the apostle there, “ The bodies of the

beasts [sacrificed] are burned without the camp. Wherefore

Jesus sufi'ered without the gate. Let us go forth therefore

unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach.” It is

quite plain that great emphasis is thrown here upon the word

“without;” since it is repeated three times. In fact, the

parallel between the slaughtered animals, the suffering Sa

viour, and obediently following Christians, is here made to

rest mainly upon this same word. The allusion in ver. 12

is, of course, to the incident, that Calvary, where Christ died,

was situate outside Jerusalem, the holy city, the metropolis

of religion; His rejection was not merely by the virtually

infidel world, to wit, Herod, and Pontius Pilate, and others;

but also, and as completely, by the so-called religious world,

even the chief priests and Pharisees. “ Therefore,” it is

added, “let us go forth without the camp too.” In the case

of the believing Hebrews to whom the epistle was first

written, “the camp” would be the empty, though self~right

eous Judahdom. What is its pertinency to us? Is the world

now-a-days so truly righteous and Christian, that this point of

the injunction is void of all present application ? But some ex

planation is afforded in the last words, “ bearing His reproach.”

As if to imply that departure from “ the camp ” will even to the
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end as truly, if through Christendom’s adoption of a defaced

Christianity, in another manner, insure us His reproach.

Such is an illustration of what is meant by the assertion

that one constant injunction with reference to sin and the

world is attached somewhere or other in the word to every

doctrine. The world is viewed there as still the world that

rejects Christ, even though that rejection be covered over

with the guise of godliness; and the duty of separation

therefrom, if we would come and keep on coming to Him, is

to the very close of the dispensation held to be ever the

same. So when the cry is heard startling all professors

with the, to many of them, unpleasant announcement that

the Bridegroom cometh, is it accompanied with that admoni

tion, which the usual way of the Lord would prepare us to

expect——“Go ye out to meet him.” Then “ out ” of what

are we to come ? Surely out from sin, and separate from all

consent and participation in the sin of others. The com

mand, when seen to derive much of its force from the

solemn proclamation of the near approach of the Lord, would

appear to imply that the times of bygone ignorance of what

in the eyes of the Holy One constituted the mystical Babylon,

God winked at; but that now He would test the sincerity

and ardour of His people’s love to Him, by reminding them

that longer continuance in that awful system, in any of its

varied ramifications and phases, would be indeed a serious

position. And the injunction to His own people to come out

of Babylon, implies that some are certainly yet lingering

therein. To them this word exhorts to something more and

other than to spiritual-mindedness. The word “ out ” has a

definite force of its own, which it will not be wise to over

look. It whispers, Separation is holiness and holiness is

separation. True, the edge of this admonition is ofttimes

sought to be blunted and quite turned aside by the sugges

B
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tion, that the term Babylon refers alone to Popery. And so

almost all the denunciations (e. 9., those in the Book of Re—

velation) of impending woe upon ungodly Christendom are

given entirely to the poor Papists: whilst a large part of the

professing world, lulled by this as by a powerful soporific,

continues slumbering, and in its dreams congratulating it

self that all is right, and as it should be, with it. These

say in their hearts, that they are rich and increased with

goods, and have need of nothing. If, however, the reader,

desirous to know the mind of the Lord himself, will con

sent to suspend his judgment as to the identity of these two,

until he has weighed the evidence on this point, which will

be found in the last four chapters of the Second Part of this

Work, we imagine that he will be perfectly satisfied that such

an interpretation of the word Babylon is untrue. It will be

shewn that the first four stages of the downward career of

the professing Church are, as traced by the divine Master, in

brief the following :—

 

1. 2. 3. 4

The Church, evil The Nicolaitane The professing “The Clem,”

affected by many presbyters lord- Church’s Union by the means

of the tares or ing it over God’s with the world and in the name

Nicolaitanes. true heritage or completed thro’ of the professing

Clergy,a.sifthey the agency of Church, lording

alone were the these “Clergy” it overtheworld.

priests unto God. or heritage.

 

And. that, in that said term, reference is distinctly made to

the third stage in ecclesiastical guilt, in the nominal Church’s

comfortably establishing herself upon the earth from which

she had been called, as well as to the darker fourth stage of

Papal error, when the doctrine of the Lord was first im

pudently altered by her to square with her earthly practices,

and subsequently when, in righteous judgment, she was

allowed to recede still further from the gospel light, and to

accept the very grossest delusions. The intensest, deadliest
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poison 0f Babylon’s cup is doubtless to be found in the

Papal system. But is there none at all elsewhere? Ac

cording to the Lord’s definition in Rev. xvii, Babylon is

spiritual harlotry; that is to say, Church allied to world

and world to Church. In Popery this sin has reached its

climax. Therein it is most fully and perfectly embodied,

and systematically and unblushingly carried out, both in

doctrine and practice. But is it nowhere else? Are there

no tendencies towards the world even in thine own breast,

0 Christian? Hast thou thyself never been guilty of any

sinful compliance with its will? or, has the world quite and

for ever lost all its power and influence over thee? Art thou

never, even now, drawn aside by it? And do you suppose

that large professing Churches, ay, and Protestant Churches

too, in which are all sorts of characters, are quite insensible

to its allurements? If Babylon be, as she is declared by the

Omniscient to be, the mother of harlots, WHERE are her

daughters?* Has she none? The system branded as Baby

lon, though it be truly found in its most malignant form in

the Papal Church, yet is its virus everywhere! It affects

even our very modes of thought. Now it is the part of us

all to seek to be well quit of it, and not to rest in this sort

of ecclesiastical sin, much less to defend it. It is His own

word, “Come out of Babylon, and be not partaker of her

sins ; " for her judgment, her sore judgment, will ensue when

the Bridegroom cometh. On what is His vengeance to fall?

Is any one so credulous as to believe that it will fall upon

Popery alone? Is there no attempt at blending the things

of Caesar and of God elsewhere? By such vain- imagination

and self-satisfaction, the professing Church is fast merging

into the Laodicean state. Reflect for a moment upon the

* Compare with this, that other fearful account :—“ All the nations (milrra.

rd 391117) (of the Roman earth) have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her

fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her,”

(Rev. 3.)
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character of the warnings given in the New Testament ; as,

for instance, in the latter half of Matt. xxiv. Who is there

that Would apply that language to Papists only? Is it not

the fact that all mere professors are there solemnly admon

ished ? * Ah! it is Christendom so called that is doomed to

encounter God’s heaviest wrath, because it is Christendom

that, under the name of Christ, has dishonoured and re

nounced His calling. Then the duty is clear; it is to come

out of Babylon. It is to refuse to be any longer attracted by

the loaves and fishes, or charmed with the ease, and ways,

and doings of the adulteress; it is to cease to be in illicit

and unholy connexion with the world, to stand out and be

separate and not to touch the unclean thing. It is to cling

close first to Christ and then to His people; and the closer

to them, the nearer they are to Him ; and the more uncon

nected with them, the more connected they are with the

world, whether in its open ungodly, or in its assumed re

ligious form. The world’s hostility of heart to Christ is still

the same by whatever cloak it may be covered over. What

if its hatred be all the intenser, even because it is dissembled?

What if its insult be all the keener, because, Judas-like, it

kisses but to betray? But complicity with such a state of

things is here peremptorily forbidden to the true Christian.

If Christ’s cross doth not teach him this plainly enough, His

injunction will. And if some will shut their eyes and ears,

* It is very curious how much of the Word of God many professors are

wont, either in the excess of their generosity, or deluded by their hearts, to

give away wholly to others. Thus if a reproof of any sin is met with, or an

exhortation to any godly practice is given, the shortcomings of some neigh

bour are at once recalled to mind. Or again ; when ,men read the Old Testa

ment, the threatenings therein are given readily to the Jews, but the promises

in the very same chapter are taken with great complacence by themselves.

So, turning to the New Testament, the Roman Catholics have readily handed

to them all the apocalyptic woes. In like manner has the word “camp”

fared in Heb. xiii. The whole exhortation has been attempted to be confined

to believing Hebrews only. They were to leave the camp of Christ-hating,

though religious Judahdom; but with Christendom, men may be mixed up

and gravely connected with, and yet be innocent l
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 w—i “wind I ' J--__.:,.--:.- , - . ' ' ""l—

then the duty of each one is evident: “Be not partaker of

other men’s sins: keep thyself pure.”

But this Babylonish condition of the great professing body

it is difficult, it is painful to realise. _And the difficulty is

increased by observing the apparent apathy, or even content

and delight, with which this fearful state of things is regarded

by many true Christians. How it comes to pass that such

are to be found therein, we are aware. Once, indeed, the

Church and the world were wide apart from each other; but

subsequently they drew nearer together, and then embraced

and entered into covenant with each other ; and this has ever

since been perpetuated. Hence God has given up, not His

people that are still in it, but the whole system itself. For

this confederacy is not rendered more righteous, but that

which was the professing Church is corrupted, is ruined.

Hence, like as when God forbade Abel’s blood to be avenged,

His saints in those days, we shall shew, regarded that prohi

bition as an implied calling of them away from the defiled

earth ; so in God’s prohibition of His servants from mending

matters in Babylon by attempting to cast the world out of

the world’s church, He teaches those that have the hearing

ear, that within that heterogeneous jumble called Christen

dom by them, but Babylon by Him, the scriptural line can

never be restored by them, and that the walls are so broken

down, that all its confused medley is to be left alone, (Matt.

xiii. 29.) Then what is their alternative? Have they no

rallying-point? They have. Here it is, “Go ye out—to

meet Him.” The anti-Babylonish, the scriptural bond of

union is not an establishment by law, but a risen Saviour.

Hence He has promised, “Where two or three are gathered

together in my name, there am I in the midst of them,”

(Matt. xviii. 20.)

Here the true principle of a Church is distinctly enunciated

by the Lord. Christ loves to be with His people. His
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people love to have His presence. Hence, drawn by desires

after Him, they assemble to worship in His name, and to

claim the fulfilment of that promise of His. They have not

merely met together, as if it were an accidental thing; no,

they have been attracted—“gathered ” by the Holy Spirit of

God, who worked upon their hearts. Then is Christ with

them ; and they are a church redeemed and loved by Him.

It is not even absolutely necessary that a minister should be

present, for these to be duly constituted as a church. We,

indeed, find the Apocalyptic churches had each its own

superintending “angeL” Hence it is proper that each church

should have its own pastor; but that is all. For Christ, you

perceive, is the real rallying-point of the faithful. It is

well to remember this, because in Babylon nothing is done,

nothing can be done, unless by one of the Nicolaitane" sacer

dotal caste. None else must pray publicly. None else may

preach. None else may assist in the administration of the

sacraments. Yea, this perversion of the ministerial office

and resting in man is persisted in to that degree that the

dogma is gravely maintained, “ No church without a bishop.”

This surely is very different to being gathered in the name of

Jesus only, and t0 the presence of Jesus rendering a congre

gation of His people a true church.

But then, as love to Christ attracts and binds His people

to one another, so that they become in Him, and in Him

alone, a corporate body, or church; so are they “ called out”

from the world. Such the very word church, in the original,

implies. Their line must be distinctly drawn which severs

them from the world, and from the world’s church or Babylon.

It is their bounden duty to separate themselves even “from

any brother that walketh disorderly,” (2 Thess. 6.) At

" In Part II., Chap. 111., Nicolaitanism will be proved to be the same as

Clericalism; that is, the perversion of the ministerial office into a distinct

sort of priesthood.
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the same time, love to Christ, and so love to one another,

must reign in their hearts. Differences of judgment on every

point, consistent with love to Jesus, must be allowed, *

(Gal. vi. 16 ; Eph. vi. 2%.) But it is another matter altogether

with Babylon. For whilst separation from a Church where

Christ and His word is all in all is schism; separation from

a great professing body that has united itself to the world is

a high and sacred duty. In fact, separation from such

apostasy is the same thing as separation from the world it

self. For what is Babylon, but the great church-world, or

great world-church? The separation should be entire. Yea,

the world in its hypocritical guise is MORE to be avoided than

the world in its irreligious form, (1 Cor. v. 9—11.) For, in

deed, the church-world scarcely cares to exclude any from

her pale, except some of the most conscientious. And this

alone ought to be sufficient to reveal to the Lord’s people the

difference between the apostasy, as such, in any of its phases,

and the true Church of Christ. From the latter, the WICKED

are to be separated, (1 Cor. v. 9-12.) But when the Baby

lonish-confusion state has been reached, then purgation of

that mass is impossible, and then the RIGHTEOUS THEMSELVES

are to “ go out” therefrom “ to meet Him.”

" So in the first-mentioned Apocal tic churches, Christ, when He found some

fault with a church, though He calligd upon that church to purge itself of that

which defiled it, yet gave no injunction tothe believers to separate therefrom.

Quite the reverse. And why? Because at the core that church was sound,

and as a corporate body it was His. But if in due time we succeed in showing

that the seven Epistles represent the seven chief phasesin the general Church,

then it will be quickly apparent that after the Church has united itself to the

world, so that Christ puts His finger on that Church, and says, The evil is there,

8K6, (Rev. ii. 14,) then in the succeeding hases, the mass is not called to

amend itself as before, but given up. Thus In that Epistle all those defending

the union are said to hold the doctrine of Balaam; and again, Christendom’s

church of the middle ages is termed Jezebel; and so on, until in the last Epistle,

instead of the church “ in,” (as the correct Greek of all the other six expressel

it,) we have now the church of the Laodiceans, as if it were the people's

church, and not His pny longer. So, too, another indication of His judgment

is obtained in the change of place of the pillar of the cloud : that is, of the

warning cry, “ He that hath an ear," from befm'e the promise, as it is in the

first three Epistles, to after it. But these matters will be explained much more

fully by and by.

“'P—r’1W":— ‘f-fi' (N
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And here let us put away the chimerical fear of this plain

duty being too urgently insisted upon, as if some injurious

extreme were possible. Oh! it is no easy task to awaken

men who are sleeping on the enchanted ground. Are we

not expressly forbidden even to “touch ” the accursed thing?

(2 Cor. vi. 17.) In fact, in the Word of God it will be found,

upon impartial examination, that two-sided views of divine

truth obtain constantly, and that the strongest and plainest

declarations are made there concerning each. And the two

sides of truth, when combined, present the full truth, not

either alone. To attempt to exalt either one, so as to neu

tralise or to oppose the other—this is “heresy.” Nor be

cause one phase of a truth is also asserted distinctly in the

Word of God, are you to hold its other side less firmly, or to

suppose that each diverse statement is to be weakened or

diluted by the other. Not so.* Thus with reference to a

Christian’s deportment to the world : he is not to go out of

the world—that would be monastieism. His presence in the

world is according to the will of the Master (Mark v. 19.)

The Lord himself left a holy heaven to come and dwell for

a time amongst a sinful people. Nor is it scarcely possible

for His disciples to be too earnest in going forth upon all

* As, for instance, we believe most firmly in the Unity of God ; yet we also

believe as firmly in the Trinity. We do not steer midway and believe in a

Duality, and in it only. So again: we believe that Christ is very God and

very man. It is difficult tograspboth these diverse thoughts in their entirety.

Much joy is lost by allowing our views of the humanity of Jesus to obscure

the full glories of His Godhead, or by failing to apprehend theperfectness of His

humanity in our admiration of His eternal Deity. The complete truth is that

with one hand he touches the everlasting throne ; with the other, he touches

us by nature leprous and unclean, (Matt. viii. 3.) To prefer or to select one of

these views, as if it were all in all, is the meaning of the Word heresy, from

uipeol, to choose. This practice, which is every common one even among true

Christians, the apostle designates as a work of the flesh; and so it is. For

particular phases of divine truth are often found to be alone held by men of

particular temperaments. If there be one text that clashes with our system,

it is precisely that text that most demands our prayeiful attention. The

Word of God is a seal- On the heart of one it has made an impression in one

of its edges; in another, another part of the seal is visible. What then?

That other part of the seal needs more weight being laid upon it, in order

that its impression may be also at length discernible.
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occasions into the world. Fear of harm, Whilst serving their

God, they may cast to the winds. Such are as safe as if they

were in heaven. For God’s power can as easily be exercised

in their preservation here as there. But, on the other hand,

they are called to be like Him who was holy, harmless, unde

filed, and separate from sinners. Freely, and upon almost

all occasions to mix with sinners, yet thoroughly to refuse to

be mixed up with their sins. Such is their part—entire

compassion, but not the least connexion. Nor, again, must

these two scriptural principles be suffered either one to blunt

the point and obscure the full force of the other. We must

hold fast to both. Specially let us not fear that we can re—

cede tOO far from Babylon. On the contrary, the further

from Babylon, the nearer to Christ. So in the injunction,

“GO ye out—to meet Him.” Separation from sin and from

the world is holiness ; holiness is separation. N0 other goal

here is possible. Does any one imagine that infidelity is the

Antipodes Of Babylon? So far from this being the case, the

affinity between them has been Often remarked. The road

thither from Popery—that is, Babylon in its grossest form—

has ofttimes been found to be an easy and a short one. In

fact, the last form of Antichrist is expected by many to

embody in himself the very worst, and the apparently most

discordant elements of both these rival systems. Is Egypt,

the slave of nations, imagined by any to be the other extreme

to Babylon? No Christian need fear, in his endeavour to

come entirely out of that awful system, that he can ever, by

so doing, become unregenerate again. For the truth is, as

the apostle declares, that the seed of grace remains, and can

not perish from any truly renewed soul, (1 John iii. 9.) Once

out of Egypt, and it shall be seen again no more for ever.

Let the Christians, therefore, seek to be nearer to Christ and

closer to His people that have separated from Babylon unto

Christ; our right hand of fellowship being extended to “all,”
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and only unto all, “ that love our Lord Jesus Christ in sin

cerity.” Let their motto be : Onward; further from Babylon;

nearer to Christ; out of the one, to meet the other. The

world would fain lull us to rest ; but now, verily, it is high

time to awake out of sleep.

But as for those who do and will tarry in Babylon, they

must be left for the Lord alone. Only let us not cease to

warn and pray on. For Scripture and daily observation both

lead us to expect that when Christ comes, although it may

be found that the world in some form or other had charms

for every Christian, still some were much more entangled

and overcome by it than were others. Hence, whilst eternal

life is frankly promised to each believing soul, still entrance

into and place in the kingdom of God is continually in Scrip

ture made to depend upon our identification with Christ in

His shame and suffering. Observe the guarded language of

the Word: “If we suffer, we shall also reign ; ” “If we be

dead with Christ, we shall also live with Him ;” “If so be

that we suffer with Him, that we may also be glorified to

gether.” Whilst some true Christians on the right and sure

foundation build wood, hay, and stubble, and consequently

are saved, so as by fire, and scarcely; others obtain an

“abundant entrance” into the kingdom of the Saviour.

Some will be found watching and keeping their garments

more or less unspotted from the world; and others not so,

(Rev. xvi. 15.) Some will .be faithfully keeping the word of

Christ’s patience, and obtain some peculiar reward and pre

servation from some future sifting ; and others, alluded to in

pregnant tones of warning, will be dwelling upon the earth,*

(Rev. iii. 10.) Of the former of these classes, Enoch and

  

* Compare with this passage of Rev. iii. 10, those words of Christ in Luke

xxi. 34-36, and note the expression, Tolls Kfleflll-éVOUS, “ those that sit down. "

Does not this point to men’s carnal security? The term “earth,” too, as

Elliott in his “ Horas” somewhere testifies, is ofttimes used in a bad sense in

the Book of Revelation. Is it not so used in this Very text?

._W~ - » . ~~F~rm4
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Abraham are types; of the latter, we shall presently find

that the Master himself, through His apostle, distinctly

points to LOT. For in the Second Part, the sixth chapter

and second section, two prophecies—namely, those of 2

Peter ii. and Jude—will pass under review, and be seen each

to contain vivid portraitures of the agents in the Church’s in

creasing corruption and indulgence in ecclesiastical sin. And

certainly one Of these passages, and apparently both, refer to

this nephew of the Hebrew patriarch as the designed type

of those good men who yet are connected with these evil

workers. But, in fact, not only will all the Scriptures above

quoted have in due course and time their exact teaching

carefully ascertained; but also ample other Scripture evi

dence will be found interspersed throughout the work: all

tending in the same direction, and witnessing to the truth of

the solemn doctrine, that many true Christians will persist

even to the very end in their continuance in a false position.

()ur single object in referring to this matter at present is,

that we may furnish reasons whereby the sanguine or the

hasty may be deterred from expecting that the broad line of

demarcation between the Church and the world shall ever be

restored until Christ’s return.

Whilst God’s peremptory, though gracious charge is,

“ Come out of Babylon, my people,” still some will not hear.

But the cases of such are to be left for the Master himself.

It is probable that some Christians do not separate even at

all from Babylon ; for who would presume to say that

throughout Christendom not one true believer in Jesus is to

be found even within the Papal system? Then, again, other

Christians do not separate at all fully* from Babylon; none,

* In a small tract against infant baptism occurs the following lament :—

“ Many in the Establishment are getting more entangled by becoming Pa ists,

many Independents are aping the worldly ways and doings of the Establish

ment, and many Ba tists are copying the Independents.” Does this disclose

to us one way into t e charmed circle, or rather the various concentric lines

of the great Babylonish whirlpool?
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perhaps, wholly and completely. Each and every Christian,

in the measure in which he is defiled with the accursed

thing, will most likely have some excuse, partially satisfac

tory to his own mind, wherefore he should retain it ;—-par

tially, because the more light the less easy will the conscience

of such an one be. And is it not a fact that Christians are

themselves allowed, as a chastisement for their perversity, to

shut their eyes to the heavenly light of some part or other of

God’s truth ?—and that light, not acted up to, is sometimes

withdrawn? Yea, and are not we all more willing to hear of

our privileges than of our responsibilities? Therefore judg

ment is not our part, but His. Who, amid much laxity of

principle, are yet sincerely on the Lord’s side, and who are

merely formal worldly professors, we cannot, dare not

even attempt, with any certainty to distinguish. Some, who

to our eyes appear on the wrong side of the line, yet doubt

less belong to the other; and some, who outwardly seem fair

and promising, are yet entangled with their sins, and in the

gall of bitterness. Hence the Lord’s word : “Let,” or rather

sufi'er, “both to grow together until the harvest. ” Then

when the tares are about to be burned up, the righteous

mingled among them will be saved, so as by fire, and nar

rowly escape unscathed. To apprehend the patience and

long-suffering of the Lord, as displayed herein, the cluster of

seven Parables in Matt. xiii, of which that of the wheat

and tares is one, ought to be viewed in their mutually con

nected and prophetic aspect. Such was certainly, as we hope

in a succeeding chapter fully to prove, the Lord’s design in

uttering those “mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.” They

contain, in a series of, as it were, panoramic views, the chief

phases of His professing Church from the time that He him

self first began to sow, until the angels at His bidding shall

come forth to make an end of the incongruous and motley

state of things which has since intervened, and to rescue His
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Lots out of the midst of the impending overthrow. When

we come to the considerations of these “mysteries,” we shall

perceive, that whereas the Church in her members should

have resembled so many filling ears of corn, with its minis

ters planting and watering—in process of time, through the

admixture of men of the world, in increasing proportion,

with true Christians, who were themselves, to some extent,

unwatchful of the worldly bias in the hearts of all ;—-instead

of a field of ripening wheat, was beheld the great tree of

Church and State, with the unclean fowls of heaven shelter

ing in its branches. Then neared the darker ages, when a

certain mystic woman appears as the most prominent object

in the fourth prophetic picture, and where we see the Church

so called intently occupied in leavening or corrupting each

and all of the doctrines of Christianity to suit her now altered

and degraded condition from a heavenly calling to an earthly

action. Wheat, as it ripens above, dies to earth. But the

professing Church, preferring to be as a stately tree, firmly

rooted to earth, became at length so radically changed from

what she had been, that full-blown Popery was the ultimate

result. All this will be traced and shewn presently. Yet,

says Christ, in the prophetic sketch of all this—“ Suffer them

to grow together.” The wicked tares are too many to be

excommunicated and separated from my people ; and if my

people will not themselves" take an outside place,—will not

themselves, as my Father enjoins them, come out and be

“ In view of the apostasy of Christendom generally, the part of each indi

vidual Christian who would thoroughly follow the Lord is largely set forth in

the second Epistle to Timothy. This we hope to shew very fully in a subse

guent chapter (Part IL, Chap. VI.) Let one exam 1e therefrom at resent suf

ce :—“ In a great house there are not only vesse s of gold and 0 silver, but

also of wood and of earth ; and some to honour, and some to dishonour.” Yet

are they to be suffered to be (and changing the symbol to wheat and tares) “ to

grow together.” But is the responsibility and duty of one’s own separation

set aside by this allowed comnuxture? By no means. For as the apostle

proceeds : “ If a man therefore urge himself from these, he shall be a vessel

unto honour," (2 Tim. ii. 20, 2157
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separate,—-then leave separation-work to me. That is my pro

vince. To it I will see 1*

But there remains to notice one other, and, if possible, a

still stronger reason why it is vain to expect that the profess

ing Church and the world will consent to dissolve their un

hallowed connexion. Not only will many Christians refuse

to be dissociated, or rather to dissociate themselves, but also

neither would the world itself voluntarily agree to the disso

lution of the Union. Often is the remark made by defenders

of the Establishment, that the State is a great gainer by this

Union. Suppose that this statement were in every sense

correct, would it therefore follow that the Church is not a

most material loser, even as a betrothed woman, by sin, loses

her honour and virtue? If you do stoutly maintain that the

world is the gainer, Scripture has fearfully anticipated you

when it says, “The kings of the earth lived deliciously with

her,” (Rev. xviii. 9.) Once divest yourself of the danger

ous delusion that Babylon’s cup is untasted at all, save by

Papists, who drink its dregs, and you cannot resist the con

clusion that the Lord avows that other nations beside those

Roman Catholic have in some sort gained by this hetero

geneous mingling together of things heavenly and earthly, by

this strange intrusion of the world and the professing Church

each into the things of the other. Would the unconverted

worldly professors in our own country unanimously and

gladly consent to the total dissolution of all connexion

between the professed Church and the world? Would all

those who have joined the Establishment for the loaves and

fishes consent? Nay. Would the outside world agree to

this H‘ Would they be willing to surrender the great opiate

* I have not seen it noticed anywhere that in the passage referred to there

is a break in the Parable. For the parabolic form would require that the

Saviour should to the end allude to Himself in the third person. But instead

of the words, “He will say to the reapers,” we have, “I will say.” Is this

gleam of heaven’s light through the Parables to teach us with what jealousy

Christ views the attempts of those who would usurp s prerogative.

1‘ It is no doubt true that some worldly men are at present intent upon this
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of their unhappy consciences? Would they like to behold

the tremendous chasm that exists between heaven and the

world, but which now is covered over by the cobweb bridge

of Church and State? Is not the form of godliness useful

to those who love their sins, and are determined to continue

therein? Do not such fondly fancy it to be a mode of meet

ing God half-way ?—a sort of partial compromise between

the heart-surrender of themselves to God, and the utter for

getfulness of Him? And does not the Union provide many

facilities for the assumption of this form of godliness? Even

now though this Union tends to take away in part the offence

of the cross from the member of any sect, still would it not

be much more disgraceful, in the eyes of the world, to be a

duly joined and baptized member of any orthodox dissenting

body, than to be merely a communicant in the Establish

ment? Were the Church and the world wholly separate,

would not the ungodly more easily perceive the sincerity of

witness for Christ? Would not the solemn doctrines, the

plain requirements, the awful realities, believed by true and

clearly sincere witnesses, be more forcibly then impressed

upon the minds of those to whom they witnessed? And

would they desire such vivid and forcible impressions, by

pure and pertinacious witnessing, to be perpetually made

upon them? .But enough of this. The world is highly de

lighted and mightily thankful for what it conceives to be a

way of compounding matters with Christ. It affords its

object. But then, first, it is conceived that such, though they make much

noise, are yet comparatively but few in number. Then, secondly, that the

sinner should be unished with his sin,—that the very tools of our iniquity

should turn and hurt us,—that a. nation of idolaters, as the Jews, should be

chastened by yet grosser idolaters, as the Babylonians,—that a prophet should

be admonished even by his ass ;—-all this is according to the mysterious way of

our God. That His erring saints should be reproved by the world is, alas!

no uncommon thing. The fact that there is a shaking as to this matter, would

surely augur that the end was very near. What if, by this shaking, the Lord

intends hereby first to warn, and then afterwards, by a greater movement, to

compel His lingering ones to flee out of Babylon! If the mother of harlots is

to fare so ill that the nations, which hitherto have been her strength, shall treat

lfiil‘ in the manner described in Rev. xvii. 16, what if her daughters are treated

' ewisel
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patronage"i to His cause. Hence it expects to be let off

easily.

If, then, either party is pleased, each for its own reasons,

with the other; if neither deceived nor worldly Christians,

on the one hand, will, until quite at the end,-I' come out of

Babylon, and if, on the other, the world, specially by means

of its Balaams and prophets, who prophesy peace, energeti

cally persists in upholding this fatal Union; then let sepa

rated Christians take heed,—let them in patience possess

their souls,i—let them wait for the Master who alone can,

amid the prevailing Babylonish confusion, distinguish him

who at least in heart yet serveth Him from him that serveth

Him not. Yea, let the world take heed, too, for whilst yet its

profane hand is upon the sacred vessels of the temple, and

whilst it will continue interfering in that with which it has

nothing to do, at last too late, whilst its revel is yet at its

height—whilst peace and security are being reckoned upon

for many years,—whilst luxury, and covetousness, and real,

though dissembled contempt of God everywhere abound;—

there shall be descried, not indeed the finger of a man's

" Even that aspect of its patronage calleddparochial divisions, and which

are so much gloried in, came from Popery, an seems alluded to in terms of

reprehension by the prophet Daniel, (chap.xi. 39.) There we see the land

divided, and the true motive for its division assigned, and each parish com

mitted to the care of one of the “ Mahuzzim,” or patron saints, as St George,

St Giles, St Mary.

'1' If we succeed presently in shewing that the seven Epistles in Rev. ii.

and iii. present to us the seven phases of the professing Church’s career, then

the e istle to Laodicea will corroborate this remark. For when it, as a

churc , is about to be spued out of Christ’s mouth, still some are addressed

therein as true Christians, and exhorted to overcome.

I Some separated Christians, forgetful of their calling and Nazarite rofes

sion, do yet, alas! attempt to take this matter of the Union into their own

hands ; yea, some even go further, and, contrary to their own principles, com

bine with ungodly men in their efforts. They little know what handle they

give to their opponents, and how those are comforted in their consciences,

and how stumbled, it may be, some of them are in their search after something

better, when they behold them also linked with worldly men. If wicked

men had all this sort of work to themselves, as they ought to have, then

maybe many in the Establishment might perceive that the Euphratean waters

were drying up, or, at all events, might apprehend that God was still, as ever,

determined on punishing the sinner with his sin.
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hand, but the sign of the Son of man. At once its doom

shall be apparent even to itself ; the name of a coming, not

Cyrus, but Cyrius—that is, Lord Jehovah—shall be heard,

and in one night Babylonish Christendom shall perish, for

strong is that Lord that will judge her. And then the new

age having been inaugurated by judgment, the saints of the

Most High shall take the kingdom, and shall possess it

throughout the millennium, and even for ever and ever.

CHAPTER 111.

THE RELATIVE POSITION OF CONFORMISTS AND NONCONFOR—

MISTS IN REFERENCE TO THE WORLD.

“ THE friendship of the world is enmity with God,” (James

iv. 41.) Stern and unmitigated as is the language here en

countered, yet it would seem that the state of sin denounced

were not only possible, but, in the judgment of the inspired

writer, even probable. For, surely, none would denounce

that which was unlikely to occur. But what is here con

demned is not the connexion of one ungodly man with

another; nor yet the worldliness of avowedly worldly men.

For them, the term “adulterer” (James iv. 4) would not be

pertinent. Every reader of his Bible is aware Of the fre

quent and peculiar use of this expression by the Holy Ghost,

and that whenever it is applied in a sort of metaphorical

sense, it is invariably in reference to the doings of professing

servants of God. Further, that other term “Babylon,”

found in the Book of Revelation, evidences that not merely

isolated individuals, but also churches, in their corporate

capacity, may be guilty of the same sin. For of her the pro

phetic portrait is this: “Mother of harlots.” Well then,

0
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and searchingly, as in the presence of the Onmiscient, does

it behove each church to look, lest haply anything correspond

ing to the sin so awfully branded should be found in itself.

But now, in England, two great religious parties are be

held—t0 wit, Conformists and Nonconformists. Are both

of these clearly and wholly guiltless of this sin? Or, is one

less to blame than the other? Or, has this sin by either

party been committed with that efl'rontery that would posi

tively make you hesitate to suspect it? (Prov. xxx. 20);

so that there is glorying in that which should be its shame.

If then neither party isaltogether guiltless, has the one

party been the cause of stumbling to the other? so that the

latter have, to themselves unconsciously in part, it may be,

been influenced by the inconsistent practice and principle * of

the other? Verily, inquiries such as these are not merely

right and proper, but, considering the greatness of the sin

and the seen liability to commit it, are overwhehm'ngly im

portant. Devoutly thankful would the writer have been if,

as he pondered the matter over, not without much prayer, he

could have felt that the portion of the church militant to

which he has hitherto belonged stood fairly acquitted and

spotless in this great particular.

To get at the facts of the case it will be well to inquire,

What are the principles of either party with reference to the

world ? Do both equally and distinctly repudiate all alliance

with the persistent rejectors of the Lord Jesus Christ? Alas!

the question, so far as the Establishment is concerned, has

only to be asked ere it is answered !+ No one surely can

* The words “ practice and principle ” are laced in the order in which they

stand above, in order to mark how the sin ul state of things gradually ob

tained. The principle was promulgated to defend the practice.

'1- The terms of the alliance, as stated by a late very eminent writer of the

Church of England,-—narnely, Bishop Warhurton,—are these :—“That the

Church shall apply its utmost influence in the service of . . . . the State ! " And

that “ the State shall support and protect the Church.” Of the civil magis

trate, the same wn'ter observes. that when the alliance is made, “ the Church

is under his direction,” and “ the ministry is much in his power.” Whilst of
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maintain that it is separate from the world. But, however

generally it may be admitted, still the matter being indeed

a grave one, as well the charge, as the judgment pronounced

by the Lord Jesus Christ himself upon ecclesiastical estab

lishments, will, in the following pages, it is conceived, be

clearly shewn. Let it suffice at present to ask: Is it pos

sible for a Church to be established by law, to be so mixed

up with the world as that Church plainly is, and the Union

therewith carried out in a large variety of particulars and in

numberless ramifications that cannot be denied,“i and yet not

be, in its corporate capacity, guilty of the sin of “friendship

with the world?” The matter appears so self-evident that

one is inclined sometimes to imagine that the fact of godly

men continuing in it must be owing to their not realising

the pertinency to them of the old adage, Qui' facit per

alterum, facit per se ;—“ He who commits a crime by the

agency of another, commits that crime himself ;”1- or to

suppose that it is held that because the body is a large one,

its members cannot severally be culpable for what the body

does; or else that the being exercised and “righteoust

the Church he thus speaks, “ The Church resigning up her independency, and

making the magistrate her supreme head, without whose approbation and al

lowance she can administer, transact, or decree nothing." How awful ! But

we refrain here from tracing the consequences of all this. And all this for

“ support and protection.” As though Christ were not enough, (Jer. xvii. 5.)

* Such glaring enormities as the following are in View: the chief officers

of the world’s Church appointed by the crown ; those officers, as soon as con

secrated, being civil as well as ecclesiastical personages ; the open sale of liv

ings with cure of souls attached, which sale is particularly specified as one of

the marks of Babylon’s shamelessness (Rev. xviii. 13, with Dan. xi. 39;) its

religious oflices adjusted to embrace the world, &c. &C.

1' Some who deplore the evils are yet content to continue in the system,

under the plea of being unfettered in the preaching of the gospel, and of

doing more good therein. But is preaching everything? Is discipline no

thing? Is the witnessing against a sinful generation far gone in spiritual

adultery nothing? Is the taking up the cross, which such witnessing pecu

liarly involves,—is it nothing? Is it indeed a trifle to be connected with an

Establishment so entirely the slave of the world as Bishop Warburton, quoted

above, (p. 34,) admits ?—an Establishment which aim so fear-fully, as in the

instances specified in the preceding note; which has grave defects, asin its

rite of baptism ; and which has unauthorised additions, by which God’s word

is made void, as confirmation.
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vexed,” and with acknowledgment of the sins in secret, is a

fair and adequate substitute for public protest by separation.

But the excuse is sometimes attempted, that if the Establish

ment is worldly, or is a device to join religion and the world

together, so also many holding Nonconformist sentiments

are worldly too. But this kind of tu quoque defence is a

mere attempt to shelve the subject, as if the fact of others

committing a sin as well, would justify our own selves in

doing the same.

But let us honestly endeavour to ascertain exactly how

the matter stands with the Nonconformists. They may, so

far as pertains to this inquiry, be divided into three classes.

In the first place, there are those whom we may call the

merely political Dissenters. Secondly, there are the politico

religious Dissenters, who, whilst they profess to serve God,

and in their consciences believe that the Establishment is in

the sight of God a wicked thing, assay to take the work

of separation into their own hands, and some of them even

go further and combine with the former class for this end.

Then there is a third class, and this class, it is believed, is

greatly on the increase, which consists Of what we may call,

for distinction’s sake, the purely religious Dissenters. Now

such, equally at least with the former class, grieve over the

Union. They have no desire that their patience, as to this

system, should be for a moment construed into approval of

it. On the contrary, they view it with horror none the less

thorough to that of the others. But they conceive that by

their separation and testimony they wash their hands of all

'participation in its sin. They consider it as far too awful a

matter for them to touch ; they mourn in secret over it, but

they remember their Lord’s injunction, and let it alone for

Him, (Matt. xiii. 30.) They perceive that things have come

to that pass that they cannot be put right by themselves;

though still entire separation from such an impure commu
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nion they regard as an imperative and sacred duty.“b Fully

aware of what influence, such as it is, the Establishment pos

sesses, they yet recall to mind that hint of the Saviour, “ To
vobey is better than sacrifice.” They know that souls are

converted, not by might, nor by power, but only by the Spirit

of God. Hence in all their work for Christ, they refuse to

handle carnal weapons. They believe, at least many of them,

that, after the day of judgment, not one more or less will be

found to have been saved, than had all Christians alike, Con

formists and Nonconformists too, repudiated the world’s

influence, assistance, or alliance. They desire, in short,*to

avoid the final lot of those builders who, on a good founda

tion, even Christ, accumulate, as the apostle expresses it,

wood, hay, and stubble, with gold, silver, and precious stones,

all into one pile: that is to say, who admit into full com

munion all those worldlings who are chaff, (Matt. iii 12,) and

dry sticks, (John xv. 6,) and of whom, however time may

develop their true character, they persist in such admission,

along with the Lord’s own precious and blood-bought people.

The above classification of Dissenters is an important one.

For, by losing sight of this, many in the Establishment, per

sisting to confound all these diverse parties together, and

suffering from the active political hostility towards the

Union of some of them, have endeavoured to soothe their

own consciences thereby, as if, from the effects of such, they

themselves were suffering wrongfully. In like manner we

behold, at this day, the adherents in Italy of the Papacy

regarding and solacing themselves as if they were in the

position of martyrs at the hands of their fellow-countrymen.

Oh that the true state of the case were apprehended,—-that

it were seen that the Most High is beginning to rouse up

against them those masses upon whom dependence has

hitherto been placed l1

* See note to page 32. 1' Ibid.

_ A‘~.~_-__ :l__~_r H .N .pw H" raised l ".wfl' vi

|—|—
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But here we must remark that, supposing the above

classification of Nonconformists be a fair one, still it is

not for a moment sought to be maintained, that they,

any of them, are wholly unworldly, even if the world

church be necessarily worldly. On the contrary, the world

has charms for the holiest. The truest Nazarite is un

doubtedly more or less bewitched and overcome by it.

Yet how much of the negligence of walk, and of the

worldliness of practice, visibly adhering to Dissenters and

Churchmen" both :—how much of‘ this, though men may

be unconscious of the fact, may be owing to the mis

chievous endorsement of the principle of Union by the

latter party, the brightness of the judgment-day can

alone reveal. At all events, it is frankly admitted that

the Dissenters are ofttimes very worldly in their practice,

whilst, on the other hand, Churchinen are as often un

worldly and heavenly in theirs. But observe the very

wide and almost palpable distinction. When Dissenters

fraternise with the world, they do so in diametrical opposi

tion to their principles; but when Churchmen do NOT lean

on, and combine with the world, THEN they violate theirs.

Still, if worldliness all are guilty of, why prefer one party to

the other? The answer is obvious. By belonging to the

Establishment, you are undoubtedly considered as accepting

the principle of the Union ; but no one would contend that

* Even the very names Churchman and Dissenter have wrought much mis

chief, and would appear to be forbidden by the word qupnrz{w in Acts xi.

26 The Greek word implies—what the English word “ call ” does not—that

it is God who gave the name of Christians to His people. It is often supposed

that the people of Antioch first gave the disciples this name. A reference to

the original would prevent this mistake. Xpnpm'rlQ-i invariably refers to God

as the person speaking, and is so translated in Heb. viii. 5. Probably the

Holy Ghost made use of Paul and Barnabas as His instruments in the pro

mulgation of this name. Antioch appears to be specified as a sort of head

uarters of the Gentile Church. But however these things be, the Lord gave

t a name, and it should suflice His people. But as it is the Papacy that ne

cessitates the word Protestant, so it is the Establishment that plainly com

pels the use of such words as Nonconformist and Dissenter. Were there no

such union, there would be no souls to protest against it.
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by dissenting from her, you consent even constructively to

all the deeds and all the practices of all Dissenters, any more

than the Churchman is responsible for the practices of all

other Churchmen. But the case with the principle of Union

with the world is different; at least, each minister, within

the pale of the Establishment, is to be considered as one who

approves of that principle, that the Church and the State—

or, to speak out plainly, the Church and the world—should

be united. From this principle, as a distinct tenet and main

feature, there follows, in course, the worldly position and the

awfully ungodly practices which there is no desire to specify

in fuller detail than has been done.* But the root, the fer

tile cause of all the wicked practices alluded to,—and which

we doubt not has spread its malignant influence to all classes

of the religious community,—is the fatal principle itself.

Now, Nonconformity has no such principle ; on the contrary,

it only exists by the very shudder of that which is maintained

by, and belongs essentially to, the Establishment. The more

worldly Dissenters are, the more truly are they united in

spirit to the Establishment, though separate therefrom in

body. On the other hand, the more nnworldly Ohurchmen

are, the more separate in spirit therefrom are they, although

joined to it in body. In fact, worldly unregenerate Dissenters

appear to occupy a similar place in reference to Babylon, or

the great church-world, that all moral unregenerate men

occupy in reference to the spiritual world. They profess

well indeed; but underneath there is love of the world

and death unto God. Further, if Nonconformists indulge

in worldliness in practice, or are guilty of countenancing

the principle thereof, in other matters unconnected with

religion, even then only the particular congregations to

which such belong can at the most be considered at all

blameable for not heeding the exhortation of the apostle,

" See note to page 35.
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and putting away from themselves those wicked persons,

(1 Cor. v. 13.)

This state of the case clearly follows from another great

principle of Dissent: that each local church is distinct

and responsible to Christ alone. Noncouformists may, and

indeed should, mourn over any deflections, either from purity

of faith or simplicity of manners, which they may observe

in those who otherwise-agree with them; still there is not

any legal or involuntary connexion by which one church can

be held to be chargeable with the sins of another. An in

visible Christ, and He alone, is their one bond of union.

But with Conformist churches it is far different. Not only

are they all avowedly* connected through their superior

oflicers, but each minister officiating within the pale of the

Establishment, ipso facto, becomes a party to the Union

itself. Now, if, in the subsequent pages, we succeed in

shewing how utterly obnoxious this Union is to the mind

and will of Christ, then will even tacit approval thereof be

seen to place one in a far more solemn position before God,

than even is done by that oath which is demanded from all the

clergy as to their assent and consent to everything contained

in the Book of Common Prayer-[— Thus the difference is

" This receives further illustration from the following fact :—If, as a Church

man, I ask a Dissenter into my pulpit, I am excommunicated. If, as a Dis

senter, I ask a Churchman, whilst I do not at all cease to be a Dissenter, yet

with my invitation the Churchman dare not comply. If, as a Churchman, I

ask any of the very large class of nothingarian clergymen, I am not, on

Establishment principles, at all reprehensible; but I may not, upon any ac

count, invite any, even the most pious Dissenter, thus to help me, however

unmistakably and abundantly the Divine blessing may have rested upon

him. What a state of things! which party is it that "‘ cat‘st the divisions?"

1‘ It is a matter for grave inquiry whether there is such a person in exist

ence as a true member of the Church of England. For, since she herself casts

out all who dare to believe that the Prayerbook “ contains anything in it re

pugnant to the Scriptures,” (see the Canon quoted in the preface,) the ques

tion arises whether there is any single individual who believes all that is

taught therein. For in it there are articles clearly Calvinistic, and, withal,

services and a catechism as clearly Popish. This contradiction of sentiment

was the taunt of the great William Pitt in his day. Now the Puseyites and

High Churchrnen generally, although fond of the services, yet have a secret

horror of the articles. And the Evangelicals, though comforting their con
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very wide. The establishments of nations, both by prophetic

scripture, and by man’s ordinary illustration, curiously and

undesignedly coinciding therewith, are compared to a TREE,

with its branch in each village and town—a larger branch

or stem in each archdeaconry and diocese—and so forth,*

(Matt. xiii. 32.) On the other hand, the truer mode of union

between one church and another is set forth in Rev. i.

There the various churches are compared to seven golden

candlesticks with Christ in the centre. The allusion is to

the candlestick in the tabernacle of the Levitical economy.

Yet the contrast between the one candlestick of Moses, and

the seven that John saw, is peculiarly instructive. For the

servants of God, in the preceding dispensation, were indeed

visibly united through the divine arrangement of Levites,

priests, and high priests. Hence, the candlestick was then

all one single piece, with its six or seven branches. (See

Exod. xxxvii. 8.) But now, the Church of God, though truly

one, yet is He, who alone links them together, invisible.

Hence it was that the holy seer beheld seven distinct candle

sticks, and in the midst, as the parent Stem and Upholder,

one like the Son of man. '

And thus, then, are we brought to look at the words of

Christ to those seven churches. Therein, it is believed, we

shall find the prophetic hint given by the Master himself

as to His judgment on this said Union. To the writer it

appears wholly inconceivable that the Lord should be wholly

silent with reference to a deed defended and gloried in by

many of His professed servants, deplored and bewailed by

others, and fraught, as is admitted by all, with consequences

vast indeed, either for good or ill. Now, as we hope abun

science with the articles, swallow, with more or less of re ugnance, certain

expressions in the services. Each side gets over the difficulty by taking the

nauseous part in a newnatu'ral sense.

* This will be proved presently. In Establishments where Episcopacy is

rejected, there is substituted the authorities of presbyteries and moderators.
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dantly to prove, we possess in the Word of God, two several

prophecies of the career of the professing Church during

the Master’s absence. Her course down the stream of time

is in each traced. The various epochs in her history, and

the manner in which she drifts from one point to another,

until her arrival at the judgment throne, are all brought be

fore us. Now, one of these prophecies, we shall presently

find, is contained in the seven Epistles of Rev. ii. and iii., and

the other in the seven Parables of Matt. xiii. Whilst

underlying different imagery and symbols in the two divine

sketches, we shall throughout observe allusion to the same

facts; and, in both of these prophetic panoramic pictures,

there may be distinctly heard, by the ear of faith, the Lord’s

warning voice with reference to that which, through its

mighty consequences, we hesitate not to call the most im

portant and gravest deed which the professing Church has

ever been a consenting party to ;-—in plain terms, as to the

Union consummated between many in the Church with the

world. And he that hath ears to hear, let him hear. For

blessed is he that heareth and then heedeth.

 



PART II.

CHRIST’S OWN JUDGMENT UPON CHRISTENDOM,

AND PARTICULARLYUPON THE UNION

OF CHURCH AND STATE.

CHAPTER I.

A GLANCE AT THE OLD TESTAMENT, IN PART PREPARATION

FOR AN EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN UTTERANCES OF

CHRIST.

SECTION I.

The Word, as penetrated into, yields increasing profit and

pain—The order exhibited in which the inquiry will

be conducted.

“ THE wicked will not understand, but the wise shall under

stand.” Such is God’s own declared will with reference to

all discovery of Himself in His Word. No natural ability

or skill that man possesses can, being perverted as it is, by

any possibility guide him to the truth as it is in Jesus,

(1 Cor. ii. 14.) The Spirit of God can alone discover the

things of the Spirit. “ In His light ” only can we “ see

light.” To enter into God’s mind we must cease to depend
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upon our own, (1 Cor. i. 19, 20, iii. 18-20.) Then to those

who are abased before Him, and who are now babes, God gives

“the sincere milk of His Word.” But there is much more

in the Word of God than the first principles, than the mere

rudiments of the doctrine of Christ. Alas! Christians are

ofttimes prone to tarry when God exhorts and beckons them

to proceed further. To search the Scriptures, to dig beneath

their surface, to discover new veins of golden truth, is, or

rather should be, the Christian’s delight. Never need he

fear to follow the guidance of Scripture too far, however

beyond the ordinary rut he may proceed. No Will-o’-the

wisp is there to lead him astray. There is truth wholly

unalloyed. Men only err when they put into, instead of

fetching from the Word of God. But the evil now-a-days

consists in the resting contented with as little as possible

thereof. The Word may be, is, much read; it is nothing

like so much studied and prayed over and understood.

This is evil, because it is a great loss. For Scripture

truth is God’s one simple, grand instrument of sanctifica

tion, (John xvii.) To the Jewish mind the Thummim was

connected with the Urim—the “Perfections” with the

“Lights.” The love of Jesus, and of the Father, is to him

that searches the Word beheld to have soul-ravishing depths

and heights, of which until such search he knew little. But

this sanctification has, be it ever remembered, a twofold

aspect. If the love of Christ is more apprehended and

enjoyed on the one hand, so the soul is increasingly separ

ated from sin on the other. There is, as we have shewn in

our Introduction,* a correspondence in degree between the

former and the latter. The nearer to Christ, and the closer

to the written Word, the fuller the light as to what and

where sin is. Sin and the world will be descried where

formerly they were wholly unsuspected. As the bright sun

* Part 1., Chap. 11.
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shining into a room reveals the presence of dust and dirt

which previously were unobserved; so, as our hearts are

irradiated by the living and the written Word of God, that

which we once hesitated to regard as sin at all, will now be

seen to be plainly so, and that which was previously felt to

have somewhat of incongruity, or of unrighteousness, or of

sin in it, stands now uncovered before us, in all, or rather in

much of its real enormity. Even that spiritual coarseness

which oft displays itself in such expressions as, “I don’t

think there is much or any harm in that, at all events," will

be gradually exchanged for that sensitiveness of conscience

quick as the apple of the eye to suffer from the least defile

ment. The desire will be intensified, not only to put away

what others, careless in their walk, yet esteem to be sin,

but to hearken to what the Lord God says, and to abstain

from all (even the very) appearance of evil.

Now, all this constant turning away from sin, as it is

increasingly perceived, is irksome and painful to the old

nature. Though living daily and feasting upon the Word

be abidingly profitable and strengthening to the spirit, still,

when thus duly digested, involves present anguish.* (See

Rev. x. 9.) In so far as the new nature thrives, the other

lingeringly and painfully decays. Denied its only nutriment,

—that is, indulgence in sin,—its desires crossed and crucified,

so is it overcome. But inasmuch as we all naturally shudder

at that which causes such trouble, a way has been invented

by which we are enabled to turn a deaf ear to any unpleasant

* Of course the devil will, as with the Saviour of old, seek to pervert

Scripture, in order to prevent us from embracing the Cross. He will suggest

that we are going out of our way to pick it up—that the suffering before us

will not be for Christ’s sake, but for our own. Such are his common devices,

and the more plausible too, because it is certain that some have rasth courted

trouble. Whilst this is not to be denied, it should only make us careful to

distinguish things that differ. And happy is he who is faithful to the light

he has, for “ to him shall more be given. ’ And so shall he, by God’s leadings,

be conducted onwards in the direction of the Christian’s goal here. Read the

whole of ver. 10 of the third chapter of the Epistle to the Philippians.
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truth or mandate of Scripture. That way consists first in

4 making the distinction as wide as possible between what are

called “the essentials,” or “the fundamentals" of religion, and

the remaining parts of the will of God, and then by the

avowal of such peculiar and constant delight in the former,

as to afford no leisure for any attention to the latter. As if

every word of God were not pure ! (Prov. xxx. 5.) As if all

Scripture were not given by inspiration of God, and so pro

fitable! (2 Tim. iii. 16.) Hence are we slow to follow on

whither the full truth, if cordially embraced, would gradually

lead us—viz., into further separation from all sin. So spake

the Saviour to His Father: “Sanctify them by thy truth;

thy word is the truth.” Accordingly, if we would desire to

ascertain as to the salutary influence which the truth should

exercise upon us, let us ever carefully mark, not only whether

Christ appears more and more precious, and in more glorious

characters, but also whether sin is felt to be more and more

hideously sinful, and whether the eye is becoming clearer,

and the conscience tenderer to perceive what is inimical to

His holy will. In the language of the apostle, let us seek to

have our “senses exercised to discern BOTH good and evil,”

(Heb. v. 14.)

2. To approach now to the subject before us—the

morality or immorality, the blessedness or monstrous

wickedness, of the Union under the present dispensation of

Church and State. Whether does the smile or frown of

Jehovah rest upon it? It is believed that it can be shewn

to be quite at variance with God’s manner of procedure

towards the guilt-y children of men during the time Of

Christ’s real, though dissembled rejection by the world?" It

* The above position, Christ’s cross alone—proof of man’s great hatred and

rejection of Him-demonstrates. It is maintained that without needing any

further evidence as to the wickedness of the Union, the bloody deed on

Calvary is ample. For earth and heaven are utterly at issue about Christ.

Here He was crucified, and heaven considers His crucifixion to be approved of,

and endorsed by all the unregenerate world. But there Christ is crowned
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is further believed that the same Union is in dialnetrical

opposition to the unvarying tenor and express teaching of

the New Testament.* Thirdly, and lastly, it is held that

the Lord Jesus Christ has sketched, in two prophetic out

lines, the gradual decline and ultimate complete apostasy of

His professing Church, and then of the subsequent events

connected therewith, down to her yet future and final rejec

tion. Of these sketches, one is contained in parable, and the

other in type. Over each of these sketches there is evidently

some veil thrown. This, we doubt not, is done designedly.

For by this partial obscurity in this third mode in which

the mind of Heaven as to the Union is not only revealed in

general terms, as in the other two modes, but even the very

thing itself is pointedly touched, the Lord tests the sincerity

of His people. For whilst there is sufficient distinctness, as

He himself implies, of note and tone for him whom He

addresses as having ears to hear; on the other hand, so is

His verdict recorded, as if He would say in the words of the

apostle, “If any man be [determinedly] ignorant, let him be

ignorant,” '1‘ (1 Cor. xiv. 38.)

Now, in both of these divine series of prophetic pano

ramic views, we shall see uncovered for us by the Lord the

with glory. That cross, then, tested as well the extremity of man’s hate as of

God’s love. It is indeed the will of God that Christ should be acknowledged

even here. But the breach must not be patched up. Until that good time

comes, it is the part and wisdom of His people who come to Him, not only to

enjoy acceptance in Him with the Father, but also to suffer with Him in His

rejection here below. This thought has been to some extent worked out in

the introductory cha ters, and will be much more fully enlarged and insisted

upon in the course 0 the work.

* To the exhibition of the second way in which the judginth of the Lord

is given against the Union, the sixth‘chapter of this Second Part will be devoted.

1‘ So the purpose of this partial obscurity is also set forth in two different

ways in the other of these sketches—viz., Matt. xiii. For, first, the Lord

expressly declares His reason for speaking in parables there. (See ver.

11—16.) Then, again, He suits the action to the word. At the beginning of

His uttering these parables, He leaves the house and sits by the sea—the sea

denoting the nations of the world, among whom the gospel net would be cast.

But after Christ had spoken the fourth parable, (and why after the fourth

will be shewn in Chap. V.,) then He returns to the house, and only there does

He vouchsafe at all to explain “the mysteries of the kingdom.”
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evil within the Church in its incipient and rising state; in

both shall mark His own righteous stigma affixed even as it

were by His very finger; and shall observe in both the

striking accuracy in blending with the entire current of

Scripture modes of thought, in which that stigma, though

couched in allusion, is affixed. This is the more wonderful,

as the two allusive comparisons of the deed reprobated are

very vivid, and at the same time very diverse.* Then, in

both sketches, the flood-gates of evil are seen to be opened,

the tides of ecclesiastical corruption are beheld setting in,

and Popery looms into viewrf' Efforts at reformation

eventually follow, many individuals are acknowledged still

in both descriptions to be faithfulj but the professing

Church at large is pronounced dead; and as being worldly,

He threatens to treat her as the world itself. And thus she

is seen to drift on towards judgment; the Saviour himself

is seen OUTSIDE of it, and presently in disgust He “ spues it

out of His mouth,” (Rev. iii. 20). He hints at the last how

utterly she has failed in her testimony with God when (still

outside) He calls Himself, in allusive contrast, the Amen, the

faithful and true Witness, and as now about, with His true

Church, to take her forfeited place in witnessing for God.

That true Church has humbly endeavoured, at least in part,

to keep its eye on Him, and He has faithfully kept His eye

on it. He has persevered in His purpose of delivering them

more and more from this present evil world, by shewing to

them the evil thereof ; and still, though disguised under the

"’ A tree, rooted to the earth, with the unclean birds of the air roosting in it ;

and in the other, the fornication of Israel with Midian, through the false

prophet Balsam.

'1' Instead of a man (Christ) as before, we have a woman or church with her

leaven, ever a type of evil, leavening the whole of the meal. In the other,

that woman is seen to be the antitypical, bloodthirsty Jezebel, persecuting the

servants of God, and bent on promulgating a false religion.

I A treasure of coins; and in the other certain names in Sardis that have

not defiled their garments, but who, in the peculiar promise attached, it is

implied, have with more or less faithfulness confessed Christ’s name before

men.
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form of godliness. The manner in which He beckons them

to serve and follow Him will be largely seen in the proper

place. Our plan will be first to examine throughout these

two prophetic charts; first, the one in the seven Epistles, and

then the other in the seven Parables, and then to compare,

in some of their many points of parallelism and contact, the

two together.* After which examination, we shall devote

the closing chapter of this Second Part to corroborate the

general teaching of these two parallel prophecies by the

testimony of other scriptures.

Before, however, we advance further, since the Lord, in one

of these two prophecies containing his verdict on the union

of church and world, points to what He shews to have been

a type in Old Testament history, it will be well first to take

a glance at the times, and at those sacred books to which the

reference is made. The remainder of this chapter, then, will

be divided into the following sections :—Section 2, The ages

or dispensations preceding our own counted up, with the

diversity of call obtaining therein, displayed. Section 3, A

connected view of the typical aspect of the historical books

of the Old Testament. Section 4, The ways in which separa

tion was, throughout Old Testament times, enjoined. Sec

tion 5, A notable instance in which the state of separation

was abandoned, and its results. Section 6, Some anterior

probabilities of this very abandonment, containing a typical

“ admonition ” to all professing Christians.

SECTION 2.

The ages 01' dispensations preceding our own counted up,

with the diversity of call obtaining therein displayed.

“Distinguish the times, and the Scriptures (then) 'will

* So another, in allusion to the harmony existing between the Old and

New Testaments, has eloquentl characterised them as the twin lips of an

oracle, uttering one sound. In 'ke manner we believe the seven Epistles and

the'seven Parables agree in the testimony, underneath the diversity of symbol,

with each other.

D
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agree together.“ These are the words of Augustine. They

are invaluable. For whilst they rightly pro-suppose that the

Word of God seems, in many points, to be at issue with

itself, they yet furnish the true clue by which apparently

jarring doctrines and duties may be reconciled. Many and

grave errors here would have been avoided, had the change

of dispensation been taken into the account, when those

passages apparently countenancing, and those again discoun

tenancing them had been compared. For even to change of

dispensation alone is it attributable, that that which was per

fectly right, being peremptorily enjoined, at one time,——as, for

instance, circumcision,—became positively unlawful, being

as peremptorily forbidden at another. Nor are we to imagine

from this change of dispensation and of duty, that the Omni

scient has altered His mind, or diverged from His original

plan ; it is only that the same plan is thus becoming more

and more fully developed. This position might be illustrated

in a variety of particulars. Thus, when circumcision was

instituted, the flesh, in order to be tested, was treated by its

wounding, as if it were, partially indeed, yet not wholly sin

ful; but when baptism was ordained, flesh was adjudged to

be irreclaimably bad, and fit only to be “buried.”1~

The same view holds good, as anotheri has well shewn,

with reference to man’s calling. Before the fall, Adam was

constituted lord of the earth, as the vicegerent of God. So

far as we can learn from Scripture, the earth was the first

man’s destined and suitable home. But sin entering, a

change takes place. 'Those of his descendants that are the

people of God, are called to come away from earth towards

* “ Distinguite tempera, et concordabunt Scripturae.”—A ugustine.

1- So in the author’s sermons on the Second Advent, he has called attention

to the thought implied in the change of the day of rest from the seventh day

to the first. “The Sabbath, under the law, was a rest which implied servi

tude. He that rested did so as if wearied with toil. We rest on Redemption’s

day, on the first day ; we rest before we work.”—Sermon I., p. 9.

i Bellett.
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heaven. Viewed in this light, the contrast between the 4th

and 5th chapters of Genesis is very marked. For chap. iv.

exhibits “the sons of men” endeavouring to make earth a

delightful resting-place. By them, things are brought to a

high pitch of civilisation and refinement. All that can minister

to indulgence and luxury is eagerly sought after (see ver. 2],

22)?“ But now in chap. v. the professing “sons of God ”1

are seen. When we have said this, we have said nearly all that

the chapter informs us concerning them. Those three words,

“and he died,” seem succinctly to point to the event that the

Spirit deemed most proper to record ; and the repetition of

these words no less than eight times there,—the frequency

of the toll of the patriarchal funeral bell, seems to whisper

that “here they had no continuing city.” Thus it appears as

if their eye had been directed towards heaven as the hope of

their calling. Two facts here render this still more evident.

One is, that they were enjoined to leave Abel’s blood un

avenged. Though earth was stained therewith, and though

it cried unto God from the ground, yet were they not to inter~

fere. Was not this sufficient to admonish them that earth

now was not their home,—that it was polluted,—and that,

consequently, they must look for a resting-place elsewhere?

To encourage them in their aspirations, a wondrous secret

was disclosed. A second startling fact occurred, when Enoch

was translated to heaven without seeing death. Ultimately,

* Tubal-cain (ver. 22) is believed to be the Vulcan of heathen antiquity,

and his sister Naamah to be the same as Venus. So Faber.

'1' The very names of these antediluviau patriarchs, containing as they do,

when joined together, the gospel of God’s grace, themselves shew how fully

the true hope was kept before them. For the Word Adam means strong man;

Seth=substituted ; Enos=frail man ; Cainan=sorrowful ; Mahalaleel=the

blessed God ; Jared=shall descend ; Enoch=teaching ;. Methuselah=his

death shall send; Lamech=t0 the contrite; Noah=consolation. Here the

gospel is in brief represented thus : To man, originally upright and strong,

but now substituted by man frail and full of sorrow, the blessed God shall de

scend; and His death shall send to the humble, consolation. Then, as these

words are so plainly significant, so it is observable that the name of him who

was translated to heaven should signify “ teaching,” as if pointing to the hope

of these patriarchs.
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however, distinctness from Cain’s family was lost, and separa

4 tion disregarded; and THEN came—the deluge. After which,

again God re-asserts His claim to earth, again legislates for

man living upon it. For why? It has been judged and

cleansed. As Enoch, the seventh from Adam, was the type

of those saints living at the end of the six thousand years,

who shall, without dying, be caught up to meet the Lord in

the air; Noah, on the other hand, was the pattern of those

who shall be preserved through the impendingjudgment. But

Noah’s descendants soon wax so ungodly, that the foundations

of Babylon are by them laid. Hence the next account in the

divine record of these times is, the separation of Abraham

from an idolatrous people. By the Lord who called him,

that man of faith is enabled to demean himself as a heavenly

stranger. Though promised the inheritance of Canaan, his

eye is directed onwards to resurrection, (Heb. xi. 39, 40;)

and so he finds and leaves the Canaanite lord of the soil A

tent and an altar,--that is to say, a wanderer and a worshipper,

—is all by which he is marked here. Thus, too, with Isaac,

(Gen. xxvi. 20, 21.) The same holds good with Israel, who

sufi'er and endure until God's time of interference arrives.

Then a land, purged again by judgment, is given unto them.

Through them, the Most High again asserts His rights to

earth. Viewed in this light, the title assumed by the Lord is

very observable. In the act of cleansing the land by the

slaughter of its guilty sons, and of Himself taking possession

by the means of His people, He calls Himself the Lord of all

the earth, (Joshua iii. 1], 13.)

But now the Son of God has come, and is rejected; and

once again the dispensation is changed. Again the servants

of the Lord are reminded that they are “ partakers of a

heavenly calling.” Nor is this reminder, oft as it is repeated

in the New Testament, confined to words alone. Again do

we mark that innocent blood has been shed; blood richer far
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than Abel’s, albeit judgment and vengeance continue to

slumber. As yet, for this blackest proof of man’s hatred of

God, earth has not been called to any account, the deed yet

appears to have been perpetrated with perfect impunity. But

the volcano, the longer it is silent, the more disastrous even

tually is its eruption. Because “the great day of His wrat ”

has not yet arrived, the wrath of God is none the less real

even now (John iii. 36;) it will be all the more terrible when

at the last it is fully outpoured.* Individuals, indeed, in all

ages since that murder was consummated, have repented in

thousands. These “ count that the long-suffering of God is

salvation.” They sue in time for mercy at the hands of that

blessed Saviour, still by man rejected, though by God crowned

with glory. The grace that such receive is greater than they

can comprehend. Union with Jesus becomes their everlast

ing portion. To identification with Jesus on earth and in

heaven, as well to rejection here as to exalted glory there, is

their high and holy calling. By His blood they are to preach

forgiveness of all sin to all others that repent, (Acts ii.

38.) But the same blood has also a still small voice for

themselves. It whispers to them as to the true condition of

this present world. Hereby they are admonished that this is

not their rest. Hereby they are constituted wanderers, and

strangers, and pilgrims. Such is their proper position down

here; can we say that such position all of them faithfully

accept? Presently, however, when'the Lord returns, and has

again purged the earth by judgment, will it be a fair abode

for man. Now let us gather up what has been rapidly

sketched :-

* The Lord Jesus warned the Jews of His day that all the righteous blood

shed upon the earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of

Zacharias, would be required of that one generation, (Matt. xxiii. 35.) In like

manner, we may suppose that all the exhibitions of God’s wrath that have yet

been made, are, as it were, but rehearsals of that long-stored-up and concen

trated vengeance, that shall one day come down on Christendom.
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(1.) For Adam unfallen, the Earth is his home.

For the sons of God after his sin, Heaven is their home.

These professors, ultimately, forgetful of their calling,

and allying themselves with the children of earth,

bring judgment down.

(2.) AFT'ER this, Earth having been cleansed, is now re

garded as fit for Noah’s family.

These sinning and anew defiling it, Abram is called

with a Heavenly calling, (Heb. xi. 10-16.)

Presently, on account of the Canaanites’ sins, and in

order to an initial fulfilment of God’s promises to

Abraham, Palestine is purged by judgment.

(3.) AFTERWARDS, the Land thus made fit for Israel’s occu

pancy, that nation is blessed with great Earthly bless

ings therein, (Dent. xxviii. 1-] ~12)

But God being again rejected in His Son, and defied,

the Elect Church is called with the Heavenly calling

to fellowship with Jesus here and there.

Then presently, judgment shall again be poured out.

(4.) After which, they who have in patience waited shall

reign as kings “ on the earth ;” when He “ shall sit as

a Priest upon His throne.”

2. The change of dispensation here is very marked. All of'

us believe in, and admit, some change or other of dispensa

tion. Then in what does this change exactly consist? What

constitute the peculiar features of such a change? Take any

one of these as a specimen. Clearly, as we have now shewn,

there is a difference of dispensation after Adam’s fall from

that under which he was created. Then what is the differ

ence? Is it not evidently in this—via, in the alteration of

call from earth to heaven, and which continued until the

flood ? And so, generally, this call is at one time to Earth, at

another time to Heaven. And the reason of the change is in

every case, as traced above, apparent. If the call be to earth,
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it is invariably to an earth or land, pure, or purified by judg

ment. If the call be away from earth to heaven, it is ever in

consequence of great sin being for the time allowed to go

unpunished and almost unchecked. The uncertainty that

has been often felt as to the number of dispensations under

which men have lived, and as to the moment when a fresh

one was inaugurated, would be at once entirely removed by

attention to God’s change of call. But for this we need

spiritual discernment. Then shall we be like those on whom

that encomium is pronounced: “They were men that had

understanding of the times, to know What Israel ought to

do,” (1 Chron. xii.

But now the reality, the greatness, and the completeness

of the change from the Levitical to the Christian dispensa

tion is exemplified in an ample variety of particulars in the

New Testament. Thus under—

  

> THE LEVITICAL DISPENSATION.

1. Israel had their Moses and

Aaron.

2. Atemple adorned with goodly

stones and gifts.

3. Darkness, (1 Kings viii. 12.)

4. Vail.

5. Bondage.

6. Particular time and place

most essential to the in

tegrity of Jewish worship.

7. Israel might take vengeance,

(Exod. xxi. 23-25.)

8. The end and issue for the

faithful were, to be carried

when they died to Abraham’s

bosom, (Luke xvi. 22.)

THE CHRISTIAN DisrnNsarION.

1. Jesus is the Apostle and High

Priest of our profession.

2. Believers are living stones,

builded together upon Christ,

for a habitation ofGodthrough

the Spirit.

3. Light, (1 John i. 5.)

4. Open face, (2 Cor. iii. 18.)

5. Adoption and liberty, (Rom.

viii. 15 ; 2 Cor. iii. 17.)

6. Wherever two or three are

gathered together in the name

of Jesus, there is He, (Matt.

_xviii. 20.)

7. The direction to Christians

is—“avenge not yourselves,”

(Rom. xii. 17 ;) and again,“ not

rendering evil for evil,” (1

Peter iii. 9.)

8. Believers now when they die,

“sleep in Jesus,” and depart

“to be with Christ,” (Phil. i.

22.)
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This contrast might be carried out almost to any length.

Enough, however, has been suggested by way of example. .

3. But, again: as the change of dispensation from the

Jewish to the present one is real, so further its distinctive—

ness of character must also be borne in mind. To Israel,

dwelling in a land purified by judgment, earthly promises,

contingent upon obedience, were given in abundance, (Dent.

xxviii. ;) Christians, on the other hand, whilst as to this

world they are invited to “deny themselves, take up the cross

and follow ” Christ, are yet blessed with all spiritual bless

ings in heavenly places in Christ, (Matt. xvi. 24 ; Eph. i. 3.)

In other words, whilst the Jew’s eye was directed much,

though not wholly, to the land and to God’s blessing to be

enjoyed therein; the Christian’s is singly pointed towards

heaven. Much here, something hereafter ; such was the hope

of the Jew. Nothing scarcely but the cross, with the presence

of God here, everything there; such is the prospect for the

Christian.* Further: the way of God having been largely

shewn above? to be, as regards these changes of call, by

alternation,-—that is to say, now to Earth and next to Heaven;

—this fact evidences that the Christian must not measure

things now by the standard of that dispensation which has

“vanished away.” What connexion there truly is between

the present and that preceding one, consists herein ;—not

that this is any expansion of that, but a perfect contrast

with it : such as—to take one of the examples cited—exists

between “bondage” and “liberty.” Expansion indeed!

Has earth yet been cleansed from the guilt of that great

crime committed on it, even as Palestine was of its pollution,

ere Israel were allowed to settle in it? Expansion l Verily

* God gave Himself and “the land” to the seed of Abraham. God gives

Himself and all spiritual blessings in the heavenlies to His people now. Then,

does not Israel get as much and more than the Church now? No! For God

gave Himself to that nation to be their KING ; but now He gives Himself to

be a FATHER.

1' See pages 49—54.

.___ -_—________.- ‘ “H_-_u
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Peter did desire to retain Moses as well as Christ; but God,

both by word and deed, then signified to all Christ’s fol

lowers, that “Jesus ONLY” was to be their Lawgiver, their

Exemplar, their Guide, (Matt. xvii. 8.) Where, throughout

the Old Testament, will you once find that beautiful and

striking image of the corn of wheat used of the righteous

man, or of his hope? Only the Christian at all resembles it,

who, from the first moment of his new life, is scarcely linked

to earth, and gradually dies to it, as he ripens for the

heavenly garner. But, on the contrary, the upright Jew is

constantly compared to a tree, whose root is more and more

firmly fixed in the earth. Health and plenty were to be

found in his house. Or, once more, where, in the Old Tes

tament, would you encounter such language of the ENTIRE

world as—“ friendship with the world is enmity with God ?"

The same sort of style may indeed be found, but applied" in

a very different sense.

4. This contrast, then, so perfect, as the Lord himself

appears to indicatej' between the present dispensation and

the Jewish, demonstrates what kind of testimony is looked

for by our God now from His saints. Nor will the change in

the name by which He bids us to address Him be then with

‘ That is to say, this sort of expression, when made use of in the Old Testa

ment, is applied to the alliance of the nation of Israel or Judah with other

nations. For from other nations, even these were exhorted to preserve their

separation, (See Sect. 4 of this chapter.) But no one Gentile nation con

stitutes now God’s chosen people. The Christians are gathered “ out of every

nation, and kindred, and people, and tongue.” Hence, the Church should

keep itself distinct, not from some nations of the earth, but from all: from

any one among whom it may be dwelling. Truly, if the Cross of Jesus

opens up to our ravished gaze a splendid vista of heavenly glory ; it yet calls

to separation complete from earth below.

1‘ Towards the close of Gal. iv. , the apostle sets side by side, over against one

another, various features in the two, and even makes choice of the word

a'uo'rmxet (translated, “answereth.”) Upon which, Bishop Fell has this corn

ment : Eva-mixer, that is, in the same order or file, suppose in this manner :—

Covenant by Moses. Covenant by Christ.

Bondage. Liberty.

Hagar. Sarah.

Law in Sinai. Gospel from heaven.

(See Bagster’s notes in 100.)
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out its peculiar emphasis and comfort. In this dispensation,

and in none preceding, is God manifested to us as a Father.

That He himself attaches great importance to the name, by

which He encourages His people to invoke Him, is manifest

from His own words, (Exod. vi. 3.) And this with reason.

For with Him a name is not that unmeaning thing which it

oft is with us. A name of His giving, denotes that such is

the character of him who bears it. Now that the revelation

of His own full name was gradually made is discernible: if

we mark how one name of His is presently substituted or

supplemented by another, as age succeeds age. But to Christ

most properly, as the only-begotten Son, was this work

specially reserved of manifesting the tenderest name of our

God, (John xvii. 6.) Twelve times in one chapter does

the Lord Jesus utter this endearing term, (Matt. vi.) The

Spirit is given to us partly on purpose that we should, by

Him, be enabled humbly, yet lovingly and confidently, to

realise the new relationship in which the Most High is now

pleased to stand with us, (Gal. iv. 6.) Yet seldom, if ever, is

the mind of God in the revelation of this precious name, ap

prehended by His children. Generally in their approaches to

Him, they confound all His names together, or omit the

chiefest; as if, indeed, they each and all implied the same

sort of idea. This is a grave mistake, attributable to the

same negligence that has omitted to perceive the peculiarity

of the Christian’s calling as Wholly a heavenly one, and con

tradistinguished from the earthly one, in great part, of the

4 Jew. But now, as the Jew was not only called upon to

praise God, but particularly to rejoice that His name was

Jah, (15s. lxviii. 41 ;) so the Christian, into whose heart it has

not entered to conceive the love that God has to him, should

seek to come up higher, and whisper in his closet moments

that wonderful name of Father! And here it should be

specially noted, as tending materially to enforce the other
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thoughts suggested in this section, that this revelation of the

new, the last and best name of our God, is afforded to us

with the express design of strengthening us to endurance,

and sufiering, and separation. For thus saith the Lord :

“ Come out from among them, and be ye separate, and touch

not the unclean thing. . . . And I will be a Father unto

you,” (2 Cor. vi. 17, 18.) It is He, then, who intimates to us

the connexion between the peculiarity of our call and the full

revelation of His love. As our calling is now in the most

emphatic and thorough manner a heavenly one ;* so, in order

that we may be dissevered from the world, though living and

freely mingling in it, bewholly unallied to it, in its ways and also

in its religion,—which last, indeed, is a necessary part of itself,—

therefore has our God furnished us, in this new name of His,

with strength quite equal to the day. If He takes somewhat

away, He gives much more in its place. And all is in grace

and love. But though willing to enjoy the latter, we are yet

slow to part with the former. It involves much pain to per

ceive that the world is still as intensely the world as ever,

notwithstanding the religious form and hue it chooses, for its

own purposes, to assume. But the refusers of the marriage

supper, however self-righteous and full of profession many

of them may be, are nevertheless solemnly classed along with

those who boldly shed the blood of God's servantsj‘

The inference from all this appears unavoidable. “Distin

guish the dispensations, and then the Scriptures will agree

together." What was right in Jewish times, and on purged

* This distinct nature of our calling in this dispensation, as entirel a

heavenly one, appears still more marked when it is remembered that—(1.) 0d

now emphatically so designates it, (Heb. iii. 1, Eph. i. 3)—“ our citizenship

is in heaven,” (Phil. iii. 20;) (2.) God’s purpose is now much more fully

develo ed; and (3.) the blood which has now been shed is in His sight in

estima 1y precious. Whilst, so far from Satan’s rule over the world being,

as men often fancy, overturned by the Cross of Jesus, nothing so exhibited

its potency.

+ The remnant took His servants and slew them. Here the murderers are

viewed as part, and only a part, of a large class.
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ground ;——what will be right when the sceptre of the world

shall be grasped by the perforated hand of the Church’s

Great High Priest, is not at all right now. The losing sight

of the alternation of God’s calling, and the behaviour corre

sponding required from the Lord’s people, in the respective

.dispensations under which they lived, together with the en

grafting of Jewish principles upon Christianity, has wrought

incalculable mischief. Let us remember that this is not our

rest, that it is polluted ; that a blight and a curse rests,

though not for ever, upon this once fair planet.

SEOTION 3.

A connected view of the typical aspect of the Historical

Books of the Old Testament.

In subsequent chapters it will appear why it is advisable

now to take a connected glance at Old Testament history.

It is contended that underneath its plain records of the past,

there is to be found much embodied of deeper truth; much

type of things present and to come? The writers of the

New Testament, that is to say, the inspired expositors of the

Old, oft teach us this : they often shew that designed type

really exists in places where we should never have thought

of discovering it. Thus the apostle asserts that Hagar and

* “ It is aquestion with some, whether there are any more types in the Old

Testament than those declared to be such in the New, and whether in all

other cases God intended nothing further than the bare history. We believe

that there are many others. We believe that those types explained to us in

the New Testament, are designed to incite us to prosecute the search further.

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews has not explained every rite found

in the Book of Leviticus; were those which he has passed over without a

meaning? We can see, we all admit, that there are many other prophecies

concerning the sufferings of Christ besides those which the evangelists have

noted ; and why not therefore other types? Am I, for instance, to believe

t at Abraham’s two wives were allegorical as well as historical personages,

which the Holy Ghost by the mouth of Paul affirms to be the case ; and not

believe that that hoary patriarch’s act of taking his son, his only son, his

Isaac whom he loved, and Offering him up to Goth—that this solemn act of

his had not the slightest possible allusion to God’s taking His Son and offering

Him up for our sins, simply because the apostle had no occasion to say so. I

trow not.”-—-E;etract from the Author’s Work, “ Joseph and Jesus.”
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Sarah represented the two covenants, (Gal. iv. 21—241.) This

authoritative statement has startled many. Now, the very

fact that we are not unfrequently amazed at the manner"

in which the Lord Jesus and his apostles refer to the Old

Testament, itself illustrates how slow we are to enter into

the mind of God as exhibited therein.

So Genesis abounds in picturesque descriptions of ancient

oriental life. Now, if the book even in this way be so inte

resting and instructive, how much more is this the case,

when, piercing as it were beneath its surface, we find that it

abounds in instructive type? But the proof, or even the

full illustration of this, falls not within the scope of the pre

sent work. Let it therefore suffice to remark that it chiefly

exhibits God's ways with seven of His servants—via, Adam,

Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph. Dis

pensational truth markedly obtains place in the Book of

Genesis. Then Exodus brings before us, in type, redemption

through bloodshedding. The third book, Leviticus, assumes

that the Lord’s people are now redeemed, and unfolds the

way of access and full communion to be still through the

blood ; though still, too, all in type. Numbers furnishes us

with a type or picture of the wilderness-experience, trials,

temptations, sins, and sufferings of those who have God in

their midst. In Deuteronomy we have another book or

chapter, shewing how God would have His people walk when

they reach the other side of the Jordan. Joshua and Judges

follow, the typical teaching of which is frequently misappre

hended. Thus Jordan is regarded as an image of our death ;

—-as if after the Christian’s death he had to engage in

battle. Surely the type fits very ill, or rather, does not fit

at all, when interpreted in this manner. For constantly in

* Thus compare the language of Hosea, chap. xi. 1, and mark its peculiar

and unexpected application by Matthew, chap. ii. 15. Or look again at the

thought in Ps. xix. 4, and then observe what use the apostle makes of it in

Rom. x. 18.
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the New Testament, the death of the believer is spoken of

as if it were a “ sleep,” or a “rest,” and not as if it intro

duced us to an arduous and long-enduring contest. Besides

which, this view causes us at once to abandon in the remain

ing books, or divine chapters, as they have been aptly termed,

the further pursuit of the typical thought, which is clearly

traceable hitherto.

But now, if the passage of the Jordan be regarded, as it

ought to be, as the inspired picture of the Christian even

now entering by faith into the power of Christ’s death, resur

rection, and ascension; then, indeed, it will be no wonder

if it is found that certain “ principalities and powers in

heavenly places ”* are prepared to wrestle with him, and

will be continually on the alert to bring his soul into spiri

tual bondage. But as Joshua said to Israel, “Every spot

that the sole of your feet shall tread upon shall be yours ;”

so also does the Captain of our salvation urge us on with

* The doctrine of the Holy Ghost concerning “the heavenlies ” is one of

the main thoughts in the Epistle to the Ephesians. In fact, the expression

e'v rots é'n-ovpaviots (“in the heavenlies”) occurs here no less than five times,

and nowhere else in all the New Testament. For first we find it in Eph. i. 3,

from which we perceive that if God calls us away from earth, He has with

held nothing “in the heavenlies” from us. Then, again, we have the same

word in the twentieth verse of the first chapter, where we are assured that

God has exalted the Captain of our salvation to “ His own right hand in the

heavenlies.” After which the apostle goes on to shew that we too were vir

tually raised when Christ was raised, and that our regeneration itself is in

consequence of Christ’s resurrection. Now, concerning this resurrection, the

apostle declares that God “ hath raised us up together, and made us sit to

gether in the heavenlies in Christ Jesus.” Then the fourth occasion of the use

of this expression is in chap. iii. 10, where we have it written that the princi

palities and powers in the heavenlies learn through the church the manifold

wisdom of God. (Compare here the language of St Paul in another epistle :

“ that Imay know the power of his resurrection,” Phil. iii. 10.) The fifth and

last use of this word is in the twelfth verse of the sixth chapter. Whence

we learn that our spiritual enemies allow us not to enter upon the inherit

ance in Christ without much warfare,—that whilst our calling is to follow our

Captain, who beckons us even now to ascend by faith to Him, and to behave

in spirituals as if we were already in heaven, and looking down on earth, we

are prone to be satisfied with past allurements, and to forget that every short

coming of faith is sin. The whole of the lesson should shew to us that Satan

can transform himself as it were into an angel of light, and that, as we learn

from Job, access is yet permitted to him into the presence of God. For not

by mere power, but in full righteousness, will God have Satan overcome. Let

our watchword therefore be, “ The blood of the Lamb! ” (Rev. xii. 11.)
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the animating word, “According to your faith be it unto you.”

Then Judges uncovers to us the failures of the Lord’s saints

to apprehend their calling to be a “peculiar people,” together

with the Lord’s gracious interpositions and frequent deliver

ances. Afterwards, in Ruth, we get a. delightful picture of

the Bridegroom’s grace, and 0f the alien Church’s union with

the Root of David. Presently we are led on to behold in

Saul the overthrow of that sort of rule which God’s people

desired for themselves; and we mark also some separating

themselves and going forth to an anointed, but not yet ac

knowledged sovereign in the cave Adullam. These consent

to become with him outcasts from the established order of

things, and to share the fortunes of the hated, persecuted one.

Ultimately, however, this man after God’s-own heart ob

tains the kingdom, and leaves it in peace to his son Solomon.

Of which two reigns we only here remark, that David’s ad

ministration is a type of Christ’s rule throughout the millen

nium, or day of judgment. And the after sway of Solomon"i

sets forth that Christ, having exchanged the sword and the

rod of iron for the golden sceptre, and having created all

things anew, the true temple of God, that is the Church of

Christ, shall become the living abode of the living God in

* Much light, it is conceived, would be thrown upon that obscure text

(1 Cor. xv. 24, 28) which speaks of the surrender of Christ’s millennial king

dom to the Father, after that He has put down all rule, and authority, and

power, were it only home in mind that David and Solomon together exhibit

the divine idea of the kingly office of Christ, as the type of the two goats

points to the atoning work of Christ in death and resurrection. David was

a man of war, and his time was a time of war. So Christ, when He ap

pears again to the world, will come to make war, (Rev. xix. 11.) Even His

saints, during the period of the millennium, their dwelling is called “a

camp,” (Rev. xx. 9.) Compare the Father’s promise to Him in Pa. 8,

with Christ’s promise to His saints in Rev. ii. 27. This millennium is

the day of judgment: judgment in the way the judges judged and ruled,

with the judgment for acquittal of the saints at the beginning; and with

the judgment and condemnation of the fallen angels and of the wicked

dead at the close. Then after this, the earth shall be renovated by fire,

and the new Jerusalem, which is the bride, the Lamb’s wife, will be seen

descending from heaven having the glory of God. And then will God’s

glory, as beheld in Christ, be seen to shine out with fuller divine radiance,

as is set forth in the type by the rule of Solomon.
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Christ for ever. The greater than Solomon, ruling over a

recovered and a happy world, together with His saints as

priests and kings along with, yet in loving subordination

unto Him, shall possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever

and ever. Then, truly, “the prayers of David the son of

Jesse” will be “ended.”

SECTION 4.

The modes traced in which, throughout Old Testament

times, entire separation from evil was enjoined.

Now throughout that Scripture history, the typical * fea

tures of which have been above briefly set forth, one point

specially demands our attention; which is, the persistency

with which God has ever called His people, though dwelling

in the world, still to keep themselves in a state of separation,

not only from the thing which is sinful, but also from the

world, which is evil too. It would even appear that, in per

severance in this state of separation, their witness for Him

in part consisted. But inasmuch as this subject is a very

important one, it will be worth while to glance at a few

illustrations thereof, taken from the books and times re

ferred to.

1. It is generally admitted by those who have written

upon Genesis, that for a long time after the fall, the family

of Seth continued in the neighbourhood of Eden; whilst of

Cain, on the other hand, we are informed that he “went out

from the presence of the Lord and builded a city,” (Gen. iv.

6.) Thus a distance, even of space, separated between the

two main branches of Adam’s descendants. Also, in the

one, public worship was instituted and maintained, (Gen. iv.

26.) Then this branch became the witness for God in the

world, and to its members was peculiarly accorded the title

* That the inspired history of the Israelites is typical, will be briefly argued

in Sect. 6 of this chapter.
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0f “ sons of God,” (Gen. vi 2.) With these the common father

of all appears himself to have consorted, (Luke iii. 38.) By

these, as has been already shewn, the hope of a coming

Messiah was perpetuated. Ever since the fall, however,

deterioration and decay has characterised everything with

which man has had aught to do. As men increased and

multiplied, these two chief stems, by gradually spreading

over the space that intervened between them, would each

approach nearer and nearer to the extremest dwellings of

the other. Then ensued certain grave consequences, to

which the Spirit of inspiration most markedly points as the

beginning of the end of the antediluvian world, as the re

mote cause of that catastrophe, the antitype of which shall

overwhelm sinners in the last days :—“ It came to pass, when

men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daugh

ters were born unto them, that the [professing] sons of God

saw the daughters of men [of Cain’s race] that they were

fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.”

In a subsequent chapter of this work,* the testimony of

John Bunyan will be adduced as to the important bearing

of all this upon the subject in hand. However, at once we

may remark, that the line of demarcation was crossed by

those on either side; until, at last, the two parties became

merged into one. The one of these would consent to a' little

of the form of godliness: the other would, undoubtedly, not

feel so swayed by its power as by their own desires. A com

promise between the two parties having thus been effected,

the flood-gates of sin were widely opened, and presently the

amalgamation of the two became complete. True-hearted,

whole-hearted witness for God, except in a few individual

cases, ceased. God saw that the. wickedness of man was

great in the earth, and then the Lord’s voice was heard, “I

will destroy.” Surely Scripture itself assigns the fearful

* Part 11., Chap. VL, Sect. 1.

E
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state of sin just preceding the deluge, to the line of separa

tion being lost, and consequently traces that, as the ultimate

result, to this as its initial cause. Now, once again, anterior

to another, and more fearful outpouring of divine wrath, the

world has consented to invoke the name of Christ, and the

professing Church refuses to depart from her iniquity. Is

there here, too, any possible connexion between this abandon

ment of separation on the one hand, and the doom impending

over the earth on the other?

2. After the flood, it soon becomes apparent, that if the

earth, indeed, has been purged, yet is the heart of the sons

of men set on evil. The descendants of Noah proceed from

one degree of sin to another, until at length there rises into

view that structure, mysterious, and hostile to heaven, which,

in some phase or other, either as type, foundation of a king

dom, or antitype, has never since disappeared, and to which

we shall find the Spirit oft making pregnant allusions in the

word of prophecy. And. so sin again abounding, an idolater

(Josh. xxiv. 2) is called by God with a new and heavenly

calling. Abram obeys the call, and succeeds in inducing

some of his family to become pilgrims upon earth along

with him. From some cause which the Lord has not ex

plained, Terah, the father of Abram, tarries, ere the land of

promise has been reached, and dies in Haran, (Gen. xi. 32.)

Lot, however, keeps up with our patriarch much further. But,

at length, circumstances occur that test, in a most thorough

manner, each of these two individuals. The one in process of

time utterly breaks down in his testimony, and. is, in fact,

“scarcely” saved at all; whilst as to the other, succeeding

temptations serve only to exhibit the greatness of the grace

bestowed upon him. The results of the test exhibit, as the

history proceeds, a contrast between the two of a most in

teresting and instructive character. It would seem as if the

Lord, in placing the lives of these two personages side by
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side before us, designed that we should mark and compare

the actings of worldliness in the one, and of calm patient

faith in the other.

Now, to mark the contrast fully, would carry us beyond

due limits. The following points will serve for illustration.

A strife arises between the herdmen of Abram’s cattle, and

the herdmen of Lot’s cattle. It is necessary that they should

part company. Abram, in the true spirit of a pilgrim,

whose affections are not set upon things below, offers to go

either hither 0r thither, and bids Lot to take his choice. As

for Lot, his choice is soon made. His judgment is deter

mined, not by the state of heart of the people among whom

.he will sojourn, but by the fertility of the land which they

possess. Like richness of pasturage he would fain enjoy,

though it were with the men of Sodom. Not but that he

quite disapproved of their wicked ways, yet not to the ex

tent of causing him to keep aloof, to stand out and be sepa

rate from them, (2 Pet. ii. 8.) With too much knowledge

of the true God, for him to be otherwise than pained at their

lawlessness ; yet with too much delight at the abundance to

be obtained in Sodom, (Ezek. xvi. 49,) to allow him to aban

. don it, there he would dwell. Thus, religion and love of the

world he would fain join together. Indeed, it is highly pro

bable, that this very religion of his, he sought to be of service

to him in his worldly prospects. That he rose to dignity in that

guilty city, is evident from the language of Scripture.* Now,

whether its wretched inhabitants had no such respect for one

another as for him, who was, after all, very different from them,

and a “righteous man,” is left unrevealed The fact, at all

events, that, not in utter separation from Sodom, but in place

and power in it, is Lot seen, is amply significant. But of

Abram we hear nothing all this while, save that “AFTER ” his

* “Lot sat in the gate of Sodom,” (Gen. xix.) In Eastern countries the

gate of the city is the place where justice is administered. To sit in the gate

was to possess oflicial rank and power.
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nephew’s choice of Sodom, God vouchsafes him a renewal of

the promises. And so the tent of a pilgrim and an altar for

sacrifice, are all that in the contrast, our eye is directed unto,

in this stage of the patriarch’s history. (See Gen. xiii. 14-18.)

But now whilst Abram is beheld enjoying close com

munion with God as his portion, providence interferes, as

if to mark the divine disapprobation with which the earthly—

mindedness of Lot is viewed by his Lord. War arises in the

land of his choice, so that eventually he is despoiled of all

his goods and himself taken prisoner. His own rescue and

the recovery of his possessions he owes to the intervention

of Abram. And now a snare for this separated saint is laid,

though unwittingly, by the king of Sodom. The goods of:

Sodom are all offered to him. That this offer, however

gratefully made, is to be regarded in the light of a tempta

tion, appears from the fact, that just before, the mysterious

Melchizedek had strengthened him with the typical bread

and wine, and reminded him that “God, his God, was the

possessor of heaven and earth.” Hence, when the king of

Sodom made his generous proposal, the faithful witness for

God replied in the very words of Melchizedek, as if thereby

his spirit had been refreshed, and his sensitiveness as to the

world’s allurements, quickened. The way of faith and the

way of sense he perceived ran in quite opposite directions.

Presently, too, the Lord himself, by a fresh revelation of

His grace, manifested His approbation of this self-denying

behaviour of His servant: “The word of the Lord came

unto Abram in a vision, and said, Fear not; I am thy ex

ceeding great reward,” (Gen. xv. 1.)

But the Lord’s merciful interposition appears to have been

wholly lost upon Lot. If any scruples as to his future

course of action at all possessed his mind, they were quickly

overcome. Perhaps the king of Sodom, finding the patri

arch stanch to his resolve, sought with easy success to
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ravish the heart of the nephew. However this be, that

chastised, but unrepentant man again wends his way to

Sodom; again is found, in yet closer connexion than before,

with its inhabitants ripening in guilt. And so, whilst to

Abraham, apart and unconnected with its sins, is disclosed*

the secret of Sodom’s guilt, by the Lord, and is accorded the

high privilege of interceding with Him on its behalf, Lot

narrowly escapes with the loss of all things. Even his very

deliverance he, at least in part, owes to the Lord’s regard to

Abraham, (Gen. xix. 29.) The two angels that snatched

him from the wrath impending upon Sodom, were with diffi

culty persuaded by him to accept his hospitality, as if they

viewed with abhorrence his alliance with its people. No

such reluctance had they exhibited in Abraham’s case. With

his similar invitation they, even with their Lord himselfj'

had readily complied. Who can doubt, with this contrasted

action before him, that the state of perfect separation unto

God is far more pleasing in His sight than the being asso

ciated with those who regard Him not, even though that

association, as in the case of Lot, may bring a certain mise

rable influence along with it ?

But “ as it was in the days of Lot, so shall it be in the

days of the Son of man.” Thus, then, we have Christ’s own

authority for believing that the above history has a typical

aspect. The question is : Where does the type begin and

* Gen. xviii. 17. It should be carefully observed, that whilst, to one faith

ful to the light he had, one revelation after another of the Lord’s mind was

given, as in Gen. xii. 1—4, then by Melchizedek, then by the Lord himself, (Gen.

xv. 1,) and now again by the Lord, of impending judgment; nothing of all this

appears to have been vouchsafed to Lot. Shutting his eyes to the sinfulness of

his position, he was allowed to persevere in his ways. Here, surely, we have

illustrated that New Testament axiom, that “ to him that hath shall more be

given, and to him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he

hath.” And again, “ He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.”

’l' By some this interview of Abraham with three heavenly beings is quoted

as a proof of the Trinity. The truer View is certainly that given above ; for

it is distinctly said, that whilst Abraham yet stood before the Lord, the men

turned their faces, and went toward Sodom, (Gen. xviii. 28.) Then, in chap.

xix. 1, we are informed that two angels came to Sodom.
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end? Verily, the parallel between what we have been con

sidering, and what shall transpire in the last days, is curi

ously complete in many particulars. In some of these most

important, divers texts appear to indicate that the parallel is

not undesigned. For, indeed, the crisis that shall then take

place, when heaven at length breaks its long silence, shall be

accompanied by the re-enactment, though on a much vaster

and sublimer scale, of all those former interpositions, by

which God has asserted His claims to earth, or chastised the

guiltiness of men. All such, whether the fall of Jericho, the

destruction by fire of the cities of the plain, or the great

flood, were but so many rehearsals of sundry parts or phases

of that last great scene of vengeance which shall beexhibited,

“ when he ariseth to shake terribly the earth.” These were

the first flashes of the lightning, the occasional mutterings

of the thunder, of that then distant storm, which shall pre

sently set fully in. All the terrific features of all former

judgments shall be all embodied in that great one yet to

comef" But how far the analogy is to be pursued between

those other eras, signalised by such siftings, and afterwards

by such acts of indiscriminate punishment, with the time of

the wrath to come, must be left to the discretion of the

enlightened reader who is conversant with the usage, the

imagery, the constant allusiveness of Sacred Scripture. Now,

whether the unclean manner of life of Sodom’s inhabitants,

finds at all its counterpart in the spiritual fornication in

which Christendom has indulged; whether, again, thefirst

disturbance of Lot (Gen. xiv.) in his snug nest, is to be set

side by side with any troubles to which worldly-minded

Christians, in order that they may be “tried,” shall be sub»

* Thus Peter compares the last conflagmtion to the deluge. Again, the

Psalmist, looking forward to the day of wrath, speaks of it in language re—

ferring to the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (Ps. xi.) And the manner

of the fall of Jericho seems alluded to by John in Revelation, where Babylon

is said to have fallen after the sounding of seven trumpets.
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jected in the times of the great tribulation, whilst others,

separate, like Abraham, shall also, like him, be “ kept ” from

needing to pass through them, (Rev. iii. 10;) or, once more,

whether the final deliverance of Lot, by means of angelic

power, is illustrative of the mode of the future severance of

the wheat from the tares ;—inquiries such as these we cannot

confidently reply to, because we have no text of Scripture

that peremptorily asserts the divine intention of any analogy

in these particulars. Truly the resemblance largely exists,

as the instances quoted go to shew?

But now, as regards OTHER incidents in this history, we

DO POSSESS INSPIRED AUTHORITY for establishing a parallel

between them and certain matters connected with the last

judgment. These we shall have occasion elsewhere 1- largely

to prove, not only that the apostasy of Christendom is owing

to the rise and spread of Clericalism, by a perversion of the

ministerial office, but also'that the Lord himself particularly

singles out Lot as the type of a large class of righteous men,

who are, to this very day, unduly connected with the false,

and worldly religious teachers of Christendom. So again,

Lot’s narrow escape, with the loss of everything, seems to

be in the mind of the apostle Paul, when speaking of the

fate of these foolish “builders,” or pastors, who persist in

doing Satan’s work, in mingling Christians and worldlings

together, even at the most solemn ordinances; and who, in

consequence, shall, at the final award, “sufi'er loss,” though

* It is, however, very striking, and worthy of rapt attention, that, in the

two prophetic pencillings of the evil agents in the professing Church’s ruin,

the doom of Christendom when the Judge arises, is adverted to as typified by

that of the antedilnvian world, and also of Sodom and Gomorrah. But the

parallel in the punishment inflicted, suggests some resemblance traceable with

the sort of sin committed. The fonner act of divine vengeance, as Bunyan

largely shews, was occasioned by the line of separation between the professing

sons of God and children of men being obliterated. The latter was owing to

the unclean living of Sodom’s inhabitants. But in Sect. 3 of Chap. 111. we

shall prove there is such a thing as spiritual uneleanness also. And must

not that be punished?

1‘ See Part IL, Chap. VL, Sect. 2.
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they themselves be “saved so as by fire.” A reference to

this narrative in Genesis surely throws such full light on

this obscure passage, (1 Cor. iii. 12—15,) that it is scarcely

credible that the one is not in allusion to the other.* Or,

lastly, the unexpectedness of the judgment, and the ripeness

of the guilty for it, are, by the Lord Jesus, compared with

Sodom’s fearful doom (Luke xvii. 23—30.)

3. Passing from the history of the father of the faithful,

we come now to look at that of his descendants. God,

mindful of His promise to Abraham, at length brought

them into the land that He had espied for them, and cleansed

it by sore judgments upon its former inhabitants, whose

iniquity was now full. Nevertheless it is conceived that the

past indwelling of Israel in Palestine was but a mere in

choate and partial fulfilment of that promise, aird that the

true and full accomplishment thereof is even yet future,

when Israel shall return and “seek the Lord their God, and

[the root and offspring of] David their king,” (Hos. iii. 5.)

To attempt, however, to enter into the proof of this, would

be quite foreign to our subject. Then shall the “land ” itself

be “married” unto God (Isa. lxii. 4.) Then shall there be

indeed witnessed a true Priest upon His rightful throne,

(Zech. vi. 13.) But when that King came the first time, He

was rejected and crucified. Hence the kingdom has been

* In our subsequent examination of Peter and Jude’s prophecies as to the

guilty agents in Christendom’s apostasy, we shall have opportunity also to ad

vert to that expression in Jude, “ others save with fear, pulling them out of

the fire,” which seems to be the parallel passage to that part in Peter’s kin

dred prophecy, wherein Lot is distinctly specified. The two prophecies—viz,

Jude and 2 Peter ii.-—it is admitted, hear much the same testimony. Hence,

if the allusion to Lot in Jude be accepted, the evidence accumulates, that the

inspired pointing to Lot is in order that an example or type ma be furnished

of those who, though confederate with the false teachers of t is adulterous

and sinful generation, are nevertheless not one with them, being truly “ right

eous.” For it is difiicult to believe that the reference in both these short and

rapid pro hecies to the same person is as it were accidental, and only by the

way ; and,not rather that the fact of the existence of such a type, induced in

each the allusion to it. And again, if the allusion in Jude be indeed to Lot,

then the greater probability that allusion to some such individual also here in

this kindred expression. But see Part IL, Chap. VL, Sect. 2.
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put in abeyance, (Acts i. 6, 7,) the promises thereof suspended,

and its people themselves “scattered and peeled.” Now

what divines have well called a parenthesis in God’s dealings

toward them, has occurred. Still this parenthesis is only for

“a little while,” (John xv. ;) “for a small moment,” (Isa liv. 7.)

During the interval of His rejection by the Jews and the

nations of the world, He is engaged there in gathering out

a. people from them all, who shall, baptized into one body by

His Spirit, form His bride, and sit down eventually in the

kingdom along with Himself. In this way will He “pro

voke” those “ to jealousy by them that are no people,” (na

tionally,) (Rom. x. 19.) Then when they have turned to Him

and said, “Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the

Lord,” shall they be His heralds of salvation to the spared*

nations of the earth. Their testimony, blessed by the Spirit,

shall so avail, that “all nations shall also call Him blessed,”

and submit to His sway, (Rom. xi. 11, 12 ; Ps. 1xxii.)

“Then,” under His sceptre, earth itself shall be blessed and

“shall yield her increase,” (Ps. 6.) Then Israel and

the world shall partake of His favour, and also of earth’s

fatness too. For the fourth time 1' since the creation of man,

shall true religion and the possession of the earth be com

bined. The first time was by Adam, ere his sin had brought

a curse upon it. The second time was by Noah, after the

flood had somewhat and typically purged it, (Gen. ix.) Then,

thirdly, a small portion—via, Palestine—was granted to Israel

after that their sword had by the command of God again

cleansed it, also typically; the antitype being that far sorer

* Christendom is to perish ; but some nations of the world are to be “ spared,"

(Rev. xxi. 24.) See Sect. 6 of this chapter, page 100.

'1‘ See Sect. 2 of this chapter, in which it is shewn that God’s people

have been specially blessed with earthly blessings formerly, and they shall

be yet again In fact, those other dispensational arrangements looked on to

wards one yet to come. Further, alternately with the three earthly calls,

three heavenly calls were traced; and of these heavenly callings, the present

dispensation is one and the last.
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judgment that must be poured out ere the earth shall be

a suitable resting-place for any of His people, (Isa. lxiii. 1-6 ;

Rev. xix. 11—21.) Then Christendom and the other na

tions represented by the great image, having been smitten

by the Stone, “the kingdoms of this world” shall become “the

kingdoms of our God and of His Christ, and He shall reign

for ever and ever.”

Now, one great object of the Most High in locating Israel

in olden time in a cleansed land was that it might be a wit

ness for Him among the surrounding nations, (Isa. xliv. 8.)

And in order to that national witness, it was absolutely

necessary that “the people should dwell alone, and not be

reckoned among the nations,” (Num. xxiii. 9.) Whether in

the wilderness, or whether afterwards in Canaan, still to

separation was their distinctive calling. Ere yet they reached

the promised land, very earnestly were they admonished to

maintain that separation complete. The reason of this we

have thus assigned: “For thou art a holy people unto the

Lord thy God: the Lord thy God hath chosen thee to be a

special people unto himself,” * (Dent. vii 6.) If, therefore,

in that promised land,—a purged land,-—sacred and earthly

things were much commingled, it should be remembered

that the nation as a nation had been chosen. Then the

government was, strictly speaking, in part at least, theocra—

tic, administered by the Most High himself, through the in

tervention of the high priest. And, seeing that the nation

as such were called to be a peculiar people, and caused to

dwell in a prepared or purged land, therefore were they to

abstain from all affinity with other nations. Alliances on

their part with any of the surrounding nations were peremp

torily forbidden, because they themselves nationally were in

covenant with Jehovah. On His help alone were they to

* With this expressed object of Israel’s separation compare the words to

Christians now : “ G0 ye out to meet Him.”
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depend. Some of their best kings, as Asa for instance, did

truly indeed assay to act contrary to the divine mandate, but

then a prophet denounced the wickedness, (2 Chron. xvi. 7.)

So again, Jehoshaphat joined himself to Ahab for religious

purposes, to Ahaz for commerce, and to Jehoram to increase

his own military strength; but in each case his design was

rendered abortive by the Most High. Hence, so entire was

this separation to be preserved, that if some, even a majority,

of the tribes of Israel wandered from God, then the remain

ing tribes were to keep themselves distinct from those also.

Now, if this separation from others was so very serious a

matter, that when their best kings for a time ignored the

principle, disaster quickly ensued, we may well understand

how ruin was the inevitable consequence of that principle

being utterly abandoned. First, vengeance overtook the

ten tribes; and presently after, the remaining two were car

ried in retributive judgment to Babylon.

There, the two tribes appear to have learnt somewhat of

the difficult lesson, that their separation, had it been main

tained, if it had been their weakness, so it would have ever

constituted their strength. Whenever, weak and unaided,

they had relied solely upon their God, then had they proved to

be strong and invincible indeed. On the other hand, when

ever they had leaned upon any arm of flesh, then were they

shorn of their true strength, and became the scorn of their

enemies. (See Isa. xxx, xxxi.) Accordingly, when these

returned from their seventy years’ captivity, as if clearly ap

prehending the cause of all their past woes, they persever

ingly refused all connexion and assistance even from the

motley Samaritan nation. For then they replied to that

people’s proffer of help : “Ye have nothing to do with us to

build a house unto our God,” (Ezra iv. 3) Noble, magnifi

cent answer! Made too, although that proffer had been

joined with the specious pretext by their would-be partners:
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“ We seek your God as ye do, and we sacrifice unto Him.”

And their refusal was all the more self-denying, since it ap

pears from the sequel how laborious was the work to their

own unaided hand ; and seeing further that that persistency

in separation provoked the Samaritans to that degree, that

they procured for a while the compulsory cessation of their

work. Still by faith they stood to their resolve. And this

principle of separation was not only resolutely adhered to by

these men of faith, as regards defilement from without, but

as touching like impurity in their own midst also. Sedu

lously did they endeavour to sever themselves from all those

who were wrongly, yet by one means or another, found among

them, (Neh. ix. 1, 2.) This jealousy in their attention to

this great duty, after the return from their captivity, can

scarcely be accounted for otherwise than by the truth couched

in our own familiar proverb : “ A burnt child dreads the fire.”

If very many now, as was also the case in those days, pre

fer to all this evil and painful efl'ort, slothful continuance in

Babylon, may those who have returned therefrom, with equal

jealousy to that of those pious Jews, see to it that they keep

themselves from all connexion with the accursed thing. And

albeit the lovers of Babylon’s delights are to be left alone to

the divine judgment and discrimination, let those who have

escaped, continue for themselves, and for their testimony, the

building of that wall which Babylon has, in abhorrence, so

ruthlessly broken down. Let them proceed with their work,

even though they have to endure the derisive jeers of some,

or the scornful pity of others, at the paucity of their material ;

-—for few indeed, comparatively speaking, are truly separated

unto God ;—-—and at their slow and insignificant advance. Never

mind.* If the evidence of two he ever ample to establish

‘ The divine commendation of the true servant of Christ at the judgment

will thus run : not—“ Well done, good and successful servant ;” but—“Well

done, good and faithful servant.” Good through mercy and the blood of

Jesus ; faithful through the Spirit’s grace.
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the truth which is testified; so where even two only are

gathered together in the name of Jesus alone, there, though

unseen, is He. Is there any lack of encouragement? The

history of those times in type supplies it. Nehemiah’s posi

tion, after he had left the royal courts, and commenced the

building of the wall, was the most exalted he could have.

The humility observable in his requests to God proves this.

“ Remember me,” says he, “ O my God, for good,” (Neh. xiii.

31.) For what Christian is unaware that “nearest to the throne

shall ever be the footstool of humility.” And again, then

the course of witnessing in the divine account is completed;

the inspired history is finished, and nothing remains but for

Christ to come. “The Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly

come to His temple,” was then, and is again, the warning

given. God keep us watchful ! God speed the time 1

SECTION 5.

The first great instance in which the state of separation

was abandoned by Israel, and the grave results ofthat

abandonment.

Now this thorough separation by the Most High of His

people Israel, to be a witness for Him, as if it had been a

most marked feature in their calling, even whilst yet they

were in the wilderness, appears to have attracted the atten

tion of a notable enemy of theirs,—t0 wit, the prophet Balaam.

For his first prophecy refers almost entirely thereto. Says

he: “How shall I curse whom God hath not cursed? for,

10, the people shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned

among the nations." In his second prophecy he declares

that God will never abandon them, inasmuch as “He is not

a man that He should lie, or the son of man that He should

repent.” He adduces a proof of this steadfastness of God in

His mercy towards His people, when He says that “He hath
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not beheld iniquity in Jacob ;”—words which evidence that

that blood which had sheltered them from the destroying

angel in Egypt continued through mercy, in God’s account,

still to cover them. And so Balak’s design in sending for

Balaam seemed wholly abortive. He is dismissed in great

anger by that king, and prepares to return to his own place.

But soon, however, a. new thought strikes him. He remem

bers that, on his first summons, a deputation from Midian had

also accompanied the one from Moab. Hence, although he

had probably commenced his journey homewards, he presently

resolves* that, previous to his return, he will visit those

Midianites, in the hope of succeeding better in a second at

tempt to injure Israel. Now his plan is wholly different

from his former one. Then he assayed to curse Israel; to

seduce them, and so to cause them to abandon their position

of separation, is his new method. HlS'l‘ attempt is, in part

at least, successful, as Num. xxv. exhibits. A plague from

God breaks out among them, and which, after twenty-four

thousands have thereby perished, is only stayed by the zeal

of Phinehas, who slays one Zimri in the very act of sin.

Moreover, this Zimri seems to have incited many others to

the commission of the same sin, by his own guilty example

upon this unhappy occasion. For he was the prince of the

tribe of Simeon, which appears to have been specially the

sufferer, as if specially the sinner here. For whereas Simeon,

when it entered the wilderness, numbered fifty-nine thousand

three hundred men; ere it left the wilderness, it had dimi

* That Balaam did not return all his way home, but retraced his steps and

_ went to Midian, appears from the fact that he is afterwards found slain with

those that perished of the Midianites by the sword of Israel, (Num. xxxi. 8.)

To return was, indeed, his original pur se, (Num. xxiv. 25,) which ulti

mately, however, he changed. See hereB nut, in his “Remarks on the Unde

signed Coincidences of Scripture.”

'1' Besides the proof adduced from Num. mi. 8, the express words of Rev.

ii. 14 warrant us in ascribing the seduction of Israel to Balaam; where also

Balak seems to be regarded as the supreme head of both nations, as well of

the Midiam'tes as the Moabites.
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nished to twenty-two thousand two hundred, (compare

Num. ii 13 with xxvi. 14.) No other tribe suffered like

severity to this, and surely some cause is necessary to account

for it. Subsequently, we find that Moses, in blessing the

tribes, omits all mention of Simeon, (Deut. xxxiii,) as if their

recent sin were still quite fresh in his mind. And ulti

mately, when the promised land is reached, Simeon’s share is

a very small piece possessed by those formidable enemies, the

Philistines.

Here, then, in this partial, though yet great success of

Balaam’s deadly craft, by which he succeeded in uniting

many of the children of Israel with the Midianites, we behold

again, as in Genesis, the professing sons of God joined" to the

daughters of men. When Balak and he would fain have

ruined Israel by open hostility, they were utterly discomfited,

and their intended curse was by Jehovah turned into a bless

ing. But when, by means of siren blandishments, the same

thing was attempted, not until the high priest of the next

generation interposed, was the mischief that ensued in conse

quence stemmed. Now what, if all this has a typical aspect

and a warning voice to guilty, apostate Christendom? Truly

by open violence did the world also first seek to crush the

Church of Christ 1 But when the effort, or rather long series

of sanguinary efi'orts miserably failed, so that the very blood

of the martyrs became, through God’s determined blessing

and care, the seed of the Church; then the world changed

its tactics, and with ease, and plenty, and honours, it wooed

her. To this day, the alliance cemented between them is

continued ;—is even unblushingly gloried in. The Church

* Bunyan, indeed, half ventures the conjecture that the thought occurred

to this wicked prophet through his ac uaintance with the story in Genesis.

His words are : “ It may be this child 0? hell, in his advice to Balak, looked

back to the daughters of Cain, and calling to remembrance how of old they

entangled the Church, advertised him to put the same into ractice again.’

The remarks of Bunyan are given in much greater fulness in C ap. VI. of this

Second Part, as well as the warnings he deduces thence for Christians.
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and the world have become one—Christendom. What, if

here we have the antitype t0 Balaam’s successful wicked

ness ?

2. Surely the first glance at Rev. ii. 14 is enough to convince

us, that something like to his cruel craft has been practised

in the present dispensation, at least on some small individual

church, and that some who mingled with, or even were among

the guides of the Lord’s people therein, have not only allowed

themselves to be overcome by some sin of antitypical, that

is, spiritual fornication, and of the abandonment of separation

from the world, but have also led on others to the commission

of the same. But now, in the subsequent chapters it will,

we trow, be made apparent not only that the perfidious em

brace by the world has been of the general professing body,

but that this embrace is still firmly and greedin maintained

by the one party, and consented to by the other. For it will

be clearly proved that the Epistles to the seven churches de

signedly delineate the seven successive phases in the Lord’s

judgment of the professing Church; and that, consequently,

the epistle to the church of Pergamos portrays the third of

these phases, and speaks in terms of severe reprehension of this

very sin of the union of Church and world, not even omitting

to point to its guilty interested clerical agents; with the former

two epistles indicating the growing causes that eventually led

to that condemned state of things ; and the remaining four

epistles marking its disastrous effects, as extending to the

end of this dispensation. Yea, further ; whilst in all the

Epistles generally, the behaviour of the servants of God in

reference to the apostasy is recorded, their endurance of its

first buddings, through unconsciousness of its fearful ten

dencies, is marked and complained of in the first epistles;

then, ultimately, as that apostasy ripens, and the Babylonish

state is neared by the great crowd, of course, of mere profes

sors, the connexion or separation of those others from the
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ecclesiastical abominations is specified. Thus, in the fifth

epistle, whilst the renunciation of the enormities which had

been added to the faith of the gospel during the dark ages of

the fourth phase and epistle, are seen to be made boastfully,

and for mere worldly motives, by the unregenerate professors ;

still this is declared to be made sincerely and painfully by

the true Christians—painfully, not only as regards conscience,

but also as restrained by the half-heartedness of others. So

again, in the sixth epistle, the Lord‘s faithful witnesses are

seen more entirely than before separating, or rather separated,

from all unhallowed connexion with the world and the

world’s churches. For fuller, distincter heavenly light as to

the true condition of Christendom, or Babylon, gives intensity

of earnestness to the summons to come out therefrom. Hence

in the concluding epistles, the large corporate body or mass is

treated as radically and utterly bad, and to be abandoned. S0

entirely is this the case, that whilst a certain peculiar expres

sion is to be found somewhere or other in every one of all

the seven Epistles, in the last epistles its very position is most

ominously changed from that which it held in the first three.‘

And although the Lord’s people are led gradually, and just

before the end compulsorily, to withdraw from all participa

tion in the sin of the world-church, it continues to thrive on,

as well in its very darkest form, as in its improved, though

yet worldly and self-satisfied condition. Ultimately it is seen

as nigh unto cursing, and it is threatened that unless it re

pents, it will be spued out of Christ’s mouth.‘

3. Then again, much of the same line of thought, and

many of the same identical truths, will be presently found to

‘ be contained in that other prophetic testimony of the Lord

in the cluster of seven Parables in Matt. xiii, and which ex

hibit the mysteries of the kingdom. Here, too, though in

"’ The reason for the change of position of the warning, “ He that hath an

ear,” 8:12., will be clearly shewn in the course of the exposition.

F
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a manner interestingly different, in part, from the other kin

dred prophecy, the course of the development of the ecclesi

astical evil is traced, together with the outstanding of the

Lord’s witnesses against it. In order to render the evidence

still more telling, one chapter will be entirely devoted to the

adducing of some specimens of the concurrence of prophetic

outline obtaining in the two prophecies of the seven Parables

and the seven Epistles. Then, in a subsequent chapter, the

general testimony of these prophecies, as to the true calling

of the Church,—as to her foreseen sin and failure,—-as to its

causes, remote and proximate,—-as to its agents,--and as to its

results,—will be corroborated by an appeal to other scrip

tures.

And thus, it is conceived, it will become very evident that

this said evil has so extensively spread, and has such abund

ance of ramifications, that its correction, or even its mitiga

tion, by any efforts whatever of mere man, is altogether

hopeless; and further, that interference with it, much less

its forcible staying, must proceed from the coming Great

High Priest himself. In fact, the very attempt is absolutely

prohibited to Christ’s people. Himself will execute the

judgment of His Own cause and honour; only let all His

realise their own individual responsibility to purge them

selves from all complicity in Christendom’s fearful guilt.

To this end, let him that hath an ear, hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches, (Matt. xiii. 9‘.)

SECTION 6.

Some anterior probabilities of Israel’s first abandonment

of separation, foreshadowing, in destined type, the

professing Church’s union with the world.

Ere we pass on to the fuller consideration of the supposed

portraiture of the decline of the visible Church, as sketched
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in that first prophetic testimony of Rev. ii. and iii, which we

propose to examine, and of the passage therein in which the

Union is possibly branded by Christ, let us first offer some

anterior probabilities, which will perhaps amount to more or

less in the way of proof, that Israel’s abandonment in the

wilderness, by means of Balaam, of their distinctive calling

to separation, is fraught with warning in type for the pro

fessing Church. But, indeed, they who have not studied

Scripture typology must necessarily be, to some extent, un

prepared to follow here. Scripture is so very, very full of

instruction, and the Old Testament contains so much of

the same in picture as the New Testament enunciates dis

tinctly, that well may admiration and awe arise in the heart

of the humble Christian, as he is gradually constrained to

perceive, that what he had been wont to regard as simple

history, does yet contain another and a further reference 'to

something else.

Now, that the Mosaic history of Israel really abounds in,

or at least contains typical allusion, is very generally ad

mitted. In fact, the apostle Paul asserts as much : “ All these

things happened unto them for ensamples,” (or types, 'TU'ITOL.)

And they “are written for our admonition, upon whom

the ends of the world are come. Wherefore, let him that

thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall,” (1 Cor. x. 11, 12.)

It were easy to trace the type in its completeness of outline,

and its large amplification of detail. Something in this way,

indeed, has already been attempted in the third section of

this chapter?

It pertains not, however, to our purpose to prove that all

there recorded of the favoured nation is typical. Nor need

* Thus, Krummacher has two volumes of sermons in which the import of

the names of the stations of the Israelites, when in the wilderness, are com

pared with the pilgrimage-experience of the children of God. So, too, we

have the pillar of cloud; the waters of Mar-ah rendered sweet by a tree; the

twelve wells of water and seventy palms at Elim; the manna, 8w. &c.,—the

typical bearing of all which are generally acknowledged.
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we ; for we possess, in the “70rd of God, express authority

for the assertion that the punishment of Israel, for its for

nication with Midian, is typical; and if so, then may we

fairly argue that that sin itself is also typical. (See 1 Cor.

x, 8, 11.) But then arises the question: Of what is this

particular sin of Israel’s a type? That is to say, in what

manner are the events that befcll Israel, and this said sin and

consequent punishment, to be regarded as typical? Now,

seeing that, as has been already shewn, the Church’s calling

is not, as was theirs, an earthly, but is now emphatically a

spiritual and heavenly calling, we must expect to find that

the dangers with which the Church will be beset will be

peculiarly of a spiritual sort also,‘ (Eph. vi. 12.) Thus, for

instance, for the antitype of Pharaoh, we are not to look for

some great human tyrant, but perceive, as in fact is generally

admitted, that the true antitypical enemy is Satan. So again,

the real antitype to the success of Midian’s seductive wiles,

must not, also for the same reason, he sought for in any

notorious and flagrant crime of literal fornication, on the

part of divers members of the professing Church. For then,

indeed, that snare, into which Israel fell, would cease to be

a type at all, and would be an exact and identical parallel.

As well might we look for some serpent of brass upon a

pole by which our sins might be forgiven 1 Then, of what

is the temptation of Balaam, and the divine vengeance that

followed after it was yielded to, a type? Where are we to

100k for the antitype? Let us see.

2. Three great aggressive enemies for a time prospered in

their attempts to injure Israel :-—Phara0h, Amalek, and

* Take another of the types referred to in 1 Cor. x. Is it possible to believe

the anger God displayed so awfully against Israel's idolatry is not also

recorded that we might take heed lest we fell? But how can we fall herein?

for none of us are now so grossly inclined as to worship a graven image. Is,

then, the warning in this passage useless and inapplicable? or, is the Church,

and the individual professor, hereb - dehorted from walking by sight, and

from leaning upon any other might is an the Lord’s?
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Midian. The counter enemy to the first of these we have

seen to be Satan, whose service is indeed far sorer than

Egyptian bondage, but whose power is broken at the Red

Sea, (Rev. xii. 11.) Now, that the antitypical enemy of the

professing people of God to Amalek is the flesh, the follow

ing proofs are offered :—

(1.) The father of this people, and by whose name they

were called, was the grandson of Esau, who is referred to

in the New Testament as he who sold his birthright for a

mess of pottage. (See Gen. xxxvi. 10—12.)

(2.) It was after the deliverance from Egypt, and im

mediately following the supply of water from the rock, that

this enemy came out to withstand Israel. As the Scripture

puts it very pointedly, “THEN came Amalek, and fought,”

&c., in the very place where the people had just partaken of

the water. But now the water typifies the Spirit flowing

from a smitten‘ Saviour, (John vii. 37—39.) Then here it

should be remarked that as the Christian has heavenly

Friends and determined foes; so those divine Friends are

ever by Scripture itself singularly matched with those foes.

Thus in the word, the Lord Jesus Christ is constantly re

presented as specially the Foe of Satan, (1 Cor. x. 21; 2 Cor.

vi. 15;) to the Father, the same word places in antagonism

the world, (2 Cor. vi. ]7', 18 ; James i. 27, iv. 4.) In like

manner, it is there also invariably represented that the

flesh opposes the Spirit, (Gal. v. 16~25.) Now, throwing

all this light and testimony from the New Testament upon

* On two distinct occasions did the rock give forth its invigorating water.

The first occasion was soon after Israel had entered the wilderness ; the other

was a little ere they left it. At the first time it was to be smitten; at

the other, it was simply to be spoken to. Is this a type of the early

and the latter rain? Before there could be the pentecostal effusion, Christ

must die and rise again; but for the second Outpouring, it is enough that

we pray to Him. (See Exod. xvii. 7, and Num. xx. 8.) This is not merely re

ferred to as an inducement to the reader to pray for a second pentecostal

shower; but further, that a specimen may be afforded, shewing how thoroughly

typical Israel’s Scripture history is, even in places where it is not generally

observed~
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the Old Testament type, and you have it almost demonstrated

that Amalek typifies the flesh.

(3.) Until Israel met Amalek, they had nothing to do in

coping with their enemies. They had but to stand still and

witness Jehovah’s outstretched arm. So with the Church.

The victories insuring to her eternal peace, are gained for

her by Christ, and Christ alone. But when we first drink

of the Spirit, as Israel of the water, it is then our con

flict begins. For Christ fought alone for us; but by the

Spirit’s energy we are urged ourselves to engage in the

battle; and the Spirit fights in us. But not until we are

born of the Spirit does the flesh give us any trouble.

(4.) Constant war with Amalek the Lord declared He

would have from generation to generation. Thus the Spirit

ever lusts against the flesh, and the flesh against the Spirit,

(Gal. v. 17.) If the flesh be humoured, the Spirit is grieved;

if the motions of the Spirit be yielded unto, the flesh is

mortified?“ For—

As no Amalekite could ever obtain entrance into the

congregation of the Lord, so neither by regeneration, nor

yet by sanctification, is the old nature in the believer made

any better. That which is born of the flesh is, and remains

to the end, “ flesh” still, (John iii. 6.) Subdued and bridled

it ought to be; improved it cannot be. It is to be “ de

stroyed,” (Rom. vi. 6,) which is done so painfully and slowly,

that it is as it were by crucifixion. Nor can the flesh enter

heaven ; it is irreclaimably bad. How, then, is it to be con

stantly kept down? The answer is, that—

(6.) As by the uplifted hand of Moses, Israel eventually

prevailed over Amalek ; so through the intercession of Christ,

are fresh supplies of the Spirit’s grace constantly afl’orded,

whereby our victory is finally won.

* The words in Gal. v. 17 are wrongly rendered in the English translation.
There is no “cannot” in the original Greek, which is l-Il/ll lJ-r‘], 5 3w 60")"

rain-a Tl'OHTI'G—“ so that ye should not those things, whatsoever ye wish.”
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3. But now as of Israel’s three great aggressive, and, for a

season, successful enemies, Pharaoh clearly represents Satan,

and Amalek the flesh; what foe of the professing Church

can be the antitype of Midian. We, indeed, also have three

aggressive enemies. And of these three, two of them have

been identified as corresponding with two of theirs. But

there remains Midian without a traced antitype hostile to

us; whilst strangely our other third enemy, the world, is un

represented during Israel’s advance from Egypt. Why should

the history of Midian, and of the evil counsel of the false

prophet Balaam, alone be without an antitypical warning to

ourselves? There was Israel, all, as a nation, in covenant

with God—there was a bleak and utterly uninviting wilder

ness all around them,—and then there was this enemy, that

spoke smoothly, in order to induce them to abandon their

separation unto God. Now, what if these two, Midian and

the world, are designed by the Lord himself so to cor

respond as picture with that which is pictured? But what

degree of resemblance is there between them? Again, let

us see :—

(1.) Now apart from the express language of the Lord in

Rev. ii. 14, which will be examined presently, and which

itself seems to warrant us to believe that there is an analogy

to be discovered somewhere ; still, looking at the moral fea

tures of these two foes, we shall perceive a striking likeness

in more than one particular. Then can this likeness be the

result of accident? or is it owing to the one being a true type

of the other? Thus for instance—

(2.) Balak, the Moabites and Midianites * exhibited at the

first the most avowed and direct hostility towards Israel. So,

too, as every one knows, this was the original attitude that

the world assumed towards the Church. In proportion as it

* It is deemed superfluous to argue in proof of the connexion of Midian

with Moab; since the passage in Rev. ii. 14, compared with the history in

Numbers, clearly implies it.

A_V—_fr'1_’_‘_’__;_~—~;r;:;,=-—-d
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awoke to the consciousness of what the confessors of Christ

held and promulgated, was the world’s opposition aroused.

Scarcely one of the apostles of Christ escaped a violent

death. If Paul was acquitted by the Roman emperor upon

his first trial ; it was because that potentate then regarded

the new religion and its representative as quite beneath his

notice. But as it continued to spread and become better

known, so it drew forth man’s deadly hate.

(3.) The attempt to devote Israel to destruction, was notv

made once only, and then finally abandoned. Over and over

again were the preliminaries for the horrid work completed;

over and over againwere seven bullocks and seven rams offered

upon seven altars; but then each time that the cursing was

to commence, was the design frustrated by the interposition of

the Most High. In like manner did it fare with the early

Church. Many ecclesiastical historians reckon up ten per

secutions to which it was subjected. Whether this number

be correct or not, is immaterial. It is sufficient that after an

interval of rest, again and again the world returned to the

cruel work, and sought the utter extermination of the pro

fessing people of the Lord. The very name of Jesus it

desired to perish from off the face of the earth.

(in) Balak and his people appear to have been religious in

their way. To a renowned seer, Balaam, they resort in their

distresses. According to his directions, before they seek to

curse or to destroy, they offer sacrifice. So also, it was pre

cisely those pagan Roman emperors, who were imbued with

reverence for their false gods, that issued the most blood

thirsty edicts against the Christians, and that were most

earnest in attending to their prompt and entire execution.

The reasons too that urged them on, were such as would be

satisfactory to the heathen conscience: e. 9., those excited by

grief and dismay at marking the contempt into which their

religion had fallen ; at beholding the desertion of the pagan
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temples, and at the animals brought thither for sacrifice re

maining unbought.*

(5.) All Balak's endeavours to procure the cursing of

Israel proved abortive. Not only so: but on each occasion

the intended curse was changed by God into a blessing.

That king could only, at length, clasp his hands together, in

vexation and rage at his disappointment.

However, also, power and craft and determination con

spired in the world to extirpate the Church, still the success

desired was never neared. It was found impossible to curse

to any purpose, that Church whom the Lord had not cursed.

Besides, if Satan and the world had one design in view in

raising these persecutions, the Lord had quite another in

allowing them. What this was, we shall observe when con

sidering Rev. ii. 10, and the first two parables of Matt.

xiii. At present, we remark, that if tares, even under the

sharpest persecution, were still to be found'in the professing

Church; yet was the line of demarcation kept broad and

manifest. No shoals, as it were, of ungodly worldlings cared

now to join it, as they did in the era that succeeded. Never

theless, the more the Church was afflicted, the more it multi

plied and grew. The blood of the martyrs became the

seed of the Church ; for the Lord was again in the burning

bush.

(6.) Was then the world to abandon all thought of seri

ously injuring the Church? What was to be done? PRE

CISELY that in the an-titype 1‘ which Midian, assisted by Moab,

had so successfully attempted in bygone times with Israel,

(see Num. xxv. 1 ;) but, indeed, the whole chapter should be

* See as one proof of these assertions, Pliny’s letters to the Emperor

Trajan. But we shall have another opportunity to advert to this point.

'1‘ We use the words “in the antitype,” in allusion to some preceding re

marks to the effect that a type is different from an identity of parallel. This

would require some literal fleshly fornication to be sought for as committed

by the professing Church; but the type requires that in the antitype the

fornication should be of a spiritual sort.
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read. Open hatred and persecution had proved utterly in

efl‘ectual; did no other course remain? Could not the

professing Church be allured by any blandishments that

the world possessed? Smiles had often been found more

potent than frowns; hence though its frowns had failed,

might not its smiles still prevail. This other method was

therefore tried. After such emperors as a Nero, an An

tonine, and a Dioclesian, had again and again endeavoured

to uproot the Christian name, and by means of the most

horrid tortures and deaths to deter others from embrac

ing the faith; and yet with so little success, that Tertul

lian even in his days testified, “Your armies, your fleets,

nay, your very palaces, are full of us ;” at last Constantine

came to the throne. One of his first acts after his defeat of

Maxentius, was to issue his memorable edict of Milan, AD.

313. \Vhether this embodied the sentiments of his own

mind we know not ; certainly it was dictated by the shrewd

est worldly policy, and had by some of his rivals been, in

part, anticipated. The subsequent behaviour of this monarch,

and afterwards of his successors towards the Christians, is

matter of history. The professing Church became the

caressed of the empire and of the Roman world. Listen to

Eusebius, the historian of these times. Says he, “The event

surpassed all words. Soldiers with naked swords kept

watch around the palace gates. But the men of God passed

through the midst of them without fear, and entered the

heart of the palace. And they sat down, some at the em

peror’s table; the rest at tables on either side of his. It -

looked like the very image of the kingdom of Christ, and

was altogether more like a dream than a reality.”

When the reader recalls to mind what an amazing change

this era must have been from that of the blazing fires of

pagan persecution throughout the empire, he will perceive

what cause there was for the mistaken ecstasy of the writers

of this period. The change was marvellous, indeed. “In
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stead,” as one writes, “of vaults and catacombs for their

sacred assemblies, and other hiding-places shut out from the

light of heaven, there arose in the cities and towns, churches

of magnificence, and the ritual was celebrated with a pomp

corresponding.” As another eloquent writer expresses him

self : “ The earthen vessels used heretofore in the celebration

of the communion, were displaced by golden and silver

chalices; ceremonies became outwardly splendid; the once

lowly ministers of the Cross became the companions of

kings and nobles; and mitres adorned with precious stones

covered those heads that were recently exposed to winds and

rain, and all the elements of heaven.”

Here then, again, the impotent attempts at cursing the

professing people of the Lord were succeeded by enticing

arts for their seduction. With what success?

(7.) In the case of Israel, the new policy succeeded so well,

that “ Israel joined himself to Baal-peor.” “The people began

to commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab,” (Num. xxv.)

Not a few also of the leaders of the people seem to have

been involved in the sin, for see ver. AL ; and particularly one

of the princes of the tribe of Simeon, (ver. M.) And thus in

the type it came to pass, that, in a moment of frenzy, their

distinctiveness and separation unto God were renounced.

For as is elsewhere witnessed, “He who is joined to a harlot

is one body,” (1 Cor. vi. 16.) Had all acted in like manner,

—had not some through mercy stood aloof, Israel with

Midian and Moab had become thoroughly intermixed and

blended. Yea, when the line of demarcation had once been

crossed and become indistinct, what would have hindered

them from uniting themselves also with other nations ?

Truly this had been amity after a sort, and wisdom too ; but,

verily, not “ the wisdom which cometh from above, which is

first pure, then peaceable,” (James iii. 17.) For where, then,

had been their consecration unto God; where the integrity

of their testimony? Were Midian and Moab sheltered by ,
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the paschal lamb, so that of them also God could say, “ I have

not beheld iniquity, nor seen perverseness?” Ah l the

glory of Israel had then utterly departed; no longer would

it have been true, “Israel shall dwell alone, and not be

reckoned among the nations.” Truly, this new danger, to

judge of it by the folly that was wrought, and the mischief

that did actually ensue, and which was only prevented from

becoming much vaster and even general by signal vengeance

, on the foolish; was certainly greater in this than in the more

undisguised attempt to curse Israel, and for its malignant

subtlety worthy of the craft of Balaam 1

Now, as for the antitype, history‘ is, alas! too full of

proof as to what at once followed, when the Roman empire,

ceasing at last openly to persecute the professing Church,

extended the hand of peace and friendship towards her, and

by every means within its ample power, wooed her to be a.

companion, a partner, a co-operator. Nor in vain; what.

ever advances were in this way made by the world, none

were refused by the professing Church. All were eagerly

accepted. How often, indeed, have combatants, when vic

tory appeared to lean towards them, by a too incautious,

impetuous rush, sustained a sore defeat! No danger from

the world in this more ensnaring manner and gladsome mo

* We may be allowed to remark here, that the history of the fourth cen

tury, or era of Constantine as it may be called, and in which that tremendous

Deed for good or ill was than first effected, and which through all the changes

of subse uent ages has ever been maintained, never repented of ;—that this
era itselfl, and the great Deed consummated in it, will be better understood,

when the leading ecclesiastical events from the first century to the present

time, and up to the end, are shewn to be reviewed and placed in their true

light, so as they appear to the eye of the Omniscient himself, in the two pro

phetic sketches of the seven Epistles and seven Parables. Our object in‘part

in alluding to this era now is in order, that when we encounter, as we indeed

shall, in each of those prophetic declarations of the Church’s decline, Christ’s

own branding of this Union, the aptness of the allusions in the Lord’s declared

judgment may be easily recognisable by the candid reader, who is sincerely

and heartily searching after truth. To this end, by now gathering together

the various points of similarity between the type and divinely asserted anti

type, the mind not having to be then distracted by the consideration of the

details which have been previously grasped, the force of Christ’s language,

when duly arrived at, may be more immediately and thoroughly felt.

W%h__‘
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mcnt appears to have been at all generally apprehended by

the overjoyed Christian body; if any, as doubtless some, were

on their guard, and espied disaster, their warning voice was

lost in the loud exultant strain. Men’s heads were turned

by elation, at witnessing that once cruel and bloodthirsty

world, which had caused them such sore anguish, now bend

ing as a suppliant at their feet. The millennium was be

lieved to have arrived. To themselves, and to the state of

things then first setting in and prevailing, they appropriated

all those glowing prophecies of Isaiah, which set forth the

clearly yet future glory of Messiah’s reign. Says Eusebius,

in his commentary on Isaiah, “What so many of the Lord’s

saints and confessors before our time desired to see and saw

not, that behold now before our eyes. It was of us the pro

phet spake, when he told us how the wilderness and the

solitary place should be glad, and how the desert should

rejoice and blossom as the rose.” As for the city built by

the emperor at Jerusalem, with the glorious church of the

holy sepulchre, it appeared to the same Eusebius “ to be the

new Jerusalem, the theme of so many prophecies.” Whilst

as regards the emperor himself, he almost occupied in their

dazzled minds that place rightfully belonging to the Lord

Jesus Christ. ‘

And so, as eager longings now seized them for the obtain

ing those cart-th joys from which, whilst the world was

openly hostile to Christ, their profession of his name had

debarred them, it is not diflicult to imagine what, with the

imperial favour shining fully upon them, quickly ensued.

Now, instead of desertions and apostasies taking place from

their body, as before was constantly the case, candidates in

throngs daily applied for baptism. The accessions from

the world gained for the Church were vast, innumerable.

Profession everywhere began to abound. Multitudes, yea, the

mass, accepted the name of Christian. The veriest world
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lings scrupled not now to associate and join themselves with

the once poor and despised servants of Christ; for if the

other world had no attractions for them, such was not the

case with this, whose honours and wealth could largely be

thus obtained. In fact now, by connexion wit-h the pro

fessing body, was opened up other ways of reaching worldly

distinction, to those from whom it had otherwise been closed.

The Roman world itself was welcome,—was admitted to the

bosom of the Church. The still so—called Church became

quite mixed up and blended with the world. The paramount

duty of maintaining separation unto God intact and com

plete from the world was forgotten. That awful condition

loomed into view which men characterise as Christendom,

and God as Babylon, mother of harlots and abominations.

Notwithstanding that no spiritual reader can peruse any

history of these times without a shudder, yet would we im

plore every one who has it in his power to glance at what

Mosheim or Milner have recorded concerning this era. Thus

will the very least hesitation be removed from the mind as

to the correctness of what we have referred to.

And as the torrent of worldliness set fully in, carrying be

fore it all the landmarks given to the Church ; so Christ’s

return, when his waiting, longing, mourning bride should be

married to Him, ceased to be an object of hope to all but an

elect few. And naturally so; for the valley of Baca had

become the enchanted ground. To be coming up out of the

wilderness leaning upon her beloved, was not in any wise

the case with the general professing body as such; but only

with those hidden ones, known to the Lord and preserved by

Him from participation in the defilement around, and who

sighed and cried before Him for the abominations that were

committed. And as it fared with the Church’s proper hope,

so similarly were modified now one and now another of all

the doctrines of the gospel that at all clashed with the novel
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heterogeneous state of things now everywhere prevailing.

All had to be changed, and adapted to suit the union of the

Church with the empire. Thus, for instance, it became the

general teaching of the time referred to, that the outward

rite of baptism was necessarily connected with the inward

grace. The baptized crowds were regarded as all in a state

of salvation, as all elect. Tenets such as these were, would

of course smooth down, and virtually remove quite out of

the way, the offence of the Cross. Even to the most worldly

minded, they could not but be welcome and exceedingly

comfortable. And thus corruption and sin went on increas

ing, error begetting error, and all to pander to the spirit of

the times. A vast ecclesiastical system, with the world ab

sorbed therein, but with scarcely anything of Christianity,

other than the name and the caricature thereof, yet claimed

to be the chaste bride of Christ. Gradually, in the course

of time, every New Testament doctrine was either obscured,

or changed, or mixed with heathenish and Jewish rites;

until at last, for the religion of the Cross, there was found

the easy substitute of the wearing of a crucifix ; and instead

of allegiance to Christ, her absent Lord, the professing

Church clung to a visible Papal Antichrist, the vile, though

legitimate offspring of this Union. Truly, many of these

abominations were put away in divers countries in the six

teenth century; for, indeed, the evil had become scandalous

and intolerable. But, however, the sad cause of some of

those abominations and incentive to others,—it really neces

sitating the adoption of not a few,—this continues to this

day unconfessed, undeplored, nay, rather gloried in. Hence

now in our own country, where this Union is still persisted

in, many rites and expressions in the services are still re

tained, whose parentage is, to all unconnected with that

Union, perfectly obvious. In fact, some things, as in the

Church Catechism, are felt to be so painfully unscriptural,
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that war many ministers of the Establishment would be

glad to have their consciences relieved of the incubus.

Such, however, may be certain, that what accommodations

and per-versions of gospel truth the worldly party now have,

these they will determinedly retain. They are in no humour

for any further display of that spirit, which they not unaptly

designate as Puritanism.

(8.) In the seduction of Israel by Midian, a personage

about whose character there is some degree of mystery

largely figures. To him, in great part, is attributed in

Scripture the conception of the design by which Israel was

overcome by its foes, (Rev. ii. H.) Egregiously wicked, as

undoubtedly he was, his fame, as of one conversant with

the unseen world, had extended from Mesopotamia into

Moab. Hence in Balak’s distress, the thought occurred to

him, of summoning this notable individual to his aid. As to

him, whilst yet in his own country the true God instructed

him how he should demean himself towards the messengers of

Balak ; and when he dared to disobey, that great Being him

self personally appeared, first to reprove him, and afterwards

to control him. Besides which, if a bad man, yet was he a

true prophet ; and a prophet moreover of a very high order.

Of his prophecies, some have been fulfilled, some are ful

filling at this day, and some yet await their accomplishment.

To the advent of Messiah in glory his words look forward,

(Num. xxiv. 17).

Now, with regard to the correctness in this respect also

of the type, to what we find referred to over and over again

in the New Testament concerning the antitype, we refrain at

present from insisting. Other opportunities will occur to

us of shewing, first, that those prophecies which predict the

professing Church’s abandonment of her call to separation,

and then sketch her gradual after corruption, trace the cause

of that abandonment, fraught with its mighty consequences,
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to the rise of the clerical element within the Church.

Therein we shall find denounced in fearful and even unmi

tigated terms, the practice of those ministers by means of

whom this clericalism, or sacerdotal casteism, quickly spread,

until it came to be regarded as if it had been even a divine

institution for the Church. Then, secondly, not only shall

we take occasion to furnish ample evidence that the pages of

the New Testament abound in warnings, we had almost

said, of a semi-prophetic character, of the early setting in of

this ecclesiastical wickedness; but also specially that two

other prophecies of Peter and Jude are largely occupied in

describing the interested Agents still within the professing

Church, by means of whom that Church is brought to that

wretched condition which we can now behold it in with our

owrl eyes. If it is objected that Balaam was no Israelite,

whilst the clericals and prelacists were and are within the

nominal Church, the answer is at hand. God speaks of

them, not as they assume to be, or as they seem to be, but

as they are. Though in the Church, they “are not of ” it ;'

but are of the world. Acquainted with the ways of God, in

great part, they may indeed be; but so also was Balaa-m,

to whom these prophecies, to be examined in our second

section of the sixth chapter of this Second Part, distinctly

and by name refer.

(9.) The object that Balaam had in view, in his attempts

to injure Israel, does _’not appear to have been altogether a

,malevolent one. His main inducement in undertaking his

journey from Mesopotamia, and in his subsequent proceed

ings, seems to have been—lucre. His reply to Balak’s first

embassage contained in it indications as to what his heart

was set upon. Says he, “If Balak would give me his house

full of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the word of the

Lord my God, to do less or more,” (Num. 18.) This

language of his he again uttered to Balak, after his attempts

G
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to curse Israel, and so to please his royal employer, had

proved abortive, (Num. xxiv. 13.) In fact, Peter plainly tells

us that this unhappy man loved the wages (even) of iniquity.

(See, too, Jude 11). ~

So also, when we come to examine the prophetic portraits

drawn by these two apostolic witnesses (Peter and Jude) of

the Agents and promoters of the professing Church’s sin, we

shall observe that they each assign the same motive by

which such evil men are declared to be influenced. That

one motive again is—love of money. Says Peter, “ Through

covetousness shall they make merchandise of you ;” and

Jude’s words are, “Woe unto them I for they have run

greedin after the error of Balaam for reward.” Here also

we defer comment until we come to our sixth chapter and

second section. Balaam, in his effort to ruin Israel, by en

ticing it to abandon its separation ; and the clerical caste in

their eager inciting the Church to unite with the world, are

beheld both to be swayed by one and the same desire for

filthy lucrc.

(10.) But, turning for the present from these, and look

ing to the other parties in type and antitype, the coincidence

is wonderfully exact. The true reason why Balak, and

Moab, and Midian sought to injure Israel, first by devoting

that people to destruction, and afterwards, when God had

turned their curse into a blessing, by alluring them on to

union with themselves, was because they feared that people,

(Num. xxii. 3.) They imagined that if such were not suc

cessfully resisted, they themselves would perish. If these

imaginary enemies were cursed, then indeed they would soon

be rid of them : failing that, if they could allure them on to

union, then, at all events, their supposed enmity would cease.

Thus they misconstrued Israel’s separation and propinquity

into a fancied hostility towards themselves. How chimeri

cal were these fears! It was to Canaan that Israel was
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called. The lands of Moab and Midian were not included

in God’s grant. Nor had Midian’s slaughter taken place,

had Israel been left alone, (Num. xxv. 17, 18).

So, too, although God has been pleased to continue His

people here in the world, certainly this is not owing to any

design of His thereby to injure that world. As to the pos

session of the earth, or of its goods, He has positively for

bidden them, in any contested matter, even to seek

vehemently their own, (Matt. v. 40,411.) Since his deal

ings with them have been characterised by grace, so are

theirs also with others, (Matt. xviii. 33.) Not earth, but

heaven, is their portion, (Heb. x. 34:.) Yet has the world

regarded His Church with distrust and enmity. Its at

tempt to crush that Church in its infancy was due to the

groundless fear, that if it were left alone unchecked, all sorts

of harm would befall itself. How needless were its fears!

For the Lord’s people are in very deed the salt of the earth,

and the light of the world. The world itself God blesses

for His people’s sake. True, the Church’s proper testimony

is of an unknown and rejected Christ. True, it is accom

panied with the thrilling announcement that heaven’s wrath

abides upon all Christless souls. But even this, if rightly

viewed, is itself a warning, full of mercy and grace. Never

theless, this testimony is evaded, and the wrath itself sought

by the world to be delivered from, by tendering to that

Church’s acceptance, ease and honour here. Thus a compro

mise is hoped to be effected. Vain expectation! If His

Church be seduced to alliance with the world, then is that

alliance a deep revolt from its rightful Lord. As a neces

sary consequence, that professing Church, shamed and cor

rupted, is seen ! What must He do? His wrath must come

down. The seducing Roman world shall not escape. The

wicked professors, guilty of spiritual uncleanness, shall be

taken in hand. With them the false prophets, at whose
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instigation the iniquity was committed, shall also perish. Of

all those concerned in this impure manner of life, Peter’s

prophetic portraiture of these discloses that only they who

have vexed their righteous souls, with what they have

seen and heard, shall at all be saved, and they so as by

fire.‘

(11.) Of the two nations over which Balak, it would seem,

exercised some degree of sovereignty, Moab appears to have

been less guilty of the perfidious seduction of Israel than

was Midian. Hence, whilst Moab was spared, and existed

for many centuries after, Midian God ordered to be “smitten

for its wiles,” (Num. xxv. 17, 18.) Upon this nation terrible

and condign punishment was inflicted. Its men were all

slain ; its cities all burnt with fire, (Num. xxxi. 7-10.)

When at length the Lord ariseth to take vengeance, not

all the nations of the world shall perish. On the contrary,

we read that “ the nations of them that are saved [or “ pre

served ”] shall walk in the light” of the New Jerusalem,

(Rev. xi. 2%.) Of these spared nations, Israel, Egypt, and

Assyria shall be three, (Isa. xix. 24, 25; see also Zech. xiv.

16-18.) It is upon the nations represented in Nebuchad

nezzar’s image, that the stone cut out without hands shall

fall. Specially the ten toes of that image, or the nations of

modern Europe, in one word, Christendom, shall endure

God’s heaviest vengeance, (Dan. ii 34-44.) Now, where

fore this distinction—this punishment of some nations, this

preservation of others? Wherefore, especially, is Christen

dom, that boasts so grandiloquently, so grievously to be

rejected, so sorely to suffer? The answer is manifest:

“ Babylon is the mother of harlots, and of the abominations

of the cart .” It is the nations of Christendom that have

enticed the professing people of the Lord to acts of spiritual

uncleanness : then, hence have resulted all sorts of disorder,

* See Part II., Chap. VI., Sect. 2.
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and utter mingling of all things sacred with profane?"

Therefore it is Christendom that must first, as Midian, be

vexed, (Rev. xi. 18,) and then consumed with fire, (2 Thess.

i. 8.)

(12.) Israel’s sin with Midian, and the death by plague

that ensued in consequence, was ultimately stayed by the

avenging hand of the zealous Phinehas. This Phinehas was

the son of Eleazar, the son of Aaron the priest, and would

himself be the high priest in course, of his generation. As

it was zeal for the honour of his God that animated him, so

it was promised him that he should have the covenant of an

everlasting priesthood, (Num. xxv. 11, 13.) Nor did he only

execute summary judgment in the case of the most unblush

ing guilt, but he also was Israel’s captain in the subsequent

engagement and slaughter of Midian.

Jesus Christ our Lord is, and shall be for ever, the High

Priest of His Church. And though His office be one of

mercy, still the time will quickly come when at length shall

be seen the possibility and the dread reality of the wrath of

the Lamb. And in Himself executing condign punishment

upon guilty Christendom, which, however smitten, has never

repented of its sin, He will thereby exhibit his tender regard

for the honour of His Father, to whom its adulteries have

been such utter abomination, (James iv. 4.) And it shall

come to pass on that day that not only Qiall the exalted be

abased, but the abased shall be exalted. At last, at His time of

triumph, shall arrive the day of triumph for His people. As

“the high praises of God are in their mouth, so a two-edged

sword shall be in their hand: to execute vengeance upon

* Take one instance of the disorders and abominations, easily traceable to

this inducing an unconverted world to adopt some profession of Christianity.

For it has come to ass that the world has chosen to keep in its own mode

those festivals which it has by the Church been enjoined to regard. If it must

observe Easter and Whitsuntide,—the resurrection of Christ, and the descent

of the Spirit ;—then, verily, its own bias constrains it to observe them in a sin

gular way. The very drunkards, at these times, assign the joyfulness of these

seasons as an excuse for their coarse festivities.
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the nations, and punishments upon the people ; to bind their

kings with chains, and their nobles with fetters of iron; to

execute upon them the judgment written: this honour have

all his saints,” (Ps. cxlix. 6-9.) As Christ has received

authority from His Father, so will He in part delegate it to

His people : that “they shall rule them with a rod of iron,”

(Rev. ii. 27, with Fe. ii. 9. Compare also Dan. vii. H, with

ver. 22, 25, 27.)

Oh, what an enemy is Satan! How perfidious! How

subtle! How deeply he lays his plans! How covertly his

snares! How potent is he, specially when using the world,

the professing Church’s most successful * enemy, wherewith

to achieve his ends! For then, the hostile forces being

joined, by craft and seductive arts, together, easily are men

overcome. There is poor, unhappy, apostate Christendom,

fondly dreaming that she has half won the world for Him

whom she still calls Lord, and fancying too, that by skilful

management, she has yet avoided its hate, and even secured

its esteem, its friendship, and its love for herself! The

Church is married to the world, whose god is still Satan!

True, the artful world may dissemble here, and may repudiate

in words his sway, who yet doth govern it. Thus have acted

guilty paramours, as if they were wholly unconnected, that

so they might lure on the unsuspecting wanton soul to its

destruction. Oh that men would see, that never is Satan

more to be dreaded than when he is unseen ;+ or when he is

robed as an angel of light; or when he leads men to make mise

“' From the parable of the sewerwe shall presently shew that it admonishes

that of our three great enemies, when regarded as each single-handed, the

world oft overcomes those who had overcome Satan and the flesh. But when

the allurements of the world are well-timed, or covered over with a gloss of

godliness by the skilful hand of the fallen archangel, then are they danger

ous indeed.

'1' So we shall see when the Parables in Matt. xiii. are examined. In the

first he is seen ; in the second, his work only is seen ; in the third, we shall

shew, he is at rest ; in the fourth, all his design has succeeded so well, that

till: woman, or nominal Church, is herself earnestly engaged in furthering his

p ns.
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rable compliances for an imaginary good end; or when, like

as skilfully to the very Lord himself, he suggests the avoid

ance of the Cross. God’s manner and path to life is that in

which He led Christ, onwards to increasing, deepening

gloom, with a: cross at the end, as to this world ; then resur

rection glory, He guarantees, shall make amends for all. But

Satan’s more delightful by—path is by a junction of the

good of this world with the supposed service of God, together

with an occasional further curve, either to avoid a thorn or

to pluck a rose. There go Ohristendom’s bewitched crowds!

(Matt. vii. 13.) Thither go, if the Word of God is to be

believed, the wise and the prudent, the mighty and the

honourable, (Matt. xi. 25; 1 Cor. i. 26.) Awful picture!

And so securely do they follow on that, just at the very

time that Heaven’s wrath is brimming over, and the Divine

High Priest about to interfere ; these, judicially blinded, are

boasting that all is as it should be—that they are spiritually

rich, and increased with goods, having need of nothing.

Should a suspicion as to any part of the course which they

are pursuing, cross any mind, as quickly as possible it is

hushed; for they will not believe—some, that God has re

vealed His mind upon the matter at all; or others, that He

has condemned the way which they love. Does the reader

seriously believe that the New Testament treats, as a point

of absolute indifference, or that it is wholly silent as to ex

pressed or implied approbation or disapprobation of the tre

mendous deed, fraught clearly, palpably, with the very gravest

consequences, as is the Union of Church and world! Ah,

well I The High Priest has already recorded His judgment

thereon in the Word; whether men will hear, or whether

they will forbear. Happy are they to whom is given the

hearing ear! For presently He will come forth from yon

inner shrine, and, in action terrible, exhibit His verdict.

Lord, in that day remember me! Is this thy prayer, reader?
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Then heed His warning: “ Come out of her, my people, that

ye partake not of her sins, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.”

0

CHAPTER II.

THE PROPHETIC CONTINUITY OF REV. H. AND III.

SECTION 1.

The propriety of an appeal in this controversy to Christ’s

recorded judgment of the churches in Rev. ii. anal iii.

“HE that-hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith

unto the churches.” We place these words at once before

the eye of the reader, in self-defence for directing his atten

tion, as we now propose to do, to the first three chapters of

the Book of Revelation, and particularly to the second and

third There is an intenseness of vehemency in this warning

of the Spirit, and in His frequent, urgent repetition of that

warning up to seven times, which is most remarkable. No

where else is there anything like the same degree of urgency

in the divine command to listen. In no other part of all the

Word of God does the Lord, in this very marked and em

phatic manner, call the attention of him that bath the hear

ing ear. In fact, in scarcely any other portion of His Word,

with the exception of Matt. xiii, does this energetic note of

warning occur. This adds unmistakably t0 the significant

urgency of the cry. That just in the very place where is the

kindred prophecy to that, as we hope to shew, contained in

the seven Epistles, there again this singular cry should be

heard, is most worthy of observation. And here to place

this note seven times over, as the Spirit has judged it proper
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to do, in the course of these two short chapters, is as it were

to underline every word therein seven times,—is to put every

word thereof into the very largest capitals, as if all" recorded

here were of peculiar and paramount importance.

Yet wherefore is this? For no one will presume to say

that the Spirit has thought it good to attach this peculiar

mark to these chapters, without any design or adequate

reason. Then what can have been His object? Now here

it is well, in the first place, to remember that the same Spirit

has been pleased to encircle the whole Book of Revelation

with special promise of blessing to him that “reads and

keeps” it; having placed one such promise at the beginning

of its opening chapter, and the other at the very last. (See

chap. i. 3, xxii. 7.) Does the peculiar position of these two

promises at all indicate that the Spirit foresaw how the whole

book contained between them would be neglected by the

generality of Christians ; and with what listlessness, and

even scorn, it would be regarded by some ; or with what in

credulity, the possibility would be viewed by others, of gather

ing aught of distinctness of light or testimony therefrom?

Now, if in this manner the Lord has shewn His mind of

the value of this book as a whole, then what shall we say of

Rev. and iii., to which He has, in addition to those two

promises, appended these seven injunctions to him that hath

"' Compare this view of the Spirit’s urgency of command to willing souls to

listen to what He says unto the churches, and also Christ’s similar words

in Matt. xiii., with the thought suggested in a previous chapter, as to the ex

treme improbability of Scripture being altogether silent on this very deed of

Union of Church and State. A deed which certainl is either most advantageous

or most disastrous, must be either most highly p easing or sorel displeasing

unto God. There appears a strange affinity between the sevenfol exhortation

to listen on the one hand, and the probability on the other, of there being

found in the prophecies of the New Testament, or somewhere, some indication

of the Lord’s mind as to this tremendous consummation, with consequences

vast extending to the end of time. For the question discloses how greatly the

divine verdict is needed, even now, though in the present dis ensation the

execution be stayed ; whilst the urgency causes us to suspect t at it may be

in the context of the call to listen, even though the verdict should turn out

to be a different one than what had been desired.
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the hearing ear. Surely hereby He himself has marked

which part of all this most useful book is still the most

valuable. God, then, in this striking way, afiirms that the

part of all this peculiarly instructive book which will be of

the very highest service to the enlightened Christian, who

desires to be thoroughly obedient, is that which contains His

message to the seven apocalyptic churches.

We revert, then, to our inquiry: How are we to account

for this urgent vehemence of the Spirit in these, His seven

beckonings to willing souls, to “read, mark, learn, and in

wardly digest ” what He has said in these seven messages?

Can it be possible that the mere hortatory or preceptive

aspect of these Epistles accounts for all this? If this be so,

seeing that throughout the inspired volume, and largely in the

New Testament, the same sort of exhortations to holiness,

and of general hinting that evil deeds, by whomsoever com

mitted, will produce corresponding and dire results, how

comes it to pass that never once, to any of those preceptive

parts of the Word, is there aught of this urgency, and of this

emphatic counsel to hearken? Then again, in the other

scripture of Matt. xiii, also presently to be shewn prophetic

of the visible Church’s career, there also occurs the very

same note of warning. Why just there again? Besides

which, it is conceived that there is a certain peculiarity in

the note itself, which manifests that willing and riveted

attention is required; that something special is being un

folded, which needs for its comprehension the seeing eye, the

hearing ear, and the understanding heart. (See Matt. xiii.

15.) Is not this distinctly taught us in the words them

selves: “ He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches ?”

Once admit that the Epistles contain in panoramic outline

the internal history of the visible Church, according as that

Church and her deeds appear in the light of the throne of
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God, and then this vehemency in the manner of directing

our attention thereto is abundantly accounted for. There,

everything appears in its true character; there, the motives,

the tendencies, the principles of men are fully bared. And

we know Who it is that has reminded us that ofttimcs “that

which is highly esteemed” here, is held in “abomination”

there, (Luke xvi. 15.) It is perfectly easy for men to ap

plaud and give glory one to another ; but then the opinions

of a multitude sway not in the least His pure judgment.

Hence, whilst in the after and larger portion of this sacred

book, we witness God’s sore infliction of wrath condign upon

His enemies, covert 0r avowed, and are penetrated with awe,

and hasten to implore those others to escape whom we be

lieve stand exposed to this vengeance; here, on the other hand,

we hear the Holy Spirit earnestly calling us from a too entire

engrossment with that which is without, unto matters of prime

importance, which most gravely concern OURSELVES. We

are aware what a tendency there is in the heart, over every

man, to observe the faults of others, and to be unconscious

of his own; to shudder at the evil practices of others, and

at the same time to deal leniently with those which himself

commits, or partakes in, constructively, along with others.

And so here, in this prophetic sketch of the career of the

visible Church, there is presented to each conscientious ser

vant of the Lord, a sort of glass, or spiritual thermometer, that

so such an one may discern for himself where he too is.

Nor should any one object, that these two chapters of

Revelation, when viewed in such an aspect, are at all too

obscure, to warrant an appeal being grounded thereon to

others, or to enable us to obtain hence a certain and scrip

tural estimate of the state of Christendom. For, first, we

have shewn that the urgency of the Spirit is too marked

here to allow us 'to suppose that these Epistles are merely of

a preceptive or admonitory character. Again, if we succeed
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in proving to those willing to hear, that these Epistles are in

very deed prophetic of the phases or stages of decline of the

professing Church, then the Holy Ghost, both by His own

command to listen, and much more by His gracious urgency,

Himself overrules, sets aside, and quashes that objection.

Then, further, why should the Book of Revelation be re

garded by any as valueless in this way ? What Protestant is

there but will frankly admit that other and far more diflicult

parts of this inspired book, than are these two chapters, have

nevertheless done much service to the good cause he loves?

and that many of the most telling arguments against Popery

have been culled from its pages, even though they abound in

symbol? What reader of history is unaware how greatly

these availed in the disputes of the sixteenth century? Well,

then, as the Lord, by placing the two promises of special

blessing, one at the beginning and the other at the end,

impliedly pronounces this action of the witnesses against

Rome to be safe and wise; so, by calling men’s primary

attention to these particular chapters, He directs all such to

be solicitous as to their own ecclesiastical whereabouts,

whether themselves be at all in Babylon or out of it.‘

Indeed, the comparative plainness of these two chapters is

matter for great thankfulness to God. For, whilst it is not

to be denied that much obscurity hangs over certain portions

of this Book of Revelation, certainly this is not the case, at

all events to anything like the same extent, with these seven

Epistles, even if, for the moment, their prophetic character

he assumed and conceded. For even then it will be mani

fest, that if they do designedly prefigure the state of the

nominal Church, from the time that John wrote till the close

of the dispensation, then, obviously, the first of these Epistles

will furnish us with a general glance at the Church in the in

* This last reka is made still on the supposition that we succeed with

those that have ears to hear, in proving the prophetic aspect of these Epistles.
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spired seer’s own day. And again, the last epistle will por—

tray Christendom’s Church at the time of the end; with

the intermediate ones referring to the times between these

two extreme limits. Surely such a view of these Epistles

need not be encumbered in the mind of any Christian reader

with much difliculty. Two matters only will require careful,

and, at the same time, impartial investigation: one is, the

evidence as to the Lord’s design that these seven Epistles

should prophetically sketch the seven successive phases in

the professing Church’s decline ; and the other, to ascertain

distinctly what are the several epochs which are alluded to

therein. All that is needed here is what the Spirit himself

has been pleased to indicate : “ He that hath an ear, let him

hear.”

Now, when we have produced the proofs as to the former

of these points, which we proceed to do in this present chap

ter, and for the materials of which proof the Lord has amply

furnished us, then we will address ourselves in the next chap

ter to marking minutely the several phases in the Church’s

course as traced by the Lord Jesus, with their wondrous

paralleling in every detail, and in perfect order of chronolo

gical sequence, with the events as recorded in history. Even

apart from any evidence that may be offered of the continuity

of these Epistles in prophetic portraiture of the Church’s course

throughout this dispensation: the coincidence is so entire and

thorough between those on the one hand, and the Church’s

history on the other, even in hundreds of particulars, so as

to extend, indeed, to every word of the panoramic prophecy;

whilst withal in its tracing the final apostasy of the nominal

Church to causes first remote and more latent, and then

afterwards to more fearful acts of ecclesiastical sin; these

causes so naturally succeed one another, and the language

unveiling them is so apt and precise, that if any one can

believe that all this exact correspondence with the plain
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facts of history is the result of accident, certainly he must

be far more credulous than he who, having the hearing ear,

is constrained to acknowledge the evidence of connexion

between the prophetic utterance and the historic echo.

But, again, it will further largely aid us in infixing the

conviction that the true phases of the professing Church’s

career sketched in Rev. ii. and iii. have been actually fastened

upon, if we subsequently succeed in shewing to the candid

reader that the seven Parables of Matt. xiii. also depicture

the very same phases as those marked in the seven Epistles.

For when the difference of style, of language, and of simile

in the one scripture to what is found in the other is duly

reflected upon, then if, underlying those differences, much

the same identical thought is found enshrined in both, the

conclusion, it is conceived, will force itself irresistibly upon

the mind, that such a perfect concurrence of testimony, and

such an exact prophetic delineation of the same things in

each, and in orderly sequence too, is far too copious to be

imaginary or accidental. But if so, then the epochs distinctly

referred to, will be unmistakably and convincingly manifest.

Thus it will be, we fancy, abundantly apparent that the

Lord has vouchsafed us two prophecies in certain* respects

very similar to each other, each having underneath its own

language an echo, an iteration, and Ofttimes, indeed, an ex

planation of the parallel thought in the other, and each

tracing the internal history of the Church throughout the

present dispensation. Should the evidence be satisfactory to

* We say, in certain respects ; for, of course, the two scriptures only tally

where their own proper lines of thought converge. As the object of either

Plfilfvhecy is in part the same, and in part different to that of the other, there

w be found in either sketch sundry supplementary thoughts. These W111

prove to be very useful, as not only enabling us to fill up more fully from the

other the outline of each, but also from our being led to mark the distinct

ness of the line of thought in each prophecy as the testimony of the one

approaches in purport to that of the other; then to discover the correspond

ence of thought between them, will greatly tend to establish us in the convic

tion that we have the Spirit’s own clue. But more of this in a. subsequent

chapter, when the peculiar and distinct object of each of these prophecies will

he educed.
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the reader’s mind that each of these said scriptures are such

prophecies, and that each, moreover, contains a pointed allu

sion to the Union of Church and State; that in each the

Union is traced to its causes—e.g., the large admixture of

hypocrites within the Church, and their innate love of the

world displayed in new and unexpected forms; and that in

each, again, it is marked to lead, when unchecked, to full

developed Popery; and further, should other and more

general Scripture statements be found to corroborate all

this prophetic tracing, and to dovetail some with one part

of the holy seers’ testimony, and some with another,——then

the reader, in the mouth of two or three witnesses, will

have Christ’s own judgment of this Union demonstrated.

The remainder of this chapter, then, will be occupied

with the proof that the seven Epistles are unitedly such a

designed prophecy of continuous and successive 0r pano~

ramic character, as has been stated above. And so, in Sec

tion 2, some general arrangement of the contents of the

Book of Revelation will be offered. In Section 3, the

objections urged against the prophetic aspect of the seven

Epistles will be refuted. In Section 4, the proofs will be

adduced in full of the said prophetic continuity of Rev. ii.

and In Section 5, this prophetic continuity will be

briefly explained and illustrated in preparation for a critical

examination of the entire language of the Epistles in the

next chapter. And lastly, in Section 6, it will be shewn

how the view of the successive continuity of the seven

Epistles very greatly edges their point as regards instruc

tion and warning to the Church of any one time.

SECTION 2.

Some general arrangement of the contents of the

Book of Revelation.

We propose to occupy this section with a preliminary
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glance at the Book of Revelation as a whole, and at its gene

ral arrangement, in order that thus a fuller and plainer idea

may be obtained as to the relation which the seven Epistles

found therein-probably* bear to the remainder of the book.

It is divided, then, by the Lord Jesus Christ himself into

three parts: viz., “the things seen” by John; “the things

that are ;” and “the things that shall be hereafter,” or, “ after

these things/’1- (Rev. i. 19.) Of these three divisions, con

cerning the first one, or “things seen,” and comprised in the

first chapter, expositors are, in the main, all agreed. But

with reference to the other two parts, much controversy

exists. Particularly on the interpretation of Rev. iv. to

xviii. is opinion divided, some holding that nearly the whole

of this has been fulfilled, whilst others that it all awaits ful

filment. The former believe that these middle fifteen chap

ters began to be fulfilled in the times immediately succeeding

the apostolic age, and that they continue to sketch, as the

prophecy proceeds, the chief events which have subsequently

transpired in the Roman world even up to our own times,

and that to these said times of the present dispensation that

language of the Lord in great part refers, which marks the

third and last division of the book—“ things that shall be

after these things.” This, in outline, is the main and most

prominent feature in the plan as given by the former of the

twoi great schools into which the interpreters of the Book

* We say, “probably,” because whether the supposed relation of the seven

Epistles to the remainder of the book be, or be not, accepted as the true one,

the position of their prophetic continuity will remain untouched, either in

defence or attack; being still to be considered in Sect. 4.

1- lLie-m rav-ra.

I No notice in the above classification is taken of the Preterists, who hold

that all the Book of Revelation, from chap. iv. to xix., was fulfilled in the

destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. For, not to refer to that one objection

utterly fatal to this view,—a.nd which objection has by many been ably

proved, viz., that the Book of Revelation was not written until after that

event,—-we might remind the reader how this interpretation of theirs, where

it is accepted, mars the value of this book as a prophecy. Then little light

indeed as to the future before her does the Church possess. But as very few

spiritual men accept this Pretcrist hypothesis, it is at once dismissed from

further consideration.
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are divided. Of course they have divergences, as in the sub

arrangement of these fifteen chapters, and in the details of

their exposition. Then, with regard to the seven Epistles of

“ the things that are,” there is hesitation ; some, as Vitringa

and Mede,* for instance, arguing for their prophetic char

acter, some being disposed to admit it, and others again, for

divers reasonsj' scrupling 0r refusing to do this. _

On the other hand, the other school of interpreters enter

tain the conviction that Rev. iv. and following chapters have

never yet received their full and complete accomplishment.

These generally see, in the consecutive messages to the seven

churches, the true prophecy which specially concerns now

the professing Church of Christ Whilst quite admitting

that seven churches existed in the places specified in the

book, as Ephesus, Smyrna, &c.; and also that, in the first

instance, the Epistles were directed to these local congrega

tions, they yet regard those seven churches as designedly

typical of the entire visible Church throughout the dispensa

tion, and the seven successive messages as allusively descrip

tive of seven successive phases of this general Church. And

thus, though quite accepting the appropriateness and appro

* Thus Mede writes :—“It belongs not much to our purpose to inquire

whether those seven Epistles concern historically and literally only the

churches here named, or whether they were intended for types or ages of the

Church afterwards to come. It shall be sufficient to say, that if we consider

their number, being seven, (which is a number of revolution of times, and

therefore in this book the seals, trumpets, and vials also are seven ;) or if we

consider the choice of the Holy Ghost, in that He taketh neither all, no, nor

the most famous churches then in the world, as Antioch, Alexandria, Rome,

and many other, and such, no doubt, as had need of instruction as well as

those here named ;—if these things be well considered, it will seem that these

seven churches, beside their literal aspect, were intended, and, it may be, chiefly,

to be as patterns and types of the several ages of the Catholic Church, from

the beginning thereof unto the end of the world ; that so these seven churches

should rophetically sam 1e unto us a sevenfold tem er and constitution of

the who e Church, according to the several ages thereo , answering the attern

of the churches named here.” So Vitringa 0n the Apocalypse, p. 2, has

much the same thought.

'I' The objections taken to the view of the prophetic character of the seven

Epistles by some writers of the Historic school will be considered in subse

quent sections.

H
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priation of the superscription, “things that are,” to what is

unveiled in Rev. ii. and iii, they maintain that this language

of the Lord. still comprehends the time present, and that the

other part of this book, Rev. iv. and following chapters, or

“things that shall be after these things,” awaits for its due

fulfilment, the close of the present dispensation, when the

Church, like as John was in his representative character,

shall be caught up into the presence of the Lord.

Very much may be said in favour of either scheme of in

terpretation. Thus, those holding to the former, point with

great confidence to the supposed exactness with which the

chapters of Revelation, up to chap. xix, have, one after the other,

been illustrated by the page of history, who are hence called

the Historic school of interpreters. Then, again, the other

class, or Futurists, argue that if there is need of such very

full and accurate acquaintance with the details of history as

their opponents’ system requires, for the intelligent handling

of that sacred prophecy, it is virtually a closed volume to a

large proportion of the Lord’s true people. Hence, these in

sist that the safest mode of investigating also this part of the

inspired Word is by stancher adherence to that well-known

canon : “Scripture is its own best interpreter.”

2. But now, into a balancing of the relative merits of the

arguments advanced on either side, we care not to enter.

For, notwithstanding that each party have earnestly sought

to defend their own position by denouncing that of their op

ponents, the inquiry is suggested as well worthy of considera

tion, whether these two views may not, to a. great extent, be

both received, without either one impairing the distinctness

of the other. All that is required for this is, that the two

methods, if both adopted, should be homogeneous ;—t-hat the

one fulfilment should be seen to be inchoate, and a sort of

preliminary rehearsal of the other. And this idea that each

view of Revelation may be accepted and adjusted with the
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other, is, we rejoice to perceive, gradually spreading among

thoughtful men. Truth in general has divers aspects.‘ And

whilst there is a proneness in all to seize hold of some one

side thereof, so as to lead to the disparagement of some other

of its heavenly features, be it our part to embrace with glad

ness as much truth as ever we can get, from whatever quarter

it may emanate. The more of it we grasp, the more fully

shall we be moulded by it, (John xvii. 17.) .

Why should it, by any one, be deemed impossible for a pro

phecy, such as Revelation is, to have more than one fulfilment?

That many of the predictions of Holy Writ yet travail with

blessing, awaiting still another and COMPLETE fulfilment,

which already have received some initial accomplishment,

few will be disposed to deny. Some specimens of such

scriptures are cited below-1' Then, why may not the like be

the case with the Book of Revelation? What if the Lord so de

signed that its language should have this sort of preliminary

reference to such and such facts, or states of things; and,

further, that such prophecy, whilst being seen from its tenor,

still to look into the future for its great fulfilment, yet as

also comprehending the foreshadow of that after, greater

‘ See Parth Chap. 11., page 20, where this is illustrated as regards doctrine;

and compare also the remarks in Part II., Chap. 1., Sect. 4, as to the flOod,

the destruction of Sodom, &c. &c., being typical divine displays of what is

coming upon Christendom.

1' Thus God, mindful of His word to Abraham, “To thy seed will I give

this land,” brought Israel into Canaan in the time of Joshua. Yet few Chris

tians are now unwilling to admit that the glorious accomplishment thereof is

yet to come. In many of the psalms, as the seventy-second, aKing David, or

Solomon, is mentioned by name, and et those very psalms do yet clearly look

forward to a time when a greater t an either of these shall reign. Psalm

lxxxviii. regards Christ as dying, and Psalm lxxxix. as dead for a while ; but

this view does not necessarily deny that the Psalmist designed to set forth his

own sore anguish. Who againwill deny that Haggai 6, 7 has received some

partial illustration in the first advent of Christ? We sa partial, for the Holy

Ghost, in Heb. xii. 26, teaches us still to await its comp ete fulfilment. As to

Joel 28, the apostle Peter informs that the promise there given has in part,

at least, been accomplished, (Acts ii. 47.) And yet surely the Word is big with

future blessing. See, too, Hosea vi. 1, and compare Matt. ii. 15. Possibly

Enoch's prophecy had some reference to the flood then impending, even

though its language causes us yet to look forward to the second advent.
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event, should answer, by its earlier requirement, a somewhat

similar end to what is served, when the prophecy itser is

doubled as to Pharaoh,—that is, to shew that that which is

yet to come is certain, and its prediction sure ? (Gen. xli. 32.)

Thus, for instance, if such vengeance on the enemies of

Christianity, as has in past times been inflicted, be purposely

eyed in the Revelation, as its Historic interpreters insist is

the case, yvhat hinders us from regarding those infiictions as

mere prelibations, or as the first droppings of that dread cup

of wrath, which shall presently be fully poured forth ? Then

the arguments for the longer and past fulfilment of Rev. iv.

to xviii., and those for the sharper and future accomplishment

thereof, will be seen not to oppose one another, but that the

views they severally make for, are both correct, and connected

together by the Omnipresent Spirit.”E

3. Now, if, in a subsequent section of this chapter, we

succeed in establishing the position which is perfectly inde

pendent of either of the above views—via, that Rev. and

iii. are certainly prophetic of the career of the professing

Church, then the relation of the seven Epistles to the re

mainder of the book will stand thus: Rev. iv. to xviii. will ex

hibit the ewternal history of the professing Church, and Rev.

ii. and iii., the internal history of the same. Then truly the

fact of the Spirit’s great urgency of manner, as marked

.therein, will be adequately accounted for. Then also the

whole book will be seen indeed to be,—what its very name

apparently claims for it all,—even one single and entire

prophecy. It will be evident that the Revelation commences

not at the fourth chapter, but at the beginning of the first

(see Rev. i 1 ;) for even the first division of the book, con

* The allusion above is to the vexed question as to whether that period of

time, of twelve hundred and sixty days, and which is so frequently mentioned

in the Revelation,—whether it refer to twelve hundred and sixty years, or to

so many literal days only? What if there be truth in the year-day theory

and in the day-day theory as well?
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taining the description of the “ things seen,” is plainly con

nected with the account of the “things which are” in the

second and third chapters.

4. Again : seeing that it appears that the Historic view of

Rev. iv. to xviii. interferes not with the expectation of a yet

more vivid fulfilment thereof in the future; any more than the

fact, if established presently, of the seven Epistles having a

prophetic aspect, denies not their first application in minia

ture to the seven Asiatic churches of Ephesus, Smyrna, &c.;

there seems to be a designed shifting, in the course of time,

of the prophetic scenes, with, first, Rev. ii. and iii. as exhibiting

“things” that were, and Rev. iv. to xviii. as disclosing “things”

that have transpired “after those things ;” then, secondly,

Rev. ii. and iii. as picturing “ things that are," still descriptive,

in wonderful exactness, of the visible Church’s history and

appearance, as seen and commented on by the Great High

Priest; and Rev. iv. and the following chapters, as revealing

“the things that shall be after these things” in the Church

have reached their termination. And so those seven

churches existing at the close of the first century, and to

which the Lord Jesus was pleased to send, in due and

orderly succession, sundry messages, will appear to have

been selected for their respective states of moral fitness to be

pictures, as so assorted and connected by Him, of the seven

successive stages through which the professing Church would

pass. These diverse states will be all specified in Section

4 of this chapter; and in our next chapter, the various in

spired marks to be found in each will be all noted and care

fully scanned.

5. The hypothesis of a twofold fulfilment of all that part of

Revelation even admittedly prophetic, as developed above,

was only offered with the design of evidencing that in each

school of the interpreters of the book, there may be indeed

the truth, but a different side thereof. Assent to this hypo
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thesis, however, is not at all necessary to the view of the

prophetic bearing of the seven Epistles. For these, we now

proceed to shew, certainly have this underlying allusion to

the fact and manner of the professing Church’s decline. In

suggesting this double reference in the after part of the pro

phecy, our object has been merely to illustrate how the pro

phetic aspect of the Epistles squares with either the His

toric or Futurist view of the remainder of the Revelation.

SECTION 3.

The objections to the prophetic continuity of the seven

Epistles, glanced at and refuted.

Likely indeed it is that objections will be made to the

view of the prophetic continuity of the Apocalyptic Epistles.

For whilst no statement of any importance has ever been

made without encountering opposition on the part of some,

there are peculiar and significant reasons why the position

as to Rev. ii. and iii. forming an integral part of the pro—

phecy given through John to the Church, should be warme

assailed. For then, indeed, if those two chapters be a neces

sary part of the prophecy, then are they clearly, as we have

elsewhere shewn, the most momentous part thereof. For

then, whatever difficulties, real and feigned, may be made as

to their proper adjustment, still the great, the testing fact

remains, that as to the professing Church’s career, the Divine

High Priest has recorded His judgment and traced her

doings.

Yet here we need not be long detained. For although

the objections shall be placed in order before our readers,

we fancy that most will esteem them to be few and triflingfl‘

"‘ Then there remains the corroboratory evidence of the other parallel

sketch in Matt. xiii. Both rophecies, as we shall see, refer to the decline in

hearty love, and then to t e consequent worldly career, of the professing

Church. How searching and painful is this testimony! How certain that

it would be resisted!
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Indeed, these must be weak, seeing that, if it may be

plainly avowed, the chief one, the one generally resorted to,

is the smile of incredulity. One is prone to suspect the ex

istence of inward dissatisfaction, when the hollow laugh is

heard. That such names as those of Mede and Vitringa can

be quoted as being among those who have contended for the

prophetic view of the seven Epistles, ought alone to be ample

to preserve opponents from this unfair mode of controversy.

Verily, ridicule is not the right spirit to bring to the exami

nation of the Word of God, and, least of all, to the word of

prophecy, which particularly demands reverent handling and

the “ hearing ear.”

Couched in words, this objection ordinarily takes some

what of this form: those who have entertained the convic

tion of the Apocalyptic Epistles constituting a true part of

the prophecy, have widely" differed between themselves, as

to the application in time of the seven severally, and the fact

of such diversity existing, argues that the attempt to ascer

tain the distinct eras in the Church’s history to which they

point, must at least prove abortive. Now, to this objection,

such as it is, we reply—

(l.) That, if in the next section the Epistles are proved to

be prophetic, then the Spirit’s urgency in calling our atten

tion to them, demonstrates that their proper application

cannot be a work of such insuperable difliculty. It is no

way of His that He should mock us and beckon us to follow

whither we cannot penetrate. To throw some slight haze

over these, is only what He has done with almost all pro

phetic parts of the written Word, and even of some other

chapters too. By so doing, He has accomplished that sen

tence pronounced in the other parallel prophecy, Matt. xiii.

10-16. Oh for the opened ear 1 Again :—

* These variations have been greatly exaggerated. See Sect. 5, towards the

close.
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(2.) Some old writers may have in part erred as to the

epochs referred to in the seven Epistles ; because it was the

express object to enshroud all prophecy in some mystery,

until “the time of the end” drew near, when the knowledge

of it should be greatly increased, (Dan. xii. 4, 9.) But now

God’s time has arrived for the uttering of that cry which

is everywhere being taken up: “ Behold the bridegroom

cometh! G0 YE OUT to meet Him.” And so the emphasis

and full import of this warning voice is better apprehended,

by the much distincter light that in these last days the

Lord has poured upon the page of prophecy. If we succeed

in shewing that Rev. ii. and iii. do indeed portray the de

cline of the professing Church up to and into the apostasies

of nominal Christendom, then the false position of the true

Christian when in connexion and implied complicity there

with, will, we opine, become clearly visible, and his duty

plain.

(3.) The objection disproves too much, and therefore dis

proves nothing. It is granted that those who consent to the

prophetic aspect of the Epistles, differ among themselves as

to some of the epochs referred to therein. But this should

only incite us to greater care, and stricter and more thorough

scrutiny of all the words and allusions in the several Epistles.

What? Is the Historic school of interpreters, in which is

found nearly all those who raise this or any objection to the

View here advocated ;—is it not also itself divided into several

classes? Do not some of these explain the seals, trumpets,

and vials one way; and others of them in quite a different

way? If the objection has any weight in it, it could, by

parity of reasoning, be shewn that the entire Book of Reve

lation has no prophecy at all in it; for whichever school of

interpreters, whether Historic or Futurist, you may side with,

that school has many divisions among its own members.

But you do not deny the existence of prophecy in the rest
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of the book, on ground so inadequate as this. Neither in

consequence would you frown upon all attempts to discover

the true clue to its interpretation. If you did, you would

act contrary to the mind of the Spirit, who declares they '

are blessed who intelligently hearken to its words, (Rev. i. 3.)

If in this blessing you desire to share, and act accordingly,

how much more cause have you to behave in kindred spirit

with the plainer chapters containing the Epistles? Advance

with caution ; but not with incredulity.

(4.) What perverse and contradictory objections are some

times raised against the testimony of the prophetic word.

On the one hand there are those who argue that prophecy

is so very obscure that all comprehension of its import must

be looked for in vain, until after Christ has returned?“ As if

faith would then, rather than now, need support and confir

mation I This objection, were it valid, would render the Book

of Revelation, and several other parts of the inspired Scrip

tures, of extremely small value in the present day. Then

our Bibles might as well be at once reduced in size at least

one-third. But what saith the Lord? Apart from the Holy

Ghost’s beckoning us to the diligent study of this book, and

especially to the seven Epistles therein contained, we are in

formed, through St Peter, that the “word of prophecy ” is

to be regarded “as a light shining in a dark place,” and

that we “ do well in taking heed thereunto,” (2 Pet. i. 19.)

But then, on the other hand, there are not a few who de

mand that the prophetic page should be as clear and bright

as the sun itself. But to these the text just cited again

replies that it is rather “a lamp'r in a dark place;”—a

gentle whisper, that requires an attentive and willing ear.

To refuse, to ridicule such aid as this “ lamp ” affords, may

" Certainly, those, as Anna, Simeon, and others, who were waiting for the

Lord’s Christ when He first came, acted not in this spirit, otherwise they had

been taken by Him unawares.

'l‘ Mixing.
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possibly, in the perilous times that are approaching us, in

volve consequences to ourselves of the very gravest cha

racter.

(5.) Once more: for the full proof of the seven Epistles

foreshadowing seven successive stages in the career of the

professing Church, the evidence is highly cumulative. Hence

the reader is requested to forbear discarding this prophetic

view of Rev. ii. and iii., until he has materially weighed over

all the annotations presently to be made thereon. If from

the beginning to the end of the seven Epistles, one train of

thought is seen to be undeviatingly pursued; if all their

words, the more they are reflected upon, the more exactly

are they felt to dovetail in their assigned place in the pro

phetic tracing; if all the varied allusions gradually assume

shape and pungency as the ideas enshrined in them are laid

bare by reference to other scriptures, and all this up to every

word and every hint therein being corroborated by history ;

and moreover, if every such word or allusion is seen to occur

precisely in that place in the Epistles which the history and

the chain of consequences require ;—this being apprehended,

then let the reader ask himself whether all this adaptation

of the history to the prophecy, and of the prophecy to the

history, and again, of this one prophecy with the other of

Matt. xiii.,—whether all this could possibly come to pass by

curious, though still undesigned coincidence?

It is trusted that sufficient has been advanced to annihi

late the objection, reputedly very formidable, if one may

judge by the frequency with which it is urged, in lieu of

other and stronger ones.* Another is the following :—

* Thus Trench states two objections to the rophetic view of the Epistles ;

one being that which in our list will be found)numbered four, and the other

that to which we have replied first. Elliott has two other objections diffe

rent to Trench, which we have numbered respectively two and three. Neither

does he, of course, omit that imaginary great one already answered above. Yet

ere such an objection, drawn from variations of interpreters, should come with

good grace from him, no Historic interpreter of the rest of the Book of Reve

lation ought very largely to differ from him. Yet Bickersteth’s arrangement,
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2. The division noted by Christ between “the things that

are” and “the things that are to happen after these things,"

is conceived to militate against the prophetic aspect of the

Epistles. But this objection at once vanishes if the arrange

ment of the Revelation, with the apparent shifting of the

prophetic scenes, as suggested in the preceding section, be

accepted. At any rate, it is too much here to take for

granted, that a prophecy can only have one fulfilment, and

that that fulfilment is all past. Once let it be grasped that

this Clause, “things that shall be hereafter,” may as fully

(query, more fully?) apply to what is still future as to

what has transpired since the Apocalyptic churches were in

existence, and then the futility of the objection will be seen.

In fact, it is very curious that the division, “ things that shall

be hereafter,” or, “after these things,” on which Elliott so

much relies, to prove the Divine design of an historic fulfil

ment of Rev. iv. to xviii, is just that which is pleaded by

the Futurists as making decisively in favour of their“i inter

pretation ! What if both are, in great part, correct in what

they receive, and erring in what they reject?

3. “ The visions in Rev. iv., et seq, are separated with the

utmost precision from the former, alike by a new summons

of the trumpet voice and a scene and scenic accompaniments

new also ;” and s0 “ are constituted alone and distinctively

the visions of the future.” 1' The answer is, it is fully con

for instance, is very different from Elliott’s. Yet this said objection, which

in our list appears first, in his is placed last, as if conscious of the weakness

of his others. With this redoubtable one he would clench the matter.

* Thus the author of “ Plain Papers on Prophetic Subjects,” writes in page

351:-—“ Seeing that we have in chap. ii. and iii. (of Revelation) that which

applies to the whole period from the apostles' days to the excision of the pro

fessing body, why should we have it repeated in the succeeding chapters?

Further, chap. iv. begins the declaration of ‘ things which must be after

these things,’ and as ‘ the things which are,’ exhibited in chap. and iii.,

are still in existence, it is clearly not in the present or past, not in a period

contemporaneous with ‘the things which are,’ that we must look for ‘the

things which must be after these things.’”

1' Elliott’s Hora Apoc., vol. i., p. 74. Fourth edition.
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ceded that Rev. iv. marks the commencement of the third

division of the book ; but then the point controverted is,

whether this last division has been so completely fulfilled, in

any part of it, that its prophetic import being utterly ex

haustedfl' further accomplishment is wholly precluded. Surely

this is more than any one can assert, seeing that certainly,

as has been shewn, several other prophecies have a twofold

allusion in them: one to things proximate, and the other to

things more remote. Who can say but that Babylon may be

destined to fall,-1- even as Jericho fell, by a first sounding of

the trumpets, with a longer interval between each, and after

wards by subsequent ones at shorter intervals? Why, then,

may not this revelation, commencing where you please, be

doubly fulfilled? Now, indeed, the foreshadow, but “here

after ” the vivid reality that had been foreshadowed. The

question comes to this, Whether the things that shall be

hereafter, await not for their more entire fulfilment, even yet,

the time when heaven shall at last break its long silence;

and which shall be immediately preceded by the nominal

Church or Christendom being finally vomited out of Christ’s

mouth? The objection quietly assumes much which not only

has not been proved, but even which never can, in this dis

pensation, be proved. Hence its weakness is extreme. Before

* In fact one Futurist, Mr Kelly, in his work on the Revelation, argues

from chap. i. 10 that the beloved disciple was rapt by the Spirit into an anti

cipation of the great day of the Lord, and that these inspired words of his

themselves certify to us that the prophecy still awaits fulfilment.

'1‘ Even the first fall of Babylon was but the foreshadow of a greater one

yet to come. So Birks, speaking of that royal feast in which Belshazzar fell

and his kingdom was overthrown, remarks : “ There is reflected to our view,

as in a mirror, the careless revelling of the last days, before the sign of the Son

of man shall appear in the heavens. Then once more, the worldling will be

suddenly aroused at midnight from the trance of sensual pleasure. Then will

the songs of the drunkard be turned into wailing, and the tears of the peni

tent into everlasting joy. That kingdom of Satan, the prince of this world,

will be numbered and finished. The hypocrite and deceiver will then be

weighed in a true balance, be found wanting, and condemned. The mystic

Babylon, the city of confusion, will be broken up and destroyed; and the true

Cyrus, with the armies in heaven, shall take the kingdom and possess it for

ever.”—Birhs’s First Two Visions of Daniel, p. 46.
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it can have the slightest weight it must not only be true, as

it is, that Rev. iv. and following chapters should form the

division and contain the account of “the things that shall

be hereafter ;” or after “the things” pictured in the second

and third chapters; but also and more, that third and last

division must have been so literally fulfilled that no scope

remains for it to be fulfilled again. Therefore, the division

by Christ of Rev. ii. and iii. into things that “ yet are,” may,

for aught that appears to the contrary, be fulfilling even now.

Let the reader recall to mind how the terms of the two

clauses—via, “things that are,” and “things that shall be

hereafter”—can be relatively adjusted in either or both of the

two following ways :-—-“ Things that are ” : the state of the

seven apocalyptic churches ; “things that shall be hereafter”

: the times immediately subsequent, up to, and beyond our

own day : 0R, again, “things that are” :the state of things as

at present in Christendom ; and “things that shall be here

after” : what is yet to transpire in the succeeding dispensa

tions. If Elliott desires his objection to stand good, he must

prove, not only that his own (the first) arrangement of these

two clauses is correct, but he must also demonstrate that the

other cannot also be in the Divine intention.

Besides which, this third objection virtually ousts the

seven Epistles altogether from the Apocalypse, and even ap

parently denies that which the Lord Jesus positively asserts,

that there is some “mystery” or other as regards these seven

churchesfi“

4. There remains one other objection, not urged by Elliott

indeed, but by Trench, and which actually, when the pro

phetic aspect of the Epistles is fairly looked at, serves to

illustrate and to confirm it greatly. To answer it now would

* Surely if one is authorised to contend that the language of Rev. iv. 1

marks it as the commencement of the prophecy, as well might another argue

in like manner for divers other parts, as Rev. xi. 19, xv. 5.
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be to anticipate our sixth section, where we hope to shew

that the special application of one epistle to one phase of the

general body only intensifies the warning of each to the

church of any one time. Each particular message, peculiarly

applicable when the corresponding phase largely prevails in

the Church, is also applicable to the Church of any other

time, where among any professors that said phase is at all

apparent, and, if evil, unchecked.*

The above are all the objections usually raised against the

prophetic character of the Apocalyptic Epistles. On the other

hand, there is all that mass of evidence which will be found

in the next section, and against which neither of the writers

whose objections have now been examined, have opposed one

word. These content themselves with doing that which is

perfectly easy with any, even the most secure and certain

position—viz, to raise objections against it Now, although

it may indeed be a matter of ordinary prudence for a con

troversialist to be perfectly silent as regards the arguments

of an adversary, yet, undoubtedly, it is not by thus skilfully

avoiding investigation that either truth is likely to be elicited,

or one’s own ideas abidingly impressed. Let but the reader

review these objections, as honestly exhibited in this section,

and then compare these with the arguments for the pro

phetic continuity, as gathered up in the next section, and as

* Trench (p. 222) seems to feel the weakness of his objection, when imme

diately after its mention he adds : “ All such objections might, indeed, be set

aside or overborne if any marvellous coincidence between these Epistles and

the after courses of the Church’s development could be made out ; if history

sets its seal to them, and attested they were prophecy indeed ; for when a key

fits perfectly well the wards of a complicated lock and opens it without an

efiort, it is difficult not to believe that they were made for one another."

Well, then, consider well first the next section, and then the three next chap

ters, and so let him judge for himself. Even Trench admits that “ there are

two or three fortunate coincidences here between the assumed prophecy and

the fact: as that Smyrna represents EXCELLENTLY WELL the Church in its last

and most terrible struggles with heathen Rome; so, too, for such Protestant

expositors as see the Papacy in the scarlet woman of Babylon, the Jezebel of

Thyatira appears exactly at the right time,” &c. the. (p. 223.) But then he

points out a mistake which some expounders of the prophecy have fallen intO,

which will be accounted for in fifth section of this chapter.
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abundantly tested in the next chapter. So let himself judge,

if only he have what the Lord declares to 'be necessary, even

“ the hearing ear.” Then if, as we trow, the evidence for the

prophetic import of the Epistles appears vastly to outweigh

all that can be urged against it, let him proceed to superadd

the testimony that can be produced from Matt. xiii, not only

as regards its own particular force, but also as to its great

corroboratory tendency in tallying, throughout its seven

Parables most wonderfully, as we shall presently see, with

these seven Epistles. But what is the mystery of which the

Lord speaks, as encircling the seven golden candlesticks?

This inquiry, for its proper and full answer, introduces us to

our next section.

SECTION 4.

The prophetic continuity of the seven Epistles in Rev.

ii. and iii.

The order which we propose to ourselves to pursue in

briefly summing up the internal * evidence for the prophetic

continuity of the seven Apocalyptic Epistles, will be that

which will, we think, best enable us gradually to conduct

our readers to the main lines of thought therein, as they ap

pear linked together in this sort of connexion. Hence some

of the stronger arguments for this connexion will appear to

wards the close of the section. But first let us point out in

three ways, that there is certainly some “mystery” in the

seven Epistles, and then proceed to resolve that mystery. So

shall we be prepared, in due course, to consider attentively in

the next chapter all the peculiar touches in each successive

picture.

1. From Rev. i. we learn that to the apostle John was

* As to the external, Sect. 2 unfolds the true relation of these Epistles to

the rest of the Apocalypse.
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vouchsafed the sight of Christ in divine majesty, robed as the

Great High Priest of His Church, and as beheld in the midst

of the seven golden candlesticks. After that beloved disciple

had recovered from the consternation into which the glori

ous vision had thrown him, the Lord commanded him to

“ write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which

are, and the things which shall be hereafter; the mystery of

the seven stars which thou sawest in my right hand, and the

seven golden candlesticks. The seven stars are the angels of

the seven churches; and the seven candlesticks which thou

sawest are the seven churches.”

Now the first word that strikes us here is the word

“mystery,” which is used concerning these churches and

their angels. What can this mystery be? In what can it

consist? It is indeed generally admitted that this word in

the pages of the New Testament ordinarily imports “ some

thing secret.” * What secret is there hanging over, or en

shrined in the pictures that pass before us in Rev. ii. and iii.,

as to the respective condition, in the sight of the Omniscient,

of certain churches therein specified, with the divine message

corresponding also attached to each? As we look down

these two chapters, if we mark nothing but these particular

seven churches and what concerns them alone ; or if we only

learn from these, as general specimens, how the Lord deals

with churches and with individual professors ; surely we

observe little or nothing but what is everywhere else en

countered in the New Testament! Everywhere therein do

* So Cruden, at the head of this word in his Concordance, thus writes—“ The

word signifies a secret ; a myster being a thing kept secret, and hid from our

understanding, till it be reveale to us.” He refers first to 1 Cor. ii. 7. He

adds, that the calling of the Gentiles, which was hid and kept serret for many

ages, is called a mystery in Rom. xvi. 25, and Col. i. 26. In like manner,

Schlensner, under the word pvuvfiplov, thus expresses himself :—“ Vox haec

in Novo Testamento generatim significat quamvm rem et doctrinam occultam

et olim seu adhuc, hominibus ignotam, omne quod est novnm, et inauditum,

aut its?) profundum, obscurum et sublime, ut non sentiri et intelligi facile

possit. ~
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we hear the Lord assuring us that Himself is present in His

churches; that His eyes are over the faithful, and that He

marks the ungodliness of the hypocrite. Everywhere does

He admonish us that He will reward the one, and expose

and punish the other. But does this vague, this loose way

of regarding these Epistles, actually solve the certified

“ mystery ;” or thoroughly penetrate the “ secret” somewhere,

somehow or other contained in them? And for the Spirit

to call our attention seven times over to these very short

Epistles, not only evidences, as remarked in a preceding

section, an urgency perfectly unaccountable upon any such

superficial exposition of their contents; but also further

serves to quicken the impression that this “secret” is no

ordinary or unimportant one, but rather one in which all

\ that name the name of Christ are most immediately and

gravely interested. And so surely it behoves us to be

thoroughly aroused to look intently within them; in order

to get at their “hidden” meaning; to catch the Spirit’s inner

whisper. In fact, we seem almost compelled to suspect that

there is some other instruction here, than what may meet

the careless or untuned ear. For that, too, which we hope to

shew in its proper place to be the parallel Scripture prophecy

to this Rev. ii. and iii, also is expressly declared to treat of

“the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven ;” and which,

moreover, it is significantly added, are hidden from many.

(See Matt. xiii. 11—15). New regard, for a moment, these

seven Epistles as marking all the chief stages in the career of

the Church at large, with professors persistently continuing

some at one stage and some at another; then as you enter

their “ hidden ” meaning, you come into the possession of a

great “ secret ” indeed, and obviously of such absorbing vital

interest, as to entitle it, prima facie, to a distinct and. pro

minent place in the prophetic page. If, as many opine,

much is said in Revelation of the system of Popery and its

I
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awful errors ; is it to be deemed at all improbable that there

should also be revealed therein the antecedent proclivious

steps, by which that fatal goal was ultimately reached by

Christendom in the dark ages, as also the subsequent steps

made, more or less effectually, by not a few churches and

individuals, to recover themselves and come out therefrom."E

Whilst those who refuse to accept the prophetic idea of these

Epistles, will ever fail to account satisfactorily for many

things found herein, to some of which we have now directed

attention, and to many others to which presently we shall

have occasion to advert; on the other hand, those Whose

“ eyes are opened ” will “behold wondrous things ” herein,

will mark the fulness of teaching thus conveyed, and will

bend with mingled awe and diligence on their successive

pictures. Such will not only generally mark that much of

what Christendom calls good, the Lord Jesus adjudges to be

evil and apostate; but further, will see uncovered by Him

the greater and the less ecclesiastical abominations, seeing

them in part in that very light in which they appear before

His own awful scrutiny. Truly this heavenly glance at

matters so warred about down here, is a “mystery,” 2. secret

indeed-1‘

2. But now the mystery deepens, and the suspicion in

creases that you have more in these Epistles than what at

once meets the eye, if you consider well the mysterious

number of churches which are here thus addressed by

Christ. That number is seven.

((1.) If seven has no significancy here, why are these

* It is worthy of observation that the word “ mystery,” which occurs in

those two prophetic scriptures that trace the successive phases of ecclesias

tical wickedness, is also to be met with in just those places in the after part

of Revelation where reference is made to some one or more of these phases.

1‘ Since both scriptures—to wit, Matt, and Rev. ii. and iii.—are declared

to contain “mystery,” therefore it follows hence that every interpretation

pailseither in which there is no unfolding of mystery is certainly, necessarily,

e.
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particular churches addressed. Many other churches ex

isted in the immediate neighbourhood of these; each and all

of them doubtless worthy either of censure or of commen

dation; why were none of these exhorted or encouraged?

Why is a message sent only to these seven? Why were

not rather such churches as Tralles and Magnesia, or even

Alexandria and Rome, selected? If it was so expedient that

some churches should have a distinct message, why were not

eight or six addressed?

(h) In this Book of Revelation we everywhere encounter

this mysterious number. Thus we read of seven seals, seven

trumpets, seven vials, seven angels, seven spirits before the

throne, &c. Now, in none of these instances is it doubted

by any that this number is without its own peculiar signifi

cancy. Then why should it be meaningless here only? As

the seven spirits refer admittedly to the one Holy Spirit in

His sevenfold operation, why may not likewise the messages

to seven particular churches be regarded as the one message

of the Spirit to the Church in general, in seven stages of her

history? Surely this number here is a loop connecting

Rev. ii. and iii. with the rest of this wonderful book, and

marking these chapters to be an integral part thereof.*

(0.) Again: this is that to which Mede, in a passage of his

already quoted, directs our attention. And let it be remem

bered, that this profound writer led the way,-—as all the

Historic school of interpreters of prophecy confess,——in un

locking the language and the mysteries of the Revelation.

The first reason which he assigns for his conviction that

these Epistles do actually contain within them the prophetic

* We doubt not that it is not without design that the number of Gentile

churches to which Pauline epistles are addressed is also seven :—1. Rome,

2. Corinth, 3. Galatia, 4. Ephesus, 5. Philippi, 6. Colosse, and 7. Thessalo

nica. But the epistles to these seven being outside of the Book of Revela

tion, have, in their united form, a kind of teaching different in the main from

those which are contained within that book: those presenting doctrine, and

these chiefly prophecy.
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sketch of the Church’s entire career throughout this dispensa

tion, is, that this particular number is a mystical number,

figuring, as he says, “ a complete revolution of times.” It is,

then, the number of completion. It is the perfect cycle of

God’s thoughts as to His government of earth.‘

3. But if this number be here, as everywhere, mysterious

and symbolic ; so the very symbolic language, which obtains

in these seven Epistles, further points to mystery throughout.

Thus we have “ Jezebel," “ Satan’s seat," “synagogue of

Satan,” “ key of David,” &0. Surely if we desire to under

stand fully the allusion in such expressions as these, we

must be prepared to look beneath the surface. They serve

to illustrate the awkward-F admission of Trench, that these

Epistles are, in divers respects, very unlike to almost anything

else to be found in the pages of the New Testament.

* The reason which has been supposed for the constancy of division in the

Word of God of things connected with this world into sevens, and of things

connected with the coming dispensation into twelves, is the following :—Three

is the emblem of the Trinity, and four of the earth, which has its four quar

ters, four seasons, 810. Hence as 3 + 4 = 7, (three added to four make seven,) so

the number seven embodies the thought of the relation in which God at re

sent stands to this world. But then again, as 3 X 4 = 12, (three multip 'ed

by four, or four multiplied by three, make twelve,) so when God’s purposes

have been fully accomplished, then God himself shall be fully glorified on

earth, and earth fully blessed by Him.

1‘ For if his admission be true, then surely some different lesson is taught in

these Epistles in their connected form to what is afforded elsewhere. Here, how

ever, are his words :—“ Nor can anyone, I think, attentively studying, fail to

be struck with what one might venture to call the entire originality of these

seven Epistles, with their entire unlikeness, in some points at least, to any

thing else in Scripture. Contemplate, for instance, the titles of Christ here—

the Amen, the Faithful and True Witness, the Beginning of the Creation of

God, He that hath the Seven Spirits of God, and others which I might name.

While the analogy of faith is perfectly preserved, while there is no difficulty

in harmonising what is said of Christ’s person and ofiices with what is taught

elsewhere, yet how wholly new a series of titles are these. It is the same

with the promises. Many here ap ear for the first time. And very striking,

combined with this originality, Wit this free movement of the Spirit here, is

the strict and ri 'd symmetrical arrangement of these E istles; the way in

which they are laid out upon the same plan, distribute exactly according

to the same ever-recurring 1aws.”——Trench on the Seven Epistles, Preface,

pp. 7, 8. But part of the above must be received with some qualification.

For, as we have already hinted, the seven Parables in Matt. xiii. will be found

in many respects to be wonderfully parallel, beneath the language used, with

many of the thoughts in the seven Epistles.
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And now that there is some designed “mystery” in these

seven Epistles, which, if we would accurately and fully com

prehend their true teaching, we must not overlook, has been

demonstrated in three modes. Of these, the first (1.) was

by appealing to the word itself which is expressly used by

Christ in respect of these seven apocalyptic churches and

their angels ; then (2.) by reference to the peculiar number ‘

of churches addressed; and once more, (3.) by adverting to

the symbolic style in which the language of Rev. ii. and iii.

is couched. We now proceed to prove, (4.) that the Epistles

are certainly all connected each one with the other six. Then,

as we pass from the survey of one Epistle to the next one, in

the order in which the Lord has Himself arranged them, we

shall be prepared to consider fairly the evidence of advance

and of continuous progress, from the first Epistle onwards to

the very last. But this advance, if we succeed in making

it perceptible, undoubtedly implies time and chronological

sequence. Now, the evidence of progress will consist, (5.)

not only of some plain samples of the constant onward

growth of the evil within the professing Church; but also,

(6.) as the same will be seen implied in the varying beha

viour and language of the Lord Jesus; and this, as particu

larly seen (7.) in the wonderful change in the relative posi

tion of the expression, “He that hath an ear,” &c., in the

latter Epistles, to what it occupies in the former ones. After

attentively considering these things, we shall be awed as, in

the next place, we shall behold the striking convergences

of thought in the same Epistles, as to the judgment nearing,

in exact correspondence with Christendom’s ripening in sin.

That is to say, just as the ecclesiastical corruption will have

been traced in the Epistles to continue getting fuller as you

get nearer to the end of them, so too is the judgment seen

to approach nearer also, until, in the last Epistle, the ripeness

in sin, and the imminency of judgment are observed to come
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into immediate juxtaposition. Then, lastly, having viewed

the Church’s evil action throughout the Epistles as markedly

progressing, and the judgment at the close constantly draw

ing on,—-each of which, even apart by itself, and much more

unitedly, prove the prophetic sequence of the Epistles ;—we

shall close the section by pointing out (9 and 10.) that the

seven promises are also all connected with each other in two

distinct ways.

4. But now, first, as to the connexion“ of these seven

Epistles, each one with all the others. There is no manner

of doubt that those seven churches, to which those Epistles

were addressed, were represented by the seven candle-lights

in the vision recorded in the latter part of Rev. i. In fact,

the Lord Jesus himself thus interprets them: “The seven

candlesticks which thou sawest,” says He, “are the seven

churches.” But now, in a previous+ chapter it has been

shewn, that the allusion here is to the seven-stemmed

candlestick in the temple, with that very instructive con

trast 0f the centre stem in Jewish times being visible, but,

being now Christ himself, is at present unseen. Certainly,

then, the seven candle-lights are connected. Surely, there

fore, the churches themselves must be so too. Those sym

bolised how the Church, through having for its centre, Christ,

can “ shine as lights in the world.” And hence the seven

churches specified were representatives of the whole Church,

then witnessing throughout the world. But that Church

also contained within itself the germ of the professing

Church of the present day, in all of its good and evil aspects.

Wherefore the seven candlesticks symbolised the entire pro

* This is all we seek to establish at present in alluding to the symbol of the

seven candlesticks. The symbol teaches us indeed much more than mere

connexion. But in the present section we refrain from considering it any

further, as more would be disputed. We must clear our way as we proceed.

In the following section we shall be better prepared to examine this symbol

more closely.

'I' Part 1., Chap. III.
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fessing body throughout this dispensation. So that even

now we might almost venture to paraphrase Christ’s words,

and say: “ The seven candlesticks are seven aspects of the

one Church.”

Now, because these seven candlesticks were unitedly sym

bolical and representative of the entire Church, so, however

any particular churches, as those specified Asiatic churches,

might in process of time disappear, still as the Church in

general did not at all cease to exist, so the candlesticks con

tinued to burn, even each one of all the seven lights. This

entire dispensation throughout, since the Lord himself dis

appeared, has been one single long night, (Matt. xiv. 25.)

During His absence, or His invisibility, it has been the part

of the Church, so far as she was able, to supply His place,

by giving forth that light which she has received from Him.

Nor has this symbolic candlestick ever once ceased to afford

heavenly light upon earth from John’s day up to our own,

(Matt. xvi. 18.) If never: then, inasmuch as the candlestick

is still the same, with its divine-human centre Stem, so the

seven churches, or the one Church in seven phases, have con

tinued even till now. But as the one scriptural fact of seven

candlesticks, then and now burning altogether, clashes not

at all with another scriptural fact,—viz., that a certain ar

rangement in consecutive order, to be just now evidenced,

was observed by Christ in addressing them ;—so the two

chief ideas involved in these two facts, and which will, each

of them, in the fifth and sixth sections, be duly worked out,

should both combinedly be kept in view. One is, that all

the phases, at all and every time discernible—some, it will

probably be admitted, being more marked at one time, and

some at another,--the germ of every one thereof was certainly

in the Church of the first century; so that, even to this very

day, churches exist, some of which more peculiarly resemble

in their spiritual state the Ephesian church ; some, the
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Smyrnean ; "and so on, up to all the seven. Then again, the

main idea in the other cited scriptural fact is, that this ex—

istence of all the seven features together, interferes not with

the view that, as Christ himself specified, in that precise

order in which the Epistles do follow one another, 80 actually

did the ecclesiastical sin go on increasing; and even, more

over, each one phase of the evil condemned by the Lord,

being easily traceable to the wicked agency seen to be at

work in the picture preceding. Both of these ideas are

equally inculcated in these scriptures on which they severally

rest, and the two together present us with the complete mind

of the Lord as regards the diversity of phase in the seven

Epistles. Hence, as we pass on from the survey of every

one of these phases unto the next, up to the last, we shall

behold, briefly, in this section, and more at large in the next

chapter, that the sin of the professing Church, and then of

Christendom, waxes greater and greater, until final rejection

is ultimately seen to be arrived at.

Then how searching is that which here we behold- vividly

figured before us, that right in our very midst is He, whose

eyes are as a flame of fire! Solemn, indeed, it must have

been for those seven Asiatic churches to have perceived from

the symbol how ‘near the Lord was unto them, pondering

their ways ! But oh 1 how much that symbol is increased in

intensity of interest,* when we confine not His messages to

those small Asiatic churches; but recognise their full point,

in their unbroken form, to all'i- the Church in general. To

each phase of the Church which you discern, apply the cor

responding message in its entirety. For suflibient has, we

think, already been spoken to prove that the candle-lights, as

‘Compare this with what Trench asserts in p. 225 of his work on these

E istles.

1')? Christ is to the and present with His true Church in grace ; with the pro

fessing Church as the Omniscient Judge of her actions; and outside of the

apostate Church, as rejected by it as well as by the world, (Rev. 111. 20.)
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they were burning in John’s day, so are the seven still burn

ing in ours. But in what manner these two distinct, but not

opposing views, the one looking at the candlestick, as figuring

the Church in John’s day; and the other, looking at it as still

continuing to represent the Church ever since up to our own

day :—how these two coincide and mutually strengthen one

another, we reserve the explanation to our sixth section.

Thus, then, we find in these Epistles, first, that there is

some mystery contained in them, which must be penetrated

if we would come at the Lord’s design herein. And now

one step towards the clue we have reached, having clearly

seen that the whole seven have some inner connexion one

with the other. We now proceed, in the next place, to trace

this inner connexion to consist in great part in advance in

thought and of progress in several ways, unto the end of the

seventh. Remarks upon the exact colouring and particular

allusions in each Epistle will be deferred until the next

chapter. All our immediate business is to prove the prophetic _

continuity of the Epistles now shewn to be connected, and

also to have some mysterious or hidden meaning within them.

5. Now, as regards the ecclesiastical corruption or evil

covert within the Church, but which the Lord laid bare. All

we have here at present to do is to indicate the successive

links in the chain of causesf“ We remark, then, that the

Lord in the first Epistle puts, as it were, His finger upon the

ORIGIN of the mischief, as seen in both heart and life. As to

the heart, He has these words, “Thou hast left thy first

love!” (chap. ii. 4.) This He could witness when none else

could; for He is the Searcher of hearts. Then as to the

life, there is descried the practice of Nicolaitanism by some

few, even though by the great majority it is at first disavowed,

(ver. 6.) But what is this Nicolaitanism? Until we come to

* It should be observed that nothing beyond the merest outline of the cur

rent of thought of the seven Epistles is presented in this section, and that the

full proof of what is here summed up will be found in the next chapter.
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the next chapter, when the question will be discussed, we

must content ourselves with a simple, straightforward an

swer: It is Clericalism, as contradistinguished from the office

of the ministry. It is the reverting to that which has been

superseded; it is the revival in Christ’s Church of a dis—

tinct Jewish priesthood."i

(2.) Then, in the second Epistle, these old Jewish principles,

once introduced by those who professed, but falsely, to be

Jews inwardly and circumcised in heart, appear to be spread

ing, and making some head, and encountering less opposition

than at first, (ver. 9.)

(3.) But, in the third, the Church has declined indeed, and

the evil, in its working and contagious influence, has pro

gressed vastly. Here we no longer read of the mere “deeds”

of clerical usurpation, as in the first Epistle; but now instead,

there is mention of “the doctrine” thereof. Previously the

practice, if it had continued to increase, still by the Church at

large it had been frowned upon. Here, on the contrary, whilst

Christ repeats His affirmation that He hates it, He says not

a word, as He had before, of the Church also‘hating it.'|'

(Compare Rev. ii. 6 with ver. 15.) Both His silence on the one

hand, and His substitution of the word “ doctrine” in the third

Epistle for mere “ deeds ” in the first, are all highly instructive.

But this manner of growth is extremely natural. The

tendency to lord it over the heritage of God; the perversion

of the ministry for the gratification of this inclination; the

first amazed start and resistance made by the Church at the

commencement of its display; the gradual yielding on the

' Why does the Lord, of all the wretched heresies, so peculiarly single out

and specially denounce Nicolaitanism, as we behold He does in the first and

third Epistles? If we embrace the view of the prophetic continuity of these

Epistles, we can reply satisfactorily; not without. The answer is, because

the evil that Would, when developed, achieve so much mischief, Christ de

nounces when yet only visible in its mildest form.

1‘ Rather, He charges this church with complicity with the sin: “ Thou

hast, 860.
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part of the flock—in some through fear, in some through

unacquaintance with Scripture and with the New Testament

doctrine that all * Christians are priests ; these-f are steps by

which this Nicolaitanism would make rapid advance. And

as evil ever tends to reproduce itself in a form worse than

before; so the practice would gradually become more frequent

and boldly usurpative. Presently men would lose sight of

the fact that no ground for this sort of assumption at all

existedi Thus it would come to be endured with less and

less of shuddering,- until eventually it would be received un

disputed as an accredited “ doctrine.“

_ Then by these pretended clericals, as the party most inte

rested, was the professing Church led on, as we shall see in

the next chapter, to unite herself with the world, (ver. 14:.)

(4.) Presently Popery crowned the human edifice of Cleri~

calism. The bloody ecclesiastical Jezebel, or “woman calling

herself a prophetess,” governed the world. Yet notwithstand

ing that the true Church had almost disappeared from view,

still the cry of “The Church, the Church! ” was ever on her

lips. This is that woman—not the chaste spouse of the

Lord, but——Jezebel, (ver. 20-22.)

Have we not here plain evidences of continuity and of

growth? Mark we not how the ecclesiastical evil, small at

first, went on waxing greater and greater, until a false church,

as in the parallel parable of Matt. xiii. 33, appears promi

nently in the foreground. The times contemplated in the

remaining Epistles are more disputed. But with the question

as to the exact periods pictured, we have nothing at present

to d0.§ Suflice it to observe—

* 1 Pet. 9 and Rev. i. 6.

+ The increasing number of hypocrites or tures within the Church would

also tend in the same direction. Some remarkable coincidences of thought will

be found in the arallel prophecy in Matt. xiii., when we come to examine it.

I If in a lanfabounding as ours is in copies of the Word of God, this is

lost sight of even frequently by Christians themselves, no wonder it is if it was

soon forgotten in those early days when Bibles were scarce indeed.

§The question as to the exact phases and periods pictured in the seven

Epistles will be discussed in the next section.
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(5.) Some new phase succeeds when the word is again

' proclaimed and “ heard ” by very many, as if it had been as

it were disinterred. Whilst some, indeed, nobly witness for

Christ, who obtain a gracious promise, (chap. 4 ;) the mass

either still remain in the same darkness, or else, in other cases,

are elated at having merely a “name that they live,” (ver. 1.)

As if such greater pretensions, without the living reality,

would avail anything in the sight of God. Rather does ac

cession of Scripture light into the mind, where no saving

result follows, merely heighten our responsibility, and aggra

vate our guilt in continuing in sin.

(6.) Soon another picture follows, wherein the work of God

in the hearts of many appears to be thriving, even as it cer

tainly is at this present day. To one another these are drawn

closer together in brotherly love, (or Philadelphia,) which is

only possible by being drawn closer unto Christ. To these,

increased facilities for the enunciation of Christ’s simple

- gospel are afi'orded. The Lord opens to them a door of

ministry, which none, however they may desire or attempt,

are able to shut, (ver. 8.) Not that the nominal Church, or

Christendom, as such, is a whit the better. It is merely for

the moment thrown into the back-ground, by the revival of

the Spirit’s work upon the hearts of His chosen. Christen

dom better! Not it indeed; it laughs at such a work. It

is firmly established in the Jewish principles it has adopted.

Is it asked, How is it that its adherents are so attached to

these Old Testament notions? The reason is unfolded

Thereby are they securely “settled upon the earth,” (see Rev.

chap. iii., first part of ver. 9 and last part of ver. 10.)

(7.) Now, as God, in the previous phase, had been accom

plishing the number of His elect, so here all hypocritical

Christendom is beheld nearly ripe for its awful doom. It has

remained unrepentant and unmoved by every display of mercy

it has witnessed. In its own opinion, it is “rich, and increased
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with goods, and has need of nothing.” All its concerns are

apparently prospering. The world is as fond of it, and it as

fond of the world, as ever. It is self-satisfied and full of

boasting. Now follows its—REJECTION.

We pause for a moment to inquire of those belonging to

it, of those specially who share its self-congratulatory spirit,

whether it would not be wise to look back in time, and see

if there be such true cause to be satisfied with its present

position, ere suddenly the end of this career be reached, by

the Judge arousing it from its imaginary, its false security.

6. But this ecclesiastical evil can be traced to be increas

ing throughout these Epistles, in another way. We have

marked it from glancing at the career of the Church; now

let us behold it implied in the varying attitude and behaviour

of Christ.

(1.) In the first Epistle, the Church is addressed by Him

very gently, in reference to the evil at its beginning. True,

He alludes to its sin. His very love and faithfulness required

this. But it is with evident reluctance, and after commend

ation of her labours, &c. And if He speaks of the deeds of

the Nicolaitanes, He is silent as to their presence, allowed or

unallowed, among His people. Subsequently He speaks of

this, when it was no longer of use to seem not to observe it.

But at first His rebuke is as mild as possible.

(2.) In the second Epistle, not even yet is the Church

directly charged with containing these improper persons in

its bosom, though there seems some allusion to this fact in

ver. 9 : the mass are becoming Judaised.

(3.) But in the third there is much less reserve, much

greater distinctness as to His charge. Thus we read—

(a.) Thou hast, (ver. 14.)

(1).) Thou thyself (o'v) hast, (ver. 15.)

(0.) And even the word there * (e‘lcet, ver. 14,) as if to say

" These words are, as every one at all acquainted with the original will admit,
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the evil is within. This would pain Him most. He had

truly observed the anomaly before, but in designating it pre

viously, He had made use of other modes of .expression, by

which He less pointedly charged the Church with any con

nivance of the sin. Thus as long as He could refrain, He

did.

(at) Now, in the fourth and following Epistles, up to the

seventh, the Church, still so called, is quite given up by

Him.* For its walls have been broken down. All is Babel

-—confusion. And so, instead of any call to this Church to

retrace its steps, the terms which He henceforth makes use

of, in reference to it, are fearful indeed. It is adjudged to

be apostate. All the ecclesiastical evil is gathered up into a

connected and arranged form. It is beheld embodied, as it

were, in a mystical “woman who calls herself a prophetess.”

His own people we shall shew that He here speaks of as

mere sufferers at her cruel hands. Henceforth, also, His

words concerning His Second Advent become, in each suc

ceeding Epistle, as will appear directly, increasingly em

phatic.

(5.) In the fifth Epistle, some begin to come forth out of

Babylon. The Lord’s eye rests upon the garments of a few

that are undefiled, (chap. iii. 4; compare James i. 20.) The

works, however, of many are adjudged to be “ imperfect/’1'

(ver. 2.) .

(6.) In the sixth Epistle, whilst the mass of professors, in

nominal Christendom, is curtly and awfully alluded to,

never used except for emphasis. The ordinary way is for the verb to stand

alone for all these words. Their presence here marks that in them is the point

of Christ’s charge. .

* The change in the position of the Spirit’s warning, “ He that hath an car,”

will aptly illustrate this remark. See the seventh (the next) division of this

section.

'I' The believer personally cannot be judged. He has already been judged

when Christ was crucified, and acquitted by God when He raised Christ from

the dead, (John v. 24, margin ,- Eph. ii. 5.) The works of a Christian, how

ever, must be judged. For some he will suffer loss, (1 Cor. 15, and 2 John

8 ;) and for some he will get reward, (Rev. 12.)
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(ver. 9;) whilst, also, some of His own He marks to be so

unseasonably settled upon earth, that they require tempta

tion to sift them from the great body of religious worldlings,

(ver. 10;) others are confessed by Him to be waiting in

“patience” for their rest and crown.

(7.) In the seventh Epistle, along with the announce

ment of immediate and terrible judgment, one more general

and particular invitation is given by the Lord Jesus, to seek

fellowship with Him, the rejected One. Look at His posi

tion and treatment! Look where He stands as regards this

boasting Church—outside her pale! And though His rejec

tion, in turn, of this wretched and nominal Church, would be

but retributive, and His vengeance only condign, He appears

as if to the end, His wrath were slow to be moved, as if

His mercy would linger to the very last. Her doom is

inevitable. Yet will He give, in abounding grace, one

more warning first: “I am about * to vomit thee out of my

mouth.”

7. Until we come, in the next chapter, to the critical ex

amination of these seven Epistles, and to the investigation of

their full scope and bearing, the above must suffice as speci

mens, in outline, of the manner in which the professing

Church’s career is mapped herein, beginning with the pic

ture of her hearkening to, and succumbing to false teachers,

and then marking the successive links in the chain of conse

quences, until, eventually, her apostasy and utter debase

1nent is arrived at. As no individual becomes quite wicked

all at once; so neither was the completeness of the ruin in

volved in the Church’s union with the world, immediately

experienced or apprehended. As we shall shew, in the next

number of this section, Christ, in this last epistle, names this

so-called Church after the world, as if, not only on His own

part, He would disown her relationship to Him, but also to

* pe'hhar.
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hint whose in truth she is. But gradually, step by step, is

this extreme point of degradation reached.

But, although this is the case, there may be some certain

steps more fraught with mischief; more like the beginning

of the end than some others. The entering upon these will

be, as it were, the final committal of one’s-self to a hazardous

course. And so, as regards these Epistles, whilst each of

them contributes to the one united view of the Church’s

continuous decline, in some there may be also found some

peculiar indications as to when such a decided step had been

taken. Now, have we here any such? We conceive that we

have.

We address ourselves to those who believe that the Bible

is entirely the word of the Lord, and that there is nothing

in it which is without design; whether it be the words

selected to express a certain thought, or whether it be in the

change of those words, or whether it be in the change of

place of those words. Now, in the first three messages, the

warning, “ He that hath an ear,” &c., precedes the promise ;

but, from the fourth epistle onwards to the last, this note is

placed after the promise. Can this change of place, and

continued to the end, be without design? Even Trench

asserts that this is difficult to believe, though he adds, that

he is unaware of any satisfactory interpretation thereof?

Certainly, from his point of observation,——that the Epistles

_ are not prophetic,—the cause of this change may well be

deemed inexplicable. His difficulty seems to illustrate that

these two chapters positively cannot be interpreted where

their prophetic aspect is denied. The best efforts at un

ravelling their meaning must be baffled, if, at starting, the

* “ Is there any meaning in this change of place'! It is diflicult to believe

that there is not. The Apocalypse is a work of such consummate art—a

device of such profound wisdom, that one is slow to assume anything acci

dental in it—any departure from a rule which has been once admitted without

a meaning. At the same time, I must own that I have never seen any satis

factory explanation of this."—Trench on the Seven Epistles, p. 81.
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false principle be received that these Epistles are severally

unconnected with each other. On the other hand, admit

for a moment that the main object of these Epistles is to

represent in figure the chief stages in the decline of the

Church. Then it is confidently asked: Does not the reason

of this change become at once apparent? When we shall

have directed observation to all the distinct touches in these

seven pictures, it will, we think, be evident what a ruinous

state of things had been reached by nominal Christendom

in the epoch which the fourth Epistle will be found to por

tray. Now, where this view is embraced, at once the design

in this change will be felt to have been thoroughly accounted

for ; that is to say, the mass of professors, regarded as utterly

corrupt, is abandoned, and an inner number—certain indi

viduals whom the Lord knoweth—are emphatically, and in

a peculiar manner addressed. In other words, as we shall

by and by see, it is once again the pillar of the cloud going

from before the camp of Israel, and taking a new place be

hind it. Thus did the Lord, in olden time, sever His own

people from the Egyptians: thus too, now, does the Lord

sever His people from ungodly Christendom, (2 Tim. ii.

19—21.*) '

8. Again, in the sixth division of this section, the Lord’s

difi'erence of attitude, as the ecclesiastical sin went on in

creasing, was remarked upon. Now, this difference in His

manner is most easily observable in the first three or four

Epistles. For, in the subsequent ones, the general body is

treated as hopelessly corrupt. He leaves it, and in divers

manners, as by the change of place of the Spirit’s warning,

as just noted, He beckons His people to come out of it too.

Consequently it is, that, in the last Epistles, His behaviour to

this mass is not so greatly varied. But another, and a dif

* See in Chap. VL, Sect. 2, the full warning of this scripture educed. There

it will be shewn that it is sin chiefly of an ecclesiastical kind His people

are beckoned away from.

K
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ferent variation in His language, is seen herein instead. It

is this: His allusion to a coming judgment, as we pass

along from one of these remaining* Epistles to the next

in order, on to the last, mark that Judgment as constantly

drawing nearer and nearer. Thus :—

In the fourth Epistle,—“ Till I come,” (chap. ii. 25.)

,, fifth ,, -—“I will arrive. I will arrive,”1'

(chap. iii. 3.)

,, sixth ,, —-“I come quickly,” (chap. iii. 11.)

,, seventh ,, -—-“I am abouti to vomit thee ;” and

“I stand at the door,” (chap.

iii. 16, 20.) ‘

Now, to get at the fulness of import in the last of these

passages, James, in the fifth chapter of his epistle, will

materially help us. There we find that inspired writer ex

horting to patience in the prospect of the coming of the

Lord, (ver. 7.) But still it would seem as if he had not fully

expressed his mind. Hence, in the next verse, he has the

identical exhortation again, and also urged on the same

ground of the Lord’s coming. Still the thought he was

desirous to impress appears but partly conveyed. And so,

again, the third time, after a similar exhortation, he adds,

“ the judge standeth before the door,” (James v. 7—9.)

B. But it may be inquired: Does not the expression denote

Christ’s grace in waiting to shew mercy? We answer, Un

doubtedly. But the fact is, this one expression gathers up

the several prophetic lines that have been converging in

* It should be observed that this ap roaching uearness of the judgment had

no need to be so indicated in the first pistles, when the sin of the Church had

not reached so extreme a limit. But after the ecclesiastical apostasy is com

plete, then such indications of coming judgment would be in character with

the goodness of that Lord to whom vengeance is a “ strange work,” and who

seldom strikes without over and over again warning those exposed as to their

danger. Here, when the danger has become great, the warning is not only

iterated and reiterated, but the language becomes increasingly urgent. The

word “ quickly,” in Rev. ii. 5, Tregelles notes as doubtful.

1' I pe'hhm.
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these last Epistles. The nominal Church had been getting

worse and worse. Now its ripeness in sin was complete.

Take one or two more instances of this ripeness, as afl'orded

in this last Epistle. Whereas, in each of all‘ the other

Epistles, except the first, the Lord had spoken of the church

as “in” the particular locality specified; in this last Epistle,

on the other hand, He speaks of “the church of Laodi

ceans.” Those believing in the plenary inspiration of

Scripture will not be willing to admit that this change of

expression, and in two particulars too, is without some

design. Can it be hereby intended to denote that this last

church, or the nominal Church in its last .phase, will not, as

such, be in any sense His Church, but completely the Church

of the world. .

0r again, take another instance, in the first Epistles the

' In the opinion of Griesbach, the exact words of the superscriptions t0 the

seven Epistles are the following :—

1, Tr?) d-yys'hq) 1479 ’Edlcaivqs Ekxhrla'ias—

“ To the angel of the Ephesian church.”

2. T6) ciyy. 'rfic iv Enfipvy gm.—

1‘ To the angel of the church in Smyrna.”

3. Tip d-y-y. 1'17; s'v Hep'yriprp E'KK.——

“ To the angel of the church in Pergamos.”

4. T5) dy-y. r1}: e’v Guare'lpotr Ema-—

‘ To the angel of the church in Thyatira.”

5. TQ d-yy. 'rfis s'v Edpdemv 5'“.—

“ To the angel of the church in Sardis."

6. Tr?) d-yy. Ti]; (’11 'Plhudehtbeiq Eu.—

“ To the angel of the church in Philadelphia.”

7, T6; dw. 1'17: e’xxhqo'ias Aaoduce'mv—

“ To the angel of the church of Laodiceans.”

The wording of the first is somewhat different from that of the others, though

Griesbach suggests 6'11 E¢wl3 as probable also here. If, however, "If

’E¢£0'l'llr]$ be preferred, it will reveal when only such a title is deserved, and

how soon the Lord judged it necessary to change that title. Some critics

prefer also the church of “Symrna,” and make the ('II to begin at the third

epistle. Then it would be the fact that the Lord’s hinted denial is given of

the world's phrase, church of a given country, just at the very time that men

would judge it to be most appropriate. For the third Epistle, as we shall

see, contemplates the time when the Church and the world first became

united. This Greek reading would then make that the Lord having said

church of, &c., until this epoch, new first says “ church in,” and so on up to

the sixth inclusive. But whichever is preferred, at all events, the church of

Laodiceans is a new phrase, and very suggestive.
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evil at its rise had been traced to Clericalism by perversion

of the ministerial office. In the central Epistles, the Church

is regarded first as the slave, and afterwards as the mistress

of the world. In the period contemplated, kings surrendered

their dominions to the chief Cleric, the Pope, in order to re

ceive them back from him as their liege lord. But now in

this last Epistle, this evil seems to have quite permeated

from end to end. Here the world, rather than the Clerical

caste, is the ruler of the Church; here, again, the world in

its democratical, instead of its monarchical form, appears

within this church to be supreme,—.-“church of Laodiceans,”—~

that is to say, the church of those whose cry is, “Justice for

the people.” * For the translation of the Greek name of those

seven apocalyptic churches is in every case, as we shall per

ceive in the proper place, a sort of index of the main thought

prevailing in the message addressed to each.

Thus, then, it appears that notwithstanding partial amend

ments and numberless instances of individual constancy and

faithfulness, according to light vouchsafed, still with Christen

dom in general, matters have been progressing from bad to

worse; until the concluding picture reveals to us, firstly,

the Lord’s merciful reluctance to depart, whilst any are left

who shall be awakened to behold the peril they are in ;—

“peril,” inasmuch as, secondly, yonder is the Lord outside,

rejected by the world’s Church; so that, thirdly, her judg

ment and rejection by Him is imminent. Do not these con

vergences of thought prove the prophetic continuity of the

Epistles in which they are met with, at least in so far as

pertains to the warnings and the judgments of the several

phases of the Church? That is to say, throughout these

seven Epistles there is not even one word, whether it be in the

several superscriptions, or whether it be in any one of the re

spective messages, either as respects the particular heresies

* Laodicea, from hubs and 3110): “Justice for the people.”
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condemned, the practices denounced, or the warnings admin

istered,—there is positively nothing but what contributes to

form one single panorama of the Church’s career—one con

nected view of her entire course from first to last. The

only parts of all Rev. ii. and iii. which have not now been

proved to be connected in the way of prophetic sequence,

are the seven promises made to each one happy victor.

What if we succeed in shewing that these also are connected,

and that they exhibit another panorama, not like the other,

of the darkening present, but of the nearing joyous future

in store for the members of the true Church, who, whilst

shuddering with awe at the sins upon which the Spirit has

affixed His stigma, and withal grieving as they perceive that

they themselves too have been, in some measure, involved

therein, do yet henceforth seek to “ cleanse themselves from

all filthiness” of every kind? To this purpose are they

hereby gloriously animated to press 011 bravely towards the

Victor’s crown.

9. and 10. Not in one only, but in two different ways are

these seven promises apparently connected. For if we mis

take not, we have afforded us herein, first, seven successively

brightening glimpses of the coming glory, as if in response

to the heart’s inquiry, “WHAT is there for him that over

cometh?” Then, secondly, a further reply is given to the

secret thought of the heart as to WHEN the victor shall

obtain the fruition of that blessed inheritance which his soul

longs for. And these seven promises together, in their two

fold aspect, form, as we conceive, by far the completest

description to be found in all the Word of God, of what

good things theyare which God has preparedfor them that

love Him. These ravishing pictures of heaven’s glory He

places before the soul distressed at the discovery of sin where

he expected not to find it, and trembling at the Spirit’s gentle

inner call to severance from that sin. If the one view-—
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that of the nominal Church’s apostasy—produces sorest

anguish, the other, to counterbalance it, administers the

richest consolation, the most exquisite foretaste of heavenly

joy. If earth must be forsaken, heaven is obtained almost

even now. As, first, look, as divers have noted, at the

glory becoming, as promise succeeds promise, still more

gloriousz— '

9. In the first promise, eternal life is imparted by the tree

of life, (Rev. ii. 7.)

In the second promise, eternal life is gained, of course

through grace, though yet in the way of suffering,

(Rev. ii. 10.)

In the third promise, there is the sense of the Lord’s secret

favour and affection, and of the victors full communion

with Him. This certainly is a great advance on mere

life, (Rev. ii. 17.)

In the fourth promise, there is public glory in the sight of

men, (Rev. ii. 26.)

In the fifth promise, there is the owning by Christ before

angels, and even before the Eternal Father. Such in

timacy also is accorded with the Lord himself, that the

happy victor is accepted as the companion of the Lord,

with whom He deigns to walk, (Rev. iii. 4, 5.)

In the sixth promise, the victor is further contemplated as a

constituent part in the system of glory itself, (Rev.

iii. 12.)

In the seventh, the victor is seated along with the Lord upon

His throne, (Rev. iii. 21.)

10. But the heart persists to inquire, O my Lord, WHEN

shall these things be? How long shall we wander here?

How long shall it be ere this joy shall be entered into? To

this the answer also is given impliedly in the same pro

mises. Mind: these two chapters, or rather the truths con
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tained in them are uttered in the Spirit’s gentle whisperings.

That is to say, the ruin of the professing Church on the one

hand, and on the other, what and when shall be the reward

of the soul acting faithfully in the consciousness of the former :

these are “mysteries ” or “secrets” not revealed to all, but only

“ to those to whom it is given.” “The secret of the Lord

is” ever “ with them that fear” and love Him. Well then:—

The first promise is fulfilled t0 the saints at death. For

there the victor is'contemplated as in Paradise, so that

he can eat of the tree of life. But arrival here is cer

tainly at the day of death, (Luke xxiii. i3 ; Rev. ii. 7.)

What Adam lost is what the happy victor first obtains.

For why? The sword of the Cherubim has been bathed

in the blood of Immanuel?“ Whilst the nations spared

at the advent partake only of the leaves of this won

drous tree, the departed believer at once feasts upon

its precious fruit, (Rev. xxii. 2.)

The second promise is of preservation from the second death

and of a crown of life. But this crown, we are ex

pressly informed, is to be given “on that day” when

Christ returns, (2 Tim. iv. 8 ; Rev. ii. 10.) As the victor

“loved not his” earthly “life unto death” through love

of Christ; but whilst here shared in the fellowship of

Christ’s sufferings, and was made conformable to His

death; so another, a better, a resurrection life is con

sequently accorded unto him, (Phil. iii. 10,-11.) All

through grace ; yet his service is also thus acknowledged.

The third promise refers to an ancient-[- Oriental practice.

* The locality of paradise seems to have been changed at the resurrection

of Jesus. For Paul, in 2 Cor. xii., uses the words paradise and third heaven

as if they were interchangeable. Where Jesus is, there now is paradise.

1‘ As our judges put on a black cap ere they sentence a prisoner to death,

so in Oriental countries was it the wont of the judge, if the prisoner was to

be adjudged to death, to present him with a black stone ; if he was to be ac

quitted, with a white one.
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It points to a solemn sentence of entire acquittal by

the Lord Jesus, of His faithful servant, at the judg

ment. This judgment of the saints, in the sense of

pronouncing their full acquittal, will, it appears, take

place in the clouds of heaven, (1 Thess. iv. 17 ; Rev.

ii. 17.)

The fourth promise is of millennial rule over five or ten cities

according to service. All of course along with, and in

delightful subordination to Christ, the Great King of

nations, (Luke xix. 17, 19; Rev. ii. 26, 27.) This

sway, it would appear, will be chiefly characterised

by the exercise of power in putting down sin, (see ver.

27, and Ps. ii. 8, 9.)

The fifth promise regards Christ’s confession of His servant

before the Father and His angels. This, it is hence

probable, will be at the same time that the entire mil

lennial kingdom is delivered up unto the Father, (1 Cor.

xv. 25 ; Rev. iii. 5 ;) _0r, in plainer language, when the

Davidic reign of Christ shall be followed by the Solo

monic reign of the incarnate God.

The sixth promise alludes to the descent of the new Jerusa

lem. Now, by reading Rev. xx. and xxi. consecutively,

and by comparing 2 Pet. iii., it will, we think, be

evident, that this new Jerusalem will not descend to

earth, until after the great conflagration and renovation

of the planet have taken place. During the millennium,

God’s saints are warriors, and their dwelling is called a

“camp,” (Rev. xx. 9.) But now afterwards, earth hav

ing been purged, the greater than Solomon builds the

true temple of the Lord. For we learn from What shall

then be the accomplished fact, that God would have a

living palace of redeemed souls in which His glory

might for ever dwell. God in Christ, and Christ in

His people as a temple, and this wondrous temple or
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tabernacle * of God finally with men. Here is the com

mencement of the eternal reign of Christ. Here is the

fulfilment of Ps. lxxii., when the prayers of David

the son of Jesse shall be ended, (Rev. iii. 12, xxi.

2, 3.)

The seventh promise is to sit with Christ in that day upon

His throne.

SECTION 5.

The compass or extent of time covered by the prophecy in

Rev. and iii.

In the preceding section the attempt has been made to

present an epitome of the long train of thought reaching

quite from one end to the other of Rev. ii. and iii. The

connexion of each one part with all the rest in the way of

prophetic continuity was contended for; in part preparation

for the full examination of the entire contents of the seven

messages, from this point of view, in the next chapter. De

monstration here is, of course, impossible. Seldom if ever

does God vouchsafe this kind of proof to the human mind,

in regard to those matters which concern our eternal inter

ests. Before even the very rudiments of Christianity are

truly received, the heart must be made willing, (John vii.

17.) And here we are distinctly informed, that “the hear_

ing ear ” is what is chiefly necessary. Both the reader and

the writer, it is hoped, seek nothing other than to ascertain

the mind of the Lord. '1‘

* The difficulty has often been felt as to whether the new Jerusalem de

scribed in Rev. xxi. were the Church itself, or only the glorious abode of the

Church. Rev. xi. 2, 9, would seem to say the former; but ver. 10, 12, 13,

&c., would almost imply the latter. I believe the true answer to be, that it

will be both ; like as our bodies are the home of our inner selves, and yet also

a very part of ourselves.

1' Should the reader continue quite unconvinced by the evidence to befound

in this and the following chapter from the seven E istles of the Lord’s own

judgment of Christendom and its deeds, there will sti remain the prophecy of

Matt. xiii. ; as well as the general testimony to the same deeds which will be
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That the prophecy, if we have succeeded in proving that

we here possess one, concerns not so much the world at

large as the professing Church is so very evident, that ap

peal to the language Of the Epistles is altogether needless,

It is “the churches ” that are addressed here.

Our next inquiry, therefore is, as to what times, or what

extent of time in the Church’s career is depictured in this

prophetic panorama. Our answer is, the times of this dis

pensation, during which Christ is personally absent, and His

professing Church is called to be the witness for God. The

Sun of righteousness is for a season hidden; the night is

dark; now is the time for the moon to give forth her re

flected radiance. The Church’s eye can be by faith upon

her Lord, when those dwelling upon earth behold Him not.

For why? She is to soar above the earth, and then nothing

shall intervene between Him and her. Yet she too has her

phases ; and these are exhibited in these seven Epistles. At

first her orb was at the full; but, alas! she soon began to

wane. The heavenly light that should proceed from her has

become less and less, and still fainter and fainter, till in the

fifth and sixth Epistles, individual stars are seen to shine

brightly instead ; in the sixth, she is referred to in terms of

severe condemnation (chap. iii. 9); and in the seventh, He who

is about to appear as the morning Star, as the rising Sun,

speaks of Himself as the Amen, the faithful and true Wit

- ness, in allusive contrast to her entire abandonment of her

heavenly calling, which is traced to her having the earth be

tween the Sun and herself, and to the form of the earth being

almost only visible upon her bedimmed surface.

Or to turn from this figure to the symbol of the even

produced in Chap. VI. And if by all these his judgment remains unmoved,

then there is God’s great lesson-book—the Cross of Christ, from which one

may easily learn, not only the depth of God’s love, but of unconverted man’s

hate; and also as to the relation in which the world, whether outwardly re

ligious or not, stands to the Most High.
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candlesticks. From this also it is apparent as to the bound

aries of this prophecy. For verily there is no need of candle

light UNTIL the Sun has disappeared, or AFTER it has arisen.

Whilst Christ was in the world, so long was He, in His own

blessed person, the Light of the world, (John ix. 5.) And

when He comes again to take the place, as the passage cited

(Rev. iii. M) hints, of Witness for God; then, whilst upon

apostate Christendom and the entire merely nominal Church

the sorest vengeance must be poured forth, the truly right

eous shall“ THEN shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of

their Father,” (Matt. xiii. 43.) When at length the elect

Church is complete, and its number accomplished, the long-,

suffering of God with boasting Christendom will have reached

its utmost limit.

The two extremities of the professing Church’s career, as

traced in the prophecy, appear very distinct from the lan

guage of the Epistles themselves. As to the reach of these

two chapters into the time now past, there is seen, in the

first Epistle, the Church when beginning to decline in love.

And as the flame of love first flickered in the heart, so did

ecclesiastical pride exhibit its earliest symptoms in the life

in the form of Nicolaitane, 0r Diotrephian, or Clerical as

sumption. Then whilst, as we have seen, the intermediate

Epistles exhibit the increase and growing ripeness of the

Church’s sin, the other extremity of the evil is indicated in

the last. For there is no one but will admit that there is

no sin more utterly abhorrent in the eyes of the Lord, than

the self-satisfied, complacent spirit of boasting. Yet this

is here disclosed to be the last form of the Church’s sin. N0

one can conceive of this state of things existing in the Church

after Christ has come, or in the millennium, and therefore

the times of this prophecy are bounded by this dispensation.

SO little, in fact, does this prophecy carry us into the next

age, that the last Epistle says not one word as to the actual
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condemnation of the professing body. It shews that the

nominal Church is ripe for this; it also declares that the

judgment is imminent,—“ I am about [,aéNtw] to vomit

thee ;” but beyond this imminency it does not proceed. The

Judge is at the door, but the judgment has not commenced.

To the extreme confines of this dispensation we are led on,

but no further. One step more, and we should then be

quite within the third division of the Book of Revelation—

viz., “the things that shall be after these things.”

Precisely the same boundaries are marked by the divi

sional clause, “things that are.” This clause, as we have

seen in Sect. 2, forms the divine superscription of these

two chapters, (Rev. ii. and iii.) Even yet “ are” those phases

seen which we have here depictured In one church there

“ are,” even to this very day, symptoms of an Ephesian de

cline from former love, and the stealthy advancement of

Nicolaitane claims. In another church, there “are” already

visible Laodicean worldliness and self-laudation. To the

very end, until the Lord interferes, “are” these to be seen.

On the other hand, upon Christ’s first address to the

churches, His witness is of things that “are.” The eccle

siastical sin and the spiritual good still to be obserVed strug

gling throughout Christendom were yet in their first elements

in the churches of Ephesus, Smyrna, &c. And if these were re

presentative, so, too, were they churches actually in existence.

2. So, then, these seven Epistles, commencing with a

glance almost at the opening of the Church’s career, tracing

the long course of her decline unto its ultimate termination

and issue ;—yea, not only exhibiting a perfect picture of the

growth of the evil, so that every chief stage in sin attained

unto by the professing body throughout the whole interme

* In the next section, we hope to illustrate how all the seven phases in the

Church’s decline were in each period of the Church’s history, although in each

successive period one particular, successive phase was pre-eminently observ

able.
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diate time is herein presented, but also affording to us the

character of the witness maintained by the true servants of

God in every age against the apostasies rife all around them;

and thus reaching, we may say, from one end of this dis

pensation to the other, dating from the very moment that

the beloved disciple beheld the symbol of the seven golden

candlesticks, and extending on and on up to that other mo

ment when Christ shall at length arise to judgment ;—such

is the admirable comprehensiveness of our prophetic chart,

such the deeply interesting period just embraced within its

extreme limits.

But now the most cursory comparison of these Epistles, in

their proved to be connected and continuous form, with the

history of the professing Church, will suffice to establish the

harmony existing between the two in this single particular,

—that as phases very different obtain in the prophetic pic

ture, so a very varied career has been the Church’s lot.

Neither, on the one hand, would the Epistles lead' us to

expect that on each next day the nominal Church had acted

and fared as on the day preceding; so, on the other hand,

when we look at her history, neither do we find that any

such sameness of life, from one day or one century to an

other, has characterised her. And although we frankly

admit that the seven diverse phases in these Epistles may be

all discerned in the general Church of each and every epoch,

yet has that general body, as such, a history and a career as

well as the individual churches of which it is composed.

And it is, as we have seen,* that far more comprehensive

history of that larger body which is primarily regarded in

the seven Epistles. And the first survey of these is enough

to evidence that they cannot all belong to each individual

church at any one and the same time. For in one Epistle

there is much less of blame administered than in another.

* See Sect. 4.
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Whilst some of the Epistles contain scarcely aught of 00111

mendation, in others there is hardly aught else. Now, look

ing at the professing Church at large of any given age, as,

for instance, of the tenth century, we can possibly conceive

it to be deserving either of entire rebuke or of great praise,

but clearly not of both. Hence, therefore, in the paralleling

of these Epistles with the entire career, from first to last, of

the general Church, it is obvious that one Epistle must spe

cially belong to one period, and another to another. The

ecclesiastical evil, albeit it may have ever been apparent,—

one phase of it in one individual church, and another in an—

other, up to the whole seven aspects thereof,—still as into

this great wickedness, the general body has also, in process

of time, more and more hopelessly sunk; so, in order to

obtain the divine judgment, as afforded in this prophecy, as

to the stages in degradation of the professing Church, these

Epistles must be set side by side with the evil in its continu

ous advance, the later Epistles becoming more pertinent, and

their language receiving distincter, ampler verification as the

evil itself makes head.

Now, in placing these seven Epistles side by side with the

history of the professing Church, there is one matter that

demands our instant attention; which is, that succession of

phase, rather than duration of time, is what is kept con

stantly in view throughout the inspired sketch. Not any

mere number* of years, but the onward course of ecclesias

* The plan upon which the prophecies of Scripture generally proceed is

this: things near to the seer’s own time occupy a larger and distincter out

line ; but those in the remoter future appear widel separated from each

other. A landscape-drawing is constructed in a simi manner, and onl if

the scenery in the distance is raised, is the grouping of the objects there ess

close. Hence to divide into seven the years of this dispensation, in which

time is comprised the entire prophecy of the seven Epistles, and then to assign

an equal number of years to each Epistle, would be to act in entire forgetful

ness of this plan. We repeat it : succession of phase, and not a g'ven period

of years, is what must be attended to in paralleling the prophecies with the

history. It is the onward course of the evil within the Church that is traced

in the prophecy.
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tical iniquity, and the witness of Christ’s servants against it,

these are the main features in the inspired picture. Each

one of the first steps in sin it would be most important

severally to indicate; but when men had reached some ex

treme stages in that sort of depravity, then so long as they

generally continued enshrouded in the darkness they had

chosen, with the main body actively helping on to its own

extremer corruption, there would be no need or occasion for

any new view being presented in the prophecy. But the

moment in which there should be any decided movement by

very many, say of whole nations, in the way of casting off

grosser abominations, such would indeed be the beginning of

another, newer phase in the history, requiring another, a new

epistle. So, too, if on a subsequent time there should be

witnessed a second pentecostal effusion of the Spirit, so that

very many should be born again every day, and the true

Christians should manifestly be drawn more closely together

by stricter adherence to the written word of the Lord,—this

Would also constitute a newer, brighter phase in the experi

ence of the Churchfi" And this, the very loving-kindness of

the Lord would prevent Him from omitting all reference

unto, in the prophetic panorama, His own gracious handi

work in hastening the ingathering of His elect, it is not

likely that He would despise. And once more, the ripen

ing of the great mass in their ecclesiastical wickedness ;—

the last forms this would take ; and the behaviour of Christ,

consequent upon Christendom having at length quite drifted

down the'stream of time unto the judgment shore ;—these

are the scenes which, from analogy with other scriptures,

* In looking at the Epistles, and determining their respective epochs, our

endeavour should he, not so much to assign a given year for the prophecy ful

filling, but to mark a given form of the evil and phase of the Church therein

depictured, and then to look for the epoch when that phase is most apparent.

The exactness of the Epistles in indicating what follows next and next, serves

to identify the epochs already above specified. The order of the Epistles ma—

terially assists us of course, as it should, in arriving at the correct period

contemplated in each successive one.
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we should expect to find here; and accordingly these are

precisely what we have here placed before us.

3. For, first, that seven prophetic views should be deemed

amply sufficient to exhibit the whole history of the Church,

from the time of the Book of Revelation being given unto

the second advent, is not for us to dispute who yield to the

proofs furnished in Sect. 4, that this was the design of the

Lord. For His ways are not as our ways ; nor His thoughts

as our thoughts. Since throughout His Word He is pleased

to select the number seven to signify completion, our wisdom

is surely to bow to His arrangement. Well then, turning to

ecclesiastical history, we shall all be constrained to admit

that the time when Popery was gradually substituted for

Christianity must have been a most important era in any

sketch, prophetic or otherwise, of the Church’s history; and

great surprise would have been felt if the Spirit in these

chapters had not spoken thereof. The era when the greatest

spiritual darkness brooded over the whole length and breadth

of Christendom, to be wholly unnoticed in the prophetic

chart of the Church’s sin? Impossible! But then again:

the agencies which, at work in the Church’s bosom, neces

sarily led on, when carried out to their legitimate issue, to

that said full and developed Popery; surely these times too,

when those agencies first became unrestrained, and when

everything concurred to help them on into active operation,

would also be represented. Or, once more: the times when

an unsealed Bible discovered to astonished thousands God’s

way of salvation, and when the testimony of Christ’s wit

nesses had aroused a large part of slumbering Christendom

to commence a return from Babylonish apostasy; these, too,

would also be likely to find a place in the Spirit’s delinea

tion. That is to say, arranging these three epochs in their

chronological order, the times of the first Union of Church

and State; the dark ages of Popery ; and the times when re
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formation set in with more or less of vigour throughout

Christendom, and was at first almost by the mass adopted,

either in greater or less measure, some of them being swayed

by one motive, and some by another,——the commonest one

perhaps being disgust at the extremity which the evil had

reached: these certainly are phases in the Church’s history so

marked that we might be sure to find them portrayed in

the prophecy, and accordingly these are the very times al

luded to, as in the next chapter will be seen, in the three

middle Epistles—viz, those to Pergamos, Thyatira, and Sardis.

(1).) Further, those said three epochs would be of course

preceded by a glance first at the apostle’s own time, wherein,

as appears abundantly from other * scriptures, the mischief

within the Church had already begun to work; and then

afterwards, at the times of the great heathen persecutions

which immediately succeeded, and which yet failed in alto

gether stemming the progress of the evil. Now these two

epochs would, in the Spirit’s prophetic chart, be properly

placed as first and second in order. There they are beheld.

And thus, without any forcing, supposing only—what it

will be our business in the next chapter to prove—that the

words of the respective Epistles fitly set forth their several

times, then we shall have the historic parallel to the first

five Epistles. If the five eras tally orderly and perfectly with

the first five Epistles, so much the better. For the greater

case there is in the arrangement, the more evidently is it the

correct one. If the wording of the several Epistles very

aptly and very forcibly characterise the succession of phase

seen in the professing Church in those successive epochs, then

we have a sort of cumulative proof that that application of

those Epistles to those varying phases, is in accordance with

the mind of the Spirit.

(0.) Or, once more, it cannot be denied that, without any

* See Part II. , Chap. VI., Sect. 2.

L
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desire to exalt into undue importance, the times in which

our own lot is cast, the religious aspect of the Church differs

most materially and in not a few points most blessedly,*

from the times, say, previous to the close of the last century.

Hence, ere Christ should pass on to discover the closing

aspect of the nominal Church, whose end the seventh Epistle

pictures, there would be ample ground for hope that a

gracious word might be found to the Church of our own day

in the sixth Epistle. There, whether it be because the num

ber of true believers in Jesus now living on the earth is pos

sibly greater than at any former time; or whether it be that

the Spirit is inciting them now to greater activity and new

efforts for the salvation of sinners; or for other reasons which

we shall look at presently; certain it is that the vast mass

of mere professors is put for the time quite into the back

ground, being passed over in almost, though not in entire

silence. Yet are they not at all forgotten. On the contrary,

in the last Epistle, they once more come into prominence;

why and how will be fully seen presently. And there all

unrepentant professors, whether they be Protestants or Pap

ists, have their judgment and doom recorded.

4:. Now the parallel between the most marked features in

the several successive epochs, as above indicated, with what

will be shewn to be the chief pencillings in the correspond

ing part Of the prophecy, is so complete, and the picture or

type will be found to be, upon examination, so very striking,

that even Trench is induced to own that there are “two or

three coincidences,” but which he persists in attributing to

“FORTUNE.” “Smyrna,” says he, “ represents excellently

well the ecclesia pressa in its two last and most terrible

* The difierence—ay, and in many respects, the bright difference—in a

religious point of view of our own times, as compared with the times preced

' ing, is ofttimes remarked and commented upon by even casual observers. But

the mass are still some in Sardis, some in Laodicea, &c.
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struggles with heathen Rome; so, too, for such Protestant

expositors as see the Papacy in the scarlet woman of Babylon,

the Jezebel of Thyatira appears exactly at the right time,

coincides with the Papacy at its height, yet at the same

time with judgment at the door, in the great revolt which

was even then preparing.” Well, this confession is some

thing, from such a determined adversary. But if the second

and fourth Epistles s0 admirably suit to the second and

fourth phases of the Church’s history, is it also prima facie

improbable that the intermediate or third Epistle should also

correspond with the intermediate or third phase of the his

tory. Certainly this said intervening period is important

enough in every way to require a distinct Epistle. Assuming

for the moment that these two chapters (Rev. and iii.) do

contain such a prophecy as is contended for, and heartily

accepting the admission of Trench, with regard to the second

and fourth Epistles; then there plainly is left the era of Con

stantine without an Epistle depicturing it, and an Epistle

without an era in the history to tally therewith. But now

it is contended, that the more critically and thoroughly you

subject the third Epistle to examination, in the light of

the Scripture type * therein adverted to, with that said inter-.

vening era between the times of Pagan persecution and of

Popery, the more wonderfully exact will its entire word

ing be found to match thereunto. Now, can this be by

chance? Then, since on the hypothesis of these seven

Epistles being one single prophecy of the seven phases of the

professing Church during this dispensation, the first and last

Epistles of the series would, as the reader will himself at

once see, refer to the first and last of these phases: it follows

that Trench’s own admission leads us on, at least, to this

* In the last section of the last chapter the type referred to by the Lord in

the third Epistle is explained.
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extent in paralleling the history with the Epistles—viz, that

the eras to correspond with the Epistles 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, are

most easily and certainly discoverable; and, moreover, they

are found to be precisely those which we ourselves have pre

viously suggested.

Then, in the paralleling of the history with the Epistles,

there remain only the fifth and sixth of them, concerning

which any hesitation as to their true application can fairly

be entertained. And accordingly, these two are they in the

interpretation of which expositors have chiefly, almost only,‘

varied. Hence the futility of the first objection noticed in

the third sectionlbecomes very apparent ; for the divergences

of these many writers of different nations are clearly con

tained within very moderate bounds, especially when it is

borne in mind that some “mystery” overhangs these two

chapters. Yet, to judge from the frequency of our oppo

nents’ appeal to these variations, one would suppose that

they were much wider than it turns out they are. We

must, on the contrary, confess to being greatly struck at the

general unanimity obtaining among these Periodists, as they

have been termed-I

5. Besides which, it is by no means difiicult to trace these

variations, such as they are to their origin. Whilst all could

see that the first four Epistles conducted us on up to the

times of Popery as it was in the Middle Ages ; and again, that

the seventh Epistle represented nominal Christendom at the

close of the dispensation; they knew not (how could they

foretell?) that such a wave of grace as we in these days

* We say “ almost only,” because we are fain to except one or two whose

divergences have been wider. But these have been made by those who evi

dently had not studied prophecy at all. The handle they have given to the

adversary reveals the mischief one may inadvertently effect when he goes

beyond what the Lord has taught him.

1' Since not years, but change of phase, is the true thought in the succession

of the Epistles, surely the term “ Aspectists” would define these better than

the word “ Periodists.’
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witness should, before the final scene, flow over the lands.

In ignorance of the Lord’s gracious intention to manifest

His gracious energy, and to pour forth in the last days a.

latter rain so as we behold it, those knew of no brighter

picture after Popery than the time of the Reformation ; and

hence to it they applied, some of them, the language of this

sixth Epistle. Doubtless, also, the unwillingness of these to

apprehend that the Sardian state characterised Protestantism,

also concurred to mislead them. They would forget that

that Reformation had two widely different aspects—the one

as of an unclosed Bible, through the interposition of God;

the other, as to the manner in which that new heavenly

light was generally received by men. Now, how much

worldliness of motive, how many earthly considerations all

contributed to influence the mass in many lands to embrace

the worthy name of Protestant, we shall have occasion to

reflect upon in the next chapter. And, indeed, the true

witnesses for God in this Sardian or Protestant epoch are

honourany alluded to in this Epistle; whilst also the mere

professors are exhorted to remember that blessed gospel

which now they had “heard ” from the lips of those faithful

ones. And thus, then, the fifth Epistle will presently be shewn

to refer to the era of Protestantism ;* and the sixth again,

to our own day ; at which time also the seventh is beginning

to receive its complete fulfilment. Hence, too, it appears that

Trench’s opposition to the prophetic interpretation of these

Epistles, is grounded upon what was a mistake, and a natural,

and almost unavoidable mistake by those early expositors.

“' Bxightman seems to have led the way in the correct application of the

fifth Epistle. His “ Puritanism” would enable him to recognise that, if much

was accomplished at the Reformation period, much still remained to be

effected, and for the non-completion of which, our first Reformers, fettered in

various ways, were not to blame. As Rome was not built in a day, so neither

could their work of demolition and amendment be achieved in a day. But

they perishing untimely, and right gloriously, their successors had not the same

heart to go on with what they had begun.
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We have brought before us then, in these two chapters of

Revelation, firstly, a picture of the‘ Church in the writer

John’s own day; secondly, its aspect during the times which

immediately followed, times of extreme and long-continued

Pagan persecution; then, thirdly, Satan having in vain

attempted to ruin the Church by the world’s open hostility,

tried in this new epoch whether that world’s seductive smile

would succeed better, and which resulted in the so-called

Union Of Church and State ; then, fourthly, of the Church in

Papal times; then, fifthly, follow times of large and loud

national professions of Protestantism; then, sixthly, of the

Church in its twofold aspect of our own times, where, whilst

the great body of nominal professors, including also not a

few of the righteous, are settled in Jewish principles: a few,

possessing a little strength, keep to the word of Christ in

patient endurance ; and then, finally, the faithful and over

coming ones having been rescued in some manner or other

to be ascertained in its proper place, we mark the rejection

of the entire corrupt mass in nominal Christendom. Or

thus :—

1. Ephesus.

Incipient decline

in love. The Church

evil affected by

some of the Tares

introducing Nico

laitanism.

2. Smyrna.

Persecution from

without. Yet Juda

ised Christianity ex

tending tO the mass,

andNicolaitane pres

byters lording it

over God’s “ heri

tage,” (Gr. “ clergy,”)

as if they alone were

priests unto God.

3. Pergamos.

The professing

Church’s Union

with the world

completed through
the agency of these I

Clergy ; and those

busiest in lording it

over the Church also

busiest* in lording

it over one another.

* Allusion is here made to the parallel prophecy of Matt. xiii. of the Church

in its “ tree”-like arrangement under subdeacons, deacons, priests, bishops,

archbishops, 8m. 8w.
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4. Thyatira.

Ecclesiasticism re

duced perfectly to

system _; the Church

so-called put in the

place of Christ ; and

“ the Clergy,” in the

name of holy mother

Church, lording it

over theworld; and

thus much ecclesi

 

5. Sardis. ‘

Faithfulness to

Christ displayed by

a few. The gospel

again proclaimed.

The mass, a large

part thereof, imbued

with fresh zeal, and

with a “ name” in

the world, but with

little spiritual life.

 

6. Philadelphia.

The closer union

of many true Chris

tians with each

other ; and stead

fastness to the word

of Christ. The per

sistence of some

Christians in Juda

ised Christianity,

by which they are

astical sin commit- “settleduponearth.”

ted.

7. Laodicea.

Religious democracy

prevalent. All pleased

with each other and with

themselves.

pleased with

The world

its own

Church ,' and this Church

with the world. One Be

ing only displeased, but

He, the last soul having

been at length rescued,

utterly.

Briefly we may say here, in these two chapters we have, first,

the Church of John’s own time ; secondly, the times of hea

then persecutiOn; thirdly, the times of the Union of the

Church with the world; fourthly, Papal times; fifthly, the

era of Protestantism; sixthly, our own times; and, seventhly,

the end of these things. That is, firstly, Ephesus ;* secondly,

Smyrna; thirdly, Pergamos; fourthly, Thyatira; fifthly,

Sardis, sixthly, Philadelphia; and, seventhly, Laodicea.

‘ In the next chapters, the names of these several churches will be seen to

fit most appropriately with the distinct phases of the Church indicated in the

Epistles.
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SECTION 6.

How the view of the prophetic continuity of the seven

Epistles, tends greatly to edge their point as regards in

struction and warning to the Church of any one time.

Now whilst these various epochs, or rather phases speci

fied above, have certainly succeeded one another in the

history of the Church at large, let us not be unmindful of

the fact, that individual churches have also a smaller history

of their own, and that these likewise have undergone divers

experiences, temptations, and vicissitudes; in other words,

that “the seven candlesticks are (to be) seen at the same

instant; the seven Churches named (almost) in the same

breath.” This indeed is that other remark of Trench’s

alluded to in Sect. 3, and adduced by him as an objection

to the prophetic view of these Epistles; whereas, if this idea

be fairly looked at from all sides and properly reflected upon,

it will be found to furnish valuable aSsistance in gathering

from these two important chapters, all the instruction, ad

monition, and consolation which the Lord designed herein to

convey. As—

1. It is a great truth enunciated by the apostle Peter, in

the fifth chapter of his first epistle, when addressing certain

saints suffering greatly from the devil’s temptations, he re

minds such that “the same afflictions are accomplished in

your brethren that are in the world.” This passage may be

of service in preventing us from being engrossed with our

own sorrows, by directing our tearful eye to the troubles of

others. It opens up to us both an enlarged view, and also

one complete in detail, as to the attempts of Satan with our

brethren. For we are informed that our arch-enemy has no

arrows in his quiver but such as he has constantly used be

fore: and that no designs of a novel or untried character
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can he waylay our feet with. If his temptations are divers,

they are also very, very old, and very, very common. Origi

nality is no attribute of his.* The methods by which we

are tempted are those by which also he seeks to injure the

whole Church-r How the individual professor is assailed

and circumvented, and then led on from sin to sin, until, if

he have not the root of the matter within him, he is finally

overcome and ruined; is precisely with the same sort of tac

tics by which the Church in general has been seduced into

worldliness and hopeless apostasy. Are not the successive

stages in guilt through which the enemy ever seeks to lead

each professor of godliness further and further from Christ,

such as these following: first, decline in love or in closet

devotions; secondly, the avoidance, by time-serving com

pliances, of opprobrium and persecution at the hands of the

avowed enemies of Christ ; where that open hostility in part

fails, then delighted acquiescence in the world’s treacher—

ous caress. Should this craft prevail, then to satisfy the

heart, an effort will be made to content it with the shell and

husk of religion. But presently, if those so tempted be, in

their inmost souls, true Christians, they shall be aroused

from their spiritual sleep, and boldly confess Christ : if mere

hypocrites, yet at length wearied, perhaps, with the empty

forms of superstition, they may burst those trammels which

formerly held them, and plume themselves on their fancied

superiority. And so each class, Christian and unregenerate,

* So the tern tation of Christ by Satan consisted of three parts, which,

when they had heen resorted to, and had all failed, the enemy had “ ended

all the temptation,” (Luke iv. 13.) And those three were, the first one of a

fieshly sort ; the second was peculiarly Satanic ; and the third was of a worldly

nature, (Matt. iv. 1-10.) SO, too, the assault on Christ was commenced very

similarly to the way in which Eve had been approached four thousand years

before—vim, by the suggestion of a doubt, (Matt. iv. 3, with Gen. 1 )

1‘ Thus Satan’s greatest efforts have only been mock imitations of some

works of God. For instance, are we taught that ere Christ returns, there

shall be a mystery of iniquity incarnate? (2 Thess. ii. 7.) Then previously

lips therewbpen the “mystery of godliness :” God manifest in the flesh, (1

m. in. .
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in course of time, reaches his own proper end. But now

these are the identical phases in succession, through which,

as we shall behold in the next chapter, the entire professing

Church has passed ; to these temptations, one after another,

have the mass of those having only the form of godliness

yielded, except it be that part of them who have rested,

some in one, some in another, of the earlier stages of eccle

siastical guilt. None but the Lord’s own hidden ones have

been at all fully rescued and preserved, And thus it is that

that which, on a much vaster scale can be descried, in the

course of many centuries, in the experience of the whole

militant Church, can also, in a minor measure, be perceived

in the Church of any one century. Whilst the Church at

large shall be more distinctly visible in one of these phases;

particular churches of the same epoch shall be more notori

ously in some other stage of this course of trial.“ Yea, and

even whilst each of those particular churches shall, as a

body, more fully appear in one phase, individual members of

those churches may be passing through some other earlier

or later phase. Now, ‘if the reader have followed us in these

explanations, he will admit, we hope, that much more than

merely a satisfactory answer has been given to Trench’s ob

jection : that the true and scriptural thought in the symbol

has been suggested, as well as the error refuted. It does not

follow that because, in various stages of decline, there may

be various churches of the one Church at one epoch, that

therefore the entire Church may not also, on a more enlarged

view, have a similar experience to the whole history of those

churches. What is true of the experience of churches in

particular, is also true of the experience of the Church in

' How easy it is for any attentive Christian to mark in the course of time, the

process of deterioration in Christian churches. This is specially the case when

there succeeds to a charge, a ministry of inferior worth to the preceding. The

mere is, however, that‘whereas, with the Jewish body, individuals rished,

but t e body itself could not ; now, on the other hand, the indim' 'uals are

preserved, however the body declines.
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general. Verily, if the symbol appealed to—that of the

seven candlesticks—proves anything, it proves connexion to

exist between each of the whole seven, with the other six.

2. But this is not all ; if “the seven churches are named

(almost) in the same breath,” it is also true that they are ad

dressed in a certain order. Now this order and succession

is marked in Rev. ii. and iii. just as plainly by the Lord Jesus

as the one symbol of the seven candlesticks is to represent

the whole Church. Take the case of Thyatira 0r Laodicea.

Whilst it is true that these phases were present in their

germ and type in the Church, and even in particular churches

of the first century,—that is one fact; still Thyatira and

Laodicea are placed by Christ fourth and seventh in order.

And this other fact is not without design. We cannot con

sent to accept the partial view of one of these without the

other. As to the Lord’s design in this particular order in

which the seven Epistles are arranged, we have already

briefly in Sect. 4 shewn that these are all connected to

gether by such lines of thought as that the evil in one Epistle

is greater than in the one preceding, until apostasy full had

been arrived at ; and, again, that the subsequent form of the

ecclesiastical evil was superinduced by that which had been

adjudged immediately before. Now, of these divers and

darkening phases, one is at one time, and another at another,

more peculiarly prominent, as was proved just now, both as

regards particular churches and the Church in general. If

the evil in particular churches increases, and if that increase,

as you pass from one church to another, is to be seen noted in

the diversity of reprehension in the Epistles severally belonging

unto them : so has the evil increased in the Church at large,

and so surely is the same increase of evil by the same lan

guage of Christ condemned. With the general body there

has been what was the case with Ephesus,—a first decline

in love, and the buddings of Nicolaitanism ; it, too,
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in the next epoch, saw the rapid growth of a. Judaised

Christianity within its pale, as the humble church of

Symrna was tempted with in its measure, and that, too, not

withstanding in both cases, heathen persecution was allowed

to rage against them, in order that some, at least, might re

member that their calling was not an earthly one. It, too,

in the next epoch, was courted by the great Roman world, as

in some slight degree the church in Pergamos was by the

little world in that city. It, too, fell into ecclesiasticism and

apostasy, as some in Thyatira had in some sort fallen bcfore.

It, as Sardis, has witnessed men struggling, some for mere

outward, and some, again, for more truer, more thorough

amendment. It, too, as Philadelphia, has beheld the right

eous in love drawing nearer to one another, and to Christ,

and in patient steadfastness to His written Word ; and that,

moreover, whilst yet it contains a far larger mass of Juda

isers than that little church ever knew. It, too, when the

righteous shall have been all rescued, shall, for its false

security and empty boasting, hear the same awful judgment

as did the church of the Laodiceans. In every case, when

ever a given phase of the evil was strikingly evident in the

Church at large, it has also had its likeness represented in

that Epistle wherein the particular church, named in its

corresponding order, had the same phase apparent on a

smaller scale.

And thus, combining the two thoughts we have now above

suggested, it appears that the more general and extended

experience of the Church at large is similar, but in far greater

degree, to that of the churches in any one age.

3. Hence all the phases of the ecclesiastical evil may be

seen in miniature in each age, and then the message cor

responding to each is applicable to the several cases. Only,

be it remembered, that this is the secondary thought, and

true only in consequence of the temptations of the many,
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and the temptation Of the few, resembling each other in

kind.* Who will deny that each past phase of the Church’s

sin exists to this very day, so that it can be easily discerned?

Is it not true even now, as in the sixteenth century, that

many are still content with a nominal Protestantism, whilst

their hearts are unchanged? Or is it not the fact that some

are, according to the light given them, abandoning the errors

of Popery, and devoting their lives to the service Of the

Lord Jesus Christ? Then the message to the church in

Sardis is still pertinent. Or if Romanism characterised the

church at large in the fourth epoch, has it in these last days

utterly disappeared? Is it not even now persisted in and

made a handle of by very many? These, then, are still con

demned in the fourth Epistle. And to those Christians liv

ing where Popery reigns supreme and suffering at her hands

for their beloved Master’s sake, the precious words of com

fort addressed to the church in Thyatira still belong. With

them, shall His feet be in the burning fiery furnace, as in

the next chapter we shall see, He assured should be the case.

So again: in our own land, the Union of Church and State

is still contended for and upheld by a large class. Accord

ingly, the warning to the church in Pergamos has not yet

passed away. Time has not reft it of its weighty import.

The Judge’s verdict is unalterable, unaltered. Further :

churches exist that are still suffering, or to suffer sorely

from the insidious attempts Of hypocrites from within, or,

say in India, from heathen hostility from without. Then

the message to the church in Smyrna still avails. In others,

again, there are painful symptoms of an Ephesian first de

cline in love apparent, and the seeds of future mischief being

" So the other parallel prophecy in Matt. xiii., though having an historical

application, as we shall shew from the succession in which the parables follow

one another; yet the whole seven, or at least parts of them, may be fitted to

all that which is visible in the Church, both at the present day, and in pre

ceding times.
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sown. But if so, if some churches there be even now with

love decaying as Ephesus; if some, as Smyrna, are shedding

gentle light in the midst of cruel persecution and heathen

hate; if some, as Pergamos, have within their pale those

who for earthly case would fain induce Christ’s people to

ally themselves with the world which is in the arms of the

wicked one; if some are, as Thyatira, still surrounded by

superstition and ecclesiastical apostasy; if some are now,

as was the case in Sardis, elated on account of outward

privileges enjoyed, and generally contented with externals;

whilst some, on the other hand, seek to be the Lord’s, not in

name only, nor in tongue, but in deed and in truth; then

does each past phase in the general Church find its represen

tative in the Church of the present day.

(12.) And now, albeit a large mass of professors are behav

ing as if they were Jews, desirous that their religion should

settle them on earth, and even arguing that “ Christianity is

but the expansion of Judaism,” nevertheless, this is only

like one side, the darker glance of the sixth Epistle. For, as

was also the case with Philadelphia, we witness too a gracious

revival of spiritual energy and strength. Both the saints are

benefited, and many sinners savingly blessed thereby. And

yet who will care' to assert, however at any time Christian

ised Judaism or Judaised Christianity might prevail in the

Church, that the Lord left Himself without a witness, or

that in some or other unknown nooks and obscure corners

of apostate Christendom, His Holy Spirit was not even pre

sent with some humble few ?

(0.) Or once more : as at the end the phases of evil shall

combine and blend, and the judgment of all shall be in Lao

dicean worldliness and rejection ; and as, at the beginning, the

germ of all the after, the long-continued, the fearful climaxes

in ecclesiastical guilt,—the root, the seeds were all in the

Church of the first century which had begun to decline in
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love; and whilst faithful witnesses for God against every

form of the evil have ever been, so that whether it were the

Sardian or the Thyatiran, or any form of the evil in the

Church, there have ever been those who sighed and wept

concerning it before God in secret, and lifted up their voices

in public against it, and that, too, whether the evil in all its

phases were in minor measure in the Church of every age,

or whether in greater measure in the Church at large through

out the dispensation ;—it follows that the seven candlesticks

were emitting their varied light in the first century, continue

to do so even now, and will, up to the end; and that, more

over, throughout the whole intermediate period, they were

also still burning. The Church at large has had, in course

of much longer time, the same chequered experience that

the churches of any one century have also had.

It. Now all this long while that the evil has been spread

ing, and the faithful struggling against it, both in their own

individual churches and in the Church at large, to the eye

of Him who is the great Teacher of hearts, and who is in

the midst of the seven golden candlesticks, all has been one

single undivided present. With Him a thousand years are

but as one day. To Him nothing is past, nothing is future.

He sees the beginning from the end, and the end from the

beginning. All the stages of the Church’s career,- all the

details and ramifications of its sin, all its workings, covert or

undisguised, in each particular church—yea, and in each

individual too,—all were comprehended at one glance by Him.

Then He needed not to look gradually along to the end of

this dispensation from the time that the beloved disciple

beheld Him. Nor now has He gradually to ascend the

stream of time in order to mark the commencement of what

in these chapters we have traced. To Him all is one eternal

present: all is one abiding now. And as His omniscient

gaze fastened upon each one form of the ecclesiastical evil,
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and was riveted with delight upon His servants faithfully de

horting from it, so did He dictate each one corresponding

message. Hence when any of us poor creatures Of a day

come, slowly come, to observe either the Ephesian, or the

Smyrnean, or any other specimen of this septiform evil and

of its humble resistants, whether in the Church at large or

in particular churches, then let us, without any scruple or

fear, apply that message of Him to whom all things are

naked and opened, which is applicable to the case.

CHAPTER III.

THE PROPHETIC CHART OF THE PROFESSING CHURCHIS CAREER

THROUGHOUT THIS DISPENSATION, AS DRAWN BY THE

GREAT HIGH PRIEST IN REV. H. AND III.

SECTION 1.

The stand-point whence to behold the prophetic scenes.

SCENE THE FIRST—“ The Ohm-ch 'ln Ephesus.”

IT is presumed that the true prophetic bearing of Rev. ii.

and iii. has in the preceding chapter been satisfactorily

established. All we have now to do is attentively to watch

the shifting scenes of the inspired panorama, as they pass

one after another before our “opened” eyes. So, when in

the next chapter we come to consider that other prophecy

of Matt. xiii, and which will be found to point alike

ominously to the same crises in the Church’s career as

those which we have here depictured; and when, again, in

the fifth chapter, these two series of views are set side by

side and compared together ;--the more all is reflected upon,

the more complete and thorough will their correspondence

be perceived to be, as well with the successive phases in the
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Church’s history, as also each one of these two charts with

the other."E And thus our impression as to these Apoca

lyptic Epistles being indeed a prophecy of the Church’s

action during the personal absence of the Lord Jesus, will

deepen into the maturest conviction and certainty.

Then, if such be thus almost demonstrably the case, how

invaluable do these chapters become! In the Acts of the

Apostles we are presented with an inspired history of the

early Church. We behold her first baptized by the Spirit

into one body; and then we mark her daily gain of new

converts to her Lord from among both Jews and Gentiles.

But now here, therefore, we have a continuation, also inspired,

of this history, and which reaches on even unto the Lord’s

return ! And oh ! the lifting up of this veil, what a terrible

sight does it disclose! If Daniel fainted when to him in

vision had been disclosed the coming troubles of the Jewish

nation ; how, what is here mapped out in full, and which is

elsewhere in Scripture abundantly-f indicated, as to the

gradual decline of the professing Church, even unto its ulti

mate rejection by the Son of God, should penetrate our

hearts with grief 1 Happy are they who, delivered from the

Laodicean boasting spirit, can mourn for the abominations

committed; for such shall be bid in the day of the Lord’s

anger. Even in the Acts, the ecclesiastical spirit is dis

cernible as just rising; but there the general aspect of the

Church is a bright one. Here, however, the evil is shewn

to get intenser and deadlier, with the elect few ever witness

ing against it. For deterioration is the ordinary lot of

everything here below. If whilst yet apostles lived, the

* Some matters in the prophetic sketch have been in part designedly antici

pated. For it was advisable, previous to our full investigation of the lan

guage used by the Lord, that objections to this view of Rev. and iii. should

be removed; that a general outline of the pro hecy should be presented;

and that other preliminaries, as the particular p ases referred to, should be

ascertained, in order that our attention to the successive pictures might not

in the least be disturbed by any divergence for the purpose of discussion.

'I' See Chap. VI. of this Part.

M
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mischief within the Church can be seen to be struggling

into existence, what may we not expect to find after they

have departed to be with Christ? Hence, when bending

over these Epistles, we observe in this symbolic or typical“

panorama, and also in that other parabolic one of Matthew,

the Whole career of the Church pictured,'|' very succinctly,

yet, at the same time, more distinctly represented than is

possible by any ecclesiastical historian. These, indeed, all

concur as to the facts herein predicted; but then, according

to their own sentiments, so do they defend this, that, or the

other step in sin of the professing body. But here we not

only have the sinful actions themselves specified, but also,

to each and every reader who has the seeing eye and the

hearing ear, the very motives of those actions are laid bare

too. Here all is to be beheld by us in His own light. The

Spirit, in these inspired tracings, lifts us far beyond the

stormy atmosphere of controversy, and places us, as it were,

near to the great Judge himself. Here we note how the

various phases in the Church’s history, appear under His

OWN awful gaze. Here we shall find not only that much

which has occasioned dispute in the Christian Church is

here alluded to, but also in such a way as to cause us to ap

prehend the divine judgment thereon.

This leads us to a point to which we beg to call the reader’s

special attention, ere we turn to the survey of the Epistles

themselves. It is one which, when well grasped, will enable

* It is not denied, of course, that these churches of Ephesus, &c., did ac

tually exist. But in the preceding chapter we have roved these particular

churches were selected for their moral or spiritual fitness to represent the

Church in John’s day, and so the Church of this entire dispensation. We

may remark that these Epistles will only be enlarged upon in their pro

phetic aspect. To go beyond this, would be diverging from our subject.

Mere general annotations can be met with in abundance in any commentary.

'1' These seven Epistles sketch so graphically, so fully, and yet so concisely

the entire history, that their words might easily serve as a sort of memoria

teehnica to him who should desire to be well up in that history. And surely

this one fact alone is ahnost ample to evidence, that divine design and not

human ingenuity, is the cause of their tallying so perfectly therewith.
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us to get much more at the prophetic line of thought, and will

materially aid us in identifying, to our full satisfaction, the

particular epoch and phase of the Church contemplated in

the Epistles. The point is this: prophecy, and specially

Revelation, has in it much of what has been termed allusive

contrast. But here, in order that we may not be suspected

of giving the reins to our imagination, we prefer that this

should be explained in the words of another :-—“ Supposing

the great subject of the Apocalyptic Revelation to be the

histories in connexion or in contrast of Christ’s faithful

Church and of the world, (of the latter, either in its primary

state of avowed Paganism, or its subsequent state of corrup

tion and apostasy under the Christian name,) then, just as

in God’s actual interventions at one and another crisis, for

the revival of His Church, and vindication of His own rights

and honour, the revelations of Gospel light and truth made

by Him would be necessarily in marked contrast and oppo

sition to the then prevalent errors and corruptions;—so, in

the eternal Spirit’s foreshewings of the same, a similarly

marked contrast must be expected to appear, on putting the

Apocalyptic picturing of the heavenly revelation side by side

with the historic picturing of the chronologically correspon

dent corruption and heresy. The same, too, partially, in the

Spirit’s prefigurative sketchings from time to time of its

faithful ones; faithful among the faithless.” * The same

writer adds :—“ Nor let me pass on without just hinting the

theological importance of each such substantiated allusive

prefiguration; inasmuch as it must present not merely evi_

" Elliott’s Horse Apocalypticae, vol. i., p. 106, Fourth Edition. It should

be mentioned that this writer’s appeal for cases is to subsequent parts of the

Apocalypse to that with which our business is. We merely quote his words

for the sake of the principle advocated. You have some instances of the same

sort of allusive contrast outside the prophecies. Thus, in Phil. iii. 2, the

apostle enjoins his readers to “ beware of dogs.” Now, to grasp his idea here,

it should be remembered how fond the Jews were of calling all Gentiles dogs.

Hence here the retort is thrown back upon them. The Gentile converts are

not the dogs; but the Jewish evil workers are.
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dence of the fulfilment of prophecy in matters of historic

fact, but evidence of the divine judgment in matters of re

ligious doctrine.” In the course of our exposition, several

cases of this “allusive contrast.” will, if we mistake not,

turn up.

Phase the first—The beginning of the church’s 'wane.

“ Unto the angel of the church in Ephesus write; These

things saith He that holdeth“ the seven stars in His

right hand, Who walketh in the midst of the seven golden

candlesticks ; I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy

patience, and 110w thou canst not hear them which are evil:

and thou hast tried them which say they are apostles, and

are not, and hast found them liars: and hast borne, and

hast patience, and for my name’s sake hast laboured, and

hast not fainted. Nevertheless, I have somewhat against

thee, because thou hast left thy first love. Remember there

fore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the

first works ; or else I will come unto thee quicklyj' and will

remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent.

But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the Nico

laitanes, which I also hate. He that hath an ear, let him

hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that

overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in

the midst of the paradise of God.” (Rev. ii. 1—7.)

1. “I know thy works,” &c. Here there is evidently much

that is commendable. The zeal of the early Church in the

first propagation of Christianity is noted with approbation.

* It is plain from these words that the message to the angel of the church

in Ephesus would not be complete by itself alone ; seeing that it would be

unintelligible. The reader of the message would not be aware why Christ so

spake of Himself unless the narrative in the first chapter were also in his

hands. Thus the opening words themselves go to shew that they are not to

be viewed mainly in their detached form. These Epistles are so wonderfully

knit to the rest of this book, that it is impossible to separate them.

1- “ Quickly,” Tregelles notes to be doubtful.
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By the time of the close of the first century, few populous

regions of the known world had been left unvisited by the

preachers of the Cross.

2. Now this display of activity was not resorted unto

chiefly to hide the decay of vital energy within ; nor yet was

it caused by fleshly rivalries of contiguous churches. These

were not the reasons—at least in the main—that urged the

Church of this epoch to diligence in service. If it toiled, if

its self-denying labours were very great, they were under

taken and persevered in “for His name’s sake." Love to

Jesus, desire that others should know Him and be saved

through Him ;—-these were the motives that animated it to

untiring, energetic, and successful exertion.

3. But then again, this ardent desire for its own expansion

was not allowed at all to interfere with the jealous main

tenance of purity within. Zeal ofttimes outruns discretion.

That may eventually prove a clog and an impediment which

is not truly a benefit. In an army, we must not reckon the

stragglers and hangers-0n, (Judg. vii.) That had been far

other than real gain, if, in the welcome accorded to numbers,

discipline had been lost sight of. But concerning the scru

pulous care of the early Church as to the class which she

admitted within her pale, it is witnessed by her divine

High Priest, that “she could not bear them which are evil,”
(ver. 2.) I

4. Not that hypocrites could be quite excluded. The

Lord alone can read the heart. A church altogether pure

we must not expect to see until we are within the gates of

heavenly bliss, (Rev. xxi. 27.) But still, as the words quoted

in N0. 3 prove, this liability to error of ours must not be

made into an excuse for indolence or inattention. If we

cannot here do all we would, let us, at least, as before God

in sincerity, do our very best. Yet even then, Tares will still
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be in our midst. It should seem that at the beginning of

the Church’s history, these Tares were thickest among the

ministers. This remark, which will be amply confirmed in

Sect. 2 of Chap. VI., is suggested by two expressions we find

recorded here. One of these is in reference to the Nicolai

tanes, concerning whom we will speak more at large directly.

The other is, “Thou hast tried them which say they are

apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars.” But

whoever they were, it is evident that their presence was ill

brooked at the first by the Church at large.

5. Whether this mention here of some who falsely as

sumed to be “apostles” serves, by allusive contrast, which

we have explained above, to mark, with the greatest distinct

ness, the epoch which this Epistle depictures, as one when

the true apostles had almost disappeared, and when yet some,

at the least one, remained ;-—whether this be so or not. we

care not to inquire, seeing that the proofs as to the particu

lar phase and period contemplated herein are abundant. It .

has been merely cited, in order that the first specimen which

comes to hand of that mode of speaking which will be found

so largely in this prophecy, might be given. We shall en

counter as we proceed much more striking and satisfactory

illustrations. I

6. Hence it appears, that on the whole, the Church of this

first epoch had in it much that was worthy of imitation.

And to this the name given to it by the Lord well agrees.

It is the church in Ephesus=Desire.* In fact, the very

charge brought against it by the Lord, of having left its first

love, implies the same. For it denotes that if much of its

original fervour had been lost, still something thereof it yet

retained.

7. Then it may be inquired, What was there so culpable in

the early Church, as even to the extent of calling forth the

* ’ Ediems‘, “ an earnest longing after.”—Don'negau.
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repeated exhortation of the Lord, Repent, repent? (ver. 5.)

The answer is, that if there was still much love and conse

quent acceptable diligence and watchfulness before the Lord,

yet had that love begun to decline : “Thou hast left thy first

love.” For the Son of God can mark spiritual declension

even in its very first stages. For a time this may be unob

served by others, and we ourselves may be, in some sense,

unconscious of it. But never does the slightest symptom

escape Him. We may be increasingly zealous, we may

spend more time in prayer than we did before, and, notwith

standing, the fervour and the greatness of our love may have

subsided. And this, His own amazing love is too sensitive

to allow to pass unnoticed or unrebuked. He complains be

cause He loves, and because that love is unchanged. And

who can certainly say of any one who professes love to Christ,

whether that profession be of an individual, of any particular

church, or of the Church in general, where a stop shall finally

be made, when once decline has commenced? For down

hill is ever easier and more rapid than up-hill. And so the

first step in that direction is ever perilous in the extreme.

Now that the Church at large did, having begun, continue

its downward course, history and facts patent to our very

eyes, both confirm what this and the parallel prophecy of

Matthew would lead us to expect resulted from this incipient

decay. How long the gracious Lord may have marked this

ere He spoke, no one of course can tell. This, at all events,

we know, that now matters had advanced so far, that His

warning voice in unwilling constrained reproof is heard:

“Thou hast left thy first love.”

8. This failure of the Church in first principles is, in the

picture before us, traced with almost marvellous accuracy.

For the root of all the subsequent mischief and ruin that

ensued, is here fully laid bare. Two distinct but connected

indications of the origin of the Church’s sin are here afforded
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us. The first eyes the state of the heart, as testifying to a

decline in “love.” This is one most important revelation as

to the cause of the after fall. For, in Christ’s esteem, love

is everything. Hear what He declares elsewhere concerning

it : “Love is strong as death ; jealousy is as exacting as the

grave: the coals thereof are coals of fire, which hath a most

vehement flame. Many waters cannot quench love, neither

can the floods drown it: if a man would give all the sub

stance of his house for love, it would utterly be co-ntemned,”

(Sol. Song, viii. 6—8.) Truly His love is no feeble, no inex

pensive thing. It is a blessed reality. It cost Him every

thing that He had. Now, it is love like this which, in our

measure, He expects to be reciprocated.‘ Constrained by

love to Him, we shall be led on to devote ourselves wholly

to His service. His Father’s love and His own, and His

gracious approbation and delight in us, will be all that we

shall care for. But where this love on our part fails, what

shall be its substitute? Where love to Christ declines,

there love of the world, though probably covered over with

some religious pretext, must take its place. For the heart of

man, like nature itself, abhors a vacuum. This leads us to

note the other connected indication of decline—the other

graphic touch in this prophetic picture. For-—

9. We read here of “ the deeds of the Nicolaitanes;” which,

however with great disapprobation they were regarded at

first by the Church at large, yet continued to be increasingly

practised under her eye and within her pale, until those

deeds became a custom, and the settled custom had become

as it were a law or even an accepted “doctrine.” So, whilst

at the beginning, the Son of God, slow to find fault, refrained

‘ An illustration of the same will be found when we consider the teaching

of the fifth and sixth parables of Matt. xiii., which set forth the growth of the

true wheat in the apprehension of the love of Christ, who continue thus ma

turing until, in a secondary sense, these also do precisely what He, the first

mm of wheat, had also done before—viz., part, through love amazing, with

all possessed.
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Himself, as has been already shewn,* yet, when this sin went

on increasing, He broadly charged her with complicity there

with. .

Now here, previous to our ascertaining what is here

branded, let it be first observed, that the combination of

these two forms of the one evil is even at once apparent:

the one, as of sin in the heart of the professing Church ; and

the other, of some deeds in her life. But these two are ever

connected. For not only does any sin in the life tend to

beget alienation and deadness of heart, but conversely: sin

in the heart ever attempts to bubble forth in the actions of

life. Each of these ever plays, as it were, into the hands,

and fosters the growth of the other. Yet, as it would be no

easy matter to specify exactly the mutual bearing of each on

the other, so it is singular that both are here adverted to by

the Lord Jesus. In His account, both are to be watched.

But what is this particular sin or heresy of Nicolaitanism

which is in the prophecy so severely condemned? In an

swer,'l- let the following points be well attended to :—

(a.) In the first place, let it be distinctly observed—and

for that purpose we put it in the fore-front—that wholly in

vain have many searched all the records of ancient ecclesias

tical history, in order to discover some symptoms of the

existence of a sect so called, as these guilty ones are by

Christ. None have ever been discovered. They have first

taken it for granted that these Nicolaitanes were such a dis

tinct sect, and then, from a foregone conclusion, they have

argued back to the premiss that this body were the fol

lowers of some Nicolas, and then even the very Nicolas has

also been identified, though, alas! all only in imagination.

Here are two, if not three, several positions,—one upon the'

' See Part II-, Chap. 11., Sect. 4, p. 141.

+ Our inquiry as to what this Nicolaitanism is, may seem to be somewhat

like a digression; but the matter is far too important an one to be touched

slightly.
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other,—-yet all and each without one shadow of proof 2 Why,

the fact that the Lord had Himself asserted that some

“mystery” or “secret” enshrouded these Epistles, ought to

be sufficient to disprove the supposition that these Nicolai

tanes were the followers of any Nicolas. For what “mys

tery” or “secret” have we herein? The idea is actually TOO .

palpable, too superficial. Now, to such as thus have argued,

we appeal to the testimony of Trench :-—“ The Nicolaitanes,

who were they? It is not an easy question to answer. Was

there, in the first place, any sect existing at the time when

these words were uttered which actually bore this name? I

am disposed to think there was not. The other names of

this book, Egypt, Babylon, Sodom, in agreement with its

apocalyptic character, are predominantly mystical and sym

bolic, and in all probability this is so as well; while the key

to the right understanding of it is given to us at chap. ii.

14, 15, where those that ‘ hold the doctrine of Balaam’ (ver.

14:) are evidently identical with those that hold the ‘doc

trine of the Nicolaitanes,’* (ver. 15). We are here set upon

the right track. It is probable that we hardly rate high

enough the significance of Balaam as an anti-Moses, and

therefore as an anti-Christ, in the Old Testament. But

without entering more into this, it may be observed that

his name, according to the best etymology, signifies-i" ‘de-

" Those who maintain that these Nicolaitanes were one of the distinct

early sects, and a branch of the Gnostics, fail to account satisfactorily for

Christ’s silence towards all the other heresies and sects with the presence of

which the early Church was afflicted, and for His specially singling out this

one little Gnostic division, and so severely denouncing it over and over again.

Christ’s earnestness here is wholly unaccounted for. For all heresy is highly

detrimental to true piety. But once accept the view advocated, that Clerical

ism is Nicolaitanism, and then all is plain. For this, as the third epistle will

shew us, was that which prepared the way for the Union of Church and

world, and so for the full Babylonish apostasy.

1' “ Balaam,” says Dean Trench, “ signifies, destroyer of the people,” (qui

'absomsit populum,) from and D17; and Nicolaus from vucav rov haov.

Hence we suggest that the doctrine of Balaam is rather anadvance on the doc

trine of the Nicolaitanes than the same. See the third note on the next page.
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stroyer of the people,’ and Nicolaos is no more than a Grecis

ing of this name, such alternation or duplication, presenting

a word now in its Greek, and now in its Hebrew aspect,

being altogether in the character of the book—Greek in

language, but Hebrew in form and spirit, and several times

recurring in it; thus see chap. ix. 11, xii. 9.”*

(b.) We have been above, in part, anticipated by the learned

author whose remarks we have just quoted; but they were

too valuable and too much to the point to allow us to curtail

them. Besides which, we are, of course, well content to ad

duce, as often as we can, the admissions and testimony of

one opposed as he is to the prophetic view of this scripture.

This ingenuousness of his contrasts favourably with the des

perate endeavours of others to identify the Nicolaitanes of

the Scripture, with what is recorded of any ancient sect.

The limping quotations made by these in their perplexity, it

is amusing to noticefl'

But once, then, treat this Greek term as every other word

in this book is treated,——that is, let it be translated ;——and

then the difficulty begins to be cleared up. If you object

to this one Greek word faring likewise to every other such

word, then, at least, assign some reasonable excuse for doing

so. Now, the exact translation of this word Nicolaitanes, as

literally given, is : “Those who put down,” or “conquer the

Laitg," or “people.”I And since this language is encoun

‘ “ Commentary on the Seven Epistles,” p. 76. In Sect. 3 we shall have

occasion to revert to this proved similarity in meaning between the names

Balaam and Nicolaos, and to the identity of the two parties referred to in

Rev. ii. 14, 15.

1' Those overlooking the mystical character of this book, and so engaged in

the futile attempt to find some evidences of the existence of a distinct sect

of Nicolaitanes, might just as well seek for some liteml woman Jezebel who

is mentioned in chap. ii. 20. If it is inquired why we do not also translate

her name. the answer is at hand. (1.) Because Jezebel is a well-known his

torical personage; and (2.) because Jezebel is a. Hebrew term; whereas Nicolai

tane is a word in the same language (Greek) as the whole of Revelation is

written in.

I To the remarks of the learned authorjust quoted as to the identity of the

Nicolaitanes and Balaamites, we venture to add the following suggestions :—
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tered in a message by Christ to the professing Church,

it cannot possibly refer to any mere exercise of power out

side the Church, as, for instance, in a military or civil sense.

No ; we must look for some mode of this being done under

the semblance of religion itself, and as if it had some ap

parent sanction from the very Word of God 1 Well, in

looking at the professing Church, to discover some corre

sponding feature therein, to what all the various prophetic

tracings of this Nicolaitanism require,-—all which we will just

now gather up in order,—-we soon observe that there actually

is in existence therein a peculiar arrangement, by which the

Laity are greatly set aside and almost ignored. That arrange

ment is—Clericalism. Now, the question for us to solve is,

whether this Clericalism in the Church be that identical

thing which is designated as Nicolaitanism in the prophecy.

Be it observed, that there is no scope for doubt as to whether

some or other “ practice” and “doctrine” is to be sought for

in the professing Church by which the Laity are virtually

overcome and put down. For that much, at least, we are

constrained to look for by this very scripture, which has

now been proved to be a prophetic panorama of the Church’s

career; and for which view, as we proceed, the evidence will

We, ourselves, should prefer to say that these two heresies are similar, rather

than altogether the same For the one term denotes “ those who conquer the

people ;” the other “those who destroy the peo le.” Whilst both terms re

gard generally the same class; still those “ estroying the people” has a

thought in it which the other expression has not. For it looks at these

Nicolaitanes as guilty of further sin. Whilst only the Nicolaitanes, or those

conquering the Laity, can be guilty of this additional sin, yet all are not ob

noxious to the charge. Thus, with religious professors in one of our own

colonies, there may be the condemned ecclesiastical spirit, and even Clerical

ism and Prelacy; yet where they are not as a nominal Church united to the

world, they can scarcely be called Balaamites; unless, indeed, they love to

welcome the unconverted world to their communion. The fact is, the two

words are closely related to each other; as in the text, it is apparent, the two

doctrines are. The accuracy of the Scripture is wonderful. Now, compare the

thought of these two branded doctrines as converging and mutually strengthen

ing each other, with the same thought in the next (the fourth Epistle) where

the two are quite grown into one—Jezebel. There is embodied both Judaism

and dominion unto tyranny and persecution of the servants of God. There

a woman is seen to figure in the nominal Church instead of the man—Christ.
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largely accumulate. If nothing parallel can be found, there

will be a jar between the history and the prophecy. Hence,

the single point to be attended to is, whether Clericalism be

that very thing here denounced by the Lord. If it be not,

then the objector, if he accepts the prophetic aspect of these

Epistles, must find something else to fit the pencillings of

this inspired portraiture more accurately than this does.

And in turning a scrutinising glance to this said Clerical

ism, one thing immediately strikes us ; which is, that unless

this be indeed a divine institution in the Christian Church,

it is clearly a great and tyrannical assumption. That there

should, indeed, be a superintending angel over a church in a

given town,—though not over the Church in seven, or six,

or even two towns,—is perfectly manifest from this very

scripture : that is one thing. But that a certain clique

should first draw a broad line of demarcation between them

selves and what they term the Laity, and then should claim

for themselves such a superiority in divers spiritual matters

over the rest, as that any one received by them into their

circle, however glaringly deficient he may be in those

heavenly gifts which truly make the minister, yet imme

diately upon his, as it were, masonic investiture, then, in

whatever church he may afterwards happen to be, there his

voice alone must be heard, and every one else must be mute

and passive; and, again, every one else not so received into

that clique, however markedly he may be furnished by the

Holy Ghost with gifts and graces, yet in consequence of

being outside that wondrous, that charmed circle, he may

neither speak nor pray, nor perform scarcely any public

function in the church. Ere he attempts any such thing, he

must be duly admitted into this clerical confraternity. For

this body assumes not only all this ecclesiastical superiority

'to itself, but also the power inalienable of transmitting it.

Such is Clericalism, widely different, indeed, to the former
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doctrine. That puts God in the front, makes Him all in all,

and the creature nothing, recognising that with Him alone

is the ability to raise up whom He pleases for the ministry,

and also to qualify, and to call such as He has qualified.

This other, whilst it does not quite set Him aside, yet so

widely diverges from His mind, as that many called in truth

by Him, and even manifestly so, by His blessing accompany

ing them, it yet pronounces, and cannot do otherwise than

pronounce, uncalled: whilst, on the other hand, very many

who are obviously unsent by Him, it esteems, and cannot do

otherwise than esteem, as called. Thus there is a sort of im

perium in imperio ; a church within a church. Those that

have entered within that inner circle, and with divers cere

monies and prayers have been duly initiated, have, in their

own imagination, entered THE Church. And this inner

Church style themselves the Clergy, in diametrical opposition

to the express language of the apostle Peter, who calls all

the Lord’s people the clergy or inheritance, mkfipmv, (1 Peter

v. 3.)

Here, then, are the two—via, the prediction on the one

hand; and something suggested by the word itself, and dis

tinctly discernible even to this day in the professing Church,

on the other. The one in awful tones witnesses to the

Church, “Thou hast those who, under a religious pretence,

set aside my people,” (Rev. ii. 15.) The other leads a cer

tain class of men to speak and act as if the temple of the

Lord were they. Now do these tally together as to induce

the belief that the latter is that which is condemned by the

r Lord in the former? Very many Christians are aware that

this clerical spirit is condemned largely in the word; but

is this also what we have here stigmatised in the prophecy?

Now, for proof that such is verily the case, let us look at all

the several touches in the inspired description of this sin.

The word Nicolaitanism, denounced by Christ in His message
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to the Church, is truly suggestive of Clericalism; but is it

so, that what He here says of it corresponds thereto? It is,

indeed, frowned upon by the tenor of the New Testament, as

will appear in Sect. 2 of Chap. VI. ; but is it also that which

is frowned upon here? Let us see.

(0.) (1.) The practice of this Nicolaitanism began in the very

first epoch, even when the apostle John yet lived, (Rev. ii. 6.)

So early, too, did men begin to pervert the office of the

ministry into Clericalism ; see, for instance, 1 Peter v. 3,—a

passage that will in Chap. VI. come fully before us.* For we

can hardly suppose that that apostle dehorted from a prac

tice that was most unlikely to arise, and even which had not

already begun to be visible. In fact, the action of Dio

trephes, as condemned by the beloved disciple himself, is a

case in point. See 3 John, ver. 9, 10.

(2.) This Nicolaitanism, which stealthin crept into the

Church by the lordly doings of arrogant men, and which, at

the first, the general Church highly disapproved of, (Rev. ii.

6 ;) yet, in the course of time, as practice grows into custom,

and custom into something stronger than law, so it became

an accredited “doctrine,” (Rev. ii. 15,) as if, forsooth, it had

been taught by Him, rather than that He had said, “Ye

know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion

over them, and they that are great exercise authority upon

them. But IT SHALL NOT BE so AMONG YOU,” (Matt. xx.

25, 26.)

Clericalism, also, though, as we have seen, it began with

mere mischievous acts of usurpation, still, as we behold with

our very eyes, it can be reduced into the most exact order

(see No. 6 of this list,) and sturdily maintained, with less or

more eii'rontery, by many, as Papists, Tractarians, and others,

as if it were a cardinal doctrine of Christianity. Thus, by

* When Peter enjoins the presbyters to beware of this, it would seem rea

sonable to infer that they, by their position as ministers, were in most danger

of incurring this sin.
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the Papists it is pushed to this length, even to be held that

there is no Church and no salvation, unless there be due con

nexion, through ecclesiastical superiors, with St Peter’s chair.

By many others the same doctrine is advocated in the milder

tone : No church without a bishop. Here is Nicolaitanism

systematised indeed! As some ministers at the beginning

assumed to be altogether distinct and removed from their

fellow-Christians, as if they themselves were a sacerdotal

caste; so presently from themselves those arise who towered

also above them, and by parity of claim, asserted their dis

tinctness and superiority as Bishops and Archbishops over

their fellow-clericals. Thus does one sin induce another, and

in a more terrible form. Thus is the biter bit. Here is not

only Clericalism, as at the first, but presently Prelacy follows

Clericalism ; and ultimately Popery follows Prelacy. The one

Babylonish delusion begets another: otherwise the ecclesi

astical edifice is unfinished. And both those in the earlier

and those in the further stage of this apostasy constantly ad

vert, notwithstanding the quoted prohihition of Christ, to the

ecclesiastical royal dominion, as symbolised by the episcopal

mitre or crown and the bishop’s throne !

(3.) Clericalism greatly depends for its existence and suf

ferance in the Church upon the notion that Christianity is

nothing but the expansion of Judaism.* Now, in Judaism,

there undoubtedly was a divinely-instituted, distinct Jewish

priesthood, quite separate from the body of the nation ;

having also in it various grades of official rank. And the

argument hence is, that as there were, under the Old Dis

pensation, a threefold order of Levites, Priests, and High

Priest, so now there is a threefold order in the Church of

* See Part II., Chap 1., Sect. 2, where the true connexion of Judaism with

Christianity is shewn to consist mainly in contrast. To the Israelites, God gave

Himself and the land. To the Christians now, He gives Himself, and calls

them away from earth. To these His gift of Himself is much more full than

it ever was in preceding dispensations, as is manifest even by the New Testa

ment name of “Father.”
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Deacons, Priests, and Bishops I A distinct priesthood in the

Church,—what an awful doctrine and delusion! What an

invasion of His rights, who is declared to have the priesthood

(dwapdfiarov) “intransmissibly,” (Heb. vii. 24 ;) and who,

by covering His people in Himself, has made them all alike

priests unto God, (1 Peter ii. 9.) Yet, once imagine efl'ete

Judaism in the Church, and then it would materially help on

and aid in the development of this Clericalism, far more even

than its habitual practice would do.

Well, now, looking to the inspired description of the first

phases of the ecclesiastical evil, we observe that whereas in

the first Epistle, only the practice of Nicolaitanism is de

nounced; and whereas in the third Epistle, this same evil

has expanded into a fully-arranged “doctrine ;” and thus its

perfect growth from deeds into an accepted doctrine, ex

tended from the first to the third epoch :—it is singular, it is

most remarkable, that in the prophetic picture of the second

or intermediate epoch, there is witnessed that very thing,

Judaism, getting into the Church which we have seen would

so tend to mature Clericalism. (See ver. 9.) Surely Clerical

ism and Nicolaitanism must be identical. As we have seen

that it was religious professors who were guilty of this sin

condemned, and as this practice eventually took so amazingly

with the Church, as the prophecy hints, and as all history

records that it did; so it is quite in accordance with the

ways of Satan, and with the deceitful wickedness of the

human heart, that this “practice” and “doctrine” should

be covered over with some pretext from the Word of God.

And what would avail for this end like the introduction of

Judaism!

(41.) By a quotation in page 186 from a learned author, it

has been shewn that those referred to in Rev. ii. 1%, 15 as

“holding the doctrine of .the Nicolaitanes,” and those again

“holding the doctrine of Balaam,” are identical. Now, in

N
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Sect. 3 it will be found that the doctrine of Balaam is none

other than that which leads to and defends the alliance,

the Union of Church and world. Hence we gather that the

Nicolaitanes were prophesied of as those who* should be the

chief movers in the professing Church in promoting, in the

third epoch, and, subsequently, in defending that said Union.

Now, it is notorious that in what we have shewn-1' to be

the third phase of the Church’s history, it was, on the Church’s

part, the leading Clericals who were mainly instrumental in

effecting the Union of Church and State in the era of the

Emperor Constantine. Their very names, as of the two

Eusebiuses, are preserved. Without such as these, this

Union had been almost a matter of impossibility; by their

false prophesyings of peace it was carried out, and by its

completion and perpetuation they were, and are to this day,

of all the members of the professing Church, the greatest

earthly gainers. Of silver and gold these have ever since

been largely possessed. Here, then, is another point of

similarity. The Nicolaitanes or Balaamites were to lead the

Church into spiritual fornication with the world; the Clericals,

at the very epoch predicted, (namely, at the third,) we shall

find, did so. Surely the resemblance is wonderful, far too

wonderfully exact to be accidental or undesigned.

(5.) But again : who are these referred to by the Saviour

in this same first phase of the Church, who falsely affirmed

that they were “apostles?” Are they the same as these

Nicolaitanes, or another and a different class? They could

not even for a moment dream that they were of the number

of the twelve who had consorted with Jesus. Was this

claim, then, of theirs ,another outbreak of this Nicolaitane

spirit, yet the same in kind? We are all aware that by the

Nicolaitane Prelacists of our own day, precisely this very

" From this it is manifest that the Nicolaitanes could be no obscure insig

nificant sect.

'I‘ See Part IL, Chap. IL, Sect. 5.
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claim to be the successors of the apostles is set up. There

is not scarcely one of us but has heard it often made, and

this wretched assumption of these men is made the ground

of their excommunicating those who follow not with them.

Was it an exhibition of the same spirit in the early Church

which, by the Lord, is here condemned. Truly the language

in this way would be most appropriate I Now, from various

other marks above noted, we have beheld that this spirit was

actually in existence in the Church, and it has already been

proved that the Nicolaitanes and Balaamites 0f the third

epistle and epoch were not two distinct parties, but the

same ;—-the one term (Nicolaitanes) looking at their lofty

assumptions, and the other (Balaamites) at their worldly acts.

So here, most probably, the Nicolaitanes and those giving

themselves out as the successors of the apostles are not two,

but the same class ; the one term (Nicolaitane) glancing at

what they were in very truth, and the other (“those which

say they are apostles and are not ”) indicating the method

by which they thus sought to attain and retain their Clerical

superiority. And thus Nicolaitanes, and those falsely claim

ing to be successors of the apostles, are the same, and the

one epithet assists us in understanding the other; and both

these parties become perceptiny very like the Clericals of

our own day.

(6.) Precisely the same thought will 'be found in its pro

per place in the parallel prophecy of the tree in Matt. xiii.

There is the same growth (by means of, as we shall see, the

hypocritical Tares) of the same vast and hierarchical system,

with its many smaller and larger branches of sub-deacons,

deacons, archdeacons, priests, deans, bishops, archbishops,

patriarchs, &c., &c.; and one of the thicker stems having

many smaller ones connected with its part of the system,» as

it also, in its turn, is a part of a still larger system, the

more integral a part of this system you become, the more,
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as everyday facts demonstrate, you obtain of the fatness .of

the earth. Here the other inspired testimony corroborates

our view, derived from the Epistles, that as this Nicolaitanism

assumes shape, and is arranged into systematised doctrine;

so it coalesces, and becomes identical with the doctrine of

Balaam, or Union with the world Both scriptures agree

in witnessing that the chief Nicolaitanes, or, as we might

say, the Nicolaitanes 0F the Nicolaitanes,-—that is, the main

branches of the ecclesiastical tree,-—were the immediate cause

of the professing Church’s Union with the world, and the

readiest means by which that Union is perpetuated. But

thisvcomparison of the thought in the other scripture is

somewhat of a digression, though, we trust, a useful one. It

surely serves to corroborate our view as to the identity of

Nicolaitanism with Clericalism.

(d) And thus, as the very word Nicolaitanism suggests, so

the more carefully we examine the lineaments of the pro

phetic portrait, the more are we satisfied that our suggestion

is the true one. For both the prophetic Nicolaitanism and

the historic, patent Clericalism had a like early origin in the

same domineering “practices ” of arrogant ministers, (Rev.

ii. 6 ;) both encountered a diversity of behaviour from the

Church as regards their reception : as, first, Nicolaitanism was

hated, (chap. ii. 6,) and Clericalism was frowned upon even

by the beloved disciple himself, as it had been rebuked more

generally by the apostle Peter, (1 st Epistle v. 3 ;) and as again,

Christ did not repeat in His third message His assertion

that Nicolaitanism was hated by the church in Pergamos, so

neither at length was, or is, the Clerical or the Prelatical

assumption viewed with disfavour by the mass, and certainly

not ordinarily by the advocates of the Union. So, too,

both Nicolaitanism and Clericalism became more and more

developed in the course of time into a systematised doctrine

and exact arrangement in detail, (chap. ii. 15;) both stand
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indebted for their maturity of growth to the spread and

prevalency of Jewish ideas within the Christian Church, (chap.

ii. 9;) and both the Nicolaitanes, as Balaamites, and the

Clericals were the parties who incited to and profited by

the Union of Church and State. Not one feature in the

prophetic description at all clashes with our suggestions;

but every word, the more it is reflected upon, tends further

to convince that Nicolaitanism and Clericalism are identical.

And what renders this view still the more certain is, that

most accurately it dovetails and harmonises with the entire

scheme of the prophecy. That prophecy, as we shall see,

contemplates in its fourth and succeeding Epistles the Church

in papal times, and then in succeeding epochs; and again,

in its fourth and preceding Epistles, the Church in papal

times, and in the preceding epochs wherein Popery was

neared by the Union of Church and world as in the third

Epistle, which Union was promoted by these Nicolaitanes or

Balaamites, (chap. ii. 14, 15 ;) and which Nicolaitanism had

had its origin in deeds of assumption as in the first Epistle,

and owed its fuller development and the subsequent favour

with which it was received to the introduction of Judaism

into the Church of Christ, (chap. ii. 9.) Thus, this interpre

tation fits perfectly with the entire prophecy ; wherefore, we

ask, can this extreme accuracy of correspondence be owing to

anything other than divine design?

We have now closed our survey of the picture of the

Church in the first phase of its decline. It is presumed

that it is needless to adduce history in proof that the Church

did actually thus in heart and life “ leave its first love.”

For the fact that it has fallen is patent to our eyes. And if

it has fallen, that fall must have had a beginning. And

yet, if this evidence he by any required, let him turn for in

stance to the pages of the earliest uninspired Christian

writers. He will quickly find that their works are feeble
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productions indeed, and withal, full of the extremest puerili

ties. Or again: if proof be demanded that Nicolaitanism,

or Clericalism, with its natural offspring, Prelacy, did make

head in the Church so very speedily, we would appeal to the

letters of Cyprian, bishop of Carthage. The assertion may

be safely ventured, that ordinary unsophisticated readers of

the New Testament, would be amazed at the great audacity

of this man, were a full translation of his letters placed in

their hands. As to those who seriously believe that the vari

ous grades of dignity and power prevailing among the clergy

of most countries of Christendom are countenanced by the

\Vord of God :—to such we have nothing to say.* What is the

legitimate end of such views, both common sense as well as

these two prophecies can trace out for us.

SECTION 2.

SCENE THE SECOND—“ The church in Smyrna.”

The progress of the decline, and its partial check.

“ And unto the angel of the church in '1' Symrna write:

These things saith the First and the Last, Who became dead,

and returned to life; I know thy tribulation and poverty,

* The inquiry is sometimes made as to the class of persons in this Rev. ii.

and designated as “angels” of the churches. We do not believe either

that they were merely representatives of the churches themselves, as the Ply

mouth brethren suggest ; nor yet again as messengers sent by these apocalyp

tic churches to John in his banishment. For internal evidence seems quite

against these views. But then neither on the other hand can we credit that

these angels were in the least similar to those lordly potentates in the world’s

Church of our day. Why, the area on which all these seven churches stood

would be very small compared with the dimensions of the diocese of a modern

bishop. Besides which, these first six angels were the angels of the churches

1N given places ; but now we behold that, in pre aration for the last, the Laodi

cean state of things, the bishops are not the ishops of the Christians in a

town, but 0F the town or city. See note, . 147, and consult Owen,whom we

have quoted in Appendix A. at the end 0 the Volume.

1‘ The reading here, 511 Epv'pvy] s'Kxhqalas‘, is the correct one.
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(but thou art rich,) and I know the blasphemy of them who

say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of

Satan. Fear not the things which thou art about to suffer:

behold, the devil is about to cast some of you into prison,

that ye may be tried. Ye shall even have a tribulation of

ten days. Become faithful unto death, and I will give thee

the crown of life. He that hath an ear, let him hear what

the Spirit saith unto the churches: He that overcometh shall

not be hurt from the second deat .”—REV. ii. 8—11.

We have seen that of the beginning of the Church’s de

cline in hearty love and in internal purity, the Lord had

uttered His complaint in the first message; which being

so, what would those who know anything at all of God’s

ways expect the next following prophetic scene to picture,

but the Church in tribulation? And though the devil might

be the agent in gathering this affliction around the Church,

still ere he could move therein, the divine consent must pre

viously have been given. Now this way of the Lord’s,

though it may be painful to our flesh, is yet owing to the

greatness of His love. As many as He loves, He rebukes

and chastens. He will contend against the sins of His

chosen. For sin, whether in the professing Church or in

an individual, if unchecked and unrepented of, is “ as when

one letteth out water.” Hence when the Church was yet

in its infancy, in order that it might be kept pure, and that

a wholesome fear on insincere disciples might be caused,

Ananias and Sapphira were slain by the sword of judgment.

And, so now, in this second epoch, the Tares having become

much thicker, and the evil more busily at work, though yet

by the Church it is to some extent resisted; therefore the

Lord in grace so far interferes as to permit deadly persecu—

tion to rage against every one that bears the Christian name.

Notwithstanding which trial, the decline continues, until at

length the evil within assumes the most gigantic proportions.
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For the sake of His own elect therefore,‘Ii is it permitted

by the Most High, that the Church shall be put into the

crucible. Now, will the reader be so good as to cast his eye

over this second Epistle, that he may recognise that it points,

most unmistakably, to an era of sore trouble and persecu

tion? But if it be the acknowledged scriptural fact, that

when a godly man or a tolerably pure Church declines in

love and watchfulness, Christ sends tribulation by way of

chastisement, and if it be true that Christ’s own witness has

been borne, that the early Church had departed, then that

here she should be warned of suffering being imminent is

what might have been anticipated. Are not the two fea

tures of decline and affliction distinctly connected together

in the way of cause and effect. In the first Epistle, the

cause of subsequent trouble; in this second, the result of

previous decline? Here, then, we have a marked loop and

tache, and hence another proof of the designed prophetic con

tinuity of these seven Epistles. Here, then, we have one

reason assigned expressly by the Lord Jesus, why the wisdom

of God acquiesced in that fierce storm of pagan hate with

which in the first few centuries the Christian Church was

visited. Is there not here some light from the divine

throne upon the ecclesiastical history of this epoch? Are

we not here furnished with the judgment of the Son of God

upon the action of the early Church?

2. But there is another manner, also a scriptural one, in

which this harassing era in the lifetime of the professing

Church must be regarded. If God had indeed a hand in her

afiliction, so had Satan. But God’s purpose would be a

gracious and a holy one ; the devil's, a hostile and malicious

one. For still God can do righteously what man or the evil

one do wickedly. Now that Satan was concerned in this

* In the sixth Epistle, which has, as will appear, several points of similarity

to the present one, we find that temptation or trial is to come to try or

sift those of the Lord’s own who are settled upon the earth.
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manifestation of the world’s opposition to the Church, is

plain from the very words of this message: “Behold, the

devil shall cast some of you into prison,” &c. As the world,

whose prince he is, gradually awakened to the consciousness

that a religion was now in existence which threatened to

uproot all others; so its hatred and antagonism would be

come more and more determined. This tends to confirm

a remark suggested in the fifth section of the previous chap

ter, that in each succeeding apocalyptic message, the change

of the Church’s condition, rather than any given period of

time, is contemplated. Of course, this latter, as the change

becomes more clearly defined, is necessarily comprehended in

the former. We must also feel that an entirely new state

of things in the Church could scarcely be said to begin in a

day. Thus persecution of a partial character prevailed even

whilst the apostles were yet alive, and consequently With

in the epoch covered by the first Epistle.* Yet there is no

one acquainted with the history of these times but will

frankly admit that the second and third centuries were to

the Christian Church, in a much more emphatic and peculiar

manner than was the first century, the era of martyrdom.

Thus Dean Trench, in a passage of his already quoted, says

that “ Smyrna represents excellently well the ecclesia pressa

in its last and most terrible struggles with heathen Rome.”

For the first persecutions of the Christians were rather the

result of caprice or of passion, than owing to any systematic

hostility. But presently, as the real doctrines of Chris

tianity became better understood, and, in consequence, as the

pagan temples became, as they did, more and more utterly

deserted, and the animals for sacrifice remained unsold, the

upholders of paganism were constrained by their interests,

‘ Another illustration of this arrangement we have in the vials. Of these, ere

yet one is completely emptied, another is begun to be poured out; that

is to say, the action of the next in succession commences previous to the

effects of the former being quite past.
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and compelled by their mistaken consciences, seriously, and

by combined effort, to make war upon the new sect. In

accordance with this, we are informed by ecclesiastical his

torians that it was, generally speaking, the most bigoted

and pious in their way of the heathen emperors that set

themselves most resolutely against Christianity. Now, that

the devil was their inspirer in this wicked work, this very

scripture discloses. Here then again is unveiled before our

eyes, as we gaze upon this apocalyptic picture, what powers,

angelic as well as human, beheld with malignant terror, the

rapid spread of those who named the name of Christ. And

thus too, the combined view of God and the devil having

each a hand in this afliiction of the Church is seen to be the

scriptural one.

3. Now, a great object that God was intent upon in per

mitting'all this persecution to rage, was the welfare and a

regard to the highest interests of them that hoped in Him.

For if the Church was largely increasing in numbers, yet

was it also already rapidly declining in purity.qli Those,

then, must be preserved from going with the stream. Early,

indeed, did the Tares threaten to overtop the true Wheat.

Now, as the unregenerate within the Church would, of

course, necessarily retain their love of the world; and yet, in

asmuch as the religion they now had adopted, was too diame

trically at variance with their old ways, for them to be

able at all to continue therein; therefore would they seek new

modes of gratifying their earthly bias. In Paul’s account,

the ministry was accompanied with little he're, save labours

and sorrows in abundance, (2 Cor. xi. 13.) Yet had it even

in the very first epoch, as we have seen, been incipiently per

verted to the purposes of Nicolaitanism, and presently also

of Prelacy. Now, in this changed aspect thereof, this office

would have much that was tempting for these men.

 

* See Sect. 4 of the last chapter.

WénJ ‘ *~ A
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Then, further : Judaism had hardly ever been quite kept

out of the Church. Vigorously had the apostles contended

with it, and also in solemn conclave they had denounced it.

Specially, the apostle of the Gentiles had with all his might

dehorted from it, as the epistle to the Galatians, for instance,

largely evidences.* But if, however resisted, it had yet

lived on within the Church even whilst the apostles lived,

how much more would it thrive, after their departure to their

rest? For these worldly Tares would find this blending of

Judaism and Christianity very useful in many respects.

Ay, and comfortable, too; for they would know too much

of the doctrine of Christ to allow of their easy relapse into

Paganism; whilst yet the love of the world would be too

strong in their hearts, for them to act as humble-minded

Christians. Hence their embracing various Judaising no

tions after their profession of the new religion; and their

transformation of the incongruous jumble into a spurious-f

Christianity, would enable them to gratify their old inclina

tions in a new mode; whilst all the while, perhaps, they sin

cerely regarded themselves as serving Christ. For here their

remaining ignorance as to what were the true principles of

the doctrine of Christ, their previous heathen modes of

thought, and the undiscovered tendencies of their hearts,

must all be borne in mind. Altogether, their judgments

would be influenced to an extent of which they themselves

* See Gal. vi. 1216.

+ How differently does the voice of inspiration speak of Judaism in the New

Testament to what it had done in the dispensation which preceded it. Then

to be called “uncircumcised” was almost identical with being viewed as a

heathen. But now circumcision is contemptuously termed by the Holy

Ghost “the concision ;” that is, the maiming, (Phil. iii.) NOW, its glorious

temple, on which rested the cloud of glory, is called “ a WORLDLY sanctuary,”

(Heb. ix. 1.) Now its covenant is declared to be an “old covenant,” ready, in

the apostles’ days, to vanish altogether, (Heb. viii. 13.) Now, again, its ordi

nances of divine institution are termed, still by the Holy Ghost “ BEGGARLY

elements,” (Gal. iv. 9;) and much more passim to the same effect. To such

an extent, then, is Judaism affected by this change, of dispensation. But more

upon this elsewhere. The reader is requested to cast his eye over the first

few pages of Sect. 3, Chap. V.
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were unconscious. Hence would they readily argue that if

Judaism had a priesthood and an ecclesiastical hierarchy,

why should not Christianity have a similar one? Then

would there still be scope for unmortified ambition. Or

again: Judaism comprehended the entire nation ;-—why

should Christians be a “peculiar people,” and the Church be

a militant body, “ called out” from the world? Why should

not spirituality be a matter for the heart alone, and the

Church and the world be brought to an understanding with

each other, and a confederacy be made for mutual benefit?

, So would the exclusiveness and the call of the Church to

separation from the world be rendered useless, and conse

quently be modified or neutralised. The remembrance that

to the Israelitish nation, God had not only given Himself

but also “the land” of their possession, so that prosperity

and dignity on earth had been a part of the blessing of the

religious Jew, would, from their point of view, suggest the

inquiry : Why should the profession of Christianity so neces

sarily entail the taking up of the Cross? If Christianity be

only the expansion of Judaism, why might it not also be ren—

dered subservient for their advancement and earthly ease ? *

This leads us to note the expression in this second Epistle:

“I know the blasphemyj- of them which say they are Jews

and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.” Herein, if

we mistake not, is contained a twofold implication. One is,

'* It is fully, of course, admitted that the blessing of Abraham comes on the

Gentiles through Jesus Christ, in so far as that blessing consists in the gift of

God himself to His people. Therein, this very blessing and gift is to the

Church even fuller than it was to the Israelites. See note, p. 192. For God

gave Himself to that nation as their King ; but to His people He has given

Himself still,—but now to be their Father, (Rev. xv. 3, instead of “ King

of saints,” should be read “ King of nations.”) But only so far is this blessing

of Abraham ours. For whereas God gave Abraham the “ land” of Palestine,

(Gen. xii. 7,) and put His children in possession thereof, after He had cleansed

it with the sword of judgment, neither that “ land " nor any other land has He

given to His Church. See Chap. I. of this Second Part. This Church He has

blessed with all spiritual blessings in the heavenlies with Christ, (Eph. i. 3;)

and called with a “ heavenly calling,” (Heb. iii. 1.)

1' This word “ blasphemy” has more force in it in English than it necessarily

has in the original. It simply means an injury to one’s fame.
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that these earthly-minded men, as Paul calls this class, are

not true Christians, though they assumed that they were.

All that they were, in truth, were tares. This idea, then,

will be found in its place to correspond with the line of

thought‘in the second parable of the parallel prophecy of

Matt. xiii. For it should be observed that the entire

Apocalypse, though obviously abounding in reference to the

Church of Christ, has yet that reference, whether it be in

the way of encouragement or of admonition, couched in

Jewish phraseologyj“ and is even as a volume constructed in

constant allusion to the Levitical temple service, with its

brazen and golden altars and its divers courts. _Whilst, at

the same time, such other allusions contained herein as to the

vail being rent,+ keep in conjunction the remembrance of the

' So also Elliott writes :—“ Long before the Revelation in Patmos, and even

while the literal Jerusalem was yet standing, St Paul taught the Gentile

Christians to a propriate to themselves, all fully and unreservedly, the name

and privileges this should be taken with the plain limitation suggested in the

note but one preceding] of Israel, even as those that were Abraham’s seed,

(Gal. iii. 29;) those that were by adoption of the commonwealth of Israel,

(Eph. ii. 12-19 ;) and. those that had been grafted into the true Jewish olive

tree ; while the literal Jews themselves, having rejected their Messiah, were

to be regarded as branches broken off. Moreover, both by him and by others

of the apostles, the emblems of the temple, house of God, and sacrifice,

whether that of prayer, praise, or self-devotion, had been applied, in a Chris

tian sense, to Christian believers and the Christian Church ; emblems derived,

as no one will think of denying, from the Jewish temple and Jewish temple-wor

ship. Allthis even a, priori to the apocalyptic revelation. And then, turning to

the Apocalypse, what, let us ask, was the nature of the symbol seen by

John in the very opening vision, and as explained by Christ himself ‘2 Why,

the scene presented was that of a sacred chamber, like that of the Jewish

sanctuary, with its seven candlesticks, and Christ himself expressly inter

preting the latter emblem as typifying the seven then existing Christian

Asiatic churches. Besides that, He interwove in His several addresses to

them other similarly Christianised Jewish figures (as ‘ Jezebel,’ cha . 20;

‘temple and new Jerusalem,’ chap. ii. 12,) and even appellations ( that say

they are Jews, and are hotly—Hora: Apocalypticte, vol. i., pp. 243-247, Fourth

Edition. The allusions to the old covenant are, indeed, in all these instances,

most plain; only the divergences of thought which are as obvious, (e.g., the

one candlestick, with its connecting centre, visible in Judaism, and the seven

candlesticks, with its personal divine Centre, invisible in this dis ensation,)

must also be taken into the account. For then God’s gift of Himsel and of the

land to the Jews, and His gift of Himself in a more glorious and endearing

sense, with a calling away from earth for the Church :—these two will be

properly distinguished and contrasted, the one with the other.

1‘ Thus, “in the first of Revelation, John prays for grace to the Church of

God from the seven Spirits which are before the throne ; that is to say from
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divergences and contrast of Christianity with Judaism. And

thus, now comparing the terms used here by Christ with

very many other similar ones in the same book, it appears

that His language in this verse (ver. 9) amounts virtually to

a denial that these ambitious and worldly-loving men within

the professing Church were Jews inwardly or “ Israelites in

deed.” *

But there seems a second implication of Christ in these

words, and one Which will still more fully account for the

sort of phraseology here made use of. His allusion to these

men and to their hypocrisy under Jewish terms, may have

been in designed allusion to the heterogeneous kind of Juda

ised Christianity by which these Tares assayed to benefit them

selvesrf' For, albeit they were neither Jews nor Christians in

any true sense, yet nevertheless they were quite willing, as is

the case with the same class in this sixth (chap. iii. 9) or

present epoch, to appeal to Old Testament Jewish practice,

and to apply to themselves Old Testament Jewish promises,

whilst claiming to belong to a church called with a. heavenly

the one Spirit in the septiform candlestick. Does not this imply that the veil

of the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom? Because, you

observe, now the candlestick is spoken of as right before the throne ; that is

close to the mercy-seat. A vail was between them once, but now we learn

that the seven spirits, or septiform Spirit, are before the throne. So in Rev.

iv. 5 we read again, that ‘there were seven lamps of fire burning before the

throne, which are the seven spirits of God.’ "-—-E'a:tract from the Aathor’spub

lished Sermons on the Levitical Dispensation, p. 165.

" This Christianised Judaism, or Judaised Christianity, continued to grow

and thrive within the Church, until in the fourth epoch and Epistle, referring,

as we shall find, to the dark ages of Popery, the great professing body, or no

minal Church ruling in the world, is called by the name of an Israelitish queen

—to wit, the bloodthirsty, persecuting Jezebel.

1‘ The words “but thou art rich,” as they stand in the English version, and

also in the textus receptus, would lead to the supposition, that they were a

commendation by Christ Of the practice of this church, generally s eaking, of

laying up treasures in heaven. For the wording is nhol'nnos Be a. But the
reading here that Griesbach prefers, 670m flhmlmws fl' would seem rather

to regard the incipient worldly love of ease of this church ; and that, there

fore, He sent tribulation; which whilst it delivered His own, was yet unblessed

to the others. For when the trial passed away, the Church fell into the

world’s arms. If the former reading be preferred, then Christ will not yet

blame the Church at large. If the latter, then His language is the language

of complaint.
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calling, and whose citizenship is in heaven. And that there

actually is this further allusion to their Judaised* Christi

anity appears most certain from divers other considerations ;

as—

(l.) In the sixth Epistle where we find much the same

language as we have here, (compare chap. iii. 9 with.the words

under review in chap. ii. 9,) it is distinctly implied, that some

referred to were dwelling at ease in the world, and needed a

time of trial to sift them, by distinguishing those who, erring

in doctrine and life, were yet in heart true to Christ, from

the mere Judaising, earth-loving hypocrites. (See chap. iii. 9

with 10.) There also, in that sixth Epistle, precisely the same

two main features are coupled together, which are brought

before us in this second message :—-viz., the inclination of the

professing Church to love of earth, though speciously covered

over with a plea derived from Judaism; and the other, the

announcement of an impending persecution-l

(2.) But if these two,—the one the tendency to worldly

ease in the Church, and the other, the approach of a sore

persecution ;—if these be the two main points contemplated

in this Epistle, then there is evidently a peculiar appropri

ateness in the remedy applied by God for the disease that is

fast spreading. There is a suitability, an adaptation be

tween the means used on the one hand by the All-wise

Being to deliver His own; and on the other, the danger

which He marks they are getting into, that assists to con

* Of course there are several distinct and dissimilar touches in the sixth

Epistle to what we have in the second. All our object in comparing the twu

is to mark, that in both the same danger incurred by the Lord’s own people

is ultimately followed by much the same mode of deliverance—viz., persecu

tion. But even this Very persecution in these two Epistles differs as to the

character of those who inflict it : in the second, it is from the world as pagan,

as will be shewn just now; but in the sixth, it is the world as Christianised.

'1‘ Why should those denounced in chap. ii. 9 and iii. 9, be regarded as Jews in

any literal sense, any more than Jezebel is who is mentioned in chap. ii. 20 ? As

the one party is mystical, so is the other. It is the growth of Judaism in the

Church in both cases, till in the fourth epoch this Christianised Jewish

Church reigns and persecutes.
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firm us that we have not erred in our identification of that

temptation and danger.

(3.) So in the other parallel prophecy, we shall find that

the nominal Church, instead of resembling so many corns of

wheat, which as they fill and ripen in the ear above, become

increasingly dead to earth; did, on the contrary, grow into

a vast ecclesiastical tree, with its roots more and more firmly

attached to earth, with the unclean birds or harpies finding

their desired rest therein.

And thus it appears that God, witnessing this spread of

Judaism Within the professing Church, did for the sake of

His own loved ones therein, allow Satan to raise up persecu

tion against it. Yet with the many, the ecclesiastical evil

continued, as we shall behold in the next chapter, rapidly to

develop itself.

4. But what was the design which Satan had in view, in

stirring up the heathen world to afflict the early Church?

If God’s object, as we have seen, was a. gracious one, in per

mitting this long and dreary era of persecution, we may be

quite sure that the arch-enemy’s, in first raising up, and then

in continuing to sustain throughout this second epoch, the

tribulation to which the Church was subjected, was a widely

different one.* The answer is precisely that which Pharaoh,

the type of Satan, had set his heart upon, in causing the

affliction of the children of Israel. In burning the bush

with fire, it was with the expectation that thereby it would

be consumed. Or rather, as the Church, as such, is to be re

garded as beyond the confines of Egypt, and already as near

unto the promised inheritance, precisely, we may say, that

object which Balak desired, when, summoning Balaam to

* As we have seen that in raising u persecution, both God and the devil

have a hand, so this combined view of the cause should never be lost sight of.

Then, should another tribulation, world-wide in its range, be gathering at the

close of the sixth epoch, as chap. iii. 9, 10 intimates :—then will Christians per

ceive the hand of Christ therein, and acknowledge that it was required for

sifting purposes.
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his aid, he endeavoured by cursing to devote this singular

people to destruction. Hence this persecution of the Church

by heathendom was very sore and very long continued.

Mankind possibly knew not who was its wicked instigator

in their persevering and oft-repeated attempt to destroy the

infant Church, any more than the Romans or the Jews were

conscious that it was the prince of the world who urged

them to the murder of Christ. Yet so in both cases it was,

(John xiv. 30; Rev. ii. 10.) The Christians intended or

boded to the world no harm; nevertheless, the world, in

trembling and hate, sought their annihilation. This it did

the more desperately, as it awoke to the claims of the religion

now newly professed, and at its threatening to render all

their own, mere nullities. The first symptoms of opposition

on its part, had either been more like the result of tumult on

the part of the mob; or of whim on the part of the rulers.

But this was not so at all with the persecutions of the second

and third centuries. Ruthlessly, inflexibly, systematically

was the cruel object persevered in. However, the Lord was

in the burning bush; and so was it not consumed. The Lord

would not suffer Balak’s curse to take any effect. Nay; that

very curse He turned again and again into a blessing. The

righteous were purified; and the Church at large increased.

The blood of the martyrs as the seed of the Church. Yet

the extreme severity of the trial to which the professing

Church of this epoch was subjected, is glanced at over and

over again in this Epistle. Thus-—

5. When Christ reminds this Church that He himself had

been dead, but lived again; He hints how worse than abor

tive, had been the malignant designs of the enemy in His

own case. No limits had the prince of this world known to

His malignant rage against the Son of God; and yet how

impotent that rage had been, they were aware of, who truly

believed, that He had sat down on the right hand of the

O
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Majesty 011 high. But the lesson hence for His people is

obvious. Again, still more plainly—

6. Adverting to a certain crisis in this era of persecution,

of which more just now, (see N0. 9,) the Lord adds: “Be

thou faithful [even] unto death;” that is, “unto blood,”

(Heb. xii. 4.) Persevere, that is, in confessing my name

and your own heavenly hope. G0 on steadfastly in this, even

though martyrdom should be the consequence of your con

stancy. For why? “ Be thou faithful even unto death, and

[then] I will give thee the crown* of life.” As if this were

not enough—

7. A gentle warning is also implied in the promise, “ He

that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death.” As

if to remind, that there is another death far more terrible

than any which thy persecutors can inflict. There is “the

second deat ,”-—a death after the death of the body, and

which consists in the separation of the soul from God, the

source of life and joy;—a living death in hell, wherein the

worm never dies, and the fire is never quenched From

this my faithful followers shall be preserved !

8. The above examples will make it evident that the more

carefully this Epistle is investigated, the more as we bend

over it, do we breathe, as it were, an atmosphere of the

horrid prison, and of the cruel stake; the more distinctly

comes that epoch into mind when Christians were fain to

dwell in the Catacombs, or to worship God in the depths of

the scarcely penetrable forest. And this, whether acci

dentally or designedly, the reader must decide for himself,

is signified by the term used in addressing the Church of

this sore era. For the Greek word, here translated Smyrna,

* See Sect. 4 of the preceding chapter, where, in the review of the seven

promises in the seven Epistles, we have shewn that the crown of life is an ad

vance on what is promised in the first Epistle, as that the crown is suggestive

of reward : a reward of grace indeed, but yet truly a reward of the Saviour to

His faithful and afflicted people.
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is the very same which elsewhere is rendered “ myrrh.”

But myrrh is a well—known symbol of death and resurrec

tion?

9. But what is the reference of the Lord which appears

to be made with great emphasis when the declaration is

made to this suffering Church : “Ye shall even have a tribu

lation often days.” This would seem to be mentioned as if

it portended what should be the climax of the woe. Whilst

the peculiar language demonstrates, that our afflictions are

meted out and duly apportioned by the Son of God, it also

suggests the inquiry : What was there in the history of the

Church at this epoch, to correspond to this note of time in

the prophecy? Ecclesiastical writers have indeed often re

marked that the persecutions of the Church from the pagan

world were exactly in number “ ten.” But still this does not

account or throw any light upon the word here, “ days.” Was

there, in these two centuries of woe, any peculiar period of

crushing anguish, when the rage of the enemy reached its

highest pitch, the duration of which was ten days?

Now, in the second section of the preceding chapter,

several cases were cited where scriptural prophecies have

undoubtedly a twofold fulfilment: the one remoter and

fuller than the other. The probability was hence suggested

that this may be the true way of looking at the book of

Revelation, which, as we there explained, has two schools of

interpreters: the one class stoutly maintaining that the book

is, from the fourth chapter onwards, all yet to be fulfilled ;

and the other class holding to the opinion that all the middle

chapters thereof have been slowly fulfilling during the last

* At the burial of Jesus it is recorded that a. mixture of ’myrrh and aloes

was used, (John xix. 39.) Now, the wordfor myrrh here, Eprvns‘, is precisely

that which is adopted by the Lord to characterise the Church of these times.

With reference to this, the confession is made by Trench that “it is difficult

not to remember here that Smyrna, the name of this suffering church, which

should give out its sweetness in persecution and death, is a sub-form of

Fljfifsfl "—4.0. , myrrh.
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eighteen centuries. Then that mysterious period of time, of

1260 days, the mention of which oft recurs in the book, is

by the former class believed to refer to 1260 literal days,

and by the other to stand for 1260 years. Here, possibly,

we have an illustration of the correctness of this mode of

reconciling these two schools.

For, first, that the church of Smyrna did experience a

sharp affliction for ten literal days, must, on the simple

authority of this passage, be fully believed. But then

again, if there be one indisputable fact in the history of

the Church during the terrible time of persecution which

extended from the close of the first to the opening of the

fourth century, it is that that long period of tribulation came

to its climax, and, at the same time, also to its final termina

tion, by Dioclesian’s persecution of ten years. This was the

extreme point, both in severity and in time, of the display of

heathendom’s malice against the Church. In this ten years

there may also have been ten days of peculiar sharpness.

As to this, however, history is silent. But as to that crisis

of unexampled severity, when one great last effort was made

in the way of main force to extinguish the Christian name,

or as to its continuance for the precise period of ten years,

there is not the slightest doubt. All who have written of

these times, speak of this as a matter of notoriety. It com~

menced with the decree of the emperor Dioclesian in AD.

303, and it ended with the edict of Milan in A.D. 313, which

was issued by Constantine the Great after his victory over

Maxentius.

In concluding our review of this Epistle and epoch, it

should be observed that this expression “ ten days ” is the

one single note of time to be found throughout this wondrous

prophecy. It is singular that it should occur just where it

does. If any doubt could possibly exist in the mind of any

one as to when this second epoch closed, and when the
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Church ceased to suffer from the death-throes of expiring

paganism ; or if, again, any one could for a moment hesitate

as to when the next and third phase dawned; this word of

the Lord would almost settle the question.

SECTION 3.

SCENE THE THIRD —-“ The church in Pergamos.”

The enemy’s change of tactics, with its first consequence

to the Church—me, the Union.

“And to the angel of the church in Pergamos write;

These things saith He Who hath the sharp two-edged sword;

I know (thy works and *) where thou dwellest, where Satan’s

throne is; and thou holdest fast My name, and deniedst not

My faith, even in the days in which Antipas was My witness,

My faithful one, who was slain among you, where Satan

dwelleth. But I have a few things against thee, that thou

hast there them that hold fast the doctrine of Balaam, who

taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children

of Israel, to eat things offered unto idols, and to commit for

nication. S0 hast thou thyself (01)) also those that hold fast

the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes in like manner, (or) which I

hate-1' Repent; but if not, I am coming to thee quickly,

and will war against them with the sword of My mouth.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto

the churches; To him that overcometh will I giveI the

hidden manna; and I will give him a white stone, and on

the stone a new name written, which no one knoweth save

he that receiveth it.”——REV. ii. 12—17.

The era of the pagan persecution of the Church is past.

The true saints of the Lord have not loved their lives even

* The words, “thy works and,” Griesbach hesitates whether to omit

or no. .

1‘ Many MSS. for 6mm]; have (Spams. Others, again, have 6,1wlws‘ 6/1405

I The words, “ to eat of,” should be omitted.
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unto death. But as the lowly herb when trampled on, only

yields a richer perfume; so had the death of the saints

throughout the Smyrnean epoch, been the means of arresting

the attention, and of gently overcoming the hearts’ opposi

tion of many of their persecutors, and so of bringing new

bands of Christian converts unto the faith, and into the

Church. As Stephen’s testimony, sealed with his blood, had

been followed * by the change of Saul from an enemy into a

friend, so the violent taking away of their lives, proved to

not a few of their murderers, the occasion of breaking down

the strongholds of Satan in their hearts, and the auspicious

moment of a new and divine life. And thus was the blood

of these martyrs the seed of the Church. As with the first

corn of heavenly wheat, so with these sprung from it; by

dying, much fruit was brought forth, (John xii. 24.) Thus

had God turned the oft-attempted curse of the world into a

blessing. Then what was to be done? Ohl has the arch

enemy only ONE arrow in his quiver? Is there only ONE

sort of temptation wherewith he can assail us? Where force

is unavailing, does never fraud succeed? Has Satan never

better attained his ends, when robed as an angel of light,

than when appearing in his true character 'as the angel of

darkness ?

Yet it is not by any means intended to imply that the

* “ Saul was an unconverted man until Christ stopped him in his headlong

career. Yet I think there are traces to be found in roof that the prayer and

murder of Stephen, in which not only Saul assisted, but had the chief hand,—

(as Augustine says, “ keeping the clothes of all, that he might have a hand in

the stone-throw of a]1,”)—that these pricked his conscience, and rendered him

an unhappy man. Thus when Luke says that the face of Stephen at the

council resembled that of ‘ an angel,’ (Acts vi. 15;) it is very probable that

he got the information from Paul, his fellow-traveller, who was present on the

occasion. And if this be the case, then we have the effect of Stephen’s appear

ance and speech upon the mind of Paul. Further than this, there are expres

sions in St Paul’s writings bearing amarked relation to words used in the speech

of Stephen, as if they had been imprinted on his memory. Thus compare Acts

48 with Acts xvii. 24; and, again, Acts vii. 53 with Gal. iii. 19. Each

refers to the same passage of Old Testament Scripture, (Acts 44 with

Heb. viii. 5.) Each breathes the same prayer, (Acts vii. 60 with 2 Tim. iv. 16.) ’

—~Ea;tract from Author’s Work on Joseph and Jem.
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professing Church had kept to its first standing or retained

its purity. Oh, no 1 History and prophecy concur in testi

fying to the same painful fact, that by the opening of this

third era, the ecclesiastical miasma had spread much within

the Church, and had become most deleterious in its influenCe.

There was the Clerical element inciting a small clique to call

itself the Church,'whom Christ allusively termed the “ syna

gogue of Satan.” * This Nicolaitanism, commencing in

Diotrephian practice, had naturally led to and been aided in

its development by Judaism within the Church; so that there

wanted but this new era of things which now succeeded to

perfect it into a gigantic system of priestly and prelatical,

and subsequently in the fourth or next era, even of papal

“doctrine.” But times of persecution nipped, or rather kept

all this evil in check; and hence Satan was so far, in part,

fighting against himself. Could not there be some mode

found of achieving his great object—the Causing the Church’s

witness to cease; and yet, at the same time, of maturing all

this growing wickedness? The Church’s striking hands with

the world, whilst it would afford full scope for this Nico

laitanism and Judaism; would yet neutralise, or nearly so,

that testimony which, when accompanied with evident uncon

cern for earth, and with the taking up of the Cross, had been

so unpleasantly efi'ective. Hence the tactics were changed;

the cursing gave place to the arts of seduction by the world.

Yet the design on the part of the arch-plotter was still the

same; although he now chose to disappearfl‘ or to come forth

in new and enchanting guise.

* See preceding section, page 204. In the sentence following it is taken for

granted that the preceding chapter and the other two sections of this are

borne in mind.

'1' The devil loves to hide himself. When Job’s friends came, you hear no

more of Satan’s own immediate doings with that tpatriarch. Satan having

been rebuffed when he tempted Christ in person to orego the cross, presently

came again in Peter the apostle of Christ, (Matt. xvi. 22, 23.) So in the

parallel prophecy, we shall mark that whereas in the first parable Satan is

intent upon his work against the Church ; in the second, he is beheld working
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In very few words can be epitomised the ecclesiastical

history of the epoch which succeeded to the times of pagan

persecution?“ Constantine, who, in the subdivision of the

empire by Dioclesian, had the government of Britain assigned

to him, marking the wide-spread conviction in men’s minds

of the truth of Christianity; and that too, notwithstanding

the persistency with which the persecutidn against it was

persevered in by the other rulers of the empire: either for

ambitious or conscientious considerations, avowed himself a

Christian. Having conveyed his forces over to the main

land, in several pitched battles he overcame the imperial

persecutors. Thus he became the undisputed and sole

monarch of the Roman world. Hereupon the consequences

were marvellous. What with the vast personal influence of

the crowned victor; and what with his removal of the ban

and stigma from the confession of the faith; so that multi—

tudes, previously conscious of the absurdities of paganism,

and of the claims of the new religion, had not need any

longer to dissemble their real sentiments; certain it is, that

immediately upon his accession to the undivided throne, the

great majority of his subjects began to invoke with their

lip the name of Christ, and were desirous to submit to any

rites, in order that they also might be regarded as Christians.

Now, when thus the world suddenly became willing out

wardly to conform to the yoke of Christ, and to meet His

professing servants as if half~way; then pliancy on their part,

and fear of over-scrupulosity, would be, in the opinion of all

the Tares among them, nothing but the merest prudence.

To them the opportunity of bringing all these crowds to

within the Church, after which he goes his way, leaving his work to take

effect, (Matt. xii. 25.) Hence in the third and fourth parables, as we shall

shew, his work progresses, till the woman, or Church, aids in her own com

pleter corruption, whilst he himself is unseen.

' The history of these times is sketched from the testimonies of writers of

the Constantine era in Sect. 6 of Chap. I. of this Second Part.
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Christ would seem far too golden, for the sake of any

punctiliousness, to be neglected. If lost now, it might never

again recur. And the least effect of its being at once em

braced, would necessarily be, that such sore persecutions as

had been till now endured, would be, from the comparatively

few remaining heathen, altogether impossible. Yea, instead

of having to resist any more unto blood, or even to endure

the spoiling of its goods, the Christian Church might obtain

earth and ease, whilst yet heaven it did not abandon. But

nothing is ever gained by the sacrifice of principle. The

wisdom that cometh from above is first pure; nothing will

content Christ in lieu of the heart’s whole allegiance to Him.

For men to call themselves by His holy name merely because

such was now the will and fashion of the court, or even be

cause they perceived the grossnesses and errors of paganism:

these truly can by no means be regarded as an equivalent

substitute for the gracious work of the Spirit of God upon

the soul. And “not by might nor by power ” is the con

version of the heart effected. Those who are regenerated,

are “ not born of the will of the flesh, or of the will of man.”

Yet there is no wish to imply that some, or even very many

out of these crowds that now joined the professing Church,

were not savineg converted. But there is no one who believes

that such was the case with the crowds, and all of them,

themselves; whilst to receive and welcome all this teeming

mob into the Church, was sacrificing every scriptural principle

concerned, to the delight that mere largeness of numbers

could administer.

Then came the crowning result! What was the religion,

at least in word, of the monarch, of his favourites, and of all

these masses, was determined should be the religion of the

whole empire. The remaining votaries of paganism were

frowned 'upon by those in power, and discouraged in every
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way; whilst the Church’s chief teachers assumed the very

exalted places‘“ vacated by the priests. And so accommodat

ing and anxious to please had the nominal Church become;

that not only those doctrines of Christ were set aside, and

the use of His sacraments perverted, in so far as both these

were incompatible with the theory of a worldly Church, and

with the admission of crowds of worldly professors; but also

Christianity itself was first slightly, and then increasingly

tinged with heatheni' notions to suit the populace, in whom

the love of their ancient religion had not been extinguished

by their adoption, for the sake of pleasing their superiors, of

the new creed. And so the dark papal times, with their

Judaised and then paganised corruptions of Christianity,

drew on. But, in looking to this phase, we are anticipating

the times of the fourth epoch: only it is right and proper

that those effects should be traced to their real cause. The

main features, then, of the action of the professing Church

in this third epoch were such as these: (1.) The overtures of

the world’s friendship seized with avidity. The endea

vour, systematically persevered in, to comprehend, without

much regard to the state of the individual souls before God,

as nearly as possible, first the subjects of the Roman empire,

and then of the outlying nations, as all within the pale of the

Church; that is, of the spotless spouse of Christ. (3.) “The

heads” of the Church invested with much worldly power,

and authority, and influence, and wealth; and that, too,

where, strange to say, their Divine Pattern had only found

a cross.

And now, in surveying the third picture in the prophetic

panorama, we need not tarry long. For although, as the in

* Thus in the time of the patriarch Joseph, the priesthood, it is well known,

ranked next to royalty. And in the times of the pagan Roman empire, the

emperor was regarded not only as the military and civil, but also as the religi

ousvhead or Pontifex Maximus of the people.

'l‘ See note to next section, p. 241.
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telligent reader will be aware of, the belief is entertained that

in this passage is vouchsafed Christ’s OWN Judgment on

the Union of Church and State; yet have we, ere coming to

this, endeavoured so to attend to all preliminary matter, that

when, as now, we encountered the very words containing the

divine verdict, the sense of those words might at once and

easily be apprehended by the reader himself. And surely if

he has followed us in our remarks hitherto ; and, honestly,

we know not what point has been left unsustained by copious

proof: then it will be quite plain to what epoch in the

Church’s history, by what evil agents, and to what guilty

deed of theirs, the language of the Judgment in the 14th

verse of Rev. ii. refers. Only we may be permitted to apprise

him who is anxious to come at the fact in this matter,

that it would be advantageous if, before going further, he

would cast his eye over the fifth and sixth sections of the

first chapter of our second part; and, at all events, at the

sixth section of that said chapter. Here we have the Son of

God himself distinctly averring that a certain action of the

Church of this epoch, finds a corresponding type during

Israel’s wanderings in the wilderness; and there, when re

viewing that type, we have already ascertained to what kind

of temptation in the Christian Church that type points. We

have little more to do now, than to illustrate how the inter

pretation dovetails with every allusion in the prophetic pic

ture, and it with those that precede and follow. Turn we

now to the various tracings in the inspired picture itself,

wherein it will be found that every one is connected in refer

ence to the great ecclesiastical Deed of that era. Hence,

therefore, we will arrange our annotations 0n the message in

the like connexion.

1. And in looking at this third message, we are at once

struck with the mention of this Nicolaitanism, which, in our

review of the first epoch, we had already observed to be de
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nounced by the Lord; and which there we ascertained to be

identical with Clericalism. But in this picture of the third

stage in the professing Church’s history, it appears to have

taken much firmer hold of men’s minds or imaginations; as

it is now no longer simply a practice frowned upon, but a

“doctrine” reduced to system. Here, too, as a further

ominous mark of the maturity of its growth, we find it now

placed in evident" connexion with another “ doctrine,” called

“the doctrine of Balaam.” Hence those embracing this

latter doctrine, are not wholly a different class to those cling

ing to the reprehended Nicolaitanism; but the same class,

or a section of them, with their old sin reproduced in some

more hideous form, or rather with their old sin naturally lead

ing some more advanced Nicolaitanes to some further de

velopment into other sin, when some circumstance, or some

change of circumstances in the Church, is favourable theretorl

* On this doctrine of Balaam and that of the Nicolaitanes, compare the re

marks of Trench quoted in the first section of this chapter.

'l‘ That these two doctrines are similar, the one to the other; or rather, that

Balaamisrn is nothing else than Nicolaitanism, or Clericalism, advanced one

more degree in worldly sin: in plain language, that ambitious teachers in the

professing Church first changed their ministerial oflice into a sort of distinct

priesthood, and so came to regard themselves as a new sacerdotal caste ; and

then, further, began to lord it also over one another ; and again, subsequently,

that these were the chief instruments, on the Church’s part, in effecting the

Union of Church and world, by which their earthly bias was still more com

pletely gratified,—we add. to the remarks in Sect. 1, and specially the note to

pp. 187, 188, the following :—

(1.) In Sect. 2 of Chap. VI., we shall shew that the professing Church

have, in two other distinct prophetic sketches by Peter and Jude, been fairly

warned of the evil agents, by means of whom the great disaster, or series of

disasters, which should befall her, should be wrought, and that each of these

apostolic witnesses has indicated them to be a large class of her teachers. Then

the peculiar snare is revealed to be some sort of worldliness, after they had at

first escaped from the world’s pollution.

(2.) That both these inspired writers also, most remarkably, fasten on the

very same Old Testament individual as is mentioned here, in their comparison

of these false teachers, and identification of them with the due type in

Israel’s wilderness experience. And truly there is much mystery about this

Balaam. Love of money swayed him. Yet, though a bad man, still was he

a true prophet. And if the wicked teachers of true things, in the professing

Church, correspond with that prophet as antitype and type ; so also do _

their works similarly correspond, as this text in Revelation implies. And in

Chap. 1., Sect. 6, we have beheld that Balaam’s temptation of Israel through

the Midianites, tallies with these teachers’ temptation of the professing

Church through the world. (See, too, 1 Cor. x. 6, 8, 11.) But, in fact, the
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But in the sketch of the history of this epoch given just

above, we have noted what an entire change of circumstances

took place at its commencement, as respects the attitude of

the world and the Church towards each other. Now the

world assayed to woo the professing Church; and it ceased to

fear the world, because, instead of a frown, it beheld a smile

upon its face. Now ensued this fuller development of

Nicolaitanism—that is, Clericalism and Prelacy—into some

“ doctrine of Balaam,” that is, some doctrine about fornica

tion. By these Clericals, the professing Church was now

tempted to some uncleanness of living. And here it is'that

some writers, who have followed hitherto in the track marked

out in the prophecy, have erred from the way. For they

have looked about for some flesth uncleanness committed

peculiarly at this epoch, and sought to identify this crime

with the language here used by the Lord. Yet the least re

flection would serve to convince that the uncleanness here

condemned must be of some spiritual sort, and that for such

reasons as the following : *—

(l.) A type differs from a parallel of identity. Thus, for

correspondence between the type and antitype here is so well sustained, as the

various scri tures quoted concur to testify, as to be actuall wonderful.

(3,) And how natural all this is ! For when the Church egan to be invaded

by the worldly mob of sunshine professors; many of whom most robably
had been heathen priests, who had beheld in which way the windpblew at

court; these would endeavour to make their new and strange rofession as

delightsome to the flesh as ossible. Giving up the world wou d be indeed

unpalatable to them. And ence the new device or doctrine of blending reli~

gion with the ossession'and enjoyment of the world ; yea, and of that religion,

by means of t e Nicolaitane or Clerical feature, assisting them in their grasp

of THIS world ; all this doctrine would be most agreeable; would be most cor

dially received; would be earnestly defended and rapidly propagated.

In short, we may say that there is something solemn in observing the

thorough aptness, the graphic correctness of the prophetic portraiture in this

third message, where these two evils are presented together by the Lord in

His sketch of the outward Church of this period.

* Another strong proof to these offered here that the fornication con

demned is of a spiritual sort, we shall obtain when we come to look at the

fourth Epistle. For there we shall find that it is committed by a woman that

calleth herself a prophetess, or false Church that assumes to speak in the

name of God, and which we shall prove to be the Papal Church. Thus, too,

we obtain another argument in ev1dence of the connexion, in the way of pro

phetic continuity, of the fourth with the third Epistle.
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Pharaoh we are not to look for some cruel temporal monarch.

Satan is his true antitype; as Egypt is the state of nature in

which we are born. Again, for the antitype to the leprosy,

in vain shall we seek for some kindred bodily disease. Sin

is the antitype. And so on, as any one can easily per

ceive.

(2.) Already, in Sect. 6 of the first chapter in this Second

Part, has it been proved that Israel’s seduction by Midian

finds its antitype in the professing Church’s yielding to the

treacherous overtures of the world.

(3.) The New Testament adjudges friendship with the

world to be fornication (Rev. xviii. 3, 9, Heb. xii. 6;) and

adultery (James iv. 4, 1 John ii. 15.)

(4.) This fornication was some species of sin to which the

professing Church, in her corporate capacity, was tempted.

Such we shall find just now to be the force of the word

“there,” (é/cel‘.) And this could scarcely be the fact as per

tains to literal fornication. And this sin, moreover, has

been committed by the kings of the earth with some ecclesias

tical system, (Rev. xviii. 3.)

(5.) This fornication was of a kind to which the denounced

Clerical element within the Church would mainly tend. But

all the history of this time reveals to us that on the Church’s

part it was the Clericals who were the ringleaders in promot

ing the alliance; and who, upon its completion, were pecu

liarly advantaged thereby. Indeed, it is quite evident that

without Nicolaitanism systematised ;—that is, Prelacy in

name or effect ;—the Union of Church and world had been

scarcely possible.* For the world, in coming to an under

* As a straw is oft sufficient to shew which way the wind blows, so it is

worthy of observation that the word “ diocese,” which in the fourth century

began to be applied to the dominion over which a bishop ruled, was originally

not an ecclesiastical, but rather a civil and a military term. So again, as the

World had, in every department, very many grades of official rank ; the same

mode now began to obtain in the Church. From its heavenly aspect of a field

of wheat it was altered to resemble an earthly Tree.
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standing with the Church, would obviously be under the

necessity to look for its so-called “ heads.”

(6.) The parallel prophecy of Matt. xiii. hints the same

thing. The greater branches of the mystic Tree would de

rive more of sap from earth than would the smaller ones.

(7.) And thus, all these divers considerations, each of

which must be attended to, if we would arrive at the com

plete and definite idea couched in the symbolic language

here made use of, (Rev. ii. 14,) all go to shew that it was the

doctrine * now in vogue in this third epoch, and stoutly de

fended by the Prelacists, of the lawfulness and. expediency

of the Church’s Union with the world, which is in the text so

fearfully condemned by the Son of God. And so again, in

like manner, all the other touches in this third prophetic

picture, will be found perfectly to dovetail with this inter

pretation. Any obscurity in the allusion of any of them is

at once wholly removed, when viewed in this connexion.

For, to pass on to examine a second feature—

2. Notice the kind of commendation which is bestowed

by the Lord Jesus upon the truly faithful of this epoch:

“Thou holdest fast my name.” Have we not here another

specimen of the “ allusive contrast” of prophecy ? It seems

implied that others were generally holding this name less

firmly; and that, in very deed, the sunshine of worldly pro

sperity was actually effecting with many, what the stormy

wind of persecution had failed to do? A similar suggestion

is to be made on the words, “Thou deniedst not my faith ;”

which faith in brief amounts to this: the cross, our hope,

our glory here; the crown, our reward hereafter. Altogether,

the double contrasted allusion is very emphatic.

* The sin here contemplatedis rather “ fornication ” (wopmav) than adul

tery. For the language of Scripture is everywhere, as here, wonderfully exact.

The Union of the Church with her Lord has only, as yet, approached to the

stage of a betrothal and engagement on either side. By and by, the marriage

will be celebrated in the clouds of heaven.
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3. But to what in the prophetic aspect of these Epistles

may be the reference in the words, “ Thou deniedst not my

faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful

witness?” Who was this Antipas? There may have been

such an individual living somewhere in this third epoch, as

also in the small church of Pergamos, and to whom the

encomium may, in part at least, belong. For those whose re

cord is on high, and whose names are written in heaven, are

not unfrequently unknown or forgotten on earth. For as

the world differs in judgment with heaven about Christ him

self; so it also, in consequence, differs as regards Christ’s

people. However, the mystical meaning of the name is

probably the correct one; or rather, as it is in the same

language as the rest of the prophecy, it ought to have been

translated. Then the praise is ‘vouchsafed t0 the faithful

witness of the Lord at this time, who dared to STAND out and

as it were alone? Then we obtain another glance, by allu

sive contrast, at the readiness with which the general pro

fessing body fell into Satan’s snare at this era.

Thus the former note of praise of the truly faithful, im

plies that the new state of things which had dawned through

imperial favour, and the world’s pretended half-way conver

sion by the Church; were producing their corresponding

effect upon many who, in times of persecution, would have

sturdily confessed Christ. A little compromise of faith and

practice, whispered the. evil one, and then the whole world

will join you. Whilst here, in this word “Antipas,” we

mark that those who cordially preferred Christ to the world’s

favour, and purity of doctrine and uncorruptedness of com

munion to mere largeness of number, were comparatively

few; and were as it were reviled for their stanch standing

out against every onerl'

* ’Av-rurar = rim and 1rfis‘,—'i.e., seams'r EVERY ONE.

1' It should be observed that the full demonstration of perfect and manifest
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4!. These high meeds of praise will be seen to be all the

more marked when it is remembered that it must have been

extremely difficult, and must have required great faith, for

one to stand out steadfast for Christ in these times. Here

was the empire at large, seeking in every way to propitiate

the professing Christian body, to the extent of nearly all

readily joining it, crowning its great teachers with honour

and earthly glory, and their chief ecclesiastical meetings pre

sided over by the emperor in person! What more could be

desired? As Eusebius says in a passage of his already*

quoted : “It seemed like the very image of the kingdom of

Christ.” In fact men dreamt that the millennium had, after

ages of bitter persecution, at last arrived. Yet how widely

different in sober truth all this was from the Jewish theo

cracy, which state is often appealed unto in proof of the law

fulness of the Union consummated in this era, there needs

accuracy of interpretation in each particular in the prophecy, or even the

attempt at the interpretation Of each particular, is much more than is called

for by the necessity of the argument. In order that it may be sustained, all

that can be fairly required is, that the seven Epistles in succession shall be

shewn to correspond in general with the epochs in the Church’s histo , as

they succeeded each other. Hence it is freely owned, that of all the hun reds

of touches in the seven E istles, the one concerning which uncertainty is

most felt as to its true app ication, is this one of Antipas. It is in order not

to injure the connexion o the argument that we have refrained above from

noting another mode of translating the word Antipas. For was may, in this

name, probably be designed to be an abbreviation of Harpbs, Father. Then

there may be a glance at the Arian controversy, which was so keenly and

endurineg maintained all through this epoch. It seems, too, very reasonable

that a controversy which so agitated and rent the Church of those days

should have some allusion in the prophecy. Then, like as the witnesses for

Christ in the last days were termed Paulicians or Lollards, &c , so may they

in the fourth century have been regarded, through their firm belief in the full

divinity of Christ, &c., as being of one substance with the Father, as if they

thereby derogated from the Father’s majesty.

‘ On the hypothesis that the Book of Revelation has had already an initial

fulfilment up to chap. xvii., we find that as the entire professing body were

now being assailed in a novel way by the world’s bland smile, the living

Church of Christ was more than ever before fleeing into the Wilderness;

that is to say, turning away more resolutely when she was sought to be be

guiled, even than before when she had been persecuted. (See Rev. xii. 14,

and look at the whole chapter.) The devil, it will be perceived, as the hea

then dragon, had been overcome. Then the subtle enemy tries the new

method.

P
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but the slightest look beneath the surface. This has been

argued at length in the first chapter of this Second Part.

The truer type of this incongruous alliance of the professed

Bride of the rejected Lamb with the world that lieth in the

wicked one, is to be found in the condition of the world just

before the flood; or of Sodom previous to its destruction.

We repeat it : to Israel God had given Himself to be their

king in a land, after He had cleansed it for their possession ;

but to the Church, He has given Himself to be her Father,

making that relationship a call to separation from the world,

(2 Cor. vi. 17, 18,)—to a going forth to the rejected Son

of God without the camp, with heaven in prospect as its

home. If earth it shall ever rule over, it shall be after

that earth has been also cleansed by sore judgments (Isa.

xxiv. and xxxiv.)

Which being so, then, albeit the Church eagerly accepted

the Monarch as its head and chief ruler, and also gladly re

ceived the favours of dignity and wealth which he lavishly

dispensed; yet was all this no real gain on her part, but a

grievous loss. For no man can serve two masters. The

Lord Jesus Christ, if not personally visible, had been actually

present by the Spirit with His Church. Had she continued

faithful in her devotion and love to Him, then all her re

solves should have been fully in accordance with the mind

of heaven; so that whether she loosed or whether she ex

communicated, heaven would have ratified her action, (Matt.

xviii. 18.) But who would care to assert that such was the

case of the nominal Church of that, or of our own day? Ah!

the perfidious craft of the arch-enemy had succeeded, and

another occupied at least in part that place rightly belonging

to the Lord alone. During His absence, the Spirit ALONE

can act as His vicegerent. Therefore, this epoch was no

beginning or forestalment of the millennium, gentle reader,

when Constantine summoned the bishops to meet in council
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at Nice, when he, he, he himself assisted at their delibera

tions, when he himself confirmed their decrees.

Hence it would seem as if another allusive contrast can be

descried in this third message. For the Church of this

epoch is reminded that she is “ where Satan dwellet ,” yea,

where Satan sits “enthroned,” * (ver. 13.) 1' The repetition

of the warning of the presence of Satan is most striking;

as if to imply that, now he demeaned himself before her as an

angel of light, she needed to be doubly on her guard. As

Satan ofttimes tempts us through our dearest friends, so

did he in this epoch first allure the professing Church to

forego the Cross by the instrumentality of a favourably—dis

posed ernperor. But this verse (ver. 13) reveals his presence :

then this change of behaviour on the world’s part, these

new and gentle notes in siren voice, as the former exhibi

tion of foaming rage, were both of his inspiration.

5. The disaster of this time appears to be almost unmiti

gated. What with the civil rulers trenching in the profess

ing Church upon the inalienable rights of the Son of God;

what with humble ministers transformed into lordly pre

lates, assuming themselves to be the Church, the inheritance

or clergy of God; what with their coveting, and, by means

of the perpetration of that monstrous alliance of the Church

with the world, their thus obtaining, all that earth could

enrich them with; and, lastly, what with the wild rush of

the multitude into the sacred pale of the Church, some to

please Caesar and to share his munificence, others to com

* 611011051 In identifying the imperial jurisdiction in the Churhh'with the

allusion here to the throne of Satan, it is not in the slightest degree to be re

garded as a judgment on the ruler himself, but on his action. For Peter, a

holy apostle of Christ, was also called Satan when he allowed himself to go

out of his proper place, (Matt. xvi. 23.) The Lord Jesus Christ has His pre

rogatives, which to intrude upon is a grave matter indeed. As to the legiti

mate functions of the civil ruler, they are set forth in such scriptures as Ps.

lxxxii. or Rom. But it is the Church’s sin, that she has put the powers

that be, into a false position towards her.

'1‘ This twofold reference here to the abode of Satan will receive further

elucidation in the next section. See p. 252.
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promise matters with Christ: the walls of the Church were

utterly broken down. The Church was world-wide: the

Church was the world; the world was the Church. The

two had married, and had become one Christendom? The

kings of the earth committed fornication unblushingly with

her who claimed to be the spouse of Christ, (Rev. xviii. 3.)

Gold, silver, and precious stones; wood, hay, and stubble

were all there, in one heterogeneous mass. To this ruinous

state of things the complaint of Christ adverts: “ Thou

hast,” (ver. 14 ;) “ Thou thyself (at) hast,” (ver. 15.) For

the faithful were the small minority, as we have seen; the

professing Church as such was herself a consenting party to

her own degradation. The anomalous, the ruinous state of

things is still more vividly set forth, when the upbraiding

of Christ reaches its height in the word, “ Thou hast there,”

(é/cei‘.) All is confusion; the world is in the Church, and the

Church is of the world. The vehemency of the Lord in this

passage is something noticeable. It should seem by the

language used at the beginning of the fourteenth verse, as

if the most steadfast souls were involved to some degree.

Even they themselves did not view with entire abhorrence

the ecclesiastical evil everywhere visible around them.

6. The name given to the Church of this epoch is char

acteristically appropriate. It is addressed as the church in

Pergamos. For this term Pergamos contains within it a

word denoting marriage, and is derived from a word that

signifies “a Tower.” 1' As if to imply that the Church’s mar

riage or Union with the world was the true foundation of

the mystical Tower of Babylon. Here is the indicated true

origin of that tremendous papal system, which our beloved

‘* So presently in Chap. VI., Sect. 2, when reviewing two other pro hecies
of the agents of Christendom’s a. ostasy, we shall find that the state ofpthings

arrived at is there compared to t e condition of Sodom and Gomorrah previous

to their destruction by fire.

1‘ 711F0£=marriage.—Donnegan. And 1rvpyov, “ akin to Pergamos=tower.”

—Do'nnegan.
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Reformers, with all their holy boldness, manifested by them

in pulling down so much of the superstructure built hereon,

did yet unhappily leave untouched. Yet great allowances

must be made for these noble men. For very recently had

they themselves come out of Babylon. Hence, no wonder

was it, if sometimes they erred as to what was Babylonish

still.*

7. An idea similarly suggestive of the beginning of the

Babylonish state of things to that of the Tower here, we

shall find contained in the parallel prophecy of the Tree in

Matt. xiii, to be considered in the next chapter.

8. The subsequent Epistles also sustain throughout, the

implication that this Union of Church and world was the

core of the evil. Thus, in the last Epistle, which presents

us with the picture of the nominal Church when she is pleas

ing to almost every one except Christ—who is about to re

ject her with loathing; we observe that not as in the other

Epistles does He address her as the church in Laodicea, but

as the church of Laodiceans. '1' It is the people’s church;

it is not Christ’s.

Or in the fifth Epistle He speaks of His true and faith

ful witnesses of the epoch referred to as having their gar

ments undefiled. Which commendation we shall perceive

is in allusive contrast of the great majority. But garments

unspotted symbolise separation from the world, (James i.

27.)

Even the preceding Epistle, viz., the second, discloses what

the professing Church of that second epoch, or some who

were within her pale, were inclined unto. For when the

Lord denies that these are Jews, it is evident that such they

* The hindrances in the half-heartedness and worldliness of the great Pro

testant body must be taken into the account, when the difficulties and ob

stacles which our Reformers had to encounter, are duly reflected upon. But

more upon this in the fifth section.

1‘ See the note to Part IL, Chap. IL, Sect. 4, p. 147, where the exact ad

dress to each church is noted.
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did in some sort esteem themselves. They wanted, as we

have already shewn, to introduce Judaism into the Church ;

to combine that which brought with it large earthly bless

ing, with the profession of Christianity, which was the pro

fession of a heavenly call, and one away from earth.*

9. And this same spiritual fornication is over and over

again, in the after chapters of Revelation, declared to be the

crying sin, the plainest mark of Babylon. Thus, just before

she perishes, she is seen having " a golden cup in her hand, ~

full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication,” and

with her name as “Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother

of harlots and abominations of the earth,” (Rev. xvii. 1%, 5.)

And after the divine interference, it is recorded that “all

the nations have committed fornication with her,” (Rev. xviii.

3; so, too, ver. 9.) But if this fornication be, as we have

proved, an uncleanness of a spiritual sort; be of the profess

ing Church’s striking hands with the world; then, let the

reader mark what in God’s account is Babylon, is Sodom—

viz., that which men love to call Christendom. And this

incongruous state of things, as every thought in the pro

phecy tends to confirm, was reached in the third epoch,—

the era of the Union of Church and world. This wretched

nominal Church might, and in fact did, as we shall behold

when we look at the next picture, further greatly degrade

herself. But here is the true era when she began to lose all

sense of shame.

10. We have seen above (in Nos. 2 and 3) that the Lord

in His commendation of the faithful, alluded contrastedly to

the apostasy fast setting in, and, in fact, everywhere prevail

ing. And so in His language concerning Himself there is

still the same allusion. For He declares that He has the

* SO in the promise of the gift of a WHITE stone to him that overcometh,

there may be a so an allusion to the purity of the faithful in their preservation

from the worldly defilement everywhere prevailing. The promise: have in

part been explained in the preceding chapter.
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sharp two-edged sword. Now, this sword is the Word of

God, (Heb. iv. 12.) He implies that however His professing

Church may have forgotten her rule of life and departed from

His blessed Word, yet to it, in His dealings with and judg

ment of her, will He adhere, (compare John xii. li8.) But

that Word is so emphatically the Word of the Cross, that the

preaching of the Word and the preaching of the Cross are

spoken of therein, as if they were almost synonymous. Her

abandonment of the Cross is her abandonment of Him.

11. Nor can there reasonably be any remaining doubt

as to the phase and time which this third Epistle fore

shadows. For, not only does the language distinctly point

to the Church’s Union, by means of the Prelacists and Cleri

cals, with the world at the time of the accession of Constan

tine to the throne of the Caesars; but to precisely this same

phase and time were we conducted by the indications in the

preceding Epistles. Even the very year was specified at

which the second phase reached its crisis and sudden termi

nation.

And as the preceding Epistles bring us down to the era

of Constantine; so, as we shall perceive, do the succeeding

Epistles lead us on through the intervening centuries up to

our own time, and onwards right up to the close of the dis

pensation. But if, as Trench himself admits, the second

Epistle fits so “excellently well” to the second epoch; and

if, as he also confesses, the fourth Epistle tallies with the

epoch which succeeded to the times of the Union—namely,

the dark ages of Popery ; if the second epoch corresponds to

the second prophetic picture, and if the fourth is represented

in the fourth picture ;—d0es not all this amount to strong

presumptive evidence that the third Epistle belongs to the

third epoch? Then add to this the fact proved of the pro

phetic continuity of these Epistles, and bear in mind also

the entire wording of the third Epistle, especially when
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viewed in the light of other scriptures, and mark its perfect

adaptation to the action of the Church in this intermediate

third epoch: and then, all together, the probability of the

Lord’s prophetic judgment hereon being therein vouchsafed,

becomes so extreme as even, we think, to reach unto cer

tainty. Seeing that the two of the seven Epistles previously

considered, regarded in their prophetic aspect, have led us

just up to the times when the pagan persecutions against

the Church of Christ at length ceased; and the remaining

Epistles will be found to tally with the history of the times

after the Union was consummated ; and the language of the

third Epistle, without any wrenching, will, and exactly does

square with the events which history informs us took place in

the period intervening between these phases in the Church’s

action and experience on the one hand, and those succeeding

phases in the Church’s action and experience on the other;

—-what ground for fair scruple is there as to the position

that here, in this third Epistle, we have the Lord’s own judg

ment on the Church’s action and experience in the Constan

tine era? and in the face of all the evidence adduced, WHY

need any one hesitate to believe that here, in this Rev. ii. 14,

the Lord Jesus Christ has expressed already His own verdict

on the great deed perpetrated by the Church in the fourth

century, through the Nicolaitanes, or Clericals and Prelacists,

acting as Balaamites?

12. But once more : not only does the order of the Epistles

and the language of the third Epistle, as explained and illus

trated by other scriptures of the Word of God, imperatively

require the application contended for above; but also. the one

main line of thought throughout the whole seven, confirms

and almost demonstrates the accuracy of this interpretation.

The ecclesiastical evil, appearing and growing, we have

witnessed in the preceding Epistles; and the subsequent

Epistles disclose to us that the subsequent states of the
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Church were only the natural and necessary evolutions of

this Union, which, when circumstances in the world favoured,

that ecclesiastical sin tended to and effected. As in the first

Epistle to the Church we are presented with a view of some

indulging in Nicolaitane or Clerical and Prelatical practices ;

as in the second. there is reference, albeit imder a designed

cover“ of Old Testament phraseology, to certain who pecu—

liarly assumed themselves to be the Church, and falsely too,

as earthly-mindedness characterised them; and as again,

in the third, we have Union with the world completed by a

Prelacy now fully systematised ;—so in the fourth we have

Christianity contemplated as strangely disfigured to suit the

grievously _debased and altered state of things in the world

Church. For a world-Church, wherever it is found, will be

found to be constructed upon compromises with the world

in the way of distortions, or perversions, or subtractions of

the truth, and with a more or less skilful admixture of error

with that truth. And this sinful working, where it was

* By this expression, “ under a designed cover,” we mean to imply that it

was highly proper that some degree of obscurity should be thrown over this

prophecy previous to its fulfilment, in order that the responibility of the

uman actions and passions predicted therein might not be, even in appearance,

in the slightest degree interfered with. To the same reason is attributable

the partial obscurity overhanging almost all pro hecy. Hence, too, the use

of such terms and phrases in these Epistles as “ icolaitanes,” “ doctrine of

Balaarn,” “ wife Jezebel,” &c., 3:0. But after the accomplishment by man,

without any thought on his part as to his fulfilling prophecy, of those things

which the Lord has foreshewn; then, in the Lord’s time, that obscurity is dis

sipated, and it becomes distinctly visible that such and such a fact was cer

tainly there predicted. Though, even to the end, prophecy is so worded that

even after its fulfilment, some will be found who dispute its application. This

is particularly the case with these seven Epistles and the seven Parables of

Matthew, which require, as we plainly are informed, the hearing car. Now,

one of the frequent modes obtaining in New Testament profihecy is, as we

have largely proved, to couch the thought in Old Testament as usion. Thus,

for instance, in Matt. xxiii., xxiv., the apostles and other servants of Christ

are spoken of under Old Testament terms,——“prophets, wise men, and scribes. "

Is it inquired: How, then, could the ecclesiastics and other rofessors of the

fourth century be aware that this dispensation was so great y changed, that

Union of the Church with the world was now spiritual-adultery? The answer

is: Precisely in the very way that we learn the same lesson For the Cross of

Christ is to all professing Christians God’s great lesson-book. That Cross

severs every Christian from the world.
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allowed full scope, naturally led on, in course of time, to

matured Popery. Since men “received not the love of the

truth that they might be saved; God, for this cause,” sent

them “ strong delusion to believe THE (793) lie,” Thess. ii.

10, 11.) In righteous retribution God gave these wicked men

over to the earthly sinful bias of their proud hearts. But if

this connexion in the growth of the evil be apparent, then

another corroborative proof is obtained that we have not

erred in our application of the third Epistle. The corre

spondence, then, of suggested antitype and of type, referred

to in this verse, (ver. 14,) with all the rest of the message of
which it forms a part; and this message or Epistle, again, i

so viewed throughout, being most perfectly and necessarily

connected with the line of thought in those that precede and

that follow this one ; and, again, this prophecy running

smoothly parallel in this way with the one in Matt. xiii; and,

further, these two prophecies harmonising fully with the

testimonies to be adduced in Chap. VI. ;——we ask, whether,

regarding the wondrous tallying of this prophecy as above

interpreted with every other part of the \Vord of God bear

ing on it, all this dovetailing and agreement of testimony be

possible, except on the single supposition that Divine inten

tion is the cause thereof; and hence, that CHRIST’s JUDGMENT

IS HERE RECORDED ON THE UNION or CHURCH AND STATE.

In bringing our examination of this third Epistle to a

close, we beg to suggest the following considerations :—

(l.) If the judgment of ver. 14: and 15 be couched in sym

bolic language, yet is it not in the least degree vague. What

is needed for its apprehension, is chiefly the hearing ear and

acquaintance with the style of Scripture. Admit that the

judgment of Christ on the Union is here recorded, and then

all is plain. Oppose this view, and you are confronted by

difficulties which, to the careful reader of the above, will be

now apparent; and which, ere the interpretation given be re
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jected, should be honestly grappled with; and which, it is

firmly believed, can never be surmounted.

(2.) But, indeed, the reason of men’s opposition to this

interpretation is perfectly obvious. They do not like the

thought of the Lord’s being so observant of the Church’s

action, and of His speaking thereon so distinctly. But the

question comes to this: Has the Lord uttered His mind

upon this Union; and is His language intelligible to the soul

willing to receive instruction? Ofttimes even a man’s warn

ing is so uttered that a nice ear and a ready heart is required

ere it can be heeded. Now, that it was the habit of the

Lord Jesus Christ so to speak, as that those who were re

solved to pervert or not to apprehend His meaning, might

continue blind; His parables, His addresses to the multi

tude, yea, the very controversies rife in our own day, all

demonstrate. Now, in the first chapter of this Second Part,

and the sixth section, it has been shewn that Midian in type

occupied that position to Israel in the wilderness, that the

world in its forbidden or evil aspect does now to the profess

ing Church. Then, both history and prophecy alike testify

that, as Balaam, having failed in his repeated endeavours to

curse Israel, did yet afterwards succeed through Midian in

seducing them; so did the world, having first attempted

unsuccessfully to extirpate the Church, did subsequently

gladly load it with honours, and power, and wealth, and

earthly grandeur. Well, then, in this third Epistle, we have
I the picture of the third phase in the experience of the pro

fessing Church; and here we have Christ putting His own

finger on this very type, and even disclosing the parties

chiefly concerned and interested in this sin. These two

matters; the reference in the type, and the appeal of Christ

for the illustration to this type; are two plain facts. The

only point left by the Spirit of God for the enlightened con

science to answer is this: Whether these two incidents, one
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in Israel’s and the other in the Church’s life, correspond,

designedly, the one to the other; whether, that is, the Lord,

the unerring Judge Himself, here asserts as much? If all

the arguments advanced above can be every one refuted;

then, so far as this one text is concerned, the controversy is

at an end. But if the reader feels constrained to acknow

ledge that Christ’s own verdict is here certainly given, then

it is needless to multiply words further about it. If the

Master has indeed spoken, then blessed are they that give

ear thereto !

(3.) No one surely can deny that the Union of Church

and State, as it is called, is fraught either for good or ill

with the very gravest consequences. But now, if this should

peradventure be disapproved of by the Lord; then, either

His condemnation of it is not recorded at all; or else it is

found implied in His general language; or in the way in

which, necessarily, of course, with some obscurity, He would

signify this in prophecy. It is believed that, by each of

these modes, He has expressed His displeasure. The former

is proved in Chap. VI. of this Part; the latter we fancy to

be almost demonstrated from our review of this third Epistle.

To sum up: we confess to being greatly struck at the

appropriateness of the words and symbols used here to ex

press the state of things by which the ecclesiastical evil came

so fully to its head. Solemnised are we at perceiving Him

who walketh amid the seven golden candlesticks, marking

and disclosing the Tare-Tree system, and the hidden motives

of the hypocritical agents. The fearful correctness of por

traiture by which the two false “ doctrines,” branded in the

third Epistle, are combined by the Lord in His sketch of

the nominal Church of this period, awes us exceedingly.

For as those who had exalted themselves unduly above their

fellows would naturally be the chief gainers in point of

worldly advantage by this said Union, however the professing
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Church at large might suffer; so the Lord hints, by this

combination in the Epistle of the two doctrines, that such

accordingly came to pass. But the mischief hence accruing,

and the terrible guilt incurred, He alone can fully compre

hend. Soon shall the truer Phinehas, the coming High

Priest of His Church, take the matter into His own hands.

Fearful, indeed, will be His judgment in that day. In one

moment shall Babylon perish. Yet the doom which the

Lord will then pronounce and execute will be a righteous

one. And hence to Him shall be given, partly in conse

quence of that very judgment, an everlasting Priesthood.

Amen, and Amen 1

SECTION 4.

SCENE THE FOURTH—“ The church in Thyatira.”

The nominal Church, Judaiseol and paganised, the

mistress of the world.

“And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write;

These things saith the Son of God, who hath his eyes as a

flame of fire, and his feet like unto white hot copper;* I

know thy works, and love, and faith, and service, and thy

patience, and thy works ; the last more than the first. But

I have against thee that thou sufferest thy wife-l- Jezebel,

who called herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my

servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed

unto idols. And I gave her time to repent, and she chooseth

not to repent out of her fornication. i Behold, I cast her

into a bed, and those that commit adultery with her into

great tribulation, except they repent of her§ deeds. And I

will slay her children in death; and all the churches shall

know that I am he who searches reins and hearts : and I will

* The reason for our thus rendering the difficult word xahkohlfiéwp, will be

shewn at p. 256.

'l' The warrant for the reading, “ thy wife,” will be stated in p. 250.

I This reading Griesbach suggests.

§ aim-fir is the true reading.
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give to each of you according to your works. But I say

unto you who are the remnant* in Thyatira, as many as hold

not this doctrine, and whosoever have not known Satan’s

DEPTHS, as they call (them) ; I cast upon you no other bur

den : but what ye hold, hold fast until I shall arrive. And

he that overcometh, and he that keepeth my works unto the

end, I will give to him authority over the nations, and he

shall rule them with a rod of iron ; as the earthenware vessels

shall they be broken to shivers, as I also received from my

Father. And I will give him the morning star. He that

hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the

churches.”-f-—REV. ii. 18—29.

It is an important feature in the divine mode of punishing

the sinner, that the sin itself is made instrumental in that

punishment. This should never by us be unnoticed. The

sin that has been perpetrated hardens the heart, and fits the

sinner to take deeper plunges into sin. The path, as he pro

ceeds, becomes increasingly declivious ; the descent con

stantly more rapid. That which with some qualms and

hesitation he is guilty of to-day; he will commit without

any reluctance, and in a more terrible manner, to-morrow.

And this, as has often been observed, is specially the case

with sins of uncleanness. Spiritual fornication also has a

similarly hardening tendency. The third inspired picture

in this prophetic panorama brought before us the nominal

Church as guilty of an act of fornication with the world.

That act came to be defended, (“doctrine,” ver. 14:.) What

then was the judicial consequence? Survey the whole tenor

of thisfourth Epistle ;—-the most cursory glance thereat will

suffice to convince that whilst that same sort of fornication

* homois 'ro'is‘ agreeing with {IF-Tl!- The KGI- should be omitted.

'l‘ The fourth phase in the Church’s experience lasted, without change, the

longest of the seven. This is the longest of the seven Epistles, and extends

throughout that period during which—to advert to the picture in the fourth

Parable—the nominal Church was actively helping on her own deeper corrup

tion.
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is still by the professing Church practised and persisted in ;

now it is with the most nnblushing effrontery; and the con

taminating, defiling influence of its example is spreading all

around. In the third Epistle, by the specification, as we

have proved, of the inciters and ringleaders in that sin, it

would seem plainly implied that it, in the times of the third

epoch, had but begun to be committed; but here in this

fourth Epistle there is a reference to “ THE CHILDREN” who,

it is declared, shall perish. The practice of Clericalism, (ver.

6,) aided by the introduction of effete Judaism into the

Church, (ver. 9,) had become matured into system and

Prelacy; and by these Clericals and Prelacists, the alliance

of Church and world had first been cemented, (ver. M,

15.) But now here the offspring of this truly ill-judged

match appear upon the scene, and they, whom we shall

presently ascertain to be “national churches ” in particular,

are condemned along with the mother that begat them.

But again, in the third Epistle, this “fornication” is only

mentioned once, as if it were a new thing, and somewhat

strange; here, however, in the fourth Epistle, it is adverted

to over and over again,* as if it were now very common, and

had affected everything ecclesiastical. As in thethird epoch,

the foundation of the mystical Babylon had been laid; so here

in the fourth do we witness the superstructure complete.

But now, ere we review this fourth Epistle, it will be well

for us to mark the process by which this maturity in eccle

siastical guilt was reached. Christianity, as we have seen in

the preceding section, having been adopted to be the state

religion of the Roman empire; it needed to be remodelled

"‘ Have we not here another proof of the prophetic continuity of these seven

Epistles? In the third there is the Union of Church and world commented

on ; in the fourth, the children of this illicit compact are beheld to be grown

up. Surely here is loop and tache of fourth with third Epistle! And if we

succeed in shewing that Jezebel here is Popery, then also, with the evidence

adduced in the preceding section, we arrive at almost demonstration that the

fornication denounced in the third and fourth Epistles is of some spiritual sort.

Here Trench en's in looking for some sect guilty of flcahly uncleanness.
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to square therewith. The nominal Church having allied

itself with the world, its tenets obviously must, and its prac

tice will, be shaped accordingly. For indeed “Christ gave

himself for our sins that he might ”——not unite us unto,

but—“ deliver us from this present evil world,” (Gal. i. 4.)

Now, how is it possible that the profession of entire devo

tion to Him, can be reconciled with the acceptance of the

world’s advances? Oh, very easily I An example will best

explain this. Even on the hypothesis that the baptism of

believers’ infants were a scriptural practice; still this is

widely'difi'erent to the indiscriminate admission of all chil

dren to that holy rite.* But now mind this fact ! The state

infiexibly requires of every minister it patronises, that he

shall, upon request of any parent in his parish, baptize all

his children, whatever form of religious belief that parent

may avow, or if there be the frank avowal of no religious

belief whatever. This pleases the world. It is a sort of

understood quidpro quorl‘ It gives a status and an annuity,

and it demands as compensation that all Christ’s ordinances

shall be administered almost to alli For the world judges

that a quietus or opiate thus administered to the conscience,

Whilst yet it hates Christ and refuses to bow beneath His

sceptre, is a consideration and a fair investment. For how

could the world heartily enjoy itself without a LITTLE religion

* Otherwise a missionary’s work in a heathen country abroad would be

infinitely easier, and his action greatly simplified. His chief work would be

to baptize all the children, and then, in the course of a gqneration, he would

be dwelling in the midst of a Christian nation. But have we no heathen at

home? And is it a fact that when parents ordinarily present their children

in the parish church “ to be christened ;” their desire is in faith to present

their offspring to Christ himself, and not rather merely for the outward rite ‘2

Do they not ofttimes plainly declare that earthly considerations—such as, it is

the custom, or that Christian burial may be obtained for them if they die—

actuate them in bringing their children? For years has the painful conscious

ness of this fact been forced upon the writer’s mind. Yet, as a minister of a

parish, has he been expected to baptize all children indiscriminately.

'I' Dr Chalmers, in his work on Church and State, compared with his after

practice, shewed that he expected the world to give without an equivalent.

I A case of a Vicar of a London parish lately refusing to baptize the child

of certain parents, and his ultimate compulsion to administer the rite, will be

fresh in the mind of every reader. >
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(that is, one Of outward Observances) to bolster it up ? But

by a little compromise, as is fancied, with Christ, in this way,

the worldliness of the world is actually and greatly intensi

fied. This case then will serve as a sample of what is meant

by the assertion, that the doctrines and rites of Christ were

first, only so far as was requisite, metamorphosed to suit the

altered position Of the Church with the world.

And how much easier it is to commence a downward career

than to stop after it is begun! Whatever efforts were made

by godly men in these times to stem the incoming tide of

evil into the Church, they were utterly ineffectual. Not only

Judaism, but eventually Paganism itself} came in course of

time to be amalgamated in the religion of Christendom. At

the first this would be, with the view of temporising, and of

gaining the adhesion of those in the empire who still inclined

to Paganism. Besides which, Of the innumerable crowds

that had, by the outward rite, been admitted within the nomi

nal Church, many would not be aware what Christianity in

truth was, and so would, unconsciously to themselves, blend

their old religion with the new one. Thus matters advanced

from bad to worse, deterioration and debasement became

* The motley admixture of Christianity, and Judaism, and Paganism in

Popery has often been observed. As to the Paganism existing therein, take

the following testimonies :—“The names of things only are changed. There

are the same prostrations ; the same incense ; the same holy water ; the same

lamps and candles ; the same votive offerings and tablets ; the same temples,

with the names of the heathen deities slightly altered to suit the names of

pretended saints ;_ the same adoration of images; the same adoration of the

supposed guardians of roads and highways ; the same pumps and processions ;

the same flagellations at certain periods ; the same pretended miracles. The

Italian antiquaiies delight in tracing, in all simplicity, the resemblance, whilst

the theologians defend it, on the ground of the necessity, in the conversion of

the Gentiles, Of dissembling and winking at many things, and yielding to the

times.”—Jl[iddleton’s Letterfrom Rome in the year 1729. Again, another writer

says—“There is the same mixture of the ceremonies Of Paganism with the

rites of the Roman Catholic religion in Sicily. The Feast de la Vara at Messina

is obviously founded on that of the Panathenaeum, celebrated at Athens, in all

the abundant details of folly and impiet . The festivals of Saturn and Rhea

are also continued there under names slnghtly changed ; and more than one

ancient Pagan deity is now a Christian saint. The Sicilians shew you the

chapel of St Venus, the well of St Juno, the chapel of St Mercury.”-—Les

Souvenirs de la Sicile.

Q
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every day more glaring, until Satan’s object had been largely

achieved, and Paganism had, in a mysterious and wonderful

manner, overcome the professing Church. As the Middle

Ages neared, light was put for darkness, and darkness for

light. Thus, for instance, in— '

A.D. 4:70, the Invocation of Saints and of the Virgin was

introduced by Petrus Gnapheus, a presbyter of

Antioch, and about 200 years later was inwoven

into the Litanies.

A.D. 600, the Supremacy of the Popes was asserted to be an

article of the faith by Boniface III.

AD. 1140, Purgatory.

A.D. 1215, Transubstantiation imposed by the fourth Council

of Lateran.

AD. 1416, the withdrawal of the cup from the Laity by the

Council of Constance.

The wall of separation was utterly broken down, and the

many wicked within the Church proved too strong for the

few that were pious.

But further, the high ecclesiastics had had a pleasant sip

of the world’s cup of pleasure; hence they desired more.

Honours, wealth, and power are things fondly loved by the

heart of every unconverted man, even where there is a pro

fession of religion. And if the desire of these be there;

however it may be necessary to restrain its exhibition in one

way, its presence will quickly be apparent, it will soon break

out into manifestation in another way. This is strikingly

the fact as regards the action of the clerical element in this

fourth phase of the Church’s decline. Now, the arrange

ment of Nicolaitanism, or Clericalism, into thorough syste

matic doctrine had already in the third epoch been effected.

But the invention* of Prelacy was insufficient to gratify the

" Even Archbishop Cranmer testifies that “the bishops and priests were at
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ambition of these heads of the Church. Soon, therefore,

this was so far improved upon, as that there towered over

the inferior prelates, archbishops and patriarchs, until at

length the Papal supremacy, with cardinals second in rank,

crowned the ecclesiastical edifice. And as these arrogant

men proceeded with their scheme of self-aggrandisement, so

also generally the power of the priesthood was largely in

creased. All sacred things were regarded as absolutely in

their own power. The Lord’s Supper was transformed into

the Mass, or sacrifice for the living and the dead, and

which it was held none but a priest could offer. Thus

heaven and hell were, as was supposed, at the disposal of

this priesthood. Whilst by the novel and tree-like arrange

ment of the Church, with the priest subordinate to his

bishop, and the bishop subordinate to the Pope, the Laity

were tyrannised over, and the Lord Jesus Christ quite set

aside. The Church, the Church, was now the term ever in

men’s mouths. HE was unthought of ; SHE was supreme.

Holy Church, Holy Church, was all in all.

Such was the utterly ruinous condition at which the pro

fessing Church in the dark ages had arrived. This every

Protestant at all conversant with history will admit. The

depths of Babylonish apostasy had been sounded. In retri

butive consequence, abominations, as well fleshly as spiritual,

prevailed wherever this ecclesiasticism prevailed. When men

exalt themselves, and assay to steal such a ray as the Priest

hood, aud afterwards as the Royalty itself, from the Redeem

er’s resplendent crown, they do but betray their own shame

lessness, and deepest are they plunged into the mire. Turn

we now to the fourth Epistle, and mark the correspondence

of the prophetic picture with the scene now presented. And

as the pillar of the cloud—we mean the warning-note (“ he

one_time, and were no two things, but both one oflice, in the beginning of

Christ’s religion.”—Burnet’s Reformation, Appendix, book iii., No. 5. But

see the pages of Owen quoted at the end of this volume.
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that hath an ear”)—takes a new place‘ in this and the sub

sequent Epistles, separating the overcoming ones from the

nominal Church ; so therefore we propose to arrange our an

notations on the last four Epistles into two distinct divisions :

(A) what is recorded of the nominal Church ; and,

what of the true witnesses of the Lord.

(A.) 1. Jezebel! (ver. 20.) Who is she? Certainly not the

literal queen of Ahab ; for she was long since dead. As we

have shewn that the term Jews in these Epistles 1- is used in

a symbolic and mystic sense, the same is the case with this

word Jezebel. Now that she here figures as an ecclesiasti

cal personage is evident, in that she claims to express God’s

mind, being described as one that “calleth herself a pro

phetess.”1 She is also seen in the picture to be engaged

in teaching, and is even assuming to instruct Christ’s true

servants. And further, a woman in Scripture, and speci

ally in this book of Revelation, is often used as the type of

the Church§ But we find in this very book typical represen

tations as if of two Churches. One of these is the Bride,

the Lamb’s wife; the other is the great whore of Babylon,

drunk with the blood of the saints. Which of these two

does this Jezebel here the more resemble? As we proceed,

we think it will become perfectly plain that this Jezebel is

none other than Babylon the Great, the mother of harlots;

that is to say, the nominal Church, in its Papal phase, so as

" See Sect. 4 of preceding chapter.

'I‘ The term “ Jews ” being in the plural in Epistles 2 and 6, shews that in

dividuals are regarded therein. But the woman Jezebel being one, the nomi

nal Church in her corporate capacity is here referred to. Besides, of those

individuals, (in chap. ii. 9 and iii. 9,) their wish and assertion is contemplated,

and their claim denied, by the Saviour. But the Church here is not said to

esteem herself to be as Jezebel, but to be so considered by Christ, for divers

points of resemblance to be specified by and by. The object also of these in

dividuals in their claiming to be “ Jews ” we shall find to be described in chap.

iii. IO-viz., in order that they may dwell comfortably upon earth.

I The word prophet in the New Testament is frequently applied to the

ministers of the Church. The work of the prophet is stated in 1 Cor. xiv. 3.

§ So We shall find in the parallel fourth picture of Matt. xiii.
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it appeared in the fourth epoch, or the Middle Ages.‘ Even

Trench reluctantly admits that the Jezebel of Thyatira ap—

pears exactly at the right time, and coincides with the Papacy

at its height-[- In fact, there have been published innumer

able pamphlets and sermons under such titles as “Jezebel,

a Type of Popery.” And these have been written without

any thought of forwarding the prophetic view Of these

Epistles. These authors stumbled, as it were, accidentally

upon a certain part of the correct idea of this prophecy.

They were struck with the many points of similarity observ

able between that wicked woman on the one hand, and this

apostate Church on the other. Had they perceived how the

Lord himself had asserted here the existence of a type, and

how accurately that assertion of His occupied that proper

place in the prophetic panorama which consistently there

with it ought to have; then, whilst their own impression

would have deepened into the completest conviction, their

argument would have acquired tenfold weight. Here, then,

we obtain anotheri illustration that these Epistles positively

cannot be adequately interpreted, except where they are

treated as one continuous prophecy.

2. The information afforded by the Lord as to the char

acter and mode of life of this woman also perfectly accords

with the view, that not the chaste and lowly Bride of the

Lamb, but the apostate Romish Church it is which is here

represented. Thus, the tendency of her teaching is ever to

induce further spiritual fornication. Whatever influence

she possesses over the servants of Christ, she uses “to

seduce” them; that is, to allure them into worldliness, (ver.

20.) Whatever we may find laid obliquely to her charge in

' See the note appended to the end of the text of the fourth Epistle,

p. 238.

'l‘ Trench’s “Commentary on the Seven Epistles," p. 223.

I See the former illustration in Sect. 4 of the preceding chapter. The

inability by so many to explain the change of place of the warning, is con

firmed by an admission of the commentator whom we have so often quoted.
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this Epistle, still its whole tenor discloses what, in the

Lord’s account, is her most grievous crime, even that to

which herein He adverts so frequently. Nor can this sin at

this extreme stage be considered as if it were nothing be

yond Union with the world. Oh! no. Now she sits as

queen in Christendom. From being a harlot with whom the

world had pleasure; she has come, through its delight and

devotion unto her, to be its haughty mistress. The one sin

has led on to the other. Hence, as the world and this nomi

nal Church are so indissolubly one, the Union influencing

every sentiment and action of hers; therefore, is this * for

nication still contemplated as unblushingly maintained as an

accredited “doctrine,” (ver. 24,) even as it had been in that

third earlier stage, (ver. 14.) The one doctrine of Balaam is

traced here to be the source of all the mischief.

3. Again, this mystic Jezebel has- children wicked also:

seeing that the Lord declares His determination to slay them

too, (ver. 23.) But if the mother personifies here the nomi

nal Church at large, then by all the laws of homogeneity,

the children must also be held to be churches also-l- Still,

how are they to be regarded as “HER children” and par

‘ The Saviour does not, a second time, so distinctly assert what particular

doctrine it was that called for His reprobation, (ver. 24.) Yet, the tenor of

the Epistle most unmistakably hints at it, as one concerning fornication.

Thus we obtain another proof of the connexion of the fourth with the third

Epistle. And the doctrine of ver. 24, the same which this Jezebel teaches,

is seen to be identical with the doctrine of Balaam of the third Epistle. Here,

too, we observe that, by joining these two Epistles together, an explanation

of a word in the latter is obtained. The evidence constantly accumulates

that these Epistles are connected as one prophecy. The reader will also hear

in mind, that in the preceding section, the fornication denounced has been

proved to be of a spiritual sort, and also to correspond with the nominal

Church’s Union with the world.

1' Is not the second clause of ver. 23 explicatory in part of the first clause

As if to say, “ I will kill those churches which imitate the fornication of this

Jezebel. Thus shall the other churches erceive,” 8:0. But if so, then “ the

children ” are explained by Christ himse to be churches. And as the “ HER ”

of the text refers to the imitation of these children or churches in Babylon’s

sin, which is declared to consist mainly in spiritual fornication; then it would

seem plainly to follow that “her children ” are “ national churches,” whether

they imitate the mother in all her other abominations or no. Certainly Baby- ‘

Inn has daughters who are “harlots,” (Rev. xvii.) Who, where, are they?
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takers of her sin? We answer by the moral impetus de

rived from her example. As in the chief metropolitan cities,

the Church and world first joined hands, so was the pat

tern eagerly followed throughout the empire. “ National

churches” were recognised everywhere. Then deeper and

deeper did all these continue to drink of her abominations?

Almost everywhere, in Papal times, did the world delight the

Church, and the Church accommodate itself to cheer and

gratify the world; until ultimately, almost everywhere, the

church, as mistress, ruled the world. Mark the type : Jeze

bel was not only a woman, but a queen Her children also

demeaned themselves throughout Christendom in queenly

style. And thus the picture in the foreground in this fourth

prophetic picture of “ Jezebel ” with “her children,” most

marvelloust resembles that other one of Rev. xvii, of

“Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother of harlots and

abominations of the earth.” But it is generally admitted by

Protestants, that this Babylon is the Church in its Papal

phase. And thus we arrive nearly at demonstration that

this fourth Epistle exhibits the Church in Papal times I

4-. The fashioning of all things in the Church in Papal

times into an imaginary anticipation (or rather caricature) of

the millennium; and the appeal to Judaism in defence of

every exhibition of earthly-mindedness on the part of the

nominal Church of this epoch, may be also eyed in the term

selected by the Son of God, as appropriately designating the

most prominent character here. For Jezebel was an Israel

itish queen. This suspicion is greatly strengthened by the

remembrance, that in the second and sixth Epistles the same

* Many of these other abominations have been put away in England. But

who will assert that all have been so repented of? What? is there nothing in

the Prayer-book which, according to the light vouchsafed, causes many minis

ters many painful scruples. Whatever ossnesses of Babylon have been

abandoned, still the accommodations of Christianity to square with the Union

with the World are, and must necessarily be still persisted in as long as the

Union itself is maintained. And this, we believe, will continue till the High

Priest comes and kills the children, (ver. 23,) when He kills the parent.
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heterogeneous admixture is denounced. For now that

Judaism, rife already in the second epoch (chap. ii. 9) in the

Church, is beheld to have gone on gathering strength. To

this growth, the Church-world system inaugurated at the

third epoch would materially contribute; itself being partly

the cause and partly the consequence thereof. Then, again, the

wording of the sixth Epistle (chap. iii. 9) manifests the work

ing of the same Judaising spirit in the professing Church,

even in times long subsequent to the dark ages of Popery,

and reveals that though the grosser abominations of Baby

lon be put away, yet will love of earth still prevail. But

this Judaism which is visible in the Church now, is only a

maimed and diminutive exhibition of the auguster specimen

in this fourth epoch. Here again the same line of thought

is distinctly traceable in the second, and fourth, and sixth

Epistles; and aids in establishing the connexion of each one

of these three Epistles with the other two. In the sixth

epoch this Judaism is alive even where it is crippled; in

the fourth it is beheld as full of vigour and quasi dignity.

Now the two evils of Union of Church and world, and Cleri

calism, had reached their height.

5. But further it has been proved, that in Popery there is

much, not only of Judaism, but even also of Paganism.

The manner in which this would come to be inwoven in the

nominal Church’s creed has also been shewn;* whilst, as

all the world knows, the Papal Church has ever been more

solicitous, to propagate the peculiarities of Romanism than

the essentials of Christianity. Nay, these latter, as standing

in her way, she has sought to ignore, to set aside, and to

bury. Now it is, at least, a further curious coincidence with

the prophetic picture, that the Jezebel there beheld was

also strenuous in her efforts to promote the worship of

Baal. Now, where the intention of the Lord ends in par

* See the beginning of this section, and the note to p. 241.
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alleling the antitype with the type, we of course presume

not to say. Sufficient amply is it for our purpose, if the

more we compare the two, the closer in correspondence are

they shewn to be. Yet we certainly incline to the opinion

that this point also of parallel is not undesigned, inasmuch

as it is specially witnessed of this mystic 0r Papal Jezebel,

that she taught Christ’s servants “to eat things sacrificed to

idols,” (ver. 20.)

6. At all events there is a feature in this picture that

singularly corresponds with what is recorded of the Jewish

queen. Largely did she assume in her day to administer

the affairs of her husband; not unfrequently did she take

the sovereign’s place. For instance, the false prophets are

said to have eaten, not at Ahab’s, but at “Jezebel’s table!”

(See 1 Kings xviii. 19.)

So in the fourth Parable of the parallel prophecy in Matt.

xiii, whereas in the first and second a man, Christ, (Matt.

xiii. 37,) is beheld; in the third, there is a symbolic Tree;

and in the fourth, a woman, or church, occupies the forefront

of the picture.

So in this fourth Epistle, this Church is greatly concerned

about herself, and her own importance. The first item

in her character is thus sketched: she “calleth her own

self * a prophetess.” How all this tallies with what we

have shewn-l' to be the nominal Church’s department in the

dark ages when Christ was forgotten, and when holy Church

was all the 'cry. Then no longer availed His will, His

word, His commands; but the Church, her injunctions and

her ordinances were first, were last, were everything.

7. Nor should the bloodthirsty, persecuting spirit of

Jezebel be forgotten; or the correctness of the comparison

of her in this particular, also, with the Romish Church, be

lost sight of. But since we shall have occasion to recur to

* s'avrr‘pl. 'l- Page 243 above.
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this, when we turn to look at the witnesses for Christ against

her, we content ourselves with observing, that the expres

sions of Christ encountered here : “ I will cast her into great

tribulation; ” and again, “I will kill her children,” seem to

be in contrasted allusion to her terrible and systematic

cruelty.

8. Again ; whilst there is no doubt that Clericalism reached

in the Papal Church its culmination in the enforced celibacy

of the clergy, and was productive in righteous retribution of

much even literal fieshly uncleanness in those who assumed

to be prc-eminently and peculiarly the Church; there is in

this fourth Epistle a curious expression, which we leave the

reader to judge whether it be in allusive contrast to all this.

The expression is this: instead of the words, “that woman

Jezebel,” the reading should undoubtedly be " thy woman

[or wife] Jezebel.” * That is to say, the word “thy,” which

the copyists, because they could not perceive the force of it,

struck out, beéomes most marked and emphatic when viewed

in this way of allusive contrast. Besides which, it is well

known, that the ecclesiastics of the Romish Church shud

dered, or pretended to shudder, at matrimony in their own

case, on the ground that they were already married to the

Church. Should this interpretation be accepted, then an

other illustration is Obtained that the language of these

Epistles is actually incomprehensible, except when they are'

regarded as one continuous prophecy.

9. And with all the rest of this picture agrees the title

given by Christ to this church. For Thyatira signifies-l“ “ a

* 0011- So Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and others. De Wette ac

counts for this omission by the reason implied in the canon, “The more

difficult reading is to be preferred to the easier." Thus what has been the

crux to critics and expositors, becomes perfectly intelligible when once the

scriptural idea as to the design of these Epistles is entertained.

'I‘ From 9130), “to burn erfumes,” and flips», “to wear by rubbing.” 1f

the reader prefers “ bruise incense,” there may be a reference, as in the term

Smyrna, to the sufferings of the Christians.
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sacrifice whose transcendent lustre is dimmed by attempts at

its repetition or imitation.” It was in this epoch that the

now cardinal doctrine of the fallen Church first came into

vogue, called Transubstantiation ; whereby men claim to

create their Creator, and to offer Him over and over again

as an oblation for sin. Thus is obscured the majesty of that

one sacrifice made once for all times; and which, in its soli

tary dignity, contrasts with Aaron’s many. Thus was this

apostate Church ultimately led to abandon the Cross as her

hope, as she had previously done as her glory. Instead of

the Cross crucifying her to the world; by the love of the

world she was led on to repudiate the Cross.

10. And so every distinct thought in this prophetic scene,

on its black side, finds its full counterpart in the Papal

Church of the dark ages. The Church, so called, was all in

all; and withal, she was worldly, persecuting, and Pagan.

On the whole, therefore, it appears that Satan, having been

foiled in his daring attempt to perpetuate Paganism, and to

annihilate the infant Church by open persecution, did yet,

upon an entire change of tactics, succeed to an incredible, to

an awful extent. Here, wonderful to behold, was the Church

itself Paganised ; itseU‘persecutz'ng the faithful servants of

God. As the event proved, infinitely, far more diabolical

was it to allure than to curse. This ceasing to work openly,

and availing himself of the Church’s own instrumentality,

and corrupting all by means of a corrupted communion,—

‘oh, this was subtle indeed !

Here we recall to mind what another has written concern

ing Popery: “ O cunning device of the wicked one; into

which he has admitted the whole canon of truth, and yet

contrived that it should teach only error ! It is the master

piece of Satan 1 Pagan Rome was Satan’s work, constructed

of ordinary materials : but Papal Rome is Satan’s work, con

structed with materials obtained out of God’s most holy
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Word.” This witness is true. Nay, more! What if this

very description be another instance of man stumbling more

fully upon the truth than he himself is aware of ? We mean,

what if the writer, in this forcible language, has been an

ticipated in its main idea by the Son of God himself ? Yet

this would seem to be the case! For speaking to those who

are unimbued with the doctrine of spiritual fornication

which He has been denouncing, and which has wrought such

fatal effects, the Saviour characterises them as they “who

know not THE DEPTHS OE SATAN,” (ver. 24.) Singular,

indeed, it is that thoughtful writers, in their happiest

moments, should approach so near to the pencillings of the

Son of God. They knew not when they wrote like this HOW

perfectly correct they were; how the Son of God had as

serted precisely the same as they.

Here, too, it will be worth while to compare, with this ex

pression, those words of the preceding Epistle : “ Thou

dwellest where Satan’s throne is,” (ver. 13.) The locality

of that throne is a main idea herein, and at the end of the

verse the language is repeated. Now, we are expressly in

formed that Babylon or Rome is to be destroyed suddenly by

fire, and that the smoke of her burning shall go up for ever

and ever, (Rev. xix. 3.) But does not this look as if the

crater of hell will be where Rome now stands ? * Then, if

so, what peculiar appropriateness there is then seen in desig

nating Rome as the place where Satan’s seat is: not, per

haps, too, without some contrasted allusion to its being the

Papal holy city. Here the disastrous effects of the Union

between the Church and the world became first apparent ;—

Rome the city of the empire, and of the Caesars, (ver. 13.)

* The above inquiry is put upon the hypothesis that the locality of hell is,

as Faber in his “ House of Many Mansions” has largely shewn, in the interior

of the earth. To this there may be an allusion in Isa. lxvi. 24. Regarded in

this light, what a different meaning will the student of God’s Word attach 'to

the expression, “the gates of hell,” in Matt. xvi. 18, to that which Roman

Catholics do ! Also, see Elliott’s “ Horse ” on Rev. xviii., and xix. 3.
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Here, too, those effects were most deadly, as seen in the very

word Romanism,—a religion emanating specially from Rome.

And all this was in accordance with the plan and with the

deep designs of Satan, whose most private penetralt'a, had

been intruded upon by the new religion.

11. We might add here that it seems to be implied that

the Papal and other ecclesiastical systems shall continue

until Jesus return ; and that any attempt to restore to their

pristine condition, either the entire professing Church in

general, or any of the churches of the nations, would be

utterly useless.ii As well the less as the greater systems of

ecclesiastical corruption and of succumbing to the world are

doomed. When once the Lots have been rescued, both

mother and daughters shall perish at the hands of the com‘

ing High Priest, (ver. 22, 23.) Hence all is to be left for

Him. For such was His word of direction as to present be

haviour and as to future hope : “That which ye have, grasp

firmly till I come,” (ver. 2d-26.)

12. Meanwhile, the Saviour administers encouragement to

individual faithfulness; as, turning just now to the bright

side of this Epistle, we shall quickly discern. But there is

one admonition particularly peremptory as to the expected

repudiation on the part of His own, of that pernicious “ doc

trine of Balaam,”‘|‘ which, in its evil workings and conse

quences, has been so fully exposed in this Epistle. For this

"’ This truth is confirmed by several other passages of Scripture, as Dan.

9-11 ; 2 Thess. ii. 8. Some perceive, at least in the last text, an allusion

to an individual personal Antichrist. But even then it may be found that this

Last (ficrm of Antichrist shall be the oflspring of Popery and infidelity com

me .

'1‘ “This doctrine," (ver. 24,)—that is, this doctrine of which I have been

speaking and tracing on, from its first acceptance by the nominal Church,

what incalculable mischief it has wrought l—this doctrine, which this wicked

Jezebel tauyht m servants to commit, of spiritual fornication, (ver. 20.) That

is to say, either t e ronoun “ this,” before doctrine, points at once to the pre

ceding Epistle, the ourteenth and fifteen verses; or else unto the doctrine

there condemned, but intermediater through the frequent allusions thereto

to fornication in this fourth Epistle, and which was now authoritatively

“taught” by the Church, (ver. 20.)
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fourth message does but, as has been proved, carry on the

line of thought from the third, and exhibit" the growth of

the evil principles, with the witnessing against them, as borne

by Christ’s servants. “ Unto you, I say, even unto the

remnants, who hold not this doctrine, (above condemned, and

traced now throughout this Epistle to its legitimate issues,)

I will put upon you none other burden.”1' There is a pecu

liar emphasis in the way this admonition is couched, that

suggests the inquiry, whether it was designed to be in pro

phetical allusive contrast to the error committed at the end of

this or the beginning of the next phase of the Church’s his

tory, by witnesses otherwise faithful. For these, when the

separation from the Babylonish state of things was com

menced, through the deep sense of this individual responsi

bility here glanced at, and then correspondingly impressed

upon their minds, did yet, halt ere their now markedi work

was complete, and in renouncing the Pope, leaned upon the

world. And this leads us to consider, in the second place,

in a few particulars, what is pictured here of the Lord’s true

people in this fourth epoch.

(B.) 1. And first, it is apparent that these too are but

* In proof, see all the preceding remarks, and also Sectv 3.

'I‘ It should be observed that this word “burden” is in allusion to the lan

guage of King Jehu, the destroyer of Jezebel’s unclean race, (see 2 Kings ix.

25. -

I It is not intended by the words “now marked” to imply that, at that

time, when their work was being carried on, this fourth message, in its pro

phetic aspect, was to guide them : quite the reverse. For the predictions are

not the rule of our actions, but God s plain precepts. But the indications and

hints of prophecy may be studied, after the event has taken place which was

predicted. And, further, prophecy is best understood as we draw near to the

time of the end, (Dan. xii. 9.) One object of its being then uncovered is, that

the cry may resound, and men may be warned to come out of Babylon ere her

plagues are poured out. And thus this prophecy, now inthese last days, discloses

wherethe witnesses for Christ came short at the end of the fourth and opening of

the fifth e och: that they drew their line of demarcation more speedily than

Christ ha done. He reveals that spiritual fornication was Jezebel’s action;

they looked only at her other abominations. But at the time of the end, that

the cry may be taken up, “ Come out of Babylon :”—by baptism, and by un

veiling what is also Babylonish evil, as well as what is readily believed by

Protestants to be so, does God call men to separation.
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men, with varying and various degrees of light and of

steadfastness for the honour of the Lord Jesus.

Thus some of them, and even of Christ’s own servants,

(“my servants,”) are beheld here to be indoctrinated and

seduced by the apostate Church into spiritual uncleanness

by the world, (ver. 20.) Who can say that of all, even of the

ecclesiastics in the Romish Church in the dark ages, some,

yea, many, were not sincerely devoted to Christ; notwith—

standing their illicit connexion with the wicked world and

their own idolatrous practices? Hence it was no wonder

that when the eyes of some of these came to be further en~

lightened, as was the case towards the end of this fourth

period, they should yet fail to perceive the full extent of the

ruin in which, through efl'ete Judaism and Paganism together,

the nominal Church was involved, and so be uncertain as to

where to pause in their work of reformation. Had those

who came after them proceeded, as copies of the Scriptures

were multiplied, and as divine light consequently increased,

with the work which they had so happily inaugurated, all

had been well.

In one respect indeed, the confessors of Christ, the true

Church of this Thyatiran epoch were worthier of commenda

tion than was the church of Ephesus. For their “ last works

were more than their first,” (ver. 19.) Then the sore per

secutions to which, at the hands of the mystic woman Jezebel,

they were ever liable, and to which we shall find striking re

ference, (see No. 2,) all had proved highly beneficial. But

in another point, these were generally far behind the Chris

tians of the first or Ephesian epoch. For whereas those had

“ tried those that were evil,” and discovered their hypocrisy,

(chap. ii. 2 ;) these, on the other hand, because the evil had

now reached gigantic proportions, “suffered” this Romish

Church to have too much of her own way. Of this the Lord

Jesus complains. “Thou sufl'erest” her “to teach and to
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seduce'my servants,” (ver. 4.) For the holy Lord can never

lower His standard; He can never wink at evil. Whoever

they were that were His in these dark times, whether Pauli

cians, Albigenses, Waldenses, Lollards, Wicklifiites, &c., &c. ;

or whatever boldness they exhibited in His cause; still, in

the proportion of their shortcoming, in their apprehension

and consequent behaviour towards the entire wicked system,

from that hatred of it which He entertained, to that extent

would they come under His gentle rebuke : “ Thou sufl'erest,”

&e. Through imperfect realisation of the awful character of

the blasphemies of the Papal system, there would naturally

ensue remissness or false tenderness in opposing the teach

ing of the Roman harlot. Hence some even of their own

relations, kindred, or people, they would, without any ex

treme effort in the way of prevention, allow to become per

verted And did: the subtle emissaries of Rome did in

divers ways gain many perverts from their ranks.

2. Then what sustained them? How century after cen

tury were they enabled to bear witness amid and against the

abounding corruption? He who had said, “ Where two or

three are gathered together in my name, there am I;” kept

His word, and vouchsafed, notwithstanding imperfection,

His own blessed presence. Still the bush burned with fire;

and still the bush was uneonsumed. Their frequent place

of testimony in these days was in deserts or on rocks; or

else in the prison and at the stake. What then? He was

with them. This He declares here. Observe His titles in

this fourth Epistle: He has “ eyes like unto a flame of fire,”

to discern where His loved ones need His help, and “His

feet are like unto white hot copper.” * Does the allusion

' xahxohifiavos‘. As Bochart suggests, and with whom agree Grotius,

Vitringa, and Hengstenberg, this word is of a hybrid formation, being the com

bination of a Greek word with a Hebrew: )(flhkdi = brass or copper, and

to make white, as copper which in the furnace has attained white heat.

See Trench, p. 34, and compare Rev. x. 1.
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here require any explanation? We trow not. The less so,

when the reference to the description of Christ in the first

chapter and fifteenth verse is conjoined with what is here

beheld. For then the cause of His feet so resembling this

white hot copper is expressly said to be “as though,” (and on

account of) their “burning in a furnace.” In the worst

that His witnesses were subjected to, in these terrible times;

He was, according to His promise, with them. In the very

furnace, whether of ordinary afiiiction or of fire, there was

He. This is the more noticeable, as all His titles in these

Epistles are peculiar and uncommon. _ But here He adverts

to His more ordinary title, and as “Son of God ” does He

interfere for these. There must be some reason for this re

turn, on His part in this Epistle only, to the ordinary de

scription of Himself. Why, when speaking of Himself. as

with His people in the burning fiery furnace, does He call

Himself, Son of God? Is there any doubt that the allusion

is to Dan. 25? Thus Babylon, from the beginning to the

end, is seen to figure the same bloodthirsty and cruel spirit.

If it is asked, Why were not the martyrs in Papal times de

livered, even as Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were

delivered: here is the answer—~Because the Christian’s call

ing is not to earth, but from earth to heaven. His calling

is TO the Cross.

3. Hence it comes that through this presence of- the Lord

ever with His own hidden ones, never did the gates of hell

prevail against His own Church. Even as the historical

Jezebel had not all her own way; but in the most desperate

times, the Lord reserved to Himself seven thousand that had

not bowed the knee to the image of Baal; so it was now.

The mass in the nominal Church were abandoned to their

own hearts’ lusts. But God had a “remnant ” * or people

preserved according unto the election of grace. Now with

* 'Yp'iv hot-110?: 'rois Ev 9.—“To you the remnant in Thyatira.”

R
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this term, as applied unto them, agrees, as we have proved,

the change of place of the warning in this Epistle. So that

in the very same scene where there is the mention of a rem

nant of individual witnessing souls, who strive with the

apostasy even unto blood ; there also the pillar of the cloud

is seen to take a new place. Truly wondrous is the coinci

dence! The SCRIPTURE INTERPRETS ITSELF. And does not

the view of the nominal Church, as pictured in this fourth

epoch, adequately account for this change of place? Nor can

it be accounted for on any other.* Of these witnesses, some,

of course, were more eminent than others. As in the dark

est times of Israel’s history, an Elijah was raised up, and

as, after him, Elisha succeeded in his testimony; so out of

the hidden ones of the Lord were produced in God’s good

time, such noble confessors, and valiant for the truth, as a

Wickliii'e, a Huss, a Jerome of Prague, a Luther, a Calvin.

But in citing these last two names, we have approached the

confines of the fourth and the opening of the fifth era. For

the testimony of such, and of their worthy compeers, pro

duced results in the Church altogether unprecedented, and

which continue even unto this day. Turning therefore for

the present from these, let us mark the promises held out

to the faithful in this Epistle. -

4. “He that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the

end, to him will I give power over the nations ; and he shall

rule them with a rod of iron,” &c. The seven promises in

these Epistles have already in part been explained in the

preceding chapter. The appeal to this one is only now

made, that the very distinct specimen of allusive contrast

herein may be noticed. For in this epoch the nominal

Church assumed to rule the world. In each country in

Christendom, the Church (by which was understood the

ccclesiastics) was felt to be an imperium in imperio. The

* See Chap. 11., Sect. 4, p. 144, note.
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bishops in their respective dioceses, and the archbishops

in their provinces, wielded to some extent that same power

which, when exercised by the Sovereign Pontifi', caused

nations and mighty kings t0 tremble. But here Christ

beckons His own in patience to possess their souls, and not

to seek earthly rule until they enter upon it simultaneously

with Himself. Let them suffer now even as He suffers : so

shall they reign when He takes the kingdom.

5. The promise in the twenty-eighth verse seems to have

regard to the depth of suffering of those true believers, and

to the steadfastness with which they embraced the cross.

Two questions here occur: one, What is meant by “the

morning star?” and the other, What is intended by the

promise, “I will give it him ” (that overcometh) 2 To the first

we answer: Christ himself is the morning Star, as He asserts

in Rev. xxii. 16. In reference to His appearing presently

after the long dark night of this dispensation is past, to the

world at large His name is the Sun of righteousness. But

during His progress towards this world, we find that He

will tarry in mid air. Thence will He issue His command :

“ Gather my saints together unto me.” “ The dead in Christ
shall rise first ;” I“ then we who are alive shall be caught up

to meet* Him” there. Now it is in allusion to this first act

in His second coming, that the Lord takes this strange title.

For also the literal morning star appears before the sun

arises, and is the harbinger of his approach. Then, secondly,

when it is promised that the morning star shall be given to

the victor, this is explained in 2 Peter i. 19. There we

* “ The word in the original, 515‘ d'miv-rqo'w, denotes not only the departure

of the saints to Christ into the air, but also their actions as an escort after

wards, (1 Thess. iv. 17.) It is the same word as is used of those Jews

who came to meet Paul as far as Appii Forum, and who then conducted him

to Rome, (Acts xxviii. 15.) It is the same word, again, as is used of the ten

virgins who professed to go forth to meet the Bridegroom, that afterwards

they might return with Him, (Matt. xxv. 1.)”—Extract from Author’s Sermmw

on Second Advent.
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learn that this “star arises in the heart:” that is, Christ

himself dwells in His people as their Hope of that glory to

be given at the commencement of His return. So that this

twenty-eighth verse amounts to this : at the very first act of

Christ taking to Himself His great‘power, His good and

faithful servants shall be present. In all even of His mil

lennial glory they shall share, who have perseveringly adhered

to Him in the midst of an adulterous and sinful generation.

But now this first resurrection is everywhere in the New

Testament, held out as an object of earnest pursuit for the

saved Christian, (Phil. iii. 11.) And the taking up of the

cross now is shewn to be the path to the attainment of the

crown hereafter. And the deeper the saved Christian is in

the suffering, and the fuller his identification with Jesus

now; the nearer is he to his hope hereafter. (See Phil. iii.

10). Promising, therefore, as the Lord here does to the

afflicted in this fourth Epistle, that in His earthly glory from

the first, they shall share, is impliedly looking to the painful

ness of their present lot. They are going out of the camp

of apostate Christendom, to the yet uncrowned Son of Jesse.

Then when He reigns, they shall be acknowledged to have

been His hardy veterans. The Lord grant to us the same

inheritance !

And thus it is plain, that every word in this fourth Epistle

contributes to the accuracy of the picture of Papal times.

To this period, the previous Epistles had conducted us;' and

now we find that this fourth Epistle presents to us a com

plete outline of the history of the Church in the dark ages.

The confession of Christ’s servants; their witnessing unto

blood ; His presence with them in all their afflictions: all is

brought before us.

Here, too, we behold to what an extent the Church had

apostatised: in that the Lord, as at the beginning He had

drawn a line of demarcation between Church and world, so
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that line having been utterly disregarded, and the Church

and the world amalgamated and become one Christendom;

therefore He draws another line between His faithful ones

and that Babylonish state of things. By the divine hand of

the Saviour is traced for us how all this disaster and ruin

were reached. The origin of all was in incipient decline in

love on the part of His professing Church, and in the con

sequent rise and practice of Clericalism therein. Then this

Clericalism, aided by the spread of Jewish principles among

the professors, became ’ultimately digested into systematic

doctrine by “ the heads ” of these Clericals and of the Church.

Then by these was the Union with the world effected.

Quickly there followed the practice of one gross abomina

tion after another, until full apostasy was arrived at. And

concurrently too with the apostasy reaching its full growth,

Clericalism attained its perfection in the acceptance, by the

Church generally, of the doctrine of the Pope’s supremacy.

And now the Church having fully with its charms ravished

the world; (for the kings of the earth found it to be a great

assistance in their governments, whilst their peoples loved to

believe, that by submission to outward rites, they could pro

pitiate Heaven,) soon assayed, by means of its new head, to

rule over it. And in this way the various evil principles

that had been introduced became combined, and then

tended further to strengthen and develop each other.

SECTION 5.

SCENE THE FIFTH—“ The church in Sardis.”

The efiect on Christendom of the Witnesses’ testimony for

Christ, and against the Church’s apostasy.

“ And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write : These

things saith he that hath the seven Spirits of God, and the
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seven stars ; I know thy works, that thou hast a name that

thou livest, and art dead. Become watchful, and strengthen

the things which remain, which were* about to die ; for I have

not found thy works fulfilled before my'l- God. Remember

therefore how thou hast received and heard, and keep, 1 and

repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will arrive§

over thee as a thief, and thou shalt not, by any means,

know what hour I shall arrive over thee. But thou hast a.

few names 1 in Sardis who have not defiled their garments ;

and they shall walk with me in white : for they are worthy.

He that overcometh thus ** shall be clothed in White raiment,

and I will not by any means ++ blot out his name out of the

book of life, and I will confess his name before my Father,

and before his angels. He that hath an ear, let him hear

what the Spirit saith unto the churches.”—REV. iii. 1-6.

It is important to observe that in this prophetic panorama,

they are the Church’s varying phases which pass successively

before us. Until the Church itself is affected, there is no

new picture. And as the change on the appearance of the

Church becomes increasingly distinct, so the application of

the succeeding Epistle becomes more immediately pertinent.

Courageously had the witnesses for Christ testified of Him

in the midst of Babylonish apostasy; and they gained their

reward. The term “martyr” came to have a peculiar signi

fication through the painful death which their devotion to

their Master, in very many instances, brought them unto.

And their gracious Lord was, as has been shewn, with them

even in the cold dungeon or in the fiery furnace. But yet

He did not allow Rome quite to triumph. Ever as she

massacred one witness here, another appeared there. Some

times too, through the blessing of the Lord, the testimony

* E’p.ehhov.—So Griesbach. 1‘ [mu—Bloomfield. 1- rr'lpez. § fi§to

ll of! pr']. 11 The Kai after “a few names” should be omitted

“ odrws‘. ++ 01’: yr).
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of that confessor was so wafted hither and thither that the

\Vord of the Lord reached many hearts, and that many

nations were moved thereby. This was notably the fact in

LUTHER’S case. It would be beside our purpose to sketch

his life. But we have 0ft admired the providence of God, in

its care of him, in that though his witness for Christ was

so sturdy and so uncompromising, yet did he die comfortably

upon his bed. As if the Lord would illustrate that only so

far as He pleased, could Rome, with all her malice, prevail to

hurt. Hence with her most strenuous antagonist, she could

not, she did not at all succeed. How 0ft she attempted his

life; how invariably did her skilful plot fail. So, also, to

no purpose did Jezebel threaten Elijah. To Luther succeeded

others equally as himself, we may hope, in earnest for their

God. Many individual witnesses did the Lord raise up about

this period, as it were simultaneously. Now, to what exact

time in their lives, this succeeding fifth phase in the profess

ing Church’s experience of a new “ name to live ” began to

be visible, is immaterial. Certainly not until their words,

their preaching, and their writings had thrilled Christen

dom. Certainly not until the way of salvation had been by

them generally proclaimed. For the Church of this epoch

is reminded by the Lord how it has already “ received and

heard” that which in Christ’s account specially merited its

attention, (chap. iii. 3.) The main feature, then, for us to

notice is, that their testimony was greatly owned of God, so

that even the very nations were agitated thereby. Ulti

mately the Reformation and Protestantism set in.

These two terms are placed above in close juxtaposition ad

visedly. For they serve to exhibit contrastedly the two divers

aspects of the movement of the sixteenth century. The former

looks at its bright side, in the arousing of the nations of Chris

tendom, through the instrumentality of the witnesses. The
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latter looks rather at its dark side, and regards the feebleness of

the response made by them to the appeal of Christ's servants.

All which diversity of view we shall observe to be distinctly

depictured in this fifth Epistle, which, in the fifth and sixth

sections of the preceding chapter, has been proved to sketch

the times of this new era of Protestantism, and dating, say,

from the sixteenth to at least the end of the eighteenth cen

tury; or, rather, until a second Pentecostal effusion of the

Spirit in these latter times marked the Church’s entrance

into her sixth phase. But before we turn to the Epistle, let

us advert for a moment to the history of this fifth epoch,

and behold not merely the general faithfulness of Christ’s

true servants, according to the light vouchsafed to them;

but also, and be it remembered, chiefly the manner in which

the mass of professors were effected thereby.

And, first, as to the brighter side of this new scene. The

impiety and grievousness Of the ecclesiastical evil had become

extreme. No deep penetration was required to perceive that

Christianity had been grievously corrupted, and the divine

calling of the Church set aside. The world itself had be

come ashamed of the Church to which it belonged. The

voice of rulers and of their peoples, waxing louder and

louder, imperativer demanded reformation. Ever and anon

some feeble attempts in this direction were made by the

great ones of the-earth themselves, but all were abortive.

For God delights to pour contempt on human might and

skill. _

At last, the Most High himself interposed, not in judg

ment, but in mercy. Then Martin Luther, a humble monk

of Wittemburg, arose. His voice, and more still, his pen,

shook the Papacy to its foundations. His writings flooded

slumbering Europe with gospel light, and with wonder at the

grossness of the darkness into which Christendom and the

Church so called had fallen. “A few” noble souls having
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caught, as it were, his spirit, were seized with like fervour to

propagate all around them, the recovered truth of God. The

great doctrines connected with the sinner’s eternal salvation,

and specially that of free justification by faith in the Lord

Jesus, were preached openly and almost everywhere. Many

joyfully embraced the message of salvation ; very many

others, actuated by a diversity of motives, abandoned their

Old creed for a purer one. Kings looked on with admira

tion and astonishment; whilst the masses, awestruck, on the

first impulse, imitated Israel of old, and fell on their faces,

exclaiming, The Lord He is the God: Jesus Christ, He is

man’s only Helper. It had been strange indeed if a change

of this importance in Christendom’s deportment had been

omitted wholly by the Lord Jesus in His divine panorama of

the successive phases Of the professing Church! Such, in

brief, Was the Reformation.

But there is another side to this picture. Christendom’s

repentance, though wide, was not deep. That which we

have surveyed exhibits the wondrous ways of our God in

raising up witnesses for His truth, and in causing the nations

to hear. Still, however, in the events of history as in the

records of the inspired Word, are conjoined divine sovereignty

and human responsibility. That displays God’s mercy and

grace ; this tests and makes manifest man’s constant failure.

Now, the hollow-heartedness of Christendom generally at this

juncture may be discerned in modes such as these: Some

countries, as Italy, continued to persist in their love of Papal

darkness, and in their turning a deaf ear unto the gospel

message. Others, again, as France, that had almost reached

the point of rejecting Popery, first wavered, then retreated

from their advanced position, and presently began to perse

cute the Protestants that dwelt therein. Whilst in countries

where Popery was actually in name discarded, the abandon

ment of error was more or less partial, as is seen by the
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state of the Lutheran Church in Germany at the present

day.

Further : the forsaking of error does not necessarily imply

the reception of the truth; much less its cordial embrace.

Thus in the case of this island-home of Protestantism, Henry

the Eighth did for one reason turn away from several of the

enormities of Popery; and many of his courtiers and sub

jects, for divers considerations, did likewise. Whilst some

truly received Christ into their hearts, others, to please

those in power, veered as they veered; others again were

lured to profess the new opinions by the hope of a share in

the spoils of the monasteries; or most, it may be, through

mere intellectual conviction, cast off the trammels of Popery,

and considered themselves Protestants. All this is indisput

able. Can there be any difficulty experienced as to the light

in which it would appear to the Searcher of hearts? Be

sides which, the rejection of error itself was far from com

plete. For, first, everything ecclesiastical came to be con

trolled, and was arranged in accordance with the will of the—

Sovereign. Then in this control, the principle was, for poli

tical reasons, constantly adhered unto, that the nation should

not be shocked by the greatness of the changes made. Here,

‘ then, is the manifest presence of another earthly ingredient,

and which, in the power of its action, can scarcely be over

estimated. The desire to carry the whole nation along in

the changes as they were efl'ected, rendered it necessary to

proceed with great reserve. A consideration of this sort

would obviously so affect the progress from Babylon as

materially to impede and presently to check it. “Obviously,”

we say, unless, indeed, the notion be entertained that the

voice of the people is the voice of God. We purposely re

frain from specifying particulars in illustration that a halt

was prematurely made. Those only who maintain that the

Prayer-book is perfect will deny this. And one’s most
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earnest and conscientious desire is to extenuate, as far as

possible, rather than to exaggerate, the faults connected with

the politico-religious, or ecclesiastical-worldly system of our

own land. Alas ! these are so many and so glaring, that the

work of fault-finding would be only too easy. And all have

their faults. But the root of the mischief—that fatal, that

divinely-branded Union—became actually more entire than

before. For all the usurped authority of the Pope passed into

one or another frail creature’s hands. In some matters, the

actual condition of things in the Establishment in our own

land is easily traceable to the monarch’s will ; and in others,

to the desire to gain the approval of the nation. Thus, as to

the former: we see Prelacy continued in the South of Bri

tain, though not in the North; for Scotia’s sons, more spirit

ually enlightened at the time of the remodelling, would have

none of it. Often did the Stuart kings attempt there to in

troduce it; as often did that attempt prove ultimately abor

tive. And well might the ruler lean to this, since one may

readily see what a hold on the entire ecclesiastical system

established it would afford him ; and what an engine of

power and patronage it might be made in his hands. Then

as to the wishes of the populace being consulted in the ex

tent of the changes made, one example of this has been al

ready adduced.* Imagine the burst of indignation that

would speedily have followed had the parish minister at all

discontinued, under any circumstances, the baptism of any

of the children. Yet for this pause in the advance from

Babylon, our Reformers were not to blame. They had but

just emerged from dense Popish darkness : they could but be

faithful to what light they had. Probably few now living,

had they been situated as they were, would have come out

from Babylon so far as they did. It behoves us to bear in

mind the peculiar circumstances of their position. Influence

* See the preceding section, pp. 240, 241, and mark the third note of p. 240.
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ever descends: hence they would naturally be anxious to

yield as far as they deemed lawful to the caprices' of their

sovereign. Firmly we believe, that were they living now,

they would be the first to confess that their work was incom

plete, and to marvel that those who came after them had not

proceeded further therewith. Grieved would they be to hear

that those who claimed to follow in their footsteps, gloried in

the very pause which they themselves, by force of circum

stances, were compelled to make.* They would be amazed

to hear some apologists of this state of things in our own day,

contending that the Establishment preferred the happy via

media, or middle course, between Puritanism, or rather

Purity, on the one hand, and Babylonish abomination on the

other,——glorying, that is, in being but half out of Babylon.

Now, the cause of this premature halt in the advance from

Babylon, by those who came after the noble leaders Of the

movement, is partly attributable to the prevalency of supreme

religious apathy and indifference, which so fearfully Charac

terised the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Not only did

whole nations, of whom hope had been entertained, relapse,

through the instigation of the Jesuits, into the thraldom and

darkness of Popery ; but also, in those other countries where

Protestantism had been welcomed with e'clat and elation of

spirit, there the churches sunk into a state Of torpor and

death: contented, , as were some, with their avowal of

Lutheranism ; being betrayed into infidelity, as was the case

with Others, as at Geneva; and as for Scotland, the “Lives

of the Haldanes ” sufficiently shews what spiritual ignorance

reigned there at the time that those holy men began their

work; whilst England became the prey of Laudism, and

subsequently of practical heathenism.

* So Milner, speaking of a glaring abuse, witnesses that “ Cranmer wished

to correct this evil in our national Church, and he wanted neither zeal nor

judgment. But that and many other good things slept with the English Re

formation.” Vide Milner’s History, p. 1.82.
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But this resting half-way, this pausing ere the work was

completed, is certainly owing in the main to the Balaamitish

deed of Union being still unrepented of. This Union has

been traced to be the real source of all the abominations and

gross errors into which the Church of the Middle Ages fell,

and to which the Romanists still adhere. For in the in

spired panorama of those phases of the Church’s career

which have already passed before us, we have beheld the

Lord revealing that Popery was only a fourth and furthest

stage in the Babylonish apostasy, and that the Union was

the third; even as the introduction of Jewish principles

within the Church was the second, which ripened Clericalism

into Prelacy, and which, by perversion, were made to pro

mote the idea of the Church finding rest in a polluted

earth; as also incipient decline in love, and the incipient

practice of that Clericalism, by abuse of the ministerial

ofiice, marked the first stage therein. It was thus that the

true and scriptural aspect of the Church, as corn-fields,

tended by labourers, had become changed for that of a huge

ecclesiastical tree; and the larger the branch, the more of

earth did it naturally require for its support.

Well then, what with this national elation; what with

this non-surrender of the heart to Christ by the professors

generally, who yet boasted of their having cast away their

old errors; what with their controlling and checking the

movement, in the first place ; and then, what with the state

of death that followed in the two succeeding centuries; and

lastly, and above all, what with the non-repudiation of that

prime cause of all the mischief—the fatal Union,—with the

tendency manifested constantly to lean upon Caesar rather

than upon Christ, as if the monarch’s might could effect

even the least spiritual good; whilst the forgetfulness of the

immediate presence of Christ in His Church by His Spirit

betrayed that, concurrently with the mass of Protestant
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professors looking to cisterns which could hold no water,

there was a slighting of Him who is the Fountain of living

waters ;—what with all these things, therefore the Protes

tantism of that epoch, as such, is pronounced to be spiritually

dead, however many, void of the reality, were amused and

delighted with the NAME.

Turn we now to the review of the fifth Epistle. And

first let us be content to look at the dark side, which ex

hibits the response made by Christendom to the testimony

of Christ’s witnesses. And here we must begin with a

glance at the testimony itself. Now, verily, when gross

darkness had covered the peoples, God did in mercy inter

fere, by the vouchsafing of new gospel light from an un

sealed Bible, and by raising up many blessed souls to pro

claim its eternal truths. But these are just the two points

alluded to here.

1. “Remember how thou hast received and heard,” (chap.

iii. It is scarcely credible at the present day, how little

of the contents of God’s Word men were acquainted with

in the dark ages. Then preaching, as a means of grace,

had almost entirely fallen into disuse. Whenever it was at

tempted, some preposterous story from the life of some ficti

tious saint formed the text. Generally speaking, the pastors

were as ignorant as their flocks. Copies of the whole volume

of inspiration, or even of any one of its blessed books, were

very rare and Very costly. But with the application of the

newly-discovered art of printing to this precious book; and

then presently, with the life-giving comments either written

and widely circulated, or else almost everywhere proclaimed

by word of mouth of Luther, and of those of like spirit

with himself ; a new era began to dawn, If in imagination

we transport ourselves to those times, and mark the great

ness of the change from worse than Egyptian darkness to

Bible-reading and Gospel-preaching simultaneously in many
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lands, then the force of these words quoted will be apparent.

Here the movement in its propelling cause is concisely and

yet exactly indicated. Whilst the words “remember” and

“hast” evidence that the times contemplated in this pro

phetic picture are those AFTER the truth promulgated by the

witnesses has spread on every side. For until the Churches

are newly affected, there is no need or scope for another

Epistle. Whilst the fact that it is the Son of God who bids

the Church of this era to call to mind what has been heard

by her, proves that it was nothing less than the GOSPEL

that had been brought to her ears. For assuredly, He who

never mocks us, would never call the attention of sinful

dying men to aught else.

2. The debased Church, in her anxiety thoroughly to meet

the wishes of the world, had, in course of time, so utterly

changed the use of Christ’s ordinances, so adulterated their

administration - with heathenish admixtures, that virtually

they ceased to be of value. Their intention had been as it

were strangled. One main point, therefore, to which the

Gospel would recall men, in subordination to those greater

abiding truths alluded to in No. 1, would be that there

should be a return in this particular to the scriptural prac

tice. Thus the mass would be discarded. Communion in

both kinds would be restored. The addition of salt, oil, and

a variety of fantastic ceremonies, wherewith the baptism en

joined by the Saviour and His apostles had been disfigured,

would be put away. But in truth the nominal Church had

so greatly wandered from the beautiful design ‘4‘ of these

rites, that to recall men’s minds thereto, and to celebrate

* The two gospel ordinances embody in figure the whole profession of the

Christian. The one, baptism, regards him as “dead with Christ,” and then

as “risen with Him.” The other, the Lord’s supper, continues the thought

where the former leaves 03. It prc-supposes him to be living, as he requires

food ; then to be feeding upon Christ risen, and to be looking forward therein

to 1135qu communion with Him and all the saints when He comes, (1 Cor.

x1. .
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them before the world in their divine simplicity, was no

easy matter. Much was done; but much was left undone.

Even Luther himself stumbled egregiously here.* The re

tention too in many places of the Babylonish supplemen

tary rite of confirmation 1‘ further makes manifest the imper

fection of this work then perpetuated, and subsequently

stereotyped. Whilst particularly, to all the unregenerate

world, with all its concealed hostility to Christ, easy access

to all the ordinances of Christ was still afl'orded. In fact

any rebuilding of the wall was, where there was persistence

in the Union, absolutely impossible to the Church at large);

Now, compare with this state of things, the words Of the

Lord: “Be watchful, and strengthen the things which re

main, which were§ about to die ; for I have not found thy

works fulfilled before my God,” (chap. iii. 2.) Here the

complaint is not of what is positively bad, but of the absence

of much that is good. Sins of omission, rather than sins of

* We allude, of course, above to Luther’s strange doctrine of consubstantia

tion. As is well known, he held that there was both the bread and the body

Of Christ present upon the Lord’s table. His favourite illustration was, that

the body of Christ was in the bread, as heat is in the red-hot iron.

'I‘ For this, there is not the slightest warrant in the Word of God. The

two or three texts ordinarily quoted in roof, even a child may perceive have

nothing to do with the subject. And the Lord has said, “ In vain they do

worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.” Christian

men have sometimes comforted themselves with the saving good that has at

tended this rite. The answer is, that not to the rite, but to the exposition of

the word in the Bible-class before the administration of the rite, is the bless

ing attributable.

I The allusion in this (NO. 2) may appear scarcely so well-defined and con

vincing as in the preceding (No. 1). In fact it is not for a moment asserted,

that for each clause in each message, we can, with unvarying certainty, oint

to the event in the history as corresponding thereto. The utmost 0 our

endeavour is to shew, that the seven Epistles picture most accurately the suc

cessive epochs in the career of the Church. Then the thought couched in

particular expressions might be even to a larger extent left an 0 en question.

And there are several other allusions in this very Epistle which), as we pro

ceed, we shall find to tally wonderfully well with the aspect of the times re

presented. It may also be added, that the order in which the various touches

in the prophetic picture are adverted to is not according to their degrees of

clearness of allusion. The simple object attended to in the arrangement of

the annotations is, that the ideas suggested in the Epistles might be seen in

their relation to one another.

§ gpehhov. /
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commission, the Church of this epoch was beheld by Omni

seience to be guilty of. It is not blamed for its action in

casting out Babylonish errors; but for its ceasing therein,

ere the work was complete. The charge is distinct and

definite enough. History merely supplements it by in

forming us what the impediments were which obstructed,

and which finally arrested the progress of the Reformation

movement.

3. Even here there are allusions as to the elements that

were allowed to interfere and hinder the work. We have

seen, in our review of the history, that the mass of Protestant

professors were largely swayed by worldly considerations.

Then, mark the implied force of these two expressions:

“Thou hast a few which have not defiled their garments,

and THEY shall walk with me in white ; for they are worthy.”

James gives us the inspired commentary to this when he

witnesses, “Pure religion is to keep oneself unspotted from

the world.” When, therefore, the Lord singles out some for

commendation on the express ground that they alone are

undefiled, He indicates in what manner the general body

appear in His sight. Whilst to this large class He adminis

ters this very significant threat: “If therefore thou shalt

not watch, I will arrive over thee as a thief, and thou shalt

not, by any means, know what hour I shall arrive over thee.”

For although of the day of His return, strictly speaking, no

one knows; yet unless we would divest this warning of all

point whatever, we must admit that the true and faithful

Christians shall not be taken unawares by that event, as the

world shalL In fact this is clearly asserted in 1 Thess. v. 4‘,

compared with ver. 3 : “ Yourselves know perfectly,” declares

the apostle, “ that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief

in the night. For when they shall say, Peace and safety,

then sudden destruction,” &c. “But ye, brethren, are not

in darkness, that that day should overtake you, as a thief.”

s
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Real believers are encouraged to watch every day in the

sustained hope of their Lord’s return.*

Upon a comparison, therefore, of these two allusive con

trasts,—on the one hand, the promise to the few unworldly,

and on the other, the threat of confounding the elated many

with the openly ungodly world,1'—surely their similarity of

colouring is such as unmistakably to evince what is that

general state Of things now prevalent which the Lord has in

His eye when pencilling this fifth epoch. Hence, we be

hold, that where Protestantism failed was in those duties

which call to separation from the world. It largely leaned

for its support upon the world Yet the world is still the

world, whether it esteem itself Popish or Protestant. Its

hatred to Christ’s yoke, its abhorrence of vital godliness, is

as intense in the one case as in the other. It is now-a-days,

in many places, too enlightened to be satisfied either with

the absurdities of Paganism, or with the gross corruptions

of Popery. Yet it must have some religion. This is a

necessary part Of ITSELF. Never, anywhere, has it dared to

be wholly without one. For then its conscience would have

been harassed to death. And so its religion, whichever it

adopts, however much of truth and of error it may have in

it, still most materially assists it in maintaining its worldli

ness. Thus the fearful chasm between its actual state Of

heart, and the holiness of the God of heaven; it is enabled,

in great part, to shut its eyes unto. Whilst the purer the

creed that it chooses to adopt, provided only that that creed

be so explained as to be rendered perfectly compatible with

its own worldliness, the thicker is the veil which is before

it, the deadlier the opiate which stupefies it. And what

though the grosser adulteries of the Popish Jezebel, very

* Compare the promise of the morning star given to Christ’s faithful wit

nesses in Papal times, as explained in the preceding section, pp. 259, 260.

1' SO in the parallel fifth Parable, the coins are brought out from “the

field,” and “the field is the world.”
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many became at length ashamed of? Still the Church’s pre

vious steps in guilt, and especially in that doctrine of Balaam,

of the people chosen out of the world uniting themselves

unto the nations of the world, as well as the ‘consequent con

tinuance in the squaring of Christianity in its doctrines and

rites; was then and is still,“i yea, and will be almost to the

advent of the heavenly Bridegroom and High Priest, persisted

in and defended. So also, of course, the Nicolaitanism and

,Prelacy, by means of which arrogant organisations the Union

itself, as we have seen, was first consummated, is in many

places, by a marvellous concurrence, still unrepented of. For

likely is it, that where there is this divinely-branded Union,

there also should be maintained in some measure or other

that which induced it. But the daughters, we have heard,

are to be slain as well as their mother. That is to say,

* Thus a very learned author, after quoting part of the parable in Matt.

xxii. 1—14, upon the words, “ They went and gathered together all as many as

they found, both bad and good,” (the italics are his own,) remarks, that “ the

conduct of the servants in gathering a mixed multitude is not a device of

their own, disapproved of by the Master, but a dutiful compliance with the

Master’s orders. ’— Vide Lectures on the Church, p. 22. That is to say, because

the Master had enjoined the servants to invite all the found to partake of

His bounteous mercy, or, as it is elsewhere put, “ preach the Gospel to every

creature;” therefore the servants in the third and fourth centuries, for in

stance, were justified in receiving the world into the Church. Surely here is

a gap between premises and conclusion. What saith the Scripture? “Put

away from yourselves that wicked person ;” again, “With such an one, no,

not to eat.” Surely, too, because the parable narrates a prophetic fact, it

does not thereby necessarily justify the fact. If this were the case, the pro

phecy 0f Ham being the servant of servants might be adduced reasonably in

defence of slavery. But let the reader bear in mind Christ’s own ascertained

tracings of the causes, and of the progress in this reception of the world into

the Church’s bosom, as seen in t e first three or four Epistles; and then,

although he has the same kind of prophecy as to facts, he has therewith, in

the animadversions of those causes, their implied, and in Old Testament allu

sion, their emphatic and absolute condemnation. No wonder, indeed, if this

state of things being defended and gloried in, as by this learned writer it is,

that the rophetic picture should next follow of the church of the Landi

ceans. (gee remarks on the seventh Epistle.) To glor in the Church being

almost as large in numbers as the world, is glorying in t at which should be a

shame. And WHEREFORE is it desired? The first Epistles, which exhibit, the

growth of the evil, supply the answer, and which we do not care to specify.

Besides which, all being joined together too, not only is a grievous harm to

the Church, but a great loss to the world. For then, with greater difficulty

is it amused to behold its true condition.
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speaking plainly, all the nations of Christendom are doomed

to perish. And, therefore, whilst in the promise above quoted

Christ lovingly discriminates His elect, that faithfully, and

according to their light, adhere to Him; He yet solemnly

warns, that the world-Church, having been the companion

with the world itself in its guilt, shall be its companion

also in punishment. It shall fare even as the world itself.

At the hand of the Greater than Phinehas, they shall receive

their judgment together: “I will come 0N THEE as a thief”.

4:. Oh ! if instead of leaning upon the world for help, the

Son of God had been ALONE depended on and looked unto ;

what more glorious results, speaking humanly, might not

have been witnessed! What help did the world render

when, at the commencement of the first epoch, thousands

had been savineg brought to God even in a single day?

True, indeed, since that time such a large effusion of the

Spirit has never been beheld. But what if this be owing to

the Fountain of living waters being so forsaken; as a resort

to cisterns that can hold no water, displays? Undoubtedly

to cast oneself wholly upon the Lord is not pleasant to the

old nature, either of an individual in particular, or of the

Church in general. Nevertheless the Scripture rule con

tinues unrepealed: “According to your faith, be it unto

you.” Where faith is weak, there will be greater earnest

ness of look to human aid. But the nominal Church of

this epoch, in its new and Protestant phase, clung to the

arm of Caesar in its contests with Rome; and was swayed in

part by the opinion of the populace as to the extent to which

reformation might be proceeded with. Where a nation was

unprepared to follow, there a pause was madef" Now, is there

any implied reproach in this Epistle of this forgetfulness of

‘ Thus, those who ruled in Protestant Christendom in the seventeenth cen

tury, positively regretted that the advance from Babylon had been so great as

it was, and sought, as in the case of Archbishop Laud, t0 recoil from some of

those steps that had been so hardly gained.
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Christ, of this failure of the mass of professors in apprehend

ing that it is “ not by might, nor by power, but by the Spirit

of the Lord,” that all true, abiding good is effected? We think

there is. For what else imports that admonition of Christ,

that “ HE hath the seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars 2 ”

(chap. iii. 1.) Why here does He make such special reference

to the Spirit? Why here does He so emphatically assert His

claim to the possession of that Spirit? Does it not tell a sad

tale, and hint that the Church, in her Protestant phase, but

feebly apprehended wherein her true strength consisted?

5. And though this Church forbore herself to act as the

sovereign potentate, as the Church in her Romish phase had

presumed to do, yet here, too, the repentance was but par

tial. Judaism, in other aspects, still prevailed If this

Church put aside the crown which in the dark ages had been

assumed, earthly ease was still by her loved and enjoyed.

Her calling away from a polluted earth to an inheritance in

heaven; her true attitude of identification with the Son of

God, as well in His rejection here as in His glory there ; and

her longing expectancy of coming glory, to be fanned by

hardship and suffering here ;-—all this was, generally speak

ing, greatly lost sight of. If the power exercised in olden

times was resigned, yet was not quiet and comfortable ease

despised or abandoned. Whatever errors or abuses were re

moved, still, as we have seen, the world had by no means

lost its claims. The return of her Lord was not an object of

hope. As a church, it did not “watch,” (ver. 3.) Now, the

reverse state to watching is indicated by the Saviour himself

to be displayed in carnal security and indulgence, (Matt.

xxiv. 48.) Hence, as she is threatened by the Lord, that

unless her repentance is more cordial and entire, she Shall

receive like treatment with the world itself, her guilty para

mour, (see No. 3 ;) and as now we hear that her desires are

not mainly heavenwards ; may there not be a connexion traced
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between these two sins, one of commission, and the other of

omission? For is not the nominal Church’s settling down

on earth, in enjoyment of its carnal ease, partly the cause,

and partly in retributive consequence of her abandonment of

her true hope of rest and joy at the Lord’s return, and of her

due posture, in the present evil world, of waiting and fasting

whilst her alleged Bridegroom is taken from her? Thus the

line of thought in the Lord’s admonition and threat becomes

still more distinct: “If, therefore, thou shalt not watch, I

will arrive over thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know

what hour I shall arrive over thee.” Not only is the char

acter of the judgment denounced seen to point to the sort of

sin committed; but also the origin of the sin is also itser

disclosed.

Yet, notwithstanding an opened Bible, which reveals that

for a. time—viz, to the end of this dispensation—the Cross of

Christ has snapt the Church’s connexion with the world that

crucified Him, this spirit of Judaism continued to be in

dulged in throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies. So when we come to the sixth picture, we shall find that

this is the leading feature of the nominal Church of the pre

sent day. Yea, and further: to such an extent are many of

the godly themselves interested in the defence of this incon

gruous medley, that the Lord witnesses therein that they need,

and shall experience some sore tribulation, in order finally to

test and sift them from the unregenerate professors. After

which shall follow the Laodicean state, when the self-satis—

fied world’s Church, from which the godly have been at length

ultimately rescued, shall reach the judgment throne; when

IMMEDIATELY, but too late, the awful truth as to her actual

condition before God shall burst upon her. To the last mo

ment will she persist in her integrity and her innocence.

6. One ground, and that not the least perilous, in this

Church’s false security is adverted to by the Lord when He
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says, “Thou hast a NAME that thou livest.” How the

e'clat of the excited multitude in the sixteenth century; how

the hollowness 0f the pretensions of many to be better than

others in the ages subsequent; how the resting contented of

large numbers in a merely negative religion and repudiation

of error and intellectual approbation of Protestantism ;—how

all this easily passes before the mind when one reads these

awful words! Here is the proud, contemptuous glance at

others less highly favoured with religious knowledge than our

selves; here is that spirit of empty nominal Protestantism,

which, since the testimony borne unto blood of many of the

Lord’s witnesses, has characterised so large a part of Chris

tendom. Here it is all aptly, curtly estimated; for what is

its worth before Him? Oh that men would see, that gospel

privileges, and fuller apprehension by them of the way of

salvation than their forefathers had; renders them, unless

they repent and sincerely come to Jesus, only more culpable

than before, and intensely aggravates their guilt I For “ this

is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and

men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds

were evil,” (John iii. 9.) (See also John ix. 41.) Here,

then, is how that new phase of the great body of professors

in the countries evangelised appeared before Him whose eyes

are as a flame of fire. With Him there is no subterfuge.

He sees things as they are, and not as they pretend to be.

Yet, as we have remarked, as far as that large mass was

concerned, there was rather the abandonment of the gross

ness of Rome’s corruption, and a partial reformation of doc

trine, than the cordial reception and thorough search for

truth. Where they heard the gospel from the lips of God’s

true servants, and beheld in them its hallowing influence,

and yet contented themselves with accepting a purer creed,—

would this deceive HIM? 'Would this be a valid substitute

for closing with this gospel message, and for the surrender

\
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of their hearts to Him? Would their patronage of His

cause suffice, instead of their identification with it? Nay,

would it be at all otherwise than an offence in His sight?

Thus in our own country during the last two or three cen

turies, what with the avowed antipathy to vital godliness on

the part of the Establishment ; what with its bitter persecu

tion of the puritanical Dissenters; what with its ruthless

subjection to fine or imprisonment of all—as of a Bunyan, for

instance—who could not conscientiously conform to its ways

and practices ; what with its persistency in all this until the

nation, by its parliament, interfered and procured the Tole

ration Act; what with the general apathy and coldness in

matters of eternal import, everywhere visible throughout

the land, until roused by that heavenly meteor Whitefield ;—

surely in view of all this it must be felt that even as regards

this highly-favoured land, the picture of its religion at this

era, though terrible, is not overdrawn : “ Thou hast a name

that thou livest, and art dead.”

Hence the ripening of Christendom, as such, for judg—

ment. Vengeance indeed yet slumbers, whilst the Lord in

our own day is, as we shall perceive when considering the

next Epistle, gathering out His own elect; baptizing them

anew with the Holy Ghost; uniting them to one another; and

causing, in divers modes, the cry to reach their ears to come

out from, to renounce all alliance with Babylon. But,

meanwhile, Papal Christendom continues as bad as ever, and

Protestant Christendom is guiltier still, because of the

abundance of light in which it lives. (See Matt. xi. 21-24.)

Therefore separation from all Babylonish Christendom, either

from its grosser errors or from its more responsibly wicked

condition, is still the paramount duty of all who would not be

“partakers of her plagues.” All of it shall perish together.

Accordingly the admonition, “ He that hath an ear,” is

never restored to its original place. Separation is still holi
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ness, and holiness is still separation. The corrupt body is

to be abandoned. And to this end, still does Christ re

quire Obedience from her faithful ones to His neglected ordi

nances. “Keep* and repent,” “repent and keep,” is even

now His unchanged and imperative demand. Nor, indeed,

is it other than a most strange and remarkable concurrence

with all the indications of this prophetic scene, the fact that

from this epoch onwards there have ever been godly separa

tists from the large nominal body. After the death of those

witnesses against the ecclesiastical evil, by means of whom

very many had been induced to commence the return from

Babylon, but who, when the leaders of the movement were

taken away, hesitated, and presently refused to advance

further, and some even attempted to recede :—these separatists

were represented in England by the Puritans, the Baptists,

and others. But this reference to the contrasted behaviour

of professors in this epoch,--some not only resolutely coming

out of Babylon themselves, but also influencing many

Pliables in part to do likewise ; some pausing, some retreat

ing, and some pressing on further ;—this lead us, in the

second place, to glance at a few of the brighter touches in

this fifth prophetic scene.

1. Sardis! This term is from a Hebrew root, signifying

“ to escape,”1‘ and then the derived noun denotes “ one escap

ing or escaped.” But this escape was one wholly of degree.

Bear in mind that the Papal aspect of the Church has been

largely ascertained to be only the fourth stage in religious

apostasy. Specially the word Babylon suggests the thought

of spiritual harlotry, (Rev. xvii.) And to this ruin cer

tain evil principles which have been stigmatised in pre

" TYIIPH- This is the word ordinarily used by Christ for the keeping of His

commandments, as John xiv. 15, 21, 24.

’l‘ 1912), a survivor, one escaped from a great slaughter; from the verb,

1327, to flee, to escape, as in Joshua x. 20.-—G’escnius.
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ceding Epistles, have been traced to pave the way. And so,

whilst by some, a few of the grosser errors of the Papacy were

rejected; by others a far deeper insight into its hollowness

and impiety would be afforded. Then with some of the

latter class, there would be at least a partial faithfulness to

the light vouchsafed, in the entrance of Christ’s salvation,

and in the absolute surrender of their hearts to their only

Lord and Saviour. The evil character of the world, and its

thorough, albeit its veiled hostility to their God, would be

apprehended by some of these, more forcibly than by others ;

and these last again, would be, some more, some less atten

tive to the warning voice of conscience. Now, with the

judgment of all these various classes we have nothing to do.

Nevertheless, there is one word which would well and ac

curately define this entire movement from Babylon: one

single term is applicable to all these various FILES, if we may

so speak, of the militant Church in her advance therefrom ;

and that word is the very one which the Spirit himself has

selected—“ Sardis ”=“ those escaping or escaped.” ,

2. “Thou hast a few names* in Sardis.” This expres

sion, “names,” appears to glance at particular individuals

who were in this epoch eminently pious and devoted to their

Saviour. This seems the more probable, since in the promise

attached there is again an allusion to the “name.” Hence

although much of the elated profession of the day was made

by those who were “ dead” in trespasses and sins ; neverthe—

less there were some who “knew their God, and did ex

ploits.” And here a. host of “names ” the mind recalls who

are all but mentioned distinctly—as Luther and Calvin,

Melancthon and Zuingle, Latimer and Hooper. For we

conceive that ere Luther died, the era of Protestantism had

* So in the prophecy of Matt. xiii., the parallel to the few names here is

filéearly tlgg coins in the vessel there. The ‘ even ” after the “ names ” should

omitt .
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fairly set in. The voice of such witnesses for God had at

length aroused, electrified, torpid Christendom. Then in the

subsequent centuries, there were at home Bunyan and Owen,

Baxter and Janeway, and such like; whilst abroad, there

would be, as among the persecuted Huguenots, many more.

Also in the humblest walks of life there would be those

who, even if history has not condescended to record their

“name,” amid opprobrium and suffering endured for their

beloved Master’s sake; and are doubtless also here contem

plated by Him. Some of these names may now be hailed

with reverence,—for such is the wont of religious professors,

and of the world, to garnish the sepulchres of prophets that

are dead,-—but then they were loaded with contempt and

abuse. Thus whilst the world was crying, “Away with them,

crucify them 1” their Lord was regarding them with tender,

discriminating favour. Ah! it is no unfrequent thing with

Him to have to reverse the world’s verdict, (Luke vi. 22.)

3. Accordingly, to such the Saviour promises that “they

shall walk with Him.” Here, if we transport ourselves

mentally into those times, we shall behold an allusive con

trast. For where the religious world could not utterly wreak

its vengeance on Christ’s servants, how oft did they “ sepa

rate them from their company i” Not only at the beginning

of this epoch was the Papal excommunication no impotent

piece of malice; but also in later times the dislike of the

nominal Protestants was not concealed, was ever fertile in

expedients for annoying them ; witness the Conventicle Act,

and the Five Mile Act. For whether unregenerate man call

himself Catholic or Protestant, still his hatred of godliness

and of the godly is the same. Hence says the Lord here:

You may disapprove, you may reject them, still they shall be

mine in the day that I make up my jewels, and. I will spare

them, and “ they shall walk WITH ME.”

4. In like manner, again, when the Lord declares their
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names, or rather, for greater honour, the name of each true

servant of His individually, (“his name,” ver. 5,) before the

Father and His angels, mark we not a'contrasted glance at

the many devices by which their enemies sought to tarnish

here the fair fame of these who, in their service, cared most

for the approbation of their own conscience and of Christ?

How oft were their words distorted, their actions maligned,

themselves misrepresented, and in not a few cases even

martyred—as Lambert * the schoolmaster, the woman Askew,

or, as in Scotland, the saintly George Wishart. Truly the

Reformation was won and sealed with right precious blood I

And although, in process of time, Protestantism became

much more popular, still the Bible-taught reader will re

member that true and thorough devotion to Christ would

not, could not, any the more become so. Popular godliness!

It is almost a contradiction in terms. For this is an “adul

terous andsinful generation.” What contests would there

naturally be engendered in cities and in towns, in villages,

yea, and in families, where the truth in the love of it was

embraced on the one hand, and where the form or the power

of godliness was denied on the other. The Act of Unifor

mity, passed in our own country, is a specimen of. the bit

terness with which nominal Protestantism regarded true,

vital religion; and of the endeavour made entirely to get rid

of it.

5. The commendation passed upon His chosen at this

epoch is, that “ they have not defiled THEIR garments.”

Here, as We have already suggested, seems clearly implied

what, in the Lord’s account, continued the crying sin of

many of those who named His holy name. They did not

keep their “ garments unspotted from the world.” To

* This Lambert was the humble, yet honoured instrument of enlightening

Cranmer himself.
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separation therefrom He does, He will persistently call His

people, even although that world may choose to assume

some new name by which to feign godliness. Here we must

be understood. To separation from the Church would be a

grievous sin indeed; but a confederacy of congregations,

where no line of demarcation exists between the servants of

God and the servants of the world, is not the Church, but is

Babylon ! What if that part of the world therein shall pro

fess a purer creed? That is not the point. A name without

the reality is nothing before God. Does the world by a new

name cease to be the world? Has it in consequence put

away its iniquity and its covert hostility to the Son of God?

The Establishment, the Church! Where an Act of Parlia~

ment is needed for everything, where everything is controlled

and directed by Parliament, and where ambition and worldli

ness find the very fullest scope I And where, too, there is

avowed connexion and union with wicked professors by

means of Nicolaitanism and Prelacy I Can it be that those

so convicted are eyed here in the words—“these have not

defilecl their garments ?”

6. The conscientiousness of the godly of this epoch has

often been designated as Puritanism. And certainly that

conscientiousness was very great; we will not say, extreme.

For to carry conscientiousness to too great an extreme is

simply a matter of impossibility; unless, indeed, whilst you

“ strain off a gnat,” you “ swallow a camel.” But surely no

one who hallows their memory will lay this sore charge to

the servants of God in those centuries. Supposing then it

to be admitted that the truly faithful of this period were

often reviled under this epithet; it is a singular coincidence

therewith, that in the prophetic picture there should be a

frequency of allusion to purity in the encomiums passed upon

them.
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Thus we have: “ They have not defiled their garments.”

Again: “ They shall walk with me in white, for they are

worthy.”

Again: “He that overcometh thus shall be clothed in

white raiment.”

The word “ thus ” is the correct reading here, and corre

sponds in thought with the testimony as to the garments of

these servants of Christ being unspotted. As if to say, This

is the way to overcome, by entire separation from Babylon and

her guilt. In the emphatic language of Rev. xv. 2, “They

have gotten the victory out from (51:) the beast, and out

from (e’lc) his image, and out from (e’lc) his mark, and out

from (67:) the number of his name."

7. Now also it became the practice among the separated

of keeping church registers, wherein was inscribed the name

of each individual member in full communion in each parti

cular church. Thus was the endeavour earnestly made to

build up the wall that the Babylonians had demolished. If

ever a brother walked disorderly; then, according to the in

junction of the Holy Ghost by the apostle, such a one was

excommunicated, (2 Thess. iii. 6.) The object of this was

not only for the sake of purity, but for the ultimate benefit

even of the offender himself, (1 Cor. v. 5.) By this careful

ness as to discipline, the sincerity of the Church itself was

tested, (2 Cor. vii. 1]..) It is singular that in this very

Epistle, as if in allusion to this godly and scriptural custom,

the Saviour promises him that overcometh, that He “ will

not by any means blot out his name out of the book of

life.” For like as if the Church had preserved her purity,

then her decisions had been also the very utterances of

heaven, (Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18,) because the Word of

God and the Spirit of Christ would alone have been de

pended upon; so accordingly, as these individual churches

approximate towards purity of communion, Christ here
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pledges His word, that the names on the register shall also

be found inscribed in the Lamb’s book of life.

SECTION 6.

SCENE THE SIXTH—“ The church in Philadelphia.”

Our own day.

“And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write;

These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that

hath the key of David, that openeth, and none shall * shut;

that shutteth, and none openeth ; I know thy works: he

hold, I have set 1' before thee an open door, which none can

shut : for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word,

and hast not denied my name. Behold, I make (those) of

the synagogue of Satan, who say they are Jews, and are not,

but lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship be

fore thy feet, and to know that I}: have loved thee. Because

thou hast kept the word of my patience, I§ also will keep

thee out of [I the hour of temptation, which is about to come

upon the whole habitable earth, to test those who are dwell

ing upon the earth. I ii am coming quickly: hold fast

what thou hast, that no one take thy crown. Him that

overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God,

and he shall go out no more : and I will write upon him the

name of my God, and the name of the city Of my God, the

new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of the heaven from

my God, and (I will write upon him) my new name. He

that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the

churches.”—REV. 7—13.

The vast importance of these two last Epistles, (the sixth

and seventh,) which now remain to be considered, is at once

manifest when it is apprehended that therein are presented

* Khewel.—Tregelles. + Literally, “ have given,” dédmxa

I E, w. The “ I ” therefore is emphatic.

§ quw, “I also.” The “ I” is again emphatic. [1 5“ = “ out of.”

'l'[ The “ behold,” or 250v, Griesbach omits. Internal evidence also is

against it ; for when Christ comes for His saints, He will not say, “ Behold ;”

He will come as a thief in the night.
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to us the inspired pictures of the professing Church: in the

former, as regards her phase which has succeeded to the

deadness of the last centuries, and is even Now PRE

SENT; and'in the latter, in her partly * yet future and final

phase. Though indeed we shall readily find, that even this

sixth Epistle reaches beyond the present, and portrays the

nearing future; affording us an answer to that most solemn

and interesting inquiry as to the divine method of predicted

procedure with the Lord’s own people, who are here them

selves divided into two classes. Of these, the one is indicated

to be mixed up and connected with the ungodly professing

mass, and holding to the popular Judaised form of Chris

tianity, whereby, along with Christendom in general, they are
I securely settled upon earth, and are pronounced to need per

secution to rescue them from that undue and unseasonable

attitude. The other class of Christians is of those who in

patient endurance are standing aloof from all this Babylonish

medley, and, in an evil day, keeping close to Christ and to

His word.

But it is not chiefly the new action of any class of pro

fessors which constitutes the most marked and distinct fea

ture in the sixth phase of the Church’s history. This Epistle,

as we shall presently perceive, specially reveals the Lord him

self as graciously and largely at work in this epoch in His

Church. Now, no one surely will dispute, that affairs in

the visible Church are widely different from what they were

some fifty or seventy years ago. Christendom generally, in

“ The times covered by these respective Epistles not only touch, the one

with the next depictured, but also to some extent cross one another. The

moment a new phase has at all dawned in the Church, a new Epistle begins at

once to be pertinent. Yet the preceding still finds its counterpart, inten

sively for some time, until the new phase is very distinct, and even then up

to the end, as far as enduring result is concerned. Thus Popery, condemned

in the fourth Epistle, is still therein to this day also condemned. You have a.

parallel to this crossing of the boundary lines of the Epistles in the case of

the vials, where it is admitted, as maintained in a previous chapter, that

Rev. iv. to xix. has already had a. partial and preliminary fulfilment. Before

one vial is exhausted, another begins to be poured out.
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deed, may and will continue even to the very end in her siu.

Yea, and more: the fuller the blessing with which God re~

vives His own inheritance, the more hardened is her heart,

the more stolid is her insensibility, and consequently the

sorer and the nearer is her doom. Nevertheless, albeit the un

godly shall to the end wax worse and worse, still, as if in

earnest of the beginning of the end having now arrived, the

Lord is seen evidently at work in the professing Church, in

a manner, we hesitate not to affirm, unprecedented since

Pentecost. And IS THIS NOTHING ? Is it not of itself ample

to warrant us to turn to the next panoramic scene of this

septenary series, as the picture of this new era in which we

live. And is it not wonderful that, as to the world a bright

moment has been granted, during which God is intent upon

gathering out and accomplishing the number of His elect;

so, corresponding perfectly, this very next, sixth Epistle

affords us a bright view also, and that, moreover, in the

_ identical particular which we can behold with our eyes ;

that is to say, the Lord himself is prominently upon the

scene.

Nor will these two Epistles be considered too few to carry

us onwards right up to the end of this dispensation ;—-the

less so, if the spreading deepening impression, that the Lord

is at hand, be taken into the account. For then, whilst in

the sixth Epistle the nominal mass is thrown for the moment

intq the shade, yet it is with sufficient distinctness drawn,

for us to observe that it is not a whit the better, but that,

on the contrary, it is ripening fast. If in the fifth Epistle, it

was marked to be largely content with a new name to live ;

so in the sixth, it is represented as in the enjoyment of car

nal repose ; and then, in the seventh, its self-satisfaction and

delight with its state has reached its fearful climax. For

these inspired pencillings instruct us, that the gross dark

ness of Popery is not the most dangerous, because it is not

T
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the most ofi'ensive condition in the eyes of the righteous

Judge, for the nominal Church to be in. When its utter

rejection by Him is imminent, then a spirit of self-laudation

will peculiarly characterise it.‘IE But ere things come to this

extreme crisis, this sixth Epistle, on its more cheering side,

traces that God will have mercy on whom He will have

mercy, and will reveal to and deliver His own from the ruin

all around them.

But first let us look at the facts of the case as they stare

us in the face 1- in the present day. We were brought down

by the preceding Epistle to witness among those even who

had a name to live, the apathy and coldness which prevailed

generally up to the end of the eighteenth century, and which

quickly followed after the effectual testimony of the servants

of God against Papal corruption.

(1.) The latter rain is now descending in other countries,

as in America and Ireland, and in our own, to an extent

which has taken the professing world altogether by surprise.

At Pentecost, the former rain began to be poured forth, and

once more showers of blessing, unparalleled since then, are

being given. 1

(2.) The number of true believers in the Lord Jesus

Christ is probably far greater than almost ever was the case

previously. But not only is this gracious interference far

more extensive in its range—it is also more powerful in its

working; for—

“ See next section.

1‘ Yet it needs a spiritual eye to behold spiritual good. If Barnabas could

perceive and acknowledge the work of God at Antioch, it is distinctly asserted

that this was owing to his being a good man, (Acts xi. 23, .)

I Birks, in his chapter on the remillennial evidence appended to his work

on the first two visions of Danie , observes :-—“ From James v. we may infer,

that as soon as the latter rain of the Spirit descends, the harvest of the Church

will at once he reaped. And clearly neither the type, nor the example of the

former rain in the apostolic age, can warrant us 111 extending the latter rain

here promised through a space of many ears. The whole passage implies,

that the covetousness of the visible Church in the last days will be cut short

by the appearing of the Judge."—-Page 341.
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(3.) The responsibility devolving upon the godly appears

now to be very deeply realised. Think of the varied agencies

for good in operation in the Christian Church. Yet of

these, nearly all are of recent formation. The great evange

lical societies of our own country date their existence,

scarcely any of them to times previous to the French Re

volution of 1790. They sprung up in such rapid succession

one after another, as to appear almost simultaneously.

Then, again, think of the numberless methods by which

every class of heathen in our own land also is attempted to

be reached. Now, if the apostle could express himself to

the effect that, even in his day, the Gospel had been

“ preached to every creature which is under heaven,” (Col. i.

23;) and if the Lord attaches so much importance to this

preaching, that He emphatically assures us, that when His

gospel is so extensively made known, “THEN shall the end

come ;”—surely this very wide inculcation of Scripture

truth must constitute a most important feature in this pre

sent epoch. Further—

(4.) The party distinctions and humanly-devised names in

which the saints of the Lord were formerly too prone to

glory ; of these they are, many of them, at length becoming

ashamed. In some sort there must ever be brotherly love

among Christians. But have not Christians been wont to

look shy of one another? Have they never inclined rather

to fraternise with the unregenerate of their own sect, than

with the Christians of some opposing sect. And is this un

loving behaviour visible to the same degree at the present

day? But the cause of this closer drawing of living souls

towards one another, we shall observe when we examine the

inspired picture of all this.

(5.) Concurrently with the above, the cry is everywhere

resoundingf" “ Come out of Babylon.” This is doubtless

* So Elliott, in a passage quoted elsewhere, states his opinion, that previous
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mainly attributable to the increased light poured in these

last days upon the Word of God, and to the duty being

more fully perceived, as incumbent upon all Christ’s people,

of attending to the ordinances which the Lord instituted,

but which, in Babylon, have been frittered away. At all

events, by various modes, the imperative necessity of separa

tion from ecclesiastical apostasy is being brought before the

true Church of the Lord. -

(6.) The proclamation that the “Bridegroom is coming,”

has been of late years, and is yet widely made. Possibly

there may be a brief moment of pause between this and the

great event itself, during which disturbed Christendom may

be allowed largely to sink again into a fancied and boastful

security. But a warning of this sort, and uttered too new

for such a continuous period, and in places so remote

from each other, is one that it would be unwise to dis

regard.

N0w surely these are evident tokens of a new and brighter

epoch that has for a moment dawned. VieWed in their

combined* aspect, they prove almost to demonstration, that

an Epistle additional to that of Sardis was absolutely re

quisite. And as the Philadelphian Epistle plainly exhibits

a break, as it were, in the clouds of coming judgment, in the

Lord’s gathering a people closely to Himself, ere the storm

bursts, which shall ere long descend upon apostate Christen

to the end, the cry, “Come out of Babylon,” will be very extensively made.

Only he, of course, would confine the pertinency of this to Roman Catholics.

Many others, too, will be supposing, that the cry will be merely in these very

words, and not by fuller divine unfoldings of what Babylon is.

* In the six evrdences of the Philadelphian epoch having set in, we have not

iplaced them in their chronological order; but rather in that which leads us

rom effects to their cause. The epoch probably began to dawn at first more

faintly. The wonderful outpouring of the Holy Ghost at the present day

seems rather to mark that the zenith of its parenthetical blessedness has been

arrived at. Then the elect being safely housed in Christ, the dangers and

tribulation of the last days shall approach, Babylon’s guilt shall near its con

summation, nominal Christendom shall come more and more perfectly to re

sembile the Laodicean state, when at last it shall be VOmited out of Christ’s

mout .
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dom ;—then either this Epistle refers to our own times, or

to a. yet brighter one still in this present dispensation. For

as was proved in the preceding chapter, these Epistles just

stretch almost from one end to the other thereof z—sketching

the Church’s career from the time that the Revelation was

given unto the second advent. We assume only that the

millennium will be another dispensation altogether, and be

inaugurated by the appearance of Christ? For certainly,

_not then will fares and wheat any longer be intermingled,

as is evidently the case whilst these Epistles or any one of

them continue to depicture the state of the professing

Church. Hence, let the reader be assured, that after the

present wave of grace has passed over the lands, it shall

be succeeded by a wave of judgment: that after the flow,

there shall be an ebb; after the action, there will be re

action.

And if this be so, if this sixth Epistle develops the pre

sent, the newest aspect of the Church, then how this should

encourage the Christian in his temptations and sufferings!

The Lord admonishes such, indeed, that the last days shall

be perilous or diflicult ; He testifies that the danger will

consist in'the wide prevalency of the form of godliness without

the power thereof ; He indicates that the safe course for any

one will be “from such to turn away;” and. now in this

Epistle He affords to those who are obedient, such cheering

words, and such proofs that His eye of delight, of observa

tion, and of watchfulness is upon them, as may well nerve

them to endure. For all this while Christendom is ripening

fast. Of this divers sad proofs will be appealed unto, when

we come to review the darker side of this Epistle. But let

us commence with the bright side.

* To enter here upon the question of the premillennial advent would be

beside our purpose. One of the best works which we have seen upon this

subject is Wood’s “The Last Things.” Therein Mr Brown’s arguments are

utterly demolished.

I
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1. To apprehend at all fully the import of the various

tracings of the Spirit here, it is necessary to observe, that

three distinct classes of professors figure on this prophetic

scene. For, on the one hand, some are represented to be

securely settled upon the earth; and on the other, some are,

in patient endurance, keeping steadfastly to the word of

Christ, (ver. 10.)

The cause of this carnal ease of some professors is indi

cated to be the reception by them of a sort of Judaised

Christianity;* whereby the hope of the crown hereafter is

not by them abandoned, albeit they deem themselves ex

cused from taking up the Cross now. For ver. 10 is clearly

expletive in great part of ver. 9.

But in the maintenance, by means of an adulteration of

Christianity, of earthly repose throughout nominal Christen

dom, all are not ungodly. THERE, the tares and the wheat

are both commingled. The mass of them are unregenerate,

yet not all. For the tribulation predicted in ver. 10 is de

clared to be for the purpose of sifting out the grains of gold

from the lump of spurious metal.

So, then, the three classes herein depictured are :—

(a.) That mass which, when tried, shall fail, and cling to

the very last unto earth. In the language of ver. 10, “they

dwell upon the earth ; "1' or, as ver. 9 expresses the charge,

* That the allusion in ver. 9 is not to literal Jews in an sense, was proved

in Sect. 2, where the spread of Judaism within the hurch was traced;

and tendin , as we observed, to the professing Church’s great sin denounced

in the thir . Then in the fourth Epistle, this nominal Church figures as a

crowned Iraelitish queen. In the fifth, there is a partial abandonment of error;

and the sixth Epistle discloses in what manner that abandonment of error

was so partial. For Judaism was, and is still, amalgamated with Christi

anit .

'1‘}Compare with this expression of ver. 10, the language of Christ in Luke,

“ As a snare shall that day come upon all them that dwell [or rather ‘sit,’

Kneqpevovs] upon the face of the earth,” (Luke xxi. 35.) The Greek word

is very pointed in its reference to the carnal security which Christ’s advent

shall disturb. The context shevvs too very distinctly that it is professors that

are here eyed. But, in fact, the entire passage is a wondrous parallel with

part of this tenth verse. .
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“they say they are Jews, and are not.” Why they are so

urgent for this doctrine is quite obvious. For the Jews

were settled by God himself upon the earth; though, in

their case, in a land purged by judgment. The Jews were

in religion dealt with nationally. But the Church is, as its

very name in Greek denotes, a “calling out.” Thus the

figure or allusion in ver. 9 is dropped in ver. 10. What is

expressed in the former verse symbolically, is uttered in

plain terms in the latter verse. Whilst the comparison of

the two verses together, serves GREATLY to establish the

correctness of our interpretation.

(1).) A second class is of those who, though mingled with

apostate Christendom, and so dwelling at ease upon earth,

and consequently need “ the great tribulation,” in order that

thereby they may be sifted from that corrupt mass, shall yet,

through God’s free and amazing mercy, be enabled to come

forth heartily for Christ in the day of persecution. Only it

had been better if they had been drawn simply by His love

than thus rescued by force. Nevertheless, they are delivered.

(0.) The other class is of those who are separated unto

Christ before the predicted tribulation begins. These ad

here on an evil day and in an adulterous generation to the

word of Christ’s patience, and who therefore, it is witnessed,

do not need, and so shall be preserved from the time of im

pending trial.

We shall have occasion again to advert to these important

verses, and to the mysterious promise of ver. 10, when we

turn to look at the darker side of this Epistle. At present

our business is only with this third and last class.

2. To these victors is vouchsafed the gracious promise,

that when they have fully and finally overcome, they shall

be constituted by Christ “pillars in the temple of God,” and

shall go out NO MORE.” A “pillar” is the emblem of

immobility. Have we not in these two promises, and
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specially in the latter, an allusive contrast to their now pain

ful obedience to the cry, “Go out, go out to meet Him ;"

“Depart out of Babylon.” This duty the Lord appears to

be attracting the attention of many of His people unto in

the present day. And as obedience is rendered, so earth is

perceived to be too polluted to be a fit resting-place.

3. So again, when the Lord holds forth the prospect of

the happy victor being made an integral part, as it were, in

the system of glory—that is “a pillar in the temple of God,”

-—is there no allusive contrast again in their painful awaken

ing to the consciousness that Judaism is not Christianity,

and that if they would obtain the promises of the latter,

they must forego the earthly ease to which the former ad

ministers. Do not the inducements here held out by Christ

to His faithful people to take up the Cross, intimate in

gentle whispers, and unto the trained obedient ear, in what

a state the religious world so called appears before the Om

niscient?

4'. And well they need these encouragements. For now

they are called to keep close “to the word of Christ’s

patience.” But what does this clause mean? We answer

that it is explained in the verse itself (ver. 10) where it

occurs by the contrasted glance at the others who are de

scribed as “ dwelling upon the earth.” If these who keep to

Christ's patience are in the reverse attitude to those, as the

verse implies that they are; then certainly it is witnessed

that the thoroughness of their adherence to the word tends

to sever them from those Judaised forms of Christianity

necessarily obtaining with those who “dwell on earth.” For

it should be observed that asthe ninth verse pictures the

mischievous cause of some of the Lord’s people being, as to

the flesh, s0 pleasantly secure—viz, in their being entangled

with the doctrine, and in their acquiescence with the claim

of apostate Christendom, to be regarded as a Christianised

Wk 7 r w' '-"~'~—M'- rm—mfl— ~W, __ F
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Judahdom, or Jewish Christendom; and that as the tenth

verse exhibits the disastrous effects in their life through

their mistake in part as to the nature .of their calling—via,

in their “dwelling upon earth ;”—-so those faithful souls

who are so emphatically here contradistinguished from these

in' steadfastly embracing the word of Christ’s patience, take

heed and beware both of the leaven of that Judaism on the

one hand, and of its evil influence on the character of their

testimony in their life, on the other.

To the above interpretation of this clause, the word

“patience,” used therein, exactly fits. For compare its use

elsewhere, as in—

Rom. ii. 7—“ Patient continuance in well-d0ing”:continu

ing to hold on in the strait path, though constantly

solicited by all sorts of considerations to swerve more or

' less therefrom.

Rev. i. 9—“1 also am your brother and companion in tri

bulation, and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus

Christ”:content to suffer with you now, as waiting

patiently with you for Christ and for His kingdom, when

we shall rest.

See also 2 Thess. iii. 5. Nor is it without a bearing in

this direction that faith is 0ft conjoined with patience in the

NewTestament. There is much the same thought also in the

admonition—_“ Be thou faithful unto death.” The meaning

is, ‘Be faithful, even though that faithfulness should bring

thee to a cruel 0r premature death.’ To sum up—

This clause, “Thou hast kept the word of my patience,”

therefore signifies, ‘Thou hast perseveringly, and in difficult

times, kept fast to thy calling and to my word, even though

that thorough devotedness of thine in following me cost you

much pain, and led you into such suffering that you had

need of all that patience which I gave you.’

.I 1"“?
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5. And if this class, separated from the professing mass,

as a little remnant, adhere close to Jesus and to His word,

it is here recorded that this is not owing to any strength of

their own. Themselves may be weak, the churches poor,

few, and insignificant. At the walls which they built the

motley Samaritans may well afford still to laugh, as they did

of old. The whole of the eighth verse suggests the view of

their weakness. But this apparent weakness is their real

strength, for it leads them to hang entirely upon the Lord.

Then to each of the victors He guarantees, “I will make you

a pillar in the temple of my God.” As if to say: Though

you are weak now, such shall not be always your condition.

For a pillar is the emblem of strength.

6. But the Lord will not only bless them in the future ; He

is also with them in the present. This is the more urgently

necessary, as it is hinted those exist who would fain hinder

their testimony. For attend to the current of thought in

ver. 7, 8: “These things saith_he that is holy, he that

is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and

none shall shut; that shutteth, and none openeth: I know

thy works: behold, I have-set before thee an open door,

which none can shut.” Now, in order to ascertain unto what

the symbol of the opened door refers, compare 1 Cor. xvi. 9,

2 Cor. ii. 12, or Col. iv. 3. The door is the door of utter

ance, and the opening of that door denotes the affording of

opportunities to His servants'of testifying for the Lord. By

their separation from apostate Christendom, it would have

seemed as if they lost all opportunities of witnessing for

Christ. But for this the Lord provides; in their witness

there may be less of e'clat, but what if the Lord peculiarly

blesses them? For He has the key of David. He alone

can how the heart. Neither Caesar nor the world can aid

in this; neither can their united opposition at all avail. To

the treasures of His kingdom He alone has access.
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7. This prophetic scene discloses that this feeble remnant

make their Lord Jesus their one Bond of Union. To be

gathered in the name of Jesus only is not so common with

Christians, when they are assembled together, as is oft sup

posed. Christ must be First, Christ Last, Christ all in all,

ere this happy state be realised. But to these separated unto

Christ, to these who have gone out of the camp, bearing His

reproach, the Lord graciously avows : “Thou hast kept MY

word, and thou hast not denied MY name.”

Further: the Lord is represented in this picture of the

sixth epoch to be herein very prominently at work. Do we

now-a-days witness ecclesiastical arrangements greatly set

aside ;—is it laid upon the consciences of His people to at

tempt untried and new methods at home and abroad of mak

ing known the way of salvation ;-—are men now going out

quickly into the highways and hedges to invite perishing

sinners to the gospel feast ;—or is the cry being taken up on

every side, “ The Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet Him ;”

—and can we hesitate as to whether this in the main is the

Lord’s doing? Granted that human uniformity is much

mixed up herewith, still Who is it that has so roused the

slumbering energies of His people? As to church-order, to

this He has enjoined attention. Nevertheless, Himself is

not confined to His own arrangements. And it is no part of

His institution that His ministers alone should preach His

gospel. That is a Babylonish addition; a Nicolaitane or

Clerical assumption. No wonder, therefore, that when He

markedly interferes, all this He should annul. Behold, “I

have the key of David ;”-“I have loved thee ;”--“ I open ;”

—“ I have set before thee an open door.”"r

The words which follow, “no man can shut it,” and espe

* So in Matt. ix. 38, the work of sending forth labourers is declared to be,

in a peculiar sense, God’s own ; besides which, the emphatic word in the ori

ginal (€K1307\7\w, to thrust forth) looks at the impetus given by the Spirit unto

their souls.
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cially when taken in connexion with the other clause, (in ver.

7,) “no man shall shut,” appear to indicate that many of the

' professors would be shocked at some of the preaching, even

where it was of the true gospel,—at many of the preachers,

and at some of the unconsecrated and strange places in

which that gospel was preached?"

8. But if these hold aloof and refuse connexion with

Christendom in its apostasies, this position is not to be re

garded in any sense as schism. Quite the reverse, as also

this very Epistle indicates. For to be quite knit together,

that which hinders godly union, that which necessitates

the rupture, must be put away. Union in Christ is not that

Union in death, as in the Church of Rome, where thought is

to be suppressed, where conscience is to be kept undisturbed

in its hollow peace, and where outward uniformity is to be

accepted in lieu of intelligent love and hearty adhesion.

Those who, by acting sinfully, or who, by enforcing errone

ous doctrines, or perverting the institutions of Christ, com

pel the godly to stand out from their wickedness; those

clearly are they who are the real causers of separation, and

those, therefore, are they that are to be avoided, (Rom. xvi.

17.) As, for instance, in our own country, for an ecclesias

tical system, such as we behold, to claim to be pre-eminently

the Church, whilst its main principle of Union with the

world is a most flagrant enormity, and for the sake of which

principle it is compelled to fritter away Christ’s ordinances,

in order that the world, for whom it caters, may be pleased,

and that the world may be comprehended in its bosom ;-—all

this demonstrates it to be a part of that Christendom which

is to be rejected and destroyed, and from which separation

is the simple duty of the faithful.

* True, this preaching is only in a small part of Christendom. But, then,

the fourth Epistle still applies to all Roman Catholic and Christendom; then

the fifth, to those countries where a step out of Babylon was made; and then

the sixth, to this further movement.
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True Union between the disciples of the Lord must begin

with Christ himself, who is the true, the only Bond Of

Union. The further from all sin and the nearer to Christ,

the nearer are Christians to one another. Where His Word

is alone clung to, and himself alone exalted, there are they

most perfectly, most intimately united to each other. Hence,

therefore, it is not to be wondered at that in this Epistle,

where separation from Babylon is most distinctly marked as

the characteristic of the faithful, there they are regarded as

most entirely of one heart and of one soul. These are the

church in Philadelphia,* or brotherly love. 1'

Further : the times of this Epistle are not, as is apparent,

yet completed, but present. Circumstances, therefore, may

even still arise which shall inevitably tend to knit the true

Christians more closely to one another. The 'holy and un

godly principles are both manifestly at work. Each is mar

shalling its own forces. Old party lines are disappearing.

Roman Catholic and Unitarian and nominal Protestant are

beginning to understand one another. The Lord’s people

also are laying aside their sectarianism, and what has im

peded brotherly union and concord. Some of these will

more slowly abandon their inconsistencies and their eccle

siastical sins. Some will be dragged from deeper depths of

Babylonish apostasy than others. Some will parley longer,

will for a time be drawn away, to some extent, with the

wicked, but through grace they one and all shall recover

themselves. And this leads us to—

(B.) Look at the other side of the Epistle. And here the

reader is reminded that three classes of professors have been

shewn to be discernible in this sixth prophetic picture.

There are those who are standing completely out from the

* @ihafish¢ua, “brotherlyr love.”—Do'n'negan.

'1' So in the parallel sixth Parable, instead of, as in the fifth, the Christians

as many coins in imperfect conjunction, as coins in a vase, they are beheld as

one pearl, (see next chapter.)
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religious apostasies everywhere around them. Then again,

there is that class who, though confederate with the ungodly,

and reaping earthly advantage by that confederacy, are yet

the Lord’s true people. These probably form a much larger

class than the former ; but still not to them is this

Epistle specially addressed. Thirdly, there is the huge body

of nominal Christendom itself. But these two latter parties

we shall look at, even as they are presented in the inspired

view, together.

It is, indeed, true that His own people who are at all con

nected with the religious wickedness everywhere prevailing,

the Lord certainly knows and distinguishes. But this is not

such an easy or safe matter for us to attempt. For those

having mingled with the ungodly professors have learned

their works.‘ To draw, therefore, the line of demarcation

between them and that third and largest class, would lead

us into the gravest mistakes. Some we should esteem to

be quite with the wicked, who yet are verily the Lord’s;

others, again, veil their hypocrisy so well, and so effectually

deceive themselves and others, that we should not hesitate to

reckon them among the pious, but whom the King will pro

nounce to be without the wedding garment Therefore all

judgment must be left with Him. Both of these must be

allowed to grow together until the harvest. The work of

sifting, One alone is equal unto.

But how will He begin? The tenth verse replies by speak

ing of a time of sore trial “which is about to come upon the

whole habitable earth, to TEST those who are dwelling upon

the earth.” Now, here several deeply interesting and most

important considerations demand the attention of every

living Christian. Such are the following : What about

this time of trial, as to its proximity and its duration?

Will any of the Lord’s people have to pass through it? If,

as we have seen, some of them shall, and yet not all, how is
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their difference of treatment to be accounted for? Here,

too, we must observe that of one single drop of the divine

wrath, not one Christian shall ever so much as taste. The

full cup thereof, even to the very last dregs, has all been

quafi'ed for them by their precious Saviour. But discipline,

suffering, and chastisement in love, are still their lot. And

where the rod is needed, it will be administered. And many

Christians are very worldly. Even religion sometimes is

brought to consecrate worldliness and carnal security. And

so this passage speaks of a time of trial, yet of one, such as

man shall be allowed to introduce; and of woe yet to come,

such as man can inflict. Then again: What shape will this

persecution assume? What is the Lord’s design in sending

it? And what shall be the manner of the rescue of those Chris

tians who shall for sifting purposes be so tried? This is the

sort of questions that occur to the mind upon reading this pas

sage. Those only which are directly touched upon therein,

and which bear upon our subject, we will glance at as we

survey the divine dealings with the mixed multitude of this

epoch. _

1. With regard, then, to the first point, it is a most sin

gular fact that Christians of an observant mind have an im

pression that a time of great tribulation is impending. This

impression is widening and deeping into conviction. Yea,

worldly men themselves are vastly uneasy. As the Lord

predicted, “the sea and the waves ” are “ roaring,” and

“men’s hearts are failing them for fear, and for looking after

those things which are coming upon the earth.“ Divers

other scriptures also, as Rev. vii. 14,1- foster this expecta

tion. We purposely refrain from discussing at all the poli

tical aspect of affairs. Now, if the reader accepts this view,

* How like are the words here, (Luke xxi. 26,) to the language in yer. 10!

The same Greek word for world, too, is used in both laces : Omovll-qu

1‘ The original of this passage warrants the rendering, “ these came out of

the tribulation, the great one."
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then we may be permitted to ask him whether it is not a

striking coincidence that an allusion thereto should be found

in its proper place in this prophetic panorama? Have we

not here an additional argument, if one were needed, to

those which have already been furnished, of the prophetic

continuity of these Epistles? How easily, and withal, how

perfectly the several Epistles adjust themselves unto the

epochs or phases of the Church in due succession! Here,

too, the point of this Epistle is very remarkably edged by

this expectation of the approach of a troublous time. Its

language, in this light, is seen to be full of meaning in

deed.

2. And some of the Lord’s people, though not all, it is

here witnessed, shall be in the tribulation. Why some

should be differently treated to others in this particular has

already been ascertained,* when we looked at the bright side

of this Epistle. Eventually .God will have every one of

His own separated from that Christendom that is to be “cut

off,” (Rom. xi. 22,)—that is to be smitten by the stone cut

out without hands, (Dan. ii. 3%.) But this separation of His

people by the Lord is, as we have marked, to be in two

distinct acts. First, some are drawn by His invitations to

“ come out of Babylon ;” to “turn away” from the wicked

professors ;-|- to “purge oneself from these ;” to “be sepa

rate, and not to touch the unclean thing ;” to “go forth unto

Christ outside the camp,” &c. Then these may, must invite

others; but themselves must not either judge or condemn.

For then, secondly, the remainder of the Christians shall, in

process of time, be separated by the approaching trial. For

whilst, on the one hand, the Word of God, speaking of those

who add to their faith manliness and temperance, and en_

' See page 294, above.

+ 2 Tim. iii. 5. But see the whole passage. Indeed, as we shall shew in

Chap. VL, the whole of this 2 Timothy is full of such warnings.
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durance or patience, frankly declares that such shall have

“ an abundant entrance into the everlasting kingdom of their

Lord and Saviour” accorded unto them ; it yet also points

to some who shall be “ scarcely saved,” and then, “ so as by

fire,” and expressly attributes the narrowness of this escape

to their being built, or rather, and what is worse, to their

building wood, hay, and stubble, along with gold and silver

and precious stones. These are ministers of the Lord, who

are not only themselves mingled and connected with the

unregenerate; but also are fain to mingle others. Nor is it

without significance here, that whereas it is a notorious fact

that some Christians are more entirely separate from Baby

lonish defilement than are others; many of the latter, con

scious of their connexion with Christendom, are avowedly

awaiting some time of persecution, when they, in company

with many more situated like themselves, shall be delivered.

Would that these fully apprehended how much more valu

able in the sight of the Lord is individual faithfulness in an

evil day, than this tardy and partly extorted confession of

Christ! But the curious feature here is, that from this

scripture, (Rev. iii. 10,) it would appear that, according to

the diverse faith of each of these two parties, so shall it fare

diversely unto them. Those who in the day of accommoda

tion and compromise are separate from the evil, shall not

pass through the trouble ; and those looking for persecution

to rescue them, shall have it.

On the whole, in this process of separation, there is evi

dent a very close historical sequence between what is pic

tured in this sixth scene and what we shall find represented

in the seventh. For as Lot"i was so scarcely delivered, that

even after great peril and loss, he persisted to return to his

abode in the unclean city of Sodom, (Gen. xiv. 12) and was

' In Chap. VI., Sect. 2, we shall(prove that the Spirit points to this man as

the type of those who are connecte with the false teachers of Christendom.

U
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only finally saved from sharing its awful doom on the

very morning of its overthrow; so we shall, in the next

section, find some spoken of as still “loved,” although in the

nominal Church, in its ultimate or Laodicean phase, when it

is nigh unto rejection, and where Christ himself is beheld to

be quite shut out. Thus, throughout the times of this sixth

Epistle, is the Lord in sundry ways calling to separation

from all ecclesiastical apostasy. Still, however, in case any

are wilful enough so to trim and manage matters that,

during the persecution approaching, they by sinful compli

ances succeed in securing to themselves earthly ease; yet

even to the very last is the Lord so slow to wrath and. so

patient with wrong-doers, that just ere the entire nominal

Church is rejected with loathing, does He urge some to be

zealous and to repent. And we have proved that the last of

the seven promises in the Epistles is the very greatest;

which being uttered by Christ specially to these, reveals

impliedly" the greatness of the weight by which they are

bound to earth. If they prefer present case to sharing the

very throne of Christ, then the greatness of their infatuation

is clearly extreme. More than this even the Lord himself

has not to allure men with.

3. And, in fact, why only some of the true Christians liv

ing at the time shall be put, as it were, into the crucible, is

indicated in no uncertain tones in this very Epistle: “Be

cause thou hast kept the word Of my patience, I also will

keep thee from the hour of temptation,“ &c. There is, as it

were, a play upon the word “keep” here. According as

these have been by grace enabled to behave towards Christ,

"‘ Like as we should need a more powerful magnet to lift up some heavier

piece of metal than would avail for a lighter piece, even so it is here. There

is a similar thought in John xvii 6. Christ’s manifestation to His people of

“ the name ” ofGod in this sweetest and most endearing relationship of Father

is mentioned along with their kee ing of His word; as if the enjoyment of

the one were to enable them to t e obedience of the other. Now that the

keeping God’s word in this passage regards separation from the world, com

pare ver. 12. (See also 2 Cor. vi. 17‘, 18.)
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so will He, in mercy, behave also towards them. Even as

they “kept” to Him and from the seductions of the world,

as His word disclosed them ; and that, too, notwithstanding

that they had by nature the same evil propensities as others ;

as they stood by Christ even when the hollow world feigned

to be religious, and dissembled the deadliness of its hate

towards their Master ;—so likewise will He keep them

out* of that one more terrific onslaught upon all the sem

* There is something strange and mysterious in this promise : “ Because

thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee out of the hour

of trial which is about to come upon the Whole habitable earth, to test those

who are dwelling upon the earth.” For be it well observed that some other

Christians shall also be rescued ; only the preservation, in their case, shall be

in and through the persecution. Those therefore to whom this promise is

given are to be spared from even undergoing the trial. But how will God

fulfil His word and effect this? Is the manner of His hiding of these from

the coming storm ;-——is it unrevealed and hidden? Now-a-days the operations

of His Spirit on the hearts of many are very marked, causing these to pray

and long for the coming of Christ. Yet, strangely, when He shall appear, it

is hinted that He will not find much faith on the earth. (See Luke xviii. 8.)

Here is the cry being made, here are many awaiting the Bridegroom’s return

and going forth to meet Him ; yet, when He come back, few shall be expect

ing Him! How can these two different states come into such close propin

quity? Now we know that when Christ comes He will tarry in mid-air, and

those waiting for Him shall be “ caught up to meet Him in the air.” In two

passages is the class that shall in that day be thus blessed, singularly and

distinctly limited. In Heb. ix. 28, it is said to consist of “ those who look

for Him ;” and in 2 Tim. v. 8, it is defined to be of those “who love His ap

pearing.” And it is not only true that differences of reward will obtain

amongst the Lord’s people in that day, (2 John, ver. 8;) but also in the dis

tribution of places in the kingdom, watchfulness for the advent of Christ, and

doing and sufi'ering His will as He himself first in His own life traced out,

all this will be vastly owned, (Luke xii. 31—40.) But some Christians will

be found much more negligent than others, and with their garments spotted

by the world, and without their proper hope, their eye being rather earth

wards than heavenwards, (Rev. xvi. 5 ) What if those separated and ready,

and awaiting the advent of Christ, were snatched or wisped away, whilst

the unready Christians were allowed to endure Antichrist’s wrath, in order

that they might be tried, and that their worldliness might be shaken out of

them, and their eye diverted from earth to heaven? Truly this would be a

tremendous commentary on this promise. And certainly there is no denying

that now some Christians are more separate from the world than others, and

that now whilst the great persecution is nearing, there is a cry being made,

“ The Bridegroom cometh ;go ye out to meet Him,” and that only the “ ready ”

shall go in with Him to the marriage-supper, (Matt. xxv. 10.) That is a re

markable and solemn warning of treating unready professors as the world : “ 1f

thou shalt not watch, I will arrive over thee as a thief, and thou shalt not

know what hour I shall arrive over thee,” (Rev. iii. 3.) But the Christians

are not to be in darkness, that that day should overtake them as a thief,

(1 Thess. v. 4.) At all events, the mysterious character of this promise formed

no small part of its solemnity. Here we have reached the borders of the un
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blance of true godliness which the world shall yet make.

Therein shall its cruelty in its Pagan, or avowed hostility to

Christ, and all its cruelty in its Papal, or subtle, or covert

hostility be combined.

4:. With regard to the design of God in allowing the per

secution of those of His people who shall be in it, this too is

expressly stated. It is “to test all those who are dwelling [in

carnal] security upon earth.” These would belong to those

systems of Judaised Christianity by which men would fain

join an earthly with their heavenly call.* Therefore does the

Lord in very grace awaken them to the consciousness that the

cross is their proper portion here. In the view indeed of this

distinct statement of the Lord as to the object of the trial, we

ask : Is He not seen here to be most markedly intent upon

separating His people, first, by gentle loving calls; and where

these are unheeded, then by, as it were, shaking them from

their torpor? Verily, if we understand the teaching of these

Epistles at all, this separation from religious apostasy is a

most solemn requirement of His therein.

5. In what manner the time of trial will set in, as to the

exact shapes it will assume ; a little while will make all plain.

We believe it will be in the way of systematic persecution,

even as was the case in the second phase of the Church’s

history, when the Judaism within was only incipientd' Fur

ther than this we dare not attempt to say. There are, how

ever, certain things coming to pass before our eyes, and

which seem to be preparing the way for this crisis, and to

their tendency we may safely advert :—

(a.) As there is a wave of grace, is it not likely that it

revealed. But let us be warned in time, that we may rather be of those at

once ready to meet Him, than at all unready and needing to be aroused and

made ready.

' Compare ver. 9 with yet. 10, and see the remarks which have been offered

on the relation of these two verses in pp. 296, 297.

1' See Sect. 2 of this chapter.
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shall he succeeded by a wave of wrath, and by a time of

great tribulation? If men are awed just now, so that they

offer but the faintest opposition to the most earnest endea

vours of the Lord’s people to promote the knowledge of the

way of salvation, it is only because they are more under

bridle. With sullen reluctance are they enduring the great

exhibitions of Christian zeal Occasionally they venture

upon a murmur of disapprobation. Soon the reaction shall

begin; even if it has not already set in.

(b.) There have been also so many foolish prognostications

of the times and seasons when the Lord would visibly inter

fere; so many, though in the teeth of Scripture, pointing

to AD. 1866; that the world itself is, not without some de

gree of terror, awaiting that date. Should that period come

and pass by without men beholding the advent of the Lord;

the burst of hidden unbelief and ungodliness will be, it

is presumed, something awful. Then the tide will ebb

rapidly.

(0.) Meantime there is motion in all the world’s adul

terated systems of Christianity. All of them are being

adapted to embrace, not only the many, but even every one.

And in each of them, the wicked professors are markedly

approximating to each other. _

((1.) Should the chiefest of these—to wit, Popery—be once

again, as in old time, actively, energetically aided by any

imperial power; which would, of course, make use of it as a

tool or instrument for enslaving the nations; should it, thus

assisted, make one grand vigorous effort in any way, whether

by force, or by allurement, or by both, to unite to itself all

the broken systems of ecclesiastical wickedness in the West,

and specially its “daughters” in this our island home; so

that whilst one emperor, the Muscovite, Magog, king of the

North, claimed the dominion over men’s souls and bodies in

the East, the other, as king of the South, or Magog, should
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seek the same amplitude of sway in the West, these potentates

sharing the world between them, and this one lording it as

Antichrist over all the nations of modern Europe :—then we

can imagine what a time of trouble would ensue, though

still in mercy from the Lord, for all those who, having any

measure of love and devotion unto Christ, should be unpre

pared to acquiesce in all the confederating arrangements to

make the Church quite world-wide. On and on, step by

step, they might be led, until uneasy conscience could yield

no more, either unto fear or to desire of ease. But when

once they should begin to protest and to oppose, then will

the persecution quickly gather round them. If they bear up

under it, and get close to Christ, then has the sifting been

beneficial. Then the gold of their attachment to Christ is

separated from the dross of worldliness with which it was

commingled. At last it is manifested. ‘

But now, having beheld both the blessedness of the saints,

who with a little strength have kept fast to the word of

Christ’s patience in the midst of an adulterous and sinful

generation; and having also observed the mode in which the

Lord will separate those who, notwithstanding much earthly

mindedness and forbidden connexion with the world, are yet

true believers in Jesus: let us for a moment advert to the

condition of that other, the third, and by far the largest

class, composed of all the merely nominal professors, specially

in those climes where, in these last days, the Lord is most

markedly at work, in bringing souls many to the know

ledge of the Saviour, and in causing the cry to resound,

“Come out from all Babylonish apostasy and defilement.”

What makes the case of these so perilous and desperately

bad is the brightness of the light shining all around them.

For not only does this intensify their sin, in exposing the

hollowness of their form of godliness; but also because, it

hated and rejected, they being suffered to shut their eyes
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unto it,-—it leaves them more firmly rooted and incrusted in

their old'errors and practices than ever. Hence the last

phase of the nominal Church will suit all these most admir

ably. Their consciences will be at ease through belonging

to a Church unto which so many others also belong, and

with which almost every one is quite pleased. Thus they

all will be contented; all stoutly maintaining that all is

right and as it should be. “Peace and safety” is their fond

dream; whilst few evidences of true piety shall remain to

disturb their quiet. Ultimately the very last elect soul shall

stand out from their corruption and be removed. Then

shall the judgment-seat of Christ be reached. Meanwhile,

in preparation for that final state of Christendom’s false

security and self-gratulation, we may discern from this

Epistle how things are rapidly tending towards that fearful

end. Four marks of this ripening in religious apostasy we

notice here, which, in continuance of our illustrations of the

dark side of this Epistle, we number respectively 6, 7, 8,

and 9. Thus shall we be led to witness in the next and

concluding section, the arrival of Christendom at the close

of her long career, and as about to receive the verdict of

Jesus Christ, the Lord and Judge of all.

6. Is it without deep significance here that when God is

represented as more largely at work in the world, the mass

should be thrown, as it were, into the background? What!

Christ, when accomplishing the number of His elect, setting

aside“ His Christendom? One would have thought that

He would have done nothing here in this dispensation, ex

cept by the means of the ordinary ecclesiastical arrangements?

Yet both as regards everyday facts, and as regards the view

in this prophetic picture, it is greatly ignored. Not that it

* Is not this action of Christ’s in evident relation to what is recorded in

the seventh Epistle, of His calling Himself the Amen, the True, the Witness,

and as about ALTOGETHEB to supersede her in testifying for God to the

world.
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is lost sight of. For it turns up again, and occupies almost

the entire foreground in the closing scene. The eye is

diverted from much observation of it here, by the majesty of

that grace which is being poured out upon the true people of

God. Yet, indeed, it is to be descried here. It is seen to

be involved in the same way of error as has oft been traced

before; but now it is briefly adverted to in passing, and

that is nearly all. As its desire is to be stationary, and

for its earthly quiet to be undisturbed, so here it is thus

characterised. Only, not to advance, to stand still, to refuse

to be aroused; all this is symptomatic of hopeless decline,

of speedy death. And if there is still persistence in its old

errors, so, too, notably is it owing to the very same * incen

tives as sufliced so to influence it in the earlier stages,——to

wit, love of the world, and dislike to the taking up of the

Cross. Its bias earthwards was, as we have seen, the indi- _

cated cause of the professing Church’s incipient decline ; led

it subsequently to ally itself with the world; urged it on in

the dark ages to rule that world; even was visible in the

era of Protestantism; and here it is still, through its Juda

ised Christianity, securely settled upon earth. Yea, in some

particulars, its disastrous condition is pictured much more

minutely than in any preceding epistle. As, for in

stance——

7. The Lord’s contrasted allusion to Himself here tells a

fearful tale. Of Himself, He declares that He “openeth, and

none shall shut.” Further on in this same Epistle, He

vouches to His true servants, that He has “set before them

an open door” of utterance to proclaim His gospel, and “ none

can shut it.” Now, does not this reiterated language import

that the attempt to hinder these in their work, the nominal

professors would certainly make ? For these it is that have

ever been foremost in such obstructive work. But this by

' See pp. 294—296.
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the apostle is declared * to be a. sin Of such extreme magni

tude as to brim the sinner’s cup. Can it be at all on this

account, in reference to its unconcealed dislike to all spiritual

energy, that in the next Epistle, Christ is beheld outside this

Church, as if quite rejected by her. And is there nothing

of this frowning upon all right-minded zeal abroad among

many professors of the present day? We need not appeal

to cases in proof : the mind of the reader will recall several

which have come under his own observation. They would

fain confine all spiritual activity to the old routine methods;

or rather, they would fain substitute altogether the old

method of routine and form, in the place of this spiritual

activity. And the manifestation of this temper will possibly

come to be still more marked. The nominal Church will

denounce and unchurch Christ’s true witnesses ; she herself,

of course, assuming to be His faithful spouse. To her claim

the Lord virtually replies in the language quoted: “ No, it

is not your part; it is mine. If I shut, you cannot open,

you cannot bless. \Vhere I open, and whomsoever I send,

there his work you cannot prevent Me from blessing! ” In

so far as the rebuke is at present applicable, it pertains not

to any one section of this Church in particular, but to the un

regenerate of every section, who love to exclaim, “ The temple

of the Lord are we.” But in the crisis into which we are

rushing, all these ungodly formalists shall understand, and

approach nearer each other, and unite to put down the truth.

8. It is singular that twice there should be such emphatic

repudiation of what we have-1' largely proved to be a spu

* See 1 These. 14—16. The Jews, in “ killing the Lord Jesus and their

own prophets, and persecuting ” the early Christians, and “ not pleasing God,

and being contrary to all men,” werefilling their on . But mark what comes

next, as if it were the climax of their guilt : “ For idding us to speak to the

Gentiles that they might be saved, to fill UP their sins alway ; for the wrath

is come upon them to the uttermost.”

‘i‘ See Sect. 2 of this chapter for the proof that the reference in ver. 9 of

this chapter is not to Jews after the flesh, any more than the Jezebel of

chap. 20 is to the literal wife of Ahab. The allusion, as we have there shewn,

is to the introduction and spread of Judaism within the Church. This under
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rious, Judaised Christianity ;—a twofold disavowal of those

professors who in religion would ape the Jew. Constantly

now-a-days do we hear it asserted that Christianity is an

expansion of Judaism. Constantly the perversions of Chris

tianity are defended by appeals to Judaism: witness, for in

stance, the mischievous abuse and wresting of Christ’s own

ordinances; witness, again, the ministry transformed into a

Priesthood and Prelacy; or, once more, witness this adulter

ated religion obtaining for its professors ease, and wealth,

and honour, where the Lord got only a cross. And the

comparison of ver. 9 with ver. 10 in this Epistle unmistak

ably evinces, as we have seen, the hidden motive wherefore

this Judaism is so pertinaciously clung to. If, then, on the

one hand, we everywhere hear the assertion of this claim;

and if here, on the other, in the prophetic picture of this

epoch, we listen to Christ’s peremptory denial of the same;

—seeing that a denial presupposes the existence of the claim,

—-is the correspondence so exact, altogether undesigned?

9. But in ver. 9 there seems to be more than a claim made

by this nominal mass to be regarded as the Church of Christ.

Constant is the reference in this book of Revelation to mat

ters connected with Christianity, albeit under Old-Testament

imagery?“ Hence the actual idea, couched under the ordi

nary symbolic phraseology, comes to this: “We are the

Church; we belong to the true ecclesiastical corporation;

with us everything is correct, and in order. Ye are but of

yesterday; we are the successors of the apostles.” It was

needful that a veil should be thrown over the allusion to

this vaunt; but the whole tenor, the entire current of

thought, in the seven Epistles demonstrates what is the

sentiment underlying these words. But if so, as there was

noticed much elation in the fifth phase of the nominal

current of the Jewish doctrines imported into Christianity has, in our progress

through the Epistles, become visible over and over again. See first note to p. 294.

" See first note to p. 205.
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Church; so here, in the sixth, we have the inspired picture

of its overweening self-esteem and confidence ; which, in the

seventh Epistle, is seen to have reached that pitch, that

Christ finally turns from it in utter loathing, and rejects,

once and for ever, the entire boasting, wretched, nominal

Church. Verily this line of thought, if it reveals the con

nexion and prophetic continuity of the fifth, sixth, and

seventh Epistles, it also has a most decided and practical

bearing; for it unfolds to us that the truly enlightened

Christian will find abundant cause to be humbled into the

dust before God, not only for his own shortcomings, but

also for the chaotic state of the professing Church. Let all

unregenerate sectarians continue to “speak great swelling

words” as to apostolical order, &c., until Christ himself

shall break His silence, and talk in another tone. But let

every individual Christian apprehend, by perceiving the

downward course of Christendom as traced in these Epistles

by the Spirit, that the true path of safety in the coming

crash of judgment is, for all who would overcome and get

“ the victory out of the beast, and out of the false prophet,

and out of his mark,” to be penetrated with shame and

confusion of face for what he beholds everywhere around

him.

10. But instead of this spirit of abasement prevailing with

true Christians as it ought, what do we behold? Precisely

that which is indicated in this prophetic scene. Such is the

bewitching influence of the doctrines of this Judaised Chris_

tianity, which are so grateful to the flesh, and of the earthly

delights which this nominal Church, in consequence of her

adulterated religion, enjoys and administers; that even, as

we have seen, many of the Lord’s own people are entangled,

so that a great tribulation is pronounced to be necessary

in order to arouse them from their spiritual torpor, and

to remind them that their calling is a heavenly one.
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SECTION 7.

SCENE THE SEVENTH—“ The church of Laodiceans.”

The end and doom of Christendom.

“And unto the angel of the church of Laodiceans' write;

These things saith the Amen, the faithful and true Witness,

the Beginning of the creation of God; I know thy works,

that thou art neither cold nor hot: Iwould thou wert cold or

hot. Thus,-f- because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor

hot, I am abouti to vomit thee out of my mouth. Because

thou sayest, I am rich, and have grown rich, and have need

of nothing, and knowest not that th0u§ art the wretched one,

and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: I counsel thee

to buy of me gold refined out of the fire, that thou mayest be

rich; and white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and that

the shame of thy nakedness be not manifested," and eye-salve

to anoint thine eyes, that thou mayest see. As many as I

love, Ill rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent.

Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any one hear my

voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and sup with

him, and he shall sup with me. To him that overcometh will

I grant to sit with me on my throne, even as I ** also over

came, and sat down +-1- with my Father on his throne. He

that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the

churches.”—-REV. iii. 141—22.

Already, in the preceding section, we have noted the mode

of transition by which Christendom would pass from her

sixth to this her seventh and last phase,—the state of things

represented in the Philadelphian scene evidently tending to

wards, and ultimately merging in this Laodicean ; as well by

the gradual process of separation of all, or nearly all, the

true Christians through the Lord’s drawings of love, or

* 'rfis gmhqou'av Aaodrxs'wv. 1' oil-roar. I had».

§ v'll- The “thou” is emphatic. ll ¢<Wipm9fi

fil e'yd). The “1"is emphatic_ " £76,, The “I” is emphatic.

'l'l‘ s'midura.
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through His raising the storm of persecution; as also by the

thorough settling down in worldliness, and the maturing*

in guilt of the professing mass. Hence little have we to

attend to here, save to hearken to the Lord’s tender appeal

to those He loves, who still linger in this ecclesiastical

Sodom, and to witness the crisis of guilt in the world’s

Church as it is here depictured. If we affirmed that this

closing scene is actually too plain, we should intend that the

condition and doom of Christendom is herein depictured, in

very many particulars, as most distinctly fearful.

Let us only for a few moments, in the first place, observe

the display of the Lord‘s amazing grace with those of His

own who not even yet have gone forth to Him without the

camp. With few comparatively, however, we should imagine,

was this the case in this final era. Ere the great tribulation

had come, many were they who, “in patience possessing their

souls,” had stood aloof from Christendom’s apostasies, (Rev.

iii. 10.) And when that sore time had at length fairly

arrived, .the world discovered with surprise that Christ had

many more who really clung to Him than it, with its cold self

ishness, had imagined. Albeit these had been strangely

seduced to much connexion and compliance with its hypo

critical ways, yet when matters were brought to that point

that either they must surrender every sacred principle and

virtually renounce their Lord, or else stand out and be sepa

rate; manfully they had confessed His name, and resisted

' Thus, in the sixth section, there was the Lord setting aside, and almost

ignoring the nominal Church; here, we shall find that He at last supersedes

her. Again : there, that professing mass attempted to obstruct Christ’s own

work which His servants were executing, forgetful of Him and of the sove

reignty of the Spirit, who divideth to every man severally as He will; here,

Christ is represented as outside, as if rejected by this body. Once more : as

in the fifth Epistle there was the spirit of elation through a large portion of

Christendom turning from darkness to partial light, without the further turn

ing from the power of Satan unto God; so in the sixth, there was carnal se

curity, aud the Church-world’s vaunting claim to be peculiarly the Spouse of

Christ; and here, there is, as we shall see, abundant evidence of its being

steeped in worldliness, and of its self-content and. boasting.
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even unto blood But these two classes of His people have

completed their testimony, and are now at rest with Him.

1. But as some grains of gold are ofttimes left in the

sand, which still has been much sifted; so some there are

either serving Christ in secret, and ill at ease in conscience,

through their cowardice and time-serving disposition, or else

there remain some of those given unto Him by the Father,

who need even now to be quickeued by His Spirit. For the

Son of God will not be content, save with every atom of His

precious treasure. “ All that the Father hath given me,”

said He, “shall come to me.” But whoever these were, or in

whatever condition, whether of spiritual torpor, or of back—

sliding, or of unregeneracy, they are to be viewed; one thing

is certain, that some there were who yet belonged to Him.

For, indeed, judgment will be delayed no longer, when the

last elect soul has been sanctified through the truth unto

Christ.* Until then, Christendom is borne with. If these

were living, but irresolute and ease-loving Christiansj- who,

like Lot, after shame and loss, to the end, would dwell in the

unclean Sodom ; even then the word is as true to them as it

* This is the leading thought in Ps. xi., which clearly looks forward to the

time when God shall take vengeance. To this future visitation of His wrath

it alludes, under imagery taken from the manner in which the cities of

the plain perished, (ver. 6.) A period of great confusion, so far as true re

ligion is concerned, it is described to be, (ver. 3.) But there is the one contrite

soul fleeing to the Lord, (ver. 1 ;) whilst the wicked are intent upon its hurt,

(ver. 2.) And though a fearful doom, in righteous retribution, is just impend

ing over the world, (ver. 6 ;) nevertheless, the Lord does not forget that soul

that trusts in Him. So far from that being the case, ere His wrath descend,

He looks most narrowly down to search for any seeking God, (ver. 4, 5.) As

He will not condemn the world until He has Himself come down, (Gen. xviii.

21,) as it were, to ascertain the greatness of its guilt ; so neither, when almost

all are corrupt, will He confound one righteous with the wicked. Evan then

His eye rests upon such an one in tender love, (ver. 7.)

1' It has been already explained how the phase of a succeeding Epistle may

begin to appear ere the one preceding has vanished. (See note at the beginning

of preceding section.) Hence the persecution referred to in the sixth Epistle

need not have quite passed away, even after this seventh epoch has commenced.

It would subside only as the witnesses for Christ disappeared. Wherever

there was visible any spiritual life, then would the soul be assailed by opposi

tion. Whenever the world should be rid of the last grain of heaven’s salt,

then, but not till then, would the persecution be quite past.
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had been to him : “ Haste thee, escape thither; for I cannot

do anything until thou be come thither,” (Gen. xix. 22.)

2. On the other hand, if these “loved ” ones (Rev. iii. 19)

be regarded as unregenerate, even then they are not out of

the reach of Christ’s grace. For listen to His language unto

these, and ponder its import : “ Behold, I stand at the door,

and knock.” Here there is doubtless an allusion to the

Song of Solomon, chap. v. 2, et seqf" In the case of these His

peculiar people, He will be put off with no denial, He will

take no refusal. If there be disinclination to open the door

of the heart at His invitation; then He will remind how ten

derly all the affections of His heart are set upon them. He

will say, “Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my un

defiled.” Where there follows no motion towards complying

with His sacred, loving will; then, in wondrous patience, He

points to His last sufferings endured on that memorable

night, when His soul in Gethsemane’s garden was wrung

with anguish, and was exceeding sorrowful even unto death,

and when He was betrayed into the hands of sinful men:

“ Open to me ; for my head is filled with dew, and my looks

with the drops of the night.” Can an appeal like this be

resisted? Then what perfect grace to persevere after this!

And wherefore this reluctance? The answer is at hand:

love of ease was the wretched cause, (ver. 3.) Therefore must

Almighty grace interpose; otherwise these souls would be

Christless, even as we shall find Christendom represented to

be. Hence sovereign love would make a difference ; and

does. In the language of the Epistle, “ As many as I love,

‘ The allusions in the Book of Revelation to the Song of Solomon are very

frequent. Even the great name which the Church obtains in that book, of

“ the Bride, the Lamb’s wife,” seems suggested by this. So its position in

the New Testament canon is similar to that which the Song occupies when

correctly placed in the Old. With this difference, that the Song is succeeded

by the Prophets; but the Revelation is the New Testament song and prophecy

together. Each book, the Song of Solomon and the Revelation, ends with a

prayer for the return of the Lord. Many more instances might be quoted.
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1* rebuke and chasten; be zealous therefore, and repent.”

Similar to this is the expression in the chapter of the Song

from which we have been quoting: “ My beloved put in his

hand by the hole of the door.” Then succeeds the blessed

result : “ My bowels were moved for him.” The search for

Christ is commenced in thorough earnestness, nor is there

' further quiet until Christ be found.

Verily the attachment of this nominal Church to earth

seems to be increasingly marked as she nears the end of her

career. In the sixth Epistle, it was because many of the

Christians mixed up with her were dwelling in fleshly se~

curity and repose, that a persecution was recorded to be

needed to winnow them from the hypocrites, and to convince

them that their calling was a heavenly one. And here in

this Epistle, the extreme greatness of the grace, in its invin

cihility and in its fulness, discloses the greatness of the

temptation. Ah! as we contemplate all this, we feel con

strained to acknowledge that the Church’s incipient decline

in her love to Him, and her embracing the proffered hand

of the world, had brought its own tremendous punishment.

For Christ to rescue one elect soul from this extreme ruin,

what pains He needs to take ! What sore chastisements to

inflict! What pathetic appeals to make! What costly

grace to exhibit! All are requisite; for love of present

repose and Of things Seen have barred Him out. The heart,

by its yearnings for this world’s joys, is held bound here by

stronger than adamantine chains !

3. Of the seven promises, the last is, as we have proved,

the vastest :‘I' “ To him that overcometh, will I grant to sit

with me on my throne !” Such is the counter attraction

f' “ I rebuke.” The “I” in the Greek is em hatic. It contrasts His pure

and true love with the selfish and sentimental eve of men. As if to say, My

love is too deep to connive at sin. My love constrains me to inflict pain

where it is necessary.

1‘ See Chap. 11., Sect. 4.
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which the Lord esteems to be peculiarly necessary in this

last epoch, to entice His people to come away to Him! As

if to say, Let go earth, and a share even of My throne is

yours. Which will you prefer? I will give you Myself and

all I have, and withhold nothing; only come forth to Me!

Nor do we entertain a doubt but that in the words, “Sit

with me on my throne,” there is a contrasted allusion to the

polluted rest and worldly glory, which the professing Church

has chosen for herself down here. The other clause, “ Even

as I overcame and sat down with my Father upon His

throne,” which forms the concluding words of this last mes

sage, indicates that, however she may have abandoned her

true hope, the divine standard cannot be lowered. At the

beginning of the dispensation, the Cross was the way to

the Crown, (Phil. iii. 10,11.) Unto the end, it is quite the

same. If we sufl'er here with Him, THEN we shall reign with

Him there. “If we be dead with Him, we shall also live

with Him.” But he that liveth in worldliness or pleasure is

dead. whilst he liveth.

Nor is this all. Behold how the Saviour lingers near, as

if yet unwilling to go away, even although quite shut out by

this poor Church, and-with the door shut and barred against

Him. No wonder if the heart-rending spectacle of a Christen

dom that wanted Him not, and to whom even His- greatest

promises were insufficient to allure from that world which

He had given His own self to deliver His people from, (Gal.

i. a :)——no wonder if this sad scene caused One so good, so

pitiful, to stand for a while even outside. His loving counsel,

too, to ask of Him the gold of faith, the white raiment of

His own spotless righteousness, and the eye-salve of His

grace, that even yet the fallen, ruined condition of the Church

might be in time apprehended by her; His abrupt exclama

tion, “ I would thou wert cold or hot ;” His very threat, “ I

am about to vomit thee out of my mouth ;”—all exhibit the

x
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gentleness of His heart. For what object had He in ac

quainting her with what He was about to do, save a kindly

one? And presently, too, we shall shew that His long

sufi'ering behaviour reaches right up to the very moment

when judgment upon this Church and Christendom must

begin.

Ponder, reader, ponder attentively all these various touches

in this last prophetic scene, each of which exhibits s0 beau

tifully the Saviour’s patient dealings even with all those in

volved, just before the end, in the great apostasy in any of

its varied ramifications, and when the cup of its ecclesiastical

iniquity is full to overflowing :—-ponder these things. Then

will rise up before your mind’s eye another scene, yet not

very dissimilar to this, when the same compassionate Saviour

looked upon the guilty city Jerusalem, and as He beheld its

blindness, its hatred to Him and to His Father, though

covered over with a veil of religiousness and precise attention

to rites and ceremonies, and as He thought of its coming

awful woes, His sorrow burst forth unrestrained.‘ This leads

us to notice, in the second and chief place, the final phase

of the nominal Church and of Christendom, just ere it is

judged and rejected by the Lord.

(B) We have another picture in 2 Tim. iii. of this nominal

Church 1' very like to that which we shall find to be pre

sented in this seventh prophetic scene: “This know also,

that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men

shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud,

blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthanlrful, unholy,

without natural affection, truce-breakers, false accusers, in

* gKhflval', Luke xix. 41. This Greek word means “He dissolved,” as

it were, “in tears.” Thus it differs from daxpl'lw, to shed a tear or two.

This latter word is uséd of His behaviour at the grave of Lazarus, (John xi.

35.)

'i‘ In Chap. VI. of this Part II. it will be shewn that, whereas the first

epistle to Timothy exhibits the Church in order, the second speaks of it

throughout as in ruins.
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continent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors,

heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than * lovers

of God; HAVING A FORM OF GODLINESS, but denying the

power thereof: from such turn awayrf‘ . . . . As Jannes and

Jambres withstood Moses, [by imitating him,] so D0 THESE

ALSO resist the truth.” Here, truly, is a fearful catalogue; in

several particulars corresponding perfectly with the touches

in this seventh Epistle. In fact there is scarcely one single

item in the description of the Church in its Laodicean state,

but what has its counterpart in this strong language of the

apostle of the Gentiles. Only think of men in a state of

such fearful wickedness, all the while clinging desperately to

the form of godliness. They love pleasures, yet they will

keep up the form of godliness. They are boasters, proud,

heady, high-minded, and yet they choose not to abandon

the form of that godliness which, where it is possessed in

truth, abases the sinner at the foot of the Cross, and causes

him to cry piercingly for mercy from the sinner’s Friend.

They imitate the work of God too: for why? Are they

going to admit that their condition is an unsafe one? Not

they! But, observe, this representation in Timothy is ex

pressly said to be of the men living in “the last days.”

Now, if one copy of a picture has this distinct superscription,

surely thence we may learn the appropriate title for another

copy of the same picture. And thus we obtain inspired

authority for regarding this seventh Epistle as the prophetic

view of the nominal Church in “the last days.” But if the

seventh Epistle pictures the last phase; why should not the

' The phrase “ more than ” in sentences such as this is equivalent to “ and

not.” It is a Hebraism. So in John iii. 19, “men loved darkness rather

than [i.e., and not] light.” Again, in Luke xviii., the pnblican went down to

his house justified, rather than (and not) the other.

+T11is exhortation to “turn away ” from this class of empty professors

corresponds to what in the sixth Epistle, and even in the seventh, we perceived

to be the paramount duty of the followers of Jesus.
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sixth Epistle, the one before the last, and so on? Now, in

proof of the matured ripeness of the Church in this seventh

phase for final rejection by the Lord, observe——

1. Its lukewarmness. To this the Lord pointedly ad

verts: “ Thus; because thou art lukewarm, and neither

cold nor hot, I am about to vomit thee out of my mouth.”

Lukewarni water, we are aware, acts as an emetic. Jesus is

disgusted at their state. His language of loathing is ex

tremely strong and emphatic. But what is it to be luke

warm in religion. Here it will be safest to let Scripture

explain itself. The other picture by Paul to Timothy sug

gests the answer. It is the blending of heat and cold. It

is the being neither quite on the one side, nor quite on the

other. -It is the substitution of religiousness for religion.

It is the conjunction of the ball-room with the communion

table. It is the calling Christ Lord, Lord; and. not doing

the things that He says. It is the form of godliness, without

the power: yea, denying the power; ridiculing, hating it.

It is the expectation of glory hereafter, whilst the earth is

resolutely clung to now. It is the making the religion of

the Rejected, of the Crucified, a stepping-stone to get one on

in this world. Now this Church is disinclined to renounce

Christ: yet the world it will not part with. Earth it has

in possession; and since it has no faith to act Moses-like,

therefore it values things seen at far too high a rate. And

albeit it will not part with the world for Christ; so neither

will it quit its profession: the less so, as neither does its

guilty paramour the world require this. Thus, it oscillates

between Christ and the world. It has too much love for

the world, to take that standing in it that Christ took ; yet

it has too much conscience quite to cast off His name. Now

this attempt to unite what the Cross has rent asunder; this

profession to go on pilgrimage with this real holding to the

world, Christ avers He cannot endure: “Thus, because thou
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art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot,”* &c. Here, in

Christ’s account, is one most decided symptom of entire

corruption. But note—

2. Its self-satisfaction and spirit of boasting: “Because

thou sayest, I am rich, and have grown rich,1' and have need

of nothing, and knowest not that thou art the wretched one,

and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.” Here, then,

is a second reason of its reject-ion assigned. And truly no

thing is so likely to provoke God’s immediate and sore ven

geance as the soaring to the gates of heaven in loud preten

sion, whilst sin and the world are not renounced. The

forest’s loftiest tree soonest attracts the lightning, (Isa. ii.

13.) God resisteth the proud. The language, “ I am rich.”

shall be on the lips of Christendom just as she is in the act

of sinkng into hell. The nominal Church’s self-admiration

will only make the indignation all the direr with which it

shall at last he hurled down, when, at length, the patience of

the Lord is gone by, and the day of the wrath of the fully

aroused Lamb has come ! Yet to the end, will the world be

pleased with her as she is with the world. Each will con

gratulate the other and itself. The world will believe that

that Church, wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind,

and naked, is the true Church of Christ. But His sentence,

how different! Even at His first advent, how did He unveil

the hypocritical pretensions of those whom He likened unto

whited sepulchres! \Vhat amazement must have thrilled

the hearts of His hearers, when, looking at the Pharisees, He

exclaimed, “ The publicans and harlots go into the kingdom

' Much of all this we may witness even now. Besides which, where are

the sacrifices; where the burning zeal; where the glowing devotion; where

the entire consecration; where the delight to spend and be spent for Him?

When the prayer-meeting flags; when the slightest excuse avails for the non

performance of duty ; is not all this lukewurmness? Oh ! ma grace lead us

to hope in Christ’s blood for salvation, and to tread in Christ s footsteps for

evermore. This will guard us from the evil.

'f‘ “I am rich, and have grown rich," is the statement of a fact, and how it

became a. fact. (Compare Hoea xii. 8.)
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of God before you!” Or when, speaking generally, He de

clared, that “that which is highly esteemed among men, is

abomination in the sight of God,” (Luke xvi. 15.) If then

His judgment was so diametrically opposite unto men’s; if,

in the days of His humiliation, His denunciations of those

secure and impregnable in their form of godliness, were then

so terrible; how, think you, does He look upon the Christen

dom so-called of this present day? In what tones will He

one day accost her from you radiant throne of glory? Let

this fact sink into our minds, that all the severest rebukes

of Scripture are levelled at the untruly religious men !

And is there no tendency in the Church even now to

plume and admire itself 2 Is the language of boasting quite

unknown? It may be that the occasion of this self-applause

is the supposed precision and scriptural accuracy observed

upon some 'very minor point. Here is the eye kept riveted,

whilst the disastrous, the ruinous condition of the Church is

undeplored, is unacknowledged. The gnat is strained off

with great punctiliousness ;* the camel is readily swallowed!

Christians! your true position is of deep abasement before

God, not only for your own shortcomings, but for the state

of things you behold all around you ; to be yourselves sepa

rate from the apostasies 0f Christendom; whilst you weep

" Upon the word “ angel,” in the superscription to these Epistles, one earnest

and pious advocate for Prelacy thus is heard to argue :-—“ Suppose a gracious

renewal of miraculous communications from the Lord to His people, and

suppose some favoured servant to receive an inspired message, in terms simi

lar to that we have been considering, addressed ‘to the angel of the church

of London,’ we are so svriptumlly constituted, (sic,) that we should have no

hesitation in at once selecting the individual to whom it should be for

warded.” As if an officer appointed by the Government of the day for some

political or family considerations, and not also impossibly, or even improbably,

a man with nothing of religion but the form ; as if this were the person re

ferred to in the word angel ! Were it even so, it is still comparatively a little

thing for a Church to be proud of that is in alliance with the ungodly world!

Dissenters also would do well to take heed lest, betrayed into boasting by the

consciousness, that they, in principle at least, are unconnected with the

world, they should forget that spots may be easily descried upon them too.

Thus, if Baptists urge the Lord s ordinance as a mode of “ going out to meet

Christi; how often do they omit the scriptural reason, that “ the Bridegroom

comet .
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and sigh for the abominations that are committed! Thus

shall you be bid in the day of the Lord’s anger, (Ezek. ix.

4! ; Zeph. ii. 3.)

“Thou thyself“i art the wretched one!” Oh! if this

were but in measure apprehended. how quickly would the

spirit of self-laudation be put away! What surprise at the

greatness of the self-deceit practised, would be at once felt!

Like as David, after his indignation had been aroused against

the hard-hearted rich man, heard in amazement the prophet

add, “Thou art the man;” so at the very time that this

blinded 1' church is comfortably repeating, “ I have need of

nothing,” Christ is responding, “ Thou thyself art the

wretched one." What a church to have need of nothing!

To be dreaming that all with her is as it should be ! What

room is there for Christ here? No wonder He is here beheld

outside: for it is only those who recognise their need who

will care to welcome Him. Thus is the Lord’s rejection of

her a righteous one; seeing that she has, in the self-sufficiency

of her heart, rejected Him.

3. “The church of the Laodiceans.” What imports this

curious and striking change in the mode of superscription of

this last Epistle? In the others it ran thus: I “ To the angel

of the church in such and such a city ;” but now the “in” is

omitted, as if the Church so-called were co-extensive with

the world, as if she had got that upon which she had set her

heart. Truly there is no wall or line of demarcation between

Church and world here. The Church is world-wide; the

world is all comprehended in the Church. As for Christ,

where is He? Forgotten, rejected ! Hence, bluntly and yet

sorrowfully, this church is called, “ the Laodicean people’s

' Ell—hence the “thou” is emphatic.

'I' An allusion in this Epistle is worth noticing, if only to shew how signi

ficant is every word. Wetstein, quoting Galen, says, “The best ointment of

nard was formerly prepared in Laodicea alone.”

I See the note to p. 147.
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church.” Can this change be conceived, by any one who

believes in the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures, to be

without design? Especially, when it is remembered, that the

very idea as to the Church’s connexion with the world‘is

precisely that to which, as we have beheld the successive

prophetic scenes, we have marked that Church to be tending.

More and more into the vortex of worldliness have we seen

that Church plunge; more and more unlike the chaste spouse

of Christ have we witnessed her aspiration and her actions

to be. Here,.then, is whither her ways have tended I Now

is she quite the companion, the accomplice, the prized pos

session Of the world! Instead of standing alone for Christ,

witnessing in behalf of a beloved Master against a world

that hates Him; it has become confederate with that world,

catering to its very worldliness, by providing a quietus for

its conscience; and all this for the bribe 0f earthly considera

tions and advantages. For beyond these things, the world

has it not in its power to give. Here, then, Christ whispers

that this church is NOT HIS Church, however many of His

true people may be found therein. Its walls have been

broken down, all is Babylonish confusion. This Church is

corrupted, is ruined. His own He beckons out of it; yea,

if they can hear what the Spirit says, in this very super

scription.

Nor can we regard it as meaningless that the Church, in

her last phase, is addressed as the church of the Laocliceans.

All the other six names we have perceived to be aptly per

tinent in their application to the states of the Church depic

tured in the several Epistles. Then why not here ? But the

word “ Laodicea,” when translated, means—“ justice for the

people.”* Have we a hint here that the nominal Church at

the end, when it has wholly accommodated itself to the

world, will be the slave to the will of the populace? And that,

* Aaor, people; 8iK1),justice.—Donnegan.
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in an unlawful sense, it will have become literally all things

to all men? Is it implied that at the end it will be living

in a DEMOCRATIC atmosphere, and that, by popular clamour

and voting, it shall be swayed? Oh! then, how righteous is

God! How unsearchable are Hisjudgments ! How retributive

is His providence ! In some of its earlier phases it pandered

to kings; then it ruled over them; and now the mob rules IT.

Further: have we not here the other end of the ecclesiastical

evil? At the beginning, that evil was observed to consist in

Nicolaitanism, or Clericalism, or in a putting down by an

usurping priesthood of the humble people of God. Here,

then, on the other hand, are the mob all in all. There the

Laity were set aside ; here they are pre-eminent. Nor are

these, indeed, the same class, though they cling to the same

name. For the nearer to the end of her course this Church

has come, the more are the true children of God separated

from it. Hence the divine sentence of the Church for her

priestcraft and Prelacy seems to be, that since she had op

pressed God’s own people; so shall she be at the end, the vile

creature of the world, living upon its poor applause?“ Thus

the evil has permeated entirely from one extreme to the

other! No wonder, therefore, at its being rejected with

loathing by the Lord.

4. Now, if these be the awful traits that mark, in the

divine judgment, the state of this Church spiritually, in what

manner does she appear as regards her outward deport

ment? We have heard that she is unconscious of her

wretched condition. Wherefore we need not expect that she

will pass her time in grief or fasting. Nevertheless, we

might hope that there would be a restlessness that should

suffice to keep her, at least, from merry-making, when, if

“' If we are correct in the application of the thought here, as marking the

abject wretchedness of this Church at the end, then surely there is enough

here to make popular preachers careful. Not that they should abandon their

ministry, but bear inmind whose ministers they claim to be !
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she did but know, she had such cause to mourn. But the

true picture in this particular of the world-Church, or

Christendom, at the time of the end, is afforded to us in

several places of the Word of God. Whilst the Babylonians

are feasting in fancied security, and the sounds of revelry

and mirth are heard, THEN it is that the mysterious hand is

seen to write, and consternation is suddenly upon every

brow. “ God hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it,” is

the interpretation of the writing by the holy seer unto the

king. In Sodom again, and in the antediluvian world, the

like was the case. They did eat, they drank, &c. “ So shall

it be in the days when the Son of man is revealed,” (Luke

xvii. 30.) Is it objected that this description concerns only

the outlying world? But the professing Church and the

world are not in the last days, two; but one, Christendom.

However, listen to these other words of Jesus: “Take heed

to yourselves, lest your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting

and drunkenness, &c. ; and that day come upon you un

awares. For as a snare shall it come upon all them that are

sitting down on the face of all the earth,” (Luke xxi. 34,

35.)

Precisely, if we mistake not, the same state of things in

this Church is represented by allusive contrast in this seventh

Epistle. For when the Lord promises to him that opens the

door of his heart, that He will “ come in to him, and SUP with

him,” considering how we are warned in the passages just

quoted, as to the mirthful ease* of Christendom at the end,

is it improbable that the glance is made by Christ at all this ?

When He spake 0f the living water, it was to the woman

who had gone to the well to draw water thence. When He

described Himself as the bread of life, it was to the multi

tude that He had recently fed by miracle. Which being so,

why should He not also make a similar allusion here ? why

" See also James v. 5—7.
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should not regard be had to the luxurious feasting of the last

days? Thus explained, this word “sup” is very expressive :

otherwise there is little force in it. Moreover, as supper is

the last meal, it may be implied that Christendom’s day is

nearly past. The like suggestions might be made on such

words as, “ Thou art poor and naked.“ “ Poor” this Church

indeed is ; yet not as concerns this world : “naked,” and yet

she is gorgeously apparelled, and clothed in purple and fine

linen. Words such as these serve to bring upon us more

vividly the fact that the Church’s delight in earth, and satis

faction with its pleasures and riches, are perfectly noted by

the Great High Priest. At last the sign of the Son of man

shall disturb its repose, mar its revelry, and change its

laughter into sadness. Then shall its lukewarmness, its

boastfulness, its worldliness, for ever cease. In one day

shall Babylon perish; for strong is that Lord who shall

judge her. This leads us to observe—

5. The attitude and bearing of Christ as regards this

Church ! He speaks of Himself here as the Amen, the

faithful and true Witness, the Beginning of the creation of

God. There is not one of His titles which is without its

own significancy; and they are ever used in Scripture ac

cording to their own peculiar appropriateness. Then why

are these particular ones mentioned here? They are not at

all those which refer to the opening vision, as they had been

in the preceding Epistles. Is not this very fact of the intro

duction of new titles of Him here a telling one? Does it not

evidence that Christ was retreating from that position in

which He had been first beheld by the rapt seer? The

Church at last had so wholly fallen, He could not acknow

ledge it. Only imagine His inditing such an Epistle as that

to the Ephesians, and sending it to this nominal Church in

" Wool was the staple commodity of Laodicea, and was in very high re

pute.
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her last phase. At the beginning these churches, as such,

were His. Therefore they could be addressed, as the apostle

of the Gentiles had done. But now, how changed is the

entire aspect of things. At the beginning, to leave those

churches had been schism! At the end, to sever oneself

_ from apostasy is a paramount duty !

Now when he calls Himself the Witness; the contrasted

allusion is evident to this Church’s utter failure. Such had

been her high calling, to TESTIFY for Him and for the

Father during His absence. But she has become one with

the world itself. Therefore does He here intimate that He

himself must return and supersede her. From everlasting He

had been set up ; to everlasting will He faithfully and fully

testify and reveal the Father. And this very work of super

seding her is, to the outside world, a work Of mercy. She

had sought her own imaginary interests; not its, nor His.

Her witnessing was not only no good, but did positive harm.“E

How many had been stumbled by her talking of heaven, whilst

they witnessed that she loved earth! The Cross was upon

her lips; but the Crown was upon her brow, (Rev. xviii. 7.)

How aptly, therefore, when about to take her forfeited place

of witness for God, with His elect and true Church, of saints

separated from her, and ready for His advent, and of the

unready ones made ready ;—how aptly here does He call

Himself the Amen, the faithful and true Witness! Hence,

in this very character, we are expressly informed, He will

at last appear, when about to punish His foes, and to dis

play His glory, (Rev. xix. 11.) Thus will He more than fill

the void which the apostasy of the entire nominal Church

has created. .

6. Indeed, for a church truly to be a witness for Christ,

' Trench, inhis notes on the Parable of the barren fig-tree, observes 2—“ We

have missed the (Kat) ‘ also ’ here, which is really the key-word of the sen

tence. Wherefore should the tree stand, when, besides being itself barren,

it also injures the soil on which it i set ‘2 "—Page 352.
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she must have Him in her midst. But since the world is

inside, therefore is He outside her pale. For no church can

serve two masters. Now we obtain the cue to His earnest

ness represented in the preceding Epistle, in separating His

people from her. For these were being brought by His

Spirit to desire Him. But He was leaving her; now He had

left her. Hence as these would never think of searching

for Him in the atheistic world; so does He teach us here,

neither need they seek Him inside this nominal Church.

7. A last warning follows, which is nothing less than an

anticipation of the dreadful verdict itself, “I am about to

vomit thee out of my mouth.” Here we can learn, in the

suggestion as to the nausea excited, upon whom the blame

is to be laid. Such a church as this had come to be, was

so widely, so wholly different from that which, when He gave

Himself, He had designed His Church should be, that from

this caricature of it He must with abhorrence turn. Not

that His purpose had miscarried! Never is that possible!

But it had been carried on in despite, as of the arch-enemy

itself, so also, alas! of her. And ever as she fell from her

high calling; so did He more and more separate from her

His own elect and loved ones, whom she had scarcely deigned

to notice. And what an inglorious, what a sad, what a fear

ful end of her career ! Yet even at its very beginning, she

had been fairly warned of this. “Behold,” said the apostle,

“the goodness and severity of God: on them which fell,

severity ; but toward thee, goodness, thou continue in his

goodness: OTHERWISE THOU ALSO SHALT BE our 01w,”

(Rom. xi. 22.) Yet, undeterred by this solemn reminder

and admonition, had she quickly commenced her downward

path; on and on she had proceeded, and now she has arrived

at the dreadful goal. Each even of the apostolic writers had

felt constrained to utter, and notably in their later epistles,

words of caution, as to evils which, with grief, they beheld
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beginning to be visible in her action. And ere the last of

these had died, the Son of God himself pointed to the same

mischief, and denounced, as His servants had done, and with

equal emphasis, that Nicolaitane, or Clerical, and Diotrephian

spirit, whereby many ministers, uncontent with their high

and noble office, had degraded themselves and it, by pervert

ing it into a sacerdotal and hierarchical caste, in order to

gratify their latent ambition and worldliness. For as its love

to Him, as Himself complained, had begun to wane ; so,

naturally, would the proud heart’s yearnings seek for gratifi

cation, though in a new fashion, (First Epistle or Scene.) And

although the Lord, in very mercy, allowed Satan to afiiict

His Church, still the corruption within went on* increasing,

and the voice of assumption, on the part of the ecclesiastical

Tares, became louder and bolder, and to Jewish earthly hope

did this Church more and more incline, (Second Epistle or

Scene.) So when the world, wearied of its vain attempt to

extirpate it, made certain attractive advances; these, through

the instigation of these worldly Nicolaitanes or Clericals,

were received with much favour, and presently the Church

came to defend—though, of course, under colour of religion,

and by appeals to Judaism—the till then novel principle of

the Crown there without the necessity of the Cross here,

(Third Epistle or Scene.) Then followed the phase of a Chris

tianity more and more corrupted to suit the motley state of

things everywhere prevailing, and that too by this very

Church herself ; who, steeped in Judaism, not only consum

mated, or rather carried out into full detail, that fatal Union ;

not only led on the churches in the different nations to fol

“' Says Milner, “ I know it is common for authors to represent the great

declension of Christianity to have taken place only after its external establish

ment. But the evidence ofhistory has compelled me to dissent from this view

of things. Searcel a luminary of godliness (in the century or two preceding)

existed. The who e period, as well as the whole scene of the persecution, is

very barren of such characters. N0t but that many precious children of God

suffered in much patience.”—Page 204, century 4, chap. i.
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low in her wake ; but even assumed to act in her corporate

capacity, as a queen herself, and, moreover, slew, as Jezebel

had done, the faithful servants of the Lord, (Fourth Epistle

0r Scene.) Now had this Church become so utterly debased,

that separation from her had become as grave a duty as from

the world itself; whilst the degradation of religion was so

extreme, that when Christian men began to protest, whole

nations responded to their glowing words. Yet insincerely:

for whilst those were solicitous for God’s glory, these were

actuated by lower considerations. Yet were these so influ

ential, that the movement was unduly checked, and the men

of God were impeded in their work. It was forgotten that

the walls of separation had been broken down in the third

epoch;* and hence the rectification of abuses, the putting

away of most of the gross errors, and the promulgation of

the gospel, were made all in all, (Fifth Epistle or Scene.)

But in these last days, God has not only been gathering out

from the world the remnant according to the election of

grace; but He is also placing it upon the consciences of His

children to recede further, and to come out more fully from

this state of ecclesiastical abomination. Then, as they obey,

they get nearer to His Son, and closer to each other ; whilst

if they disobey, then by persecution they must be taught

their true calling and His holy will, (Sixth Epistle or Scene.)

Whilst, as for that nominal body, a great part of it, elated

with its large abandonment of error, and yet clinging per

tinaciously to the earthly, Jewish hope, proceeds from bad

to worse, until, with the mother of all this sore evil, it assays

to embrace the whole world, whilst Christ is not in all her

thoughts. Then nears the end—that fearful end of her

career of which the loving Saviour in mercy warns. But

earthly ease and worldly-mindedness blind her eyes and stop

her_ears. Believe she will not, either that her condition is

* Thou hast there ZKET=WITHIN thee.
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dangerous,‘ or that her clinging to both- worlds is peculiarly

offensive in His sight. Therefore naught remains, but her

final rejection Reader! does not the goal reached betray

what is the path that has been trodden?

Lastly, There appear several indications in these closing

words as to the period when her judgment shall take place,

and as to the imminency of that judgment when once this

last phase has been fully reached. These Epistles just con

duct us up to the extreme boundary of this dispensation, re

vealing to us this Church’s career throughout, and its state

at the end. Here we get to the utmost verge of this pro

phecy. One step further, and we should have approached

the borders of that third divine division of this book—viz,

“the things that shall be hereafter,” or “ after these things.”

But Rev. ii. and iii. are, as we shewed in the preceding

chapter, limited to the prophetic representation or entabla

ture of the things that are in the Church now. Hence the

very reference to the future divine verdict upon Christen

dom, found in this seventh Epistle, is evidently made only

by anticipation. Its exact language is not, “I have vomited

thee,”-—such words would carry us beyond the things that

are: nor yet, again, is it vaguely, “I will vomit thee,” but

definitely and characteristically, “ I am about'l' to vomit thee.”

Again, the same idea is probably suggested by the kind ad

monition, “I stand at the door.” For elsewhere we find a

clear allusion to the nearness of the judgment couched in

this same phraseology: “Behold,” says James, “the Judge

standeth at the door,” (chap. v. 9.) If it is objected that the

knocking of the Saviour at this door is in mercy, our answer

is, Even so. But this does not prove that a glance at the

judgment is not also included herein. It merely evidences,

" This last Epistle shews most distinctly, that the Protestant, as well as

the Romish countries, are all included in that Christendom which is to be

rejected.

1' pc'hhm.
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which it does perfectly, that mercy and judgment are both

brought to a, point; that mercy is continued indeed to the

last moment, but that it is just about to end, in so far as

patience with this apostate Church is concerned, and judg

ment to begin. It is also worthy of consideration whether

even those two words, “I stand,” do not also tend in the

same direction. For when the Lord went away from earth,

He “ sat down at the right hand of God, from thenceforth

expecting until His enemies should be made His footstool.”

But now He has arisen, and stands up. He speaks of His

session at the Father’s right hand as if it were past, (I sat

down.*) Now, standing up from that of the Father, and

about to sit down upon His own throne as Son of David,

He takes to Himself the appropriate designation of the

Witness, faithful and true. For indeed righteous will be

the character of His witnessing, both as regards the shewing

forth on His true Church the exceeding riches of God’s

grace, and also in the exhibition of His fearful wrath upon

Christendom for its apostasies; when, as the High Priest for

ever, He shall avenge God’s quarrel by consigning the un_

clean nations and the nominal Church, with whom they

have committed fornication, together unto the lake that burn

eth with fire and brimstone. In one day shall all Babylon,

or Christendom, perish. (See Rev. xviii. 10, 17.) And

as the smoke of her torment ascendeth, all that behold shall

confess that the Lord is righteous in His ways, and holy in

all His works.

And thus it is apparent that this last dispensation shall

end, as have the others which have preceded it, in full proof

of man’s utter failure in witnessing for God, whether in

Paradise, or in the Patriarchal, or in the Mosaic, or in the

Christian. Creature has “been tried in the form of simple

spirit; in the form of spirit and flesh ; with the knowledge of

only good; with the knowledge of good and evil amidst only

* Exdflw'a.

Y
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evil ; and will be, in the Millennium, with the knowledge of

good and evil amidst only good. But all shall end in the

conviction that none is good but One, that none are immu

table but He, and that blessed are those that are united to

Him.”

CHAPTER IV.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE SUCCESSIVE PHASES OF THE PRO

FESSING CHURCH, AND SPECIALLY OF THE CONTRASTED

GROWTH AND ACTIONS OF THE TARES AND WHEAT, AS

UNFOLDED BY CHRIST IN MATT. XIII.

“THE same day went Jesus out of the house, and sat by

the seaside. And great multitudes were gathered together

unto him, so that he went into the* ship, and sat ; and the

whole multitude stood on the shore. And he spake many

things unto them in Parables, saying, Behold, thet Sower

went forth to sow; and when he sowed, some seeds fell by

the wayside, and the birdsi came and devoured them up:

some fell upon rocky§ places, where they had not much

earth: and forthwith they sprung up, because they had no

deepness of earth: and. when the sun was up, they were

scorched; and because they had no root, they withered

away. And some fell among thorns ; and the thorns sprung

up and choked them: but other fell into good ground, and

brought forth fruit, some an hundred-fold, some sixty-fold,

some thirty-fold. Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.

“And the disciples came, and said unto Him, Why speakest

thou unto them in Parables? He answered and said unto

them, Because it is given unto you to know THE MYS

TERIES OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, but to

'them it is not given. For whosoever hath, to him shall

be given, and he shall have more abundance: but who~

soever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that

* 'rcl- ‘l‘ 5- I 1'31 fliffll'l‘I—the same word as in the third Parable.

§ rsrpdidr).
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he hath. Therefore speak I to them in Parables: because

they seeing, see not; and hearing, they hear not, neither

do they understand. And in them is fulfilled the pro—

phecy of Esaias, which saith, By hearing ye shall hear,

and shall not understand; and seeing ye shall see, and

shall not perceive: for this people’s heart is waxed gross,

and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have

closed; lest at any time they should see with their eyes,

and hear with their ears, and should understand with their

heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them. But

blessed are your eyes, for they see ; and your ears, for they

hear. For verily I say unto you, That many prophets and

righteous men have desired to see those things which ye see,

and have not seen them ; and to hear those things which ye

hear, and MW not heard them.

“Hear ye therefore the parable of the Sower. When any'

one heareth the word of the kingdom, and understandeth

it not, then cometh the wicked one, and catcheth away

that which was sown in his heart. This is he which re

ceived seed by the wayside. But he that received the

seed into stony places, the same is he that heareth the

word, and anon with joy receiveth it; yet hath he not

root in himself, but dureth for a. while: for when tribu

lation or persecution ariseth because of the word, by and

by he is offended. He also that received seed among the

thorns is he that heareth the word; and the care of this

world, and the deceitfulness of riches, choke the word, and

he becometh unfruitful. But he that received seed into the

good ground is he that heareth the word, and understandeth

it: which also beareth fruit, and bringeth forth, some an

hundred-fold, some sixty, some thirty.

“Another Parable proponnded" He unto them, saying, The

kingdom of heaven is likened unto a Man which sowed good

seed in his field : but while men slept, His enemy came and

oversowed‘l' Tares among the Wheat, and went his way. But

when the blade was sprung up, and brought forth fruit, then

appeared the Tares also. So the servants of the Householder

came and said unto Him, Sir, didst not thou sow good seed in

Thy field ? from whence then hath it the Tares? He said unto

" nape'dqxev. 1' c’weufl'szpev. SOLMhmB-lm
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them, An enemy hath done this. The servants said unto

him, Wilt thou then that we go and gather them up? But

he said, Nay ; lest, while ye gather up the Tares, ye root up

also the Wheat with them. Suffer both to”i grow together until

the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the

reapers, Gather ye together first the Tares, and bind them in

bundles to burn them : but gather the Wheat into My barn.

“Another parable propoundedT He unto them, saying, The

kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of mustard seed, which

a man took, and sowed in his field: which indeed is the

least of all seeds: but when it is grown, it is greater thani

herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come

and. lodge in the branches thereof.

“ Another parable spake he unto them; The kingdom of

heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in

three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened. All

these things spake Jesus unto the multitude in parables ; and

without a parable spake he not unto them : that it might be

fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying, I will open

my mouth in parables; I will utter things which have been

kept secret from the foundation of the world.

“Then Jesus sent the multitude away, and went into the

house: and His disciples came unto Him, saying, Declare

unto us the Parable ,of the Tares of the field. He answered

and said unto them, He that soweth the good seed is the Son

of man; the field is the world; the good Seed are the chil

dren of the kingdom; but the Tares are the children of the

wicked one; the enemy that sowed them is the devil; the

harvest is the end§ of the world; and the reapers are the

angels. As therefore the Tares are gathered and burned in

the fire; so shall it be in the end of this world. The Son

of man shall send forth His angels, and they shall gather out

of His kingdom all things that offend, and them which do

iniquity; and shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there

shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the

righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their

Father. Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.

‘ qusTE o'vuavga'vso'dai. ’l‘ napéfinkev. I 116(011 "In! A.
§ o'vv-rs'heia rofr uiuivrir- l “The moment of the passing over from this

41in to the coming, the juncture of the two eras.”——Trmch.
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“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto treasure that

had been hid* in the-[- field ; the which when a Man hath

found, He hid i, and for joy thereof goeth and selleth all that

He hath, and buyeth that field.

“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a Merchant

man seeking goodly pearls: who, when He had found one

pearl of great price, went away§ and sold all that He had,

and bought it.

“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a net, that

was cast into the sea, and gathered of every kind: which,

when it was fulfilled,“ they drew upil to shore, and' sat down,

and gathered the good into vessels, but cast the bad away.

So shall it be at the end of the world : the angels shall come

forth, and sever the wicked out of the midst of ** the just,

and shall cast them into the furnace of fire: there shall be

wailing and gnashing of teeth.”—MATT. xiii. 1-50.

SECTION 1.

The dark side of these Parables; or, the growth of the Tares.

The secret of the Lord is with them that fear Him. If

from Lot, yet not from Abraham, will God hide what He is

about to do. As this present dispensation nears its end,

“ many shall be purified, made white, and tried; yet the

wicked shall [still persist to] do wickedly; and none of the

wicked shall understand: but the wise shall understand,”

(Dan. xii. 10.) For the Lord is gracious, and will reveal in

His own good time, and gradually, “the Mysteries of the

kingdom of heaven.” Hence whilst the false professors are

permitted to indulge in boasting andv security; to His own

He will give the hearing ear and the seeing eye. To them,

His own view of Christendom and its impending judgment

and doom will He disclose. Thus shall they be enabled to

heed His injunction; from the worldly religious shall they

turn away, (2 Tim. iii. 5.) They themselves shall enter

into 'the Rock; and, in deep abasement of soul at the ini

"‘ Kexpvppe'wp. 'i' 15. I E’Kme/s. § lirrehddw.

ll e’zrhqubdr]. 1T dVflBLfiliU'flVTGS‘, H (’1: given 10311 8.
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quities everywhere abounding, they shall hide them in the

dust, (Isa. ii. 10.)

Now it is conceived that such a picture, drawn by a divine

hand, has been proved to have been afforded us in Rev.

and iii. And one such prophetic representation is inesti-‘

mably precious and reliable. For though fallen man is so

prone to deceive, that the evidence of one has been always

held to be insufficient, (Dent. xvii. 6 ;) yet, since God is true,

one word, nay, one hint from Him demands implicit faith.

At the same time, because of our infirmities, He gives us

oaths to corroborate to us His word, and with rich blood He

seals both. What more can He do? How good He is !

Commentators on Rev. xi. have often observed that God

has been ordinarily wont to sendforth His witnesses in twos.

Even of gospel churches in the dark ages; there was the

Paulician in the East and the Waldensian in the West, each

holding forth the Word of Life. As to individuals’ testi

mony, behold Jerome of Prague contemporary with Huss,

Calvin with Luther, &c. The disciples of Christ likewise

were sent forth two and two, (Luke x. l.) The condescen

sion of the Lord in His consideration of human frailty should

not escape us unacknowledged.

Now, the remark has been adventured that the seven

Epistles of Rev. and iii. are specially noteworthy on the

ground of their peculiarity, and of their dissimilarity in

many respects from any other passage in the Word of God.*

If such appeared to be the case to the mind of one who yet

discerned not their prophetic bearing, how much additional

force that observation acquires Where the continuity of these

Epistles is apprehended! Still, however, this remark must

be received with some degree of qualification. For we now

proceed to shew that another utterance of this same startling

judgment of His upon Christendom, has the Lord Jesus

’ See the words of Trench quoted in the second note to p. 132.
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Christ vouchsafed unto His attentive people. And if this

second sketch of His own tracing can be rendered distinctly

perceptible, then we may venture to believe that this addi

tional testimony was deemed by Him to be requisite. For

truly the state of things in the nominal Church appears from

the page of prophecy, which was considered in the preceding

chapter, to be wholly different, as seen under His awful gaze,

to that which proud man fondly imagines.

But' here at the outset, it will be well to apprise the

reader that it is considered advisable, for the sake of clear

ness, that another method to that which was pursued in

the examination of Rev. ii. and iii. should be followed now.

Obviously it will be unnecessary to recapitulate the history

of the successive phases of the professing Church. And

further: not only will the annotations of the seven Parables

be briefer than were those of the seven Epistles; but also,

until the close of the chapter, when the general teaching of

Matt. xiii. has been ascertained, we shall defer the exhibition

of the correspondence Of these Parables, in their chronologi

cal sequence, with the chief stages in the Church’s career.

Let but once the true doctrine enshrined in these Parables

be grasped ; then all the rest will be found easy and intelli

gible. But readers who have been wont to accept the com

mon interpretation of some of these Parables, must have the

scriptural truth actually contained herein, first brought out

before them, ere they can possibly be prepared tO note the

lines of thought which connect them all together. Only let it

be remembered, that these Parables contain, as Christ declares,

“ the Mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.” Any interpreta

tion, therefore, which fails to make manifest these mysteries,

is necessarily false.

And in the presently to be shewn no accidental grouping,

but designed cluster and set of parables here, a comprehen

sion of the true import of the third and fourth Of these
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Parables, is the most necessary. Then the exact point of

connexion of the entire seven will be visible. Then also the

divine teaching and verdict on the main controversy referred

to in these pages will be obtained. Hence the remainder of

this section will be occupied in glancing at the dark side of

things, as indicated by the Lord in these Parables, not ob

scurely, to those content to keep close to Scripture. Then Sect.

2 will be devoted to the consideration of the bright side of

things depictured herein. So in Sect. 3, shall we come to

perceive the general plan or mode of arrangement of these

Parables. After which, lastly, in Sect. 4:, we shall be prepared

to mark the prophetic continuity of the entire seven.

2. On the Parable of the Leaven, which is the fourth in

this series, Trench thus writes: “ We cannot consider these

words, ‘ till the whole is leavened,’ as less than a prophecy of a.

great, complete triumph of Christianity.” 'Now the question

arises: Have we, in this explanation, the real purport of the

Lord’s words? Is such an idea that which the divine Pro

phet of His Church here intended to convey? This, doubt

less, is the ordinary, and to every one either not conversant

with the language of Scripture, or who bows not implicitly to

its teaching, this is the apparently correct interpretation. In

fact, to such an extent has this view been accepted, that such

expressions as, “A nation leavened with religion,” “ Chris

tianity leavened all society,” and derived from this mode of

looking at the Parable, pass current almost as daily pro

verbs. But if this be the true scope of the Parables, what

“mystery ” or secret is there enshrined herein? But not to

insist on this, we inquire: How does this view comport with

the use of the word leaven elsewhere in Scripture? For

it is a most important rule, that in the case of any dispute

as to the teaching of any passage, the surest and safest way

is to compare Scripture with itself. Oh that this had been

attended to in this instance, and that men had not so jumped
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to the conclusion as to what the Parable must mean! But

it is so difficult for those who are satisfied with the state of

Christendom as it is, to apprehend that matters may appear

in a far different light in the eyes of the great Omniscient,

and that this world’s false glare THERE avails and covers no

thing! Popular as the interpretation referred to is, it will

not stand the slightest scrutiny in the light of the Word of

God. In fact, we hesitate not to affirm, that to it that Word

stands utterly opposed. This language, strong though it

be, will be found to be warranted by the following con

siderations :—

(l.) Although the word “ leaven ” is used very frequently

by the sacred writers; it is never used anywhere else, except

to typify that which is wholly EVIL. Thus we have, “the

leaven of the Pharisees is—HYPOCRISY;” “the leaven of—

malice and wickedness.”

(2.) In the Old Testament, where the sacrifices, as of the

paschal lamb, pointed to Christ and to His great salvation,

the use of leaven was most expressly forbidden; but where

any reference in them was made unto God’s people, yet con

nected with fallen human nature, there it was enjoined that

leaven should be added, (Lev. xxiii. l7, vii. l3.)

(3.) When the apostle exhorts us to “put away the old

leaven,” he does not explain that we are to put in the new

leaven ; but says he, “ Purge out the old leaven, that ye may

be a new lump, as ye are unleavened,” (1 Cor. v. 7.) Com

pare with this command, that sore denunciation of the Lord:

“Because I have purged thee, and thou wast not purged,

thou shalt not be purged from thy filthiness any more,” (Ezek.

xxiv. l3.)

(4.) So far from these Parables at all hinting at the con

version of the world, the very reverse is the truth. For in

the first Parable, only one class out of four savingly receives

the word of the kingdom ; and in the last, the net is said to
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contain within it both good and bad fishes. Where, fur

ther on, the course of evil is traced throughout the first four

Parables, this fact will receive abundant confirmation.

(5.) Besides which: not only is the invariable Scripture‘

meaning of the word leaven entirely set at nought by this

superficial interpretation; but also the word meal, which

ever in Scripture is used in a good sense, (see 2 Kings iv.

39—411,) is here made to represent man’s wicked heart, or the

corrupt world, and which required “ the leaven of the gospel ”

to better (it. And thus the Parable is turned exactly upside

down. That which ever imports good, is supposed here to

stand for evil; whilst that which throughout the \Vord of

God is the symbol of evil, is here construed to signify that

which is good. Yet, why this utter wrenching of Scripture

is so persisted in, is perfectly obvious. For then the Parable

having sufl'ered under this process, is made to imply, that

the Church is not at all fallen or worldly, but righteously

fulfilling her high and sacred mission.

(6.) In order to meet the plain exigences of the Parable,

the writer above quoted roundly asserts, that the mere ex

ternal conversion of the world gives us a very inadequate

measure of the work which had to be done. Further than

this, says he, “there was the eradication of the innumerable

heathen practices, and customs, and feelings,” &c. Nor does

he here contemplate something future. For he is speaking

of “the early history of Christianity,” when “the heathen

were entirely ignorant of the mighty change that was pre

paring; and this, not merely at the first, when the mustard

tree might well escape notice, but, with slight exceptions,

even up to the very moment when the triumph of Chris

tianity was at hand : ”* scil., at the era of Constantine.

* The above extract is given partly in order that the connexion between

the third and fourth Parables may be seen, and which connexion indeed is

generally admitted ; and partly that the true link of progress in ecclesiastical

sin, the reader may be, to some extent, prepared to observe.
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Whether, mindful of the testimonies from Scripture now

adduced, the reader will hesitate to follow this divine in his

jubilant strain ; still such will perceive that he has fairly en

deavoured to go quite through, and be consistent in his in

terpretation of the Parable. Yet this one writer has only

been quoted in lieu of many. Thus the,author of a certain

work on ecclesiastical history, himself glowing with admira

tion on the professing Church’s triumphs over heathendom,

opens his first chapter with citing these two parables on

the Tree and the Leaven. Now whether “ the innumerable

heathen practices, and customs, and feelings were indeed

eradicated ” from Christendom, by the Church, may surely

be left to every Protestant’s own observation to determine.

Here also compare the accounts given in a note in an earlier

page.*

Here, then, is the clue to the “ mystery,” or secret, afforded

to him that hath the hearing ear. But it is one so suggestive

of solemn thought, that the boastful and the secure will

certainly regard it with disfavour. Instead of the evil of the

meal being subdued by the good of the Leaven ; the cor

recter, the scriptural interpretation of the Parable is, that the

good Christian doctrine of the professing Church became in

course of time wholly corrupted. Yet was it in the wisdom

of God so to word these Parables of the Leaven and Tree as

to intimate THE UNSUSPEOTED CHARACTER of the ecclesiastical

evil; that is to say, these do verily predict that the world

and the Church should occupy new and different relations to

one another, to those which had existed previously. So far,

therefore, are they proper to be quoted as setting forth the

early triumphs of Christianity; but no further. For it is

not revealed here by the Lord, that that which was evil

should succumb to that which was good; but that the two '

should meet, and blend, and affect each other. And the way

" See note to p. 241.
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in which this should come to pass is discernible, as will pre

sently appear, from these Parables themselves. And verily,

Satan’s previous tactics had been fearfully successful, when

this his ultimate and deadliest design now became feasible;

which was to induce the professing Church HERSELF to be

come the agent in her own more entire degradation, so that

she should actively aid in perverting or adulterating every

doctrine of her faith, which stood in the way of her complete

identification with the world : even as in the third Parable,

to be considered just now, that Church had abandoned her

true hope and calling, and had become rooted firmly to >

earth. Hence by the Middle Ages she herself had become a

, curse instead of a blessing. And how much more in accord

ance with the wishes of man’s foe must it have been that

this—this Papal Church should exist, and thrive, and work

in the world, than that it should not! For all its work did

but further his own darkest and malignant desires. At an

earlier stage, himself, as it were, in person, had had to per

form his evil work. It was he who had taken the seed from

the ground, where the divine Sower had dropped it, (Matt.

xiii. 19.) It was he who had sowed tares among Christ’s wheat,

(ver. 25.) But now here another is beheld doing his wicked

work. Thus his devices prosper, whilst he himself is un

suspected. Satan was transformed into an angel of light.

And this agent Of his persisted in esteeming herself the

Bride of the Lamb.

We are now, therefore, in a position to survey the actual

picture which the Lord in this fourth Parable designed to

represent.

((1.) A woman, or wife,"é is ever in the Word of God the

symbol of the professing Church 1' Of Christ.

(6.) That the symbol herepoints to some false or wicked

Church, is evident from the evil work in which this woman

" 71m), 1‘ See the Author’s published Sermons on Luke xv., pp. 19, 20.
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is beheld to be engaged. Besides which, it is not without

significance, that whereas in the other Parables, where any

individual is seen, the Lord Jesus Christ himself fills the

forefront of the picture ; here, this Church, so called, stands

prominently forth, instead of Him. Thus in the fourth

Epistle, already considered, the woman there named was

shewn to have occupied the place which rightfully belonged

to her husband, the king of Israel. This Church, then, is

Jezebel, or Babylon, the mother of harlots and of the abomi

nations of the earth : the introducer, thatlis, of the leaven,

and the cause of its spreading.

(0.) Leaven stands in the New Testament chiefly for these

three things z—Hypocrisy, (so Luke xii. 1.) The leaven of

the Pharisees is hypocrisy. Or, again, for false doctrine, (so

Matt. xvi. 12.) They understood (as if He had been speak

ing in mystery) how that the Lord bade them “not beware of

the leaven of bread, but of the doctrine of the Pharisees and

Sadducees.” Or, once more, for malice and wickedness, (so

1 Cor. v. 8.) How well in any one, or in all of these par—

ticulars, the action of the professing Church, in her fourth

or Papal phase, corresponds with the work of this symbolic

woman in the Parable, need not be shewn.

(d.) Leaven is dough that in course of time has become

old or sour. Judaism was, indeed, good once; but now it

has waxed very old. To Israel God had given “the land ;”

but the Church lie had called with a heavenly calling. Yet

had the Church eventually so far forgotten her calling, and

come again to love that world from which she had been

separated; that, in order, undera specious pretext, to gratify

her earthly bias, which had been kept in check, and dis

countenanced by pure Christianity, she had recourse to the

doctrines of that covenant which had “vanished away ;” and

these she amalgamated with the religion that the Master

had inaugurated. Romish writers love to descant upon the
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correspondence of their wretched system with Judaism. Nor

are they far from correct. Such is Popery,-a medley of

Christian, and Jewish, and Pagan principles and doctrines

and practices. Ofttimes its incongruous admixture of this

old leaven, and its imported rites and ceremonies, are but

thinly covered over with terms borrowed from Christianity.

But then this heterogeneous jumble induces “false doc

trine ;” and was effected for “hypocritical,” or worldly and

“ wicked” purposes.ii

(a) The result of all this was, that religious evil at length

thoroughly imbued and carnalised the whole visible Church

When even it had permeated everywhere, there was still true

Wheat or meal present. Yet the contagion reached and

affected every one and every thingrl' Thus the Walden

sian witnesses for God were only partially alive to the abo

minations everywhere around them. Luther himself was

once, as we know, a sincere Roman Catholic monk. How

had the professing Church fallen, and her weapons of war

with sin and with the world, not indeed perished, but suf

fered to slip from her hands? And all this in order that she

might grasp the sceptre of power, and quaff the bowl of

pleasure!

Ah! had we been privileged to be the companions of

Christ, as He first went about sowing the good seed of the

kingdom, and had we witnessed the wondrous change

effected in the hearts and lives Of men that received it;

could we have supposed that the time would come when not

only Christ’s little band would become a large and strange

company, but when, through the insincerity in the profes

sion of some of them, that company would join hands and

' The reader is supposed to be conversant with the evidence adduced in the

preceding chapter, as to the rise and spread of Judaism within the Church.

Hence, what was then largely proved is now only briefly alluded to.

f 1;”So in the parallel fourth epistle: “ That which thou hast ‘left’ hold

as .
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be united to the world that hated and had crucified their

Master, and which would, to the very end* of the dispensa

tion, persist in its rejection of Him, even though veiled under

a Judas form of homage; yea, and when at the last, the

walls of separation between that company and the world out

side, having been quite broken down, and the two become

identical, that that now at best motley company would itself

endeavour to pervert the doctrines, and thoroughly to change,

though still under a religious garb, the practice from

heavenly to earthly the Lord had marked out; and should

any one oppose these innovations, then, with rancorous

hatred, to persecute such even unto death? Yet, as we

know too well, all this has come to pass. Here, then, you

have this amazing fourth stage in ecclesiastical sin, exhibited

before you in these Parabolic mysteries of the kingdom.

Now let us turn to the previous one, by which this last

had become possible.

3. In what light are we to regard the third Parable? It

is generally admitted, and is, indeed, obvious, that the third

and fourth Parables are connected with each other. In fact,

the manner of the connexion of the whole seven will be pre

sently shewn. But the fourth Parable we have ascertained

to set forth the culminating point in the professing Church’s

guilt. Now, in what way was this fearful climax reached?

No one becomes very bad all at once. Four stages are

traceable in the first four Parables-1' The fourth we have

seen to have been arrived at when the Church herself

actively helped on her own complete degradation and ruin.

How came her conscience to be so numbed, and her heart

so set upon wickedness? The bad woman was not always

hold and brazen-faced in sin. If this professing Church had,

' John xv. 19. What a contrast we have here to the history of the Iro

fessiug Church !

'I' So Popery, which we shall presently find to be adverted to in this

ggfiaéble, is, as the first four Epistles prove, but the fourth stage inthe Church’s
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in process of time, so entirely forgotten or departed from her

high and holy calling, that everything of a heavenly nature

was prostituted for earthly purposes; how came it to pass

that her affections became so very firmly fixed upon the

things of earth? Peradventure, it will be found that this

third Parable will reveal the third and previous stage in her

decline,

Now that the true scope and teaching of this Parable may

be ascertained ; and that it may be made apparent to the can

did reader that it also, as the fourth already considered, con

templates not so much the spread of Christianity, except as of

a corrupted sort, in consequence of the enemy’s admixture

of tares among the wheat ; let us proceed to examine it, as we

did the former one, in the light of other scriptures. The

true state of the case is, as we hope quickly to prove, the

third and fourth Parables disclose the advance, or growth in

sin, of the Tares ; whilst in contrast, the fifth and sixth

Parables continue, though under other images, the growth in

holiness and love of those symbolised by the Wheat.

(1.) And, first, the symbol here used, of a tall and tower

ing tree, is very ominous; for throughout Scripture it is

almost invariably the symbol of human power and pride.

Thus, for instance, that striking passage in Isa. ii. will at

once occur to the mind: “The day of the Lord of hosts

shall be upon every one that is proud and lofty, and upon

every one that is lifted up, and he shall be brought low; and

upon all the cedars of Lebanon, that are high and lifted up,

and upon all the oaks of Bashan, and upon all the high

mountains, and upon all the hills that are lifted up......

And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down, and the

haughtiness of man shall be made low; and the Lord alone

shall be exalted in that day.” Here, it will be observed, that

the main thought in these verses is, that what is lifted up is

offensive to God, and must be brought low in the day of the
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Lord’s appearing. Now, with such a scripture before him,

let the reader study what is said of the Tree in this Parable,

and he will not, it is conceived, be long in coming to a. conclu

sion as to whether what is here said of the kingdom of heaven

in mystery, be in the way of commendation or of judgment.

Very few exceptions, and they but in appearance only,

occur throughout the word of prophecy, Of the symbol of the

lofty tree being used in a bad sense. One such exception

you have in Ezek. xvii. 22, which alludes to millennial times,

and which clearly have not yet arrived?‘rr For, of course, the

true people of God shall be exalted some day: the mischief

lies in anticipating, whilst the earth is yet under the dominion

of Satan, instead of patiently awaiting, that blessed time ; for,

if we safer now, we shall certainly reign with Him then,

(2 Tim. 12.) Again, Israel is oft compared to a tree, but

then the symbol is invariably of some FRUIT tree, as of a

fig-tree; and Oftener still to a weaker, frailer tree—viz,

the vine. But the roosting of the birds in this fourth

Parable seems to have been the only use of the Tree there

represented; and the mention of the fowls here will be

plainly proved just now to be of evil significancy. As to the

comparison of Israel-1' to a tree, that tends, if rightly viewed,

to establish, rather than to invalidate, the rule above given.

For, as was largely shewn in Part II., Chap. 1., Sect. 2, the

calling of the Church is a heavenly one; whereas, in contra

distinction thereto, Israel’s calling was an earthly one. Whilst

God has blessed us with all spiritual blessings in the heaven—

lies in Christ; the promises to Israel were such as these, whilst

" It will be evident, also, upon a. survey of the whole of Ezek. xvii, how

the image of the tree came here to be at all used in a good sense. For it is

here referred to in contrast to that tree in the former verses, where it had been

the symbol of evil.

1‘ If in Rom. xi. the Christians are compared to an olive-tree, it should be

remembered that this was on purpose to keep up the chain of reasoning, that

the Church was now called to witness for God, as Israel had been called. But

this does not hinder, if the Church is so called, but that her calling from other

scriptures may be shewn to be a much higher one.

Z
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- God was their King: “Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body,

and the fruit of thy ground, and the fruit of thy cattle, the

increase of thy kine, and the flocks of thy sheep. Blessed

shall be thy basket and thy store,” (Dent. xxviii. 4, 5.)

(2.) Accordingly, in the preceding Parable, the second, the

Lord has preferred to compare His true people unto corns of

wheat. This was utterly a new symbol, in so far as its appli

cation tO persons is concerned. Never, throughout the Old

Testament, are these thus represented; and necessarily was

the symbol so new. For He himself, the first Corn of wheat,

must die ERE there could be others, (John xii. 24.) But this

startling and significant symbol contemplates not only some

thing vastly different to that which is suggested by a Tree;

but also, and further, something precisely its opposite. For

wheat penetrates but little into earth ; and as it ripens, so in

proportion it lives less and less thereon ; then presently dying

to earth altogether, it thus, as now fully ripe, is gathered safe

into the garner.“E Now, the utter contrast in the images of

wheat and of a tree, should be borne in mind. Hence, for

the Lord to compare the progress Of the professing Church

at large to an umbrageous Tree, is a bad symptom indeed as

regards its true state and main feature, as if the Tares had

begun first to overtop, and then more completely to hide the

Wheat. Presently the numbers of hypocritical professors and

their course had been such, that the growth of the Church

became rank and luxuriant; and from small beginnings, even

as a mustard seed, had attained the amazing and towering

height of a great Tree. As the Assyrian of old, “its height

was exalted above all the trees of the field, and its boughs

were multiplied, and its branches became long. Because of

" So in Rev. xiv. 20, the harvest-time of both wicked and righteous is

alluded to. The grapes are said to be fully ripe, and then vengeance follows.

But previously to this vengeance on the wicked, the sickle is put into the

corn; and the reason assigned is, “The harvest of the earth is ripe,”——more

literally, “ is dried up :” E’Erlpdvdq, dead to earth.
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the multitude of the waters where it shot forth, all the fowls '

of heaven made their nests in its boughs, and under its

branches did all the beasts of the field bring forth their

young: under its shadow dwelt all great nations. There

fore thus saith the Lord God, BECAUSE thou hast lifted up

thyself in height, and it hath shot up his top among the thick

boughs, and his heart is lifted up in height; I have there—

fore delivered him into the hand of the mighty one of the

heathen; to the end that none of all the trees by the waters

exalt themselves for their height, neither shoot up their top

among the thick boughs, neither their trees stand up in their

height,” (Ezek. xxxi.) If this exaltation of those referred to

by these trees was so sinful, and demanded such a judgment,

how much more was this the case with that Church as a

mustard seed aiming to be as such a Tree? for the tree, as it

grows, continues to strike its roots deeper and deeper into

the earth. Through the presence and action of those Tares

within, the professing Church became more and more attached

to the world. All history demonstrates, as we have already

seen when considering the seven Epistles, that in its third

stage or epoch it came to covet, and to accept, and to depend

upon earthly countenance, support, and patronage. No

Church, even as no individual Christian, can serve two mas

ters: the leaning upon the proffered arm of Czesar, and the

holding on to him, was virtually a ceasing" to depend simply

and entirely upon the Lord Jesus Christ. This tree con

tinued to spread out its greedy arms or branches on every

side. _ A systematic grasping of the things of the world charac

terised the Church of this era: until at length, from having

nothing; a fourth part, if not more, of the broad acres of

Christendom belonged to the so-called Church. It is, indeed,

difficult to apply the word Church to a corporation so earthly

in its appetites, when one remembers that the etymology of

the word refers to a people “called OUT,” and enjoined to be
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separated from the world. Whether some other word, de

noting a calling unto earth, would not be more appropriate

than this, we omit to inquire. Clearly the word designating

a heavenly people is a misnomer in its application to those

symbolised by the Tree. Instead of desiring those spiritual

honours that flow from the Lord alone; those were sought

and obtained that the sovereign could confer. For this

nominal Church to be taken from earth, where it was so

rooted, it had perished ; but allowed to continue here, it grew

surprisingly. What a contrast truly we have, as we contem~

plate the humble, faithful saints, not striving with the

potsherds of the earth, even though found within the pale of

the Church, but gradually, as Wheat, dying to all here; and

then glance at the hypocrites, using religion itself as a

stepping-stone for advancement in this world, and who con

sequently soon outvie and outstrip, in this one respect, those

“unknown, but yet well known i” The Tares may possibly

get earth: the others are in due season gathered safe into

God’s barn.

(3.) And thus that Church had not only got a sure footing

on earth, but a large place, and firmly established therein. -

Yet, when the Lord had first begun to call out its members

from the world, He had addressed them on this wise: “ If ye

were of the world, the world would love its own; but be

cause ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out

of the world, therefore the world hateth you.” Alas! the

position of the professing Church to the world now—a-days

is such an altered one, that the remark is not uncalled

for, that this warning of Christ’s was not addressed to the

apostles as mere individuals, but in their representative char

acter. The “world hates you ” indeed! When some came

to be seduced from their pretended allegiance to Christ, and

to shake hands with the world, its hatred was succeeded by

love. That love became mutual. Union with that world,
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and a fair share of its honours, wealth, and of influence

therein, quickly followed. To Jesus all the glory Of this

world had been proffered by its rebel-king, but sternly and

peremptorily refused by Him. Not that the kingdoms of

this world shall never belong to Christ! We all know better.

He is awaiting at the Father’s right hand, for the Father’s

time to come, when His enemies shall be made His footstool.

But His investiture He would not receive at the hands of

Satan, though urged by the frank and true avowal, “To

whomsoever I will, I give it.” No; Christ consented that

the world should slay its rightful Lord. NOW that He has

risen again, the world is constantly ringing with the insult

ing cry, “We will not have this man to reign over us,” (Luke

xix. M.) Thus it is apparent that the usurper still exercises

his sway as the god of this world, and fans its intense hatred

of Christ. His people, then, are admonished, as we have

seen just now, by Him, that by the true and faithful love they

bear Him, they accept His own rejected position here; and,

by uncompromising steadfastness, and devoted witness for

Him, consent to entire identification with His name and

cause here, as He does there before God’s throne. They

may, indeed, with all their love, and with tender affection,

urge men to be reconciled to God. They may point to the

outstretched hands, and bleeding, willing heart of this dear

Saviour. But no compromise must be, or can, from the

nature of the case, and from the relative position of the

parties, be endured. Christ is still in the place of rejection

by the world. Therefore, as any one believes on Him, he is

also to go forth without the camp bearing His reproach.

There he encounters this inscription, “If so be we suffer with

Him, we shall also be glorified together.”

But to be like Jesus here, the professing Church has not

agreed. She is quite willing to have His crown hereafter;

but not His cross now. For fifteen centuries, this said

W;mzizaww~hwb.fléuwdflv;~ ,..‘,-.4 - . ,
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Church and the world have perfectly understood each other.

It has been found of mutual advantage to the EARTH'LY in

terests of either party that an alliance between them should

exist. As to the world: religion, instead of an unpleasant

and ugly phantom to frighten, becomes a positive and great

gain. Religion is not only now one of the world’s indul

gences, but it has become a necessary one. Without it,

none of the others could be thoroughly enjoyed Then, as

to the nominal Church, look around you and behold what it

has gained by thisengagement, in point of worldly import

ance and carnal ease. How different to the lot of those

first Christians, who wandered about in catacombs and on

mountains, proscribed, hunted, and tortured 1 Oh, how keenly

must the Lord feel all this 1 His so—called spouse, enriched

by the adulterous world;-—-by that world whose hatred of

Himself is as unrelenting as ever, although the cloak of

religion it has assumed, in order that its success in gaining

over His Church might be the more complete I How potent

the snare has been I Lured perhaps by the thought of bring

ing all to Christ, witness her consent to a corrupted Chris

tianity; corrupted, as has been shewn in the previous

chapter, in doctrine, in practice, and in rite. The kingdom

of heaven is like to a mustard-seed, which became a tree.

Now it is strangely coincident, that the power, the wealth,

and the grandeur of Babylon and its ruler, had been set

forth under this 'very same figure of a tree. (See Dan. iv.)

For, bearing in mind the fact that this image, when pro

perly understood, all through prophecy, has an evil aspect;

and again, that the proud ruler of BABYLON has in one

place been certainly typified by it; and thirdly, that a

woman or harlot ofBABYLON is 0ft referred to in theBool:

of Revelation, and is demonstrably an ecclesiastical system:

then in view of the remarks as to the world’s Union with

the Church just now oflered ; what a startling and porten
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tons renewal of the type in Daniel may be here discerned !

And then, again, how all this corresponds with the testimony

in the third Epistle. There, as the reader will perhaps re

member, it was ascertained that the Spirit hinted that

Babylon’s corrupt practice had commenced in the third

epoch. - Here, by comparison with other scripture, appears

another hint to the same effect.

(41.) How aptly, too, the type of a tree, with its smaller

branches forming part of larger ones, corresponds with the

arrangement of worldly power and dignity in the Church?

Surely there is no one who will argue that all these various

grades of rank, each rank having another above it, till

we come even to archdeacon, and dean, and bishop, and

archbishop ; that all these were instituted by Christ. But in

sacred things, what has not proceeded from Him cannot be

good. How He refused to accept man’s imaginary improve

ments and additions when He was upon earth 2 How

solemn is His warning, “ In vain they do worship me, teach

ing as doctrines the commandments of men!” Yea, more,

this tree-like arrangement of rank would seem to be opposed

to His will who said, “One is your master, even Christ, and

all ye are brethren.” And, again, “The kings of the Gentiles

exercise lordship over them; but ye shall not be so.” But

we leave this. Yet it was necessary, in passing, to refer to

this, in order that the reader might perceive from the

Parable, as from the seven Epistles, what were those evils,

indicated by the Lord to be at work, which should bring on

the Union of Church and world. This union and assimila

tion to the world would naturally foster all these gradations

of rank: they obtain in the world, as for instance in the

* There need not be any doubt entertained as to whether the higher eccle

siastics are symbolised by the higher branches or by the greater branches.

For since the emblem is of growth on earth, and of growth in proportion as

earth is drawn from; therefore it is plain that the chief dignitaries are re

garded as the main branches of the system, or as pieces of the trunk.

k
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army and navy; why should they not also obtain in Christ’s

Church? The practice of these Nicolaitanes and Prelacists

had commenced, as has been in the preceding chapter shewn,

even before the third epoch ; but when the nominal Church

joined the world, then such an arrangement became abso

lutely necessary. (Compare Rev. ii. 6 with ii. 15.) Thus

how wonderfully do the seven Epistles and these seven

Parables, when carefully examined in their prophetical

aspect, corroborate and dovetail into one another; and so

greatly tend to confirm the correctness of our interpretation.

And further, what we remarked concerning the use of leaven

as a type, also pertains to this other Parable. For when

men speak not only of nations being “ leavened with reli

gion,” but also of “branches of Christ’s Catholic Church

being planted ” amongst them ; whilst by their adoption of

such figures, they admit the appositeness of these Parables,

and the appropriateness of the types therein; they also

thereby witness as to the unsuspected character of the evil

implied: for otherwise they would not so quote them,

glorying in that Which should be their shame. The very use

of these figures, though correct, carries in it the condemna

tion of the things represented by them.“i

(5.) So, too, that clause in this Parable is valuable which

reveals that “the birds of the air come and lodge in the

branches ” of this prophetic and mystic Tree. It is valuable

on this ground, inasmuch as it greatly assists us in obtain

ing the true interpretation of the Parable; in determining

whether the Parable prophesies of evil or of good. For

“birds of the air ” are continually referred to in Scripture

* Should any one object that the term branch, when thus adopted by men,

is used in reference to the seven candlesticks; the answer is, that those

candlesticks were seven distinct ones, and not seven branches. See in Part 1.,

Chap. UL, the illustration of the difference of thought between the seven

branches of one candlestick as in Jewish times, and the seven distinct

candlesticks as in this dispensation. Besides which, in speaking of a branch

of the Church being planted in such a place, they remove all doubt as to

their meaning. ‘
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in an evil sense. Thus, when Abram offered a sacrifice of

a heifer, goat, &c., “the fowls came down upon the carcases,

but Abram drove them away,” (Gen. XV. 11.) Or, again, “as

a cage is full of birds, so are their houses full of deceit,"

(Jer. v. 27.) What is still more important testimony, is,

that in another of this very cluster of Parables, we perceive

the action of the birds, and there it is undoubtedly evil:

“ Some seeds fell by the wayside, and the birds came and

devoured them up.” Which passage, Christ himself thus

interprets: “When any one heareth the word of the king

dom and understandeth it not, then cometh the wicked one

and [by his agents] catcheth away that which was sown in

his heart,” (Matt. xiii. 4-, with ver. 19.) But if the figures

in a Parable are to be explained, now in one sense and now

in another; then, obviously, we must cease to hope of ever

ascertaining the Lord’s own mind. Now, Christ has him

self in this chapter taught in what light we are to regard

“the birds ;” which being so, it is not permitted to us even

to modify, much less totally to change His own way of H1

terpretation.

But if the mention of the presence of “the birds” is to be

regarded as an unfavourable omen in the Parable, then have

we a clue to the import of the Parable as a whole: and

which, though quite opposed to the ordinary and superficial

view taken of it, demands our acceptance, and that our own

previous views should be abandoned or changed to accord

therewith. We learn that as Satan by his emissaries first

endeavoured to hinder the spread of Christianity; and as

his second, which we shall perceive in the Parable of the

Tares, was to corrupt that spreading of Christianity; so here

we have his third work—viz, by means of the corruptions

and presence of 'ungodly men in the visible Church to ren

der that Church worldly, and to lead it to entwine its roots

firmly to earth. And thus the hope of professors being
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changed from heavenly to earthly, and from desire of things

unseen, creating a disregard for things seen, to the craving

of these mundane things themselves; though ecclesiastics

might not admit the reality and greatness of this change,

still those typified by “the birds of the air ” did. Before,

there had been little to induce such, whilst retaining their

love of the world, to join themselves thereunto. But now

the earthly greatness and comfort to be found therein, per

mitted and encouraged these “birds ” or “ harpies ” tO make

their nest, and there to roost. That is to say, by the action of

the Tares of the second Parable,—that is, of professors who

loved honour and power and wealth,—the Church, when oc—

casion Offered, through imperial advances, sprung, or rather

soared, up into a place of lofty dignity. Now, downright

worldly men could and would jOin it; before, there was

nothing to suit them.

(6.) One further thought in the parable we must notice;

and that is the expressed contrast between the seed itself

and that which, in some sort, should eventually grow out of

it. The foundation of Christianity is One rejected and

crucified by the world. Its early friends were certainly not

induced by the prospect of any large earthly advantages

accruing to embrace it. Its doctrines and primary features

were most essentially and utterly opposed to everything of a

worldly nature. Identification with that rejected Christ,

both here as well as there, and deadness and nonconformity

with the principles, the ways, the actions, the everything of

the world, were cardinal tenets therein. An appeal to Scrip

ture in proof, would be almost tO quote any page of the New

Testament. Yet, strange to say, and here is the point re

ferred to, this said Church, by professing to wage war with

the world, and with weapons not carnal, should yet come,

not only to obtain thereby a pleasant home in the world,

but even become the home itself of the unchanged world.
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There is something strange,”E arid even INCONGRUOUS, that a

religion calling to deadness to the world, and to heavenly

mindedness, and even to “ weeping ” over those who “minded

earthly things,” should yet ITSELF become the stepping-stone

by which its professors should get much wherewith to gratify

“ the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of

life.” Thus it was needful that Christ should indicate

that there should be an effect, in this third stage of the

nominal Church’s decline and sin, not in accordance with its

cause. Yet would He do so in figure, in order that, to

“ those without,” it might be true that they, seeing, saw not.

But what simile should He use? for nearly all God’s works

in the world are according to certain fixed laws, from which

there is scarcely any deviation. Of a fig-tree men do not

gather grapes, neither of a vine do they gather figs. But

here is one exception. The mustard is not only the least of

the trees, but, properly speaking, it is not a, tree at all, but

an herb. Upon this exception Christ admirably fixes, in

order to shew the dissimilar and incongruous results of the

spread of His religion: “ The kingdom of heaven is like to

a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, and sowed in his

field: which indeed is the least of all seeds: BUT when it is

grown, it is greater than herbs, and [even] becometh a TREE,

so that the birds of the air come and lodge in the branches

thereof.”

(7.) Now the reader will perhaps apprehend why the

fourth Parable, with the meaning which we have shewn to

belong to it, should follow after this third. For the Church,

abandoning her heavenly calling, and becoming rooted and

* “ This is the point to which the Lord calls especial attention: not its

greatness in itself, but its greatness when compared with the seed from whence

it springs.”—Trench on the Parables, p. 105. That text in Ps. lxxv. has

sometimes been quoted negligently: “Promotion cometh neither from the

east, nor from the west. God is the judge : he putteth down one, and setteth

up another.” The answer is, It is a psalm of Asaph; and all the psalms of

Asaph will be found, on examination, to refer to the Second Advent.
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established in the earth, would also necessitate and impera

tively require that the doctrines which she was enjoined to

teach should be remoulded after, at best, a Jewish, and, in

many respects, a heathenish form. Otherwise, between her

worldly practice and her spiritual teaching, the jar would

have been intolerable, and the discrepancy palpable. Besides

which, an unscriptural way of life tends to beget and to foster

a departure from sound doctrine. Accordingly, we here learn

that perversions of Scripture were first made for worldly ends;

and then presently, as a further result, at the beginning, the

more refined, and afterwards the grosser doctrines of Popery

loomed into view. In other words, joining the two Parables

together, the Nicolaitane Clericals and Prelacists, soaring

higher and higher, and becoming of increasing importance

in the mystical earthly Tree, eventually claimed to be them

selves peculiarly the Church; which Church, in her corporate

capacity as a Woman, introduced into Christianity that which

tended to elate and puff up its professors, until everything

was deteriorated, and suffered in consequence. That is to _

say, the joining of the nominal Church to the world pro

duced, as its due effect when left unbridled, thorough hetero

doxy of doctrine. Popery became first possible, and ulti

mately a fact. Romanism was the offspring from the first

unhallowed Union of Church and State. Then the fourth

Epistle unfolds to us that this Romanism, now grown to be

the woman Jezebel, has begotten daughters so strangely like

her own parent, and that they too must be “killed with

death” at the hand of the Lord Jesus.

(8.) Surely the four stages in evil are even now apparent.

The fourth, the climax in guilt, was when the professing

Church herself actively assisted in her more entire degrada

tion, when she herself sought to render herself a more fitting

partner for the world. The third stage was when, through

the love of the world, existing in the hearts of many of its
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most public members, that Church seized with joy the prof

fered hand of friendship and Union which the world offered.

The second stage was, when men, whom time demonstrated to

be truly unconverted, and who only consorted with the faith

ful as “loving the pre-emiuence,” were endured, instead of

being excommunicated by the true Church. And the first

stage was, when some for a shorter, and others for a longer

period of time, received the word with gladness, but whose

apparent vitality and hearty decision for Christ became daily

more questionable, until it was evident that other things than

love of Christ’s cross retained them in their company. Those,

in the first Parable, acting as if they truly clung to Christ,

though only for a season, are the Tares of the second. Those

Tares, bearing a resemblance to true Wheat, though the re

semblance becomes increasingly questionable, through their

love of power and place and influence; instead of being, as

they ought, when truly manifested, cast out from the Church,

are allowed to rise in position higher and higher therein,

whilst the true saints disappear into deepening obscurity.

Thus these overlopping Tares of the second become the Tree

of the third Parable, by whose agency the professing Church

seeks to make her position on earth as sure and as easy and as

advantageous as possible. Her roots strike deeper and deeper

downwards ; so that at length Satan obtains more complete

control over her, by the profession of Christianity being ren

dered so serviceable on earth, as that he can incite thorough

worldlings (birds of the air) in droves to join themselves

unto the world-Church. Then those set forth by the Tree of

the third Parable,—,-namely, the Nicolaitanes and dignitaries

claiming to be specially and peculiarly the Church,—are be

held as the Woman in the fourth Parable, by whose own

agency rapid deterioration of everything possible ensues. At

the Reformation the fourth advance in sin was repented of.

Who can say the same of the third?
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But whether men will hear, or whether they will forbear ;

whether the hearing ear and the seeing eye be given unto

them or not; still, here Christ has indicated the mysteries of

His kingdom in its present state; here has He hinted and

traced for His people the onward course of evil, in order that

they may humble themselves in His sight, and seek, not only '

partially, but entirely to come out from Babylon, and put

away from themselves the accursed thing. Even silent con

nivance of guilt is itself guilt.

4:. The intelligent reader needs not to be informed why

we have tarried much longer in the consideration of the third

and fourth Parables than we propose to do upon the first

and second. For those indeed appear to unfold, that whilst

the professing Church would dream she had almost converted

a large part of the world, even all Christendom ; Christ, on

the other hand, indicates. that it is the world which has

seduced the Church, and assimilated it in spirit unto itself.

But the first two Parables, which will now be considered

both together, merely require to be glanced at that we may

discern the origin of these two distinct classes.

For therein the four Parables in the midst of the set of

seven differ from those at its two ends, inasmuch as, whilst

the third and fourth Parables afi'ord us but, at most, a faint

glimpse of any but the wicked professors ; and the fifth and

sixth chiefly exhibit, in contrast, the preservation throughout

the existence of the kingdom in mystery of the true children

of God ; in the last or closing Parable both parties turn up,

in order that their eternal separation may be described ; and

in the second, their first commixture is set forth ; whilst the

first is a prefatory account of each of these classes, as will

be plain to the reader, when presently a plan of the Parables

will be set before him.

Now, with reference to the Tares, the following points

will be sufficient to be observed :—
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(1.) Tares do not represent “false doctrines,” as Barnes,

in his commentary, supposes. For, as Calvin remarks, “this

passage (ver. 25) cannot possibly be explained as any allusion

to doctrine, inasmuch as Christ would never have forbidden

- his servants earnestly to labour to cleanse His Church from

such corruption. Besides which,” he adds, “the Lord re

moves all doubt, when He expressly says that ‘the Tares are

the children of the wicked one.”’*

Again, Tares here do not represent any evil men in general,

but persons who appear in some respects like true Christians,

calling themselves by the same name, and performing the

same outward oflices of devotion, as the others. And further,

there is much correspondence in the persons to what Trench

witnesses only of the symbols—via, “ that wheat and tares

are not seeds of different kinds, but that the last is a

degenerate or bastard wheat.” For in what manner these

professors are “degenerate” is very clear when the two

Parables are viewed, as they should be, in their connected

form. For then it is seen that the hypocritical professors

are those who, having received the word, endure for a while;

but having no root, either one temptation or another proves

too strong for them, and in the course of time their true

character becomes apparent. Several very important cor

roborations of gospel truth, and helps to the true elucidation

of these two Parables, are gathered from this their conjunc

tion. As, for instance, when it is said that the enemy of

Christ sowed tares among His wheat, we are preserved from

the unscriptural inference that Satan is the creator of any

thing whatever, even though it be only evil. For, as the

same learned writer, quoting Augustine, records, that evil is

present not by generation but by DEgeneration.1" The

* “Non potest de doctrinaexponi, . . . nun uamenim veluisset Christus in

tali_corruptets. purganda strenue satagere. Demde nominatim Christin! filios

mahgni zizania esse dicens, duhitationem tollit.”—C'alvin in loco.

1‘ “Non generando sed degenerando." So again, on John vm. 44, “Ye
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passage, “Whilst men slept, his enemy sowed tares,” comes

therefore to mean, that through the negligence of Christ’s

servants, when men who had been impressed with the truths

of the gospel ultimately 10st those impressions, these were

allowed to continue within the pale of the Church, when

manifestly they were nothing but unconverted professors.

A second very valuable hint for us all, and which is not

without its bearing on our main controversy, also follows,

and it is this : in the subdivision by the Lord Jesus of the

empty professors into three classes :--viz., those like seed

on a rock; and those like the seed on stony ground; and those

like the seed among thorns ;-—it is very curious that the action

of all the three great enemies of man is beheld, and their rela

tive power, when viewed separately, certainly stated. Thus

where the seed falls on the rock, “ then cometh the devil and

taketh it away.” Where it falls on stony ground, there is

endurance “until tribulation 0r persecution” (which is, of

course, painful to the flesh) arises. And where it falls

among thorns, it is hindered from maturing by “ the cares

of this world.” Thus Christ declares that he who hinders

by himself the first of these classes is Satan; that what

hinders the second is the flesh; and the third is the world.

Then comes the point most worthy of notice: which is, that

each successive class endures a little longer than the one

preceding. Thus of the first class, those like the seed on

the rock, it is said that when they have heard, “ THEN ” (and

“immediately,” Mark iv. 15) cometh the devil. But of the

second, it is expressly said that they endure “for a while,”

(ver. 21.) Whilst of the third class, it is even declared that

the seed begins to spring up; only that, as the thorns

spring up “with it,” (Luke viii. 7,) it after all “becometh

are of your father the devil.” Again quoting Augustine, Trench adduces this

explanation : “ Imitando non nascendo.” It is very remarkable that the Lord

Jesus used similar language of wicked men in His own days, and whom He

kept out from hypocritical junction to Him, (John viii. 44.)
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[ultimately] unfruitful,” (Mark iv. 19) ; or, as another

evangelist writes, it “ brings no fruit to perfection.” Which

being so, seeing that the devil hinders the growth of the

first by instant action; that the flesh the second, more

tardily; and that the world ruins the third class, who yet

have even continued some time: learn we not hence which

of the three enemies of man, viewed separately)E is the most

potent ? Doth not Christ here whisper to the hearing ear that

the world, in some or other of its enchanting, it may be even

religiousaspects, has slain those who yet promised very well H

So then, thirdly, it follows, that the wicked professors

being overcome by the world more slowly than the other two

classes who were overcome by the devil and the flesh,-—that

these would, of course, be longer allowed within the pale of

the Church. And since the admixture of Tares among the

Wheat at all has been ascertained to be not by generation

but by degeneration; therefore now, even from the first and

second Parables, it is ascertained that it was professors in

*We say “viewed separately,” because it is a part of Satan’s deep craft

rather to work by the agency of the flesh or of the world, than unconnectedly.

When he induces the world to tempt the Church or the Christian, the temp

tation is most potent. In fact, whenever in the New Testament, Satan is

represented as by himself touching the children of God, he always appears

to be worsted. Thus if Hymeneus and Alexander are “ delivered unto”

him, it is merely “that they may learn not to blaspheme.” If the impure

Corinthian is “ delivered” into his hands, it is only for the destruction Of the

flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus, (1 Cor. v. 5.)

Or, once again, if the Apostle himself has a messenger of Satan to bufiet

him, it is lest he should be exalted above measure. There is the devil, the

master of pride, made to teach the Apostle a lesson of humility. How glori

ous in all this does the wisdom and power of our Lord Jesus appear!

But Satan, in order that a temptation may be all the more potent, is wont

not to trust, except with wayside hearers, to his own unaided skill or subtlety,

but to make use Of the flesh and the world. Hence, whilst the second and.

third class of those who in Parableone are seen to bring forth no fruit, through,

as has been proved, the flesh acting on the stony-ground hearers, and through

the “ world ruining those who are like the seed among thorns ; still in the

next Parable, the Tares there (which have been shewn to refer to the stony

ground and seed-amongathorns sorts of hearers) are said to have been sown

by the devil.

1‘ It is not intended for a moment to imply that any once possessing grace,

can be finally lost. This Christ distinctly denies, (John x. 28.) But many

whom we have fancied to be true Christians, time has proved to be hypocrites.

Besides which, there is not one believer who is not more or less influenced and

dragged down by the power of some temptation.

2A
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the Church who were specially overcome by the love of the

world,‘ that constituted the second stage in the religious

evil, and which would naturally tend in the direction of the

proved downward course in the assimilation of the Church

to the world 1!

Whether, also, the subdivision into three classes, also made

by Christ of the true people of God, has any implied refer

ence by contrast to the three classes of professors at once or

eventually overcome by sin, must be left to the reader’s own

judgment. Should there be a designed contrast, in those

bringing forth some thirty-fold, some sixty, and some an

hundred-fold, to the three classes of unconverted hearers, at

three ascertained difi'erent stages in time overcome: some at

once by Satan; others later by the flesh; and others only

more slowly still overcome by the world: should there be

this contrast, then it would follow that those who bring forth

the fruit thirty-fold, are they who, notwithstanding Satan’s

devices, press on and truly come to Christ, however soon

afterwards they may die; that those who bring forth the

fruit sixty-fold would be those who continue steadfast for

‘ Christ in times of persecution or tribulation; and thirdly,

that those who bring forth a hundred-fold are those who

not only come truly to Christ before they die, or who brave

open opposition, but whom the world cannot seduce, and

who are kept “unspotted” and from all illicit connexion

with it. This appears a fair and probable 1' supposition from

the two-fold subdivision of professors and of the godly each

into three classes. Why each party should be divided into

three, and that, too, in such close juxtaposition, can scarcely

be accounted for otherwise than as above. Yet he who

" That the agents in the professing Church’s ruin were seduced by the love

of the world, we shall also find declared in the prophecies of the evil agents.

See Chap. VL, Sect. 2.

'I' On this supposition we obtain an illustration of a doctrine that all Chris—

tians admit—viz., that the longer we persevere in clinging to Christ, the more

evident is it whose we are.
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believes that the great mysteries or secrets of the kingdom

are here disclosed to him that hath the docile ear to hear,

will not be content at the peculiar classification, as if in

designed parallel contrast, being slurred over ; but will admit

that some view, which meets these points, is almost impera

tively required' Then, if the contrast drawn out above be

indeed the one that the Lord intended; what a. solemn ad

monition is there then contained here to those who, having

come to Jesus, and having, too, for His name, encountered

much persecution, are yet but partially aware of the potency

of the blandishments of the world, its ease, glory, or wealth,

even though they be veiled over with somewhat of religion !

Let us be faithful and on the alert even unto death ; let us

seek for entire identification with Christ; that when His

glory shall be revealed, we may rejoice with exceeding great

joy; that then, we may shine out,* not in the present marred

state of things, but in the glorious kingdom of our Father.

(Read Luke xiv. 25—35, specially ver. 34, 35.)

(3.) Then, not to make here any further reference to those

sown on the good ground, or to the Wheat, since in the next

section we shall have to contemplate the brighter state of

things in this thirteenth of Matthew; we observe that the

presence of Tares among the Wheat is here traced to the

agency of Satan. As the evil one failed to prevent the seed

from taking root in the hearts of some,——strove inefl'ectually

against the first feeble beginnings of the kingdom of God;

—then his second and more wily design was to intermix his

own children, though with the semblance Of godliness, among

*The true idea as to the class implied by those bringing forth fruit a

hundred-fold has been deduced, in order that the godly reader may take heed

and beware of supposing that any one in a worldly position denounced in the

word by the Lor can, as it were, make amends for persistence in such a

spotted and defiled position, by using any influence thus possessed with

earnest zeal for God. This would be to enact King Saul's part over again,

and to forget that to hearken is better than the fat of rams. NO; Christ,

contrary to men’s blinded reason, argues just the contrary way : “ Except a

corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone ; but if it die, it

bringeth forth much fruit,” (John xii. 24—26.)
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the true children of God. His object, the third and fourth

Parables of this series explain, as we have already seen;

which was, that the Church might forget her heavenly calling

and settle down comfortably on earth. And thus the great

New Testament charge, that the world hated and rejected

Christ, would be set aside, and its consummate guilt respect

ably veiled over. The individual responsibility resting upon

each one signalised by the Wheat to testify of Jesus in every

way, with hands unbribed to charge the world with murder,

and ‘to warn of coming wrath, unless the deed were truly

repented over, and himself to refuse to be comforted until he

rested with his Lord ; all this, Of course, remained the same.

For the mischief wrought by Satan in all this intermixture, as

well as in his ulterior design revealed in the Tree and Leaven,

was really aimed at Christ himself. SO Christ witnesses:

“HIs enemy came and sowed tares.” And when He adds,

“ and went his way,” the Lord appears to indicate how that,

as the after-working and consequences of this mischievous

deed became more and more fully apparent, He himself would

be more entirely unseen and unsuspected HENCE it is, as

we have seen, that men have naturally quoted these two

Parables, which set forth the results Of this diabolical work,

in the tares “GROWING” into “atree ” and into a professing

Church, becoming so set upon evil and this world as to mingle

everything of Christ’s with leaven; hence it is, men have

snatched at these third and fourth Parables, fondly imagining

that they depictured the progress of Christianity. Of their

sort of Christianity they might perceive revealed the progress ;

but not of the Christianity that Christ handed to His apostles.

It is progress indeed, but it is the progress of decay. Well

does this accord with the picture seen in the fourth Parable,

Of a woman, (the nominal Church,) itself instrumental in

spreading corruption. For when Satan had commenced the

mischief, “he went his way” and disappeared. For truly his
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own purposes were better served by his disappearance. Evil

needs no carefulness in fostering, even as a stone once made

to begin to fall needs no further impulsion.

Nor would Christ then, at the beginning of the evil,

interfere. It is not His way. Rather, God allows evil to

run its course to a large extent unchecked, that His own

people may be sifted and winnowed and tried. Hence He

says, “Suffer both to grow together.” And accordingly, in

the third and fourth Parables, we have the growth of the

evil; and in the fifth and sixth, the simultaneous yet con

trasted growth of the good. The wicked professors grow into

an earthly Tree of Jewish or Babylonish proportions ; there

they soar higher and higher above their fellows; there are

its roots struck deeper and deeper into the world; and this

they call the Church. Then, this Church, or woman, leavens

or corrupts everything, to suit her perverted and diseased

appetite. The Wheat, on the other hand, is soon overtopped

' by the Tares, and resemble divers coins or treasure HIDDEN

from the gaze of men, and of “ one pearl ;” that is,

Christianst with their hearts knit together in love, and so

“growing,” not only up into Christ, though unseen by men,

but also “growing” in love to one another. More will be

added concerning this simultaneous, though contrasted grow

ing together 1‘ of the wheat and tares in the next section.

* Of the wicked professors, it is said that they shall be bound “together in

bundles.” The reader, in the preceding chapter, had many specimens of al

lusive contrast brought before him. Is there one here? Does Christ in this

word, “bind them in bundles,” allude to the human systems of union which

Obtain in the nominal Church? Allude, that is, in order to deny that they

have any real union, even though there be “ a confederacy.” Whilst, on the

other hand, the true people of God are contemplated first as divers separate

coins, and then together as one pearl : true growth contrasted with its mere

semblance. For, indeed, the righteous have a glorious Centre, in whom they

are all one. Not so the wicked.

+ This contrasted growing, as here revealed by the Lord in these Parables,

He himself will make manifest when He comes—“I will say.” No corn

mentator on this chapter has called attention to the very remarkable break in

the Parable which occurs in these words. For the words, “I will say,”

rather become the after explanation of the Parable, than the place where thev

are found—via, in the Parable itself. Does not this break exhibit the Lord’s

earnestness that judgment should be left to Him?
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(5.) The main difference of feature between the second Pa

rable and the seventh is this : in that the second chiefly re

spects the present intermia-ture of the Tares with the Wheat,

and how that intermixture was effected. As to the manner,

the junction of the first Parable with the second, as we have

seen, sheds much light. Then, as the second Parable exhibits

the Lord’s long-suffering ; so, after the growth of the Tares, as

traced in Parables three and four, and after the growth of

the Wheat, as traced contrastedly in Parables five and six ;

lastly, the seventh exhibits the final separation of these two

classes. Now, in the seventh Parable, when the wicked pro

fessors are at last taken in hand by the Lord, it will be ob

served that Christ behaves as if the Tares, by their presence

and action in the tree and leaven, had thoroughly marred the

face of the visible Church. For first, Christ does not enter

upon His administration, merely assuming the visible supre

macy of that worldly ecclesiastical kingdom which the Tares

had established upon earth; as if there were in that “ tree-”

like aspect of government and relation to the world as such,

one single atom of good ; as if one single root by which the

visible Church had become united to earth, were of His

ordination. But, on the contrary, sitting on high, He thence

despatches his angelic attendants, upsetting and judging all

the skilful arrangements of evil men ; and now at last, His

patience, quite exhausted, hurling into eternal woe Satan’s

human instruments, by means of whom, after he had himself

“gone his way ” and disappeared, the professing Church had

become so defiled and debased with earthly things and pros

tituted. Nor, secondly, does Christ establish His saints them

selves in the kingdom thus marred ; no, not merely are the

wicked worldly Tares taken in hand, but so utterly does the

whole system, established and sustained mainly by and for

them, perish ; but in contradistinction thereunto, the right

eous shine out as the sun in the true kingdom, even the
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kingdom of their Father. The Tree, with its upas branches

all over Christendom, is digged up by the roots ; in bundles

are the professors tied; and the present dispensation ends,

as all that have preceded it have ended, in a fearful climax

of wickedness, though still with the form of godliness. And

even as the blessed Son of God, when He came Himself in

person, encountered, and that from the so~called religious too,

a total rejection: so, now that the gospel of His grace has

come near to men, and the story of His matchless love and

unparalleled mercy is constantly proclaimed; yet shall it

also, in the long-run, fare as He fared. And so Christendom

specially, Christendom almost only, shall, as many scriptures

teach, go down to hell for ever. “ Thou also shalt be cut

off.” Sad indeed it is to think that such should be the

fearful end with respect to very many and high professors,

and of times of mercy like the present. Yet such, we know,

is the unvarying testimony of all Scripture, as also of this

chapter.

SEc'rION 2.

The bright side of these Parables; or, the growth of the

heavenly Wheat.

Then, is Christianity a failure? Has God’s purpose mis

carried? Oh, no i The visible Church may decline, but the

Lord knoweth them that are His. These He will Himself

keep from the prevalent and abounding iniquity. Hence

the design of the Lord in the next two Parables, the fifth and

the sixth, is to shew that He has reserved to Himself some,

yea, many thousands, who either have not been defiled by

Babylon, or else shall be delivered and preserved by His grace

from it. Hence, too, the suiting of the action to the word,

and the appropriateness of these Parables with the seventh;

not being spoken, as the preceding ones, to the multitudes
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without, but to the disciples in the house privately. Now,

as in the third and fourth Parables, by reason of the luxuri

ant growth of the Tares, the Wheat were scarcely discernible;

so in these fifth and sixth Parables, of the Treasure and the

Pearl, the wicked professors are almost lost to view. Thus

Christ, at the day of judgment, when some will protest as to

what they have done for His cause, will briefly answer all

they can adduce with the terrible announcement, “I never

knew you ;” so here. There is a sense, of course, in which

nothing and no one escapes His omniscient gaze. But there

is also a sense in which He knows those only whom He

approves. And here, in these two Parables, His love and

delight in His chosen appears to be so entire that the others

are almost unnoticed.

But what is the distinct truth taught in the sixth Parable,

that is not 'taught in the fifth? No one will charge the Lord

with needless repetition : somewhat additional, then, we must

certainly look for in the latter Parable than in the former.

For the Church is not only the Treasure in the fifth, but the

Pearl in the sixth ; and Christ is the Buyer in both?“

2. Some have suggested that the fifth Parable, which

treats of the Treasure as it were stumbled upon, affords us

the first view which Christians ordinarily obtain of Christ ;

which is that of His receiving of all, and of any, sinners who

inclined to come to Him, as if it were almost the sum total

* We are quite aware that the ordinary interpretation of these two Parables

refers the fifth Parable to the value of the Church in Christ’s eyes, and the

sixth to the value of Christ in the Church's eyes. And some degree of truth

there is, indeed, in thus viewing the sixth, as the estimate which the Church

puts upon Christ. For as she is imbued with His Spirit, and is led to reci

procate His wondrous love; so what He thinks of her, she, in her measure,

thinks of Him. But this is only a secondary and an accommodated interpre

tation, and consequent upon the primary and true one. For, first, the Church

is never in Holy Scripture compared to a man ; but in the sixth‘ Parable it is

said the kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant MAN seeking goodly pearls ;

which is language stronger than that used in the fifth Parable, and yetwhich

is allowed to refer to the delight of Christ in His true Church. And, again,

though Christians are called to give up all for Christ, yet verily they part

with nothing to what Christ parted with. Nor, thirdly, is it right to say that

by what we have we can buy Christ.
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of His occupation and of His goodness towards us. And

again, that the sixth Parable affords us the later view which

Christians get of Christ: namely, that Christ was the first

Seeker, and not the sinner ; that we seek God only because

He is seeking us. So in Luke xv. 8, 9, His diligent search

by the Spirit is set before us. Now, although it is true that

both these views are scriptural, yet plainly the latter con

templates more of Christ’s grace than does the former; and,

consequently, is more slowly* apprehended.

(1).) Again, it has been noticed that the buried coins-1' set

forth the Church as composed of many individuals ; whilst

the sixth Parable depictures the Church as united by the

Spirit into one beauteous pearl. So in the Song of Solomon,

“ My love, my undefiled, is but one.” Now, when the Church

is viewed as thus complete, as thus united together in love

to Christ and to the general members ; when the saints have

abandoned those human systems of confederacy that the

Tares have reared, and by which they were divided; when

the Church is contemplated as thus grown up into Christ in

all things,—well may the seventh Parable treat of the inter~

position of the Lord Jesus.

(0.) And thus, thirdly, whilst the fifth Parable rather sets

forth the relative value of the Church in Christ’s eye; the

sixth reveals her matured and peerless beauty.

3. The chief worth of the Pearl consists in the arbitrary

estimation of its valuer. People are wont to put an arbi

trary value upon many things. Thus, a parting gift is es

'* The same sort of growth is traceable in the Song of Solomon. Thus, in

cha . 16, the bride says, “My beloved is mine,” before she says, “I am

his. ’ But presently, in chap. vi. 3, she learns to transpose the order. Yea,

and further on, the minor truth is wholly merged in the major, (chap. vii. 10.)

That is, the fact of Christ’s glory in our salvation, and the other fact of our

salvation, are gradually apprehended as to their relative greatness. So these

two Parables (fifth and sixth) set forth the growth of the true Wheat in the

apprehension of Christ’s love, until they do, in a secondary sense, what He

did more wondrously—part in love with all possessed.

'I‘ See Author’s sermon on Luke xv. 8.
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teemed at a higher price than its own intrinsic worth. The

trifling present, as a memorial of a deceased friend, we ever

place among our chief valuables. So, too, a sickly or a de

formed child, its mother loves almost better than all the rest

of her family. How unlike a pearl is to gold ; crush it, and

it is worthless! Now, the Lord Jesus Christ was pleased to

put an arbitrary value upon those souls composing His elect

Church. In themselves they are not only unprofitable ; by

nature they are sinful and abominable. Had hell been their

everlasting portion, it had also been their rich desert. But

the glory of rescuing such from their condig'n, and apparently

inevitable ruin ; the glory that would accrue should He suc

ceed in bringing such as His Church near unto Himself, and

in Him to the Father; the glory of being its Author, the

Source of all its predestined joy, He was pleased to consider

worth every sacrifice. For this Church is to be the brightest

result of grace, and its most magnificent exhibition. Through

it He does and will teach to astonished choirs of angels, what

depths and heights of unexplored love, and what infinite

resources of mercy there is in Deity, (Eph. iii. 10, ii. 7.)

That Church, through Him, is to occupy throughout eternity

the most exalted position in glory next to Himself. It is to

be the living home and palace of the Godhead for ever. But

all this is owing to the Lord Jesus Christ. The more grace

heaped on these unworthy souls that form the Church; the

more glory accrues to Him, its divine Cause, its Possessor,

and its Head. The more fondly the Father shall embrace

them; the more does He exhibit His intense delight in the

work of His beloved Son. Now, Christ condescended to

esteem this glory resulting to Himself, as well worth what

ever it should cost Him. Hence, to obtain possession of this

one Pearl, He gave up everything. Look on the glory which

He had with the Father before the world was ; and then look

at Him hanging on the cross, and presently dead and buried,

-- .._..-__,..’c i M ....,___,-__.,- n.0,-M“meAV ./7 _ [- _ W .

_ ,_n_. . . _. . '
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even in a borrowed grave, and say what He withheld, or

what this Church did cost Him. He had nothing left. Nor

now, though He is risen again, has He aught except in con

nexion with His blood-bought Church.

(b) But He had been seeking goodly pearls. As God

loves this glory, so Christ loved glory so magnificent even in

prospect as this. The Jewish remnant that received Him

when on earth, had He seen good, He might have exalted

.into a great nation, and vanquished all His foes. But no ;

“ Christ loved the Church, and gave Himself for it.” Like as

when God said to Solomon, “Ask what I shall give thee,” that

monarch asked neither for riches, nor power, nor long life,

but for wisdom ; whereat God was so pleased, that He gave

him not only it, but also riches and honours besides : in like

manner has He dealt with Christ. Yet shall He he the King

of the Jews. Yet will God give Him the heathen for His

inheritance, and the utmost parts of the earth for His posses

sion. All this shall be His, because by dying He has brought

sinners nigh to God ; but still those sinners shall themselves

be His brightest crown, His most glorious pearl

(0.) Nor is this all. These poor sinners themselves, as,

taught by His Spirit, they come to apprehend His love, will

ingly, gladly abandon those sins that cost Him such dire

anguish. And as they come under the power and influence

of His cross, they are enabled to abandon all for Him. The

world becomes crucified to them, and they to it. Thus they

reciprocate His love, and learn to copy Him. As they are

Christ’s Treasure and Pearl, so (though of course with an in

ferior love) is Christ theirs. '

4. They are Christ’s Treasure. This the fifth Parable un

folds.* A vase of coins of various sizes regards, as we have

* There is another feature in the contrast of the two classes. Parables

three and four point at the zeal of the Tares ; Parables five and six, at the

knowledge of the love of Christ by His people. The one are rather busy with

their own works, and which too we see are evil; the other are increasingly

moved with the sense of the love of Christ.
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seen, the individual souls that go to make up the one Pearl,

or Church. They are dearly loved, and are all necessary for

His glory and joy: “but many that are now last shall be

first; and the first, last.” How dearly loved, and what

great treasure to their Lord, they are, appears from this:

that God’s thoughts were from everlasting fixed upon them,

and even when they themselves knew it not. They were

valued at, and are redeemed by, the blood of Christ, (Rom.

viii. 32.) To them the Spirit is given, and in them He in

dwells. He is bent upon raising them from the mire of sin.

Then presently, as He raised Christ their Head from the

dust of death, so will He quicken them. Yea, even now the

power to raise their bodies, and to exchange them to the

likeness of Christ, is in those Whose souls are quickened,

(Rom. viii. 11.) Then, when all is ready, ere the Lord

comes suddenly as a thief to take vengeance on a God~

hating, Christ-rejecting world; secretly as a thief He will

take away all His treasure that is therein, and they shall be

His peculiar property or inheritance for ever.

5. Truly these are blessed realities. Truly they unfold

that, if carnal men will pervert God’s gifts, and presume

upon His patience; still the rich purpose of His heart can

never fail. But the aspect revealed in these last Parables

forms such a sweet contrast to the view presented in those

preceding ; they contain in themselves so peculiarly the true

and bright hopes of the children of God; that Christ, in

order to make the contrast all the more striking in the

earthly hope of the mere professors, and in the heavenly

hope of the Spirit-born children, might well, as He did, ex

hibit the soul-ravishing prospect of this latter class, only to

His disciples apart in the house, (ver. 36.) Whilst the tower

ing and umbrageous Tree, and Leaven of earthly Jewish

hope, well suited the thoughts and aspirations of the sons of

earth; these fifth and sixth Parables, which set forth the

“w.__N_M _
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love of Christ and His true Church‘s inheritance in that

rich and costly love; and also the seventh Parable, which

pointed to the final end of each class: these were uttered to

those who, attached to Himself, had gone forth unto Him in

separation from the world.

6. The experience, whilst continued on earth, of these

truly heaven;b0rn souls, had been alluded to by the Lord

Jesus in the first and second Parables. The first corn of

wheat is the Lord Jesus Christ. But He having died,

brought forth much fruit. Thus, He witnesses, “Except a

corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone ;

but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit,” (John 24.)

Hence their origin is from Him. Life they derive from His

death. The story of His love in dying for them through

grace wins their hearts. The word received therein, becomes

incorporated* with themselves. Christ and they become

one. Their life is hid with Christ in God. The more they

live on Jesus; or, to keep to the figure, the more Wheat there

is in the ear of corn; the more humble and lowly are they in

their own eyes. That is to say, the stalk of wheat, increas

ing in weight in the ear, increasingly bends down. Should

a stormy wind of persecution blow over it, its security con

sists in meekly bowing its head to the blast. Thus they

become more and more like unto Him that entered the tomb

for them: as He died for them, so they die to all here in

love to Him. Little was it ever connected with earth ; and

* So “the shew-bread sets forth Christ and His people too. Thus, in John

vi. 48, our Lord speaks of Himself as the Bread : ‘ I am that bread of life.’

Then, in 1 Cor. x. 16, you have authority for considering all those that feed

on Christ as the Bread too : ‘The bread which we break, is it not the com

munion of the body of Christ? For we being many, [twelve loaves,] are one

bread and one body.’ Only pray mind how it is we come to be a part of the

Bread too. By feeding on Christ; that is the way. So it is written, ‘The

bread which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ?’ and

then the reason is assigned, ‘ For we are all partakers of that one bread.’ Take

a case in nature. You eat a piece of bread ; but part of that goes, not only to

sustain, but even to form an integral part of our own body.”-—Vide Author’s

Sermons on the Levitical Dispensation, p. 14g:
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as it ripens upwards, it withers downwards. For a Chris

tian or a Church to get more and more rooted to earth, is as

contrary to all analogy and actual order, as it would be for

an enormous thriving Tree, with innumerable roots in every

direction, to have sprung from the least of all seeds, (Par

able 3.) It could not be true corn-seed to produce this re

sult. It must be tares, cockle, darnel, mustard-seed, or what

else you will. True that the Wheat, if they are white within,

have yet chaff without. What then, God has His flail of

sorrow, afliiction, sickness, &c., wherewith He will remove it.

And ultimately when the corn is quite ripe upwards, and

quite dead downwardsf“ it shall be gathered into God’s, the

heavenly garner.

7. The manner of the growth of those symbolised as the

wheat, is thus WHOLLY different from the growth of those

characterised as tares. Both classes, be it remembered, are

outwardly religious : but the one class takes firmer and

firmer hold of earth ; the other increasingly relaxes that sort

of bold : the one continues so to progress and flourish upon

earth, that the great Tree of a Church united to the world is

the first consequence, (Parable 3,) and ultimately Popery

itself, (Parable 4i ;) of the other class, Christ’s love is its only

position and inheritance, whereby they become rooted in

Him, and, growing up into Him in all things, they become

more and more closely united to all the Lord’s people,

through growing closeness of intimacy with Christ himself,

and through more complete emancipation from those earthly

systems and party walls, that the Tares have built up to such

an incredible height and thickness. Then, when at last dead

to earth and fully ripe, “immediately” they are gathered

home, (Mark iv. 29.) Thus, the difference in the manner of

growth is indeed very great. And. this Christ explains “in

the house” apart, to those that have ears to hear: the judg

ment soon will, to those that have not.

* See note to p. 354.
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Yet even with reference to those typified by the wheat,

some, as we have seen, are more entirely dead to the world

than are others. For some bring forth fruit thirty-fold;

some sixty-fold; and some a hundred-fold. Hence says the

Lord, “ Let both grow together till the harvest.” Certainly

that discipline should be exercised upon the Wheat, is plain

from that word, “ Judge them that are WITHIN,” (1 Cor. v.

12.) But even this must necessarily be imperfect, and so

partly left to one’s own sense of individual responsibility.

Though we may not, yea, though we cannot separate the

precious from the vile, for there is much corn yet unripe in

the field; still our part is to look to ourselves, and purge

ourselves from all iniquity, especially Babylonish iniquity,

leaving the Lord to rescue in His own way and time, as we

saw when considering the seventh Epistle, those still linger

ing in Laodicea. In the original, indeed, the words are

plainer than in the translation. From the expression, “let

both grow together,” one might easily suppose that the word

“let” was only the imperative form of the verb to grow.

But in the original it is quite otherwise. “Sufier”* 0r

endure both to grow together: as Lot, for instance, was by

Abraham suffered to live in Sodom. The first admixture of

Tares with the Wheat was an evil work; yet it is now over

ruled by Christ to test the sincerity-f" and the heavenliness

d¢ere u'vvavséueo'flat.

1‘ Says one whose name I will not mention : “ Many take advantage of this

Parable to justify themselves, or, at least, to say that we cannot root up the

Tares or exercise discipline. In the world-Church this may be all very true ;

but in the first place, if any one would reason thus to prove that this worldly

Church system is good, (for its existence is allowed as a matter of fact,) such

an one professes as a Christian to be willing to bring down the Church on

earth in principle, to the level to which Satan has reduced it in fact; which

is enough to convince me that one who has the glory of Christ at heart will

not lend himself for a moment to such an idea. Again, when I find the

whole is bad, I do not begin by rooting out the tares from this evil system ;—

that is what they would do, who stay there and Would try to urify it. I do

not Hit the field ; I cannot do it, for ‘the field is the world);’ but the evil

whic I did, I cease to do. I am still corn in the tare-field ; I have not

touched the tares ; I have only, as a Christian, corrected my individual walk

in some respects, and am thus separated ipso facto from those who persist in

the evil. If I can unite myself in peace with other Christians, and find the
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of His people. Thus clearly the personal responsibility of

no man to separate from sin is at all set aside.

Lastly: whether it is hinted in the seventh and closing

Parable that the separation of the good had commenced;

that the holy response to the call, “Come out of Babylon,”

had been made, ere the wicked were at last taken in hand,

must be left to the reader’s own judgment. The point is

this: Are there two distinct actions, with two different

objects, both glanced at in the seventh Parable: the one

that of the fishermen,ali who have cast the gospel net, gather—

ing out the good ;"f' and the other that of the angels, intent

upon the bad. So, in the second Parable, the angels’ busi- '

ness is plainly. with the wicked. Were this supposition

correct; which is more than dare be vouched for, and is

not at all necessary, being merely introduced to encourage

the reader to look beneath the surface of this and every

Parable ; then this would remarkably correspond with divers

other Scriptures : as, for instance, the one just quoted, “Come

out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins,

and that ye receive not of her plagues.” For the very in

junction to the people of God to “come out” itself implies

that some such are to be found within her pale. And speci

ally would the correspondence then be very striking between

the close of these seven Parables and the close of the Apoca

resence of Jesus according to His promise, so much the better : it is a. great

blessing, but I do not enter upon that question : my object is only to expound

the Parable, avoiding what is mere sophism.” v

* The net, with the contents, represents emphatically Christendom; and

the reader is aware in what a, state it will he at the close of the dispensation.

The expression “ bad fish” does not mean putrid fish ; that is, openly wicked

men ; but unclean fish. The allusion is to Lev. xi. 9—12. It was no part, of

course, of the fishermen’s design to catch bad fish, (Ps. l. 16.)

1‘ Then the object of the fishermen here would resemble, and in fact tally

with, that of those who raise the cry, “Behold, the Bridegroom cometh ; go

ya out to meet Him.” The question whether the identity of object in this

particular goes to establish identity of agent, and so to prove that the fisher

men must not be confounded with the angels, shall also be left. Compare

Ps. i. 5: “The ungodly shall not rise in the judgment, nor sinners in the

assembly of the righteous.”
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lyptic seven Epistles. For, as the reader will perhaps re

member, there were some who had kept the Word of Christ’s

patience, and so were to be kept from the power of trial

impending, and which, it was revealed, was intended to sift

or “ try ” them that dwell on the earth; whilst yet others

afterwards were exhorted by Christ, in the seventh Epistle,

to labour to “ overcome.” Then both Epistles and Parables

would appear to point to such a diverse state of things at

the time of the‘ end, as prevailing amongst the people of the

Lord, as distinguished Abraham from Lot in olden time.

SECTION 3.

General plan of the Parables in Matt.

The leading features in the set of seven Parables having

been ascertained, let us now take a glance at the general

construction of that chapter (Matt. xiii.) in which they are

contained; that so we may obtain, if it please God, a clear

idea of the exact plan and point of these Parables, viewed in

their septenary form, as a cluster. For if' there be any pecu

liar grouping here; if, for instance, there would be a want

of coherency, and even a jar,—were, say, the Parable of the

prodigal son, or even the Parable of the ten virgins, made to

change places with any one of those here, as of the Parable

of the Leaven; if, that is, not only each of these Parables

here whispers valuable truth, but also bears a peculiar rela

tion and connexion to those which precede and follow it:

then it will 4 be highly important that this inner relation of

each one to all the other six be clearly apprehended. Then

it is trusted that the argument as to Christ’s own judgment

on the existing state of things in Christendom will be patent

unto all; to all, that is, that have eyes to see and ears to

hear.

1. Now, Matthew, as most readers will be aware, is speci

2 B
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ally “the Gospel of the kingdom.” In the preceding chapters

we have the preaching of the kingdom. Then, in the eleventh

chapter, Christ is seen to be rejected of His nation. This

rejection the Lord accepts, and declares that no man knoweth

the Son but the Father, and invites all heavy-laden sinners

to come to Him. Then, in the twelfth chapter, there is

mention made of the Gentiles, (ver. 18 ;) whereas in the tenth

chapter Christ had charged His disciples not to go into the

way of the Gentiles. Besides which, He adds that the Jews

of that generation will be condemned even by the people of

Nineveh and the queen of the south. Of their after course,

unto their end, he predicts that it will wax worse and worse.

Lastly, at the close Of that chapter, (chap. xii.,) He renounces

the very ties of nature which held Him to the Jewish nation.

Thus is He almost alone?“ The Jewish nation, as such, is

quite cast off for a time. The promises to Israel are not,

indeed, forgotten or recalled; that cannot be; but they are

suspended. The earthly kingdom is not renounced once and

for ever ; but it is postponed, and put in abeyance, until

those elect souls given to Him by the Father from all nations

to form His royal Bride, are all gathered in. The rejection

on Israel’s part is made the opportunity by the Lord to .bring

forth those exceeding riches of His grace, which hitherto had

been unrevealed. The deep loving counsels of His heart shall

now be displayed. Like as with His early type, Joseph, so

His brethren reject Him too for a time ; and when presently

in their trouble they shall come and bow down before Him,

they shall perceive that His throne is shared by a Church of

Egyptian extraction. In order to this, the floodgates of grace

are now opened. The Spirit has been given to unite into

one, for that coming glory, all those who, during the period

“ His action, too, is not without its significance, at the opening of Matt.

xiii. : He goes and sits by the seaside. Students of prophecy need not to be

informed that the sea is an emblem in prophecy of peoples, and nations, and

kindreds, and tongues, (Rev. xvii. 15.)
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of His rejection here, shall go forth unto Him as to David

in the cave Adullam, without the camp, bearing and sharing

His reproach and cross. This is the kingdom of heaven.

And so the Lord in this present chapter (Matt. xiii) no

longer comes seeking fruit, but begins de now, at the begin

ning again. Nor does He now plant a vine 0r fig-tree,——em

blems of the Israelites :—but sows wheat, quite a. new thing,

Himself being the first corn.

The riches and resources of the Lord are infinite. So

where sin abounded, grace did much more abound. If the

point of the soldier’s spear had been dipped, as it were, in

the bitterest gall of man’s hate, still when it touched Jesus

and reached His heart, it drew forth the warmest gushings

of divine love. The present is a dispensation of grace un

paralleled and marvellous. God’s plan when anything has

waxed old is not to repair it, but ever to bring in something

better instead. The Jewish dispensation was old; and it has

vanished away. Then God brought in this new mercy, this

something better. But now the question occurs, How will

such rich and wondrous grace be met by the guilty and needy

sons of men? The gospel of the kingdom of heaven; how

shall this fare among the sinners of the Gentiles? In most

respects, even as it fared when first preached to the Jews, and

who yet died in their sins through determined hostility and

unbelief. From the very first there have been a very few

indeed secretly drawn by the Father, and to whom He re

vealed His Christ, so that such hearkened to His word and

followed Him. And there are some, though comparatively

a few, thus truly drawn to Him now. Yet as that dispensa

tion ended in thorough, though disguised rejection, even so

will this. Then man’s enmity was so disguised, that when

they affixed Him to the cross, it was on the charge that He

had spoken blasphemy, because He declared Himself to be

the Son of God. And now man’s enmity is as disguised as
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before, though under precisely the contrary subterfuge : now

they will persist in calling Him “ Lord, Lord.” The thorough

and exact change in “ the refuge of lies ” tells a fearful tale

as to man’s alienation.

Now this latter class are the Tares of the second Parable,

that have so sadly marred the face of the field wherein the

Lord sowed His good Wheat. Religious, after a sort, these

would be: and though His religion and His very cross calls

men from an earth groaning under a curse and. unrepented

sin, to glory in heaven with Him; yet have they so entirely

changed His religion, as the third Parable, above explained,

hinted they would do, that where the Master got only a

cross, they possess among them, and that without the cross,

all that earth can give. Whatsoever doctrine of the Lord’s

was incongruous to this strangely-altered state of things,

some of these have modified, or mended, or changed, in order

to make the correspondence suit more aptly with the religion

altered from a heavenly calling to an earthly one. Then

from bad to worse others of these have gone on, ever adding

to, or spoiling what the Lord delivered; till Popery, as in

the fourth Parable also explained above, be arrived at. But

many of them do not go so far as these last; whilst others

are uncertain and undetermined how far to retrace their

steps and to near again the written Word of God. The issue

is, that all is chaos and Babel. Not but that the Lord has

His own hidden ones, as the fifth and sixth Parables reveal ;

but still Christendom—Christendom is in that state in which

Judea was when the Lord lived and died there.

Now, as it was a cross that inaugurated this dispensation,

so that cross still, in God’s account, characterises it. Yet, as

the Holy One behaved whilst still on Calvary, the one male

factor that turned to Him, acknowledging his guilt and

boldly confessing Him, was by Him taken to Paradise ; *

* The reader will bear in mind the chronological connexion and relation

of the seven promises in Rev. ii. and iii., as shewn in a preceding chapter.

And the promise, Rev. ii. 7, was shewn to be fulfilled at death.
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whilst the other, that continued unrepentant and ignorant

of Him, was left for destruction: even so it is now. And as

the Egyptians who presumed to follow Israel into the Red

Sea were not yet so close to them, but the Lord, in His

cloudy pillar, was in between them ; so though the Tares do

grow side by side with the Wheat, and appear wholly un

separate and quite one with them, yet Christ is now between

them unseen: even as at last, when this dispensation has

drifted to its close, and when in progress along the string Of

Parables we have come to the final one, He, on His throne

of glory, will be between them see-n. Then, whilst He ad

judges His determined foes—not only the openly ungodly,

but the wicked Tares—to everlasting destruction; will He not

indeed restore the state of things spoilt by the Tares, but

bring in once again, with His own blessed presence, some

thing better—resurrection and eternal glory? Such are the

Mysteries of the kingdom of heaven shadowed forth in these

Parables, when once their true arrangement and plan are

perceived.

2. (a) Now, Of these seven Parables, the Lord states that

the last six“ symbolise “ the mysteries of the kingdom.”

For the counter-growth and action of the wicked and the

righteous, both under the name of Christ, is indeed myste

rious. And so each one Of these six exhibits either one step

further in the increase of mysterious wickedness within the

nominal Church, or else the Lord’s sanctification of the

godly, and their preservation from the ecclesiastical pollu

tions around them, and their complete and everlasting de

liverance at the end. Hence all of these six are introduced

with the needful clause: “The kingdom of heaven is like

unto.” But the first—that is, the Parable of the Sower—has

not this explanatory introduction. And the reason is Ob

vious. Ere Christ began to unfold the mysteries of His

* Even in the first parable, the seed is said to be “ the word of the king

dom,” (Matt. xiii. 19.)
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kingdom,——namely, the several stages of the wicked and

righteous in Ohristendom,—He would first shew the origin

of both these classes. The importance of this even to sound

ness of doctrine generally, and quite apart from the present

argument, has been already shewn. The Wheat, the heavenly

ones, are begotten through hearing and reception of the word

in hearts ploughed by sanctified afliiction. And the Tares

are not of the devil’s creation, seeing he can create nothing;

but are produced through his success, either by himself or

by means of the flesh and world, in eradicating the good

impression made by the word upon others. The first

Parable, then, is a sort of Preface to the remaining six.

(1).) Then the Parable of the Wheat and Tares begins the

unfolding of the mystery. As well wicked as righteous are

beheld, both with the semblance of godliness. Of course, as

these two classes, however much they may look like one

another, do yet widely differ in heart, in life, in almost

everything; we might expect widely different results to be

produced the one from the other. The wicked would still

do wickedly, even though under pretext of religion; the

other would be preserved by the love of Christ.

(0.) Parables three and four. As the false professors

grew in wickedness, their daring to tamper and abuse things

divine, and their sacrilegious use of them to their own

earthly advantage, would increase. Then, on the other

hand, the truly godly, as worldliness and wickedness in the

nominal Church became more and more rife, would gradu

ally disappear from observation, till at length they would be

found scarcely anywhere else than in the dungeons of the

Papacy.

(0L) Parables five and six. Then again, although Union

of Church and world and Popery will continue now even

until the end of time, and defendants of each system will

always until then easily be found; still the Lord has ever had

"mu—- ~~11-~~Due—w -
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a. people, and in these last days He appears to have a goodly

and increasing number. Hence the need that this other

side also of “the Mysteries of the kingdom ” should be

glanced at. Hence the necessity and value here of the fifth

and sixth Parables. These two, viewed in their connected

form, may not only exhibit the growth of the godly, as has

been shewn, but also may be designed to mark more dis

tinctly the contrast with those other two, (Parables three and

four,) which set forth the growth of the Tares.

(0.) Then the seventh Parable reveals to us the end of

each of these two classes: glory for the one, and woe for the

other.

3. ((1.) Now the successive stages in sin and grace have

already been largely specified. In the first Parable, Satan’s

design is to prevent men from becoming true Christians. In

the second, it is to mingle false professors with these. In

the third, it is to induce them, as mingled, to do or to consent

to that which, if they had been either wholly godly or wholly

ungodly, would never have been effected; the marriage had

never been consummated between world and Church. Had

they been wholly ungodly, the world would not have solicited

the Union, since its real desire was to obtain a quietus for

its conscience. On the other hand, had they been wholly

godly, then would they not have closed with the world’s offer.

But the alliance once made, Satan’s last and cruellest design

became possible, and began to take effect. This was for the

degraded Church herself to be instrumental in her own

deeper and thorough debasement. So again, in the first and

second Parables, Satan is visible, because Christ is beheld to

be present too. Hence the arch-enemy cannot be hid. But

afterwards “he goes his way,” and works in the third and

fourth Parables unseen.

(12.) On the other hand, the growth of the righteous, from

receiving the seed into “good ground,” or furrowed hearts,
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to true Wheat, in radical union to Christ in His death and

resurrection; to their sense of the love of Christ to them,

individually and collectively; to their gradual awaking unto

the full consciousness of the eternity of His love; to their

increase in love to Christ, and in heavenly-mindedness, and in

identification and conformity to Him, as well as to their in

crease in love towards each other:* this sort of growth is

the connecting link between the brighter side of the first and

second Parables with the mysteries in Parables five and six.

(0.) It is apparent, then, that the third and fourth Parables

stand as it were opposite to, or in contrast with, the fifth and

six Parables thus :—

PARABLE 1% -— Leaven of PARABLE 6—The Pearl, or

Popery through the action of the further stage of true

the Tares. Christians as Wheat, in their

apprehension of Christ’s love.

PARABLE 3—Tree of Church PARABLE 5—Vase of coins,

and world through the action or one stage of Christians in

of the Tares. their apprehension of Christ’s

love.

(d.) Nay more: the contrast of the two classes is twofold ;

in part glancing at their difference of action, and in part at

the difference of their position as to this world. For first,

whilst the Tares, maturing in wickedness, proceed in their

ecclesiastical sin even to the greatest lengths; the Wheat

grow in attachment unto Christ and to one another, through

their increasing appreciation of the greatness of His love.

Then, secondly, whilst the Tares are represented as rising

into greater and greater pretentiousness and importance

HERE, until, not the Man Christ, but the Woman or false

‘ :Com’pare the language of the apostle in Col. 2: “ Hearts knit together

in ove.
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Church,—that is, themselves,—occupies the entire forefront of

the scene; the Wheat, or righteous, continue throughout the

fifth and sixth Parables unknown and unprized, save by Him

who bought them.

(e.) Then the Parable of the Sower marks for us the origin

of both these classes; and the Parable of the Tares presents

to us the first grouping and growing of them both. The

first is, as we have ascertained, a sort of Preface, looking at

the seeds as on or in the ground. The second Parable ex

hibits the “springing up ” of these seeds. Then once again,

the last or seventh Parable records the happy end of the one

class, who, in the way traced in Parables five and six, grow

in the apprehension, and also, according to their finite mea

sure, in the reciprocation of the love of Christ. The same

seventh Parable also records the awful doom of the other

class, who, utter strangers to the love of Christ, have their

entire ecclesiastical practice portrayed in Parables three and

four. Of course, as a matter of fact alone, which we heartily

record, there is a third and large class who sincerely and

deeply love the Lord Jesus, though yet partaking, some in

greater and some in less degree, of the guilt of these tares;

some being found, as a Fénelon, a Pascal, a Thomas a Kempis,

even in Popery itself, and others * being connected with the

world’s Church. But both these parties are in a. false posi

tion, as these Parables prove. And our business is not with

man, nor with his inconsistencies, but simply with the pure

Word of God. “The word that I have spoken," said Christ,

“the same shall judge him at the last day.” With Him all

man’s doings must be left. And thus we get a perfect cross:

with a saved class on the one side, and with a class of the

lost upon the other. Thus (but see Diagrams)—

‘ Before, there was much larger excuse for Christians in the world’s Church

than there is now; for the cry has been recently raised, “The Bridegroom

cometh ; go ye out to meet Him. Come out of Babylon. ” But now the more

light, the more responsibility.
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PARABLE 7

Judgment and separation. of the two classes.

PARABLE 6—The advanced

stage in Christians’ apprehen

sion of Christ’s love.

PARABLE 5—An earlier.

PARABLE Ala—Leaven of

Popery through the action of

the Tares.

PARABLE 3--Tree of Church

stage in Christians’ apprehen

sion of Christ’s love.

and State through the earlier

action of the Tares.

PARABLE 2—

The springing up of Wheat and Tares.

PARABLE 1—

The four classes of hearers.

. (at) The fact, too, that the Lord Jesus traced the course of

the ungodly in the house, thus suiting His action to His

word—going out of the house, (ver. 1,) and then, again, into

the house, (ver. 36:) undoubtedly tends to make the con

trast more marked and impressive. Yea, more : although in

these seven Parables there is to be found so much that con

cerns as well the righteous as the wicked, it is singular that

the Lord predicted, in the hearing of the general multitude,

nothing beyond what the outward eye can see : with the single

necessary exception of the clause, “Gather the Wheat into my

barn ;” and even this, people generally must know to be the

final end of the Lord’s true people. Even the explanation of

the Parable of the Tares was only given in the house. What

was spoken, as it were, in the world, the world can see.

What was spoken to the disciples in the house, requires a

spiritually-enlightened mind to apprehend. To these latter,

it is hinted that all but a. comparatively small proportion of
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Christendom would reject Him, though in much the same

hypocritical manner that His own nation had done.

(e.) And, lastly, of the six Parables setting forth the mys

teries of the kingdom, the Lord is at both ends SEEN. His

presence at the beginning of the second* Parable clearly re

fers to the time ere He ascended to the right hand of God ;

the seventh Parable as clearly refers to His judgment, with

the angelic executioners of His wrath. 1' Now, as the Lord

stands seen at both ends of this group of six Parables, they

are thus arranged :—

In Parable 7, there is THE LORD.

In Parable 6, The true In Parable 4, The false

Church. Church.

In Parable 5, The true In Parable 3, The false

Church. Church.

In Parable 2, there is THE LORD. 1

So, though now unseen, we may be sure He has been pre

sent all through the intermediate time, and, as it were, judg

ing between the righteous and the Wicked. His presence has

0ft afforded light and comfort to the one class ; it has been

a cloud and darkness to the other. These “ mysteries of the

kingdom” are designedly wrapped up in Parables to these ;

but they are a “light shining in a dark place,” and at a dark

time, to those. Then at the end, or wind-up, His righte

* The Lord is seen present in both the first and second Parables: the dif

ference of His attitude in the two is easily seen when the Parables are viewed

rophetically. The peculiar thought connected with each will be stated a

'tt e further on.

1‘ Why the angels of the Lord are introduced so prominently here has been

already stated in p. 374. For Christ will not inte ose visibly on earth for

His Church, but for the Jews as their King. The hurch is to be snatched

away to Him.

I It should be observed that all the Parables in Matthew—the Gospel of the

kingdom—are Parables of judgment. This single thought would go far to~

wards revealing the true character of those in this thirteenth chapter.
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ous judgment He will make manifest. He will sever, and

for ever too, the one from the other, “as a shepherd

divideth the sheep from the goats.” The one shall reach in

safety the right hand side of His throne ; and the other shall

drift to the left."i

Sacrron 4.

On the prophetic continuity of these Parables.

We have now to ofi'er, in this closing section of the pre

sent chapter, a few remarks on the prophetic continuity, or

chronological sequence of these Parables. This will be easy to

discern, where the true scriptural import of these Parables,

' It is conceived that those who have well considered the plan of Matt. xiii.,

as it is traced out above, will cease to regard this passage, (“ endure both to grow

together,”) as if in the least it did away with individual responsibility to sepa

ration.

But other arguments against this perversion of the text are at hand. Such

are the following :—

1. The text does NOT say, “ You yourselves are all to grow together ;” if it

did, then it would clash with scores of other texts, which perem torily enjoin

the individual Christian to “ come out from among them, andto e separate.”

Its true oint is : Let the medley, motley, heterogeneous condition of the

nominal hurch alone. Try not to mend matters therein. Leave it to Me.

But, as it is written, “Purge thyself from these," (2 Tim. 19-21.) “From

them’turn thyself away. Be not partaker of other men‘s sins. Keep thyself

pure. ’

2. Thus, in type, Abraham endured Lot’s dwelling in Sodom. Yet was

Lot’s tarriance there unmixed evil. Thus Nehemiah, though he left the

motley Samaritans alone, yet persisted in separation from them ; and builded

the wall that the Babylonians had thrown down. (See Part 11., Chap. 1.,

Sect. 4, pp. 75, 76.)

3. The command to let Christendom or Babylon alone, for God to take in

hand, is ITSELF an implied call to separation therefrom. For where a Church

is in a scriptural position, it is a duty constantly laid upon her in the Word of

God, to keep out from her communion, not only the unconverted, but even, as

the a ostle enjoins, also the true brother whilst he walks disorderly, (2 Thess.

iii. 6. But when the world has broken down all the walls of separation, and

got quite into the pale of a Church, then the humble Christian cannot, is not

to attempt to expel the mass ; but to leave the Babylonish jumble for God to

attend to; and mstead of then separating others, he is to come out and be

separate himself. As, if a Christian should be in the Church of Rome, he is

not to try and cast the ungodly out of that Church; but, recognising that judg

ment belongs to God, he is to come forth, as God commands, out of that

wicked system himself. Or, like as when God forbade that Abel’s blood

should he avenged, the children of God would understand the prohibition

as an implied call away from that earth which was polluted.
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and specially of the fourth and third Parables, is thoroughly

accepted. And here, at the outset, we frankly admit that

there are several points of divergency herein from the seven

Epistles already considered. Indeed, an exact repetition of

precisely the same thoughts in the Parables as in the

Epistles is clearly unnecessary, and would be contrary to the

ordinary plan of the Lord in His Word. In most, if not in

all the parallels there found, there are divergences; which

very divergences shed back and increase the light on either

separate passage. This is precisely the case, if rightly viewed

here. For hence is occasioned, as will be shewn in the next

chapter, the introduction of other additional matter, which

neither one picture, as in the seven Parables, or as in the

seven Epistles viewed separately, presents. Now, the cause

of this divergency is truly to be traced to this : viz., that as

the Epistles do not, as we have seen, so much refer to suc

cessive times as to successive phases of the kingdom in mys

tery; so the Parables do not so mainly sketch the successive

phases, as they do the contrasted aspect of these phases. For,

like as when two persons give each an account generally of

the same things which they have seen,—as, for instance, two

of the Evangelists ;—their accounts, although they may vary,

not only to some extent in the matter they severally relate,

but also, and more internally, through the point of view of

each being somewhat different from the other; and yet each

account be capable of a running parallel and adjustment

with the other: even so it is here. In the seven Epistles,

the main thought is, the varied saccessional phases of

Christendom : in the seven Parables, the leading idea is,

much the same aspect, indeed, but put in a contrasted view.

But then this does not hinder but that a given one of the

contrasted aspects of the kingdom in Matt. xiii. should

largely and aptly correspond with a given one in the suc

cession-a1 aspects, as presented in Rev. ii. and iii. On
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the contrary, we might reasonably expect that those con

trasted aspects, as one account from one point of view,

should be capable of being paralleled and fitted in with the

successional aspects ;—the same account virtually, and in

most respects, though in another point of view. As the pic

ture of the Church in her successive stages, exhibited in the

seven Epistles, any one could contrast, which is much like

what is done by the Lord in the seven Parables ; so the con

trast in the seven Parables we may parallel, on the other

hand, with the seven Epistles.

But the fact of designed contrast existing in the seven

Parables has been largely proved. Then how it comes to

pass, as the next step, that the contrasted aspects of the

Church, as set forth in the Parables, can be set side 'by side

with the successional aspects in the Epistles, is thus: in the

first centuries the professing Church gradually so declined,

that nearer and nearer approach towards Babylon was thereby

made. Of Course the true Wheat continued to ripen; but

still a new phase in the outward Church required a new pre

diction. This elose approximation to Babylon both the

Parables and the Epistles have taught us ; all history demon

strates the truth of this. But now, in the last centuries, whilst

very many of the Tares have continued quite in Babylon, the

tendency of very many inquiring minds, and those specially

of the Lord’s own people, whom, of course, He specially

regards, has been away from it. Then, whilst some of these

again have been prone to tarry in the way, others more en

tirely seek to be separated and undefiled from everything

Babylonish, according as they are warned in the Word. Now, -

even as the progress into Babylon, as Epistles and Parables

both prove, was made in two stages; to wit, from the pre

sence of those merely Tares or Nicolaitanes in the Church, to

the Church united with the world, and then further from such

Union, eventually to Popery ; so, on the other hand, the
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advance out from Babylon may be seen to consist of two

stages also. .This, too, the contrasted order of the Parables

exhibits. There was the one stage from Popery into that

which, doctrinally believed, is a much purer state, though

still as of a world-Church system ; and the second, from this

worldly-ecclesiastical system, and which is condemned, as has

now been shewn, in both Parables and Epistles, by the Lord

Jesus Christ, to the union and brotherly love which is more

closely cemented by a close adherence to Christ alone. The

one kept them united merely by human skill and arrange

ment ; and, as everyday facts prove, tended to set them really

at variance, and to look askance at one another: the other

joins them closely in the energy or baptism of the Spirit,

which is the true bond of peace and love. The heeding of

the call to come out of Babylon availed'so far, that one stage

therefrom Was by many reached: and now, further, the call

is being pressed on the consciences* of Christians by the fresh

outpouring of the Holy Spirit; by the great flood of light

* On the words, “ Come out of her, my people,” &c., Elliott has these

amongst other observations :—“That this cry was heard by St John in his

symbolic character, as representative of Christ’s true servants and saints living,

just before Babylon is punished by the Lord ;” that it was “ a warning, like

that of the angel to Lot on the eve of the destruction of Sodom ;” that it

“indicated there would be some of the holy seed in the mystic Bab lon;”

that “ their danger, whether through mistakes of judgment or sluggish inger

ing, would be extreme and imminent ;” and that “before its judgment, perhaps

for some little time before it, there would be a diffusion of great religious light,

and a sounding forth of strong appeals on the character and fated doom of

Rome and the Popedom, alike in the Church and in the world; so that all

will see and take warning, but they that wilfully, and from worldliness, pride,

or indijfercnce to the truth, shut their eyes and ears to the evidence.”—Hor(c

(11100., 4th Ed., pp. 40, 45. Of course Elliott and Dr Cumming give this

warning entirely to the Papists. Yet, if one thing at all more than another

has been made clear in our examination of the seven Epistles and seven

I’arables, it is that the term “ Babylon” has a wider meaning, and is far more

comprehensive than the word Popery, and that it refers to the third stage in

ecclesiastical guilt as well as to the fourth. It is the third Parable that de

pietured the Babylonish tree ; it is the third Epistle which is addressed to the

Church of Pergamos, and which has been shewn to mean the tower or citadel

of Babylon. Is there really nothing Babylonish outside Popery? What a

foolish, fearful error! And even if one such cry as the one, “Come out of

her,” concerned only those persevering in the fourth stage of ecclesiastical -

guilt, yet who would maintain that such was also true of other similar warn

ings ; as, for instance, that one, “ G0 ye out to meet Him ! ”
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poured upon the written Word of God in these last days ;

by the ominous and critical aspect of the times in which we

live ; by the shaking of all sections of the Christian Church ;

by the Church itself arousing to attempt, in new and pre

viously untried ways, to make known the gospel of the grace

of God : all which are surely, and in a most peculiar manner,

characteristic of our own time, and certainly warn, that as

the Bridegroom is at hand, it behoves men to rise up and

go forth from every defilement to meet Him.

Well, then; since in the first centuries, and extending

down to thoroughly Papal times, there was a distinct two

fold stage at different epochs of progression to Babylon ; and

since now, during the last few centuries, there has been a

twofold stage, also at different epochs, of advance therefrom ;

so that the first stage out from Babylon contrasts with the

second stage thereinto ; and the second or further stage from

Babylon correspondingly contrasts with the first advance

(symbolised by “the Tree,” and named “the doctrine of

Balaam,”) in the direction of that awful system: so, it be

comes apparent, that though contrast is the main feature in

the Parables, still those phases of decline or of advance, in

chronological sequence, according to the times when the

events predicted in the Parables transpired, can be traced

herein. And though the above remark chiefly pertains, of

course, to the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth Parables; still

the second Parable treats clearly of the time before these,

and the seventh as clearly of time afterwards; whilst the

first, as we have seen, partakes much of a prefatory char

acter. True, in the times when Parables three and four

began to be fulfilled, there were very many true children of

God ; but these were increasingly hidden“ by the Tares. If

* So, where it is admitted that the after chapters of Revelation have re

ceived a first fulfilment, then the true Church may be held as fleeing into the

wilderness, (chap. xii. 6,) at the very time the nominal Church was entering

into alliance with the empire.
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even the righteous generally in those days still refused all

forbidden connexion and alliance with the world, the Tares

did not. First one and then another stage of progress was

made, and these new phases required new sketches thereof?

True, too, that in these times when Parables five and six are

being fulfilled, there are very many empty professors; but

then these are still typified in the preceding Parables. As

they have not entered upon a new aspect, their old portrai

tures still suit them. But though they may remain more or

less in Babylon, no one can deny that the Church generally

has entered upon new phases since the times of Popery. The

sixteenth century was undoubtedly an era of Reformation

and of advance. And the present century, too, specially the

latter half of it, is, unto all that can discern the signs of the

times, a. period when God is powerfully and blessedly at

work. And thus it comes to pass that at least the six

Parables which treat of the Mysteries of the kingdom, may

be viewed as successive links of a chronological chain of pro

phecy, extending from the time of the first advent to the time

of the second.

2. But other thoughts tend greatly to strengthen and con

firm the above view of the case. But before we adduce

them, let us again be permitted to remind the reader, that if

there be no mystery in the interpretation of these Parables,

then is that interpretation false: seeing that they avowedly

contain the Mysteries of the kingdom. Hence the value of -

that warning note, which we meet with both here and in the

seven Epistles: there, “He that hath an ear, let him hear

.What the Spirit saith unto the churches "’ and here, “He
7

that hath ears to hear, let him hear.” And Christ, “ going

"' The disappearance from observation of the good in Parables three and

four, as if in the middle centuries they were more entirely hidden and buried;

and the passing over without notice the ungodly Tares in Parables five and

six, as if they persisted to continue in Babylon: the reason of this will be

more fully looked at directly.

2 c
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out of the house,” (Matt. xiii. 1,) to commence His enuncia

tion of these “ Mysteries ;” and going into the house to in

terpret those Mysteries, appears, as we have above remarked,

and as Christ himself would seem to hint, (ver. 11,) to teach

by suiting the action to the word,* also the same thing.

(0.) Now Christ’s presence at the two ends of the six

Parables containing the Mysteries of the kingdom, seems

plainly to hint at their chronological sequence. And His

presence at the beginning of the second Parable is for any

thing rather than in judicial power; whilst in the seventh,

this is its peculiar feature. He sends forth “His angels.”

True, the second Parable looks on by evident anticipation to

the end of time; even as we ourselves may do now: but

in the seventh, it is not by anticipation, but the end itself is

clearly arrived at. Is not this a clear note of succession in

time H

(b.) Even His presence, too, as seen in the Parable of the

Sower, differs in some respects from that in the Parable of

the Tares and Wheat. For, strictly and doctrinally speaking,

there could not be a people of God, as Wheat, such as they

are called in the second Parable, until Christ had died.

This the Lord himself emphatically declares, John xii. 2%.

Hence the first Parable, in its prophetic aspect, presents us

with the results of Christ’s own preaching up to His death ;

whereas the second Parable, by the very figure of corns of

wheat, contemplates Christ as having now died and risen

again, and by His death as already begun to bear fruit.

Here is another note of chronological sequence: one, the

more distinct, the more thoroughly it is examined.

(0.) The Leaven has been shewn to be the consequence of

the great Tree; theTree the consequence of Tares being

* So Christ again suited His Word, when, having pronounced the doom of

the temple, by saying, “ Behold your hour is left unto you desolate ;” He went

out, and departed from the temple, (Matt. xxiii. 38 with xxiv. 1.)

+ Again, in the intermediate Parables, Christ is unseen, except as in the

parabolic form. And even there. it is markedly through love of His true

people: with whom, as we know, He is always, even unto the end of the age.
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mingled with the Wheat; the existence of Tares to the conse

quence of some seed falling among thorns, or upon stony

ground But a consequence is, in point of time, AFTER its

cause. Here, then, we have a series of successions of time.

((1.) Again, there was a twofold propriety in tracing the

growth of the wicked, in Parables three and four, BEFORE the

growth of the righteous, in the fifth and sixth. One reason

was, because the main points of the Parables are to shew how

it is that Christendom becomes so ripe forjudgment; and yet

how, notwithstanding, the Lord could, and did, take care of

His own elect. The other object in so arranging them was

because, viewing them in their prophetic continuity, they are

then beheld exactly in that order which could not be inverted.

For clearly the tendency of the nominal Church must neces

sarily be towards Babylon, before it could be from it. Other

wise, had their arrangement been after this fashion :—

1 ...... 2 ...... 5 ...... 6 ...... 3 ...... ~t ...... 7,——

that is, Sewer, Wheat and Tares, Treasure, Pearl, Leaven,

Tree, and Drag-net,—it would have been still as correct.

Then the ripeness of the wicked professors for judgment had

been perhaps more distinctly seen, and the danger of con

tinuance in those stages of ecclesiastical guilt more mani

fest, had the Parables stood in the order specified above,

(leaving out, for the moment, the good :) viz.,

l ...... 2 ...... 3 ...... 4 ...... 7,—

that is, Sewer, Tares and Wheat, Tree, Leaven, and Drag-net.

But prophetic continuity required that the Parables should

stand as they do in the Gospel. Parables three and four

present us with the tendency, first, one way; and Parables

five and six with the after tendency in the other way.

(a) In the fifth and sixth Parables the wicked professors

are treated as if they were scarcely worthy of further notice;

as if, to quote the language of Christ in the closing Epistle,
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where they are beheld as now quite meet for judgment,—as if

they were soon to be vomited out of Christ’s mouth. And

this is morally and doctrinally true; for the more of Christ’s

true witnesses there are in the world, and the more light

from God is vouchsafed to such; the more, of course, is that

light brought to bear upon them, and the more responsible

they are for that light, and the more guilty for its rejection.

( On the other hand, that the Tares soon began to hide

and overtop the true Wheat, so that the real Church began to

retire into the wilderness (Rev. xii. 14), is a simple fact of

history ; and that the people of God were, generally speaking,

so thoroughly hidden in the very dark ages that they were

rather to be found, at last, obscured in dungeons, or in out

of-the-way places, than anywhere else; and again, that the

scriptural light which many of these had was very little,

many of them accepting divers Babylonish abominations:

all this no ingenuous reader will think of denying.

Now if the change of epochs alluded to so simply and so

satisfactorily explains the reason of the disappearance of the

righteous from Parables three and four, and of the silence

with reference to ungodly professors in Parables five and six ;

then what appears, upon a superficial glance, to be an objec

tion to the prophetic continuity of these Parables, even itself

becomes, when maturely considered, an argument in its

favour. But that neither of these classes have really ceased to

exist the seventh Parable discloses, when the great and discri

minating severance is at last made. There they both turn up:

as if to shew that, whilst Christ spake of either one class

more by itself,—whether of the wicked in the third and

fourth Parables, or of the righteous in the fifth and sixth;—

still, at no time were either one class forgotten or unseen by

- Him. If, in the epochs contemplated in the third and fourth

Parables, the Tares were busier; and if, in the times'referred

to in the fifth and sixth Parables, the righteous are more

zealous for their God; or rather, if the Lord himself is more
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singularly and specially at work through them: yet this

hinders not but that, at the brightest epoch, the bad should

be very many, and be just as bad as ever, or worse; nor, on

the other hand, that, at the darkest time, say the tenth cen

tury, there should even then be some good, however unknown

or hidden such might be. Whilst the ungodly were con

structing their earthly and Babylonish tree, or introducing

old and sour and pagan principles into Christianity, it was

but fitting and decorous that the heavenly \Vheat should re

tire, and eventually disappear. And again, since the wicked

will continue in their wickedness, so that neither the roots of

their Tree, or earthly ecclesiastical system, can be, nor will

they themselves allow it to be, pulled up by man; and since

Others of them will persist in their perverted and anti-scrip

tural views of doctrine ; seeing that they continue morally still

much where they were: therefore is the Lord silent con

cerning them, whilst He exhibits His care of, and presence

with His people. And so then the seventh Parable unfolds,

that if the red line of the righteous has sometimes become

thinner and thinner, and the black line of the wicked all the

broader, during their progress down the stream of time, never

were either unobserved by Him.

3. Surely to the candid reader, who has impartially and

before God weighed the evidence now offered, enough has

been said to enable himself to refer the Parables to their
proper phases and times of ecclesiastical history. I

(a.) There, in the fourth Parable, is the leaven of Popery,

such as it was in the dark ages, when ecclesiastical sin

reached its most daring and extreme limit, and in which

many Of the Tares, or ungodly persons, and doubtless some of

the Lord’s true people, or Wheat, too, still unhappily con

tinue.

(b.) There, in the third Parable, is the Tree of ecclesiastical

aggrandisement and earthly-mindedness, when the nominal

Church ceased to regard her heavenly calling, and when that
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world which is now called Christendom first ceased to be

Pagan; when, in short, a Union was cemented between

them. In this previous and far less gross stage of ecclesi

astical iniquity, many of the Tares, and many of the Wheat

also, are yet held fast. How the Lord’s people involved here

generally shut their ears to the Divine word and warnings

and call to come out of Babylon, is by referring them all

entirely and wholly to the deeper depth of wickedness in

Popery. So may God in mercy use this work to open the

eyes of some to perceive that Popery is only the final step

in this evil ! '

(0.) The second Parable has been shewn to refer to the

time after the Lord rose from the dead, and when those who

in process of time manifested themselves to be mere stony

ground hearers, or to be as the seed that fell among the

thorns, in other words, to be clearly unregenerate,——were yet

first suffered to continue among the godly. Then, seeing

that the prospects of the Church did not materially change,

so as to hasten their growth until the Union of Church and

world, as typified in the third Parable; therefore the main

feature alluded to in the second—namely, the admixture of

Tares and Wheat—continued much the same throughout the

first three centuries, so that even the very persecutions that

raged did not effectually winnow the Church: hence the

second Parable encloses all that time. That the Tares did

actually continue within the Church, even when the longest

and fiercest war was waged by the world against her, is

manifest from the fact to which both the third Epistle and

Parable have been proved to allude, and which all history

abundantly substantiates :--viz., that the moment the world

changed its tactics, and sought to woo that Church it had

failed to curse and to devote to destruction, then at once

were its advances joyfully, cordially met by the chief eccle~

siastics or Nicolaitanes of the times. And, verily, this was
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Mystery indeed, that the enemy should be allowed to mar

Christ’s kingdom and to deface His work. “Mystery” in

deed, in man persisting to call himself the member of a

rejected Christ, and yet to ally himself with the world that

crucified Him! Mystery indeed, in a religion that the un

clean fowls had first vainly endeavoured to prevent, and

which yet, in the course of time, they found to have become

so changed and so congenial that they could themselves*

enjoy it! Mystery indeed in a religion which, testifying of

One who, however freely He consorted with sinners, still, in

so far as all confederacy was concerned, kept Himself “holy,

harmless, undefiled, and separate from them;” and which,

requiring all its professors to take Him for their example,

yet itself became strangely used by them in order to estab

lish a firm compact with the world! Mystery in a religion

whose very rudiments consist of this, that He had nothing

but a cross; and which, whilst denouncing and warning of

the world, yet ITSELF, or its inversion, secured to those who

were its most foremost advocates, wealth, worldly status,

and earthly ease! Mystery, in short, in a religion whose

effect did not respond, any more than the great Tree did to

the tiny mustard-seed, unto itsyfirst cause!

(at) There was mystery again, on the other hand, in that,

throughout all this time of defilement, the Lord has ever

secretly preserved humble souls whom He taught to trust in

Him. Like as in Elijah’s time there were thousands who had

not bowed the knee to the image of Baal; so we doubt not

that the judgment will make plain that even in those times,

when the monstrous evil of Popery had reached its height,

there were still many even in the very monasteries who in

* As when men did not detect the earthly change that was passing over the

religion of Christ, yet did those “ birds of the air ; ” that is, Satan (ver. 4

with ver. 19) and his angels, of course using wicked men : so when professors

now-a-days will not admit the fact that the nominal Church has forgotten her

heavenly calling, yet do worldly men, when they discover something of earthly

grandeur and dignity therein which THEY can covet.
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secret invoked the name of Christ alone. D’Aubigné, in his

History, gives a memorable case of aFriar Martin in proof

of this. Well, at the epoch of the Reformation, the Lord

dug, as it were, into this earthly state of things, and from

the field, which is the world, brought out to the light of day

that which in this account is far better than golden treasure.

The names of dozens occur at once to the reader’s mind, thus

rescued from their former earthly state of darkness. At

that time, as we have shewn in the preceding chapter, many

came out, some in greater degree and some less, from Baby

lon. Our Reformers did not consider that their work was

perfected; they did what they could, and left it for others

to enter into their labours and to complete that which they

themselves had begun. But, alas! the Tares after those days

insisted upon halting, and presently came to glory, even as

they do still, in the very prudence of that halt.

(e.) But now we come to another Parable, which unfolds,

as we have seen, a more advanced state of things with refer

ence to the true people of God. Then in its prOphetic bear

ing what period does it foreshadow? The reader, remem

bering the remarks offered upon the sixth Epistle, will at

once anticipate that the reply will be, to our own! Yet

here let us be understood. We mean not for a moment

that Christendom at large, or its worldly Establishments, or

that the unconverted professors of the day, are a whit the

better. Far from that. As we have remarked above, the

more light such have, the more guilt they incur. The chief

feature of good in the present day is the plain and abun

dant evidence, that the Lord is Himself largely and bless

edly at work. Of course, He has always been at work in

grace here ever since the Fall; neVertheless, there are times

when He more especially appears to put forth His hand, and

shed His grace more abundantly than He does at other

times. And what watchful Christian will deny that such
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He is doing now? True, in His work now, He may be

partly setting at nought human arrangements, or even pass

ing over to some extent those agencies which He himself

did institute ; but this is what becometh Him as a sovereign

God. But God’s own special interposition in the world,

itself imperatively claims the riveted attention of all those

who love Him; and acts, or should act, as a reminder to

them to get closer to Jesus, to each other, and to His word.

For not to know the time of God’s visitation, is declared by

the Saviour to be worthy of sore sorrow.

All the worldliness then, all the half-heartedness, all the

supineness, too apt ever to prevail amongst them, it behoves

them now resolutely to put away. And His people are,

very many of them, by the gracious outpouring of the

Spirit, responding to His warning call. More light on the

word of prophecy is generally vouchsafed ; and more atten

tion to it given. There is greater determination on the part

of very many to submit everything doctrinal and ecclesi

astical to the judgment of the word. United meetings for

prayer and praise are much more frequent than formerly.

Now, by getting closer to Jesus as revealed in His word,

His people get also closer to each other. As the rays of

light which are spread all over the earth, the higher men

were to ascend up them towards the sun, the nearer they

would get also to each other; so by seeking more entire

union, and more hearty identification with Christ, do Chris

tians become increasingly knit to one another. Besides

which, those party walls of division among God’s people are

becoming fewer, thinner, and ofttimes wholly broken down.

Albeit the Tares may be as fond as ever of those walls,

God’s true people are increasingly awaking to the per

ception, that the things in which they agree are more than

those in which they differ; and that where there is un

doubted error, it is oftener of the judgment than of the
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heart, and that consequently increased light and experi

ence will presently remove it. “If in anything,” said the

apostle, “ ye be otherwise minded, even this will God reveal

unto you.”

Again, and more particularly: next to the old nature in

the best, worldly Establishments of religion are the great

cause of “schisms in the body.” For those Establishments

necessarily tend to keep from their communion many of the

most conscientious. It is impossible that all such can

thoroughly endorse the worldly principles thereof ; or assent

to their required accommodation of Christ’s rites. Hence

such systems as Lutheranism abroad, and the popular de

nomination of Episcopalians in our own; both of which too

have much of good in them; still seeing that they have in

them, and, on account of their Union with the world, can

not but have in them, many of man’s additions, and lack

some things of Christ’s institution; though their folds may

be amply large enough to receive all the worldly, yet have

they in these things what evidently, and incontrovertibly

and necessarily, repels many of the Lord’s own people. And

these are the very people whom the sixth Parable concerns.

But yet instead of union through an Establishment, there is,

in direct consequence, sore and large division. Hence the

fact of God being so peculiarly at work in these last days

constitutes a special reason why no longer tarriance in the

way of Babylon should at any hazard be made. “ Go ye out

from Babylon to meet Him,” becomes the cry, whereunto men

will do well if they take heed?“ And so by getting further

from the prolific source of disunion, and closer to the written

word of God, and to conformity to Christ in His sufferings

and death, shall we get more intimately united to each

other.

* See the extract from Elliott on the call from Babylon at the note to page

399.
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Hence the sixth Parable continues not to speak of Christ’s

true Church under the symbol of a vase of coins; but, as we

have shewn its import,* it is one Pearl. Now, as the pro

phetic teaching of this Parable has begun to be exemplified ;

may the Lord continue to work mightily, until His gracious

purpose to His beloved people is wholly accomplished ! As

to the time when this new phase appeared to dawn, it has

already been inquired into in the remarks upon the sixth

Epistle.

(f.) Then the first Parable, that of the Sower, has been

shewn to partake Of a prefatory character, and in its pro

phetic aspect to regard the preaching of Christ at His first

advent. The seventh Parable so clearly refers to the time

when He shall return in glory, that proof thereof is entirely

needless.

III brief, then, we may sum up our observations made in

this section, by saying that the several epochs to which

the seven Parables in Matt. xiii. refer, have now, we trust,

been satisfactorily shewn. Viewing them in their designed

connexion of prophetic continuity, we may conclude gene~

rally that the first Parable, that of the Sower, looks at the

work of Christ anterior to His death; the second, that of

the Tares and Wheat, to the time subsequent, through the

first centuries, until the Church united with the world; that

the third, that of the Tree, is a prophecy of that Union, and

with the use of such symbols as to leave no manner of doubt,

it is fairly conceived, as to the Lord’s own recorded judg

ment by anticipation, and severe disapproval thereof; that

the fourth, that of the Leaven, pictures the after total decline

of the nominal Church in worldliness and ignorance, conse

quent upon previous abandonment of her heavenly calling ;

that the fifth, that of the Vase of coins hid in the field, but

_"’ Compare the name of the sixth Church—brotherly love. The Parable

hints at the union itself : the title of the Epistle hints at the manner thereof.

Surely there is correspondence here. But more of this in the next chapter.
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presently brought forth, contemplates the great work of the

sixteenth century; that the sixth Parable, that of the one

single Pearl, regards the Lord’s people, so as grace is

working in them in our own day ; and that the seventh and

last looks at the formal judgment of those who will to the

very end persist in their sin and in their blindness as to the

state of the nominal Church; Whilst all those who are found

in that day like Christ, the first Corn of wheat, shall be

gathered into safety and glory with Him ; and so shall they

be for ever with the Lord.

Now, in attempting to trace the successive epochs referred

to in the Parables, the design has been, by adducing as it

were a superabundance of argument, to overcome the least

and most latent hesitation that any reader might feel with

regard to the true doctrine inculcated in this chapter,

(Matt. xiii.) All that was absolutely necessary for the pre

sent work was the proof that the third and fourth Parables

point to evil within the Church, committed by the nominal

Church, and evil too of a certain particular character. But

it was judged, that it would add increased weight to the view

contended for, if those were not viewed in their merely de

tached form; but if the general plan of the whole seven,

with a bright and dark side contrasted, and with Christ at the

two ends,—if this, too, were made evident: and then, further,

if, besides the plain brand of strong displeasure on the Union

is perceived to have been affixed in the third Parable by the

Lord Jesus Christ; if besides this, the several stages of

progress towards an advance from Babylon have been also

from the seven rendered traceable, then the argument would

almost seem to be overwhelming.

And as in the seven Epistles, in Rev. ii. and iii, we had the

Lord’s testimony of the successive stages of decline of the

professing Church, and of the revival of His true people;

so here, then, in mercy to our dulness of comprehension
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have we that testimony repeated. But there, and here too,

the verdict of the Lord Jesus Christ himself, on the rewata

qucestio of the Union of Church and State, is distinctly re

corded. From the lips of two witnesses, St Matthew and

St John, as from the twin-lips of an oracle, is every word

thereof established.

CHAPTER V.

THE SCENES IN THE PROPHETIC PANORAMA OF REV. II. AND

III., COMPARED AND PARALLELED WITH THE PARABOLIC

REPRESENTATIONS IN MATT. XIII.

SECTION ].

The manner in which the respective scenes in the two

series of views, or several links of the two septenary

chains, are to be paralleled.

OUR design in the present chapter is of a rather more

grateful character than in those immediately preceding;

inasmuch as, only in a subordinate sense, will this one par

take of a controversial tone. The judgment of the Lord

Jesus upon the militant Church in her successive phases

whilst proceeding down the stream of time, has been, it is

conceived, clearly deduced from the seven Epistles in Rev.

ii. and iii. and from the seven Parables in Matt. xiii.

Specially, His own verdict on the Union of Church and

State has been, to the truly inquiring mind, uncovered from

the enigmatic and allusive drapery in which it was wrapped.

This Union, utterly incongruous in itself ; the result, touch

ing the Lord, of faithlessness on the Church’s part, and of
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deep, though dissembled hostility and perfidy on the part of

the world, and fraught too with such tremendous and dire

consequences towards the guilty parties themselves, as the

Master has now been seen in both Epistles and Parables to

trace: this said Union had never been, had only the Cross

of Jesus been the great lesson-book of all those who called

themselves by His name. This alone, indeed, quite apart

from these particular prophecies, would have duly revealed

to them their due and proper relationship to the world

which was once outside of it, (Gal. i. 4, vi. 14.) Neverthe

less, as supplementary to, or rather confirmatory of, the

general teaching of Christ’s cross in this matter, it is well

that we heed what the Spirit says unto the churches. And

surely these portions of His blessed word become most pecu

liarly valuable, when it is recognised that the Lord has

therein vouchsafed two distinct sketches of His mind of the

professing Church’s career in between His two advents.

What a field for diligent research is opened here ! What

a key to all ecclesiastical history do we hence obtain! First,

in the Acts of the Apostles, we behold the foundations of the

Church, as firmly built and cemented together upon a risen

Christ, by the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, but

whom the world cannot receive. By His divine energy, liv—

ing souls become increasingly dead to earth, since their life

is hid with Christ in God. Then, in the Pauline Epistles

again, we get some insight into seven particular divisions of

that one Church. But specially in both the Acts and the

Epistles, we perceive many and divers indications and warn

ings,”E as to the presence of evil men, or Nicolaitane tares,

within her pale, and to her already incipient corruption and

failure. And so here, in these two prophetic pencillings of

her after history, each ending with an allusion to second

* Specimens of these warnings will be adduced in the next chapter, which

will thus form a suitable close to the present work.
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advent work, the same subject is continued, though neces

sarily by way of hint and figure, onwards to the final judg

ment. Thus, these two prophecies form a sort of twofold

chain connecting the account in the Acts of the Apostles,

with the events which have succeeded even up to our own

day, and also revealing to us what shall be the end of this

mysterious state of things.

2. But now, it will be both highly interesting and profit

able to bring forward a few of the many points of correspond

ence and of coincidence, as traceable between these two

kindred prophecies. Several samples have, in passing, been

already offered; but, then, such were necessarily somewhat

disjointed. But by a sort of blending of the two predic

tions throughout, many explanations of ideas in either one

sketch, will be obtained in that best of all ways,—nan1ely, by a

comparison of the one scripture with the other. Further, the

sketch in the one not being taken from precisely the same

point of view as that in the other, this very difference of

point of observation renders the paralleling of the two

together all the more valuable? For in consequence of

this, in part, diversity of feature, each prophecy contains in

it several veins of thought, either not to be found in the

other, and yet which, when combined therewith, contributes

to the fuller view of the prophetic ecclesiastical history; or

else, allusions, remote in the one, and hence around which

some obscurity or uncertainty may linger, which receive

ample elucidation or confirmation by a reference to the

other. These two prophecies are sufficiently similar in their

main outline to warrant and even to invite their dovetail

ing; whilst they are sufficiently distinct, for the reason just

assigned, as each to open up such additional trains of thought

from the other, that their paralleling and blending cannot

* As to the diversity in point of view from which these two prophecies are

taken, and the value thereof when viewed as combined, see the remarks in

the opening of the last section of the last chapter, (p. 397.)
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but shed reflex light each one on the other. It will be obvi

ously impossible, within the due limits of this work, to do

more than to offer specimens of the manner in which the two

prophecies, when set side by side, tally with and mutually

illustrate each other. Sufficient, however, will be adduced

that the reader, if so inclined, may himself pursue this sub

ject further. And again, the separate tracings, as found in

St Matthew and St John, of the career of the professing

Church between the two advents, when compared together,

being found,—whenever the point of view becomes identical,

whenever the parallel lines in those tracings approach near

one another,-—invariably and exactly to correspond ; then the

general argument deduced in the preceding pages from each

of these inspired witnesses, will be, if possible, more entirely

clenched.*

3. But the moment that we think of the general features

of these two prophecies for the purpose of combining or

welding them together, that emphatic warning encountered

in each, though in slightly different words, at once occurs to

the mind, and seems to form a sort of proper introduction

to the whole. In the one, we have, “He that hath ears to

hear, let him hear ;” in the other, “He that hath an ear, let

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.” Strange

that this note of admonition should be found in both these

particular prophecies, and, at the same time, scarcely any

where elsel The stranger does this appear, when the differ

ence of style between the writings of St Matthew and St

John are borne in mind; more especially when it is remem

' So, Dan. ii. and vii., it is well known, are prophecies of the same things,

though under different symbols. In chap. ii. the Gentile monarchies are com

pared to a gorgeous image, even as a worldly-minded man would esteem them.

Dan. vii. exhibits them in their true character. Then the comparison of

the language of each mutually serves, when set side by side with the other, to

explain it. Thus, for instance, Dan. says that the stone smites the image.

If it is inquired what is meant by the stone, Dan. 13, 18, gives the answer.

In like manner do the prophecies in Matt. xiii. and Rev. and illustrate

each other.
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bered that the parallel to the words in Matthew are not met

with in St John’s Gospel, nor in his Epistles, but only in

that writing of his, the most utterly dissimilar of all to that

of the said evangelist, so far as subject is Concerned—viz,

in the Book of Revelation, and there only. Surely these

words, if they assure us that in each of these prophecies

there is that which peculiarly concerns every true-hearted

and spiritually-minded child of God, and that which should

encourage him to lend a willing and obedient ear to the

whisperings of the Spirit, as to the state of the nominal

Church ; so do they seem as if they were designed to consti

tute a loop and a tache of connexion between these Parables

in Matthew on the one hand, and these Epistles in the Reve

lation on the other. At least, in no other prophecy but

one“ is this sort of warning given ; as if no other prophecy

so imperatively demanded every Christian’s attention, as just

these two do. Those, many of them, may picture what God

is doing, or will do, in the world; but these exhibit Christ’s

observation and judgment of the action of His professing

Churchrl'

Nor should we here omit to notice also another term,

which, though sparsely used in Scripture, turns up in each

of these two prophecies. We refer to the word “mystery,”

to which some of the remarks above made are again appli

cable. How comes it to pass ;—is it by accident ; is it owing

to designed coincidence; or is it because these two sketches,

bringing before us much of the same things, should be so

" Rev. xiii. 9. Here, too, the warning is in reference to the state of the

visible Church; from the sins of which those whose names are written in the

Lamb’s book of life shall be kept.

1‘ Seeing that only in these two pro hecies, and scarcely anywhere else at

all, is this command to hear to be ound, then those additional words in

Revelation may be added to the direction as given in Matthew ; which would

then read thus :—“ He that hath ears to hear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith to the churches.” This annotation is made onl in order to aflord a

specimen of how the words from the one prophecy may joined as a supple

ment to those of the other. 2

D
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similarly, as it were, headed, or superscribed: the one, as

“the Mysteries of the kingdom of heaven;” the other, as

“the Mystery of the seven golden candlesticks,” or seven

churches? Strange, to say the least, that the Spirit should

Himself afiirm both that just these two prophecies contain

mystery ;* whilst also, just to these two, He should so

earnestly beckon the attention of the same class 1

It. Now, before we proceed further, it will be well for us

to be reminded of these two points: one, that the Parable

of the Sower we have seen to partake of a prefatory char

acter, being partly intended to trace for us the origin of

each of those two classes, which in the second Parable are

symbolised by the Tares and the Wheat. The other is, that

the remaining six Parables, containing what the Lord terms

the Mysteries of the kingdom, commence earlier than the

seven Epistles. For the Epistles date from the time, of

course, that St John received the Revelation ; but the six last

Parables, from the resurrection of Christ, Or, for the sake

of plainness, these two may be put in this way : each cluster,

both of seven Parables and seven Epistles, severally begin to

be fulfilled from the moment that they are respectively

uttered. The seven Parables, including the Parable of the

Sower, commence from the time when Christ, accepting as a

fact His rejection by the Jews as a nation, began to gather

living materials for His Church: then, the second Parable,

‘which, by allusion to wheat, as we have seen from John xii.

24, takes for granted that Christ has died and risen again,

proceeds onwards from that time, until the time of the Union

of Church and world, at which, as has been largely shewn,

the third Parable begins to receive fulfilment-I- On the

* Connected in thought with this word mystery of Matt. is the word

which is used in ver. 24, and again in ver. 31—viz., 'n'ape'aqxev, which means

propmmded. As if the Lord had proposed a sort of riddle, which required

some acumen to unravel.

1' We have not now to prove the exact teaching of either Parables or

Epistles. This has already been done in the previous chapters. Our work
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other hand, in the first Epistle, the commencement of the

whole seven in prophetic continuity is from the time that

John wrote. But seeing that the Lord is, in His wisdom,

pleased to arrange very much of what is in His word into

sevens, which also He has done here; therefore the epoch

contemplated in the second Parable is occupied with two

Epistles, not only in order that the number seven may be

maintained, but also that the prior attempt of the world to

crush His infant Church by open hostility may be specified.

In the Parables there was not the same need of this refer

ence to the world’s deadly hate and systematic persecution.

In fact, there was no scope for it therein. For the Lord’s

purpose in uttering them was simply to trace the contrasted

action of Tares and Wheat. But the persecution was the

world’s doing; and which, further, both Tares and Wheat

could and did endure.* Whereas, on the contrary, the

Union of Church and world could not have been effected by

the action of the world alone, and without the consent and

co-operation of the Tares or hypocrites within the Church’s

bosom. And hence, in Matthew, the Lord, after the Parable

of the Tares, necessarily passes on at once to the Parable of

the Tree; whilst in Revelation He divides the time interven

ing between these Parables into two, tracing the two sepa

rate and opposite attempts of the world,-the one, as seen in

Epistle two, to curse and slay His professing Church; the

other to seduce her. And so the number seven is maintained

and completed in each. Thus whilst in the Parables one of

them, the first, is occupied with shewing how the two classes

of hypocrites and righteous first came together; in the

Epistles, one of them, the second, is devoted to shewing what

is the due and gracious consequence at His righteous hand

of their admixture—persecution; what is the first abortive

now is simply to join the Parables and Epistles together, and to shew where

in thought they approach one another,—the constant parallel between them.

* Vide the chapter on the Parables.
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attempt of Satan and the world against His Church. Each

of these series of seven, then,—that is, of Parables and

Epistles—according to the peculiar point of view of each,

although at the beginning they necessarily bring before us a

difi'erent action, still those two dzferent actions, in the par

ticular series where each of them occurs, is necessary and

admirably appropriate, and would not have been so in the

other series. There was no need for the Lord, in the seven

Epistles, to shew how the Nicolaitanes first obtained entrance

within the Church. It was the Church, as it was, that in

the Epistles He had to judge. But it was important, in the

series of Parables, giving the contrasted view of each class,

that it should be apparent who were the Tares and whence

they originated. And this would be shewn, of course, in

due order in the first Parable. On the other hand, there was

no need in the series of Parables to shew, that as Tares were

now first present, He would send persecution; or that, ere

the world ofi'ered a large place on earth for the mixed Church

to strike its roots in, it would previously attempt to extir

pate it—that attempt being, as we have remarked, the action

of the world alone. Still, as this approaching time of per

secution most nearly concerned the Church, therefore in the

Epistles allusion to it is made, and in its due place, in that

to the church of Smyrna.* Thus by the omission and

addition in each separate series of what was required for the

complete view pictured therein, the septenary number in

both is still complete.

‘ As a further illustration to many readers of these supplementary ad

ditions having to be made from one scripture to another, take one wholly

apart from prophecy~a case from the life of the apostle Paul. From the

Acts we learn that after his conversion he spent some time in Damascus, and.

then returned to Jerusalem. But the account there says not a word of a jour

ney—previous to his de arture for the holy city—into Arabia. This particular

is only to be found in t e Epistle to the Galatians, chap. i. 17. And Barnes,

in his Commentary on the passages, supposes that the reason why Luke, in

the Acts, omits all reference to the apostle’s tour in Arabia, is, because it

furnished no incidents in regard to the success of the gospel; that is to say,

what was not required in order to complete one account, was omitted. How

well this accords with the omissions in the Parables or Epistles!
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The parallels, then, between the seven Parables and the

seven Epistles, may be seen by the following arrangement;

in so far only, of course, as, notwithstanding their different

points of view, they run side by side :—

Parables (1) &

Epistles l & ...... 3 ...... i...... 5 ...... 6 ......7

Should any reader think. it strange that the additional

Epistle should be devoted to events near the beginning of

the dispensation, and that thus the first Epistles cover a

shorter period than do. the last, then, besides its absolute

need, for completeness’ sake, in the place where it stands, as

we have shewn above, another reason in addition may be

assigned: and it is this, that it is ever the way of God, in all

continuous prophecies which stretch over a long period of

time, to devote the larger amount of information, and to

enter into fuller detail, with reference to the times at which

the prophecy begins; for prophecy is a sort of prospect of

things to come. And in a prospect, things near at hand to

the beholder are seen more distinctly and wider apart than

those in the remoter distance.“E

SECTION 2.

Correspondence of testimony of the two prophetic sketches

of the origin and incipient growth of the ecclesiastical

- evil. -

Of those six Parables, declared by Christ to contain in

them the Mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, sufficient has

been said above to shew how and why the first of the six—

namely, the Parable of the Wheat and Tares—comprehends

that time which, in the seven Epistles, was necessarily sub

divided. The first Parable of the kingdom then, which is

* Vide Author’s Sermons on the Second Advent, p. 28.
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Parable two, covers the time contemplated in the Epistles one

and two. Then, by placing these two Epistles side by side

with the Parable of the Tares and Wheat, we perceive that——

(1.) BETWEEN those events predicted in Parables two and

three, we may insert the inspired reference in the Epistles to

the Pagan persecutions, which were allowed to rage against

the Church, and specially that great one for “ten” prophetic

“ days,”--i. a, years, —which immediately preceded the

Union of the Church and world, through what Christ calls the

doctrine of Balaam, (Epistle three ;) or the Church becoming

rooted as a Tree to earth, (Parable three.) So when the pro

fessing Church as such was delivered finally, and for ever,

from those great and sore Pagan persecutions; then it' was

there came reaction, and to earth she attached herself, and

to earth she more and more tenaciously clung.

(2.) Parable—“ Whilst men slept,” &c.

Epistle—“ Thou hast left thy first love.”

Hence the sleep was a sinful sleep, — a slumber of the

soul, the affections not being in lively exercise towards

Christ. (Compare Sol. Song v. 2.) Through this lassitude

or feebleness of love, it was that the early Church, when

men demonstrated themselves by their lives to be but Tares,

—that is, as seed upon a rock or among thorns,—yet failed

to excommunicate them and reject them from her pale.

(3.) But the Lord Jesus, for completeness of definition

and exactness of specification, puts His finger on the two

fold cause, or root and stem, as it were, of all the after evil ;

that is, not only upon its source in the heart, (as referred to

in (2.) above,) but also, upon the incipient evil in its practice.

In the Parable He speaks of Tares; in the Epistle, of Nico

laitanes. For to those not admitting or realising the pro

phetic character of the seven Epistles, it will appear strange

that Christ should so earnestly stigmatise the deeds and

doctrines merely of one single set of heretics, when there

I
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were so many others; and when, too, history says nothing

at all of such a sect as here many conceive to be referred

to. But once recall to mind the translation of this word

Nicolaitanes, “those conquering the laity,” as given in a

preceding chapter; and look at the strongly-marked pre

latical character of the evil of Popery when it reached its

climax in the dark ages: and then you will obtain a satis

factory reason why Christ should shew His judgment of this

evil, when as yet it had only begun to bud. Clericalism, or

priestly assumption and Prelacy, contains within itself the

germ of Popery. On the other hand, take away the distinc

tive clerical or priestly element from Popery,“E and all its

ecclesiastical evil would necessarily vanish, and nothing but

simple Christianity remain.

We confess to being greatly struck with awe at the evil

being so carefully traced by the Lord, both to its origin in

the heart and to the beginning of its practice in the life.

But not only were evil men, or Tares, then in the Church, as

the Parable exhibits, or Nicolaitanes, as the Epistle sets forth ;

but further-—

(41) Who the Tares were designed peculiarly to represent

has been largely proved in the preceding chapter. And our

business at present is not to elucidate either prophecy, but

to compare them together. To attempt the former would

only be going over the argument of preceding chapters, and

divert us from the object aimed at in this one. Now the

Tares were shewn to be those who, though found in the

" For instance, the dogma of transubstantiation is clearly invented simply

for the aggrandisement of the priesthood. For none but a so-called priest

may pronounce the words of consecration ; but which, when once pronounced,

the elements are declared to be changed into the Lord’s body. What an

engine of power over an ignorant people is here! So, too, the confessional

would lose its dread potency, and be wholly transformed, were the command,

“ Confess your faults one to another," heeded in its simplicity. And what is

the topmost stone of the Papacy itself, but as it were priest towering above

priest, even as the inferior priest claims to stand higher and nearer to God,

ea: oficio, than his people?
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assemblies of the faithful, were specially overcome by the

world.* Now surely it is obvious that Nicolaitanism, which

exalts the ministerial office into a sort of priesthood, and

with various degrees of rank too, as if in God’s Church there

were a peculiar order of men utterly distinct from the

“Laity,” and nearer to the Lord in virtue of their imagin

ary priestly rank than are those others; this sort of doctrine

would highly suit such Tares,—i. e., men who, whilst they

found the form of godliness profitable, and perhaps them

selves felt something which they deemed was the true power

thereof, yet still in their hearts retained the love of power

and aggrandisement. That expression, too, in the first

Epistle tends in the same direction, as revealing there were

some whom the Saviour thus designated: “Those which

say they are apostles, and are not.” .

(5.) The Tares have been seen to be, not of Satan’s crea

tion, but, by junction of the first Parable with the second,

of Satan’s corrupting or spoiling; who uses the flesh or the

world as a successful bait wherewith to overcome them.

But, again, it was, as the unvarying instructions of the New

Testament prove, sinful negligence on the part of the true

Church, which first allowed those Tares to be endured within

itself, when such became distinctly manifested whose they

* The three classes of hearers not benefited by the word were shewn in

the preceding chapter to be thus distinguished from each other, in two ways,

by the Lord :—

lst, By the enemy tempting.

The wayside hearers, to whom “ cometh the wicked one,” (ver. 19.)

The stony-ground hearers, who are overcome by “tribulation” of the

flesh, (ver. 21.)

Those resembling seed among thorns, to whom the cares of this world

and riches prove too much, (ver. 22.)

2d, In the period of time taken to overcome them.

The wayside hearers who are overcome “ when they hear,” (ver. 19,) or

“immediately,” (Mark iv. 15.)

The stony-ground hearers, who; “ endure for a time,” but who, “ after

wards, when tribulation ariseth, immediately they are ofi‘ended,” _

(Mark iv. 17.) ,

Those resembling seed among thorns who “ bring no fruit to perfection,”

but who appear to hold out until then, (Luke viii. 14.)
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were. Then the too-late repentance and zeal in this matter

of some of the Lord’s faithful servants afterwards is implied

in the words, “Wilt thou that we go and gather them up?"

So with these marks of indolence at the proper time for

action, and of willing diligence when such diligence would

be of no avail, now compare the wording of the Epistle.

There we see not only Nicolaitanes in general, but also men

who further claim, though “falsely,” to be “apostles,” and

who could not have advanced such great pretensions very

quickly after they had been themselves first impressed.

Only gradually would 'their real inclinations and tendencies

be painfully observed by the Church. Well, of the after,

though too late awaking, and inopportune behaviour of the

Church concerning these Tares, when the evil had assumed

too gigantic proportions for them to be able to remedy, it

is there written : “Thou hast tried them which say they are

apostles,” &c. ‘Putting the ideas together, and particularly

noting that there is a complete and instructive silence in

this encomium as to any excommunication or rejection of

them, consequent upon her discerning their true character;

then there seems to be, at least in part, a parallel between

the words of the two when placed side by side.

The Parable—“ Whence hath it Tares?

go and gather them up? Nay.”

The Epistle—“ Thou hast tried” those (who have over

topped the Wheat, and who claim to be) “ apostles, and

are not, and hast found them liars.”

Wilt thou that we

In no Epistle, save in that which refers to the first epoch,

is there any allusion to the Church at length perceiving, that

some who were not truly her children, were yet within her

pale. In no Parable, save the parallel one of Wheat and

' Tares, is there a similar thought. And how aptly the one

thought in both dovetails with what, we may conclude, would
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necessarily take place in the times of the early Church, as

even the touches of history found in the later writings of the

New Testament confirm, that the true servants of God, how

ever long they tried to ignore the fact, would yet become

painfully conscious thereof, that some were in the Church

that were not really of her. All we, alas! are quite accus

tomed to this medley aspect of the Tare-Wheat field ; but at

the beginning men must have been amazed at the hetero

geneous admixture ; at men in love of earth being found in

strange companionship with those who were heavenly, and

“minded” not “ earthly things.” *

“I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews,

and are not, but are the synagogue-1' of Satan.” Here the

evil has advanced a. further step. From Nicolaitanism, or

priestly assumption, the after course is easy to the introduc

tion of Judaism Christianised within the Church. For the

importation of one tenet therefrom,—viz., a distinct priest

hood,—and one peculiarly belonging to the previous dis

pensation, would naturally prepare the way for other kin

dred concomitant ones to followl By the gradually accom

plished subordination of ecclesiastical rank ; or, rather, by

the gradual assumption of superiority of office of some

pastors over others, as of one in a large city over those in

the surrounding villages and small towns ; there would arise

an unreal and hollow bond of union, instead of the only true

' Compare here the note on the words, “ But thou art rich,” in p. 206, last note.

'I' It is remarkable to observe, that Christ used similarly strong language of

unregenerate men, who assayed to join Him when on earth, and whom He

thus characterised for their hypocritical attempt: “Ye are of your father

the devil,” (John ix. 44, with ver. 30.)

I It would seem as if in both prophecies it were hinted that so early as in

the second epoch was the professing Church becoming grievoust corrupt; for

when, in Parable two, it is enjoined on the servants to suffer the tares to

grow together with the wheat, it is implied that the large general body cannot

be purified of the hypocrites which are within it. (See note at the end of

Sect. 3 of Chapter IV.) So, too, in the second Epistle, the warning (“he

that hath an ear”) already is seen to oscillate. It is there moved temporarily

a little from its place. Instead of standing before the promise, it is placed in

the middle of it. And again, the language used of the Judaisers is very strong.
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one of genuine love to Christ. Many of those united might

be, as we know from history they were, the true people of

God; yet that which bound them together was something

other than the love of Christ, and which was not of God.

The allusive contrast in the passage need not again be

specified. But here we have a plain indication of the pro

gress of Judaism within the Church; and it is especially

noteworthy, inasmuch as it constitutes a sort of apocalypse

or revelation of what phase of things was then impending, as

prefigured in the third Epistle or Parable; which we now

proceed to glance at in their combined view.

SECTION 3.

Correspondence of the two prophecies of the Union of

the professing Church with the world.

In the preceding paragraph our attention was again neces

sarily called to the Lord’s judgment of those who first intro

duced Judaism into Christianity. Judaism was indeed good

once; but then “ distinguish 'the times or dispensations, and

the Scriptures will agree.” Now, it has decayed, waxen old,

and has properly “vanished away.” God loves to make new

and fresh unfoldings of Himself, of His purposes, and of the

inexhaustible riches of grace in Him. Whether it be in

creation, in providence, in redemption, in sanctification, or

doubtless in glorificationf" further development and advance

is still His way. He loves to lead us onwards. “ Go for

wards,” was in old times His command; “ Grow in grace,”

is His language now. It is not His pleasure to treat us in

this dispensation as if we were yet in our nonage. Read

carefully, in proof of this assertion, the first ten verses of

Gal. iv. There the Holy Ghost characterises in strong terms,

' Vide remarks on the seven promises of Rev. ii. and iii. in pp. 150, 151.

So the growing up into the knowledge of the love of Christ is shewn to be in

successive steps in Eph. iv. 15.
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certain elements of Judaism to which the Galatian converts

were inclined, (e.y., Jewish times, ver. 10,) as “weak and

beggarly,” yea, even as “the elements of the world.” SO in

the Hebrews (chap. ix. 1) the tabernacle or temple is called a

“worldly sanctuary.” Strange! when every part of it was

planned and ordered by God himself, and when His own

glory overshadowed the mercy-seat. How, then, could it be

called a “worldly sanctuary?” Because, though once in its

proper dispensation good, such things were now inopportune

and out of place. So, too, that ancient and Divine rite of

circumcision, the apostle refuses to esteem it as such any

longer, as if it were still good; and prefers to invent a new

term, in order to brand it as “the concision,” or “ maiming,”

(Phil. iii. 2.) These instances will suffice to shew how God

disapproves Of retrogression. Israel had indeed been planted

by the hand of God as a noble tree well rooted in the earth,

“ but NOW God hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings

in heavenly places in Christ.” Our position and privilege on

earth is to follow, and to be identified, through abounding

grace, with the Lord Jesus. He was a Corn of wheat, that,

by dying to earth, brought forth much fruit. We are, or

ought to be, such corns Of wheat too. But that language in

Rev. ii. 9 reveals to us that there were some in the Church

of the second epoch who desired rather to be as Jews and

have a Jewish portion. That description by the Lord of the

state Of things then beginning to prevail within His profess

ing Church, might well prepare us for the comparison of the

visible Church in its succeeding or third phase to a stately

and umbrageous Tree. Though even here, unlike to the

symbol when applied to Israel, there is not the slightest

allusion to its being a fruit-bearing tree at all."i In some

* Israel was compared always to a palm, or fig, or vine tree. But of this

phase of the kingdom of heaven in mystery, every hint about it is, as we have

seen, very ominous. Instead of reading here anything about fruit, we are

informed that the “ birds of the air came and lodged in its branches.” Now,
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sort, then, we may admit that the established religion under

Constantine was a kind of Judaism restored. But then such

passages as this, (Rev. ii. 9,) and divers hints traced in the

third Parable, as also its contrasted aspect, (see the Plate,)

shew that this retrogression to Judaism is here again and

again condemned by Christ, even as we have seen it is by

the Holy Ghost in the Epistles to the Galatians, to the

Philippians, and to the Hebrews. That tree being planted

by God, ofttimes bore much good fruit; this being planted

by man, in opposition to God’s will, did not. Its tendency

as a system—we speak not, of course, of individuals—was

an evil one. It had the form and semblance of Judaism,

and nothing more. On the contrary, the various lands where

branches of this Tree were rooted, had not previously been

purged by Divine judgments. But Palestine, the home of

the Jewish vine, hadf“ Nay, more: earth is now groaning

under a heavy curse through the unrepented sin of the

murder of its Lord. That blood truly washes out every sin

that is ingenuously acknowledged and humbly deplored; but

not before. And further, under the Jewish economy, the

Most High himself was regarded as the ng+ and as the real

Ruler of the land and people of Israel. His laws formed the

code by which justice was administered daily. In matters

where any doubt as to His express will was entertained, God,

enthroned behind the vail upon the mercy-seat, was pleased

to reveal it by means of the mysterious Urim and Thummim.

This sort of administration by the Most High constituted, as

it has often been termed, a Theocracy. Surely this was

these birds have been proved to represent “Satan” or his agents; and this

same idea will be corroborated just now in the comparison with the second

Epistle. * See Part 11., Chap. 1., Sect. 2.

'I' It is seldom noticed that the saints of the present dispensation are brought

so near to Christ, as that, whilst he is called the King of heaven, the Lord of

angels, the King of the Jews, the King of nations; He is never called

throughout the New Testament the King of saints. True, in Rev. xv. 3

that expression occurs; but the marginal reading, as all the learned inform

us, is certainly there the correct one—viz., King of nations.
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something very peculiar and unique, and has nothing similar

to it in the world now. A visible imperial head of the

Church, as Constantine, whose own will and whim most

materially affects it, is surely quite a different thing to that

other. Is it asked, How wide is the difference? God, in the

third Epistle and Parable, gives a definite answer; which,

stripped of its symbolic covering, comes to this, that the

professing Church, by aping Judaism, really reached Babylon.

Its guilty monarch appropriated to his use those sacred

human vessels which had been set apart and consecrated by

the precious blood of Christ. For—

(l.) In Dan. iv. we find reference to another Tree than

the Israelitish, and the description of which is singularly

like to the wording of the third Parable, with one excep

tion, which is to the disparagement of the Tree to which

the kingdom of heaven in mystery is compared. The Tree

in Dan. iv., after all, had in it “meat for all.” For indeed

the civil ruler is an ordinance of God. And all the king

doms of the world, and the kingdom of Judah itself, had

been given into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar by God. Jer.

xxv. contains the account of his solemn investiture with the

sovereignty over the latter; and Jer. xxvii., of the other and

larger grant. By ruling the nations, then, he was doing

what God would have him do. The sword had been com

mitted to him by the Lord of all. This will enable us to

understand the above expression, “ meat for all,” and afl'ords

terrible significancy in the omission of this clause in the

third Parable. For the professing Church’s becoming rooted

to earth, and united to Caesar, was not in accordance with

the mind of God, but in opposition thereunto.

But the remainder of the account of the Babylonish Tree

coincides wonderfully with that one in Matt. xiii; even in

the reference to the birds of the air: the mention of which,

as we have in the preceding chapter fully shewn, and shall
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just now have another opportunity of confirming, is an evi

dence that the Tree is to be viewed in an evil sense. Thus

we read : “The tree that thou sawest, which grew, and was

strong, whose height reached unto the heaven, and the sight

thereof to all the earth; whose leaves were fair, and the fruit

thereof much, and. in it was meat for all; under which the

beasts of the field dwelt, and upon whose branches the fowls

of the heaven had their habitation: it is thou, 0 king.” Nor

should it be forgotten here that, in the mind of God, the

Babylonish monarchy exists still;* seeing that the image

was one, though its golden head and silver breast, &c., have

passed away. Hence it is that Rome, the seat of the fourth

empire, and head of the ten kingdoms of modern Christen

dom, is in the New Testament called Babylon. So that,

reverting to the symbols in Matt. xiii, we may say that

the Tares, in the succeeding epoch of the visible Church,

clung so tenaciously around the Babylonish Tree, that they

become one and identical with it. Leaning on imperial

power, and accepting imperial favour, the professing Church,

or Christendom, came with the world, to which it united

itself, to be the Babylon or mother of harlots of the Apoca

lypse. Really bearing in mind that the Babylonish Gentile

sway of the world is still contemplated as continued, and

that that sway is compared to an overshadowing tree; and

remembering that, in the very epoch referred to, the Church

did unite itself with these powers of the world ;‘I‘ then this

comparison of the kingdom of heaven in mystery to a very

similar Tree is very portentous indeed. The symbol appears,

" If the rule was Babylonish at the beginning, and if the madness of Nebu

chadnezzar for seven times was typical, how much more intensely Babylonish

is it now ! For that rule has deteriorated from gold to silver, from silver to

brass, and from brass to iron and clay. The first beast was like a. noble lion;

but the second to an inferior beast, the bear; the third to a. leopard; the

fourth was a noudescript, and had all the evil features of the other three.

(Compare Dan. with Rev. xiii. 2.)

1‘ “The whole world lieth (5v 16.5 romp?!) in the wicked one,” (1 John

v. 19.) But Christians are in Christ. To think of joining these together!
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as it were, pregnant with expression. It says, almost in so

many words: The powers of the world, called Christian, and

the nominally Christian Church, united, and became one

Babylon.

(2.) Then let the reader bear in mind that the superscrip

tion of the third Epistle for the third epoch,—namely, Per

gamos—has in it the Greek word for marriage, and that

the whole term together means a tower. Then read the

account of the beginning of Babylon, as we have it in Gen.

xi. So soon does this mysterious city rise into view; so

soon is the Divine judgment beheld upon it; so soon is the

cause of that judgment traced : which was, that men would

have a tower whose height should reach to heaven, even

though it was established upon earth. Suppose that unin

spired man had desired to discover two symbols of Babylon’s

pride and worldliness, could he imagine any apter ones, or

even as appropriate, as those which the Spirit has been

pleased to select,—namely, the Tower and the Tree? Both,

too, aspire to join a pure, bright heaven with a sin-polluted

and defiled earth; and upon that attempted junction God

has plainly frowned. Yet has man renewed the attempt;

but it is all Babel still. And so, in both Parable and Epistle,

it is at least clearly hinted to the hearing ear, that the Church

had neared Babylon in the epoch before Popery. In other

words, as well one prophecy as the other admonish us that

the precept to come out of Babylon has a fuller import than

is often given to it; as if all it contained was a warning not

at all pertinent to any others than Roman Catholics.* How

the devil loves to assume the form of an angel of light, and

to blunt the edge of the quick and powerful Word of God!

But we must pass on to notice other points of contact be

tween the third Parable and the third Epistle.

“‘ See also Part II., Chap. VL, Sect. 2, for yet another proof that Babylon

refers to more than Popery.
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(3.) These two appear to tally with each other as respects

the note of time when the professing Church first began to

settle upon earth. For we have seen that the phase of

bloody persecution of the Church from the heathen emperors,

as set forth in the second Epistle, reached its darkest and

extremest moment during the reign of Dioclesian, when, as

is there predicted, for “ten” long prophetic days, that is,

years, the last grand attempt was perseveringly and syste

matically made to expel, by open violence, all Christianity,

both in substance and semblance, from the face of the earth.

Then, after divers struggles made by rival potentates, Con

stantine succeeded to the empire. How altered and de

teriorated and earthly everything ecclesiastical‘IE became

under his sway, has already been described in the chapter

but one preceding. Then the number of false professors

within the Church was largely increased; then for all such

the earthly prospect became vastly more advantageous and

desirable.

Now compare with this the position of the third Parable

in the seven. True, there is no such distinct indication of

time therein. Nevertheless, to suit with the ascertained note

of time in the Epistle, the third Parable is just in its due

and proper place. Suppose it had been otherwise; suppose,

for instance, that the fourth Parable had preceded the third,

that the Parable of the leaven, preceding the gradual but

total corruption of doctrine which came to pass in the dark

ages, had preceded the Parable of the tree, picturing the

Church’s becoming firmly rooted to earth; then thefirst clear .

evidence of the working of the Tares, the first manifest action

’* The reader’s attention has been already directed to the allusive contrasts

in the Epistles. Whether the expression, “ Satan’s seat," or rather “ throne,”

(@povos,) may also in this way point to the time when imperial power was

first exercised in the Church, and when the title “ Head of the Church ” was

given to a poor fellow-mortal, the reader must decide. Then, to share the

spoil, the Nicolaitanes obtained subordinate thrones. Even to this very day,

alas! we read of bishops being “ enthroned.”

2E
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produced, as shewn before by them, had been out of its pro

per place: for the first Union of Church and State took

place, as all the world knows, before, and not after Popery

had thoroughly set in. But now, as well in Parable as

Epistle, we, whilst we are waiting to perceive what is the

first and proximate issue of the allowed presence of Taxes

within the Church, presently behold that Church towering

higher and higher, and affording to those loftily exalted

within her, earthly place, and dignity, and ease.

(44.) So, again, there is correspondence in the Parable with

the Epistle as to the peculiar class ofpersons who were speci

ally active in consummating this Union, and who were speci

ally the gainers in what they loved by that consummation.

We need not repeat here what has been abundantly shewn

as to the identity of the Tares, at least as respects many of

them,"i with the Nicolaitanes, nor even enlarge upon the

parallel between the two facts: that, as the Tares in the

second Parable were seen, by noting the connexion between

the first two Parables, to be religious men who were overcome

by the love of the world; so Balaam’s temptation has been

proved-[— to be the designed type, in Israel’s wilderness

journeyings,—or, as St Paul stated, “example written for

our admonition,”—of the allurements and seductions of that

world now. Then to those who have followed the proofs of

these positions, given in the preceding pages, we need only

put the two passages side by side :—

Parable—“ He that receiveth the seed among the thorns

* We say “ many” of the Tares, rather than all; because, doubtless, there

were others who loved and yearned after worldly glory, besides those who

were successful in obtaining, under cover and by means of religion, somewhat

more or less of that world. The success would only bring to light that sinful

hankering which was previously latent in the heart. And, besides, as all,

even the holiest, have sinful appetites and desires ; so some such then, as now,

would, by the example of the Tares, be tri ped up in their walk and injured

in their testimony. Not eve one woul act sturdy Elisha’s part, when

Gehazis abounded, (2 Kings vigil)

1‘ See Part 11., Chap. 1., Sect. 6.
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is he that heareth the word ; and the care of this world, and

the deceitfirlness cy‘ riches, choke the word, and he becometh

unfruitful,”—i. e., is a Tare in the com-field.

Epistle—“ Thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of

Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before

the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and

to commit fornication.” In the type, it was literal; in the

antitype, it was a spiritual kind of fornication,—that sort of

friendship with the world which the Lord has in His Word

so peremptorily forbidden and awfully denounced. In both,

it was an abandonment of separation.

To grasp thoroughly the parallel between the two pas

sages, it must be apprehended that the comparison of the one

prophecy with the other reveals the advance and growth of

the evil. First, we have a general view of some who are

mingled amongst the Wheat, whom the care of this world

and the deceitfulness of riches (“ and the lusts of other things

entering in,” Mark iv. 19) eventually vanquish. Then we

have Nicolaitanism, or, as Peter expresses it, “a lording it

over God’s heritage,” or “clergy,” on the part of God’s pro

fessed servants, instead of being “ensamples to the flock.”

Then the claims of such would wax increasingly arrogant;

the simple and scriptural relation of pastor to people would

be abandoned for a growing and vast hierarchical system.

Then when that epoch arrived in which the world 05ered

ease, and wealth, and worldly honours to professing Chris

tians, such would be naturally, as all history informs us they

were certainly, the first greedily to seize them. Then, as we

find in the very next verse of the Epistle, all this Nicolaitan

ism would gradually and necessarily be reduced into a settled

form or system of “doctrine,” (Rev. ii. 15.) Constant as

sumption by lordly men in advantageous circumstances on

the one hand, and repeated yieldings by the heavenly Wheat

upon the other, would, of course, tend so to foster such as
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sumptions, that it would become simply a matter of time as

to these respective actions being regarded by both parties as

right and proper. Especially would this result, when copies

of the Word of God were much more scarce than they are

now-a-days. And thus the “doctrine of the Nicolaitanes”

would go hand in hand with the doctrine of Balaam, as this

very Epistle implies, and as Trench, in his Commentary

thereon, himself unwittingly admits.* Each one doctrine

would greatly tend to establish the other. The mind is

overwhelmed with awe at the exactness and accuracy of the

various touches of the pencil in these prophetic portraitures

of the growth of the evil within the Church. And thus, too,

the preparations and beginnings of Popery were made. The

evil would go on increasing, as the snow-ball, rolling down

the hill, gathers all kinds of strange and motley accretions to

itself. At length things would reach that pass that a further,

namely, the fourth Parable and Epistle would be required.

Ere, however, we proceed to the blending together of the

two descriptions of those dark times, one further curious

and striking coincidence between the third Epistle and

Parable must be noted.

(5.) Let the reader bear in mind that the birds’ action in

the first Parable, of devouring the seed which fell by the

wayside, is explained by the Lord himself, to refer to the

wicked one coming, and catching away that which was

sown-1' He may have subordinate agents, and make use

ordinarily of human instruments, but still Satan is the

prime mover in the work. Seeing, then, that we possess an

authoritative interpretation of the symbol of the birds of the

* See his words quoted in their proper place in Part II., Chap. 111., Sect 3.

1‘ It has been largely shewn, in the previous chapter, that the expression,

“birds of the air,” is used continually in Scripture, as well as in Matt. xiii. ,

in an evil sense. Should the reader be surprised at this, and wonder that the

symbol should not point to something heavenly, the clue may perhaps be

found by remembering that “ Satan is the prince of the power of the air,” and

that we are called upon to wrestle with “ spiritual wickedness,” or rather with

wicked spirits, “in heavenly places,” (Eph. vi. 12.) See the margin.
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air, then, unless we wish to make the Bible a nose of wax,

and refer its imagery now in an evil, and then, directly after,

in a good sense ; then the birds of the air, which lodged in

the State-Church Tree of the third Parable, set forth Satan,

though still hiding himself, or only appearing as an angel of

light, and availing himself of human passions. Now, com

pare the Parable with the Epistle :—

Parable—“ The birds of the air come and lodge in the

branches of the great Tree.” Of the birds Christ says,

“ Then cometh the devil.”

Epistle—“ Thou dwellest where Satan’s seat is;’ again,

“ where Satan dwelleth.” (See note, too, at the foot of

the page.)

)

The parallel is exact in more particulars than one. Not

only do both Parable and Epistle point to the Evil One as

the prime cause of the sin of the Union; but also allusion

seems to be made to the ease and rest thence accruing to

the tempted Tares. In the Parable, some emphasis is put

upon the expression “ lodge ;” and in the Epistle we have

both the noun “seat,” and the verb “dwelleth.” The two

foldedness of the expression, “Satan’s seat,” and “Satan

dwelleth,” surely is designed to hint that the times of perse

cution referred to in the preceding Epistle, were succeeded

by an era of repose and security. The Tree was getting so

firmly rooted to earth,* that the birds did not hesitate to

roost thereupon. .

Again; it is curious that the word translated seat, is more

properly translated a throne. Curious, inasmuch as this

was the very epoch when the professing Church first ac

cepted Caesar as its head. We have marked the allusion to

* So, too, in this third Epistle, the Lord says to the Church, “Thou hast

them that hold," &c., twice. Is not this again a correspondence with the

ascertained import of the birds’ lodging in the tree? Especially when one re

flects, that in this Epistle only does the expression occur, but in this it occurs

twice. And once the Lord adds the word, EKET, “ there."
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the rise and spread of Judaism within the Church in the

preceding Epistle and epoch. There we perceived that

Christ stigmatised its propagators as no true Jews, but as

the synagogue of Satan. But now, in this third epoch, this

attempt at revival of Judaism has reached its acme. In the

Jewish dispensation, God dwelt in His temple, and reigned

as the head of the Jewish nation. So far from doing the

same now, He reminds us that our citizenship is in heaven,

(Phil. iii. 20.) But as the nominal Church would settle

upon earth ; so would she, when she could, have an earthly

head : but that throne introduced therein was not again the

throne of Jehovah, but its introduction was owing to Satan’s

successful craft. Here surely we have another of these allu

sive contrasts in the prophecy to which the reader’s attention

was often called when considering the Epistles. True, in

deed, the Gentile monarch’s sway is, from Nebuchadnezzar

onwards, a power constituted by God. But when, not con

tent with the power assigned, it intrudes into that position

in His Church which can only rightly belong, and be righte

ously administered by the Great High Priest himself ; then,

such an intrusion beyond its due scope and limits is to be

attributed to the great enemy of the Lord and of His people.

Nor, indeed, as we have seen, was this Union consummated

by Constantine alone. Unless the Tares had also been a

party thereto, it obviously could never have been. But by

giving the monarch the supreme power within the Church,

the Tares, as their part of the consideration in the compact,

also obtained civil power and: authority. God grant that the

time may soon come, when the by no means empty ceremony

of the “ enthronisation” of a bishop in his cathedral church,

and which, very significantly, cannot take place until homage

has been rendered to the sovereign, may be a thing shud

dered at by all good men, and the very term itself quite

forgotten, as it well deserves to be !
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Once more, by comparing together the wording of the

third Epistle and Parable, we perceive that the evil agents

of Satan, when they effected a lodgment in the at length

world-Church tree, found that lodgment therein sufficiently

advantageous; because, in plain terms, in the various branches

of that Babylonish tree, “thrones” of more or less exalted

rank and wealth were there. Really when Epistle and Parable

are joined together, the prophecy enshrined in both becomes

apparently almost as definite as history.

SECTION 4.

Correspondence of the testimony of the two prophetic

sketches as to the consequent extent and entirely of the

ruin.

Parable Zt—“A woman” busy with the heavenly meal.

Epistle lt—That woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a

prophetess.

In the fourth Parable, the action of the “man,” that is,

Christ, is not seen, but instead of Him, a woman occupies

the foreground. In the third Parable, there had been fore

shadowed, as has been shewn, that a certain effect in the

things of the kingdom of heaven should not be in due ac

cordance with its cause. From a tiny mustard-seed, a great

overshadowing tree should spring. On Pentecost the Spirit

had come down and baptized all believers into one body.

Their Head was in heaven, and they by grace were called

out from the world to be His, and hence were named His

Church, or called out and separated people. The truths of

their Master, by which they were nourished, and by whose

example they were animated and directed, were utterly

opposed to everything of a. worldly character. But Tares

got in amongst them. Then strange results followed. Not

only did that body largely increase, but eventually it opened

m; 1‘ ; hrs-cxzzrw; Tm‘;
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its doors so wide to all comers, and admitted to complete

fraternity with itself all and every one, wholly irrespective

of their spiritual condition, that presently it became almost

co-extensive with the world itself ; we mean, with the Baby

lonish part thereof. Itself became identical with the great

Babylonish tree. Comprising within itself not only persons

of every rank and age in life, but almost every one of every

rank and age ; the two expressions -— one, the nominal

Church ; and the other, the empire of Babylon in its fourth

or Roman period—became not only similar or kindred, but

twins, and convertible in their breadth of meaning. And as

the numbers within the Church were thus increased ; so her

deterioration rapidly followed.

Her single work had been to witness of, and point men to

the blessed Lord Jesus. To preach Him, to declare His

will, and to expound His word and laws, had been the one

great duty of the servants of the Church of Christ. But as

the Lord delayed His return, those servants began to settle

in this present world, to seek honour of men and authority

over one another; until, at last, a vast hierarchical system

constructed by the ambition of those servants darkened the

face of the earth. Then these servants began to usurp, all

to themselves, the very title of the Church. To this arro—

gant claim, little or no resistance was made by the ignorant

mass of mere professors. Presently the opinions of these

men began to be substituted for the pure teachings of the

Word of God. This was more especially the case, when

divers of these ecclesiastics met together, now at one place,

and now at another, in _solemn council, and hence they as

sumed to issue decrees and canons to be regarded as bind

ing upon the whole company of the Lord’s people. Soon

the Church so called entirely occupied Christ‘s rightful

place, and filled up the whole spiritual horizon in men’s

souls. Let any incredulous reader listen to the sermon of
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almost any High Churchman of the present day, and mark

how such an one expatiates on what he is pleased to desig

nate “ the Church;” as if, too, it had been she that was

crucified for sinners; and then he will obtain some sample

as to the ideas in sacred matters that wholly prevailed in

the middle centuries of this dispensation. Let such a reader

then ask himself, if such notions can be entertained, and

gravely inculcated in a land now so flooded with gospel

light, as is ours, thank God; What must have been the

state of thingsin this respect in those past days referred to?

Even now so much of this style of thought yet lingers in

the minds of true Christians themselves, that the usual re

mark concerning a man seeking ordination from episcopal

hands is, that such an one is desirous to “enter the Church.”

Whereas every Christian enters the true Church by the re

generation of the Holy Ghost. All that is commonly im

plied by such barbarous language is, that the person would

fain become an accredited servant of the Church and of

Christ. It affords a specimen or relic of the gross darkness

of the mediaeval or Popish times, and well serves to illus

trate how then the still so-called Church’s will, Church’s

teaching, Church’s rights were foremost, and almost alone

in religious minds; whilst as to Christ, few knew anything

about Him. His gospel was quite overlaid and buried

under a mass of church traditions and ordinances; His

laws were set aside; and the way of peace through faith

in His blood, save by a' preserved few, wholly unknown.

The Church so called was Alpha; the Church was Omega:

she was first, and she was last, and she was all in all.

Now, it has been proved that the fourth Epistle and

Parable refer to these very times. And here in striking

coincidence, we have emphatic allusion in the former of

these, not to the “ Man ” Christ, as in the preceding Parables,

but to some “woman” instead. It is her action that is be
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held there : “ leaven which a woman took and hid,” &c. So

in the fourth Epistle, a woman, whose symbolic name is

there further given, is seen to figure prominently. That in

both she is some ecclesiastical personification is clear, in

that the Parable recording her work is called a “ Parable of

the kingdom ” in “ mystery ;” that is, a picture of the Church

such as it was in the epoch referred to ; whilst in the Epistle,

she is spoken of as one who “ calleth herself a prophetess,”

or expounder of God’s will. How false is her claim to this

holy position, is evident from what is said of her in each

prophecy. Then, too, her mystic name Jezebel, we have

seen to be in allusion and comparison between that Romish

hierarchical system with the bloody persecuting wife of

Ahab.

(2.) Yea: not only did this system, though still called the

Church, hide Christ from the eyes of men; but also, by

means of it, Satan could hide himself and work in secret.

When commenting on the Parables, we shewed that the

devil might well “ go his way,” (Matt. xiii. 25,) leaving his

evil work to produce its necessary fruit, by the Church,

through the evil men within her, the Tares, helping on her

own corruption. And so in the fourth Parable, there we see

the Church leavening with what we proved to be evil“ all

around her. Then, compare with this View a pregnant ex

pression which we encounter in the parallel Epistle. We

refer to the expression, “the depths of Satan ;” upon which,

having already commented in its place, we will not again en

large. The reader is merely reminded of the undoubted truth,

that they are, indeed, profound “depths” of malice and cun

ning, when, appearing in the form of an angel of light, and

 

* That she is said to insert the Leaven as it were by stealth, (“ hid,”) goes to

prove the same thing. Her work in Parable four is very like Satan’s in Par

able two. There we read that, “ whilst men slept, he came and sowed Tares

among the Wheat, and went his wa ." Here the woman hides the Leaven in

the Meal. Thus is she doing Satan 5 work.

fi.r1_‘fl,_ 7M, 7“ _
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working through persons we are least likely to suspect, he

then and thus attempts to seduce us either from the paths

of holiness, or of truth, or of both.

(3.) We remarked just now, that this “woman,” as she

was clearly a symbol of a church; so, too, indeed, of some

nominal and wicked church, as is manifest by her allusive

name, by her supplanting Christ, and by the sort of work

in which she was beheld to be engaged.all What is said of

her doings in both Epistle and Parable, when once we look

beneath the figures used, tallies well together.

(01,.) Thus in one picture she is seen to be introducing

“Leaven,” which we ascertained to refer to unsound doc

trine. Then, in the other picture, the true faithful people

of Christ are commended, because they have not, at least,

all her “doctrine.” Surely this is a parallel—viz., the Leaven

in the one, and the condemned “ doctrine ” in the other.

(1).) Again; the meal we perceived to refer to something

good and heavenly; the leaven to something old as Juda

ism, which, though good in its proper time, yet by reason

of age had become, as it were, sour: God having brought in

something better, which rendered the former covenant “ old,”

(Heb. viii. 13.) Now one great difference between Judaism

and Christianity was shewn to consist in this: namely,

whereas the former covenant abounded in earthly pro

mises ; the latter calls us to conformity and identification

with Christ, as well in His rejection down here, as in the

fulness of delight with which He, and His in Him, are viewed

up there. It admonishes us, that by the Cross we are cruci

fied to the world, and it to us. But we have seen that the

nominal Church accepted the overtures and the alliance of

‘* With the lamb offered every morning and evening, was to be added fine

flour; which, in a subordinate sense, refers to the Lord’s people. Now flour

is even, and Christians are all one in Christ. They are united together in

Him on new and heavenly principles. Their bond of union is not leaven, but

oil : “fine flour, unleavened, mingled with oil,” (see Lev. 1—7.)
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the unconverted world. It wanted earth’s honours and

riches now, in addition to heaven’s holy glory by and by.

And so the Leaven or doctrine of old Judaism was super

added to Christianity. Bias in that direction, in preced

ing eras, had been denounced by the Lord, (Rev. ii. 9 ;) but

ultimately the doctrine itself, that this world was to be held

too, became absolutely necessary to be introduced in order

to justify the deeds committed, and the worldliness apparent ;

and it was accordingly done. The top of the mystic Tree, or,

rather, if you please, its root,-—-we mean the Pope,——became a

sovereign prince; his bishops became territorial barons and

magnates; their favourites and creatures acquired, through

their 'very profession of Christ’s Cross, much wealth: and so

the old Leaven went on spreading.

Now compare with this thought in the Parable such words

as the following, which abound in the parallel Epistle, re

membering at the same time their peculiar application by

God when applied to spiritual things : “That woman seduces

my servants to commit fornication.” “ And I gave her space

to repent of her fornication, and she repented not.” (Query,

Does this “ space ” refer to the long time of patience with

which God has endured Popery?) “Behold, I will cast her

into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great

tribulation, except they repent of their deeds. And I will

kill her children with death.” Here, in this striking passage,

we have mention of both fornication and adultery, as crimes

that this wicked woman, or Church, has been guilty of. The

interpretation of such expressions we need be at no loss for.

St James, for instance, affords us the clue: “ Ye adulterers

and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the

world is enmity with God? ” So then, in both Parable and

Epistle, we not only perceive that evil doctrine is pointed at

in general ; but also, each, more than jointly hints what that

evil doctrine is. -
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So once more the spread of the mischief is contemplated

in both prophecies as gradual. In the Epistle, Christ

charges this woman or nominal Church with “teaching and

seducing” Christ’s servants; which implies not only that

the seduction was as to doctrine or teaching, but also that

there would be scruples and hesitation to be overcome, ere

they could be prevailed upon to embrace this new, or rather

old and imported doctrine, slowly, and one of them by the

example of another. Then, in the Parable, we behold the

leaven, once introduced, continuing to spread, puffing up and

elating the heavenly meal “ until the whole was leavened.”

(4.) At last the state of things in the professing Church

had, as all history assures us, become so bad that it could

not scarcely have been worse. The tenth and two or three

following centuries were emphatically the dark ages. And

this, too, when this woman or Church was in the very

zenith of her grandeur and her power. Every doctrine of

the Lord Jesus had become so perverted, that, instead of re

flecting and shewing forth His grace and glory, all tended

to aggrandise the Church. And not only was the darkness

most dense and thick; but, further, the black cloud covered,

as it were with a pail, all the countries of Christendom.

Look where you will in those times, and you will find the

same deadly ignorance prevailing. Even in England, one of

the countries remote from Rome’s pestilential influence, how

little, and by how few, was the way of peace at all known I

In the exact language of the Parable, “the whole was

leavened.” We suppose that there was not any one Church,

no, not even the comparatively pure one among the Wal

denses, but was affected by the contagion all around. The

true witnesses for Christ in those days were not those who

held as clearly every truth of God as is held by many now,

but those who in the surrounding darkness had some very

feeble glimmer of gospel light. Now, mindful of the com—
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plete correctness of the description in the fourth Parable,

compare its language with the hints in the fourth Epistle.

To the true believers of this epoch, who are ignorant of the

depths of Satan, and who “have not the sort of doctrine”

condemned, Christ enjoins, “ that which ye have, hold fast.”

As if they, too, had surrendered much, and were in danger

of yielding to the prevailing errors much more. And if the

“three measures of meal” refer to the various Churches in

all the world; which world, as we are aware, was divided

after the flood among the three sons of Noah ; then, as well

Parable as Epistle define not only the awful success of the

woman in the grave character of the sort of sin into which

she led Christ’s professing servants, but also the extent of

that success. The Churches of Europe and Asia, whose

members were the sons of Japhet; the Churches, too,

which comprised within them some at least of the children

of Abraham and Shem; and the Churches of Afric’s or

Ham’s sable sons: each and all were affected and corrupted

by that wicked Church of Rome. Wherever Christians were,

there she—as by her Augustines in England—introduced

the abominations of Popery. To this symbolic prediction in

the Parable, well agree the terms used in the Epistle; where

we learn that this wicked woman had “children,” that is,

“ churches,” in other lands, united, like herself, to the world,

and more or less corrupt as she, and sunk in false doctrine.

But, at all events, whether or no the above be the true in

terpretation of the “three measures ;” still the very wide

spread of the false doctrine, and consequently unholy practice,

by the woman’s agency, is clearly marked. And this gene

ral correspondence on this last point of detail is striking.

Even if some trifold * arrangement or other of the Christian

Church be not here referred to ; still it is apparent that some

* In view of the manner in which the Lord interprets the first and second

Parables Himself, it surely is incredible to suppose that the word “ three ”

here is without some definite meaning. ‘
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division, geographical or otherwise, is encountered in the

word “three.” So in the Epistle we have much the same

thought, couched in the expression, “her children ; ” that is,

Churches, harlots like herself, corrupted through her instru

mentality, (Rev. xvii 5.) All the Churches suffer, some

more, some few less, by her introduction within them of her

poisonous Leaven or “teaching” and “doctrine,” (Rev. ii.

20, 24,) and by her mischievous example.

And thus, as the fourth Parable and fourth Epistle do

each picture the fearful progress of the Papacy, as we have

beheld in the preceding chapters, and her maturity in ecclesi

astical sin, by her determined diffusion of the evil on all

sides, with its ramifications in every possible direction; so

now we find, by a rapid comparison Of the two together,

that their several testimonies are quite concurrent and bar

monious.

SECTION 5.

The correspondence of the two testimonies as to the response

made by the nations to the call of the gospel, as well

circulated as proclaimed; and also to the state of

religious apathy of those nations which presently fol

lowed.

Christ took a thief with Him to Paradise, whom He had

rescued from the very brink of hell, and at His own darkest

moment too. Grace loves such trophies of its might. “My

feet were almost gone,” will be the devout and adoring

exclamation of the saved in glory throughout eternal ages.

With some their danger was extreme in one way; with

others, in another. How wonderful and glorious did God’s

grace appear when the nominal Church, having utterly apos

tatised, through love of the world, from almost the very last
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semblance of true godliness, then God interposed, and rescued

many precious souls even from the profound abysses of that

Papal apostasy! Not only so, but further, God, who never

does things by halves, made those same delivered ones such

burning and shining lights, made them such mighty wit

nesses for His truth, that Rome was shaken to its very

centre. There was one short time when it seemed as if all

Christendom would become Protestant. Many whole nations

were so aroused by those * servants of Christ, that so far as

outward movement from Babylon pertained, they were fain

to follow in the wake of those godly men. And, indeed, the

evil had reached such a height, that earthly men themselves

of that epoch could recognise that the religion which called

itself Christ’s had become something very different to any

thing that the holy Son of God could have instituted. All

that was left of Christianity, instead of exhibiting the glory

of Christ, had become so perverted in process of time,

through the evil work of the Nicolaitanes, that the doctrine

of the Cross was quite buried under a mass of human addi

tions ; and the glorification of a certain caste, fashioned after

the Jewish model into a distinct priesthood, with its various

ranks and orders, seemed to be the one object for which all

the mighty miracles that had inaugurated this dispensation

had been wrought. Under the ecclesiastical tyranny nearly

all Europe groaned. Hence, when God raised up those

worthies to proclaim His disinterred gospel, with new and

startling energy and power, Christendom almost at large

appeared as if it would hail their new work as an auspicious

one. At the beginning of the movement, few, comparatively

speaking, except ecclesiastics, were set against it. It was

only as the Lord’s witnesses desired to lead their fellow-men

* It would be well if the reader, before considering any section of this

chapter, were to cast his eye over the parallel section of the two preceding

chapters.
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further on than those cared to follow; when, not content with

a rectification of a few abuses, they aimed at a thorough

departure from Babylon, did first one nation, and then an

other, hold back, that had once promised well. Now, the

causes that led some nations, and many influential person

ages in our own country, to give countenance to the men of

God to a much greater degree than was afforded in other

climes, whilst yet those patrons of the Reformation did make

it manifest by their works that their hearts were unchanged,

have been already traced when considering the fifth Epistle

and Parable. After all, they were only individual units

that embraced the gospel in the love of it, and so became

Protestants and Christians both together. On the other

hand, of the large numbers that joined them, some, as the

monarch, found Protestantism useful in their opposition to

the Roman See; many, moved by the monarch’s example, or

incited by the plunder of the monasteries, or for love of

“ some new thing,” or because their understandings were

truly convinced, or they allowed themselves to be swayed by

the influence or evident piety of the preachers of the new

doctrine: these, and such as these, were the inducements

that led those crowds to call and consider themselves as

Protestants, whilst they were as “ dead” before God as ever

they had been previously. Now, the mere increase of light

upon the minds of such, by means of the holy preachers and

Christians of this new epoch, rendered their guilt in con

tinuing in sin none the less indeed, but all the greater, on

account of the greater responsibility they thereby incurred ;

and thus a very wide distinction is to be made between all

these nominal Protestants on the one hand, and the few

faithful servants of the Lord upon the other; between the

reception of more scriptural doctrine by the one class, and

the cordial embrace of the gospel by the other. And so,

notwithstanding the new phase of things upon which very

2 F
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many * in Christendom had entered, their position and stand

ing in the sight of a holy God continued unchanged, at least

for the better. “He that believeth not the Son,” whether

such calls himself Protestant or Romanist, “shall not see

life; but the wrath of God abideth on him,” (John iii. 36.)

(1.) And this steadfastness of the divine sentence upon

man, Whatever his profession may be, is witnessed by the

tenor of the remaining Epistles and Parables. So it is, too,

with Christendom at large: God will judge it by what it

really is, and not by what it assumes to be. Wherefore of

the three other Parables Of the kingdom of heaven in mys

tery, it is taken for granted that the mere nominal Church

is still so bad and irretrievably corrupt, as almost to be lost

sight of ; as if it were set aside and reserved for the judg

ment of the seventh Parable; where, of course, it must

necessarily turn up. So again ; whilst the first four Parables

were spoken to the multitude, the remaining three were

uttered privately in the houserl' And with these lines of

thought in the Parables coincides what we have before ad

verted to—viz., the change of place of the Spirit’s warning.

Thus, by the one prophecy in the one way, and by the other

prophecy in another way, it is hinted that the condition of

the nominal Church, when she had fully reached her fourth

phase, was Babylonish indeed. Nor do matters with it, even

to the end, improve; however greatly they may be varied.

On the contrary, however some may sincerely and heartin

commence, and others, in the next epoch, proceed further

in the advance out of Babylon: still, very many of the

* We say “very many,” because those of the unconverted professors who

persevered in Romanism, the fourth Epistle and Parable continued still to

characterise.

1' That the action of the Lord Jesus Christ, in going into the house ere He

spake the last three Parables, was significant, is plain from the tenor of the

chapter. For when He was about to speak the first Parable, He left the

house and went to the sea-side, (Matt. xiii. 1.) Now, having uttered the four

first Parables, He returns to the house. See the beginning of Sect. 3 of

Chap. IV.
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general body continue even in the fourth stage of the evil;

continue, that is, to be Papists ; whilst another large propor

tion of the same great mass, even if, through the urgency of

Christ’s witnesses, they abandon their gross corruptions, they

do so with utter listlessness and lifelessness of holy motive.

With the Lord, nominal Protestantism, by itself, is good for

nothing: “Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art dead,”

(Rev. iii. 1.) Hence, in the sixth phase, this Christendom is

put into the background; all that is there recorded of it is an

allusion tO its determined clinging to, and delight in, a Jewish

earthly calling. Yea, even their right to this poor attitude

is flatly denied them, (Pvev. iii. 9.) And in the last Epistle

there, when the number of the elect is accomplished, it is

beheld in all its abject wretchedness, and as about to be

vomited out of Christ’s mouth. Is it inquired, What was

further needful, when the nations began in the sixteenth

century, to follow, so enthusiastically, in the wake of the

godly? The Lord himself answers: “Remember how thou

hast received and heard, and hold it fast,* and REPENT.” To

hear is good ; but woe unto them who hear 'and do not!

For not only did these self-satisfied Protestants not them

selves please Christ, notwithstanding all their loud and pre

tentious boasting; they also clogged the efforts and impeded

the work of the true servants of God. Their constant-I'

bearing and language towards each leader of the Reforma

tion movement, virtually amounted to this: Thus far shalt

thou go, and no further. The feature of a Church united

to the world and respectable for its large numbers, rather

than glorious for the walls, broken down by the Babylonians,

* In this injunction to the Church of the fifth epoch, to hold fast what

they had heard, as well as what they had received, the reader will note Christ’s

own gracious imprimatur of the evangelical preaching of that time.

+ \Ve might say, not only their constant but even their necessary attitude.

For it is absolutely impossible, that the truth can be cordially loved and

heartily followed out by an unconverted man. The repudiation Of gross error

such may tolerate and be pleased with, until the pinch shall come where

their worldliness and love of sin are touched.
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being re-erected all around it, was, and plainly must be, very

useful to the worldly, whether without or within it. The

world needs, and therefore likes, a LITTLE religion, in order

heartily to enjoy its worldliness; whilst the unconverted re

ligious, especially those to whom the profession of Christianity

is very profitable, love more than a little of the world. For

nothing, indeed, except the love of Christ can check, and sup

plant the love of the world. Therefore the Union could not

be, and was not, surrendered or departed from. As another

symptom of the state of feeling and of the evil influence of

the Tares of these times, let the condemning fact be borne in

mind, that Romish ordination was and is still acknowledged

in the Episcopal Church of this land. For otherwise what

would have become of Protestant Prelacy here, which was

only obtained from those who had been consecrated by the

Popish bishops? Now, that Romish ordination is a nullity,

is evident at once when it is apprehended, that whereas the

work of Christ’s servants is to preach Christ’s gospel, the

Pope’s clergy are not only not ordained to preach this gospel,

but are not even ordained to preach at all. If, sometimes in

Protestant countries, they attempt this, still it is not viewed

as any necessary part of their ministry. What work the

priests of the apostasy have intrusted to them when set apart,

is “to offer Christ for the living and the dead.”* But if

this be a mere blasphemous assumption, and if it be wholly

out of their power to offer Christ at all; and yet, such is all

the authority that such vain intruders have received; then

clearly the New Testament ministry, they have never been

made partakers of. But what a man has NOT received, it

is impossible he can transmit. Yet, is this simple absurdity

persevered in to this present day; whilst the ordination of

any dissenting minister, however highly such an one may be

owned by God himself, is quietly ignored, and distinctly re

' “ Accipe potestatem offerre Christum pro vivis et mortuis.”
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pudiated. Whilst the pulpits of the Establishment are at

once opened to any converted Romish priest, it is notoriously

quite otherwise with respect to any pastor of either of the

three denominations. As for the latter, ere he can be wel

comed to any Church pulpit, the hands of those who were

consecrated by their Popish predecessors must have been

placed upon him. That is to say, Popish ordination, which

is, for Christ’s true work, simply nothing at all, is esteemed

by the state Church as valid ; whilst the ministry of the most

godly dissenter, however unmistakably and abundantly the

Lord himself may have verified it, is regarded as whollyinvalid.

Such instances as these, in addition to those adduced in

the preceding chapters, will suffice to shew that the action

of the ungodly and of the Tares was not without effect in

hampering and fettering our worthy Reformers in their

blessed work ; and that the movement from Babylon which,

with the countenance of many classes, they had commenced,

was yet unduly checked. Many were willing to consent to

some rectifications of errors and abuses existing, that would

yet take care that that rectification did not proceed too far,

or get beyond their control and wishes. In corroboration of

this, let the reader bear in mind the proof now largely given,

that the Babylonish system began with the Union of Church

and world; which Union, so far from being abandoned, was

rather cemented; the headship of the Church (not a mere

title, but involving a very large exercise of power, as the

selection and appointment by the Crown of the bishops)

passing simply from the Pope to the Sovereign.

Still the Lord knoweth them that are His. Though in

the world as others, yet hearken to what the Lord lovingly

whispers concerning them in both Parable and Epistle :—

(2.) Para>ble——“ Treasure,” —i. e., of coins, divers, hid in

the field.

Epistle—“ Thou hast a few names,”-—i. 6., individuals.
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That coins of good and true metal, with the impress of

the king’s image stamped upon them, are symbols of the

people of God, see Luke xv. 8. In a vase, they would be of

divers sorts and sizes, and would very aptly point to the in

dividuality of the Lord’s faithful ones. But such, too, is

obviously the force of the expression, “names,” in the

Epistles; for each “name” is owned by one single person.

And in Scripture, “name” denotes character, as in the names

of God himself, and in the names that He has given His

people. Now, character greatly varies in different saints of

God. So that, putting together for the moment the terms

in the Parable and in the Epistle, we may behold, as it were,

on each of the coins constituting the Treasure in the field,

some name written, as on the jewelled breastplate of the

Jewish high priest. Beneath the outward symbols of the

two prophecies, is there not a remarkable similarity of

thought?

(3.) Parable—“ Treasure hid in the field ;” “the field is the

world,” (ver. 38.)

Epistle—“ Thou hast afew names. . . . which have not

defiled their garments.” An allusive contrast to the

others, by whom such are surrounded. Then compare

James i. 27 for the force of the word “defiledz”

“Pure religion and undefiled . . . . is to keep him

self unspottecl from the world.”

The defilement, then, so abounded on every side around

the witnesses for God, faithful among the faithless, that the

professing Church of that epoch referred to was full of it.

And the peculiar sort of defilement, too, which prevailed was

of a “worldly” character, as both Epistle and Parable wit

ness. Here again, not only is there correspondence between

the two prophecies; but, further, their united testimony agrees

with all the marks traced in the preceding chapters to char
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acterise this time, and with the abundant evidence afi'orded

that the term Babylon refers as well to the Union of Church

and world as to the Papal abominations that, in consequence

thereof, resulted The latter were, most of them, repented

of; not so their cause. The world and the Church were

still united. In the view of which, how striking the hint to

this effect in both the prophetic pictures !

What a fearful state the nominal professors of the Church

of Sardis are beheld to be in! Their sin, too, greatly ag

gravated by the light they had “received,” and the gospel

they had “ heard.” The Spirit’s testimony concerning

them is, that, notwithstanding all their advantages and their

name to live, they were “dead.” There was really and radi

cally no difference between them and the world without the

Church. This both prophecies hint; for, speaking of the

godly of this time, we read—

Parable—“ Treasure ” hid in the field of the world.

Epistle—“Thou hast a few names in Sardis,” which is

“dead.”

What a picture of all the mere greedy, ease-loving, time

serving, ambitious professors of this period, notwithstanding

their new “name to live,” and elation and self-satisfaction !

But the Lord’s judgment of these, as well as His distinguish

ing the truly righteous in His sight from the wicked, al

though both might glory in the name of Protestant, is re

corded in both Parable and Epistle. They might be “hid

den” (Matt. xiii. M) in great measure from the eye of

others, who might confound all together, and judge that all

were actuated by sordid motive ; but the Lord himself knew

better. For the sake of His own elect, who are enabled

faithfully to serve Him, He purchases, in some sort, the very

field itself. Even now for their sakes is He kind to all, and

His judgment lingers. Then presently the world itself He
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will claim as His own. The utmost bounds of the earth

shall be His possession. Until that time, let those who de

sire to follow the Lamb whithersoever He leadeth, remember

that the densest darkness of the world is its religiousness.

It was this which crucified Christ once, (Luke xxii 5,) and

persists in the covert, though thorough rejection of Him

now. Let us take heed that the very light in us be not dark

ness; otherwise, how great will that darkness be! But if

wefaithfully, fully follow Jesus within the vail there, and in

His rejection here, He has promised that we “ shall not walk

in darkness, but shall have the light of life,” (John viii. 12.)

SECTION 6.

Correspondence of the two testimonies as to the present and

newest phase of the Church, in regard to the nearing

ripeness of both true andfalse professors.

The two prophecies of the succeeding or sixth stage in the

history of the professing Church, and which we have in the

preceding chapters largely shewn to refer to our own times,

impliedly teach us the growth towards ripeness both of the

real and of the nominal Church. Then, further, the sixth

Epistle contemplates the beginning of the final separation ; of

the separation, that is, of those righteous who are fully ripe,

(Rev. iii. 10 ;) whilst the seventh Parable takes for granted

that when its predictions begin to be fulfilled, the separation,

in some sort, of the righteous will have commenced. This

has been already shewn ; but a few additional remarks in cor

roboration will be made at the opening of the next and last

section of this chapter. At present, we here content ourselves

with noting the hints as to the maturing in growth of each of

those two Churches: namely, the nominal and the true.

It should be borne in mind that those professors who con

tinue adherents to the Papal Church, are still characterised
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by the fourth Epistle and Parable. But the wicked profes

sors, who, by mixing more among the godly, see more of

what vital godliness is, and claim for themselves the name

of Protestant, denoting some assertion of advance from

Babylon; out of their own month are heard to accept a

more responsible position; these are beheld as waxing worse

and worse. Even as the sun, where it does not soften

as wax, hardens as clay; so the increase of light increases

the guilt, where sin is persisted in, and the heart is not

yielded to Christ. And so in the sixth Epistle these Judai

sers are adjudged in most awful tones, with a manifest

allusion, also, unto their fond clinging to a Judaised 0r

worldly Christianity. Heaven’s acceptance of Christ these

believe in; but they dare not, can not, will not perceive

earth’s rejection of Him. To the state of things existing

before Christ’s rejection here, they will persist to have regard

now. True, indeed, many of the godly are themselves in

veigled and entangled by their specious arguments ; but such

will be gradually brought to see their error, in the manner of

the judgment shewn in the next section. The cry, “Come

out of Babylon,” shall wax louder and louder, until the very

last Lot has through mercy escaped. .

Epistle—“ Behold, I will make them Of the synagogue of

Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie.”

As by the term “Jezebel,” in Rev. ii. 20, the Lord referred

to some mystical woman, or wicked persecuting Church, so

the “Jews” spoken of here are mystic Jews or Judaisers

within the professing Philadelphian church, or Church in

its sixth phase. Some of these would fain prevent the

preaching of the gospel to every creature by the Lord’s true

servants; would be shocked, or pretend to be shocked, at

their going out into the highways and hedges to compel men

to come in to the gospel banquet. (See the remarks made

in the proper place on the allusive contrast in the words, “ I
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have set before thee an open door, and no one can shut it,”

ver. 8.) So, again, if some, being righteous before God,

though naughtily settled upon the earth, shall yet overcome

when the hour of temptation arrives, (ver. 10,) seeing that

this hour of trial is to sift them from the mere unregenerate

professors; it follows that these latter, also settled, will not.

The emptiness and earthliness of the profession of the nomi

nal Church will be made manifest, and then the righteous,

though long-delayed, vengeance of the Lamb will ensue.

So, in the parallel Parable, the silence of the Lord as to

the empty professors is very ominous. In every one of the

five previous Parables there had been some allusion made to

them, though in the fifth that allusion was but a cursory

one. But in the sixth Parable, they are wholly passed over,

and set on one side; so that one who had tracked the course

of both Tares and Wheat through all the five, might have

supposed, on a superficial examination of the sixth, that the

Tares had wholly disappeared from the view, either because

there were none, or even because they too had become true

Wheat. But the judgment light of the seventh Parable dis

closes their continued existence to the end, and shews that

all these wicked professors, at the time of that judgment

overtaking them, were either in one of the first four stages

of religious sin traced in the first four Parables; or else that

they were also resting and glorying in their imaginary and

partial departure from Babylon, and with a name that they

lived. Then we perceive that the Lord, in the fifth and

sixth Parables, having in view mainly the godly in the fifth

and sixth epochs, intimated, by His entire silence regarding

the wicked in the sixth Parable, both that the ripening of

the saints in grace, and the near accomplishment of the

number of His elect, was such a delightful picture in His

eyes, and that the culpability of the wicked was thereby so

increased; that that silence there reveals how entirely His
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own occupied His thoughts, and becomes, as it were, a sen

tence judicial and by anticipation condemnatory of the others,

as if in the language to be uttered by Him in that day to

very many called by His name, “ Verily, I say unto you, I

know you not ;” “I never knew you.” Does not the sixth

Epistle exhibit the growth towards maturity of the nominal

professors by one mode, and the sixth Parable hint the very

same, though in another way ? *‘

2. Again: the sixth Parable and the sixth Epistle both hint

at the nearing ripeness of the godly, at the near completion

of the true Church of Christ, notwithstanding all the attempts

of the gates of hell against it. Thus, in the Parable, as we

have shewn at large in the preceding chapter, the Church is

compared to a Pearl, which finds such grace and is esteemed

of such value in the eyes of the Lord of all, that He gladly

parts with all in order that it for ever may adorn His crown.

But, in the fifth Parable, the comparison was to Treasure;

that is to say, to a large number of coins which the same

wondrous man bought at the cost of all He had. Now,

the difference of idea between these two symbols is apparent.

The one regards the Church in her disintegrated character,

as it were a great variety of units. The other pictures the

Church in her higher and more glorious aspect, as one cor

porate body, and its various members united by the one Holy

Spirit, who indwells in each of them. In the expressive

language of Eph. iv., the Church has grown up into Christ

“ in all things, who is the head: from whom the whole body

is fitly joined together and compacted by that which every

joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the

* In fact, the sixth Epistle points to this maturity in guilt almost in the

identical way as does the sixth Parable, for the reference to the ungodly

therein, as it is sharp, so it is very short. But the Parables, by their eculiar

st le, had prepared for the completeness of the silence with regar to the

Wicked in the sixth. Thus, in the fifth Parable, the allusion to them was

merely in passing, as if something otherwise than another sketch of them was

in the mind of the Divine Teacher.
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measure of every part.” Under the different imagery of a

human body and of a resplendent pearl, the thought con

tained in each passage is strikingly similar. And again:

the expression, “treasure hid in the field” of the world,

might suggest which enemy it was that hindered Christians,

though more outwardly united in form, from truly getting

near to, and understanding, and embracing one another.

Then the nobler symbol of the Pearl would suggest that

worldly modes of union being increasingly set aside by the

Lord’s true people as the time of their sojourning here below

waxed short, so were their hearts increasingly “ knit together

in love.” As nothing tends to separate Christians, and

make them look askance at one another, more than humanly

devised systems of union; so, as those party-walls become

thinner, and as the Spirit is more largely poured out from

on high, as is the case now-a-days, then the more entire and

thorough is Christian union of hearts. And once more: it

is obvious that, as the Church approaches the time of the

second advent, the number of the elect will be getting nearer

to its full accomplishment, the stones of the mystical temple

will have been nearly all raised, until at last its entire com

pletion will be at hand. If the reader muses on these mat~

ters, he will find, it is conceived, abundant reason why, from

the symbol of Treasure of coins in the fifth Parable, the Lord

should speak of one Pearl in the sixth.

Now compare with this the name given by the same faith

ful and true Witness to the church of the sixth epoch in the

parallel epistle. It is addressed as the church of Philadel

phia. Now the names of all the other churches have been

shewn to have peculiar significancy. Why then should this

one be excepted? But if it is admitted that regard is to be

had to the name of this church ; is it by accident, is it any

other than a most striking coincidence with the main

thought and feature in the sixth Parable, that it should be
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addressed as the “church of brotherly love?” For this love

we know is the Lord’s own bond of union, by which each

separate coin, or Christian, evidences that he is truly a

member of the one unique glorious Pearl or true Church of

the Lamb. So the apostle witnesses in C01. ii. 2: “hearts

knit together in love.” Is there not a growth into ripeness

of the true Church set forth here, as well in the very name

by which it is called, as in the very strong terms of approba

tion in which it is addressed by the Master throughout the

sixth Epistle?

Having now, therefore, glanced at the growing ripeness in

sin of the wicked professors, and of the completeness of the

true Church in her predestinated number?“ in her separation

unto Christ, and of her increase in love ; we pass on to

notice once again what we have recorded by the Spirit in

the two prophetic pictures of Matthew and Revelation as to

the end of this complex state of things—the concluding

scene of the Mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.

SECTION 7.

Correspondence of the two testimonies as to the mode of the

final separation of the two classes.

The course of action in the separation and judgment or

manifestation of the saints, receives some additional light,

by comparing the last two Epistles with the last Parable.‘l'

When commenting on Rev. ii. and iii. we noted, that there

' It will be an additional curious coincidence to those who accept the

doctrine that the Church is onl composed of believers in between the

{1:0 advents, that this doctrine as been lately so much more brought to

. ht. r

1‘ It _will be remembered, that at the opening of the previous section, we

stated the advisability, for the sake of clearness and of completeness of view,

of deferring our observations on the beginning of the separation of the god] ,

as contem lated in the sixth Epistle, until the other acts bf separation in

the sevent phase were also considered. Thus the process will be more easily

apprehended.
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was some degree of mystery encircling that promise in Rev.

iii. 10.* Since we believe this obscurity to be designed;

'therefore we presume not to dogmatise upon the passage.

The more, however, it is reflected upon; the more does its

strangeness appear. Something definite; something very

precious ; some peculiar mark of favour is undoubtedly there

promised to Christ’s people, who keep the word of His

patience. The mercy in its speciality seems like the morn

ing Star before the appearance of the Sun. Whilst the mass

of nominal professors are settled upon earth, and indulging

in case and revelry, the Lord’s faithful ones, amid the deep

ening gloom, are yet to be cheered by the sight of this one

mysterious and solitary stranger, whose presence augurs that

the King of day is near at hand.

For the humble confessors of Christ in Papal times, the

Lord had uttered that word of animating hope, “That which

ye have, hold fast till I come.”-1‘ In the day of much loud

profession that succeeded, He had promised to His true and

whole-hearted servants, that they should “walk with Him in

white ; ” whilst those contented with the empty name of

Protestant, He warned, that if they did not watch, He would

“arrive as a. thief,” in an hour unknown. And now to His

patient followers living in the time of the next or sixth

phase of the nominal Church, He sends this message, obvi

ously big with import, though surrounded with obscurity:

“Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will

keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come

* See Part 11., Chap. 111., Sect. 6.

1' When we say that the romise to the fourth church is for the Christians

living in the fourth or papa epoch ; we mean merely to imply, that there is

a peculiar aptness therein for such, owing to that epoch being the time of

their testimony. We do not at all deny, that each promise, in a more general

sense, belongs to the faithful of each time. For the seven branches of the

candlestick are burning all together. Take another illustration. When the

Lord says, “ Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven :

blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted ; ” whilst each class

has a. peculiar promise, yet it is also true, that the poor in spirit shall be

comforted, and the mourners shall obtain the kingdom.

all” ' Iv
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upon all the world, to try them that dwell on the earth.” And.

then He immediately subjoins, “Behold I come quickly.”

Now it is a fact that, wholly apart from the teachings of

this text, very many Christians are expecting some hour or

time of impending trial. Strange that this very verse, be

longing in a peculiar manner to this very time, should con—

tain a reference to such expectation, and an assent to its

entire truth. But does the promise imply, that those now

faithful to a rejected Christ, who keep their souls in patient

endurance, holding fast the word of the Lord, notwithstand

ing abounding apostasy and sin ; are these, by death through

persecution for their steadfastness, or by their being snatched

away alive to meet their returning Lord, earlier than others,

to be preserved from that great tribulation declared to be

impending, and which is to sift the mingled ones who are

“ at ease in Zion ? ” * The mystery which the Lord appears

to have designed should encircle this passage, may be for the

identical reason that He has kept secret the precise time of

His coming: namely, in order that those who have ears to

hear may be kept watching for that event. But whatever

view of the verse is received, matters not for our purpose.

All that we desire to deduce therefrom is that which is

manifestly contained therein. It is clear that some are to

be rescued in some way or other not specified; and then,

afterwards, others are rescued THROUGH trial. Then, again,

in the last Epistle and phase of the nominal Church, when

the Judge is even at the door, some are still invited, at that

last moment, ere the door of mercy may be shut, to hearken

to the voice of Christ.

1. So that there appear to be three stages of final de

liverance, or three classes of those delivered: first, of those

steadfastly keeping the word of Christ’s patience; secondly,

' Compare here the warning of the Lord in another prophecy, (Luke xxi.

34-36,) “Watch ye therefore,” &c; “for as a snare shall it come upon all

them that dwell,” literally “ sit,”-—denoting carnal security.
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of those dwelling on the earth, but who, when the time of

trial, viz., the great time of trouble, and of Popery and of

infidelity conjoined, and now approaching, shall be ultimately

roused to witness faithfully for Christ; and thirdly, just be

fore the nominal Church’s utter and entire rejection with

loathing by the Lord, some are still addressed as having the

hearing ear, and as encouraged to overcome. As if to teach

us that the very last lingering Lot, the gracious and faithful

Lord will certainly deliver, ere His hot wrath descend upon

ungodly, professing Christendom.

There appears a similar allusion to certain stages of de

liverance, or classes of delivered ones, in Rev. xvi. After

the contents of the sixth vial have been emptied, Christ’s

warning voice is heard: “ Behold, I come as a thief l” Then

He significantly adds, “ Blessed is he that watcheth and

keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked and they see his

shame.” Here, again, is reference to those that have not

defiled their garments, but have kept them unspotted from

the world, however pretendedly religious it might suit it to

appear. And these are approvingly distinguished from

others. That is to say, when the Lord whispers that He is

at hand, some are contemplated as watchful, and some are

not. It is implied that the garments of some are not so

spotted, and that others are; that some are guilty of some

spiritual uncleanness, of which others are not. Some are

not “ bare,” and devoid of their proper hope of Christ’s

return; whilst others are settled upon earth.

Now, in the closing Parable of the Mysteries of the king

dom, in Matt. xiii, and which, being uttered privately to the

disciples in the house, shews that the same hearing car only

can listen to its admonitions, it is very important to be noted,

that the manner of the separation of the elect is also gradual?

* The assertion that matters connected with the judgment-day will proceed

gradually, may startle some who are not conversant with prophecy. Such

may be clinging to the notion which has been so often refuted, that that judg
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Certainly its testimony tends that way. For there is first

the action of the fishermen, intent upon “ gathering the

good.” But the term “fisher,” throughout the New Testa

ment, is ever applied to the ministers of the Word of God,

and not once to angels. See, for instance, Matt. iv. 19. It

is their duty to preach the gospel, that so they may bring

men to Christ; and then, by their example and their exhorts

tion, to incite them to separation from the world. As for

“those without,” God will judge them, (1 Cor. v. 12, 13.)

Their work, their only work in separation, is with “those

within.” In the language of the Parable, “ They gather the

good into vessels;” the bad are left. Then presently the

angels come forth and “sever the wicked from among the

just.” Here the action of the angels is seen to be precisely

with that class that the fishermen had nothing whatever to

do with, in so far as separation in judgment is concerned.

But further, AFTER the fishers have done what they could,

as they were enjoined, to judge those that are “within,” there

still appears, mixed up with the wicked, some of those

designated as righteous, and whom the Lord will by no

means confound with the ungodly. Are there not here,

then, beheld two distinct classes of those preserved from

judgment. After the fishermen, in every gospel-way, have

sought to gather out unto Christ alone the Lord’s true people,

it transpires that when the Lord is about to deal with the

ungodly, there are some descried by the last sifters, as those

who do not come into that category, albeit of their being

found amongst them. Surely here, in something far better

than in words,—namely, in the underlying thought,——there

is to be seen a very remarkable correspondence of the Par

ment will only last a day, of either twelve or fonr-and-twentyhours. To enter on

its refutation here, is not necessary. See the Author’s Sermon on the Second

Advent. The truth is, as we have stated before, that the style of rophecyis

as a landscape ; where things in the distance appear close together, ut which,

as you approach them, open out and are found to be separate from each other.

:30.
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able with the Epistles, as to the Lord’s manner of procedure

at the final separation of the judgment day.

2. It is submitted that the gradual character of the last

separation, as witnessed by both Epistles and Parable, tends

to illustrate the thoroughness and calmness of that judgment.

But that exactness is specially hinted at in the closing Par

able, in the words, “they sat down.” As if to shew that

the final separation shall be a very complete one ; that not,

one atom of good shall finally perish. We say “of good,”

for that, as we have ascertained, was the single object of the

fishermen, and assists further to establish the parallelism

between the close of both prophecies: one pointing to the

gradual separation of the good, and to the Lord’s thoughtful

care of the very last one in the Laodicean state of things, to

whom shall be given the hearing ear, and the grace finally

to overcome; the other, to the completeness of that separa

tion of the good from the bad. In both prophecies, the

salvation of the “righteous ” appears to be the first and main

thought. For the Lord is righteous in all His ways, and

holy in all His works. As not one evil thing shall escape

detection or punishment ; so not one atom of good in apos

tate Christendom shall perish.

3. So too, by combining the view in the closing Parable

with that in the last Epistle, we obtain some additional

thoughts on either prophecy tending further to its elucida

tion and illustration, and deepening the solemnity of each

passage on our minds. As thus :—

(a.) The professing Church, in its last or Laodicean

phase, when every one having grace at all shall have been

‘delivered, may then be likened to the bad fish. Hence, in

the Parable, these are cast away; in the Epistle, they are

vomited. - .

(b.) The bad fish in the Parable are, as we learn from the

Epistle, professors who, whilst full of boasting, are neverthe
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less, in the Lord’s eyes, “wretched, and miserable, and poor,

and blind, and naked.”

(0.) The sort of net referred to in the Parable, as we learn

from the word used in the original Greek, and as it is termed

in the heading of the chapter, is the drawer “drag net.”

This sort of not would not only gather fish, but rubbish and

stones also. Then the net being brought to shore, the bad

fish are cast away, as well as the rubbish found with the

fish. So, too, in the Epistle. The language of boasting is

natural, and indeed quite necessary to the world ; but from

the lips of any one professing to depend on grace and blood

alone, it is utterly incongruous. It is the abased, and the

abased alone, that shall be exalted in that day. Besides

which, too, this boasting turns out to be utterly groundless.

Notwithstanding the big words, Christ judges that their

speakers are wretched and miserable. What is pretence of

love without a readiness at loving-hearted sacrifice for the

truth of Christ? How entirely again is this like the world 1

Then we find, joining Parable and Epistle together, that the

nominal Church being mixed up with the world, partaking

largely of its spirit and of its disguised infidelity, shall perish

together with it. The doom of the one will be the doom of

the other.

((1.) To judge of the last phase of the Church from the

name “Laodicea,”* we may infer that it is here hinted that

a sort of religious democracy shall characterise the nominal

Church in its last phase. If so, then the ecclesiastical evil

and mischief is seen to reach from one extremity to the

other, and to permeate all. For very largely have we traced

the beginnings of the evil to have arisen from ministerial

corruption, and the apostasy that ensued thereupon. But

here we seem to catch a glimpse of a multitude fierce for

their rights; and, moreover, the allusion being in a prophecy

* Laodicea = “justice for the people.”
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depicting the visible Church’s career, we must add, for their

conceived religious rights. Thus self-abasement and humi

liation before God will be far away from professing Chris

tendom on the eve of its rejection. If the one earlier phase

of the sin shews us whither “establishments of religion,”

so called, tend, the other surely should be as a word to the

wise among Dissenters.

(e.) At last we drift in either prophecy to the judgment

itself. In the Epistle, it might seem to be executed by the

Lord alone; but from the Parable, it appears that, when

ultimately His wrath is revealed, the angels shall be the

executioners of His vengeance. To this agrees the testi

mony of other scriptures, as Matt. xxii. 13, where, of the

man without the wedding garment, the king says to his ser

vants, “ Bind him hand and foot, and take him away.”

Lastly, In the Epistle we behold the judgment only as

imminent: “At the door.” And again, “I am about ”

(,uéhhm) “to vomit thee out of my month.” But the Parable

conducts us one step further, and exhibits that Christ’s lan

guage is no empty threat ; but that however dreadful it may

prove tO any who have called themselves by the name of

Christ, it will be utterly and unsparingly carried out upon

the wretched heads of all ungodly and self-satisfied sinners.

And thus, in the mouth of two witnesses is every word

established. It has been shewn that the Lord has afforded

us two distinct prophecies of the onward career of the pro

fessing Church, beginning from the time that each was

severally uttered, and extending on through the period when

the Nicolaitane tares more and more evil-affected the Church,

and that, tOO,‘ notwithstanding the sifting character of the

Pagan persecutions ;—then to the epoch when through their

acquired influence within that Church, its firmly-rooted

Union with the world became not only a fact, but a. “ doc

trine” boldly defended, albeit adjudged by the Lord to be
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“the doctrine of Balaam;”—then throughout the times of

total corruption of doctrine which ensued, when a false and

Satan-inspired Papal woman, or Church, presumed to stand

between souls and Christ ;—then to the awakening move

ment of the sixteenth century, when greater purity of doc

trine was largely embraced by very many, and Christ’s holi

ness sincerely sought by some ;-—then to the succeeding or

present state, when, notwithstanding the persistency and

content of most professors to remain in statu quo, the Holy

Spirit has anew and wondrously put forth His divine energy,

and by adding to the real Church of regenerate, living souls,

both abroad and at home, vast crowds Of such as shall be

saved ; and by a cheering renewal on the hearts of His

saints, and increase of light upon His sacred Word, not only

calling them from Babylonish modes of union, which really

tend to disunion, but also uniting them more closely to

Christ, thus and thereby uniting them, as a beauteous Phila

delphian pearl, more closely to one another ;—then reaching

on even yet into the nearing future, when the watchful

saints, and those'of them unwatchful, constrained by sancti

fied affliction to look more entirely upwards, shall be caught

up to meet the returning Lord in the air, and each receive

his reward; when also the proud, self-satisfied, professing

Church, emptied of all its true good and salt, and ripe for

judgment, shall, in whatever stage of the apostasy its indi

vidual members may have tarried, meet at last that sore and

terrible sentence, which Scripture shews will be condign and

irreversible.

Such, in brief, are, as we have seen, the successive stages

of the visible Church in her progress down the stream Of time,

and in her approach to the judgment throne of the Son of

God. And herein the testimony of either one prophecy is

exactly echoed by the other. Upon a patient investigation and

a fair comparison of the two, they are found not only neither
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to weaken the full and telling evidence of the other in the

solemn aspect and state of things they each unfold, and in

the warning beacons they severally furnish ; but further, they

each are beheld very strikingly to illustrate and confirm the

witness of the other. Sometimes, indeed, the parallels be

tween them amount even to identity of language; which is

all the more remarkable in that, as we have shewn, the pur

pose of the one prophecy is only to a certain extent similar

to the aim of the other. But oftener, and perhaps better

still, the underlying thought in each, though covered in

different symbolic drapery, has been ascertained thoroughly

to correspond. And this correspondence receives not its due

weight in the reader’s mind, if it be viewed as consisting

merely in the numerous but detached points of detail to be

found in each. The most wonderful and startling agreement

between them consists in the connected tracings of the on

ward course of evil from its first rise within the Church to

its final judgment. Thus, for instance, Popery is seen to be

merely an extreme and fourth stage in ecclesiastical guilt,

and one which only and gradually ensued'upon the third,

——namely, the Union of Church and world. Again, both pro

phecies concur in witnessing that the professing Church

reached Babylon in that third stage. Then in the fifth and

succeeding phases, the multitude of professors are looked

upon as persistently evil, though with a tenacious clinging

'to their form of godliness ; whilst the call to go out to meet

,the Lord is addressed separately to each individual con

science, and is seen only by some true Christians to be

heeded. Therefore, “ he that hath an ear, let him hear what

the Spirit saith unto the churches.”
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CHAPTER VI. '

THE TESTIMONY OF OTHER SCRIPTURES I AND PARTICULARLY

AN EXAMINATION OF TWO PROPHECIES, WHICH DIS

COVER THE GUILTY AGENTS AND PROMOTERS OF THE

UNION, THEIR MOTIVES‘AND THEIR END, AS WELL AS

THE CHARACTER GIVEN BY INSPIRATION OF THE RIGHT

EOUS WHO ARE MIXED UP WITH THESE.

SECTION 1.

The Union compared with the general tone and scope

of the Scriptures.

WE have now concluded our examination of those pro—

phecies, in which we have seen is traced out, from the first

decline in love, the whole downward course of the profess

ing Church. What we propose in the present chapter is,

further to fortify our interpretation of those prophecies by

a careful consideration of the hints and warnings of other

scriptures. But now those prophecies pointed—first, t0 the

awful and great apostasy of this said Church, even whilst

still tenaciously clutching at the form of godliness, even

though at best, this form should partake largely of a sort of

Christianised Judaism; secondly, to various stages in that

apostasy; and thirdly, to the causes remote or immediate

of that apostasy. We ascertained that these were indicated

to be ministerial ambition, and love of ease, and latent

worldly-mindedness. Afterwards, when circumstances be

came so changed that those nascent undeplored evils could

find scope to develop themselves, then did the Church

s0 eagerly ekchange purity for numbers, that presently the

walls of separation, made by Christ’s Cross itself, (Gal. vi.

14,) were wholly removed, and she who claimed to be the
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chaste spouse of the Lord, listened and yielded to the over

tures of the world, the deadliest enemy of God and of His

Christ. And then the pictures of her subsequent career

revealed, that this incongruous state of things would never,

to the end of the age, be at large repented of ; but that

Christendom—that is, the Church-world and world-Church—

would still continue boasting to the last that all was well;

that this nominal Church would stoutly persist in maintain

ing her innocence, “wiping her mouth, and saying, I have

done no wickedness,” (Prov. xxx. 20,) until the very throne

of judgment was itself reached, when, too late, she would

find to her cost and ruin, that as no man can serve two

masters, so no Church can have two husbands or heads.

But if such be indeed the teaching of these prophecies;

if, in other words, the Lord foresaw that such a disastrous

state of things would ensue after His departure; we may

reasonably expect that His own other language, and that of

His apostles after Him, and also of Scripture generally,

would be of the same constant and unvarying tenor. Other

briefer references as to what should befall the Church in

“ the latter times,” abound in the New Testament : in which

way do they tend? Is it the ordinary wont of the Lord,

and of His inspired servants, to warn, that the nominal

Church, with its multitudes of mere professors, should be

come apostate, and finally be rejected by Him? For such

we have seen is the testimony of the seven Epistles, and of

the seven Parables throughout. Now, should we find upon

investigation, that to this dire and lapsed condition Chris

tendom would ultimately arrive, then the plaudits and boast

ings of those satisfied with the scriptural character of things

as they are, can be readily estimated at their true value.

Then, again, have we other, many other directions and ad

monitions as to the sort of way in which the Lord’s true

people should demean themselves in view of, and with refer

ence to this world-Church’s apostasy? If this world- Church
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be really a part of the world and Babylon; then, the duty

of genuine, true-hearted disciples would appear plain:

namely, not to be beguiled with any semblance of godliness

that the mass may choose to assume, but as unhesitatingly

and thoroughly to “ turn away from such,” (2 Tim. iii. 5,)

as from the world in its more undisguised form too. Then

what saith these other scriptures? Do they give the same

distinct ominous sound as those already hearkened unto?

Let us listen to their note, whether of admonition or other

wise. Let us proceed to mark the witness of other passages

on these points : in the remainder of the present section, as

to their general tone and scope touching this Alliance be

tween the Church and the world; then, in the second, to

pass in review those various warnings scattered up and down

the New Testament, and specially to examine two 'notable

prophecies in Peter and Jude, all distinctly indicating, and

those most minutely, that not only would dire evil arise in

part from within the Church, but particularly from those

who ought to have been its servants and watchmen; and

then, finally, to adduce some specimens of God’s positive

and emphatic condemnation of this ecclesiastical sin.

2. ((1.) That it was something analogous, and not wholly

dissimilar to the present Union of Church and world, which

was the remote cause of the Flood, in the weakening the

testimony of the saints who lived previous thereto, and in

promoting general ungodliness, has been argued in a previ

ous chapter?“ It is merely referred to again here in order

that the opinion of that notable prisoner of Jesus Christ, we

mean John Bunyan, may be adduced. Some may smile at

the mention of this name; but it is doubted whether Eng

land ever produced a. truly greater man, or one who knew

and understood his Bible better. The following are extracts

from the commentary of this eminent saint on the first ten

chapters of Genesis :—

" See Part II., Chap. 1., Sect. 4, p. 65.
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“ Moses now leaveth the genealogy for a while, and

searcheth into the state and condition of the Church now

after so long a time as its standing upwards of, or above, a

thousand years, where he presently findeth two things:

(1.) The Church declined; and God provoked. Where

fore he maketh inquiry into the nature of the Church’s

sin, which he relateth in this following chapter :—

“‘And it came to pass when men began to multiply.

The men here I understand to be the children of Cain, the

Church and synagogue of Satan, because they are mentioned

by way of antithesis to the Church and sons of God.

“‘And daughters were born unto them.’ A snare that

was often used in the hands of the devil, to entangle

withal the Church of God ; yea, and doth so usually speed,

that it hath often been counted by him as infallible ; so that

this is the doctrine of his prophet Balaam, and it prevailed

when all the engines of hell beside were prevented, (Num.

xxv. l, 2.) It may be, this child of hell, in this his advice

to Balak, looked back to the daughters of Cain, and calling

to remembrance how of old they entangled the Church, ad

vertised him to put the same into practice again.

“ Ver. 2.—This was the way, then, of the sons of Cain, to

let their fair daughters be shewed to the sons of God. For

it seems all other their wiles and devices were unable to

bring the Church and world together, and to make them live

as one communion.

“Ver. 3.—By these words is aggravated the sin of the

Church, that she would attempt to close with and hold a sin

ful communion, against the dissuasions of the Spirit of God.

“ ‘ My Spirit shall not always strive.’ To wit, ‘My Spirit

in Noah ;’ for he was the only preacher of righteousness to

the Church in those backsliding times. By this I find that

the doctrine of Noah was to declare against a sinful commu

nion, or to command the Church, in the name of God, that
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she still maintain a separation from the cursed children of

Cain. As He said to the prophet Jeremiah, ‘If thou sepa

rate the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as my mouth.’

“The first great quarrel, therefore, that God had with His

Church, it was for their holding unwarrantable communion

with others. The Church should always ‘dwell alone, and

not be reckoned amOng the nations.’ The Church is a

‘ chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a

peculiar people.’ Therefore the work of the Church is not to

fall in. with any sinful fellowship, or receive into their com

munion the ungodly world, but to shew forth the praises

and virtues Of Him who hath called them out from among

such communicants to His marvellous light.

“ ‘My Spirit shall not always strive.’ Hence note that

the people that shall continue to grieve the Spirit of God,

and to resist the doctrine of Noah, these are appointed for

heavy judgments. ‘ Come out of her, my people, that ye be

not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.’ This, because those finally impenitent in Noah’s

time refused to do, therefore the wrath of God overtook

them, and swept ‘ them Off the face of the earth.’ ” *

For divers other cases and illustrations of the same prin

* Vide Ofi‘or’s edition of “ Bunyan’s Complete Works,” vol. ii., p. 459. It

is cheering to think that, in a time of such extreme profligacy as ensued after

the restoration of the Stuarts, so noble a witness for God was raised up. Bun

yan’s deep knowledge of the Word involved him in much trouble. Now, how

many would garnish his sepulchre, and confess that he endured bravely ! SO,

too, it must have been painful to Noah to think and behave so differently to

others. But God had revealed to him the state of the world, and its coming

judgment. This, we are informed, was in “ grace.” Yet it is necessarily the

case, owing to the state of ruin all around us, that the Divine warnings, if

pleasant to the godly soul, produce, when duly entertained, something bitter

1n the experience of that soul This John found, (Rev. x. 9, 10.) Still it is

surely better to heed the Word of the Lord, even though that heeding involve

pain to the flesh, than, through love of ease and Of things as they are, to dis

regard it. SO, as the great deluge of fire nears, although the mere professors

will increasingly incline to, and love and defend the communion of Church

and world, the righteous Noahs shall be all, in grace, separated therefrom, ere

the Divine vengeance is once more poured out.
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ciple, cited from the Old Testament, the reader is referred to

Part II., Chap. 1., where also, as well as in other places in

this work, the oft-appealed-to state of things which obtained

under the Jewish economy is shewn to be in marked contrast

to the Church’s present calling out from a polluted world.

The administrations of David and Solomon, kings of Israel,

shall indeed yet find their antitype. But this verily cannot

be where Antichrist, rather than Christ, reigns. But it shall

be when—apostate Christendom having been adjudged and

condemned by the wrathful Lamb—the Lord Jesus shall

reign throughout the millennium as the truer David, putting

down opposition with an iron sceptre, and afterwards in the

eternal ages as the greater than Solomon. Our part is at

present to go forth unto the rejected Son of Jesse. Here, if

we have suffered with Him, we shall also reign with Him.

(12.) The prophecy in Dan. ii. contains some striking

warnings of God’s own estimate of these very times in which

we live. Nebuchadnezzar beheld in vision a great image.

The head of gold set forth the Babylonish empire. The

breast and arms of silver represented the Medo-Persian em

pire that succeeded it. The belly and thighs of brass referred

to the next, or Grecian empire. The legs Of iron and clay

to the fourth, or Roman rule. Upon the ten toes, or the

modern nations of Christendom, the image is yet standing.

But the point of instruction which we deduce hence is this:

viz., that the process of deterioration goes constantly on,

until it is smitten by the Stone—Christ. That Stone was

once here, and men were stumbled at Him. It is now ex

alted to the right hand of God. Yet is He not there for

ever. He will descend; “ but upon whomsoever it shall

fall, it will grind him to powder.” The Lord, by Daniel,

reveals that the ten toes of this monstrous image are to be

“smitten” by the Stone. Now, this very impending doom

would prepare us for the suspicion, that the nations of the
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world are not a whit better in His sight than they were in

bygone ages, but even worse; which suspicion becomes a

grave certainty when we survey the tenor of the prophecy.

From gold, there is a decline in course of time to silver;

from silver to brass; from brass to iron and clay. Never

once does the decline appear in the prophecy to be stopped;

much less does the symbol hint at any true advance. But

this fact appears a very awful one, when it is borne in mind

that many nations of the world have taken a sort of Christi

anity, more or less corrupted, under their patronage, and

have themselves, in no small degree, condescended to unite

themselves with the professing Church ; and that this world

Church fondly dreams and stoutly maintains that large Chris

tian progress has, in every sense, accrued thereby. It'was,

as we have seen, at the beginning of the fourth century that

the Union, and almost amalgamation, of Church and world

took place. If this Union was indeed a good one, ought not

the image to have rather been after this fashion: gold, silver,

brass, iron—gold ; rather than as the prophet teaches us it

was: gold, silver, brass, iron—clay! The ten toes are not

golden; nay, they are not silver. As there the prophecies

in the seven Parables and seven Epistles both taught us that

the professing Church was a loser by her Union with the

world, and even traced the eventful consequences and great

ness of her loss; so here the prophet seems to teach us that

the nations Of the world are losers thereby too. Both suffer;

neither in very truth gain. If there be any advantages, they

are on the side of the world, as in securing a salvo to its

conscience. The nations think they have done something

well in patronising Christ’s cause; the individuals can go

more comfortably to the ball on Monday, if they have re

ceived the communion on the Sunday! *

" Compare with this prophetic judgment of the deterioration and Constant

decline of the world, all those passages of the New Testament which warn us
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(0.) Two other indications of the Lord’s mind as to this

Union may possibly be perceived in this prophet: one for

the Church, the other for the worldly man. As for the for

mer: surely there is some incongruity, to say the least, in

being connected both with the image to be smitten and the

Stone to smite it. The Church esteems herself one with the

Lord, who will infiict the vengeance with His saints; and

yet is joined to the world upon which the wrath shall come

down 1 l

(at) The warning for the worldly man is to be found in

the fact, that Babylon’s guilt reached its consummation when

her king presumed to make use of the vessels of the Lord,

(Dan. v. 23.) True, there are no such vessels of metal now.

But the members of the Church are, or ought to be, the

Lord’s living vessels, (Rom. ix. 23; 2 Cor. iv. 7.) These

also have been set apart by blood, only of a far more pre

cious kind than that which consecrated those. It is curious

that the terms Pharisee and Saint both denote one that is

“separated.” Now, the difference of thought between the

two terms is very striking. A Pharisee is one who is sepa

rate, because trusting in himself that he is more righteous

than others. But the saint is one who is separated by the

blood of Christ. The former we may not be; the latter, if

we would see heaven, we must be. We may not be the

world’s, if that blood has truly besprinkled our consciences.

If the blood does not separate us from ungodliness and sin,

our hope therein is delusive. The mere imagination of hope

in that rich blood, whilst yet there is disregard to its holy,

sanctifying tendency,—a tendency to separate the soul from

that the latter days will be peculiarly perilous, owing to the very form of

godliness being assumed by the world; and those, too, which announce that

evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse. W'hilst ungodly men, and

some Christians, too, inconsiderately, are dazzled at the intellectual rogress

which the world is making, but which is all by the mere energy of t 1e flesh,

and which is, as the apostle witnesses, “ not of the Father, but of the world ;”

let us heed God’s own portraitures of this world, at its best estate, as it ap

pears in His awful sight.
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old sinful ways, and for God,—such imagination is Antino

mianism. (Read carefully 1 Pet. i. 13—22.) How dire, then,

must the doom of that world be that has delighted in tempt

ing the professing people of God, and in making use of the

vessels of the Lord! How much, for instance, in our own

country, the governments of the day have to do with the

system of religion here established! Is all this right? or

have the warnings in the prophet any voice for these last

times? We answer, Babylon still exists ;' it is not yet fallen,

and therefore its systematised mode of sin is still being prac

tised. But let us pass on.“e

(e.) The form of godliness, then, without the power, is

made of no account by God. On the contrary, it appears

to be in His sight as that which rather marks its rapid

deterioration, and as more heinously sinful even than no

profession at all. Undisguised hate is ever better than hol

low and perfidious declarations of friendship. It is true,

Christendom generally declares itself friendly to Christ; but

so, too, did the Jews, eighteen centuries before, profess devo

tion to the cause of Jehovah. They gloried in the fact that

they were Abraham’s descendants. They claimed to be the

disciples of Moses, saying, “ We are Moses’ disciples. We

know that God spake to Moses; as for this fellow, we know

not from whence he is,” (John ix. 28, 29.) Excommunication

was dreaded. Their feasts were regularly observed. Into

Pilate’s judgment-hall they would not enter, lest they should

be defiled. The price of blood they would not put into the

treasury. Yet let this one fact be well reflected on in con

nexion with the above, that it was at this very time in

Judah’s history, and these same were the very men that laid

fully bare the deadly malignity the world entertains to Heaven,

* Because of the obvious typical character of the history in Daniel, and its

evident pertinency to the state of things of the resent day, have we lingered

over the three testimonies above as to the sin 0 Babylon. Surely it is time

for the heavenly Cyrus to appear.
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even in its loveliest form. In the perpetration of the murder

of the Son of God, ample evidence was afforded that the

extremest hostility to God is perfectly compatible with much

religiousness. When Pilate himself would have delivered

Jesus, the priests and the people willed it otherwise.

(f) And so, look where and how we will, we perceive

that every previous dispensation has ended in man’s utter

failure. Then why should we expect the present to be an

exception? Why should it appear a thing unlikely that the

professing Church, virtually rejecting Christ, will be finally

rejected by Him? The present dispensation was inaugu

rated by a cross. Is the nominal Church generally, which

pretends to follow Christ, is she also a cross-bearer? Is it

a fact that the cross is all she has, even as it was indeed all

He had? Sorrow and aflliction, insult and rejection, ap

peared peculiarly to be His lot. Is this the case with her?

Has this Church little here of what the world esteems and

covets. Alas! alas! it is not similarity that marks the lot

here of Bridegroom and of supposed bride, but contrast, and

that a shameful one. How comes it?

(g.) Look again at that cross. What is its judgment of

that world, which does not unpretendedly and sincerely re

pent of the murder of the Son of God? Which sends a

message after Him to this effect—supposing that the true

language of its heart may be translated—“ We will not have

this man to reign over us?” (Luke xix. 14.) In what posi

tion does the cross place the Christian and the true Christian

Church in reference to this world? Is it of alliance? What

saith the Scripture? “God forbid that I should glory, save

in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is

crucified unto me, and I unto the world," (Gal. vi. M.) How

complete the severance here made. The separation is two

fold. Not only is the Christian by the cross detached from

the world; but for his going forth to the Crucified, the world,
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on its part also, rejects him, as it had done his Master. Can

it be possible that this twofold sort of severance from the

world is in the sight of God compatible with connexion and

union, religions union with it? Further, this separation of

the people of God from the world, making them a distinct,

peculiar, witnessing body, was one of the very objects con

templated by the Lord in purchasing them. Hence we read

that Christ “gave himself for our sins, that he might deliver

us from this present evil world.” Here not only is the pur

pose of the Master stated, but the veil of religiousness, which

the world loves to assume, is torn to pieces, and it is dis

tinctly adjudgedto be an “evil world.” Surely delivering

us from this evil world is very different from uniting us

unto it,-—so wholly different that the two cannot be at all

entertained together; but rather that the thought of Alliance

with the world militates against the proper calling of the

Church, and the consummation thereof is a virtual abandon

ment on the Church’s part of the cross and of heaven.

(h.) Even when the Lord Jesus Christ was in the world, His

construction of the world’s position towards Him was widely

different from what it is often seen to be now. Listen to

His own language. To His unregenerate brethren, who, if

possible, stood one degree nearer to Him and so further from

the world than the others, He thus testified: “ The world

cannot hate you; but me it hateth, because I testify of it,

that the works thereof are evil,” (John vii. 7;) whilst His

disciples He thus admonished : “If ye were of the world, the

world would love its own; but because ye are not of the

world, but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the

world hateth you,” (John xv. 19.) Here is precisely the

same thought as in the passage (Gal. vi. 1%) already referred

to: namely, that true connexion with Christ involves 're

jection by, and not the friendly approach of the world. And

this hostility of the world is by the Lord (John xv. 23, 24)

2 H
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referred to its true object: “He that hatcth me, hateth my

Father also: . . . they have seen and hated both me and my

Father.” Such was the case before the acme of man’s guilt

had been reached; ere the Son of God had been crucified.

Now, God knows no terms with the world as such; it is

emphatically the “city of destruction.” ~Yet, ere the wrath

of God and of the Lamb descends unmitigated, the gracious

Lord has laid it as a duty upon His servants to make full

proclamation throughout the rebel world of His willingness

to pardon any one and every one that makes humble sub

mission to the rejected Saviour in time. Yea, and this pro

clamation was to begin from Jerusalem, the place where the

murder was committed. What wondrous grace is here!

But still, this is a totally different thing from winking at the

world’s hostility or ignoring it. On the contrary, by speak

ing to each one therein in his individual character, and

causing him to have fair warning, God rather witnesses to

the awful character of the impending doom. Whilst Of the

world, as such, His word is as plain as ever, “The friendship

of the world is enmity with God. Whoever will be a friend

of the world is the enemy of God,” (James iv. 4: ;) and

again, “ If any man love the world, the love of the Father is

not in him,” (1 John ii. 15 ;) the terms in which the world is

now judged are, if possible, stronger than ever. The reason

Of this is apparent. For God never quite gives up a thing

until He has tested it. But the cross fully tested the state

of the world; and so it comes to pass that now the divine

picture of the world, after Christ's rejection, is as distinctly

marked as is possible with human language. Yet even these

warnings men shut their eyes unto! Besides which, the

world now, after hearing the proclamation of mercy to any

repenting sinner for eighteen centuries, shews as little dis

position to turn to Christ as ever it did. What is this but a

sort of crucifying the Son of God afresh? So far from

I
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gratefully embracing the message, the fact is, it is almost

tired of listening to its repetition; whilst the professing

Church, that Christ has continued here in order that it

might bear witness for Him, it has in great part won over

to its side and way of thinking and acting I What must be

“the end of these things?”

(i.) A further instance of the judicial blindness, as to its

real state, of apostate Christendom, is to be found in the

gross mistake it makes as to the personage who is the prince

of this world. Men dream that Christ is now this—He hav

ing vanquished Satan on the cross. How common is this

supposition; and which is easily traceable, too, at least in

part, to the same blending of Church and world. Now the

truth is, that at the cross the rejection of the Lord by the

world was completed. He was hanged on a tree as a male

factor. By crucifying Him between two thieves, the design

of His murderers was to suggest that the world was well rid

of all the three. By placing His cross in the midst, the en—

deavour was to confound Him quite with those others; to

bury Him as far as possible under a load of reproach and

ignominy. And as to the action of Satan in all this, herein

was his power and sway over men’s hearts peculiarly dis

played, (John xiv. 30;) and that this arch-enemy would

repeat that deed if he could, is evident from this fact, that

he still persecutes Christ in His members, and still in

cites, as then, the wicked in their deeds of hate. If in

the bruising of Christ’s own heel, the crippling of his own

power then at all began, this was chiefly* in a legal

mode. For sin does, perhaps, in some sort entitle Satan

to the possession of the person or thing defiled. But, by

Christ’s blood, atonement ample for His people’s sin was

* Christ spoiled principalities and owers, triumphing over them in Him

self, or on the cross. - His people are t e spoil, who In one sense are quickened

and raised together with Him. In another, they are being rescued from

Satan, and quickened one by one.
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made. Hence first one and then another of these are re

scued from the cruel grasp and bondage of Satan. But the

world at large is still as much under his usurped sway

asbefore. From this very planet itself he shall be driven,

when Christ, who has now departed to receive His inves

titure of its sovereignty at the Father's hand, shall return

to take possession, (Luke xix. 12.) Then shall His and

man’s foe be cast out; and the “kingdoms of this world”

shall “ become the kingdoms of our God and of His Christ.”

But not till then. As yet, the foe reigns as if he were

undisputed lord? Meanwhile, God having reversed the

world’s verdict about His Christ, by His calling Him to

resurrection glory ; has for the present called Him to sit by

Him until His enemies, in the day of Christ’s power, are

made His footstool Whilst He tarries there, He beckons

those His people who yield their hearts to Him, to “go forth

to Him without the camp, bearing His reproach.” Then, in

His time of triumph, they too, having shared His suffering

at the hands of Satan and the world, shall also participate.

“ God shall bruise Satan under our feet shortly,” (Rom. xvi.

20.) But that happy period has not yet quite arrived. 0

Christian reader, look about you, and behold for yourself

whether Christ or Satan is the lord of this age. Look at

his success in the almost entire intermingling of Church and

world ; look at his success within the professing Church, as

* The world “lieth (51/ Tip Fol/Up?!) in the wicked one,” (1 John v. 19.)

But the Christian and the Church profess to be in Christ. What concord

hath Christ with Belial? Sometimes the language of Christ is quoted, (Luke

1:. 18,) “ I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.” But this is a particu

larly unhappy quotation. For if he is hurled from heaven, does that imply

that he has less to do on earth. On the contrary, as we read in Rev. xii. 7,

“ There was war in heaven : Michael and his angels fought against the dragon ;

and the dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was their

place found any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out, that old

serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth [present time] the whole

World: he was cast out INTO THE EARTH, and his angels were cast out with

him.” Then mark the inspired commentary in ver. 12, “ Woe to the inhabi

ters of the earthi for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath,

because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.”
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traced in the preceding chapters; look at the manner in

which he has induced Christians to defend and glory in that

upon which Christ has so severely frowned. Yea, look at

his skill in persuading Christendom that Christ is their

Lord; even as, to take a minuter instance, he causes men to

laugh at his existence, at his form, at his name, and at his

power: look at all this, and then judge for yourself as to

whether Satan is yet cast out from his dominion, or shorn

of his terrible malignant craft, or no? But had the profess

ing Church realised that the world persisted in its rejection

of her Divine Master; and further, that the prince of the

air was still its lord; then would she, could she have had

the boldness, the heartlessness to unite herself therewith?

Let Christians, then, take heed and ponder which party has

been the victor; whether the nominal Church over Satan,

or Satan, by means of the world, over the nominal Church !

Christian, the precious blood of the Lamb shall not only

cleanse you from all sin, but shall sanctify and separate you

from all spiritual uncleanness, that thus you may overcome

your deadly foe thereby I

(kn) Tried by all these distinct truths of the Word of God,

in what an awful light appears this Union in itself, and

which, too, is so prolific in its consequences and in their

gravity; even to the world getting quite into the Church,

and the Church into the world; to the removing of all

barriers, and to the repudiating all that separation to

which God so repeatedly calls; to the utter intermingling

not only of persons diverse, but all diverse interests; yea,

even to the extent of confounding evil and good, darkness

and light, sweet and bitter. The whole tenor then of the

Word, and most markedly of the New Testament, is quite

against this Union. We might descend into details here.

As, for instance, when the apostle says, “ We hope for that

we see not,” we might inquire, is this now-a-days the ambi
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tion of the Church? or, when he speaks, as he assures us,

with tears of those “who mind earthly things,” * can we

doubt whether the professing Church, by her resting here,

has at'all come under His censure? And thus we might

proceed, contrasting the tendency of this fatal Union with

the tone and point of numberless passages; but instead of

this, let us close this section by looking at the case of Paul

himself, the apostle of the Gentiles.

(L) In the conversion of this formerly great persecutor

to the faith of Christ, the Lord designed not only to give a

marvellous exhibition of His grace, which should be taken

as a pattern for those who should hereafter believe in Him,

(1 Tim. i. 15, 16 ;) but also in the generally holy tenor of

this pardoned sinner’s subsequent life, to shew what His love

could enable one so unworthy to endure for Him; and to

track, a second time, in no indistinct or feeble lines, how we

ought to walk and please God. Hence this apostle says,

“ Be ye followers of me, even as I am also of Christ,” (1 Cor.

xi. 1.) Herein, too, the kindness of our Lord Jesus to our

own selves appears very great. For, indeed, it were to be

expected that we should come infinitely short of our Great

Example—namely, the Master himself. But now, His ser

vant Paul was a man of like passions with ourselves. Be

sides which, the cross that Christ himself bore is not only a

summons to us to follow Him, (Matt. xvi. 244 ;) but is also

our single hope of salvation. Hence we might possibly be

inclined to forget, shall we say the minor thought therein,—

we mean, His beckoning of us to come after Him,—in the

other and greater aspect of that dear cross: namely, peace

* Or mark the train of thought in the entire passage in Luke xiv. 24—35.

First the Lord warns, that to be a disciple one must take up the cross and fol

low Him. The full import of the word “follow” will be deduced further

on in this chapter. Then the Lord looks at the cases of some who begin well,

and ultimately break down, as if the cross in “ forsaking all” (ver. 33) was too

unpleasant, and a softer way preferred. Then such are compared to salt that

has lost its savour. “May we abide in Christ!”
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through His blood alone. But in the case of Paul, there

can be no such mistake. For no one imagines that the suf

ferings of Paul were expiatory. And so he too is, in a.

subordinate sense, our pattern, and we are enjoined by the

Spirit to follow him. Now, what reader is there of the

Acts of the Apostles but will at once admit that his path,

too, as the Lord’s before him, was one of great difficulty

and pain, thickly strewn with thorns, and wet with his tears?

And so the Holy Ghost, having brought down his history to

his imprisonment at Rome, abruptly breaks ofi'.‘ Almost the

last verse of the Acts exhibits him, not with his head adorned

with a costly mitre, but with his hands manacled. At the

beginning of his ministry, Barnabas and he had been set

apart together, and for some time had run the same race.

But though both, as the Lord’s true servants, are at rest in

Him now; still one broke down in his testimony and ser

vice, and our apostle was left to run the race alone. Barna

bas failed in his work through a sin common enough, alas Z

in the Church now-a-days; that is, nepotism; but the grace

of God conducts Paul onwards, until he is seen as-—the

prisoner at Rome of Jesus Christ. Strange that the Spirit

should cease to track his path, after having conducted us

down to that point! Yet no! This had been the summit

of the sufi'erer’s ambition here; not only to “win Christ,”

and to “be'found in Him,” and t0 “ know Him,” as we read

in Phil. iii, but also to know “the power of His resur

rection and the fellowship of His sufferings, and to be made‘

conformable to His deat .” In other words, the Cross was

his goal.

We are oft inclined, when we read the above passage, to

stop at the enchanting words in ver. 9, but the apostle indi

cates what is the proper attitude and object of a saint here

“' Another inspired commentary to the strange ending of the book of the

Acts, is found in Acts xx. 23, 24.
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who has hope in Christ there. These are, to have his

thoughts, aspirations, and affections set upon things above,

to suffer with Christ in this world, and to become, what we

have seen is true of the corn of wheat, dead to earth in pro

portion to advance in ripeness for the garner. And so it

comes to pass that his extreme desire is to be “ made con

formable to the death of Christ.” But wherefore is all this?

Wherefore is he so thankful at the loss of all things here ;

wherefore so willing to endure hardness and to suffer and

die, as it were, with Christ as to this world? Nor should

we evade the force of this declaration of the apostle’s desire

to follow Christ in His sufferings, by supposing that he had

mainly in view such troubles as ordinary sickness or loss of

friends. This there is a great proneness to do. And this

tendency is owing to the low state and worldliness even of

the true Church, by which it comes to pass that it also

endures comparatively little of the world’s hostility and per

secution to what its proper calling and privilege should lead

it to have. This very worldliness of true Christians is an

illustration of what mischief the professing Church has

wrought, and what a sad example she has set, and to the

end will persist in. Certainly her Union with the world has

obtained her ample ease and honour. But, then, how widely,

how altogether different is her pursuit from that expressed

by the apostle ! And how steadily he kept in view his strange

goal, such passages reveal as 2 Cor. vi. 1—10, and 2 Cor. xi.

23-29. These serve to illustrate his own true meaning, and

furnish us with an inspired and practical commentary on

these soul-utterances of his in Phil. iii. And wherefore, too,

does the Spirit set the seal of His divine approval on his

career, and imply that all was done, and that the servant’s

end was attained, in becoming the prisoner of Jesus Christ?

The succeeding words in the chapter just cited, afford us

the clue to the sufferer’s motive, as well as the strange ending
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of the Acts of the Apostlesfi‘ For we find that if Paul so

earnestly desired to know the fellowship of Christ’s sufl'er

ings, and to be made conformable to His death, it was in

order that “BY ANY MEANS HE MIGHT ATTAIN TO THE RE

SURRECTION our FROM AMONG THE DEAD ;”—that he, in

other words, might have a part in the first resurrection,

(Rev. xx. 6,) and receive a. reward and crown, NOT in this

present evil world, but at the coming of the Lord Jesus

Christ, (Phil. iii. 11.) But, indeed, the whole chapter should

be most prayerfully studied; since it shews not only what

was the prize of the high calling that the writer thereof had

in view, but also his grief at the mistake made by many,

who let things inferior to resurrection glory attract even for

a moment their present regard.'l'

Now, surely all this has a voice for the Church in general,

and for each of us in particular. Surely, as with the

Master, so in some measure is it with this pattern servant,

even in this : viz., that the life of either gives no uncertain

or varying testimony as to the cross being the way to the

crown: By the cross, Jesus himself “learned obedience,”

* But little does the Word say as to what glory awaits the apostle. As we

read of his sufferings, we are drawn out to love him for his devotion to his

Master. Yet all appears as yet unacknowledged by Jesus. How instructive

this is ! How it shews us that we must have faith in God, and in His

ability and determination to reward His servants! Wait. The coming glory

will make plain that none served Him without a rich reward. But that is

then ; not now. This world is passing away. May we be followers of them

who, through faith and patience, shall then receive the fulfilment of the

promises !

+ The first resurrection of the saints will differ, not only in time, but also

in reference to the power that shall raise them. In the case of the wicked,

they shall be raised by a mere exertion of omnipotence. But the saints will

be raised peculiarly by the Holy Ghost, who quickened their souls, and by a

further manifestation of that power which dwelleth in them even now, (Rom.

11.) So, too, the body of Christ was raised by the Holy Ghost, (1 Peter

iii. 18.) But in the resurrection of Christ there was included, in the purpose

of God, the regeneration of the souls of Christ’s people, and a causing them

to sit down with Christ in the heavenly places, and further, consequently, the

future resurrection of their bodies, (Eph. i. 19, to ii. 7.) What a call is here

to deadness to the world and to heavenly-mindedness !

I It should be home in mind that in neither case was the cross reached in a

day; but gradually and by steady inflexible persistency in separation from an

- ewl world. Am I reminded that Jesus was a frequent worshipper in the temple?
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(Heb. v. 8, 9.) By the cross,alt the apostle was mellowed and

ripened for glory. Some of his sweetest epistles were written

whilst in prison. Some of his happiest moments, or rather

hours of communion with God, we doubt not were spent

there. (See Acts xvi. 241, 25.) Whilst John was in tribula—

tion for the Word of God and for the testimony of Jesus

Christ, then it was that the Revelation was “ signified ” unto

him.

Is it objected, that all this is nothing to us; that times

are changed now, and that now the world highly esteems

Christ’s name and cause, and consequently has ceased to

persecute His disciples? To this we might reply by the

question : Is it the world, or the professing Church that has

altered? Has the world’s hostility to Christ been aban

doned, or has that which would still as infalliny as ever

draw forth the world’s opposition been surrendered by the

Church? Where is the distinctiveness, where the broad

line of separation between Church and world; where her

heavenly-mindedness; where her bold witness for an absent

crucified, rejected Lord; where her noble refusal of all com

plicity and participation with His unrepentant murderers?

We speak not now of the eminent holiness and separation

of many individuals ; our question is concerning the visible

witnessing Church as such. The world changed indeed!

—who believes this? If Paul or his beloved Master were

here now, would such fare better, or differently, at the hands

of the world, or even from those who are in pretence only

I answer, the temple was of God’s own institution ; but a worldChurch Es

tablishment has been proved to be against His will. Besides, if Christ freely

consorted with sinners, yet was He not connected with them, but, as Scrip

ture declares, “ separated,” (Heb. vii. 26.)

* The cross, with Paul, the pattern follower of Christ, was no mild figure

of speech, but a great and everyday reality. Read his account of how heavily

it pressed upon him in 2 Cor. v'i. 1-10, or xi. 21-28. Such passages illustrate

his own meaning, when he expresses his desire to know the fellowship of

Christ’s sufferings. Is not the idea and tendency of an Establishment utterly

at variance therewith, and calculated to foster the pursuit of a wholly different

course ‘3
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the Lord’s people? Verily, if matters have changed, the

word of Christ is yet unchanged. To this day His language

to His servants is the same as it was eighteen hundred years

ago: “Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of

wolves.” And again, He admonishes us : “Suppose ye that

I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but

rather, division. For from henceforth there shall be five in

one house divided,” &c., (Luke xii. 51, 52.)

Have those statements ever been retracted, withdrawn,

superseded, or modified? We need an utterly new and dif

ferent Bible if the world has indeed ceased at all to hate the

true servants of Christ; for clearly our old one proceeds upon

the hypothesis, that if men will “live godly in Christ Jesus,

they must” still expect to “ sufl'er persecution.” Truly this

apparent friendliness of the world towards the Lord’s pro

fessing people itself tells a tale to those that have ears to

hear. As the world has not altered, cannot alter, even though

it may assume the form of godliness; and yet, as the persecu

tion of the Church has so nearly ceased; may not this be

owing to the fact, that the professing Church has itself

altered, and, by giving her hand to the perfidious enemy of

Christ and of the Father, thus evaded and shunned the ob

noxious Cross'l But if the nominal Church has so fallen as

to have become united to, and blended with, the world, then

the warnings as addressed to individuals become all the more

emphatic. They must not consent to be dragged by the world

Church into any tacit approval of, much less participation in,

such sin; but however it may pain them, and whatever it

may cost them, to stand aloof therefrom, and faithfully and

humbly follow Jesus in His rejection.

Very solemn and very striking it is to observe that the

Spirit continually points to the crown by the way of the

cross, and continually, too, hangs the promise of the crown

upon the honest taking up of the cross. Let the following
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sufiice to shew that God’s calling to His willing, true-hearted

people is quite unchanged by the decline of the professing

Church; that His distinct question to each one virtually is

this: Rest and glory here or HEREAFTER?

“IF we have been planted together in the likeness of his

death, we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrec

tion.”—-Rom. vi. 5.

“ IF we be dead with Christ, we believe that we shall also

live with him.”—Rom. vi. 8.

“IF so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also

glorified together.”—Rom. viii. l7. .

“ IF we be dead with him, we shall also live with him: IF

we suffer, we shall also reign with him.”—-2 Tim. ii.

11, 12*

To him that believes in the inspiration of every word of

God, it will surely appear to be not without design that

whilst the promises of the new covenant are, generally speak

ing, so absolute and unconditional, the way of the Spirit

should be so uniform in shewing the connexion between the

cross now and the crown by and by. What can be His

reason?

SECTION 2.

The interested agents of the professing Church’s ruin.

It will be remembered, that in the prophetic tracings of

* Here, too, we may compare such passages in the seven Epistles as, “Be

thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life ;” “ Hold fast

that which thou hast, that no man take thy crown.” In fact, the kingdom is

constantly in the Word connected with suffering. S0 2 Thess. i. 5, “ That ye

‘ may be counted worthy of the kingdom of God, in which e also suffer.” It

is to be observed, that whilst “ eternal life” is ever in t To New Testament

declared to be a “ gift,” “ the kingdom” hereafter seems constantly connected

with the sufferings of the saints here. True, all that dignity to which even a.

Paul or a Peter shall attain therein will be according to the Father’5 eternal

predestination (Matt. xx. 23.) Still this does not hinder but that those thus

predestined to crowns of glory shall also have been predestined to suffering

with Jesus as the way in which they shall, through grace and the blood of

Jesus, attain them. It is not inconsistent with Scripture to speak of a “ re

ward of grace,” (Rom. iv. 4.)
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the decline of the visible Church from her first love, and her

subsequent downward career until her future final rejection,

we had indicated to us, as well in the seven Epistles as in

the seven Parables, that a great cause of this dire disaster

would be the abuse, by earthly-minded men, within this

Church of the oflice of the ministry. To this, as-to its

source, much of the strong current and flood of evil, which

in the succeeding ages set in, is attributable. Popery itself,

and in its darkest phase too, was here in its germ. That

gospel ministry was changed by the Nicolaitanes, and many

of the Tares, into a sort of distinct Jewish priesthood or

clerical caste: in order that, thus metamorphosed, it might

serve as the means, whereby those might the more readily

obtain the possession of power and wealth. Then, presently,

this new caste being gradually subdivided into various grades

and orders, the worldly party in the Church could obviously

find ample scope for the gratification of the desires of their

unregenerate hearts. And thus the way would be paved for

yet further decline from the Church’s heavenly calling to

security of repose on earth. For when the world made

overtures of friendship, then those who had ridden over and

soared above their fellows, would be, of course, first sought

after, and be the largest earthly gainers by any alliance that

might be made. The poor Church was first brought into

subjection and bondage by these cruel lords over God’s

heritage, and then sold as their slave unto the world. Soon

Popish times loomed into view, when the priest, through

that large body still called the Church, was all in all in

Christendom. But this fourth stage in decline has, in our

own country, been largely repented of. The very sovereign

and nation for a long period fretted against, and, at length,

in the sixteenth century, burst the priestly chains in which

the seduced nominal Church had enthralled them; whilst

good men gladly availed themselves of their monarch’s fit
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ful good-will, to promote, so far as they were allowed, that

religious movement of that epoch to which their own hearts

were favourably disposed, through the heavenly light that

shone out from the -W0rd of Life now suddenly unsealed.

But in what manner this professing Church came to be as the

Reformation found her, so degraded as to be the tool of the

priesthood and the mistress of the world; the onward steps

by which she had reached this pitiable condition, have been

fully treated of in preceding chapters, and to which, therefore,

the reader is referred. They are, as we have said, at the

outset, and have since largely proved, the following :—

1. 2. 3.

The Church evil The Nicolaitane The professing

affected by many of presbyters lording Church’s Union with

the Tares, or Nicolai- it over God’s heri- the world, completed

tanes. tage, as if they alone through the agency

were the priests un- of the Clergy.

' to God.

4.

Th e C l e rg y,

through the Church,

lording it over the

world.

Our only reason for again referring to this branch of the

subject is, in order that we may inquire whether there are

any further hints, or any texts in other parts of the New

Testament, that would seem to warn us, that the first begin

nings and incipient tendencies towards the gross subsequent

evils, would be owing to this very perversion of the minis

terial oflice and functions. We believe many such are to be

found, and, therefore, it will be well to tarry here, previous

to our passing on to our third section, wherein some plain

specimens of the Lord’s peremptory condemnation of the

mischievous Union, to which those evil men, for their OWn

sakes, had recourse, will be adduced.
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2. That the dispensations previous to our own, and notably

the last or Jewish one, ended in the full display of man’s

utter failure, we need not prove. That even then this failure

was in great part owing to the culpable blindness of those

who should have been the guides of the people is known to

every reader of the Word of God. There we find, in Jer. v.

31, that “the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear

rule by their means; and my people love to have it so.”

Here was indeed what God declares to be “ a wonderful and

horrible thing committed,” in which the people generally

acquiesced and delighted, and which their teachers betrayed

them into. Now, though teachers and taught were both

well pleased with this state of things, there was One that

frowned, but He was the Lord. Albeit both parties assented

and encouraged one another on, He did not concur. His

judgment was not in the slightest degree influenced thereby.

(b.) Not to multiply examples on so plain a matter, we

merely add here, that when the Lord of life and glory was

in the world, His most inveterate enemies were ever the

chief priests,* and the scribes, and the Pharisees. When

the people, and even the very children, once in their en

thusiasm cried Hosannah, these were offended, '(Matt. xxi.

9, 15.) It was the Sanhedrim, or grand ecclesiastical council

of the Jewish nation, that set the example of condemning

Him. It was the chief priests that delivered Him into the

hands of Pilate ; and when he would have let Him go,_they

stirred up~the irresolute and vacillating multitude to ask

Barabbas and to destroy Jesus. When they had succeeded

in procuring the ratification of their sentence from the gover

nor, they paused not until they had seen to its prompt and

* “ Heresy, error, and apostasy generally begin with the clergy, not with the

laity. The first to teach the wrong are they that ought always to teach the

right. The scribes and the Pharisees, who were the teacheis of the Bible,

who knew what was the portrait of Messiah in the 01:1 Testament scriptures,

were the first to shout, with exasperated feelings, jealousy, and envy, ‘This

man receiveth sinners.’ ”—D1' Cumming on Luke xv., p. 27.
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thorough execution. What an awful illustration have we in

all this of that word, “That which is highly esteemed among

men is,” not at all unfrequently, “ abomination in the sight of

God.” Scarcer ever do we read of a rebuke or a denunciap

tion in the Gospels by the Lord Jesus but it is directed at

those who, as we should have expected, would have been the

last to have incurred it. But “He knew what was in man,”

(John ii. 25.) From underneath all that fair and pious ex

terior, He unveiled and brought to the light of day the

corruption that reigned within. Oh! if with individuals,

and in the day, too, Of His humiliation, His judgment was

so strange, so probing, and so very terrible, what will it be

when He shall sit upon His great white throne? We now

have got so accustomed to His tremendous and exposing

sentences recorded in the Word, of those Pharisees and

priests, that we scarcely apprehend how it must have taken

by surprise and utterly amazed those who first listened to

them! For they were the honoured, respected, and looked

up to by all. Did ever these men themselves, at least in the

majority of cases, apprehend at all their true position before

God? ‘If they deceived others, did they not commonly also

deceive themselves? Was not much of the religious evil of

which this class was guilty doubtless practised by them in

total ignorance, and whilst unawares of the desperate wicked

ness of their hearts.* But as long as Christ was in the world,

He was the light of the world, and then the density ofthe dark

ness became visible. Oh, could you have watched the aged, the

grave, the venerable priests, with their sagan and president,

hurrying to their council-chamber on that tremendous morn,

when the Holy One was made their judicial victim; dared

you to have imagined, even for a moment, that such utter

antagonism to the thoughts of God possessed their souls, as,

* See Paul’s account of his own state, in 1 Tim. i. 13 ; and Peter’s of Christ’s

murderers, (Acts iii. 17.) So, too, the Lord himself witnessed on the cross,

(Luke xxiii. 34 ;) and the Holy Ghost afterwards, (I Cor. ii. 8.)
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now enlightened, you perceive was the case,—that the ver—

diet of all that imposing, learned, and sacred assembly was

the greatest mistake in divine things that man ever made?

Yes, the extremest departure upon any occasion from the

mind of Heaven that the world has ever beheld has not been

made by one or two unlearned individuals in a corner; n0,

nor even by earth’s great potentates; but it was made by

that nation who were called to be God‘s own witnesses in

the world; it was made by their chief teachers who sat in

Moses’ seat; it was made whilst in solemn conclave assem

bled, and oflicially pronounced by the high priest himself,

whose ofiice and supremacy had been both divinely insti

tuted Of What avail, after this, is apostolical succession,

even if it were true, and not a vain boast and a figment and

a delusion, whereby Satan lulls into a fancied security so

very many empty professors, and furnishes them with a

peace that has nothing but the name? Oh! had those

towering prelates in the fourth century not been so natu

rally, yet excessively, elated at the deliverance from the sore

peril and long persecution to which the Christian name had

been till then exposed; and had they suspected man’s and

Christ’s arch-enemy the more when he presented himself in

his newer guise of an angel of light; yea, had they allowed

the suspicion of the secret bias and earthliness of their hearts

to have crossed their minds,——their scruples and hesitation

would surely have been too strong for them, even in that

joyful moment, to have assented so greedily t0 the Union

then proposed between Church and world: a Union which

has opened the floodgates of religious evil so wide, and which,

though each individual * Christian is called to have nothing

to do with, yet cannot be undone by mortal man, nor its

long train of dire disasters remedied. Its deadly mischief

extends to the present day, and made that which was once

* See next Section, especially the last part thereof.

'2 I
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the professing Church to be that Christendom or Babylon

which is ripening for destruction, and the more rapidly and

for sorer judgment, on account of its persistency in a mere

and half-hearted profession of religion.

3. So, too, another indication in the Old Testament, tending

in the same unexpected direction, is to be observed from the

fact that, in divers of its prophecies relating to the second

advent, the sore judgment of many of the teachers of reli

gion, ay, and of the truth too, is specially referred to.

Thus, in the fiftieth Psalm, having been assured that when

the Lord shall come, His first care will be for His saints to

be gathered unto Him, we afterwards perceive how He will

judge the wicked professors. The class, too, singled out is

at once evident from the language itself : “,What hast thou

to do to declare my statutes, or that thou shouldest take

my covenant in thy mouth? Seeing thou [thyself] hatest

instruction, and castest my words behind thee.” Some of

His words the persons addressed had embraced, as is clear

from ver. 16. But the mind of the Lord upon some other

subjects they had been disinclined unto : “ When thou saw

est a thief, thou consentedst with him, and hast been par—

taker with adulterers.” Though actual theft and adultery

may possibly be the sins which are condemned here; still

those accustomed to breathe the atmosphere of God’s Word,

need not be informed how constantly certain spiritual sins

are thus designated therein. To adduce the passages in

proof of this, would be to quote half of Ezekiel, Hosea, and

other inspired writers. See below on Rev. ix. 21?“ Why it

* See Elliott’s commentary on Rev. ix. 21—a passage too long to be noted

here. He refers to the sale of indulgences as illustrative of the “ efts"

of the Romish clergy, and thus with the other crimes mentioned in this

verse. And he adds : “ Proud, ambitious, idle, covetOus, it had come to be

understood that the great object with both the priesthood in general, and

with the hierarchy heading them, was not the religious improvement of the

communit , but their own aggmndisement.”——Horw Apoc., vol. i.i., p. 32. The

reader wil do well to remember here how, as we have seen in receding

chapters, improper connexion with the world, the Spirit of God has 0 aracter
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is suspected that it is other than literal theft and adultery

these wicked preachers are here charged with, is because that

whilst in other respects they are represented as having de

clared God’s own statutes and covenant, they yet wilfully shut

their eyes to some further “instruction” in the way of God.

4:. (0..) But to come, without more delay, to the plainer

teaching of the New Testament. What means that ominous

caution with which, when we open it, we are so soon con

fronted: “Beware of false prophets,” or preachers?”i (Matt.

vii. 15.) We might have supposed that the Lord would have

strictly charged His disciples that they should pay great

attention to all that His servants might declare to them.

Certainly this attention, under some obvious limitations, is

very proper. But we infer from this word, that the Lord

Jesus, in casting His eye along the future career of His

Church, and of the action of the ministry thereof, foresaw

that the tendency of His people would not be so much to

depreciate their ministers as unduly to exalt them, and thus

to excite the envy and cupidity of unregenerate men-1' And

ised as true adultery. What is spirituality, though there be even the preach

ing of the “ covenant,” as in the text, without holiness, but, as God calls it,

“ madness?” (Hosea ix. 7.)

* That the word “ Eiophet” in the New Testament comprehends the thought

of pgeaching, is clear m 1 Cor. xiv. 2, where the work of the prophet is declared

to , to “ speak unto men to edification, and exhortation, and comfort." See

also Acts xv. 32. In ordinary parlance, this term “ prophet ” is indeed now

confined to one who predicts things to come. But such is not its original and

scriptural use. How the word came to be thus limited as it now is, is well

known. Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others, were led to denounce the sins of the

Israelites, and to exhort them to repentance. Then, when inspired by the

Spirit, they were often carried further, evan to the utterance of things to

come. But it is ap arent that even the Old Testament prophets were preach

ers. As for the ministers of the New Testament, there is not such need that

they should be prophets in this special sense, for God, in His written Word,

has ah'eady revealed what is in the future. It is greatly to be regretted that

the force of this solemn warning of Christ is seldom perceived by Christians

through inattention to this scri tuml import of the word.

1' Who denies that many sue are tem ted to call themselves reverends for

the sake of the livings they obtain, and t at both in and out of the Establish

ment? Only in many parishes none in the Establishment may preach with

the sanction of the Church but such hirelings. And how, too, can the

parishioners, where such an evil as an unregenerate minister is inflicted upon

them, how can they heed this earnest injunction of the Lord?
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who that takes for a moment a survey of Christendom in its

past or present state, can but acknowledge that what the

Lord foresaw has abundantly come to pass?

(12.) Besides which, the context of this very emphatic, yet

slightly-regarded warning assists us greatly in ascertaining

what was the exact thought of the Lord at the time in

which He uttered it. For in a verse or two subsequent, he

proceeds, “Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,

shall enter into the kingdom of heaven ; but he that doeth

the will of my Father which is in heaven. Many will say

to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in

thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in

thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I

profess unto them, I never knew you,” &c., (Matt. vii. 21

23.) In order that we may enter into the full import of

these words, it will be necessary that we should compare the

parallel place in Luke xiii. 25 : “When once the master of

the house is risen up, and hath shut to the door, and ye

begin to stand without, and to knock at the door, saying,

Lord, Lord, open unto us ; and he shall answer and say unto

you, I know you not whence ye are: then shall ye begin

to say, We have eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou

hast taught in our streets.” Putting the two passages to

gether, we perceive that the Lord has the ordinary appear

ance of nominal Christendom in His eye. For—

(1.) Luke xiii. 25 characterises the unregenerate hearers,

who yet appear to have been very decided professors. They \

have duly listened to the teaching of His servants; they

have regularly partaken of the Lord’s Supper. Thus, -in

their own estimation, they were extremely pious. On the

other hand—

(2.) Matt. vii. 22 points at the unregenerate preachers,

who could yet appeal to the Lord whether they had not pro

phesied or preached in His own name : whether success had
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not attended their labours, and success, too, of some of the

best kinds.

(3.) These passages, further, seem to refer to Protestant

rather than Papal Christendom, inasmuch as there is little

preaching in the Romish communion where Popery has full

sway, whilst both these passages contemplate that gospel

ordinance as if in constant practice. Besides which the

hearers “drink” in Christ’s presence; but the cup is not

partaken of by the laity in the Romish Church.

(4:.) The fearful parallel existing between these two pas

sages, shewing that both wicked preachers and hearers will

be dealt with in an unexpected way by the Lord, would seem

to shew how each had encouraged and urged on the other:

the one by preaching smooth things and prophesying deceits,

the other for receiving such unscriptural balm for their

uneasy consciences, rendering such return as was in their

power to those who administered it. How much, then, of

what is regarded as good, and is called Christendom, appears

to be judged in these two scriptures when placed in juxta

position ! Formerly, the apparently religious world had set

at nought the corner stone; but in this dispensation they

have encumbered it with a heap of “wood, hay, and

stubble.”

(0.) Similar testimony to the above is borne by such other

scriptures that the Lord himself uttered, as Luke xxi. 34,

and Matt. xxiv. as. In the former of these, Christ’s ser

vants are admonished : “ Take heed to yourselves, lest at any

time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunken

ness, and cares of this life, and so that day come upon you

unawares. For as a snare shall it come on all them that

dwell [rather* “that sit,” that are comfortably settled in

Zion, and at ease, Amos vi. 1] on the face of the whole

earth. Watch ye therefore.” The Lord, when He spoke so

* Not rous" Karotxovvras, but for); Kadqae'vovs.
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solemnly and personally to His servants, must have been

perfectly aware that His apostles and first disciples would

not only acquit themselves well, as they did, but also that

they would have fallen asleep in Him long previous to His

return. When, therefore, He enjoins them, “ Take heed to

yourselves; . . . watch ye,” &c., He glances on to those who

should follow after them, and to their inopportunely making

earth their resting-place. Then the other quoted scripture

confirms the supposition that His warning would be disre

garded; and that, His tarriance in heaven proving to be

longer than the early Church had expected, the evil servant

begins to smite his fellow-servants, riding, as it were, over

their heads; and to eat and drink with the drunken, seeking

to indulge the flesh with that same sumptuous fare, as many

of those earthly-minded men do whose all is here. Does

this require further plainer explanation, or any identification?

How, to say the least, an Establishment would foster all this,

and would in fact constitute the summnm bonitm of those

evil servants whose picture and whose fearful doom the Lord

here exhibits to us! (Matt. xxiv. 48—51.)

5. But to pass from this class of scriptures, Of which those

adduced are the merest specimens, we observe that the writ

ings of the apostles abound in descriptive allusions to the

sore evils that would befall the Church; and further, that

their chief source when traced by them, as it Often is, is ever

seen to arise from within, and to proceed from ungodly men

making evil use of the ministerial oflice. Thus the Second

Epistle Of Timothy, the Second Epistle of Peter, and the

Epistle of Jude, are full of such predictions. The Second

Epistle of Timothy looks rather to the evils themselves, and

to each individual Christian’s duty in the face thereof, than

to their causes; to the “great house,” (2 Tim. ii 20,) erected

despite of the Spirit’s plain injunction, (1 Cor. iii. 12,) of

the most heterogeneous materials, than of the motive of the
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builders which led to this strange admixture; until, in the

last days, as if the mischief resulting would have reached its

height, the form of godliness is assumed, in some cases, by

the “ covetous,” in others, by the “ proud,” in others, by “ plea»

sure-lovers,” and such sorts of men. But there is one notable

place, even in this Epistle, where we have disclosed to us the

cause or prime movers in this state of things. The whole

third chapter of this Second Epistle Of Timothy should be

read here. Now, the apostle having first indicated the real

ecclesiastical dangers Of these times, and the saints’ preserva

tive therefrom, proceeds to speak of some of those whose

curious contrarietiesi'i of character he. has just described.

He says: “ Now as Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses,

so do these also resist the truth; men of corrupt minds,

reprobate concerning the fait .” These are “of this sort,"

that the writer had previously declared should have “the

form of godliness.” But how do such resist the truth? He

answers, in the same way as Jannes and Jambres, Pharaoh’s

wise men, resisted Moses ; even by successfully imitating, up

to a certain point, what God had commanded him to perform.

As they could not give life, so these “shall proceed no

further.” But still, has God laid it as a special duty upon

His own regenerate servants, when called by the Holy Ghost,

to preach His gospel to every creature, and to “speak for

edification” in the assemblies of His saints? These, too,

being called in most cases by man, also preach. These

attempt to do, so far as they can, the very same as they.

These have the form of godliness, and they choose to imi

tate the true ambassadors of God in their work. Here, again,

are the guilty agents of the mischief indicated. But why, it

’ It should be observed, that when the apostle speaks of these covetous,

boasters. proud, 820., each having the form of godliness, he does not mean to

teach that each one man will exhibit plainly all and every one of these ugly

marks. His object is just to shew that the form of godliness shall be used to

cover all these sins : in one, it shall cover the one sin ; in another, another.
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may be asked, is the conduct of these in this matter to be so

branded? Some may possibly imagine that the endeavour

0n the part of unregenerate men to preach the gospel, and

in the general to act as the ministers of Christ, is, at all events,

worthy of all commendation. No, replies the apostle:

“these,” by their imitation, “ do so resist the truth.” But

what, it may be inquired, can be their motive other than a

good one? Here we should be approaching the regions Of

the unknown, had not God, the Searcher of hearts, Himself

been pleased to lay bare the desires by which such evil ser

vants are actuated. They are hinted at, obliquely, and by

allusive contrast, towards the end of this chapter, where St

Paul reminds Timothy: “But thou hast fully known MY

manner of life, long-sufl'ering, patience, persecutions, afflic

tions, 'what persecutions I endured; ”* and anticipating an

objection as if his own case were altogether peculiar, he adds,

“Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall suffer

persecution.” So, then, however the nominal Church may

change in its feelings and attitude towards the world, let but

a Christian still honestly endeavour to follow in the footsteps

of the Master, and he will quickly find that the world is the

very same that crucified the Son of God. But inasmuch as

the general teaching of the Second Epistle Of Timothy will

be shewn to set forth the state of wretchedness and chaos to

which the visible Church would arrive, we reserve a fuller

examination of the whole till its proper place in the next

section.

6. But the Second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of

Jude speak out more plainly and more portentously, not

" Compare the language of the same a ostle upon another occasion, when

he shews what sort of reward here Wi be the lot of the true minister of

Christ, according to the grace given unto him, and to his own faithfulness.

This is declared to be not earthly honours and wealth and ease, but quite the

reverse: “Are they ministers of Christ?” says he. “ I am more : in labours

more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths

oft. In weariness and ainfulness, in watehings often, in hunger and thirst,

in cold and nakedness, (2 Cor. xi. 23, 24.)
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only as to the class of men by whose evil agency the profess

ing Church would gradually decline in love to Christ, and

abandon her position of distinctness and separation from the

world; but also their inner selves, their thoughts, their ob

jects, we have all here disclosed to us. The secrets of their

hearts are brought to light. It would be advisable for the

reader here to cast his eye carefully over these two chaptersfi'i

For brevity’s sake, let the following particulars, gleaned

thence and just jotted down, sufiice. They are stated first

in the very words of the Scriptures themselves, lest surprise

at the exactness of the portrait should cause any one to

hesitate as to whether the Spirit had really spoken so ex

pressly and fully; and also that the point of these divine

caveats may be fully apprehended.

(a.) There are the men themselves who are characterised

in plain, unmistakable terms as “false teachers,” (2 Peter

1.) Of course they would not themselves avow that they

were such. This would not be in accordance with the craft

of Satan. Pure, unmingled error would not avail. Wolves

in wolves’ clothing would but very partially succeed. Though

“false apostles and deceitful workers," they would “trans

form themselves into the apostles of Christ.” For “Satan

himself,” witnesses St Paul, “ is transformed into an angel

of light ; ” and “ therefore it is no great thing if his minis—

ters also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness,”

(2 Cor. xi. 15.) But we think that the class whom Peter

referred to, may be more distinctly ascertained in this way.

As in the next section we shall shew that the note and

general tenor of the teaching in Second Timothy should be

compared with what prevails in the First; so we conceive

the same should be done with Peter’s two Epistles, in order

to get at the peculiar thoughts in each. Now, in Peter’s

‘ It is well known, and generally admitted, that a connexion exists in the

sway" of similarity between the Second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of

u: e.
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first Epistle, Satan appears as a lion ; but in his second, rather

as a serpent. In the first, the professing Christians appear

to be openly persecuted; in his second, they are artfully

seduced. There, the enemy is without; here, it is warned

that he is within. “False teachers among you.” Now the

question arises: Can we obtain from his first Epistle any

further clue to his particular reference in that expression of

his? We submit that this is possible. For turning to his

first Epistle and fifth chapter, we find there a curious pas

sage, on which a little further on we shall more fully remark?

His words are quoted here, as furnishing us most probably

with an inspired, and even with the selfsame writer’s own

anticipation of the class of false teachers that in his second

Epistle were so plainly characterised as to their evil working,

and whose doom was revealed to be so fearful Well, then,

looking back to what he had first written, we read, “The

elders,” or presbyters, “I exhort to take the oversight,” or

rather, “to act the bishop,” and “not to 10rd it over God’s

heritage ” or “ clergy.”-|‘ Here seem to be eyed two per

nicious errors which certainly prevail throughout Babylon,

or the world’s Church of the present day, as if then they

were just beginning to creep in. One error frowned upon,

is that by which ministers seek to ride over one another, and

* The reader will understand why, though we advert to these words of the

first Epistle, we shall refer to them again. For it is necessary, in order that

the testimony may be rendered as satisfactory as possible to the reader, that

the various rays of truth should be set side by side, and compared generally,

now with one, and now with another.
1‘ eimo'xmrofim-es‘. Here is a divine command to all prcsbyters to be the

bishops to their own flocks. A surrender of this part of their office therefore

to a stranger, is in direct contravention of the Lord’s express will. It should

be borne in mind that our common English translation was completed under

the auspices of James I., and that all the Stuart dynasty, with that monarch

included, were devotedly fond of Prelacy. For, by means of it, the Church

was completely in their own power. And hence, every passage in the New

Testament which bears against this mischievous innovation, is so rendered

that its oint is at least partly obscured. S0 in Acts xx. 17, with ver. 28, the

apostle fiaul there reminds the Ephesian presbyters or ministers, that the

Holy Ghost hath made them bishops. There the word in the translation is,

“ overseers.”
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to tower one above another. Here is the apostolic rebuke

for this: “Presbyters,” or ministers, “I exhort each of you

to act the bishop over your own flocks.” The other error is

that which tempts ministers to regard themselves as if they

were a class quite distinct, and far removed from the people.

Hence the rebuke: “ Do not lord it over God’s clergy.” As

if to say : “ All His people are the clergy, or the inheritance ;

they as well, and as much, as you.” It is very singular that

the two errors should be brought into such close juxta

position, in order to be condemned together. For the two

errors and malpractices are connected together through our

evil nature. It is well known that those who suffer them

selves to be domineered over by some, seek as an outlet for

their smothered vexation* to domineer over those whom

they control. Of all taskmasters, a fellow-slave has been

found to be the cruellest. Here, then, the Nicolaitane spirit,

in its twofold aspect of Prelatical usurpation on the one

hand, and Clerical assumption on the other, are glanced at

both together, in order both to be denounced. But does not

this sort of denunciation go to prove that those very Prelati

cal and Clerical elements were at work in Peter’s own day ;

and which, in his first Epistle, he more mildly reproved, but

which, in his second Epistle, he traced on with prophetic

vision whither they would ultimately tend ? Here then, at

'least probably, is the reference in the apostle’s words as to

“false” or Balaamite “teachers.” They would be those who

eventually should entirely succeed in introducing Clericalism

and Prelacy through the perversion of the office of minister

or presbyter. ‘

(b.) As to the doctrine these would love to inculcate: it

* It should be borne in mind that the power of the bishops in the Church

of England is a very different thing from what it is in its natural state in the

Romish Church. The nature of the wild beast from the sea (Rev. xiii. 1)

still remains, but happily its claws are cut. The system is perpetuated, alas!

yet not in so vigorous and coercive a manner.
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would consist of “damnable heresies,” or rather, “heresies

of destruction ;” that is to say, heresies that, fully worked

out, would injure or even destroy the souls of those that

embraced them. Many golden grains of truth might and

would be intermingled. The loaf may contain much good

wheat, but with the addition of arsenic, it is highly deleteri

ous. But what are these heresies? Can we ascertain at all

definitely what are here so branded? If we look to Chris

tendom, past or present, we at once behold how, in its

various stages, the great apostasy which the Lord must have

foreseen, is admirably adapted to pander to the ambition

and earthly-mindedness of its chief advocates. Again, in the

scriptures already examined, the sin of these “ false teachers”

has certainly been predicted and judged; as well in its first

latent tendencies in the undue exaltation of themselves into

a distinct Clerical caste, from which, as the germ and bud,

all the ecclesiastical distortions, and accommodations, and per

versions of sacred things followed, until the Popery of the

dark ages was eventually reached, when the priest was above

the civil ruler. But now, do the witnesses under examina

tion at present,—to wit, Peter and Jude,—does their united

testimony also point in this same direction? Is it to the

same sort of selfish, and earthly, and priestly assumption,

and its consequences that they here refer?* Certainly the

" The two last chapters of Peter's second Epistle may be thus contradistin

guished, with reference to the evils they severally condemn: the second

chapter glancing rather at the superstitious or Babylonish, and the third

chapter to the infidel or Egyptian, forms of error. These two are intimately

connected, and, however they may have been presented in diversified aspects,

and in different degrees of intensity, at different times, are et those with

which the enemy has cbnstantly sought to work his will. nd these two

forms of error, as many think, are yet both to be headed up in the last Anti

christ. Of the two, it is difiicult to say which is the more hurtful. If the

one boldly sets Christ on one side, the other uts something in His stead,

and thus also “denies” Him, (2 Peter ii. 1, Ju e 4.) Plain, downright, un

varnished infidelity has something in it repulsive to many that yet are the

victims of superstition. Is there a heresy more universally prevailing, and

withal more dangerous, than that which puts the Church into the place of

Christ, after this so-called Church, as a gaunt and grim shadow, striding be

tween heaven and earth, has been made to stand upon its ideal and imaginary
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term “heresy,” which is the word here used, looks rather to

some perversion of truth, such as Clericalism is the distor

tion of Christ’s institution of the ministry, than to ground

less and entire error. Now, if these inspired writers further

direct us for these false teachers within the bosom of the

Church itself; assure us that they would be actuated by

mercenary and worldly motives, even though such, in many

cases, doubtless would continue unconscious of the earthly

bias of their hearts which swayed them; that they would

proceed towards their desired end, in the way of lofty and

arrogant assumption; and lastly, that they would succeed,

still within the professing Church, to an amazing and ruinous

extent: if such be indeed the indications of the evil and its

workings here afforded us by these apostles of the Lord and

Saviour, then surely we may admit, that for no lack of re

iterated warning did the mischief itself begin and grow,

and the visible Church, by negligence, fall therein, and so

presently“ be led wider and remoter from the truth. Yet

each of these several criteria are encountered in these chap

ters?‘e For—

(c.) These innovators would be within the pale of the

Church. Thus Peter: “False teachers among you,” (2 Pet.

ii. 1.) And Jude further adds, that first they would “creep

in unawares,” (ver. 4.) So, too, Paul had admonished the

Ephesian elders: “I know this, that after my departing shall

legs of Clericalism and Prelacy? Oh, how many are the evils traceable to this

pernicious beginning, or the abuse of, and the unsound doctrine that is through

out Christendom so rife concerning, the sacraments ; the embrace of the

world’s overtures by this sort of men, until the world and the Church have

become almost co-extensive ! Yea, the gradual perversion of every Scripture

doctrine in the dark ages, that so the world might be satisfied, and the priest

hood aggrandised; all these may be easily seen to have proceeded from this

prolific source. Verily, to test by results, these early “heresies " were indeed

“ destructive ” enough.

* Then such passages as, for instance, 1 Tim. iv., judges the evil when

it has reached its height, and perhaps 2 Pet. iii. discloses the inevitable re

sult in open and daring impiety; which, though once too coarse and men

strous to be accepted, will be finally embraced by multitudes. Thus super

stition paves the way, and is the parent of infidelity.
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grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock.

Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse

things, to draw away disciples after them,” (Acts xx. 29, 30.)

It should be remembered here, that the Lord made choice

of the church of Ephesus, to depicture the general Church

in its first stage of decline, (Rev. ii. 1—7.) And thus, early

Nicolaitane deeds had begun to be practised, (ver. 6.) Pos

sibly, in allusion to this fact, the apostle Paul, in this part

ing address of his, calls the presbyters of this Church, its

bishops or overseers, (Acts xx. 17, with ver. 28.) But, again,

for another aid to identification—

((1.) The motives of these false and ambitious teachers are

unveiled. It is the Holy Ghost himself that has, and in so

many words, thus plainly spoken : “They have a heart exer

cised with couetous practices,” (2 Pet. ii. 14.) And again:

“Through covetousness shall they with feigned words make

merchandise of you,” (2 Pet. ii. In like manner in

the other witness Jude, we read, that they “ have men’s per

sons in admiration, because,” or for the sake, “ of advantage,”

(ver. 16.) Verily, this is plain and awful enough anyhow.

Their desire, according to the judgment of the Omniscient,

is money, and that which money confers, honour, and power,

and worldly ease. We might have supposed, even had we not

been expressly informed, that there must be some strong

worldly incentive to induce earthly-minded men to dare to

_join the professing Church ; and also, to seek the ministerial

office itself, with all its anxieties and tremendous responsi

bilities. Here, then, we have it: here it is—money. Does

any one fancy that this is scarcely potent enough to induce

men, whose consciences are not quite seared, to enter upon

such a grave and onerous position, and to become liable, if

sordidly actuated, to the very sorest divine judgments? We

answer in the werds of inspiration : “The love of money is

the root of all evil.” What misery and degradation has it not
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wrought! Into what a wretched condition has this filthy

lucre, according as the scriptures in Peter and Jude above

quoted point unto, brought the professing Church? And

yet it shall continue to exercise its malignant influence in

Christendom, even to the end! This also has the Lord re

vealed to us in His word I For, when Babylon’s guilt is at

last uncovered, it will be distinctly seen, that one reason of

her righteous condemnation was in that she presumed to

traffic even in “the bodies and souls of men,” (see Rev.

xviii. 11—13.) There we read, that no man shall any more

buy that “merchandise” (the self-same word as used in

Peter) “of her.” Nor is this guilt to be confined entirely to

the traced fourth stage of decline—namely, to the Papal

system? For we have largely proved elsewhere, that the

term Babylon covers a much larger extent of idea in ecclesi

astical matters than does Popery. What, is there nothing of

this kind in the Establishment in our own land? But allu

sions here will not suflice. The charge is too solemn, and

the judgment of Babylon, Whatever it be, is too awful to

allow of this. We will, we must descend to particulars

which are cited below. Few, except the ministers of the

Establishment, have any idea of - the extent to which “liv

ings ” are bought and sold therein. Constantly in the cleri

cal papers they are advertised, and all the various items, as

of the population of the parish, the age of the present minis

ter, the gross and net income, &c., &c., are all distinctly

specified. The specimens adduced are all taken from one

single leaf of one single paper. They are quoted here with

no desire to rejoice over the tendencies or blots of a certain

system: the object in view is simply to compare the warn

ings of Scripture with the ecclesiastical profession we see

around us.’* It should be also borne in mind, that when

* In the following advertisements, the names of the vendors, and the offices

where intending purchasers are to apply, are for obvious reasons omitted.
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any of these men have in this way obtained possession of a

“living,” (apt tern1,) the law of England guarantees his in

We introduce these extracts with this one uestion : \Vhilst Paul lived, be

cause Demas loved this present world, he ad to forsake the communion of

the visible Church altogether. Would this be in the slightest degree neces

sary for any Demas of the present day? Would he not within the Establish

ilnent 9find ample scope for the gratification of all the worldly desires of his

eart .—

 
is instructed to Sell a valuable Rectory, comprising first-class resi

dence adapted for a large establishment, and an income exceeding £1000 a

year. Immediate possession.

Next Presentation, in Derbyshire, comprising house and net income of

about £530 a-year. Incumbent between eighty and ninety years of age.

Next Presentation to a Rectory in an Agricultural district. First-class resi

dence with pleasure grounds, walled garden, vineries, &c., and net income

nearly £900 a-yenr. Incumbent aged.

Advowson, in Devonshire. Income small. Interest allowed till vacancy.

Advowson, in Northern County. Good modern residence, and net income

about £540. Immediate possession.

Advowson, in Midland County. Good residence. Net income about £900

a-year. Prospect of early possession, till when interest will be allowed on

purchase-money.

Advowson, near London. Good house, and net income about £350. In

cumbent seventy-four.

Advowson, in Southern County. Good house and grounds. Net income

exceeds £400 a-year. Immediate possession.

Advowson, in Home County. Excellent residence, with net income about

£460 n-year. Incumbent sixty-one. Interest till possession.

Advowson, in Sussex. Good house, and net income about £300 a-year.

Incumbent fifty-six.

Advowson, in Devon. Income about £100 a-year. Noble freehold resi

dence, surrounded by land. Early possession.

Next Presentation, in Eastern County. Capital residence and grounds, but

very small income. Immediate possession.

Next Presentation, in Southern County. Excellent residence, and net in

come about £450. Prospect of immediate possession.

Advowson, in Southern County. Good house and grounds. Net income

about £350. Immediate possession.

N.B.—Further detailed particulars of the above are reserved for Principals

or Solicitors, on whose confidential application only they will be supplied.

The Advowson of a Living, a few miles west of London, with a capital

house, and an income of about £350 a~year. Population moderate. Age of

Incumbent seventy-five. .

The Advowson of a Living, in an Eastern County, with a superior house,

and income of £750 a-year. Population about 2000, and Agricultural. Im

mediate possession.

The Advowson of a Living in Somersetshire, with an excellent house, and

an income of about £280 a-year. Population small. Immediate possession.

The Advowson of a small Living, situated in a capital town. Income about

£160 a-year. Population moderate. Immediate possession.

The Advowson of a Living, in a West Midland County, with a very good
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duction. Afterwards he only, in the eyesof the Establish

ment, is the truly accredited minister of Christ in the parish

thus entered upon.

house, and an income of about £240 a-year. Po ulation moderate. Age

sixty-five. Interest allowed on purchase-money t' vacancy.

The Advowson of a Living, in a West Midland County, with an income of

£350 a-year, good house- Population small. Age seventy. Interest allowed

till avoidance.

The Advowson of a Town Living, in Warwickshire, with a. capital house,

and an income of about £500 a-year. Population large. Early possession.

The Next or Alternate Right of Presentation to a most valuable Living, in

a West Midland County, with a capital parsonage-house, and an income of

about £1400 a-year. Population moderate. Price low.

The Next Presentation to a Living, in a Western County, with an income

of upwards of £100 a-year. Small population. Immediate possession.

The Next Presentation to a Living, in a Northern County, with a capital

house, and income of £270 a-year. Small population. Incumbent seventy

two.

The Next Presentation to a Living, in a Northern County, with a good

house, and income of about £120 a-year. Population moderate. Prospect of

early possession. Price £300.

The Advowson of a Living, situate in a healthy and beautiful part of the

Country, within 100 miles of London. There is a superior parsonage-house,

with ofiices and grounds. The income is about £1000 per annum. There is

a prospect of early possession.

The Advowson of a Living, situate in a desirable part of the County of Nor

folk. The income, which is derived from commuted tithes and glebe-land,

is about £600 per annum. Interest will be allowed upon the purchase-money

until possession.

The Advowson of a. Living, situate in a desirable part of the West of Eng

land. There is an excellent parsonage-house, and the income amounts to

between £300 and £400 per annum. Incumbent about seventy years of age.

The Next and Alternate Right of Presentation to a Living, within about

fifty miles of London. There is a most excellent parsonage-house, situate on

an eminence, commanding extensive views, and the present annual value is

about £850. Incumbent between sixty and seventy years of age. Price 2700

guineas.

The Next Presentation to a Living, desirably situate in a fine healthy part

of the County of Derby. There is a good parsonagehouse, with grounds, &c.,

attached. The income, which is derived from commuted tithes and glebe

land, is about £700 per annum. Incumbent sixty years of age.

The Next Presentation to a Rural Living, within a short distance of London.

There is a good parsonage-house, and the income is about £500 per annum.

The incumbent is about seventy years of age.

For Sale, the Next Presentation to a Rectory, in a Midland County. In

come £400 per annum. There is a. prospect of early possession; or Would be

Exchanged for a District Church.

For Sale, the Advowson of a Vicarage, in a West Midland County. _ Popu

lation 700. Income £110 per annum, and a residence. Early possession can

be had.

Next Presentation, Yorkshire, West Riding, for immediate Sale, by Private

2 K
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Truly the portraiture as drawn by Peter and Jude,

and rendered still more striking and expressive by John,

although their language be very awful, yet is it also pain

fully exact.

But all the lineaments of the picture, even of this part of

it referring to the merchandise of souls, we have not yet

observed. For the two former apostles, whose testimony we

are more particularly considering, each cite from the Old

Testament a type or pattern of the teachers whose guilty

deeds they are describing; and the name they, by the Spirit

of inspiration, are led to mention, is none other than—

Balaam's. Surely this correspondence is enough to make

one start; for in the prophetic foreshadowing of the seven

successive phases of the visible Church in Rev. ii. and iii.,

and commented upon in a previous chapter, this Balaam is

the very personage to whom those teachers are compared by

whose evil agency the Union between Church and State was

effected. The verdict on their deed, by this way of Old

Testament reference, is there made by the Lord and Master

of His Church himself, (Rev. ii. 14:.) Here, then, we have

another proof that the view taken thereof, when considering

that passage, is the correct one, and the very mind of the

Lord Jesus. That judgment, too, whose point has been

ALREADY ascertained, now tends to strengthen our impres

sion that we are on the right road, and have the Scripture

cue to our interpretation of this 2 Pet. ii. Thus these two

allusions by the Lord to the history of Balaam do severally

assist, when each is carefully examined, in leading us into

the true view of the thought in the other; and verily Scrip

ture is ever its own best interpreter. And this correspond

ence, or rather identity, of doctrine in Rev. ii. with 2 Pet. ii.

is the more remarkable when the divergences of object in

Contract. Present gross annual value £1300, arising partly from tithe rent

charges, awarded in commutation of tithes, and partly from glebe-land. Age

of present incumbent, eighty.
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the two chapters are duly allowed for. For that then so

near an approach to the very same language should be made.

when the line of thought also is traced to approach and meet

in the two scriptures, is most valuable in confirming our

impression that we have the proper clue to that allusion.

Thus in Peter we have those teachers and their guilty prac

tices described generally without any reference to any pecu

liar note of time. Of course, for any particular epoch that

provided the facilities for bringing their hearts’ tendencies

more thoroughly into action, this chapter in Peter would, in

a peculiar sense, fit and be peculiarly adapted for that epoch.

But wherever and whenever such do certain things, and in

any degree, or at least have the inclination thitherwards,

then all such come under his apostolical censure? But in

Rev. ii. that notable era of the Church’s third stage in de

cline is specially eyed, when the false teachers who happened

to be then living were first guilty of leading the nominal

Church into that advanced stage of ecclesiastical sin, of

which the opportunity then first presented itself, and was

eagerly seized by them. Tendencies and year-nings of heart

towards this sin may have been, must have been, in all the

Dcmases and Diotrepheses that lived in the Church before

them. Or earthly advantages resulting therefrom may have

been equally prized by the same in the generations after

them. But still, as these of that said epoch were not only

equally guilty in heart with the false teachers in preceding

a

' That the in)er is specially the enemy which succeeds in overcoming these

men, the apostle appears to take for granted, though he teaches us that this

worldliness will be practised in some more subtle or veiled manner, after its

earlier tendencies have been resisted, and after the sin, in its more unvar

nished form, has been turned away from. For thus he speaks : “ While they

promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption : for of

whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage, For if after

they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again entangled THEREIN, and over

come, [subsequently, and under pretext of religion,] the latter end is worse with

them than the beginning.” But now, in these last days, the religious worldly

sin has become so very frequent that its varnish is well-nigh worn 01f.
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or succeeding times; but were, further, the foremost when

the sin was boldly first committed; they are specially thus

branded as holding the doctrine of Balaam by the Lord.

This is a heresy of destruction, then, indeed.

_ These very marked correspondences between the various

sacred writers tend largely to shew that one and the self

same Spirit inspired them all. And here not only does Peter

point to the same instance as is done in the Revelation of

St John; but also, when Jude and Peter speak in earnest

tones of strong denunciation of a certain class of teachers

they each have in prophetic view, and cite an Old Testament

character as an illustration or type of whom they are warn

ing, it is strange, it is wonderful and awe-inspiring, that

they severally concur in fastening upon the very same indi

vidual. Doubtless much more of instruction and of type is

to be found in the Old Testament than is ordinarily appre

hended; and specially that Israel’s wilderness history is full

of type, we are distinctly informed. “All these things,” says

St Paul, “happened unto them for ensamples,” (or “ types,”

1137er (1 Cor. x. 11;) and amongst those that he singles

out there is a plain reference to Balaam’s success through

the daughters of Midian, (ver. 8.) Yet, if we look for the

antitype to this incident to any literal uncleanness committed

by the professing members of the Church, we lose the point

and edge of its “admonition.” In the New Testament we

are reminded over and over again that there is another mode

in which this sin may be committed, (James iv. 4.) No; the

type, if we would let it act as a beacon to us, must be dis

cerned to consist partly in contrast, as the serpent exalted

on the pole to Christ exalted on the cross. And the reason

is, that whilst Israel and the Church were both designed by

the Lord to be a peculiar and separated people, Israel was

separated for the land of Palestine purged by judgment;

but the true Church having no position here, is separated
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more distinctly and peculiarly unto a heavenly calling. But

ample reasons have been offered in Part II., Chap. 1., of this

work, why the sin of Israel with Midian should most truly,

though in a. spiritual sense, find its counterpart in the nomi

nal Church’s alliance with the world. But here is a further

and an additional one, suggested by the line of thought in

this passage in Peter: namely, that as Israel’s sin then was

through the agency of Balaam, who was incited thus to tempt

others to abandon their call to separation through the love

of money, in which he was himself engrossed; so the pro

fessing Church was led to join herself to that world out of

which she had been called, through certain teachers of false

things, who had at first “ crept in,” (Jude It) then stealthily,

or “privily,” (2 Pet. ii. 1,) introduced their “ heresies of de

struction," and afterwards assumed Prelatical superiority.

And of these, the Omniscient it is that vouches they acted

thus “ through covetousness ;” and then He adduces Balaam

as an illustration in point, and this He does by the means of

two witnesses (2 Pet. 15, and Jude ll.)

Surely all this is very solemn; and the more it is reflected

upon, the more solemn and searching it appears. For truly

Balaam, if a bad man, was yet indeed a true prophet, and,

in a. most thrilling manner, spake of a coming Christ. There

seems somewhat of mystery in this man’s great acquaintance

with the ways of the true God. Bunyan, in the extract from

his writings above quotedf“ surmises that it was this seer’s

knowledge of the fact as to how the abandonment of the sepa

ration of the children of God from the children of the world

was brought about that helped him to the Satanic device by

which he allured many of Israel to destruction. Whether

this be so or not, certainly there is enough in what is re

corded of him in the Word of God to make every one, and

“' See the beginning of Sect. 1 of this chapter, and note Bunyan’s appli

cation of all this to spiritual things of our own times.
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specially every preacher and teacher of the Word, tremble.

Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall.‘

(e.) But another, and, if possible, still more telling illus

tration of the sort of false teachers, and of their evil deeds,

referred to by Peter and Jude, we obtain when we mark the

following note of identification with which the Lord, by

means of these His apostolic witnesses, has mercifully fur

nished us concerning them. For we have here specified the

peculiar manner, and one which is so taking with the human

heart, by which these worldly men would gradually come to

attain that large influence over the professing Church, where

by it became possible for them to lead it further on in that

downward course, contrary to God’s heavenly and repeated

call to separation. Thus Peter says: “When they speak

great swelling words 'of vanity, they allure . . . those that

were clean escaped from them who live in error,” (2 Pet. ii.

18.) Likewise Jude : “Their mouth speaketh great swelling

words,” (ver. 16.) It will be advisable here for the reader to

recall to mind the way in which the Tares or unconverted

and world-loving religious men were seen, in a preceding

chapter,-l- to have first obtained entrance within the true

Church. Their first assumption of the form of godliness had

been owing to their being quickened into a sort of galvanic

life. Then the Church, indulging in the hope that these.

were truly regenerated, had readily accorded them'the right

hand of fellowship. Being in many cases the subjects of

much religious emotion, and mistaking the aspirations of

vanity and ambition for the inner call of the Holy Ghost to

the susception of the ministerial office, they had sought and

obtained also that grave and responsible position. Yet,

* It will be observed that the language used above refers only to the unre

generate ministers in the world-Church. As to the good men therein found,

their case also appears to be eyed by the ame apostles, and they, by each of

them, compared to another Old Testament character. But more on this point

in a subsequent paragraph of this section.

'1‘ See especially pp. 367—369.
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“ having no root,” their strong impressions would eventually

subside; and, then, still there they were in the ministry,

and allowed to consort with the faithful, .who might fre

quently look up to them with unsuspicion and reverence;

"and, in fact, the ultimately firm footing many of these had

obtained in the ministry itself, would cause it to be an ex

tremely difficult matter, even where their true state was dis

cerned, for them to be excommunicated. So would the

number of the evidently unregenerate in the professing

Church increase and multiply; the persecution, so often then

rife, alone serving to stem the torrent of evil that was threat

ening to overwhelm and submerge all boundary lines between

Church and world. The one scriptural term of communion

(Eph. vi. 2%) would be constantly set on one side ; the Tares

would be ever seeking to make head and way. These re

taining the love of the world, though disguised under a new

form, still in their hearts, would deem the genuine and

sincere Christians with whom they were acquainted as far

too strait-laced and precise. Some of them, exhibiting, as is

likely, great aptitude, talent, persuasive or oratorical power,

would gradually extend their influence, according as the

secret bias of their hearts urged them on. If they ministered

to the church in a large town or city, they would come to

be, in some sort, looked up to by the surrounding pastors of

smaller congregations. Presently, what was originally ac

corded to them as an honour, would he demanded by them

as a right. In this way the Clerical or Prelatical element, or,

as the Lord in Rev. ii. terms it, Nicolaitanism, would be

slowly matured and developed into a settled system.

Now, however the first advance of claims of this kind

might be made by these in a covert manner, and “privin ;” *

concession would soon render them confident and daring.

But brazen-faced boldness has ever been regarded with a

* See note at p. 521.
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certain class to be an important element of success. Daring

assumption has been often skilfully made use of where all

manner of right has been quite out of the question. And

God’s people, it has been observed, are slow to examine the

grounds of Prelatical assumptions, however lofty and pre-'

posterous those assumptions may be. Besides which, in

those days, copies of the Scriptures were too rare for the

arrogant and rising claims of these lordly teachers to be dis

puted, or for their utter unfoundedness to be perceived. In the

third, or even in the second century, the true Church already

groaned under the tyranny exercised by those who should

have been humble “ ministers ”—that is, servants and pastors

of the Church. S0 early as in the beloved disciple John’s

day, there was a Diotrephes who loved to have the pre

eminence, and whose “ evil deeds” and “malicious words ”

that apostle refers to in his third Epistle, ver. 10. Yea, earlier

still we find traces of the same spirit at work in the Church ;

for in the fifth chapter of the First Epistle of Peter, there is

an injunction of his to the presbyters, which is, in every

way, very remarkable. Some of its leading features we have

already specified in a preceding page?‘i Now, is it not very

strange and instructive that the Holy Ghost should cause

that warning to proceed from PETER, as if with a. prophetic

glance at the manner in which that apostle’s name would be

wickedly used, when the Clerical or distinct priestly claim

should have fully developed itself and come to a head !

Strange that from Peter should have come the exhortation

that each and every presbyter should act the bishop‘l' and

* See p. 506.

1‘ This vain and arrogant assumption of the priestly office by these Balaam»

ites is alluded to by Jude (ver, 11) in the expression, “The gainsaying of

Core.” For this Core, or Korah, as in Num. xvi. he is called, not content

with the Levitical office, impiously sought the priesthood also. So, too, it is

recisely these unregenerate men, who care nothing for the honour of Christ,

{see note at next page,) that claim to be priests in a way different and superior

to that in which all true Christians are such. This is, of course, most emi

nently the case with the Romish clergy, whose ordinary designation is “ the
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discharge his functions. Strange, again, that of all the

apostles Peter should be selected by the Spirit to assert that

all the members of the flock are the true clergy, (xMipan/f)

and t0 admonish these presbyters to beware of lording it

over these said heritages or clergies, (ver. 3.) These several

positions, all plainly taken in this scripture, when viewed to

gether, are very remarkable; as if in prophetic allusion and

contradiction to those false doctrines concerning the Church,

which, first invented by worldly-minded men to serve their

own purposes, do yet survive and linger in the minds of

good men at the present day.

These assumptions of a priesthood distinct from the body

of the Church, and the subdivision into various grades of

rank of this invented Clerical caste, was and is constantly sup

ported by appeals to old and efi'ete Judaism.+ Who cannot

now see that all this assumption of hierarchical dignity on the

part of these false teachers, in the first place, and the Union

of the professing Church, of which they claimed to be the

lords, with the world, in the second place, stand related to each

other as cause and effect? This the prophecies in the seven

priests.” But we shall have better occasion to remark upon the sin of Korah

when we come to the next section. See note to p. 556.

* Khr'lpns‘, or in Latin clerus, the clergy, from which is derived the word

cleric'us or clergyman. This term “ clergy,” being here claimed by the Lord

himself through Peter for all the flock, such ought not to surrender it to

ministers, or to consent to call all the others “ the laity,” which term is de

rived from a word signifying the people, and even “ a stone.”

+It is curious that Peter here uses the identical word n'apewa'yw to de

scribe the first stealthy introduction of these heresies that St Paul had pre

viously adopted to set forth the manner of certain Judaising teachers, in Gal.

ii. 4. And how dishoncuring, too, this doctrine or “ heresy ” of a. priesthood

different from that of other believers, is to Him who hath the priesthood un

changeably, or rather “intransmissibly,” (lin'apliBar-ov, Heb, vii, 24,) all

Christians, sensitive to their Saviour’s honour, will at once perceive. And

Peter implies that this heresy, at least when carried out to its legitimate ex

tent, “ denies the Lord that bought us.” Many ministers of the world-Church

in our own land would be thankful to be as well and as clean rid of the word

priest for minister, as they are of the Romish word altar for table, from their

Prayer-books. But still it is there. Their endeavour is certainly ingenious

to satisfy their own consciences, and the consciences of their people, with the

explanation, true or false, that it is used by the Establishment as an abbre

viation of the word “ presbyter” or “ elder.’
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Epistles and seven Parables largely, as we have seen in pre

ceding chapters, unfold. By these Nicolaitanes,—'i. e., “ those

conquering” or “ putting down the laity,”—as the former of

these prophecies traces and then asserts, was introduced

that “doctrine of Balaam,” which we have attempted further

toielucidate and illustrate in the former paragraph. The

Church being made to resemble, as Matt. xiii. has it, a

“ Tree” with its umbrageous branches, some of gigantic pro

portions, some only of large and some of very small dimen

sions, darkening the face of heaven, would then come to

need more and more of earth for its support,—to strike its

roots deeper and deeper thereinto,—instead of being like

unto many corns of wheat, gradually dying to earth, and

thus ripening heavenwards.

Such, then, is the connexion between the “ great swell

ing words of vanity "(or emptiness, that is, empty, ground- ‘

less assumption) of these false teachers and their divinely

judged love of money and of the world. The latter reveals

the object they have in _view ; the former, the way in which

they proceed to obtain it. And this connexion is seen to

be the very identical one that is beheld in Rev. ii. 141 with

15. There the utterers of these swelling vain words of

vanity, concerning their own imaginary exalted dignity,

have this trait in their character expressed in the one word

Nicolaitane ; and there, too, they evidently are the selfsame“

individuals that in the verse before are represented as hold

ing the doctrine of Balaam. The correspondence between

the description of these teachers in Peter and Jude with ‘

that in Revelation, is complete and exact. Only in Revela

tion the order of events in their chronological sequence is

also traced. This by Peter and Jude is not attempted.

They furnish ample criteria by which the apostasy in all

its stages may be seen and judged. But they do not trace

* See p. 186.
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the Nicolaitane or Prelatical element gradually manifesting

itself in the Church from first “deeds” unto systematised

doctrine by their teachers as does that prophecy, (Rev. ii.

6-15.) They do, indeed, equally therewith plainly assert

that such were in their heart actuated by a Balaam’s love of

money. But Peter does not appear to indicate, and trace on

in due order, or at least not so markedly and minutely the

mischief that resulted, through their ambition and worldly

mindedness, to the Church of which these had assumed the

headship, as Revelation and the parallel prophecy in Mat

thew are seen to do.

( A few words in the next place as to the success of

these false teachers. The final issue of the evil work of

these men, as every reader of history is aware of, and as

every discerning mind can easily trace from the causes to

their legitimate consequence,—from a distinct priesthood

and Clericalism and Prelacy,—is Popery. But to speak of

this would lead us beyond our subject. Those who desire

to examine what the Spirit has predicted of this climax of

ecclesiastical guilt, can consult “ Mede on the Apostasy of

the Latter Times,”—a work that ought to be in the hands of

every Protestant. But more generally: divers expressions

in Peter and Jude would lead us to expect that the success

of these innovators would be very great ; and that the evil,

even within the professing Church, would reach an extraor

dinary height, and permeate and leaven the whole. This,

too, will appear reasonable to every reflecting Christian.

For evil, we all know, once perpetrated and introduced, its

reach is almost illimitable in its extent. The encircling of

the brow of you old man with the tiara, is but the last in a

long chain of consequences resulting from the gratified love

of power and wealth. \Ve find in these apostles three par

ticulars specified, each indicative of the wide-spread char

acter of the mischief that would ensue by means of these
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Balaamitish teachers. For, first, Peter warns that “many

would follow their pernicious ways.” Now, this word

“many” is much more comprehensive than that employed

by St Paul in 1 Tim. iv. to set forth the number of fol

lowers that Popery could claim. But if his word there,

“ some,” is proved with scriptural instances by Medef" to be

used by the Spirit when the reference is to the great majo

rity, how much wider may be the glance in this other word

“many!” Possibly, too, seeing that the one Spirit made

choice of these two terms, it was designed to imply that

whereas “some” only of those in Christendom (to wit, Papal

Christendom) would proceed to the extreme verge of Baby

lonish error in “forbidding to marry, and commanding to

abstain from meats ;” “many” more, inclusive of all these

also, would be found in less advanced stages of the one

apostasy : as, for instance, of complicity with the professing

Church’s Union with the world, and generally as having some

of those black marks upon them, that Peter and Jude, as now

above shewn, pointed us to.

Again; another, and second, particular illustrative of the

* His language is : “Now that the word ‘ some’ useth in Scripture to

imply no small number, but only serves to intimate an exception of some par

ticulars, though there were but two or three to be excepted, I will make

manifest by a. few examples, lest our English use might deceive us. In Rom.

xi. 17, St Paul, speaking of the rejection of the Jews, saith, ‘Some of the

branches were broken off.’ Now, what a ‘ some’ this was appears from

ver. 32 : ‘ God hath included them all in unbelief.’ But, to seek no further,

1 Cor. x. will store us with examples; as ver. 7, ‘Neither be ye idolaters,

as were some of them.’ This was a great ‘some,’ for Moses saith of it, ‘ And

all the people brake ofi‘,’ &c., (Exod. xxxii. 3.) S0 1 Cor. x. 8, ‘ Neither let us

commit fornication, as some of them;’ which were so many that the Lord

said unto Moses in Num. xxv. 4, ‘Take all the heads of the people, and

hang them up before the Lord ;’ and in ver. 3 of the same chapter, it is said,

in general, ‘ Israel joined himself to Baal-peor.’ Again, in the next verse of

Cor. x. it is said, ‘Neither let us tempt Christ, as some of them; and

neither let us murmur, as some of them murmured.’ This ‘ some’ was a great

‘ some,’ even all the people, save Moses, Joshua, and Caleb, whereof it is

said, (Num. xiv.,) ‘ All the congregation lifted up their voice, and wept ; and

all the children of Israel murmured against Moses and Aaron,’ &c."—-Mede’s

Apostasy, chap. x. Then, if the word “some” imports, as Mede thus argues,

all Papal Christendom, why may not the more extensive term “many” of

Peter, all Babylonish, or adulterous Christendom?
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greatness of their success, we have thus set forth: “The

way of truth,” through their instrumentality, “shall” come

to be itself “evil spoken of,” (2 Pet. ii. 2.) Their perversions

of the truth shall be so extensively embraced, and shall so

generally prevail, that error shall be deemed truth, and dark

ness shall take the place of light. Christendom will come

to dream that all, is as it should be; except with respect to

that breath of opposition and of protest that now one and

now another witness for God shall raise against it. And it

is a most striking fact that, ever since the very earliest

times, almost even from the days of the apostles themselves,

so soon did the current of evil begin to set strongly in, that

true children of God have had opprobious names heaped

upon them, those epithets being with reference to the tenets

they dared to hold, or to their devotedness to their God, in

the face of the mass of the so-called religious world. There

was one time, for instance, when, as one remarked, Athana

sius was against all the world, and all the world was against

Athanasius. “Athanasians,” in the early Church; in the

very dark ages, “Paulicians,” or followers of Paul, in the

East, and “Waldenses” and “Albigenses” in the West ; then,

later, “Lollards ” and “ Wickliffites ;” then, in the sixteenth

century, “Protestants,” “Lutherans,” and “Calvinists ;”

then in our own land, in the times of laxity that followed,

“Puritans;” and then by various other terms, which we

will not more particularly allude to : these names were borne

at their proper time by the true servants of God. And when

one of them in process of time became respectable, another

and a newer name, as a stigma, was invented. But though

the mass of the pretendedly religious chose to call those

who protested according to the light and faithfulness given

unto them, by these harsh names; such were nevertheless

those who, amidst abounding ungodliness, stood firm for

their God. And the variety of these epithets ; the early era
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when they were first applied to those who are now by all

acknowledged to have been the truly faithful; and the con

tinuance unto this day of the same practice of misrepresent

ing the confessors of the Lord Jesus in this way, shews as

well the awful greatness and almost universal prevalency of

the one great apostasy, as how early it commenced, and how

the present generation are at the same deeds, and filling up

the measure of their fathers. “The way of truth is,” to this

day, “evil spoken of."

Then a third, and last mark of the extent of the success

of these false teachers, is one which we could scarcely have

credited that it had been so liberally and thoroughly ful

filled, did not history furnish us with abundant proof

thereof. Their presumption and arrogance was declared

would reach to that degree, that they would not be afraid

to “speak evil of dignities,” and to “despise government,”

(2 Pet. ii. 10.) In like manner, Jude witnesses that they

would come to “despise dominion, and speak evil of dig

nities,” (ver. 8.) Things at last came to that pass even, that

the priests .ruled in Christendom, and civil governors had

simply to execute their high behests. The priests, with their

prelates, and the Pope at their head, usurped the monstrous

power of releasing subjects from their allegiance to their

rightful sovereign, and of giving the dominions of refractory

potentates to other rulers, &c. As for the Papal head of the

ecclesiastical sin introduced by the false teachers, when it had

been in course of time digested into system, and stretched to

its extremest limits; kings were glad to hold his stirrups

and assist him whilst he mounted on horseback; or an

emperor was made to stand by him, half naked and shiver

ing, for three successive days and nights, doing penance at ‘

the Papal palace for acts of insubordination towards him, the

false vicar of Christ. All these are facts of history ; but we

care not to follow them further into detail. Our desire is
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only to shew whither the apostles point this priestcraft and

Clericalism, when carried out, to tend. As to Popery itself,—

that is, the evil at its height,-—-we refrain from further en

largement. But thus, then, is the third mark of the great

success of these false teachers shewn to have been exem

plified.*

(_q.) The manner of life of some of these,-—the extreme

cases as we may charitably suppose,—we have also described

by these apostolic witnesses. We have shewn just above

that some of the false prophets would stretch their haughty

necks so high as to overshadow not only their brethren in

the Church, but also the potentates of the world. But we

have here distinctly implied, that not all the teachers of

Babylonish or adulterous Christendom would go so very far.

* As it is possible that some may imagine there is a reference in the word

“ dignities ” of Peter to the ecclesiastical dignitaries ; and as a scruple, when

allowed to lie latent and unrefuted, is ofttimes potent ; we remark, that cer

tainly this is not the thought in the assages in Peter and Jude. For (1.)

ecclesiastical dignities are not of Gods institution, but the effect of man's

concealed ambition and worldliness, as we have over and over again had

brought before us in our examination of the Scriptures. See, for instance, our

annotations on 1 Peter v. in this very section, p. 520. These dignities, being

erected on the very ruin of the visible Church, cannot be those here spoken

of. They must be such as the Lord has Himself instituted, and which have

His own sanction, and not such as exist in diametrical opposition to His will.

Again ; (2.) It was these Balaamite teachers themselves who should speak

“great swelling,” though “ vain” and unfounded boasts of their great

hierarchical importance ; that should be themselves the very agents in this

crime. But if they themselves be the individuals who commit the crime,

obviously the persons against whom the crime is committed must be dif

ferent. But, one may object, even if they are not constituted such by 00!],

yet if they are by man, then may they not be those against whom the

crime is committed. The answer is : their dignity was in the first instance

created by the false teachers themselves, in opposition to the express will

of God. But better, in the words of Luther, who, speaking of the Pope,

uses this remarkable language : “ Formerly I used to address the Pope With

great respect. For though I knew his office was not from God, still, view

ing it as if it had been instituted by man, I thought therefore I should

honour him. I did not then see what I clearly see now, that that autho

rity which is not from God cannot be right. I did not then see that if he

was not the vicar of Christ, then was he Antichrist.” But perhaps the

safest and most satisfactory way of removing suspicion will be by compar

ing, not only scripture with scripture, but the inspired writer with himself.

Well then, inhis first Epistle, he largely insists on obedience to dignities ;

but most clearly they are civil “ dignitles,” as the “king” and his officers

who are “to punish evil-doers," (1 Pet. ii. 13, 14 )
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And from history we learn, that, generally speaking, it has

been the chief dignitaries of Papal Christendom—that is,

the apostasy in its furthest and darkest phase—that have

presumed to carry matters with this very high hand. Now

the exactness of the language used by the Holy Ghost here

demands our attention, as if singling out some of a far larger

class. Peter thus writes: “But CHIEFLY them that walk

after the lust of the flesh, and despise government,” &c.,

(2 Pet. ii. 10.) It is curious, too, that the extreme heights

of ambition, and depths of degrading lust, are brought to

gether by both apostles.

Thus Peter: “ Chiefly them that walk after the flesh in the

lust of uncleanness, and despise government,” &c., (ver.

10.)

S0 Jude: “These filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise

dominion, and speak evil of dignities,” (ver. 8, 10, 16.)

Who at all conversant with history is unaware of what

was the true and internal condition of the professing

Church, and of the unclean life of many of its very highest

ecclesiastics, at the very time when outwardly it appeared

most to flourish? Fearful illustrations might be quoted in

proof; an allusion was necessary,»in order to shew that what

was distinctly predicted has been largely fulfilled?“ Thus

would God teach us, both by His word and also by history,

that when men are most intent upon the exaltation of them

selves; and when, by profane and daring assumptions, they

would, if they could, steal rays of glory from the King of

Zion’s rightful crown, to deck their own traitorous brow

therewith ; THEN are they abandoned most entirely by Him

to their own lusts, and allowed to sink into the lowest depths

of vice. Once more: at that period, when the world and

* It is the frequent style of the prophetic writers to use a present, or even

a past tense, where we should expect a future. The reason is, because with

God there is no future ; to Him all is present.
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the nominal Church generally were most notably one, and

in that evil system where the adulterous Union is seen in

its completest form; there, too, very singularly, does literal

uncleanness also most largely prevail, as if it were, not un

frequently, the concomitant of the other. Is this accidental?

With those texts just quoted before us, and in their beheld

strange blending of thought, we venture the supposition

that some affinity between the two seems there taught. If

this be so, then the peculiar language, and latent connexion

of thought by the apostles here, is seen to be exact in the

three ways indicated: viz., in the distinct singling out of

some as going to further extremes in ecclesiastical guilt than

others; secondly, in the divine hurling down those who are

so lifted up ; and thirdly, in the sin of spiritual fornication,

finding, and, at least in the extreme cases referred to, tend—

ing, when utterly unrestrained by God, to produce, its corre—

lative in fleshly impurity.

(h.) Then, lastly, we have set before us the doom and end

of these Balaamitish teachers. More fearful tones than those

in which the judgment of these is recorded by Peter and

Jude, are not to be found in the whole Word of God.

Thus Peter: “They have forsaken the right way, follow

ing the way of Balaam the son of Bosor, who loved the

wages of unrighteousness..... These are wells without

water, clouds that are carried with a tempest; to whom the

mist of darkness is reserved for ever.” Again: “They shall

utterly perish in their own corruption; they shall receive

the reward of unrighteousness. It had been better for them

[as Balaam] not to have known the way of righteousness,”

(2 Pet. ii. 12, 13, 15, 17, 21.)

So Jude: “Woe unto them! for they have gone in the

way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for

reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core ;” (whose

company, not content with the ministry allotted to them,

2 L
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desired the priesthood) . . . . “These are clouds without

water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit withereth,

without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; raging

waves of the sea foaming out their own shame; wandering

stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for

ever,” (ver. 11—13.)

Yet the judgment of these false prophets, though peculi

arly awful, is not more so than, upon reflection, we might

possibly have supposed. For if to sin be so dreadful, what

must it be to lead others into sin? And what especially

must it be on the part of those who, of all others, should

have been the leaders in the way of holiness? And if sin,

generally, be so deadly; how shall we characterise religious

or ecclesiastical sin? We mean sin in the guise of religion,

and perpetrated by its professed teachers. Surely this

must be particularly offensive in the eyes of a holy God.

Mark the manner, for instance, in which He speaks of ordi

nances instituted by Himself, when made use of for the

purpose of hiding ungodliness : “ Incense is an abomination

unto me; the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of as

semblies, I cannot away with; it is iniquity, even the solemn

meeting,” (Isa. i. 13.) And when the Lord of glory ap

peared on earth, it was still the false teachers upon whom

He launched His severest invectives; it was to this very

class He uttered those terrible words, “ Ye shall receive the

greater damnation,” (see Matt. xxiii. throughout.) So if the

professing sons of God and the daughters of men draw

nearer and nearer together, and if the world prove at last

successful in its deceitful overtures to the Church to aban

don, as the witness for God, during the Lord’s absence, her

distinctiveness and holy testimony; then, seeing that the two

are at last merged into one Christendom, the one must ex

pect to fare as the other. Separation having been renounced,

distinction between them will be finally lost sight of in the
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impending deluge of fire, (2 Thess. i. 8.) And those false

teachers, by whose evil work, and for whose own “advan—

tage,” this forbidden and unclean state of things has been

introduced, and the illicit connexion and confusion have been

persisted in, should see to it, lest haply the fate of Balaam,

the son of Bosor, should find its terrible antitype in their

own doom.

(11.) But the reader will inquire, How about the many good

and righteous men that have been and are connected with

this world-Church, or Christendom, and who, some of them,

have themselves participated in, and profited through, this

adulterous Union with the unrepentant murderers of the

Lord of that professing body which, by His Cross, are called

to dwell alone and separate? The answer is, that in the chap- _

ters under review the condemnation, at first sight, appears to

be quite general, and without any exception; and the Word

of God is to judge us all. But it is only at first sight that the

condemnation of all those who consent to this spiritual un

cleanness, by dwelling in the midst thereof, need be supposed

to be declared by the two apostolic witnesses of the Lord,

Peter and Jude. For, upon a narrower and more careful

scrutiny of their words of holy invective and denunciation,

we perceive even therein that the Lord knoweth and distin

guisheth them that are His, though they be yet in Babylon?

For in such a striking and exact prophecy as is Peter’s, and

which warns so fully, as we have seen in the seven marks

above specified, of the covert apostasy that would mark the

professing Church, and of the abounding spiritual unclean

ness that would ensue; can the reference to Lot be without

design where three whole verses out of the twenty-two in the

chapter are occupied with continued allusion to him; that is

' The cry, “ Come out of her, my people," itself evidences that some of

His people are involved in that adulterous system. God has Himself excepted

these in His judgment pronounced through Peter and Jude.
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to say, about one-seventh of the whole prophecy? So, too, if

we mistake not, the mind of Jude rests upon the same indi

vidual, even though he does not mention his name. But

since we firmly believe that the reference to Lot in either

one or both apostles is chiefly to quote his case as the type

or pattern of a large class, we had better first note their very

words.

Peter says: God “turning the cities of Sodom and Go

morrha into ashes, condemned them with an overthrow,

making them an encample unto those that after should live

ungodly; and delivered just Lot, vexed with the filthy con

versation Of the wicked; (for that righteous man dwelling

among them, in seeing and hearing, vexed his righteous soul

from day to day with their unlawful deeds ;) the Lord know

eth how to deliver the godly out of temptations, and to

reserve the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished,”

(2 Pet. ii. 6—9.)

Then Jude : “ Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about

them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication,

and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an ewample,

suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. Likewise also these

filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak

evil of dignities.” (The reader will remember the ascertained

reference in this to the false teachers’ gradual usurpation of

worldly power by means of their ecclesiastical profession.)

“ . . . . And of some have compassion, making a difference:

and others save with fear, pulling them out Of the fire ;

hating even the garment spotted by the flesh,” (ver. 7, 8,

22, 23.)

Also, compare here Gen. xix. 16, where we read that the

angels laid hold of Lot.

Now, how came the mind of Peter to revert to, and so to

dwell upon, the case of Lot, whilst speaking in such solemn

tones about the false and Balaamitish teachers? Was it not,
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comparing one inspired witness with the other, in order to

teach us “of some [to] have compassion, making a difference ?”

And if it is accepted that Jude also, in his language quoted,

specially refers to Lot, how comes it to pass that they each

so fasten upon this one particular servant of God? That

both should point to the same “scarcely-saved” one, when

before their eyes they have pictured by the Spirit, as we

have shewn, the spiritual adulteries of Christendom, through

the lust of wealth and power and dominion of its false

teachers, surely suggests that they beheld a parallel, and not

a slight one, between the earthly-mindedness of that yet

righteous nephew of Abraham, with the behaviour of many

of the true servants of God in the present dispensation, who,

for one reason and motive or another, consent to be in part

identified with the uncleanness practised around them. But,

in fact, the more it is reflected upon, the more striking does

the parallel appear—the more diflicult is it to believe that

the reference by the apostles is accidental, or only meant as

a general illustration that the Lord will surely preserve His

own people. In proof thereof, let each of the following con

siderations have its own proper weight, and then be all joined

together :—

(1.) Certainly the other Old Testament characters, whose

names and actions are referred to in these prophetic descrip

tions of Peter and Jude, do each and all find their counter

part in the Christendom of the present day. It would divert

us too far from our subject to prove this at length. We

merely remark, that Noah, for instance, is the type of those,

as the Israelites, who shall be saved quite through the judg

ment; that Enoch, the seventh from Adam, is the type of

those who, alive on the earth at the end of the six thousand

and beginning of the seventh thousand years, shall be changed

in their bodies, and caught up to meet the Lord in the air;

that the way of Cain is still practised by those who reject
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salvation by blood, and hate those who so accept it; that the

error of Balaam is, as we have abundantly shewn, still com

mitted, and similar success to his obtained, and on a much

larger scale; that the gainsaying of Core finds its antitype

in the sin of those who, not content with the ministry and

service of God, are fain to intrude into the sole prerogative

of Christ, and claim for themselves a distinct priesthood; or,

again, if the argument of Faber be correct,* that those called

angels in Jude, (ver. 6,) refer to the sons of God of Gen. vi.

who left their own primordial state of separation, and joined

themselves to Cain’s ungodly seed, then the antitype, as

Bunyan has shewn us, is seen in the Union uow-a-days of

the professing Church with the world. But if all these,

whether Cain, Enoch, Noah, Balaam, Korah, &c., are each

typical of a different class in the Christendom of the present

day, why should not Lot also be viewed as cited here likewise

as a type?

(2.) Again: were it not for this distinct exception by the

apostle, we might have supposed, so far as the tenor of the

chapter itself declared, that we had here the condemnation

of every one of the Balaamite teachers, and all those others

sharing in their spoils and wages of iniquity: viz., those who,

even if, like the prophet, declaring much of truth, and speak

ing of a coming Saviour, yet at the same time assent, even

where they do not earnestly defend, the Union of the Church

and the world. But now the exception IS made, and whilst

it demonstrates that the Lord makes a difference, it never

theless discloses His sore displeasure of their countenance of

this sin. In Part II., Chap. 1, Sect. 4:, will be found the

manner of the Lord’s dealing with Abraham contrasted with

His way with Lot. Lot illustrates the case of those who are

“ scarcely saved,” and “ so as by fire.”-l' On the other hand,

‘ Vide Faber’s “ House of many Mansions,” pp. 368—384.

'I‘ Vide $ect. 3 of this chapter.
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Abraham, with close access to the Lord’s personal presence,

even before the Divine vengeance came down upon Sodom,

had the secret of the Lord concerning that guilty city in

trusted to him, and was even encouraged to act as intercessor

in its behalf. Yea, when it was overthrown, Lot’s rescue at

the last moment therefrom was at least in part owing to the

Lord’s remembrance of Abraham, (Gen. xix. 29.) And where

fore this wide distinction between two servants of the Lord?

Evidently because, on the one hand, Abraham was separate

and unconnected with Sodom; Lot, on the other hand, had

found a comfortable and secure home therein.

(3.) So perfect is the analogy in all this with what is re—

vealed in the New Testament (as 1 Cor. iii. 12—15) of the way

of the Lord in its divers actings towards separate and mingled

saints, that these chapters of Genesis (xviii., xix.) have often

, been quoted in illustration thereof, even by those who had

not perceived that they had inspired authority for such illus

tration. Thus do men not unfrequently stumble upon truth.

The destruction of Sodom is certainly typical of Christen

dom’s approaching doom, (Luke xviii. 28, 30.) Possibly

some parallel is also to be found between the unclean state

of Sodom then and the guilt of Christendom before God

now: a parallel in some respects similar to that traced

from Gen. vi. The nominal Church, that claims to be the

chaste spouse of Christ, and to be in Christ, is seen joined to

that world of whom it is witnessed that it “lieth in the

wicked one.” Here, indeed, is strange concord between that

which seems to be Christ’s and Belial’s. But, whether this

be so or not, certainly the doom of each is designedly similar,

and the people that then perished are “set forth for an

example,” (Jude 7.) Why may not, then, the rescue and so

the peculiar sin of Lot be also typical?

(4.) It ought to be noted that in the three verses in Peter

concerning Lot, reference is thrice made to his being “ right

l_.___n.t Lira-H. n _n__
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eous.” That there is a difference between righteousness and

holiness, is plain from Rev. xxii. 11. Every man that is holy

is also righteous ; but the converse is not true, that every one

righteous is holy. For holiness in the creature imports sepa

ration unto a holy God from all defilement. Every Chris

tian is righteous in Christ; then, as being righteous, he is

called to follow after holiness: why then does St Peter insist

with such emphasis that Lot was righteous, but as if to

certify to his standing before God, notwithstanding his in

consistent life? Thus his very sin is hinted at, even in what

is said good of him. Again : there appears some design in

that express reference to his mode of life, in the words,

“dwelling among them,” so that he was fain to “vex his

righteous soul from day to day,” but not so as to come out

from among them and be separate. And thus, mixed up

among the false teachers of Christendom at the present day,

there are to be found many good men ; and who, by the sub

scriptions to unscriptural statements which they are required

to make, and which with some vexation of soul, less or more,

they do make, and by the awful ecclesiastical guilt which,

committed all around them, they witness and deplore, they

evidence that it is quite possible even still for righteous Lots

to dwell in guilty Sodom. But the point here is: seeing the

type and the presumed antitype so well correspond, is the

correspondence and the reference by Peter accidental?

Once more: Lot sat in the gate, the place of authority in

those' lands, being chosen probably because the wicked men

of Sodom felt they could each trust him better than any one

of themselves. And certainly good men even now rise oc

casionally to large place and power in the world-Church.

Curious coincidence! But we will pursue the analogy no

further. We leave the reader to draw his own conclusions,

not only as to the aptness of the parallel, but also as to what

Was the underlying thought in Peter and Jude when speak
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ing of the false teachers and their large success, that one or

both remind us that a Lot dwelt in Sodom.

AND THUS WE BEHOLD THAT As THE LORD HAS MERCI

FULLY AFFORDED Us TWO PROPHETIC WITNESSES, MATTHEW

(chap. xiii.) AND JOHN, (Rev. ii. and iii.) OF THE DECLINE

AND RUIN OF THE VISIBLE CHURCH, AND OF THE VARIOUS

STAGES THAT LED THEREUNTO; S0 HAS HE ALSO, IN WON

DROUS COMPASSION, AND AS AWARE HOW SLOW WE ARE TO

BELIEVE HIS WORD, given us not one only, but two apostolic

witnesses as to the agents or interested parties and prime

movers in this said decline: thereby assuring as that the

apostasy of Christendom began and proceeds owing to the

Balaamitish tendencies of those who ought to have been the

Lord’s ministers and watchmen. Thus again, then, in the

month of two witnesses is every word established.

SECTION 3.

“Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it

abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.

He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his

life in this world shall keep it unto life eternal. If any man

serve me, let him follow me; and where I am, there shall

also my servant be: if any man serve Ine, him will my

Father honour.”——JOHN xii. 24-26.

We place this passage at the head of this section, because

it ascribes the entire existence of the Church to Christ, and

points to His death as the wondrous cause of its life. It

is over again, in fresh type, Eve taken from the opened

side of the sleeping Adam. It reveals that Christ was no

loser by surrendering even His very human life to His

Father’s will. Others, even His real friends, would have

counselled Him to forego the cross, (Matt. xvi. 22,) to en

deavour to keep on rising and becoming greater and greater
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in this present age, and so to gain the crown at once. God

beckoned Him away from all this to humiliation, to rejection

by the world, to a path* whither His disciples dared not

to follow; to deepening gloom, until at length the bloody

cross was sighted and reached. Therefore God hath highly

exalted Him. Now, too, that Church He so dearly loved is

His own peculiar purchased possession for ever.

But this passage further discloses the way of life to the

Church in general, and to each believer in particular. Christ

was the first Corn of wheat; by dying He has borne much

fruit. His people are the fruit of His death. They also be

come, through Him, corns of wheat too. And the Lord, in

this passage, and in not a few others, condescends almost to

argue with us, as if in foresight of the mass of His profess

ing people lingering and settling and feasting here, and of

the hesitancy and disinclination of His faithful ones to fol

low. Many, indeed, that did once appear to run well, are

yet in course of time strangely affected and overcome by the

sultriness of the atmosphere, or by “ the enchanted ground.”

All that Christ, as the Head of the Church, has, He obtained

in resurrection; by daily, persistently, (to keep to the symbol

of the corn of wheat,) dying to all things here; steadfastly

turning away from all the overtures, whether great or small,

made by the world, even though that turning away there—

from involved its bitter scorn, its rising, intensifying hate;

brought with it, too, misunderstanding on the part of those

whom He tenderly loved, and ended in agony and shame

and death. But all the while He trusted and stayed Him

self upon His God. The darker the cloud, the more de

terminedly did He enter it, assured that the glory lay be

yond.-[

* This had been lost by Adam. God anew shewed it to Christ, (Ps. xvi.)

Then Christ, in the text cited above, shewed it to us.

'I‘ See John x. 14, 15.—“As these verses stand in our authorised transla

lation, their connecting link is wanting, and their meaning is in consequence
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The way of life had been lost by Adam; but another way,

and one far more glorious, was shewn by God to Christ,

(Ps. xvi. 11, with Acts ii. 28.) But that path was a very

difficult one indeed. Yea, until He had trodden it alone,

none could follow; for the outpoured wrath of God, as well

as of man, must be encountered by the first that trod it.

Hence, says the Saviour to one of His disciples, “ Whither I

obscured. They ought to be rendered, ‘ I am the good Shepherd, and know

my sheep, and am known of mine, even as the Father knoweth me, and I know

the Father, and I lay down my life for the sheep.’ The Shepherd knows His

sheep, as the Father knew Him ; the sheep know their Shepherd, as that Shep

herd knew the Father. What does the Shepherd know of the sheep? He

knows their weakness and need of strength, their temptations and need of

succour, their sorrows and need of consolation, their perplexities and need of

guidance. Thus the Father knew Him. For the sake of the flock He was to

feed and guide and save, He himself became a Lamb. The Father was His

Shepherd. He knew Him in the hour of weakness, in the season of tempta

tion, in the dark night of sorrow, in the time of difficulty, perplexity, and

danger. The very depths of the tried and sorrowing heart were before Him ;

He poured into it the balm of divine consolation, and ministered heavenly

succour according to its need. Even so the Lamb of God, exalted now as the

great Shepherd, knows His sheep. The one knowledge is the measure of the

other. As perfectly and entirely as that other knew Jesus, so perfectly, so

entirely does Jesus know His people.

“ Again : the sheep know their Shepherd, as that Shepherd knew the

Father. Would we understand how He knew the Father, let us turn to the

book of Psalms : ' The sorrows of death compassed me, and the floods of un

godly men made me afraid : in my distress I called unto the Lord, and cried

unto my God.’ ‘ Plead, Lord,’ said He, in that hour of darkness, ‘ with them

that plead with me; fight against those that fight against me.’ Jesus himself

tells us what He found the Father then: ‘My Rock, my Fortress, my De

liverer, my God, my Strength, in whom I trust.’ Thus we must know Him :

our Light in darkness, our Comforter in sorrow, our Guide in perplexity, our

Refuge and Shield in danger. He is all to us now that the Father was once

to Him. And thus, though it is to Him we look, He is our example in look

mg.

“But Jesus knew that He should not look in vain. The love which He

knew had been His before the worlds were, could never, even in moments of

deepest darkness, be absent from His thoughts. He was the beloved Son, in

whom the Father was well pleased; He knew Himself the Heir of God. How

different is it in all respects with us! We are of yesterday, and gone to

morrow. And we are as sinful and polluted as we are short-lived and frail.

We may look, and there be none to regard us. No; the good Shepherd giveth

His life for the sheep. That Shepherd’s blood is our boldness to enter into

the holiest; sin is put away, and 1s a hindrance in our path no more. And

the love which gave itself to put it away, and now lives on high to bless, has

an eye ever observant, an ear ever open: it can never forget, it can never,

never forsake us. Let us, then, who are His people and the sheep of His

pasture, follow our great Exemplar, and in every sorrow, distress, and ex

tremity lift up our eyes to heaven. We have the good Shepherd’s warrant :

‘ I am known of mine, as I know the Father.’ ”—“ Notes on Scripture,” in

Quarterly Journal of Prophecy, vol. xiii, p. 291.
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go, thou canst not follow me now; but thou shalt follow me

aflemards,” (John xiii. 36.) His cup they could not drink,

until He had first quafl'ed and drained the divine wrath

against their sins contained therein. But now that wrath has

been all endured ; and now He also beckons us to follow Him.

The reader will remember what has been already said, in

the chapter on the seven Parables, of the Christian being

compared, after the Master himself, to the corn of wheat;

and particularly in the point of its fulness in the ear

and ripeness for the garner being internally connected and

almost dependent upon its gradual detachment from earth.

“If it DIE, it bringeth forth much fruit.” Then the reader

will perceive the connexion between ver. 25 and 26 of the

passage cited (John xii.) with what Christ had spoken of

Himself in ver. 24. We have seen how Christ daily lived,

or rather daily died here. He loved not His life unto death

for God's glory. Then Christ admonishes those who profess

to be His, and, through Him, true wheat, that such must not

love their lives here. They, too, must apprehend the state

of this world before God, and so refuse to listen to its seduc

tive wiles. By persistently getting more and more detached

and unconnected with it, and by coming for rest nearer and

nearer to Christ, they must press on, with their eye heaven

wards, acknowledging the power of His resurrection, gladly

accepting fellowship with Him in suffering and rejection,

and thus be made increasingly “ conformable to His death.”

This, as we have seen also from the other though far fainter

pattern afforded us in the life of the apostle of the Gentiles,

is the true way for us to attain unto resurrection glory.

(See Phil. iii. 11.) By dying daily* here, we shall truly and

* The Christian’s dying to things here may be regarded in a twofold light :

By faith in Christ, he is to reckon himself already dead unto sin, (Rom. v-i.

1—11,) and to the world, (Col. iii. 1—3.) Then there is a “ dying daily” in

consequence of the former, (Rom. vi. 6, and Col. 5.) So the corn of wheat

first dies IN the earth, and then, having sprung up, it dies TO the earth.
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eternally live. And thus the meaning of ver. 26 becomes

plain, and amounts to this: “If we desire to serve Christ,

let us in very deed follow Him in His separation and re

jection here. Then, where He is received, we shall, in a

little while, be received also.” Further, the expression, “ him

will my Father honour,” hints, as if by allusive contrast, and

even gives us the clue of what is implied under the figure of

the corn of wheat dying; as if to say, that the faithful fol

lower of Christ must be content with the world’s slight,

sneer, insult, and defamation, for that God will amply make

it all up to him. Thus we obtain the underlying thought

which connects the mention of honour from the Father with

the serving and following of Christ here. (See ver. 26.)

But if here be indeed indicated the mind of the Lord as

to how He requires the Church and the individual Christian

to pass the time of sojourning here, it surely would be

superfluous to shew how utterly at variance all this is to

the Church’s joining the world, to her Union therewith, and

to the Church and the world, where united together, becom—

ing, under their married new name, one Christendom. But

if this Church has herein so signally and awfully failed, then

let each individual member thereof take heed. “Flee out of

the midst of Babylonf" and deliver every man his soul: be

not cut off in her iniquity,” (Jer. 1i. 6.) “Be not partaker

of other men’s sins: keep thyself pure,” (1 Tim. v. 22.) Is

it objected that there is a difference to be made between the

action of the Church in her corporate capacity and the

action of the members thereof individually; and that the

Church must come to some agreement with the powers that

be? The answer is : Can it possibly be quite right for the

Church, even the nominal Church, to pursue that course,

" The reader will remember that it has been shewn that the term Babylon

in Scripture is applied in a larger sense, and covers greater breadth of mean

ing, than the term Popery, by which it is often incorrectly explained. What

man is pleased to call Christendom, God brands as Babylon.
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and on a large scale, which is directly and wholly forbidden

by God to each Christian in particular, and which is more

over wholly foreign and incompatible with his heavenly

calling?

2. We have seen what was the idea of the Lord Jesus

in redeeming a people out of the world and making them

like unto and one with Himself. It was that they should

be a peculiar people, partakers of a heavenly calling. There

is their home: here they are, and should demean themselves

as, pilgrims and strangers. Though in the world, they

must not be of it. As the Greek word for church imports,

they are “ called out” of it. Like Noah’s dove, they are to

find no rest for the sole of their feet, as they look down

upon a sin-polluted world. Like Abraham, they are to re

gard themselves as heavenly wanderers, until they come to

that city which hath foundations. Or better still, like Jesus,

they are to be true corns of wheat, very slenderly at any

time attached to earth, and constantly in the process of

dying thereunto. Such is a true, because a scriptural, pic

ture of what the Church should be. Between the world and

them there is a tremendous gap ; being separated by the cross

of Jesus. On both sides thereof are there indeed His mur

derers; but the saints have acknowledged and been forgiven

their sins, whilst the other class continue unrepentant. Very

advisable then is it that the line of demarcation between

these two should be kept very distinct and wide, in order

that, to assign one reason only, the wicked may clearly per

ceive what a terrible plight they are in, and what a fearful

controversy heaven has with them. Hence, if we look into

the Acts of the Apostles, which contain the account of the

first formation and gradual spread of this Church, we quickly

perceive that this line is maintained very markedly. Thus,

for instance, over and over again the exact numbers com

posing it are expressly mentioned. In Galilee, at the ascen
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sion of the Lord, there were, we are told, “ above five

hundred brethren,” (1 Cor. xv. 6.) In Jerusalem, at the

same time, “the number of names together were about a

hundred and twenty,” (Acts i. 15.) True, these were few

indeed, compared with the multitudes outside; but what

then? God’s people are ever, compared with the teeming

millions of earth’s inhabitants, “a little flock ;” or, as it is

more strongly expressed in the original, “ a little, little flock,”

(Luke xii. Not till they are all beheld together around

the throne of God, will they be seen to be in numbers num

berless, (Rev. vii. 9.) By means of insignificant instrumen

tality, does God love to set at nought the wisdom and might

of this world, in His achieving of stupendous and eternal

results; that so the excellency of the power may be seen to

be all His own. An agency reasonably adequate to the end

to be attained, is not in accordance with His purpose and

general way. And therefore, let the members of the Church

despise such help as her Union with the world may obtain,

and see simply to the Church’s purity: this is their con

cern ; this, their responsibility, devolved upon them by

the Lord, (1 Cor. v. 13, and 2 Thess. 6.) It is perfectly

easy with God at any time to cause a large and true acces

sion to that Church, (Acts ii. 47.) Accordingly, we read

that on the day of Pentecost, the number of disciples was at

once increased by “three thousand souls,” (Acts ii. 41.)

Who knows but that, humanly speaking, it may be owing

to the professing Church so long depending on an arm of

flesh, that such little vitality and divine energy and blessing

she has, since that glorious time, so often been painfully con

scious of possessing? Here is a fact, that when the pro

fessing Church was very pure and wholly unaided by the

State, she quickly spread ; whilst in after ages, during which

ample earthly riches she became possessed of, and a peculiar

and greatly varied sort of ecclesiastical, or politico-religious
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honours, were ingeniously created for the aggrandisement of

those who assumed to be her chief teachers, in those self

same ages, her real spiritual life and progress has been far

inferior to what it was at the beginning. This is a fact so

patent, that it is conceived few but Papists will be found

bold enough to deny it: and yet its acceptance may surely

beget much wonder. One would have thought that the

world’s favour and patronage would greatly have facilitated,

rather than impeded the Church’s heavenly growth. Whereas,

on the contrary, so entirely is the reverse the case ; so mark

edly, in contradistinction to what we might have expected,

have times of persecution been times of her far greater

purity and true growth; that the observation has almost

passed into a trite proverb, that “the blood of the martyrs

is the seed of the Church.” And the fact of this internal

decay ought not to be met by appealing to God’s secret pur

poses. He may, indeed, overrule our Sinful actions in order

to accomplish His own hidden designs, and thus to bring

good out of evil. Nevertheless, our part is to look to the

ominous reality, that whilst the Church has received large

aid from the world, her decline has been the ordinary rule:

whilst, when no such succour was hers, then she throve

healthfully within, and spread rapidly on every side. How,

then, is this career of hers downwards to be accounted for?

Painful as the remark may be, it is conceived that the

principle of what is said in Jer. xvii. 5, 6, of the individual,

applies also to the body corporate: “Thus saith the Lord;

Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh

his arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord. For he

shall be like the heath in the desert, and shall not see when

good cometh; but shall inhabit the parched places in the

Wilderness, in a salt land and not inhabited.”

But to proceed. Quickly after the record of the first

effects of Pentecost, we read, that “the number of the men
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was about five thousand.” Notwithstanding they were so

very many, and the accessions were so rapidly made, still

each one was counted. Yea, more, in such passages as Rom.

xvi. we find the very names of many given. At first sight,

such a long roll appears useless and uninteresting; but then

it should be borne in mind, that each one of these was pre

cious to the Lord, although divers of them were but servants

in households; and further, that this particularity in the

specification of each is traceable to the great care for the

Church’s purity.*

Now contrast all this evidence, of which the Acts of the

Apostles is full, with the idea of an Establishment such as

that which exists in our own country. Look at the tendency

of the Union to make the Church co-extensive with the

world ; and the world, or the particular nation, to be all em

braced in the Church. How frequently, for instance, do we

hear of all the inhabitants of a village, or a city, as belong

ing to the Church of England, except those who avow them

selves to be Dissenters? Look at the utterly confused jumble

of all characters in this kind of reckoning ; and which, more

over, is pertinaciously persisted and gloried in. It is ab

solutely impossible to argue, that there is, or can be, any

attempt at maintaining purity of communion in this way.

And for what is it so resolutely, and in the very teeth of

Scripture, hurled far away and abandoned? In order, of

course, to obtain the quid pro quo, in the shape of the

world’s countenance, and assistance, and honour. But if

any one dares to point to the Pentecostal efi’usion of the

* The first servants and watchmen of the Church so carefully kept their

eyes on those whom they suspected to be tares, that what is said of Demas in

Scripture may be taken as a sample. We are all aware that he finally aban

doned Paul, because he “loved this preSent world,” (2 Tim. iv. 10.) But

it is not always seen, that long before that final step of his, he was suspected

by Paul. In proof of this, turn to C01. iv., where mention is made of divers

helpers of the apostle. In their enumeration the name of Demas occurs, but,

when one remembers that soon after he threw up altogether, it is striking that

his name should be placed last, and that whilst all the others have something

spoken of them in the way of commendation, nothing of this kind is said of him.

2M
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Spirit, we are sharply informed, that we have no right to

look for such showers of heavenly blessing in the present

day. If this assertion could be proved, surely then it would

be time enough, after God had failed His waiting people,

to turn and look for help from man. Is the dispensation

changed? Has the Holy Ghost forsaken the Church? But

this assertion, boldly as it is often made, is not true. Who

will presume to say, that the revivals taking place in divers

countries and places are all a mere sham? Granted that

much of what is deemed such is mere human galvanic effort,

or even some of it attributable to the agency of Satan, who

is fain to counterfeit every good work; is all to be re

garded in the same manner, and alike condemned?

3. Then, further, having seen the Lord’s design in tak

ing a people out of the world and making them one

with Himself; and having witnessed the first large gather

ing and harvesting by the Holy Ghost of precious souls,

as so many corns of heavenly wheat, living through Christ’s

death unto God, and in most marked* separation from the

world: now let us perceive how the earliest labourers

first, and then, through them, those who successively en

tered into their labours, were exhorted to perpetuate this

separation of the Church from all admixture and defilement

throughout her progress down the stream of time. “If

any man,” says the great Apostle of the Gentiles, “build

upon this foundation [Christ] gold, silver, precious stones,

* So, again, in the death of Ananias and Sapphira, God worked a miracle

for the preservation of the Church’s purity. At least that interposition

proves what a very important feature this was, and is, in His sight. Its effect

upon the outsiders is described: “ Of the rest durst no man jOi’IL himself to

them.” Of course we shall be told in reply, that God does not work such

miracles now. That is indeed true; but what if it is also the professing

Church’s shame? Then, so immediately present was He with that professing

Church as such, that one sin therein was at once rebuked. Certainly this is

not the case‘now. But the professing Church in her downward course in sin,

and in apostasy from the Lord, will reach, as we have seen, that awful state

when the Lord will be, previous to its rejection whilst boasting, quite outside

of her, (Rev. iii. 20.)
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wood, hay, stubble ; every man’s work shall be made mani

fest: for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed

by fire; and the fire shall try every man’s work of what sort

it is. If any man’s work abide which he hath built there

upon, he shall receive a reward. If any man’s work shall be

burned, he shall sufi'ec loss : but he himself shall be saved ;

yet so as by fire,” (1 Cor. iii. 12-45.) Now the apostle had

compared in a former part of this chapter the believers in

Christ to husbandry as wheat. Then the “ministers by

whom” they “believed” are viewed as the “labourers” in

the field, to whose work God graciously gives an increase.

But in the ninth verse, he passes from this figure to a new

one; though still joining the new symbol on to the old, in

order that it may be plain that the same class are referred

to in the fresh term “building” as in the former one of the

“husbandry.” “Ye are,” says he, “ God’s husbandry ; ye are

God’s building.” Then, as in the former illustration the

ministers were called “labourers,” in the latter they are

characterised as “builders.” But why did the writer not

adhere to his first figure? Why abruptly pass to a new one?

Because he, as a wise master-builder, wished to warn minis

ters or builders in all after ages, against the admixture of

the vile with the precious ; * against the too eager reception

of any from the world into communion with the Church,

until they had reason to hope that such were the true sub~

jects of the Spirit’s grace. For the tendency to substitute

the quant'us for the qualis is by no means an uncommon

* The thought in the admixture referred to in the second Parable of Matt.

xiii. is not quite and exactly the same as is the thought here. The Tares

there, we have ascertained to refer to the allowed presence of ungodly men

in the Church after time and circumstances had proved that, however they

once promised fair, they were not true wheat. The guilt of the servants

there, as shewn when considering the Parable, consisted in suffering professors,

who had ultimately shewn that they had not the root of the matter, yet to

continue in communion with the godly, until they had got even ahead of

them. But the thought here is in receiving fresh accessions from outside,

without due inquiry as to their change of heart.
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one. But this was not, upon any account, to be allowed any

scope by the builders of the Church of God. It would not

be sufficient for them to preach Christ, and Christ alone; or,

in the symbolic language of the passage under review, to set

forth the Lord Jesus Christ as the foundation-stone for their

listeners to rest upon. Not onlywege they to take great

heed as to Whom they preached, but also as to the sort of

persons that they received. If on the foundation Christ,

they superadded gold, silver, and precious stones; or if in

other words, they honestly endeavoured* to ascertain that

those whom they welcomed into full communion were

sincere and humble believers in Jesus; then in that day

when Christ shall make up His jewels, those builders, or ser

vants of His, should obtain an especial “reward” (ver. 14)

over and above their salvation. But if, on the other hand,

they foolishly preferred numbers, or the countenance of

wealthy or influential persons, rather than the purity of the

Church of which they were the ministers; and were lured

by outside show and pomp, in cases where before God there

was nothing but “wood, hay, and stubble,” or chafi‘, as the

unregenerate are elsewhere called, (Matt. iii. 12 ;) then,

although those servants of His should certainly be saved

themselves, seeing that Christ and He alone was their own

personal hope, yet should they be, to some extent or other,

losers in that glorious day, (ver. 15, and compare 2 John,

ver. 8,) and should even themselves only narrowly escape,

* Of course sometimes, however these servants did their best, they would

be deceived, and accept some whom time would develop to be unregenerate.

These are they who, as was shewn in a preceding chapter, are set forth in Par

able two of Matt. xiii. as the Tares, but who were suffered through the servants’

negligence to continue in communion after it had become quite manifest that

they were not of God; until, at length, the number of such had become so

many, and their rise into importance and influence in the Church so great,

that THEIR separation had become a matter of impossibility. Like as in the

Church of Rome at the present day, to put out all the Tares therefrom would

be, from their numbers, altogether impracticable. But this does not in the ,

slightest degree remove the responsibility of the WHEAT therein to sever from

them, or, in the language of Scripture, to “ come out of Babylon. ”
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being “saved so as by fire,” and “with the skin of their

teeth.” If the reader will either recall to mind or re

view the remarks offered upon the last two of the seven

Epistles, and the last Parable, in the three preceding chap

ters ; he will, it‘ is conceived, perceive how this passage

greatly confirms, andl-falls in with the interpretatiOn there

given. This abundant entrance into Christ’s kingdom of the

wise builder, and this salvation “scarcely” obtained, and

“so as by fire,” of the foolish builder, most" aptly corresponds

with what was there ascertained to be the probable manner

in which the admixed Christians should be ultimately sepa

rated. The chief difference in point of thought in the teach

ing of the last Parable, and also of the last two Epistles,

from the view set forth in the passage under consideration,

consists herein: whereas those prophetic descriptions of the

manner of the final separation, regard the Christians who

are themselves mixed and connected in unlawful ways with

the ungodly; this chapter (1 Cor. iii.) rather concerns the

Christians who are active as servants in mixing the world

and the Church together.

It is quite true, indeed, that some writers upon this chap

ter have explained the “gold, silver, and precious stones” of

sound doctrines, and the “wood, hay, and stubble” of the re

verse; but this position will not for a moment endure a

critical examination. Let the whole chapter be carefully

read, and specially let the change from “husbandry” to “a

building” be marked; and it will at once be seen that the

apostle’s words refer to those who are or profess to be

“ builded together for a habitation of God.” The mistake of

those writers would seem to be owing merely to negligence?“

The gold, silver, and precious stones here set forth precisely

" On the same grounds, probably, that error of that able commentator,

Barnes, is to be accounted for, which, it was observed in page 367, he had

fallen into, in explaining the Tares also of unsound doctrines. That the figure

in 1 Cor. iii. refers to persons built upon Christ the Foundation, is also mani

fest from 1 Peter 4—7, which see.
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the same sort of persons as the treasure in the fifth Parable

of the Mysteries of the kingdom. It is curious to ob

serve how many of the seven Parables of Matt. xiii. have

some parallel thought in this 1 Cor. iii. In fact, all but

those two, (Parables three and four,) which set forth the

ripening in ecclesiastical guilt of the unconverted Tares,

find here, in some measure, their counterpart. Thus, for the

Sower and his seed there, we have God’s husbandry here.

Then the second Parable, in its connexion with the first, re

veals one of the ways in which the wicked became mingled

with the godly. And here, in the instructions to the minis

terial builders of the spiritual house, and in the condemna

tory glance at the action and judgment of the unwise portion

of them, who will jumble together the precious and the vile,

we witness another mode by which the Church is corrupted.

Then, as the apostle’s subject requires not any allusion to

the present consequences of this commingling, he at once

passes on to compare the people of God to Treasure, as the

Lord, in the parabolic prophecy of Matt. xiii, had done be

fore him. And then, as the picture of the one Pearl, or of

Christians cemented by the Spirit in brotherly love close

together, followed in the prophetic view; so the apostle here

speaks of the “gold, silver, and precious stones,” as not being

finally held together by human means, but as ultimately

builded “together” upon Christ. And then, both there and

here we have the sifting character of the judgment brought

before us. The whole passage then shews in what light God

views the commingling of worldly men with His own people.

It is plain hence, that He regards with extreme disapprobation

this, the ordinary practice of the Establishment, and which

is, moreover, a necessary result of the Union of Church and

State. Any and every parent in the land may insist upon

the minister of his parish baptizing his children. Then

presently, all these baptized, when they become adults, be
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hold the doors of confirmation (that humanly-devised rite)

opened very wide; and then they are welcomed to the Lord’s

supper. In our fashionable churches, how few of those that

approach the Lord’s table have been first approved by the

minister as living souls; even if, which is not invariably the

case, he be such an one himself! The systematic attempt

to exclude all others from the communion of the Church

of England but those whom God calls “gold, silver, pre

cious stones,”—were this made on a large and general scale

throughout the length and breadth of the land—would cause

such a commotion among all those worldly men who find an

opiate for their consciences very useful, that at least the

Union of Church and world would quickly be a thing of the

past. Oh, it is a terrible system! Even to be a partaker

by tacit consent in the sin of others is no light matter I

From childhood onwards, all, except very gross cases in

deed, are nearly always welcomed by the Establishment to

the very holiest rites. Yet God has here given a solemn

warning that this way of procedure is not at all in accord

ance with His mind and will. His apostle He inspired to

admonish the ministers that came after him, and through

them those in all succeeding ages, as to the great care re

quired of them in this particular. “ If any man’s work,”

being “wood, hay, and stubble, shall be burned, he shall

suffer loss ; ” even though, by building on the right founda

tion, he himself shall be saved, yet still, through his error,

“ so as by fire.” *

4i. Attention has now been called to'the Lord’s design in

taking a people out of the world into union as a Church,

and likeness with Himself ; then to the first gathering, by the

humble means of Peter’s sermon, and through the direct and

‘ It will be well to remember here, on the words, “ so as b fire,” the

hewn u'obability of the reference in Jude’s words, “pulling t em out of

{be fire, ’ to Lot, of whom the angels laid hold. See Sect. 2 of this chapter,

p. 532.)
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sole high agency of the outpoured Spirit of God, of thou

sands into this Church. Surely what was adequate help to

her, in the time of greatest weakness, when her Head had

just been rejected and crucified, and the number of His dis

ciples was comparatively very few, and they very timid and

poor and ignorant; surely this heavenly help would also be

ample now, without the world’s patronage. Besides what

real and efficient assistance can the world render? N0 other

than spiritual good can truly benefit the Church, and that

spiritual good can only proceed from the Holy Ghost. True,

indeed, He is not wont to shew forth His mighty power so

markedly in these days ; but may not this be owing to the pro

fessing Church having so largely forsaken Him, the Fountain

of living waters, and hewn to herself broken cisterns that

can hold no water? Seeing that the Lord, ere He departed,

promised that the Spirit should abide with us for ever; is

He not still present with His people ?_ Oh ! if those who call

themselves by the name of Christ, would cease to lean on

human might, and would turn unto Him from whom they

have so deeply revolted, (Isa. xxxi. 6;) then who can tell

how wonderfully and quickly the Spirit would shew that the

Lord’s arm is not shortened that it cannot save l But—

Further; the extreme care exercised at the beginning to

keep this Church quite distinct and separated from the world

out of which it had been called, has also been noted, and

there we listened to the peremptory admonition of the Lord,

as to the sort of persons who were, and who were not, to be

received into communion therewith. Nothing, except in the

way of inference, was said in the warning referred to, of those

builders who are themselves ungodly, and whom yet an

Establishment tends largely to multiply. How many fewer

rectors and vicars there would be, if once their good livings

were withdrawn ! But if the truly righteous servant, through

the seriousness of one mistake, shall only be “ scarcely ’_’
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saved; where will all those ungodly and blind leaders of

blinded congregations appear in that coming day? How

ever, God’s plain prohibition, uttered through His apostle,

being disregarded by the unwise builders, and “the wood,

hay, and stubble ” being more and more largely intermingled

with the “gold, silver, and precious stones,” the mischief

that ultimately led on to the apostasy of Christendom was

very early rife. Grievous wolves, soon after the departure

of the apostles, obtained entrance within the fold. These,

as we have largely seen in the second section of this chap

ter, sought their own gain and honour, and thus it came to

pass, that all barriers between Church and world were in

process of time removed. Instead of the separation of the

one from the other being preserved intact, the Union of the

two, in the fourth century, became fully consummated. A

downward course has ever been found easier than an up

ward one; and hence, though an after and further plunge

into the grosser darkness and abominations of Babylon has

been very largely indeed, and even by whole nations, re

pented of, and that, too, partly because of the very grossness

of those abominations: still this Union itself, which paved

the way for that other, and, as we have seen, fourth stage in

decline, is still perpetuated, yea, and is even warmly defended,

and will be maintained quite up to the very end of this dis

pensation.

The successive stages of decline of the professing Church

have been in the preceding chapters abundantly indicated,

and need not therefore be again traced. The final issue

each prophetic portraiture pointed to be, that Church-world’s,

or world-Church’s ultimate rejection by the Lord. Whilst

we saw from both the seven Parables and the seven Epistles

that the Lord’s people would be drawn ever closer to Him

and to one another, and farther from all connexion with the

apostasy in all its stages, we also beheld large numbers of
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nominal Christians resting, some in one phase of ecclesiasti

cal sin, and some in another, and the professing Church,

generally, full of the language of boasting, and proudly

secure, through her vain dreams of spiritual prosperity, at

the very moment that the Lord is about utterly to cast her

from Him with loathing. Truly, this is a far different end

ing for this nominal Church, and for the nations of the

world that have won her over, that is to say, for Christendom

generally, than what is frequently imagined.* Yet this, too,

is to be expected: for, otherwise, how could this security

and boasting so prevail, as predicted, at the time of the end?

The world compliments this Church; the Church, by be

coming in a much too literal sense “all things to all men,”

fancies that she is winning the world over to Christ.

5. How frequently, and in what awful tones, the apostles

of the Lord and Saviour have pointed to, and warned of

these days! Those prophetic judgments of the nominal

Church, and her melancholy and terrible ending, are so very

different to what is oft conceived to be the future awaiting

her, that one might scruple to regard the very ominous

Whispers therein, were it not that everywhere else, and in

plain unvarnished language, is the same unpalatable truth

declared. How often are we admonished by the sacred

writers of the peculiar and perilous character of the last

days l—perilous, as they themselves explain, through love of

pleasure, of sin, and of the world being covered over in many

cases with the form of godliness. In fact, to such an extent

"' If some of these nations, too, not content with that section of the pro

fessing Church most thoroughly debased and corrupted, have preferred for

their worldly purposes another of -a purer sort, and should, whilst not at all

inclined to repent and how the heart sincerely to Christ, have selected one

much less contaminated than Romanism ; is this fastidiousness of choice less

or greater insult to the Lord ?—is it less or greater keenness on their part of

worldly Wisdom? This it is which ofttimes renders it so difiicult for inquir

ing Churchmen to apprehend the false position they are in 2 through the reli

gion established by law being, generally speaking, so scriptural in those points

wherein the world is not concerned.
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is this the unvarying tenor of their language, that whenever

they refer to “the latter times,” “the last times,” or “the

last days,” as they do constantly ; that reference is generally

followed by some solemn reminder that then the ecclesiasti

cal apostasy will have reached its ripest and most fearful

phase. To them these times appear far more terrible than

even their own, when, indeed, Satan’s and the world’s hos

tility was plainly avowed.‘ Whole Epistles mark the con

trast made by them between their own and these last times.

((1.) How different, for instance, is the tone of the Second

Epistle to Timothy to that in the First Epistle. In First

Timothy we mark the Church regarded as the house of God,

with its various office-bearers, their functions and responsibi

lities. But in the Second Epistle all is changed. So much

so, that it appears as if designed by the Lord. for his chart

who would truly and humbly honour God-{- in the last and

perilous days. Hence in chap. i. we read of unfeigned

faith ; and, again, of a pure conscience: in chap. ii., of the

victory of the Captain of our salvation; of the errors of

certain, and of the causes of those errors, (ver. 1%]8 ;) and

of the “sure foundation 1" in chap. iii. we are directed to

Holy Scripture, given, as we are there informed, in order

that the man of God may be perfect, or sincere: and in

* Just at the close of the dispensation, it appears that both the previous

forms of hostility against the Church will be combined : namely, the earlier,

simpler one of open persecution; and the latter and more subtle and successful

one, and therefore of now so much longer continuance,——that is, of spiritual

seduction. For whereas Scripture speaks in one place, that immediately after

the tribulation the sign of the Son of man will be descried, (Matt. xxiv. 29 ;)

in others, we are informed that men shall be living at the appearing of the

Lord as they were in the days of Noah and Lot. And, again, that “when

they shall say, Peace and safety ; THEN sudden destruction shall come upon

them,” (1 Thess. v. 3.) Does not the diverse twofoldedness of the prophetic

tracing shew how powerful will be the inducements to cease to testify faith

fully for Jesus against the world? And does it not also throw fuller light

on that wonderful text, Rev. iii. 10 ?

1‘ “Timothy,” one who honours God. Of course it is not denied that one

of the helpers of Paul was named Timothy; the word is translated simply in

view of the appeals to the individual conscience throughout the Epistle, and

of its evident peculiar adaptedness for these last days.
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chap. iv. our eye is pointed to the crown of righteousness,

as the reward of steadfast devotion to an absent Master.

And specially, it is to be noted, that in each and every one

of these four chapters, the Christian is earnestly exhorted to

suffer now with Christ, rejected by the world. On the other

hand, the professing Church is considered not as in rule, but

in rain,- and so the individual conscience of each one Chris

tian is addressed. Thus, conjoined with the announcement

that the Lord knoweth them that are His, the sure founda

tion is shewn also to involve personal departure from ini

quity. “Let every one that nameth,” &c., (2 Tim. ii. 19.)

The difference of superscription on the obverse to that on

the reverse side of the seal has been often remarked upon,

as well as the appropriateness of the former for its upper

side towards heaven; and of the latter for its lower side,

that man, too, may discern who are His. But it is not so

generally observed, what yet appears evident, when once the

full scope and drift of the Epistle, taken as a whole, are

duly considered, that it is “iniquity ” of an ecclesiastical sort

which is at least comprehended, even if not specially referred

to, in the passage.ale For, compare the various prophetic

* The late Duke of Manchester has offered the following suggestion on

this text. Says lie : “Ihave sometimes felt great satisfaction, when examin

ing Scripture, in getting a glimpse of what I fancied was in the mind of the

speaker or writer, which pointed out a connexion not apparent upon the sur

face.” He then adduces two instances, of which this 2 Tim. ii. 19 is the

second. After quoting the verse, he proceeds: “Is this latter clause added

simply to guard the doctrine of God’s predestination from abuse ‘3 Or had St

Paul the history of Korah in his mind? ‘the Lord will shew who are His,’

(Num. xvi. 5 ;) and then, his thoughts running on with the history, he applies

the words of Moses to the congregation, (ver. 26,) ‘Depart, I pray you, from

the tents of these wicked men.’ "—Vidc Christian Annotm‘or, vol. i., p. 3

Should this view he accepted, then it will appear that there is an allusion to

the ambition of Korah and his company, as recorded in Nurn. xvi. \Ve are

well aware that this is a chapter of which Puseyites and other High Church

men are particularly fond. They consider that some sort of' parallel exists

between the Offices of Moses and Aaron and those of the clergy, so called, of

the present dispensation; whilst, in their opinion, the doom of Korah, Da

than, and Abiram shews how angry God is with the attempts of other men,

such as Dissenters, to intrude into their province. This sort of interpreta

tion is very prevalent, and the Sunday in the ear when this chapter is read

publicly in the church is quite looked forward to by some of them. Now,
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touches to be discerned in the second Epistle, of the house

as in ruin in the last days, with the present awful state of

Christendom.

(1.) First; think of the numerous congregations, even in

our own favoured land, of worldly-minded and spiritually

dead souls, listening Sunday after Sunday, with consciences

disturbed by the sins of the previous week, but then soothed

again by their so-called ministers, who read with great

solemnity a few pages of some dry moral essay; or a de

fence of some of their worldly pleasures; or a vehement

tirade of some of the Lord’s true people and witnesses under

some reproachful epithet; or more likely still, some fatally

delusive discourse on baptismal regeneration or apostolical

succession, &c. Yet all these congregations regard them

selves, and are treated by their guides as Christians. If the

attempted refutation in the pulpit of some truth of Scripture

that had alarmed them, or the inculcation of some Antichris

tian error, has not sufficiently quieted their uneasy and rest—

less minds, (Isa. lvii. 20,) then there is the Lord’s Supper,

of which they presume to eat and drink. And thus Heaven’s

best gifts are all perverted and abused by ungodly, but still

professing Christendom.

(2.) Now this Epistle looks on to, and predicts, this very

state of things. Paul assured Timothy that “ the time”

the fact is, the teaching of the chapter is full of warning to themselves. They

err, not through being high, but through not being half high enough. For,

first, Moses and Aaron are the types of Christ in His twofold character of our

High Priest with God, and of God’s Apostle to us. (See Heb. iii. 1.) Double

types of Christ are frequent in the Old Testament ; as, for instance, the burnt

or sweet savour offering and the sin-offering, (Lev. i. and iv.) So, again, the

two goats, on the day of expiation, also obtain their significancy from the

death and resurrection of Christ. And Moses and Aaron exhibit in their

typical character how Christ bridges the whole distance between God and His

people; acting for us with Him, and for Him with us. Nor have we any

riests now between God and us, except the one Lord Jesus Christ. In the

gIew Testament, all God’s people are equally regarded as, and called, priests.

Therefore, when those clergy, unsatisfied with a true ministry, also usurp the

priesthood in a peculiar sense, then to THEM belongs the warning, and not

to others who do not for a moment presume, as they, to claim it.
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would “ come when men would not endure sound doctrine ;*

but after their own lusts they would heap to themselves

teachers, having itching ears ;” so that “ they shall turn away

their cars from the truth, and shall be turned unto FABLES,”

(2 Tim. iv. 3, it.) There is also mention of “ vain babblings,

increasing unto more ungodliness,” (chap. 16 ;) and again,

“of foolish and unlearned questions that gender strifes,” (chap.

ii. 23.) Then there is that very minute and graphic descrip

tion of the men of the last days, that they shall be “ lovers of

their own selves, . . . proud, unholy, despisers of those that

are good, heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than

lovers of God; having a form of godliness, but denying the

power thereof.” Surely all these various prophetic allusions

in the Epistle describe most characteristically the Christen

dom at home and abroad of the present day; so exactly, in—

deed, as if it had sat for its picture.

What, then, is the personal responsibility and part of the

each individual Christian in respect of such a peculiar, such

* This text, also, like Num. xvi., considered in the preceding note, is one

often appealed to by the High Church party as making entirely for their own

view of things. They seize greedy hold of the expression, “ heaping to them

selves teachers, having itching ears,” and hurl it at all those who dare to wander

from their parish church. That there may be a rebuke here to those who afl'ect

excellency of speech and human eloquence, or to those who desire it in the

pulpit, is not denied. But look at the point of the whole passage, which is

clearly levelled at those who cannot “ endure SOUND doctrine,” who “turn

away their ears from the truth, and are turned unto fables.” Now, it is

believed that this concerns to a fearful extent many both outside and inside

the Establishment; for where there is not a desire on the part of a congregation

to have the truth, the whole truth, and nothin but the truth, then is there

a reference here to them. But such “fables,’ “vain babblings,” and “un

learned questions,” as baptismal regeneration, apostolical succession, a caste

or priesthood altogether distinct from the laity,——such can scarcely exist, obvi—

ously cannot flourish among Dissenters. But it is through love of such fables

that the truth cannot be endured. And it is for the revealed purpose of the

gratification of “ their own lus ” that men prefer teachers who can solace

them with such fables, instead of startling and terrifying them with God’s

eternal truth. In other words, then, this passage refers to that worldly reli

giousness so everywhere prevalent, which soothes the conscience by strict

attendance on various rites administered by those deemed properly ordained

men, without requiring the abandonment of sin. It shews that the world

must have a “little” religion. And “ teachers ” for it, where are they to be

met with in “ heaps ?”

-il—i
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a heterogeneous state of things? Has the Lord, whilst ad

monishing of the evil, remained wholly silent as to what

course, under the circumstances, the believer should pursue?

Oh, no! Most distinctly and very repeatedly in the same

Epistle has He marked His own holy will for him to heed

that hath ears to hear. Specially the direction, as if to each

single Christian, in View of the complete ruin of the profess

ing Church as such, should be well noted. As thus :—

Chap. iii. ].--Are the last days perilous, in that unholy

men shall be lovers of pleasure, and have withal a form of

godliness, whilst denying the power thereof? What, then,

is the path of safety indicated? “From such turn thou

(dworpénou) away.” Thus Timothy, seeing he did not him

self live so near the very last days as we do, appears to be

regarded in the precept as holding a sort of representative

character. Again :—

Chap. ii. 20.--“ In a great house there are not only vessels

of gold and silver, but also of wood and of earth; and some

[i.e., the former, the Wheat] to honour, and some [i.e., the

latter, or the Tares] to dishonour.” Here the apostle predicts

that that very thing he had been inspired to forbid in a

passage (1 Cor. iii. 12) just now consideredf" would yet, by

his injunction being unheeded, come to pass. The once little

flock would become “a great house.” Then, what is the

individual Christian’s part with reference to this mixed state

of things? Read on: “ If a man therefore purge HIMSELF

from these, HE shall be a vessel unto honour, sanctified, and

meet for the Master’s use, and prepared unto every good

work.” In other words, by this obedience and sanctification

his ability to serve God shall not, as the world would argue,

be diminished thereby, but increased. There may be, per

adventure, less of e’clat, but certainly more of the divine

approbation, as saith a living poet :—

" See pp. 546-552.
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“ Wouldst thou go forth to bless, be sure of thine own ground?

Fix well thy centre first, then draw thy circles round.”

Chap. iv. 3, 4.—Will evil men in the last days “heap to

themselves teachersf“ having itching ears?” Will the reasons

for this be indeed those which are assigned, namely, with

an eye to their lusts, by love of which also they will be un

able to “endure sound doctrine,” which would reprove and

excommunicate them for their ungodly practices? (1 Cor. v.)

Hence will they “turn away from the truth, and be turned

unto fables,” having too much of religiousness for their con

science to allow them in utter worldliness and sin, without

their providing it in this way with some quietus? Then,

has this come to pass? The house may be indeed a “great”

one, but let us not be dazzled by its size, but ascertain of

what materials it is composed. Imagine, in such and such a

congregation, some one for once making mention of the need

of the new birth, of his hearers’ desperately wicked hearts, of

the salvation of Christ for the lost, and, peradventure, of the

expectation of His speedy return; and this sort of doctrine,

too, in lieu of their ordinary dose of baptismal regeneration

or apostolical succession; what a commotion would ensue!

Verily, this itself would furnish an expressive commentary

upon these striking predictions of the Spirit, and ought to

preserve us from being deceived by the mere outward bowing

of the knee. What though their minister were ordained in

the supposed very best mode ; what though all the mere sem

blances of divine worship were regularly gone through and

gloried in ; what though learning and eloquence adorned

the pulpit; what would all this alone avail and be worth?

The Holy Ghost, in the same Epistle, says that all this alone

would constitute but a mere “resistance to the truth ;” and

He instances as a parallel the case Of Jannes and Jambres,

(2 Tim. iii. 8.) Now, how did such resist the faith but by

* See the note on this passage at p. 558.
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imitating it? When Moses gave a sign to Pharaoh, they

also gave a similar one. This is very solemn. And is such

a state of things extant in the Establishment even a rare

and exceptional one? It is frankly, though with sorrow,

conceded, that much that is similar is also to be found out—

side her pale. But how widely difl'erent in principle are

these two cases the one from the other 1* For no one who is

separated from the motley and grossly adulterous state of

things efi'ected and perpetuated by the Union is supposed for

a moment necessarily to endorse, by such separation, any one

doctrine or practice of Dissenters other than that of direct re

sponsibility to Christ, and to Him alone, and of union through

Him alone with all His true people. But by continuance in I

the Establishment, or by being a part in any relation what—

ever to the whole of its framework, you are at least con

structively a consenting party to the Union itself, with all

its fell consequences; and you are, in fact, also united,

through the skilfully-invented prelatical order, with those

other congregations where the truth is merely imitated. The

large bough of the tree joins in itself many smaller onesrl‘

The lord bishop of the one congregation and minister is also

lord bishop of many others. Is not this connexion : even if

it is not more, if it is not also a tacit consent of their evil

deeds? But what saith the Scripture? “Be not partaker of

other men’s sins; keep thyself pure.” So in our Epistle

admonitions of the same tone abound : “ Watch than in all

things,” (chap. iv. 1—5.) “ Endure hardness, as a good soldier

of Jesus Christ. No man that Warreth entangleth himself

with the affairs of this life ; that he may please him that hath

chosen him to be a soldier. And if a man also strive for mas

teries, yet is he not crowned, except he strive lawfully. Con

sider what I say,” (chap. ii. 1—7.) “ Be thou partaker of the

afflictions of the gospel,” (chap. i. 8.) Surely injunctions of this

* See Part 1., Chap. III. 'I‘ See remarks on Parable three of Matt. xiii.

2 N
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character, when it is remembered what is the burden of the

whole Epistle whence they are taken, portend that obedience

to God’s directions herein given consequent upon the ruin of

the “ great house,” will assuredly bring us into collision with

the spirit and ways of the world that clings to the form of

godliness, and thus into conflict and suffering.

(6.) Again, as we have seen that the Second Epistle to

Timothy so greatly contrasts with the First, that the very

contrast is suggestive; so too does the Epistle of Jude, and

the Second Epistle of Peter with his First Epistle. Only

here we need not tarry at any length, since we have shewn

in the previous section that one leading train of thought

therein is to warn, not indeed of this ruin itself that would

befall the professing Church, but of those who, through love

of gain, would be the greedy agents in effecting it. To the

remarks there offered upon this scripture, we merely add,

that whereas in the first Epistle, the believers are comforted

under all kinds of suffering; in the second, they are cau

tioned against all kinds of deceit. In the former Satan is a

roaring lion; in the other, a subtle serpent 0ft transformed

into an angel of light. In the one, acquiescence in afliic

tion is the temper of mind recommended; in the other,

growth in grace and in the knowledge of the Lord is the

security provided against “false teachers,” and the “error of

the wicked.” Now if the reader would ascertain what class

of wicked are referred to as embracing, and it may be also

propagating, their error, and whether this class is to be

found in the world or in the Church, let him examine for

himself attentively the whole of the second chapter of this

second Epistle.

Hence, then, by comparing in this way the change of

Second Timothy from First Timothy with that of Second

Peter from First Peter, it will be quickly seen how one and

the same Omniscient Spirit,—before whom the end of this
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dispensation was present even from its beginning,—inspired

both apostles, Paul and Peter, to instruct all humble dis

ciples of the Lord as to what an utter state of worldliness, of

degradation, and of ecclesiastical Sin the nominal Church

should fall into; as to what fearful lengths and phases of

apostasy the various parts of the world-Church, or Chris

tendom, should reach ;* and what the unexpected, and sud

den, and awful judgment of the whole mass would be, after

that the righteous have, in different ways, purged and dis

severed themselves individually therefrom. (See, too, Rom.

xi. 22.)

(0.) “Little children,” wrote the beloved apostle, “it is the

last time ; and as ye have heard that Antichrist shall come,

even now are there many Antichrists; WHEREBY we know

that it is the last time.” What an awful picture of what we

are to expect at the time of the end! And to this agree

very many other testimonies of the Scripture, as, for in

stance, many of those quoted in the second section of this

chapter. All with one voice declare that great unparalleled

wickedness, though still on to the very last covered over

with, and even intensified by the form of godliness, shall pre

vail yet more and more. And hence, too, all the inspired

writers concur in witnessing that final rejection and condem

nation shall be the end of Christendom. The ten toes shall

be finally ground to powder by that Stone cut out without

hands. Now look at this world-Church and Church-world

in its various phases, and see if all these many warnings are

* The reader will consent to be reminded of two things here: one, that

when We speak of the ruin and approaching doom of the professing Church,

we mean not for a moment to imply, that the Lord’s own saints, though

mixed up at present therewith, can any one of them be lost. This would be

quite contrary to the express romise and declaration of Christ. The other

is, that we have largely prove in a preceding chapter, that it is a grave mis

take to make Babylon identical with Popery. The great indictment against

Babylon is, that she has committed fornication with the kings of the earth,

(Rev. xvii. 2.) Is this referrible to Rome only? To select a pure creed to an

impurer, whilst sin and worldliness are not repented of ; is this a less or keener

insult to the Lord?
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not evidently, and before our eyes, nearing entire fulfilment.

We mean not to deny, nay, we are fully prepared to admit,

that fuller ripeness may yet be reached in this strange sort,

—this mystery of ungodliness,—this confederacy, amounting

even to amalgamation, of the world and the nominal Church,

—this prevalence of the semblance of religion to cover over

the world’s unrepented sin,—this spirit of self-elation and

complacent boasting. But the more we witness of all this

—-which we shall do increasingly now, until the end,——the

nearer has Christendom arrived towards the throne of judg

ment. Just ere Christ interposes, all is pronounced to be

chaos: “ The earth is dcfiled under the inhabitants thereof ;

because they have transgressed the laws, changed the ordi

nance, broken the everlasting covenant.” The expressions

here used reveal, that the confusion predicted shall not only

have so affected the world, as to call loudly for divine and

prompt interference; but that this confusion, this amalga

mation, this breaking down of all barriers between things

sacred and profane, the professing Church also has been a

guilty party in promoting. The design of His ordinances

He declares to be “changed ;” and why changed? In order

that all, indiscriminately, of almost any character, may be

welcome to them all, even to the holiest. Then, once re

cipients of His ordinance, and they are pronounced, by one

section of the world’s Church, to be “members of Christ,

children of God, and inheritors of the kingdom of heaven.”

The covenant engagement between Christ and the true

Church—“ Thou shalt not be for another man, so will I be

for thee "—is wholly set at nought and “broken.” In short,

the nominal Church is for and with the world: the world is

for and with this Church: they are no longer two, but one*

* Hence the tendency, now manifestly spreading throughout Christendom,

of those persisting in the various stages, one or other, of the Church’s apos

tasy, to combine and unite. What shall be the end of these things?
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Christendom. Thus the ancient boundaries have been all

removed; all is chaos. Vengeance must come: “Therefore ‘

bath the curse devoured the earth. The city of confusion

[or chaos *] is broken down,” (Isa. xxiv. 10.)

In view of all this which the Lord foresaw would come to

pass, His constant and unvarying admonition, many speci

mens of which have been lately quoted, and to which several

more will be added just now, to those to whom He vouch

safes the hearing ear, and who desire to walk holily in these

perilous or difficult times, is to separate themselves from all

this awful though specious ungodliness. Yet this warning

of His, or rather His peremptory command, is ofttimes

sought to be neutralised and its point blunted by the ugly

word “schism.” And for those who refuse to look below

the surface of things, this fear may have some weight. But

if Christendom be indeed arrived at that state when H shall

be cut off by the Lord himself; then, verily, the sooner we

become separated from connexion therefrom, and gathered

unto the yet unacknowledged Son of Jesse, the better. True,

the professing body was itself once good, even though indi

vidual members thereof were corrupt; then separation from

it might well be avoided. But if this professing body has

itself most materially altered; if, in the lapse of centuries,

that body has been subject to such great changes, ecclesi

astically and politically, as we have seen marked in the

seven Epistles and seven Parables, and as many otherscrip

tures prophesied would befall it, and as has come to pass; and

we see that now itser is corrupt, though many bf its indi

vidual members may be good: then, this makes all the

difference in the world. To urge by the same arguments

for close connexion with a body in rapid process of decay

* mm, the same word as in Gen. i. 2. In the term “broken down,” there

seems an allusion to Christendom’s great sin. It sinned by breaking down and

removing all distinction between the Church and the world. Itself, there

fore, shall be broken down and perish.
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and mortification, that would be appropriate to a body as

such in a state of health, is to confound things that widely

difl'er. To come out of Babylon—schism 1 Separation from

the world in its deadliest, because in its religious forni—

schisml ! To refuse participation in the enormous guilt of

the Church-world, or to protest against it by coming forth

therefrom—schism l I 1*

At present, however, many of the Lord’s children and

witnesses have not yet realised their duty utterly to refuse

all complicity with this evil Babylonish system; yea, some

appear to indulge the vain hope that with earnestness and

perseverance, on their part, they may remedy it'l' In fact,

some, as we have largely shewn, will, almost to the very

close, be found unrighteously mixed up therewith, and shall

in consequence sufi‘er irremediable loss. But the light from

heaven as to the true state of the world—ay, and of much

of the professedly religious world too—is even now be—

ginning to flash upon many minds. The sense of individual

responsibility, in the presence of the ruinous state of things

all around them, is taking firmer hold of these than before.

They see the lines of demarcation between the sons of God

* See Part 1., Chap. IL, p. 23, where the charge of schism is retorted upon those

who, by requiring assent to unscriptural statements of doctrine, or who, by un

godly alliance with the world, have necessitated it. “ Mark them which cause

divisions.” Yea, so far from that being schism which is non-acceptance and

separation from that state of things which itself necessarily produces schism ;

it is surely rather to be contended, that by such refusal to be bound by those

humanly-devised and sinful barriers, you get in spirit and in truth nearer to

the Lord’s people. Whilst continuance therein is indeed union, in many re

spects, on mere matters of detail, and in man’s additions to or subtractions

from the Word of God,——which kind of practice cannot but be the prolific

cause of jars and discontent,—by putting away from you all such stumbling

blocks, and making the love of Christ your single bond of union, that union

becomes truer, deeper, and more spiritual.

1' Hence the number of tracts yearly issued, and the etitions to Parliament

on the subject of what is called “ liturgical purity ;’ implying that there is

impurity in some part or other of the Liturgy, but yet accepting it until Par

liament is pleased to deliver men’s consciences. Yet, meanwhile, .every

clergyman, before he can be licensed to any cure of souls, is obliged by law to

give on oath his unfeigned assent and consent to all contained in the Prayer

book. Reflection upon this point alone would be of great use in opening

men's eyes to see what are the true consequences of an Establishment.
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and the daughters of men, which should have been, at all

costs, religiously maintained, becoming fainter and dimmer

every day. Such, therefore, are beginning to enter into

their closets and shut their doors about them; for if they

know not when, they know what is impending. These,

therefore, are fain to humble and purge themselves before

the Lord. But these must not be selfish, or seek only that

themselves may be found of Him in peace, without spot and

blameless. Oh, no! The cry, “ Come out, come out,” is to

be repeated, and passed on, and echoed, and reverberated on

every side. The pious reader’s deepest attention is specially

called to the startling fact, that almost every doctrine of the

New Testament is traced by God himsle to tend toward

this one great duty, “Come out, come out ; ” whilst almost as

marked is the fact, that not once are we enjoined to accept

identification with the sin of others. Let the following

suflice :—

1. Is it that the happy

victor shall receive a crown

at the hands of the coming

King?

Then that crown is pro

mised to him that overcometh,

(Rev. and iii. ;) which word

“overcome,” in a subsequent

chapter, is shewn to involve

a standing out from ecclesias

tical sin. In Rev. xv. 2, we

read that John saw, as it were,

a sea of glass mingled with

fire ; and them that had got

ten the victory, (in the Greek,

it is in the present time,

“those overcoming ; ”) which

victory is explained to be

“ out from (6%) the beast, and

out from (e’lc) his image, and
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2. Is it that now when the

cry is heard that the Royal

Bridegroom cometh, His ad

vent is to be considered im

minent ?

3. Is it the greatness of

Christ’s redeeming love ?

4:. Is it the attractiveness

of the cross of Jesus to poor

perishing sinners?

out from his mark, and out

from (51:) the number of his

name ; ” in other words, “out

from” all entanglements with

the Babylonish apostasy, in

all its stages. Surely these

four “out froms,” put one

after the other, next to the

words, “those overcoming,”

assist us to understand the

sort of victory implied.

Then, “go ye out * to

meet Him,” (Matt. xxiv. 6.)

Then, if “He gave himself

for our sins,” it was in order

that He might redeem us

out, OUT (there are two t‘outs”

in the original) of this present

evil world, (Gal. i. 4.)

Then are they so enabled

to glory therein, as thereby

the world is crucified to them,

and they unto the world, (Gal.

vi. 14 ;) whilst, on the other

hand, and as explanatory of

the idea in the above, they

* To ascertain the true force of the word “ out” here, see Part 1., Chap. 1.,

pp. 12, 13.
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5. Is it the delightfulness

of a heavenly Father’s love?

6. Is it our part generally

“who mind earthly things”

are expressly declared to be

“enemies of the cross of

Christ,” (Phil. iii. 18, 19,)

Then, after the apprisal

that righteousness hath no

fellowship with unrighteous

ness, and that light hath no

communion with darkness,

(whereas mixed communion

is the boast of the Establish—

ment ;) and after the injunc

tion not to be unequallyyoked

with unbelievers, (if this is

wrong for an individual, how

much worse is it for a whole

Church to do the same!

here compare Bunyan’s re

marks on Gen. vi. as to the

cause of the flood, in p. 473

above ;) the apostle proceeds :

“Wherefore come out from

among them, and be ye sepa

rate, saith the Lord, and touch

not the 'unclean thing; and

I will receive you, and will

be a Father unto you, and

ye shall be my sons and

daughters, saith the Lord

Almighty,” (2 Cor. vi. 17,

18.)

Then, though He freely
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to follow Christ in His walk

down here?

7. Is it that for brethren

to dwell together in unity

is good and pleasant?

8. Is it that the world

will be at the end immersed

in security through Laodi

cean self-satisfaction and re

ligiousness—loving pleasure

with the form of godliness?

consorted and mixed with

sinners, He was in no wise

mixed up with them in their

sins. He was “holy, harm

less, undefiled, and separate

from sinners,”_(Heb. vii. 26.)

Is this nominal Church sepa

rate? And if not, by be

lievers’ continuance therein,

are they not, each one, in

some degree, responsible? -

Well; but it must be in

“the unity of the Spirit.”

The wisdom that cometh

from above is first pure, then

peaceable. But as the great

house comprises not only

vessels of gold and silver ; but

also of wood and of earth;

therefore, let the individual

believer, or “man,” “purge

himself from these,” (2 Tim.

ii. 20, 21.) “Be not partakers

of other men’s sins : keep thy

self pure,” (1 Tim. v. 22.)

What, then, is our proper

attitude and behaviour to

wards such? “From such

turn away,” (2 Tim. iii. 2.)

See 2 John 10, 11, where are

given two illustrations of

partaking in men’s evil deeds.
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9. So, then, in this 2

Tim. iii. ]-5, we have apos

tolic authority that the world,

specially at the end, will cling

to this form of godliness;

that otherwise its round of

pleasures would become m0

notonous, and its worldli

ness painful, through the

dread of the hereafter. But

by means of this, a salvo is

provided for its conscience.

10. Many proofs in the

preceding pages have been

produced, that Babylon is a

term much more comprehen

sive than Popery; that it is

a Satanic device to confine it

to this only. Then, in Rev.

xiv. 8, 9, we see divers ways

in which its dcfilement may

be contracted, and the wine

of its fornication drunk ; and

some of these ways are less

gross than others.

11. Is it to a King not yet

acknowledged ?

But this inspired descrip

tion and unveiling of the ex

tent to which the world will,

in callous hypocrisy, feign

to adopt godliness, becomes

valuable when conjoined with

Rom. xii. 2: “Be not con

formed to this world,”—to its

many and strange shame, and

least of all to its sham and

afi'ectation of religion; as if

to say, “Be nonconformists.”

This surely throws further

and fuller light on the suc

cessive victories of Rev. xv.

2, as shewn in No. 1.

Then let our part be to

gather, as poor, needy, wretch—

ed, helpless, unto Him in “the

cave Adullam,”i (1 Sam.

* The reader will bear in mind the true position in Old Testament history,

as traced in an early chapter, of David as a type. Genesis reveals to us, as it

were, divers sections of God’s great plan; Exodus, redemption; Leviticus,

access ; Numbers, our wandering in the wilderness ; Deuteronomy, our fuller

enlightenment ; Joshua, not our death, (as is plain by the war that commenced
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xxii. l, 2.) Then, some day, it

will be seen why twice, that

is, in Samuel and Chronicles,

a catalogue of David’s mighty

men is typically given; and

why the various ranks are so

exactly mentioned. (See 2

Sam. xxiii)

12. Is it union with Then, as “Christ suffered

Christ .? And generally: Is it

that the Master was rejected,

not only by the infidel Roman

world, but also by the nation

without the gate, let us there

fore go forth [or out, 65]

unto Him without the camp,

bearing His reproach.” _ In

the case of the Hebrews,

to whom the Epistle was

originally written, Judahdom

Was obviously the camp: in

the case of true Christians

now, what is this “ camp?”

It should be observed that in this passage, (Heb. xiii.

11—13,) three parallel truths are placed in juxtaposition.

We have first a certain particular specified concerning the

sacrifices under the law,—that they were burned without the

camp. Thus a matter that we should have conceived to be

scarcely worthy of notice, and certainly not typical, is dis

tinctly brought before our observation, and its reason shewn.

I

who gloried in their know

ledge of the true God?

after Israel had crossed the Jordan, for certainly there are no battles for us to

engage in when we get to heaven,) but our entering by faith now into our high

calling through the death and resurrection of Jesus, and our contest also by

faith now with the wicked spirits in the heavenly places; Judges reveals

our failure to ap rehend this calling; Ruth, the marriage of the Church;

then First Samue , or, as it should be properly called, First Kings, shews us

first the professing Church to be under the sway it desires (Saul=asked for)—

a sway which, as we have seen in our examination of Rev. ii. and iii., consists

in Nicolaitanjsm, or Clericalism, instead of the gospel ministry ; then the real

Church going out to the rejected David, who presently shall take the millennial

kingdom, and, subsequently, as Solomon, shall rule throughout eternal ages.
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Even in this, what we might have thought minute. matter of

detail, the antitype corresponded to the type: “Wherefore

Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people with his own

blood, suffered without the gate.” And both these considera—

tions are adduced in order to urge the followers of Christ to

take up like position with Himself : “ Let us therefore go out,”

&0. The two “ outs ” in this verse reveal the sort of calling

very plainly. “ Go out to Him, out of the camp.” In the case

of the believing Hebrews, the separation demanded was from

those who, under the plea of zeal for God, had murdered

His Son. In our case, is not separation also from some

linsey-woolsey religious state of things also implied to be

imperative, and what? And thus the correspondence in the

three cases is entire. The shadowy sacrifices of the law, and

the voluntary sacrificial surrender of themselves by the

saints under the gospel, resemble His great one, each being

made “without the camp.” In one matter of detail, there

is also a glorious contrast set before us here. The beasts

that were sacrificed outside the camp had their Own blood

only carried within the sanctuary by the high priest. We,

though called to go out of the camp too, and to be thankful

if even the sacrifice of ourselves involve also a literal martyr

dom and burning; yet have better, richer blood than either

our own or than those beasts, to be carried into the true

sanctuary by our High Priest. And that blood, though it

is not our own, is truly shed for us. And we are viewed, in

virtue of that very bloodshedding of His, as one with Him

who made the sacrifice. But then, as that blood for us is

taken in and accepted within the sanctuary, our part is to go

out to the cross now without the camp.





APPENDIX.

(Extract from Dr John Owen’s Work on Church

Government.)

CHAPTER IV.

THE OFFICERS OF THE cannon.

THE Church is considered either as it is essential, with respect

unto its nature and being; or as it is organical, with respect

unto its order.

The constituent causes and parts of the Church, as unto

its essence and being, are its institution, matter, and form;

whereof we have treated.

Its order, as it is organical, is founded in that communi

cation of power unto it from Christ, which was insisted on

in the foregoing chapter.

The organising of a Church is the placing or implanting

in it those officers which the Lord Jesus Christ hath ap

pointed to act and exercise His authority therein.

For the rule and government of the Church are the exer

tion of the authority of Christ in the hands of them unto

whom it is committed—that is, the officers of it; not that
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all officers are called to rule, but that none are called to rule

that are not so.

The officers of the Church in general are of two sorts—

bishops and deacons, (Phil i. 1;) and their work is distri

buted into prophecy and ministry, (Rom. xii. 6, 7.) q

The bishops or elders are of two sorts—(1.) Such as have

authority to teach and administer the sacraments, which is

commonly called the power of order, and also of ruling,

which is called a power of jurisdiction, corruptly ; and (2.)

some have only power for rule—of which sort there are some

in all the Churches in the world.

Those of the first sort are distinguished into pastors and

teachers.

The distinction between the elders themselves is not like

that between elders and deacons, which is as unto the whole

kind or nature of the office, but only with respect unto

work and order ; whereof we shall treat distinctly.

The first sort of officers in the Church are bishops or

elders, concerning whom there have been mighty conten

tions in the late ages of the Church. The principles we

have hitherto proceeded on, discharge us from any especial

interest or concernment in this controversy. For if there be

no Church of divine or apostolical constitution, none in being

in the second or third centuries, but only a particular con

gregation, the foundation of that contest which is about pre

eminence and power in the same person over many churches

falls to the ground.

Indeed, strife abOut power, superiority, and jurisdiction

over one another, amongst those who pretend to be ministers

of the gospel, is full of scandal. It started early in the

Church, was extinguished by the Lord Christ in His apos

tles, rebuked by the apostles in all others; yet, through the

pride, ambition, and avarice of men, hath grown to be the

stain and shame of the Church in most ages. For neither
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the sense of the authority of Christ forbidding such ambi

tious designings, nor the proposal of His own example in

this particular case, nor the experience of their own insufli

ciency for the least part of the work of the gospel ministry,

have been able to restrain the minds of men from coveting

after and contending for a prerogative in church power over

others. For though. this ambition, and all the fruits or

rewards of it, are laid under a severe interdict by our Lord

Jesus Christ, yet when men (like Achan) saw “the wedge of

gold and the goodly Babylonish garment” that they thought

to be in power, domination, and wealth, they coveted them,

and took them, to the great disturbance of the Church of

God.

If men would but a little seriously consider what there

is in that care of souls, even of all them over whom they

pretend church power, rule, or jurisdiction, and what it is

to give an account concerning them before the judgment

seat of Christ, it may be it would abate of their earnestness

in contending for the enlargement of their cures.

The claim of Episcopacy, as consisting in a rank of per

sons distinct from the office of presbyters, is managed with

great variety. It is not agreed whether they are distinct in

order above them, or only as unto a certain degree among

them of the same order. It is not determined what doth

constitute that pretended distinct order, nor wherein that

degree of pre-eminence in the same order doth consist, nor

what basis it stands upon. It is not agreed Whether this

order of bishops hath any church power appropriated unto

it, so as to be acted singly by themselves alone, without the

concurrence of the presbyters, or how far that concurrence

is necessary in all acts of church order or power. There are

no bounds or limits of the diocesses which they claim the

rule in and over, as churches whereunto they are peculiarly

related, derived either from, divine institution or tradition

2 0
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or general rules of reason respecting both or either of them,

or from the consideration of gifts and abilities, or anything

else wherein church order or edification is concerned. Those

who plead for diocesan Episcopacy will not proceed any

further, but only that there is and ought to be a superiority

in bishops over presbyters in order or degree. But whether

this must be over presbyters in one church only or in many

distinct churches,—whether it must be such as not only hin

ders them utterly from the discharge of any of the duties of

the pastoral ofiice towards the most of them whom they

esteem their flocks, and necessitates them unto a rule by

unscriptural church ofiicers, laws, and power,—they sup

pose doth not belong unto their cause; whereas, indeed, the

weight and moment of it doth liev in and depend on these

things. Innumerable other uncertainties, differences, and

variances there are about this singular Episcopacy, which we

are not at present concerned to inquire into, nor shall I in

sist on any of those which have been already mentioned.

But yet, because it is necessary unto the clearing of the

evangelical pastoral office, which is now under consideration,

unto what hath been pleaded before about the non-institution

of any churches beyond particular congregations, which is

utterly exclusive of all pretences of the present Episcopacy,

I shall briefly, as in a diversion, add the arguments which

undeniably prove that in the whole New Testament, bishops

and presbyters, 0r elders, are every way the same persons, in

the same office, have the same function, without distinction

in order or degree; which also, as unto the Scripture, the

most learned advocates of Prelacy begin to grant.

1. The apostle, describing what ought to be the qualifica

tions of presbyters or elders, gives this reason of it, because a.

bishop must be so: Tit. i. 5—7, “ Ordain elders in every city,

if any be blameless,” &c.; “for a bishop must be blame

less.” He that would prove of what sort a presbyter that is
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to be ordained so ought to be, and gives this reason for it, that

such a bishop ought to be, intends the same person and office

by presbyter and bishop, or there is no congruity of speech

or consequence of reason in what he asserts. To suppose

that the apostle doth not intend the same persons, and the

same office, by presbyters and bishops in the same place, is

to destroy his argument and. render the context of his dis

course unintelligible. He that will say, that if you make a

justice of peace or a constable, he must be magnanimous,

liberal, full of clemency and courage, for so a king ought to

be, will not be thought to argue very wisely. Yet such is

the argument here, if by elders and bishops distinct orders

and offices are intended.

2. There were many bishops in one city in one particular

church: Phil. i. 1, “To all the saints that are at Philippi,

with the bishops and deacons.” That the church then at

Philippi was one particular church or congregation was

proved before. But to have many bishops in the same

church, whereas the nature of the Episcopacy pleaded for

consists in the superiority of one over the presbyters of

many churches, is absolutely inconsistent. Such bishops

whereof there may be many in the same church, of the

same order, equal in power and dignity with respect unto

office, will easily be granted; but then they are presbyters as

well as bishops. There will, I fear, be no end of this contest,

because of the prejudices and interests of some; but that

the identity of bishops and presbyters should be more plainly

expressed can neither be expected nor desired.

3. The apostle being at Miletus, sent to Ephesus for the

elders of the church to come unto him ; that is, the elders of

the church at Ephesus, as hath been elsewhere undeniably

demonstrated, (Acts xx. 17, 18.) Unto these elders he says,

“ Take heed unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the which

the Holy Ghost hath made you bishops, to feed the church of
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God,” (ver. 28.) If elders and bishops be not the same per—

sons, having the same oflice, the same function, and the same

duties, and the same names, it is impossible, so far as I under

stand, how it should be expressed. For these elders are they

whom the Holy Ghost made bishops ; they were many of them

in the same church ; their duty it was to attend unto the flock,

and to feed the church: which comprise all the duties, the

whole function, of elders and bishops, which must therefore

be the same. This plain testimony can no way be evaded

by pretences and conjectures unwritten and uncertain. The

only answer unto it is, It was indeed so then, but it was

otherwise afterwards ; which some now betake themselves

unto. But these elders were either elders only, and not

bishops ; or bishops only, and not elders; or the same per

sons were elders and bishops, as is plainly affirmed in the

words. The latter is that which we plead. If the first be

asserted, then was there no bishop then at Ephesus; for these

elders had the Whole oversight of the flock. If the second,

then were there no elders at all, which is no good exposition

of those words, that Paul “called unto him the elders of the

church.”

4. The apostle Peter writes unto the elders of the churches,

that they should feed the flock, (érrtaxovrofivreg) taking the

oversight, or exercising the office and function of bishop over

them, and that not as lords, but ‘as ensamples (of humility,

obedience, and holiness) to the whole flock, (1 Pet. v. 1—3.)

Those on whom it is incumbent to feed the flock, and to
I superintend over it, as those who in the first place are account

able unto Jesus Ohrist, are bishops; and such as have no

other bishop over them, unto whom this charge should be prin

cipally committed. ,But such, according unto this apostle,

are the elders of the church. Wherefore, those elders and

bishops are the same. And such were the fiyoépevot, the

guides of the church at Jerusalem, whom the members of it
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were bound to obey, as those that did watch for, and were to

give an account of their souls, (Heb. xiii. l7.)

5. The substance of these, and all other instances or testi

monies of the same kind, is this: those whose names are the

same, equally common and applicable unto them all, whose

function is the same, whose qualifications and characters are

the same, whose duties, account, and reward are the same, con

cerning whom there is in no one place of Scripture the least

mention ofinequality, disparity, orpreference in ojfice among

them, they are essentially and every way the same. That

thus it is with the elders and bishops in the Scripture cannot

modestly be denied.

I do acknowledge that where a church is greatly increased,

so as that there is a necessity of many elders in it for its in

struction and rule, that decency and order do require that one

of them do in the management of all church affairs preside, to

guide and direct the way and manner thereof. So the pres

byters at Alexandria did choose one from among themselves

that should have the pre-eminence of a president among them.

Whether the person that is so to preside be directed unto

by being first converted or first ordained, or on the account

of age, or of gifts and abilities,—-whether he continue for a

season only, and then another be deputed unto the same

work, or for his life,—are things in themselves indifferent, to

be determined according unto the general rules of reason

and order, with respect unto the edification of the church.

I shall never oppose this order, but rather desire to see it

in practice : namely, that particular churches were of such an

extent as necessarily to require many elders, both teaching

and ruling, for their instruction and government; for the

better observation of order and decency in the public assem

blies ; the fuller representation of the authority committed

by Jesus Christ unto the oflicers of His Church; the occa

sional instruction of the members in lesser assemblies, which
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as unto some ends may be stated also; with the due attend

ance unto all other means of edification and watching, in

specting, warning, admonishing, exhorting, and the like ;

and that among these elders one should be chosen by them—

selves, with the consent of the church, not into a new order,

not into a degree of authority above his brethren, but only

unto his part of the common work in a peculiar manner,

which requires some kind of precedency. Hereby no new

officer, no new order of officers, no new degree of power or

authority is constituted in the Church ; only the work and

duty of it is cast into such an order as the very light of

nature doth require.

But there is not any intimation in the Scripture of the

least imparity or inequality, in order, degree, or authority,

among officers of the same sort, whether extraordinary or

ordinary. The apostles were all equal, so were the evan

gelists, so were elders or bishops, and so were deacons also.

The Scripture knows no more of an archbishop, such as all

diocesan bishops are, nor an archdeacon, than of an arch

apostle, or of an arch-evangelist, or an arch-prophet. How

beit, it is evident that in all their assemblies they had one

who did preside in the manner before described, which seems

among the apostles to have been the prerogative of Peter.*

The brethren also of the church may be so multiplied, as

that the constant meeting of them all in one place may not

be absolutely best for their edification: howbeit, that on all

the solemn occasions of the church whereunto their consent

is necessary, they did of old, and ought still, to meet in

the same place for advice, consultation, and consent, was

proved before. This is so fully expressed and exemplified in

the two great churches of Jerusalem and Antioch, (Acts xv.,)

that it cannot be gainsaid. When Paul and Barnabas, sent

‘ [Not always : James, the Lord’s brother, no apostle at all, seems to have

presided in the council the account of which is given in Acts xv.]
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by the brethren or church at Antioch, (ver. 1-3,) were come

to Jerusalem, they were received by the church, as the

brethren are called in distinction from the apostles and elders,

(ver. 4.) So when the apostles and elders assembled to con-

sider of the case proposed unto them, the whole multitude of

the church—that is, the brethren—assembled with them, (ver.

6, 12;) neither were they mute persons, mere auditors and

spectators in the assembly, but they concurred both in the

debate and determination of the question, insomuch as they

are expressly joined with the apostles and elders in the

advice given, (ver. 22, 23.) And when Paul and Barnabas

returned unto Antioch, the multitude, unto whom the letter

of the Church at Jerusalem was directed, came together

about it, (ver. 23, 30). Unless this be observed, the primitive

church state is overthrown. But I shall return from this

digression.

The first cfiicer or elder of the church is the pastor. A

pastor is the elder that feeds and rules the flock, (1 Pet.

v. 2 ;) that is, who is its teacher and its bishop; wot/triva-re,

e’vrwlco'n'ofizrres, “feed, taking the oversight.”

It is not my present design nor work to give a full account

of the qualifications required in persons to be called unto

this oflice; nor of their duty and work, with the qualities or

virtues to be exercised therein. It would require a large

discourse to handle them practically, and it hath been done

by others. It were to be wished that what is of this kind

expressed in the rule, and which the nature of the office doth

indispensany require, were more exemplified in practice than

it is.

THE END.
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INDEX.

ABRAHAM’s blessing—how belongs

to Gentiles, and how not, 56, note.

Abraham and Lot, the contrasted

career of these, 66—69.

Acts, all former, of divine judgment,

rehearsals of the great future

one, 70.

Acts of the Apostles, strange ending

of, accounted for, 487, 488.

Allusive contrast in prophecy ex

plained, 179.

Amalek, a type of the flesh, 85.

Antediluvian patriarchs, their

names combined contain the

gospel, 51.

Antipas, who? 224.

BABYLON mystical, her last days

spent as those of Babylon literal,

329—331.

Babylon reached in the third or

Church-and-state epoch,430 —432.

Balaam, doctrine of, what ? 82—104;

howsimilar to, and how an advance

upon, the doctrine of the Nicolait

anes, 187, 188, note; 220, and

note; not a tenet concerning

fieshly uncleanness, 221; the

errors of those who have so in

terpreted this phrase, 221—223.

Balaam asserted by Peter and Jude

to be the type of the false pro

phets, who lured the professing

Church on to ruin, 514—517.

Barnabas's sin, what? 487.

 
Bunyan on Gen. vi. quoted, as to

the cause of that flood, 473—475.

CANDLESTICKS, seven, of the New

Testament compared with the one

of the Old Testament, 41.

Causers of separation, who? 300.

Christians, this name given to the

disciples by God himself, 38, note.

Clericalism identical with Nicolait

anism, six proofs, 189—197.

“ Come out of her, my people "—

Elliott quoted on these words,

399, note.

Contrasted growth of Wheat and

Tarcs, main feature in the seven

Parables, 389—392.

Correct heading of each of the

seven Epistles, 147, note.

Cyprian’s Letters, 198.

DEMOCRACY the last phase of the

evil in the nominal Church,

328, 329.

Depths of Satan, 251, 252.

Difference of the growth of Wheat

and Tares, 381, 382.

Difference in the presence of Christ

in the Parable of Sower to that

in the Parable of Wheat and

Tares, 402.

Difference of Second Epistle of Peter

from his First, 506, 562; of

Second Epistle to Timothy from

the Eirst Epistle, 555.

2 P
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Dispensations, the, counted up,

49—54; Levitical and Christian,

contrasted, 55—60.

Dissenters may be divided into

three classes, 36.

Divisions into sevens of things con

cerning this age, and into twelves

of things concerning the world

to come; reason of this, 132, note.

Double fulfilment of Revelation

suggested, 114, 115.

Eccnnsms'rrcxn evil, how begun!

through ministerial ambition,

184—197; how to end? in reli

gious democracy, 328, 329.

Epistles, the seven, cannot be

interpreted unless regarded as

prophetic, 144, 245, 250, 258, 304.

Epochs of the several Epistles easily

to be ascertained, 161.

Errors of Ecclesiasticism, three, con

demned by Peter, 506—520.

FLOOD, the cause of, 65; and Bun

yan quoted, 473—475.

Furnace, Babylon’s burning fiery,

256, 257.

HEAVEN, the fullest description of,

r in all the Word of God, is in the

seven promises of Rev. ii. and iii.,

intheir combined form, 149—153.

How the seven Parables are to be

placed side by side with the seven

Epistles, 418—421.

How the seven Parables, when their

main feature is the contrast of

growth of righteous and wicked,

yet have a prophetic aspect,

398—405. '

“ IN the heavenlies,” (5’1; 10?:

e’rroupaulm;,) remarks on this

expression, 62, note.

Israel’s separation in Palestine, how

enjoined to be maintained, 72—77 ;

sin with Midian, typical, 82—104.

“ I will say,“ these words not in the

explanation of the Parable, but

in the Parable itself, why? 373,

second note.

 

“JEws, those calling themselves,"

explained and proved to be a

condemnation of Judaism in the

Church, 203—208, 247, 248, 294,

314, 427.

Jezebel, who? 224—250.

LEAVEN, its true scriptural signifi

cation, 345—356.

“ Let both grow together,” meaning

of, 383, 396.

Liability to error of judgment no

excuse for indolence as to church

discipline, 181.

Line, a new, drawn, separating not

only from the outside world, but

also from the Church-world, 261.

Lot the type of the children of God

who linger in Babylon, 531—537.

MEDE quoted on the prophetic as

pect of the seven Epistles, 147,

note ; on the word “ some,” 524.

Ministers, all, commanded to act

the bishop over their own flocks,

and not to delegate that work to

a stranger,>506, note.

Mode in which any professing

church may ascertain its actual

standing before God, 168—176.

NAMES of the churches explained

—Ephesus, 182; Smyrna, 211;

Pergamos, 228; Thyatira, 251;

Sardis, 281; Philadelphia, 301;

Laodicea, 328.

Nicolaitanes, doctrine of, how simi

lar to, and how leading unto,

doctrine of Balaam, 187, 188,

note; 220, and note.

Nicolaitanism, what? 184—197; no

such sect as Nicolaitanes ever

existed, 185, 186, and note.

Nicolaitanism identical with Cleri

calism, six proofs, 189—197.

PEARL, parable of, misinterpreted,

376, note.

Persecution, God and the devil

both proved to have a hand in,

199—202.
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Plan of the Parables in Matt. xiii,

387—396.

Popery, the divinely-traced con

sequence of the Union, 204, 364.

Present prince of this world, who?

483.

Promise in Rev. 10, remarks on

307, note.

Prophetic hearings in the seven

Epistles and seven Parables, what

needful to the apprehension of,

108, 109.

RELATION of the fifth and sixth

Parables of Matt. xiii. to each

other, 376—380; seven Epistles

to the remainder of the Book of

Revelation, 112—118.

Swan's throne, 227; 252; 433,

note; 437,438.

Satan, depths of, 251, 252.

Schism, what? 566, note.

Separation, the causers of, who? 300.

Separation from apostasy not

schism, 565.

Separation of Israel in Palestine,

how enjoined to be maintained,

72—77.

Separating, the mode of, righteous

from wicked, 302—310.

Separated Christians, how encour

aged, 295—299.

Stand-point whence to behold the

prophetic scenes, 177.

Turns, unregenerate professors, who

are overcome specially by the

world, 367—370.

 
Three classes of hearers not bene

fited by the word, can be dis

tinguished in two ways, 424.

Three classes of professors, beheld

in the sixth Epistle, 254.

Three errors of ecclesiasticism con

demned by Peter, 506, 520.

“ Three measures of meal,” ex

plained, 446.

Tree, parable of, its true import,

352—366; this, Babylonish, 358;

represents gradations of earthly

rank and wealth in the world

church, 359.

Tribulation of ten days, explained,

211, 212.

Twelve anterior reasons for sup

posing that Israel’s sin with

Midian typical of the professing

Church's union with the world,

82—104.

Twelve specimens of revelation of

doctrine being ever conjoined

with a call to separation from

sin and apostasy, 567—574.

Uacnncr of the Spirit's call to hear

what He says unto the churches,

noted, 104—109.

Vsam'rrons of prophetic interpret

ers of the seven Epistles accounted

for, 164.

WARN-inc, “He that hath an ear,”

the change of place of this ac

counted for, 144, 145.
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